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This dissertation studies the popular émigré newsmagazine Illustrated Russia 
(Illyustrirovannaya Rossiya, henceforth IR) in order to verify whether mainstream, 
everyday Russian émigré culture in the interwar period was preservationist and 
prerevolutionary oriented, as is often claimed for its so-called high culture 
counterpart. There has been quite some research on high émigré culture displaying an 
inclination to prerevolutionary Russian themes and styles, but there has never been 
any similar research for more middlebrow and mainstream, everyday culture in the 
Russian emigration.  
IR is the ideal test case for this question, for various reasons. IR was one of the 
largest and most widespread newsmagazines in the Russian interwar emigration. 
Published in Paris from 1924 until 1939, no less than 748 issues came out. 
Furthermore, IR was widely read among Russian émigrés, also beyond Europe. While 
its primary public was the Russian émigré community, the newsmagazine did not limit 
itself to émigré culture alone: the West, Soviet Russia and prerevolutionary Russia 
received attention as well. The magazine offered a diverse mix of both highbrow and 
middlebrow materials and treated a wide array of topics. IR, thus, is a unique time 
document, offering significant insight into the surroundings of the average Russian 
émigré, and as such, it is invaluable for our understanding of everyday life and culture 
in the Russian emigration during the interwar period. 
 This research has allowed to conclude that IR indeed displays preservationism, but 
that there are varying forms, which do not always manifest themselves at the same 
times or to the same extent. Preservationism in its most common form in émigré 
studies, i.e. preserving and commemorating an idealized image of prerevolutionary 
Russia through material and creative culture, is present in IR only to a very limited 
extent and solely on particular occasions. Instead, IR is much more frequently and 
actively concerned with preserving prerevolutionary Russia’s moral standards, 










Dit proefschrift bestudeert aan de hand van het populaire emigrantenmagazine 
Illustrated Russia (Illyustrirovannaya Rossiya, voortaan IR) of de alledaagse Russische 
emigratiecultuur in het interbellum preservationistisch en prerevolutionair 
georiënteerd was, zoals vaak wordt beweerd voor de zogeheten high culture 
tegenpool. Er is al heel wat onderzoek gevoerd naar de high emigratiecultuur die 
inderdaad een voorkeur vertoont voor prerevolutionaire Russische thema's en stijlen, 
maar er is nooit soortgelijk onderzoek gevoerd naar meer middlebrow, alledaagse 
cultuur in de Russische emigratie.  
IR is de ideale testcase hiervoor, en dit om verschillende redenen. IR was één van 
de grootste en meest verspreide nieuwsmagazines in de Russische emigratie van het 
interbellum. IR werd uitgegeven in Parijs van 1924 tot 1939 en er zijn maar liefst 748 
nummers verschenen. IR werd veel gelezen onder Russische emigranten, tot ver 
buiten Europa. Het voornaamste publiek was de Russische emigratiegemeenschap, 
maar het nieuwsmagazine beperkte zich niet tot de emigratiecultuur: ook het Westen 
en Sovjet-Rusland, evenals prerevolutionair Rusland, kregen aandacht. Het magazine 
bood een diverse mix van zowel highbrow als middlebrow materialen en behandelde 
een breed scala aan onderwerpen. IR is dus een uniek tijdsdocument dat veel inzicht 
biedt in de leefwereld van de gemiddelde Russische emigrant, en is op die manier van 
onschatbare waarde voor ons begrip van het dagelijkse leven en de cultuur van de 
Russische emigratie tijdens het interbellum. 
Dit onderzoek laat toe te concluderen dat IR inderdaad preservationisme vertoont, 
maar dat er verschillende vormen zijn die zich niet altijd op dezelfde momenten of in 
dezelfde mate manifesteren. Preservationisme in zijn meest voorkomende vorm in 
emigratiestudies, namelijk het bewaren en herdenken van een geïdealiseerd beeld van 
prerevolutionair Rusland via materiële en creatieve cultuur, is in IR slechts in zeer 
beperkte mate aanwezig en bijna uitsluitend op bijzondere gelegenheden. In plaats 
daarvan zet IR veel meer en actiever in op het bewaren van de morele normen en 
waarden van prerevolutionair Rusland, iets wat het duidelijkst tot uiting komt in de 
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Exactly thirty years ago, Marc Raeff published his seminal work Russia Abroad: A 
Cultural History of the Russian Emigration, 1919-1939 (1990), the first comprehensive 
cultural history of the interwar Russian emigration. In this monograph, Raeff provides 
“the institutional and intellectual context of life in Russia Abroad” (idem: 14), through 
chapters focusing, among other things, on children and education, religion, and history 
in emigration. In doing so, Raeff portrays the interwar emigration as a society who 
“firmly believed that one of [its] primary tasks in exile was to preserve, carry on, and 
create Russian culture” (idem: 96), notably that of prerevolutionary Russia. Put 
differently, Raeff characterizes the interwar emigration as preservationist, 
considering that preserving, carrying on and creating Russian culture can all be 
regarded as manifestations of preservationism, of which the former two are more 
passive forms while the latter is more active form (cf. infra). As Raeff highlights the 
fact that émigré identity above all positions itself vis-à-vis prerevolutionary Russia, he 
thus considers preservationism a key factor in the formation of émigré identity. There 
are two very good arguments that corroborate Raeff’s claim: the general diasporic 
nature of the Russian émigré community, and the specific context of the Russian 
interwar emigration. 
 
The diasporic nature of Russia Abroad 
The 1917 October Revolution and the ensuing Russian Civil War (1918-1922) caused 
an enormous wave of emigration. More than a million, mostly well-educated Russian 
citizens fled their motherland – now under Bolshevik control – in search of a less 
hostile place to live. The large majority of the Russian interwar emigration – also 
known as ‘Russia in exile’, or ‘The First Wave’ – settled in Europe, while others found 
a new home in China, North and South America, and Africa. While the Russian 
emigration’s separate members, especially those who emigrated at a young age, tried 




the émigré community as a whole led its own social, political and cultural life – a 
situation that would last until World War II. What is more, the Russian interwar 
émigré community’s cultural output reached exceptionally high levels in terms of 
quality, quantity and diversity. All kinds of organizations took care of community life; 
an enormous number of newspapers and periodicals was published; numerous 
political, historical, philosophical writings found their way to the presses, as did 
prerevolutionary and contemporary (i.e. first and foremost émigré, but also Soviet) 
literature; visual arts, sculpture, music and theater flourished. 
In diasporic communities, such as the Russian interwar emigration, identity tends 
to be a most important, even quintessential issue. Wedged between the (mental) home 
country on the one hand, and the (physical) host country on the other, diasporic 
communities are challenged to position themselves vis-à-vis those two worlds (and, 
possibly, vis-à-vis other worlds, as well – more on that below). Most often, diasporic 
communities aspire to retain their own identity – or at least what they perceive as 
their own identity, or come to perceive as such once in emigration – and, hence, to 
safeguard the bonds with the home country. This is done most easily through culture 
in the broadest sense of the word, from language to literature, from music to visual 
arts etc. Being immersed in a foreign culture, émigrés thus may stress – whether or 
not consciously, purposefully or organically – exactly those characteristics which they 
consider ‘typical’ of or intrinsic to their home culture. However, there is an inherent 
risk to this practice. Not seldom this comes with downsizing or overstressing specific 
aspects, or even inventing them. 
In the case of Russian culture, which since Chaadayev has been torn between East 
and West and is now relocated to the context of the Western host countries, there is a 
specific risk of what could be called ‘self-orientalization’. This tendency goes hand in 
hand with the perception of Russian identity by the Western host countries. At the 
turn of the century, among Westerners a peculiar image of ‘the Russian’ had formed 
that is reminiscent of what Edward Said had coined ‘orientalism’ in 1978 – a 
prejudiced and patronizing view of the ‘superior’, ‘developed’, ‘flexible’, ‘rational’ West 
on the ‘inferior’, ‘un(der)developed’, ‘static’ Orient. As Maria Todorova has shown, 
Said’s concept can also be applied to other non-Western cultures, such as the Balkans 
(1997) – or Russia, for that matter. This orientalist image of ‘the Russian’ was partly 
the result of cultural export products. Think of the highly emotional, non-rational 
Russians in Dostoyevsky; the gloomy and indecisive Russians in Chekhov; or the 
exotic, eastern-like or gypsy-like Russians in Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes (see, for 
example Krauss & Victoroff 2012; Bullock & Beasly 2013). The dominant Russian 
émigré approach to identity may tend to do something very similar. By emphasizing 
or maximizing ‘typically Russian’ elements and nullifying or downsizing ‘not truly 




a biased, even patronizing view on Russian culture may arise which stresses the non-
westernness or even un(der)developedness and static nature of Russian culture and, 
hence, identity. 
 
The specific context of Russia Abroad 
A second, and even more important argument corroborating Raeff’s claim is the 
specific context of the Russian emigration. In this context, as has been argued 
convincingly by Raeff, the mainstream émigré attitude went further than just an 
enhanced attention for all ‘things Russian’. The Russian home culture, Raeff posits, was 
not just far away, it was actually perceived to be ‘lost’. Bolshevism opposed much of 
what constituted prerevolutionary Russian society, culture and identity, and very 
quickly started the creation of a distinct ‘counterculture’, aimed at eradicating 
everything prerevolutionary or ‘genuinely Russian’, to use Raeff’s terminology. As a 
reaction, Raeff posits, the émigré community aspired to preserve for future 
generations what it considered the prerevolutionary ‘home culture’ and the carrier of 
the ‘truly’ Russian identity: 
 
The Russians who sought refuge abroad and decided to stay in exile, rather than 
return to a Russia ruled by Bolsheviks, did so not only out of consideration of 
personal safety […] but mainly because their homeland no longer conformed to 
their idea of what Russia should be. If they remained in exile and established a 
Russia Abroad, it was to preserve and pass on to their children their own notion 
of what constituted genuine Russian culture (1990: 47). 
 
Furthermore, Raeff indicates, the émigrés lived in the “expectation of returning home 
when the hated system would end” (idem: 16). As such, preserving and carrying on 
the “genuine Russian culture” became one of the emigration’s raisons d’être.  
 
Approaches to/attitudes in émigré identity formation 
The combination of an enhanced attention to ‘Russianness’ and the wish to preserve 
Russian culture and identity, whether or not accompanied by a possible tendency 
toward self-orientalization, did have a considerable effect on the cultural production 
of the émigré community. In literature, for example, a whole ‘nostalgia industry’ 
developed, in which life in prerevolutionary Russia became a central and even sacred 




especially his most renowned novel The Life of Arsenyev (Zhizn Arsenyeva, 1927 ff.), 
known for its numerous and elaborate musings on prerevolutionary Russian life and 
landscapes. At the same time modernity – i.e. life after the Revolution and life in the 
Western world – hardly received any attention in émigré literature, and if so, then 
most often not in positive terms (Foster 1972; Dhooge 2017). Furthermore, norm-
breaking and abstractionist Avant-Garde painters and artists – who by the emigrants 
often were perceived as admirers of the radical changes in Bolshevik Russia – were 
largely ignored in art journals, while more traditionalist Modernist, neo-Romantic and 
neo-Classicist artists who focused on Russian subjects (history, folklore, landscapes) 
were in the spotlights more, as shows the art journal Firebird (Zhar-Ptitsa, 1921-1926; 
Marten-Finnis 2012). Even the 19th-century Realist painters who decided to focus on 
Russian instead of Western themes as was fashionable in the 18th and early 19th 
century, received attention again in the émigré art journals (Marten-Finnis 2012). 
In terms of self-orientalization, the most obvious example is the aforementioned art 
journal Firebird. Each issue of the journal contained an appendix consisting of 
translations of a selection of original articles. The selection made by the publishing 
house, however, varied with each target culture. For German readers, the editor 
singled out the philosophical and religious nature of Russian art, while for the English 
public, he put the emphasis on the exotic and fairytale-like Russian life (Dhooge 2013). 
Of course, this was first and foremost a selling strategy: by stressing what the intended 
public allegedly thought to be ‘typically Russian’, the journal hoped to anticipate the 
foreign market. Although this is an extreme example serving (also) a commercial 
purpose, it can be argued that self-orientalization is – to a greater or lesser extent – in 
play in émigré culture in general. 
Self-orientalization is but one means to construct identity. A key concept that is the 
very kernel of any approach to preservationism is that of nostalgia, shortly put the 
longing for home. It can be argued that there is not but one, fixed manifestation of that 
longing. Instead, nostalgia exists in varying forms. In her seminal work, The future of 
nostalgia (2001), Boym distinguishes between two types of nostalgia, restorative and 
reflective: 
 
Restorative nostalgia stresses nóstos (home) and attempts a transhistorical 
reconstruction of the lost home. Reflective nostalgia thrives in álgos, the longing 
itself, and delays the homecoming — wistfully, ironically, desperately. These 
distinctions are not absolute binaries, and one can surely make a more refined 
mapping of the gray areas on the outskirts of imaginary homelands. Restorative 
nostalgia does not think of itself as nostalgia, but rather as truth and tradition. 
Reflective nostalgia dwells on the ambivalences of human longing and belonging 




nostalgia protects the absolute truth, while reflective nostalgia calls it into doubt 
(idem: xviii). 
 
Restorative nostalgia arguably can be considered an active form of nostalgia, as it 
comes down to remembering in order to reconstruct what is lost. Reflective nostalgia, 
then again, can be considered a rather passive form, i.e. remembering in order to 
preserve, under a glass cover as it were, but not necessarily accompanied by the wish 
to continue or restore. As Boym indicates, both types of nostalgia are not absolute 
values, but rather two ends on a spectrum of nostalgia.  
In the case of the Russian emigration, the main object of nostalgia, the home longed 
for, is prerevolutionary Russia. It can be argued that the idea of a nostalgia spectrum 
consisting of an active and passive opposite (as can be distilled from Boym’s 
conception), can be applied to preservationism in the Russian emigration as well. 
Whereas simply commemorating prerevolutionary Russia as it was can be seen as a 
passive form of preservationism, actively seeking to continue and pass on certain 
aspects of prerevolutionary Russia can be considered more active forms of 
preservationism. Given that this active form of preservationism seems to focus rather 
on the present and the future of Russia instead of exclusively on its past, the additional 
question rises whether the (re)construction of Russia is based solely on what was (i.e. 
prerevolutionary Russia), or also on what is and, perhaps, what will be? It thus is 
possible that nostalgia in the Russian emigration manifests itself not only as a longing 
for what was (and no longer is, i.e. passive/reflective), but also on what still (or 
already) is, and what will be (active/restorative). An immediate consequence of the 
latter is that the emigration does not only position itself vis-à-vis its prerevolutionary 
past, but perhaps also vis-à-vis other, contemporary spheres of influence.  
Needless to say, the formation of (émigré) identity and its positioning vis-à-vis other 
spheres of influences is not necessarily – or not solely – a matter of objective 
representation, but also of conceptualizing and mythologizing certain identity traits 
such as they are being perceived and/or imagined. With regard to émigré 
preservationism, it can be argued that the rendering of what constitutes Russian 
identity relies on a curated and, not rarely, idealized image of prerevolutionary Russia. 
As Demidova (2012) posits,  
 
the myth performs a number of very essential functions: axiological (the 
function of asserting one's own values), teleological (defining goals that are 
significant for the community / individual) and the dual function of unification-
differentiation based on them. In other words, the myth greatly contributes to 




their survival as such. The latter becomes especially significant in situations of 
social cataclysms of various kinds (war, revolution, change of government, 
change of social order, economic crisis, emigration, etc.).1 
 
In addition, according to Demidova not only the image of the past is prone to 
mythologization, so is the image of the future. By means of pursuing the idealized past 
in the present, an ideal future can be achieved – something which is most definitely 
applicable to the émigrés’ wish to safeguard prerevolutionary Russia in order to 
‘reinstall’ it upon their return to their liberated motherland. Demidova also pays 
attention to “the question of the role of community censorship […] and the self-
censorship caused by it in the process of mythologization”2 which to a large extent 
both use the same strategies: “pedaling the positive component of the image and 
keeping silent about its negative component.”3 
Finally, Demidova indicates that also in the present, several myths can exist 
alongside one another: 
 
The émigré myth developed in parallel with the Soviet myth. The semantic axis 
on which each of them was strung was Russia and Russian culture, however, the 
ideas about the latter turned out to be diametrically opposed, just as the 
strategies of building a myth were diametrically opposed. The émigré myth, 
based on these ideas, had as its goal to present the emigration as the keeper of 
the values taken with them; the Soviet one, starting from them, formed the image 
of the builders of a new culture instead of the destroyed old one. The myth thus 
acted as an instrument of (self) affirmation of the community through the denial 
 
                                                   
1 “[…] миф выполняет ряд весьма существенных функций: аксиологическую (функцию утверждения 
собственных ценностей), телеологическую (определения значимых для сообщества/индивида 
целей) и основанную на них двуединую функцию объединения-разграничения. Иными словами, 
миф в значительной степени способствует самоидентификации индивида и/или сообщества и – в 
пределе – их выживанию как таковых. Последнее становится особенно значимым в ситуациях 
общественных катаклизмов разного рода (война, революция, смена власти, смена общественного 
уклада, экономический кризис, эмиграция и т. п.).” Demidova 2012: 13-14. 
2 “[…] о роли цензуры сообщества […] и обусловленной ею самоцензуры в процессе мифологизации.” 
Idem. 
3 “[…] педалирование положительной составляющей образа и умолчание о его негативной 





of the adversary. In addition, in each case a kind of countermyth was formed: in 
emigration – about the USSR, in the USSR – about emigration.4 
 
This corroborates the abovementioned idea that the Russian emigration does not only 
position itself vis-à-vis its prerevolutionary part, but also creates its identity in relation 
to (the émigré perspective on) Soviet Russia. Similarly, it can be argued that the 
Russian emigration also looks at a third point of reference, the West, as Greta Slobin 
has pointed out in Russians Abroad. Literary and Cultural Politics of Diaspora. 1919-
1939 (2013). A relevant concept in this matter is Slobin’s notion of “triangulation”, 
which she coins as a founding principle of interwar émigré literature, referring to its 
oscillation between  
 
the lost homeland and pre-revolutionary literary tradition; the Soviet Union, 
then in process of unprecedented political and cultural transformation; and the 
European host countries, especially France (idem: 14). 
 
This process of triangulation works in a dual way, as the character of émigré literature 
builds on both shared and conflicting characteristics and practices. Although Slobin’s 
term mainly refers to a process that affected the (high) literature of the Russian First 
Wave emigration, this concept can be extended to Russian émigré culture and matters 
of identity in general. Indeed, it can be argued that Russian émigré culture as a whole 
developed just as much in dialogue with these three spheres of influence. When 
applied to the issue of preservation and/or formation of the Russian identity and 
culture, this implies that these two mechanisms thus not only revolve around 
preserving the prerevolutionary past, but also put forward elements of the Soviet and 
Western identities in order to construct and convey the émigré identity. As the term 
triangulation indicates, the émigré identity thus is embedded in a triangle of influence 
of the emigration’s direct others, i.e. prerevolutionary Russia, Soviet Russia and the 
 
                                                   
4 “Эмигрантский миф складывался параллельно с советским мифом. Смыслообразующей осью, на 
которую нанизывался каждый из них, была Россия и русская культура, однако представления о 
последних оказывались диаметрально противоположными, как диаметрально противоположными 
были стратегии выстраивания мифа. Эмигрантский миф, основываясь на этих представлениях, 
имел своей целью представить эмиграцию как хранительницу унесенных с собой ценностей; 
советский, отталкиваясь от них, формировал образ строителей новой культуры вместо 
разрушенной прежней. Миф, таким образом, выступал как инструмент (само)утверждения 
сообщества посредством отрицания противника. Кроме того, в каждом случае формировался и 




West. This influence manifests itself not only in identifying with similarities, but also 
in stressing differences in order to shape and emphasize the specificity of the émigré 
identity. Furthermore, the influences of the emigration’s others are not necessarily 
equally large, nor do they affect every aspect of émigré identity. For one aspect, the 
emigration thus may look at prerevolutionary Russia, while for another, it turns to the 
West or Soviet Russia, or perhaps even to both. Moreover, these dynamics are, of 
course, not permanent, but can change throughout time, whether or not under 
influence of the changing émigré context. It thus is clear that the emigration’s image 
of the other to a large extent defines its self-image and its own identity. This also works 
in the opposite direction, i.e. that the self-image also influences the image of the other. 
As Beller & Leerssen (2007) posit in their study on imagology, “valorizing the Other is 
nothing but a reflection of one’s own point of view”, a point of view that is not strictly 
limited to the other but also one’s includes self-image. The émigré identity thus is 
never an isolated and self-contained, nor permanent reality, but an everchanging 
construct affected by its broader context. 
 
The nature of émigré culture 
Tihanov’s, Slobin’s and Demidova’s abovementioned studies focusing on aspects of 
preservationism in émigré culture above all concern high culture, as do other the 
studies highlighting preservationism and self-orientalization in émigré culture. The 
same goes for Raeff, even though he actually speaks out against the use of the term 
high culture. Nonetheless, it can be argued that this is exactly the type of culture he 
refers to when speaking about émigré preservationism: 
 
Culture, for the Russian émigrés, was an essential aspect of their national 
identity, of their identity as educated, at whatever level, Russian people. It 
consisted of all those manifestations of what at times, erroneously I think, is 
called ‘high’ culture: the literary, artistic, and scientific or scholarly creations of 
the nation, which are promulgated by such institutions as church, school, 
theater, books and journals, informal clubs, societies, and organizations. In all of 
these manifestations, however, there was a specifically Russian identity (1990: 
10). 
 
The reason why Raeff does not wish to refer to these types of cultural production as 
‘high’ culture arguably – as Raeff himself does not really elaborate on this – stems from 
the fact that most Russian émigrés were well educated, and that this production to a 




What is more, as Raeff argues, this cultural production was embedded in émigré daily 
life by means of the various institutions he refers to, whereas high culture generally 
appears to be further removed from daily life. More importantly, however, what 
stands out in Raeff’s monograph is the fact that he seems to equate culture with 
creation, as he focuses almost solely on consciously and purposefully created 
manifestations of culture, at the expense of more spontaneous manifestations of 
culture which can be found in daily life. A good example of the latter is cooking, but 
also reigning mentalities in a society which are not necessarily the result of or comply 
with conscious and elaborate reflections of thinkers. Hence, Raeff’s conception of 
culture, even if it is not meant to be understood as a variation of high culture, arguably 
is nonetheless top-down: a culture, which is created by a cultural elite, and supported 
by institutions, and not a culture, which appears to be more bottom-up, a culture 
which is actually lived and formed more or less organically by the common émigré 
community. It thus can be argued that in Raeff’s notion of culture, even if he rejects the 
term ‘high culture’, there nonetheless is no attention to truly everyday culture, in the 
largest sense of the word. This becomes even more clear when looking into the 
examples Raeff provides, as he predominantly turns to literature. Tellingly, Raeff’s 
fifth chapter entitled “To keep and to cherish: what is Russian culture?” almost 
exclusively discusses émigré literature, in addition to a few examples on émigré 
thought and science: 
 
Of course, the émigrés themselves never specified a definition of Russian 
culture; we can only sort out the discrete elements that, together, were deemed 
to make up this tradition. Modern Russian culture, it seems, found its strongest 
expression, in its most individualized and characteristic form, in literature 
(idem: 95). 
 
Raeff mentions two reasons for this focus on literature. On the one hand, he argues, 
“literary media are easily transmitted and seem to be the most ‘exportable’”, i.e. to the 
wider émigré community. On the other hand, he adds, “language is the one feature that 
defines a unique national identity” unlike other cultural manifestations such as music 
and visual arts, which, according to Raeff, “seem rather as universal and are more 
easily assimilated into the Western or world cultural scene” (idem: 95).  
While Raeff’s arguments stand to reason, focusing almost exclusively on literature 
as the most “exportable” form of culture which revolves around language as the key 
carrier of cultural identity entails omitting a large part of cultural production. 
Furthermore, as Raeff claims that literature is culture “in its most individualized [….] 




masses. In this way, Raeff overlooks more spontaneous manifestations of culture in 
everyday life, manifestations which – although they are not consciously conceived, or 
perhaps just because of it – offer valuable insight into to identity of the Russian 
interwar emigration. Everyday culture in all its forms to a certain extent encompasses 
a cultural reality. This is in contrast to ‘creative’ productions of culture conveying to a 
certain extent a cultural construct (or at least a selective, polished, even censored, as 
Demidova posits, form of culture and cultural identity) – but which of course can be 
perceived as a cultural reality, or even ultimately become broadly shared. 
 
The study of émigré culture 
It is important to note that Raeff’s focus on what can be considered high culture 
(especially literature) is the most widespread approach in émigré studies. This comes 
at the expense of popular émigré culture. In addition, studies in Russian émigré culture 
tend to be doubly limited in scope as they also focus predominantly on individuals. 
Groundbreaking work has been carried out, but it tends to focus first and foremost on 
separate, major intellectuals, artists, writers, etc. A few examples are Bethea’s work 
Khodasevich, his Life and Art (1983), Blagasova’s Ivan Bunin: zhizn, tvorchestvo, 
problemy metoda i poetiki (2001), Hagglund’s bibliography Georgy Adamovich: an 
annotated bibliography: criticism, poetry, and prose (1985), Jackson’s The Russian 
vision: the art of Ilya Repin (2015), Orlova’s work Gazdanov (2003), and Mitchell’s 
article ‘In Search of Russia: Sergei Rakhmaninov and the Politics of Musical Memory 
after 1917’ (2019). The émigré artists and intellectuals who are at the center of these 
scholarly works and their respective lives and oeuvres are, of course, more than 
worthy of in-depth research. This applies not only to the émigrés themselves, but also 
to their respective role in the Russian emigration and, subsequently, to their 
importance for Russian culture as a whole. In fact, their cultural value is immense and 
their importance goes far beyond émigré culture and Russian culture. Furthermore, it 
is assumed that high culture is worth studying the most, if only for its intellectual and 
aesthetic merits. However, in terms of quantity (and, hence, perhaps also impact), 
popular culture surpasses high culture by far. Put differently, if one takes into account 
the extraordinary richness of Russian émigré culture, it can only be concluded that 
those canonized major figures are just the tip of the iceberg. The most obvious Russian 
émigré persona, however, the common Russian emigrant, and his role in the cultural 
field (as a consumer and contributor) seldom are the object of study within the field 
of Russian émigré studies. 
Furthermore, it would be wrong to a priori conclude that the views of the common 
Russian émigré by definition coincide with those of the cultural elite – or that there is 




educated does not necessarily mean that they share the same cultural tastes in their 
everyday lives as the émigré elite. Hence, the unique unity of the Russian community, 
‘Russia Abroad’, cannot by definition be equated with an absolute homogeneity of its 
cultural output.  
As such, from both a quantitative and a qualitative perspective, it is worth looking 
into émigré popular and middlebrow culture, too. Apart from that, the issue of 
preservationism is one of those aspects which every single émigré is confronted with, 
but may present very different attitudes than what is conveyed in high culture, and 
especially literature. Hence, it is worth investigating whether for the common Russian 
emigrant, Russian émigré culture and its preservation really was an aim in itself, or 
perhaps rather one of the many choices that he, consciously or unconsciously, had to 
make on an everyday basis, in addition to other choices regarding family life, work, 
everyday life in the Russian and host community, etc. Put differently, it would be no 
surprise if, in those aspects of the cultural output that the common Russian emigrant 
actively participated in (by creating, consuming, and, hence, to a certain extent also 
defining émigré culture), a more pragmatic experience of Russian émigré culture, 
identity and preservation could be seen. This pragmatic experience, then, may 
oscillate between an enhanced preservationist attitude in certain spheres or at certain 
times, and a decreased one in others. Therefore, it can be asked whether Raeff’s claim 
also applies to popular, everyday culture. It is, of course, not possible to study this 
everyday culture in its integrity. Everyday culture exists in countless forms, many of 
which are not necessarily materialized. And those elements of which there is 
documentation are extremely diverse – ranging from family photographs and cooking 
books to calendars and magazines of all kinds of associations and organizations. 
However, a vehicle for popular and everyday culture, such as presented by the 
mainstream émigré media, does allow to gain a better understanding of this culture. 
While it should be taken into account that the mainstream media to a certain extent is 
an institute too, not rarely with a predetermined aim and agenda, at the same time 
mainstream media is a commercial product aiming to attract buyers, and hence, stands 
closer to the average émigré and often actively interacts with him. 
Over the last decades, the study of popular culture has been gaining increasingly 
more ground. A problematic aspect in this field turns out to be a (precise) definition 
of what exactly constitutes popular culture. In 1980, Tony Bennett proposes four 
definitions of popular culture. These four definitions ultimately serve as the basis for 
John Storey’s (2008) six definitions of popular culture, including remarks on each 
definition’s strengths and difficulties. In this dissertation I will not define what I 
believe constitutes popular culture, nor will I choose one or a combination of 
definitions as proposed by Storey and others. Nevertheless, I want to refer to Storey’s 




or well-liked by many people” (Storey 2008: 5). Although this definition in itself is 
inadequate to cover popular culture, as also Storey himself emphasizes, I argue that it 
is a major argument underwriting the enormous potential of popular culture – the 
culture of the many, as opposed to the culture of the few. This also applies to Russian 
studies where – although only very recently – the interest in popular culture has 
become more widespread. In his 1993 monograph Russian Popular Culture: 
Entertainment and Society Since 1900, Richard Stites argues in favor of the study of 
popular culture as a mirror of a society: 
 
Patterns of popular taste reflect, among other things, attitudes to the city, the 
state, the nation, the family, money, foreigners, minorities, the arts, and the 
‘system’. The consumption of culture is part of a people's biography and popular 
culture can be a means of bonding for most people in a way that high culture 
cannot (idem: 2). 
 
However, Stites indicates that the majority of works on Soviet Russian culture are 
devoted to high culture and as such, they offer “an incomplete and one-sided 
understanding of ordinary Russian people living in the USSR” (idem: 3). This argument 
arguably can also be applied to the common Russian émigrés living outside of the 
USSR. It must be noted that just as with high culture, popular culture is but one 
element of culture and identity at large, but its study is a valuable and necessary 
addition to already existing studies on high culture in order to gain a more complete 
understanding. 
Additionally, in the case of the Russian interwar emigration, the importance of and 
need to study popular culture is also determined by the its direct surroundings, given 
that the interwar West is a space and time in which manifestations of popular culture 
also take up an increasingly larger place and significance in society in general. 
 
Illustrated Russia as a test case for preservationism in everyday culture 
As mentioned earlier, a highly significant source to study everyday, popular culture in 
the interwar emigration can be found in the mainstream media – especially in popular 
periodicals, as they are a document of the consumption (but also participation in and 
contribution to) the culture of the average émigré. An important testimony of 
everyday Russian émigré life and culture is the popular newsmagazine 
Illyustrirovannaya Rossiya (Illustrated Russia, henceforth IR). IR was published in Paris 
uninterruptedly from late 1924 (there is no starting date specified) until its sudden 




appeared. IR is a unique and invaluable time document for various reasons. First of all, 
it covers a large period of the interwar emigration as it was weekly published for 
fifteen years, this amounts to a total of 748 issues of about 25 to 30 pages each. Second, 
it was widely read among Russian émigrés, not only in Paris, but in all corners of the 
Russian diaspora. As such, the contents presented can be considered highly exportable 
too, to use Raeff’s terminology. IR appears to be the only émigré popular 
newsmagazine enjoying the same widespread popularity. There are widely read 
newspapers in emigration, such as Latest news (Posledniye Novosti, 1920-1940) or 
Renaissance (Vozrozhdeniye, 1925-1940), but they are generally limited to treating 
topical news. IR, in contrast, consists of a wide array of genres and media, from 
literature to both short or more elaborate articles, photographs, illustrations and 
cartoons, to name but a few. Furthermore, IR’s content is very diverse: the magazine 
covers a variety of themes and topics, ranging from news events and politics to fashion 
and sport. Interestingly, these themes and topics report not only on the émigré 
community, but also on prerevolutionary Russia, Soviet Russia, and the world in 
general. Lastly, throughout this very diverse content, IR actively and consistently 
positions itself as an apolitical and neutral magazine, without a political color and 
corresponding readership, and, hence, aiming at including virtually every Russian 
émigré. 
IR thus offers significant insight into what the average Russian emigrant got to read, 
see, hear and visit and what may have interested him. In addition, considering that IR 
is a commercial product and thus, to a certain extent, caters to its readers’ wishes and 
expectations, IR’s content offers a more profound understanding of reigning émigré 
mentalities, especially as the magazine does not reduce itself to any ideological 
position. What is more, these mentalities are occasionally also made explicit in IR in 
sections devoted to the public opinion, as well as by means of readers’ letters. It, thus, 
can be argued that IR encompasses both creative and everyday culture, as well as 
highbrow and middlebrow culture. As such, IR is invaluable for a more complete 
understanding of émigré interwar culture in general, and of everyday life and popular 
culture in the Russian emigration during the interwar period in particular.  
Finally, as Pykett argues for periodicals in general, IR does not just simply reflect 
émigré culture, but is an intrinsic part of it and even contributes to the formation of 
émigré culture. In doing so, IR holds the middle between an institute and a vehicle for 
the average émigré, as well as between creative and spontaneous manifestations of 
émigré culture. IR shapes émigré culture in various ways. First of all, by covering 
particular aspects of émigré culture, it brings these elements to its readers’ attention 
and arguably steers their consumption of émigré culture into a certain direction. 
Second, by means of content such as editorial notes, opinion pieces and journalist 




émigré mentalities. Finally, IR can be considered an important agent in the émigré 
community as it publishes announcements of caritative organizations and actively 
promotes charity and solidarity, as well as purposefully seeks to unite individual 
émigré, for example by means of a section devoted to readers’ letters. IR’s agency and 
its role in the émigré community will run like a thread through this dissertation. 
 
Studying everyday culture through periodicals 
In the last decades, the field of periodical studies has emerged, devoted to the 
periodical as an “autonomous object of study” (Scholes & Latham 2006: 518). As 
Beetham (1989) indicates, periodicals are a mixed genre. This is the most evident in 
illustrated periodicals such as IR, consisting of a mix of verbal text and photographs. 
But also the input of diverse authors contributes to “the heterogeneity and blurred 
boundaries of the genre” (idem: 97). Because of this heterogeneity and collaborative 
authorship, it can be argued that periodicals are a significant vehicle of culture – not 
only by reflecting this culture, but also, and more importantly by construing it. Hence, 
Pykett rightfully emphasizes that periodicals must not be regarded as mirrors of 
culture, but instead as “a central component of that culture, an active and integral part 
of it” (1989: 102). It thus is crucial to approach periodicals as important agents which 
contribute to shaping culture and society, something which definitely applies to IR as 
well.  
Because of the genre’s peculiarities, many generalizing works on the field of 
periodical studies, such as the standard works by Beetham (1989) and Abrahamson & 
Prior-Miller (2015), rightfully indicate that the study of periodicals requires an 
interdisciplinary approach. Furthermore, Pykett (1989) argues in favor of close 
reading, with not only attention for the (textual) content of periodicals, but also for its 
formal features. An interesting work is the edited volume of Brake & Demoor (2016), 
devoted to role of the visual in the 19th-century illustrated press, which does not limit 
itself to photographs and illustrations, but also covers visual features inherent to 
periodicals such as lay-out and fonts. In addition, also other aspects of periodicals – 
which are generally overlooked when adopting a selective, often text-oriented 
approach to a periodical’s content – demand scholarly attention. Latham & Scholes, 
for example, address the fact that in (older) compilations of Victorian periodicals the 
advertisements are generally omitted, despite the crucial cultural information 
advertisements hold (2006: 520). By leaving out the advertisements, such 
compilations thus not only omit a part of the culture periodicals reflect through those 
advertisements, it also minimizes the active, steering role of periodicals by covering, 
and hence, promoting certain aspects of culture. The problem of the advertisements 




to cover, with attention to all possible contents, in the largest sense of the word. While 
the study of IR only to a lesser extent takes IR’s advertisements into account, it adopts 
close reading as its main methodology, more on this shortly. 
Despite the highly valuable and significant insights which can come from studying 
periodicals, there are some crucial logistical challenges to periodical research. First of 
all, there is the problem of availability of the material. In the case of the émigré 
periodical press, Raeff points at “the dispersed, scattered and ephemeral nature of so 
many of these publications” and claims that “no systematic effort was made to collect 
and safeguard this enormous, dispersed and ephemeral production” (1990: 14), even 
though many of these periodicals are available in libraries and archives (whether or 
not in their complete run). Due to its ‘forgotten’ character, many products of the 
émigré periodical press thus still remain to be disclosed, even if those periodicals are 
available in libraries. Increasingly more institutions, however, are taking steps to 
digitally open up their periodical collections. An example is the abovementioned 
émigré newspaper Renaissance which has been digitized by Princeton University, one 
of the very few émigré periodicals to date which is, to a large degree, consultable and 
searchable.  
Second, the actual analysis of periodicals is problematic as well, and this due to the 
generally sheer size of periodicals. As Ermolaev & Gleissner posit, it is “barely feasible 
to read, absorb, and assess thousands of pages of one or multiple journals’ complete 
run” (2016: 11). Considering the fact that most émigré studies focusing on high culture 
– and especially literature – cover but one or a limited number of authors or works, 
their scope generally is limited more. Hence, it is possible that, in addition to the belief 
in the aesthetic and intellectual value of high culture, the problem of feasibility to 
study (popular) periodicals has worked in favor high culture over popular culture in 
émigré studies. 
In order to overcome both obstacles, the tools and approaches of Digital Humanities 
can prove beneficial for periodical studies. As Ermolaev and Gleissner indicate, “the 
’rise’ of periodical studies has therefore been closely linked to the emergence of digital 
editions and the new methodologies of the digital humanities. Digital archives […] not 
only provide access, they can enable novel kinds of readings through text mining, 
computational analysis and data visualization” (2016: 11). In this way, as Kotin also 
emphasizes, “digital archives are much more than repositories of PDFs”, but are 
research instruments which facilitate the study of periodicals (2017: vi). In order to 
maximize the benefit of digital archives, a fitting data model is crucial. As Schelstraete 
& Van Remoortel (2019) indicate, developing a data model can provide a “conceptual 
distance” which allows to understand periodicals and their evolutions better. What is 
more, “by building a sustainable, structured, and open data model for periodical 




framework of the existing research, but also for the purpose of future research, and of 
collaborations (2019: 1). 
In order to not only facilitate the study of IR but also create a solid digital basis for 
further research on mainstream émigré culture, one of this research project’s 
objectives is to fully digitize the entire run of IR and to create an accessible IIIF 
repository. This repository is included in the Ghent University Library catalogue and 
is integrally and freely publicly accessible online.5 The digitization of IR is a 
collaboration with the library La Contemporaine in Paris, part of Université Paris 
Nanterre (Paris-X). This library holds the entire run of IR in good condition, and in the 
framework of our partnership, La Contemporaine has carried out the complete 
digitization of the periodical, as well as the application of OCR software to the scans.  
In the IIIF repository, built in collaboration with the Ghent University Library, 
visitors will be able to leaf through this unique newsmagazine and get a glimpse of the 
daily life of the average Russian émigré during the 1920s and 30s. Furthermore, the 
collected (meta)data and annotations will be added to the scans in the IIIF repository. 
Whereas the IIIF repository is already available, the incorporation of the (meta)data 
and annotations is still under construction at the time of writing the final draft of this 
dissertation. In this way, the data is preserved and can be used not only to appeal to a 
broader interested public, but also for further research, as the added tags undoubtedly 
will give rise to many new research questions. As such, this research project aims to 
give new impetus to the field of Russian émigré studies and create the conditions for 




Whereas (individualized manifestations) of high émigré culture have already gained 
considerable scholarly attention, the majority of popular and periodical publications 
are yet to be studied – both separately and in relation to each other, but also vis-à-vis 
high émigré culture. The field of popular and everyday émigré culture, thus, is still 
largely unchartered territory, holding an enormous potential to broaden our 
understanding of the Russian interwar emigration. Therefore, it is essential to first 
conduct primary research on this popular and everyday émigré culture.  
The central question of this dissertation is whether, and if so, how and to what 
extent, preservationism manifests itself in the daily life of the Russian interwar 
emigration – or more precisely, in the reflection thereof in IR. This is a question of both 
 





quantitative and qualitative significance. Everyday culture concerns the vast mass of 
the average émigrés, and there is an enormous output of popular periodical and other 
publications capturing and contributing to this everyday culture, among which IR. IR 
is a unique time document, covering (and contributing to) various and very diverse 
aspects of émigré culture and offering significant insight into the direct and indirect 
surroundings of the émigré community. As such, the study of IR can provide a better 
understanding of everyday life and culture in the Russian interwar emigration. 
If IR does indeed deal with prerevolutionary Russia and Russian identity in its 
pages, this leads to a set of further questions. 
 
- Which aspects of prerevolutionary Russia are covered, and, consequently, 
which are not? How does IR cover these aspects of prerevolutionary Russia? 
By means of photographs, analytical essays, works of art, etc.? 
- Can preservationist attitudes be found with regards to all content in IR, or 
are some themes and topics more prone to preservationism than others?  
- Relatedly, does IR’s approach to prerevolutionary Russia and Russian 
identity concern first and foremost creative and/or material culture (and, in 
particular, literature) as Raeff posits, or does it potentially also manifest 
itself in other aspects of Russian identity? 
- Is preserving prerevolutionary Russia continuously present or only on 
particular occasions? In case of the latter, which are those occasions and 
what can this tell about preservationism in everyday life? 
- Does IR’s content specify in target groups? If so, is IR’s position conveyed to 
its entire readership, or rather to specific demographics and target groups? 
And does IR indicate certain aims of covering prerevolutionary Russia, 
linked to these target groups? 
- Does IR only treat Russian identity when covering prerevolutionary Russia 
or does it also turn to other spheres of influence? Does the concept of 
triangulation manifest itself in IR’s coverage of Russian identity? And if so, 
which aspects of Russian identity does it build in correspondence with or as 
reaction to the (perceived) identity of respectively Soviet Russia and the 
West? Furthermore, which aspects of prerevolutionary Russia – and, for that 
matter, also of its others – does IR potentially conceptualize and/or 
mythologize? 
- Can one speak of a homogenic approach to prerevolutionary Russia and 
Russian identity, or does IR contain varying manifestations? In case of the 





- Does the nostalgia industry such as Tihanov demonstrates in literature also 
apply to other cultural fields as well, and if so – how does it manifests itself? 
Relatedly, is there a spectrum of nostalgia (and of preservationism in 
general) perceivable in IR’s content, combining both more active and more 
passive forms of preservationism?  
- What is IR’s position in general? Does it actively and purposefully convey and 
even promote preservation, or rather not? Does it simply reflect, or does it 
also form and shape Russian identity, and if so, how? And does IR convey an 
overarching perspective, or does it rather combine varying points of view 
expressed by its various contributors? 
 
Methodology 
This study of IR is first and foremost pioneering work on the magazine as a crucial 
time document, providing insight into popular and everyday émigré culture. Hence, 
this research’s focus is predominantly on the primary material, and is only to a lesser 
degree a conceptual study. This dissertation wants to offer a solid basis for further 
research on IR and everyday émigré culture from a more conceptual angle. However, 
in order to do so and without modelling more conceptual research of popular culture 
on findings of high culture, it is necessary to adopt a fresh perspective and first gain a 
solid and nuanced understanding of IR as a primary source. 
There has never been an in depth study of IR. The very few sources focusing on IR 
are articles which either provide a general overview of the magazine, or focus on one 
specific aspect of the journal. Yuniverg (1993) offers a glance of IR by summarizing 
editors and contributors, and discussing its content in a nutshell, including IR’s fixed 
sections, as well as general themes and topics covered in the magazine. Similarly, the 
entry for IR in Literaturnaya entsiklopediya russkogo zarubezhya 1918-1940 is a 
general description of IR as a periodical and its broad success in emigration, 
mentioning editors and contributors, and discussing its content at large, from 
literature and humor to photographs and news items. The studies focusing on one 
specific aspect of IR, then again, tend to paint a very limited, and not rarely distorted 
image of IR. Perkhin (2004) looks at IR’s ‘artistic position’ by studying the artworks 
printed in its covers, and links this position to the economic and political conditions of 
the time. By focusing solely on artworks and only those printed on the covers of IR, 
this article is extremely limited in scope, and, hence, does not offer a comprehensive 
understanding of IR as a journal and its place in émigré society. The short article by 
Bryzgalova & Ivanova (2019), then, looks into the graphic illustrations in IR, especially 
the cartoons, and focuses on the process of ‘creolization’, analyzing the correlation 




Sasha Chorny, and his contributions to IR’s humorist sections (Zhirkova 2015), or the 
children’s page (Bezgubova 2010). Again, these are articles are very limited in scope 
as they discuss only one section, and, more importantly, use Chorny’s influence as a 
starting point. Furthermore, they do not place the section nor Chorny’s work within 
the broader context of IR as a journal and its place in the Russian emigration.  
In order to gain a more complete and, at the same time, nuanced understanding of 
IR and its role in (preservationism in) the émigré community, an in-depth study of the 
magazine in its entirety is required. Hence, in order to answer the abovementioned 
questions and taking into consideration IR’s complexity, I have adopted close reading 
as my main methodology. Each issue is studied in its integrity, i.e. from cover to cover, 
including all genres and media, as well as mainly verbal, but also visual texts. The only 
exception are the advertisements, which are studied solely if they appear between IR’s 
other content, as it can be argued that those advertisements form part of the actual 
content of the magazine. For this reason, as well as for feasibility, the countless 
advertisements grouped on the backside of the cover and on the final pages of IR have 
not been studied. As IR is an illustrated magazine, attention is paid to the interplay 
between verbal and visual texts as well. It is expected that both constituents do not 
just co-occur, but affect and supplement each other. Think of the interplay between 
articles and the accompanying photographs, or between the title and caption of 
pictures and the potentially enhancing, ironizing, shocking… effect they exercise on 
one another. Furthermore, the analysis includes all genres present in IR, from 
literature over journalistic writings to publicist essays; from editorials to readers’ 
letters; from the children’s page to the pages with cartoons and games; from 
photographs over graphic elements to drawings and paintings; etc. These various 
texts (in the semiotic sense of the word), are not just studied as isolated cases, but as 
tendencies embedded within the entire run of IR – or at least a large segment of it, in 
its consecutiveness.  
The choice for close reading stems from the conviction that it is impossible to get a 
clear image of such a complex journal as IR without exhaustively studying the entire 
content – or at least for a significant number of consecutive issues. IR’s content is so 
diverse that it is often hard to grasp what an item or even a section is exactly about, or 
what its significance for the periodical as a whole is without having a closer look.  
In order to illustrate the need for close reading as main methodology, it is 
worthwhile to look at some numbers. The diagram below shows all items in IR 
focusing on one “space”, i.e. geo-temporal spaces, with prerevolutionary Russia and 
postrevolutionary Russia as two separate spaces. The other spaces are the emigration 
and the world (to a large extent this coincides with the West). The focus on these four 
spaces is in line with both the study of preservationism and the question of 




incorporate only items covering but one space in this example is for statistical reasons, 
as the overlap between items dealing with respectively one and more spaces would be 
counted twice and thus disrupt statistics. IR’s items covering more than one space are 
of course also analyzed in this dissertation, but for the sake of this statistic example, 




The diagram above shows that over half of IR’s single-space items are devoted to the 
world, and only a third to postrevolutionary Russia. The remaining fifth is devoted to 
the emigration and prerevolutionary Russia, with respectively 12% and 6%. I will not 
go into possible explanations for this distribution, but I do want to put these figures 
into perspective. Depending on the medium and/or genre of the item, these spaces are 
covered more frequently or, on the contrary, less frequently. The five diagrams below 
show the space distribution of single-space news items, journalist portraits (longer 
essays with analysis), memoirs, literary texts and cartoons. I will clarify what I 
understand for these and other genres in IR when discussing the database further on 





























































Depending on the type of content in IR, the dynamics thus change significantly. Hence, 
simply looking at the spaces covered in IR in general gives a distorted view. Moreover, 
the absence of content relating to prerevolutionary Russia – or other spaces, for that 
matter – is just as telling, as this is also vital information about the interests of the 
émigré community. 
But even within one item, by simply reading the title or even the first paragraph in 
the case of a longer textual item, it is not always immediately clear what the item is 
about. Many articles on Western phenomena, for example, contain references to 
Russian life; such as an article about a new exhibition in Paris on the French 
Revolution of 1789 which raises parallels with the Russian Revolution; or an article 
about women’s emancipation in the west that suddenly tackles the same issue in 
Soviet Russia. These are often small and even hidden or implicit, yet highly significant 
remarks.  
Furthermore, in addition to knowing which spaces and topics are addressed, it is, 
of course, equally important to know how they are discussed. Each issue of IR – and in 
fact even many pages – consist of a multitude of various content; this is a lot of 
microdata. Under this enormous mountain of content lies a gold mine of information 
on the life of the average Russian émigré, but as with actual mines, a lot of digging has 
to be done. However, as opposed to actual mining which only looks for precious 
stones, the entire content of IR is in fact equally important – even the (seemingly) 
insignificant items. An article on a Western phenomenon, for example, might seem 
irrelevant for this particular research, but it is nevertheless valuable to see how IR 
approaches it: does IR approve of this particular phenomenon and embrace it, or does 
it rather denounce it and thus distance itself from (that part of) Western culture? In 
this way, it can be argued, the frequency of particular topics and spaces does not 
necessarily equate with their significance for IR as a whole, and, hence, for this study.  
All arguments mentioned above, thus, plead in favor of a qualitative analysis of IR 













work, not just in itself, but also because the various genres and media in IR require an 
interdisciplinary approach – or at least to a certain extent, I will come back to this 
shortly. However, in order to gain a better, and above all, nuanced insight into 
(preservationism in) IR, it undoubtedly is the best possible approach. 
Although the original intent of this research project was to study the entire run of 
the newsmagazine, IR soon proved to be far more complex and richer, than initially 
anticipated. A single issue contains a vast amount of very different items, and as 
mentioned, many small and seemingly insignificant items proved to provide crucial 
insights into IR’s stance on Russian identity. Therefore, for the purpose of feasibility 
and in order to perform the analysis as qualitatively as possible, I have decided to limit 
the corpus to the editorship of IR’s first editor, Miron Mironov, i.e. from the very start 
of the newsmagazine until issue 1939-29(322). This set of issues can be considered a 
self-contained unity in two ways. First of all, it is a redactional entity which allows to 
draw up conclusions on (possible evolutions in) IR’s orientation under Mironov. 
Second, as Mironov’s editorship ends in mid-1931, it comprises an early and relatively 
optimistic period in the history of the interwar Russian emigration, during which the 
hope for a return home is still alive in the community, a topic I will also analyze in this 
dissertation. 
It is crucial to note that although IR has been studied exhaustively through close 
reading, this dissertation will not exhaustively cover all themes and topics present in 
IR. This is not only impossible considering IR’s extremely diverse content, it first and 
foremost does not fall within the scope of this research. The topics and tendencies 
discussed in this dissertation thus are a selection, representative of the way in which 
IR relates to preserving Russian culture and identity. It goes without saying that there 
are many other interesting and significant items in IR – not only outside of, but also 
within the research’s scope – which were not included in this dissertation. Throughout 
the close reading, a number of major lines and tendencies in IR have become apparent. 
After having finished the close reading, I have taken a closer look into those 
tendencies, and based on that, I have selected the material for this dissertation and 
have shaped its structure around these lines. Furthermore, the material presented in 
this dissertation comprises the most salient examples of those tendencies. Hence, 
unless explicitly mentioned otherwise, there are many other examples in IR testifying 
to the main lines discussed in this dissertation. 
Particular attention is paid to the ‘contents’ in IR. What are the contents; what is the 
relative weight of each theme or topic; what topics and themes do not get attention; 
what is the relation between Russian, Soviet, émigré and Western topics; can the topic 
or theme be related to culture or identity; if so, then how is it perceived and/or 
represented and what is its weight; are there any patterns in these perceptions and 




account but only to a limited extend, and always subsidiary to the research questions. 
Relatedly, it should be noted that this research is not a study of the history of IR nor of 
the emigration and its prominent figures, as the studies mentioned above. Although 
some of these aspects are taken into account, they are only discussed if essential for 
uncovering IR’s stance on preservation and Russian identity. It would be most 
interesting to zoom in on those aspects in further research, for which this dissertation 
offers a solid basis. The same goes for network or discourse analysis, as well as IR’s 
reception among the émigré community – these aspects will be touched upon solely if 
necessary in light of the research question. This study, hence, is not a comparison of 
(elements in) IR with other émigré newspapers and periodicals in Paris, such as 
Renaissance, Contemporary notes (Sovremennye zapiski, 1920-1940), Latest news 
(Posledniye novosti, 1920-1940) and Link (Zveno, 1923-1928), or in other centers of 
the Russian emigration such as Rudder (Rul, Berlin 1920-1931) and For freedom (Za 
svobodu, Warsaw 1921-1932); nor with prerevolutionary Russian periodicals as 
Grainfield (Niva 1870-1917) and Spark (Ogonyok, 1899-1918) or contemporary 
Western journals such as the British newspaper The Illustrated London News (1842-
2003) or the French journals Le Monde illustré (1857-1940) and L’Illustration (1843-
1944). This dissertation offers a starting point to do so in further research.  
In addition to close reading, the complexity of the study object demands an 
interdisciplinary approach. For the broader context this dissertation builds on 
(Russian) literary and cultural history and Russian émigré studies. In terms of theory 
and methodology, this research draws on a combination of émigré studies and 
periodical studies. This theoretical and methodological framework will be kept in 
mind when conducting the close reading, but will not be operationalized as such, as 
the focus of this dissertation is first and foremost of IR as a primary source. 
In addition to Raeff’s seminal monograph, a number of standard works provide an 
overview of the Russian interwar emigration and its multifaceted cultural output. 
Some of these works cover the emigration as a whole, others focus on particular 
centers of the émigré community. Schlögel’s (1994) edited volume studies the 
consecutive centers of the Russian emigration, respectively Berlin, Prague, Paris and 
New York. Isurin (2011), then again, looks at Russian émigré communities in the 
United States, Germany, and Israel, and provides a separate look at Jewish and Russian 
ethnic groups within these émigré communities. Other studies focus on one particular 
center of the Russian emigration. In most cases this is Paris, which is claimed to be the 
true hart or capital of Russia Abroad. Johnston (1988) has written a so-called 
collective biography of the Russians in Paris and France, and pays special attention to 
their interaction with and contribution to French life. Klein-Goussef’s (2008) 
monograph is situated at the crossing of law, diplomacy and sociology, and explores 




émigrés in Prague, the academic center of the Russian emigration, while Chinyaeva 
(2001) studies the broader émigré community in Czechoslovakia. Williams (1972) 
places his study of the Russian émigré community in Germany within the broader 
framework of Russian-German relations and Russians in Germany, starting from 
1881. 
In addition to these more general works providing the socio-historical background 
of the Russian emigration (as a whole, or of a particular center), there are many 
studies which zoom in on a particular aspect of Russian émigré culture. As Russian 
émigré culture is mostly studied through high culture in general and literature in 
particular, many of those studies focus on high literature. Nonetheless, the insights 
and concepts that have been put forward offer interesting perspectives for this 
research project, too, even if they may have to be reconfigured to a certain extent or 
even challenged. Demidova (2013) adopts a semiotic approach to émigré literature as 
“a common aesthetic text”, determined by the shared goals and practices that run 
through the literary field. Slobin (2013) studies the debates on Russian literature 
among the elite of the Russian emigration and in this context proposes the concept of 
triangulation (cf. supra). Livak (2001 & 2003) and Morard (2013) lay bare how the 
younger writers challenged the cultural elite by getting their inspiration from their 
peers in the European host countries, but also how the youngsters’ attitude shifted as 
the context they found themselves in changed. Tihanov (2011) has pointed out the 
‘nostalgia industry’ in literature (cf. supra). The contributions to the volume edited by 
Dudek (2003) examine how émigré writers perceive and represent the surrounding 
world, including the host countries, and as such offer interesting leads. The edited 
volume by Dotsenko & Danilevsky (2012) deals with how elements of émigré life or 
life in prerevolutionary Russia are conceptualized and mythologized in high and 
popular literature, and as such serve as source of inspiration.  
Scenic and visual arts produced within the émigré community have been studied, 
but most attention is paid to artists and groups that arguably enjoyed more popularity 
in the host communities than in the émigré community itself (e.g., Sergey Diaghilev’s 
Ballets Russes and the Avant-Garde). A minority of studies focuses on cultural output 
that was specifically meant for Russian emigrants – see, for example, Marten-Finnis’ 
monograph on the art journal Zhar-Ptitsa or Vagapova’s (2007) monograph on 
Russian émigré theater in Prague – or that may have attracted an émigré public – see, 
for example, Selenick’s (1992) edited volume on the Moscow Art Theater in the 
Russian emigration. Also of interest are the contributions on émigré music and arts in 
the edited volume by Flamm et al (2013). A few recent studies that offer a general 
introduction to topics or themes that are of importance for this project deal with 
national identity in Russian culture in general (Franklin & Widdis 2004) and in 




Also of interest are studies dealing with specific aspects of diasporic cultures that 
can be related to the interwar Russian emigration. Baronian (2007), Mishra (1996) 
and Stern (1998) discuss narratives that come with displacement and diaspora; Vang 
(2010) examines how community can be reconstructed in diaspora; Kamen (2007) 
zooms in on the construction of a diasporic culture; Mallapragada (2014) studies how 
immigrants use new media to negotiate their identity; and Rozen (2008) offers an 
interesting overview of how historic diasporas dealt with identity, culture, and 
community. 
As the preservation of culture and identity in changing circumstances is the main 
topic of the research project, studies on cultural identity and collective memory will 
be used as a methodological framework. The contributions to Bal’s edited volume Acts 
of Memory (1999) discuss various ways of dealing with the (lost) past in the present 
that are all united through the role of cultural memory and as such deal with topics 
such as mythologization and identity/identification. Other theoretical studies on 
cultural identity that will help form the theoretical framework are Nora’s edited 
volumes Realms of Memory (1996), A. Assmann’s Cultural Memory ad Western 
Civilization (2011) and J. Assman’s Cultural Memory and Early Civilization (2011). 
Relatedly, the works by Hobsbawm & Ranger (1992) and Anderson (2006) on 
invented traditions as a factor in the development of the nation/nationalism and the 
nation as a social construct also will be essential. Studies that tend more toward 
trauma and collective memory, e.g. by Erll & Nünning (2008) and Plate & Smelik 
(2013), will also be consulted for the traumatic nature of the Russian émigré 
community’s establishment. As this research deals both with high and popular culture, 
the monograph by Mulcahy (2017) on public culture, cultural identity and cultural 
policy may be useful. Additionally, also studies that are not directly related to the 
Russian émigré case can offer interesting insights into related aspects – e.g. on 
Britishness in on the British musical stage (Macpherson 2018), on attempts to build 
cultural identity through theater in Catalonia (Buffery 2006), or on the Louisiana 
community aspiring to safeguard Louisiana French and cultural identity (St-Hilaire 
2005). 
De Certeau’s concept ‘the practice of everyday life’ (1980) offers a firm theoretical 
foundation for approaching the assumed tensions between the common Russian 
emigrant and the cultural elite. As the field is immensely wide, here I have restrict 
myself to a few recent studies on topics or themes that may be of importance for this 
project, even if there is only an indirect link: on attitudes toward the present, past and 
future (Hartog 2016); on the possible tensions between high and popular culture in 
the interwar period (Bru 2011); on the possible tensions between private and public 




everyday culture and identity (Hess 2010); and on possible tensions between program 
and practice in the creative field (Mannherz 2017). 
Periodicals are one of the main sources for this research project. Apart from general 
studies on periodical studies (Beetham 1989, Scholes & Wulfman 2010, Abrahamson 
& Prior-Miller 2015), the project will build on studies that to a lesser or greater extent 
can be related to the main research theme of the project – life in exile during the 
interwar period: on modernist periodicals published by American expats in interwar 
Europe with a focus on the importance of networks in their production and 
distribution (Rydsjö & Jonsson 2016); on the use and significance of visual techniques 
and design (Brake & Demoor 2009, Védrine 2016); and on identity building (Connors 
& MacDonald 2011, Williamson 2016). 
 
Outline of the dissertation 
This dissertation consists of an introductory section and two main parts of analysis. 
This introduction of IR is followed by a general description of IR’s form (cover, lay-
out) and content (sections and genres) and of other general information such as the 
price, or the editors and contributors, thus providing a first introduction to the corpus. 
This description is, however, not an exhaustive enumeration of all themes and topics 
covered in IR, nor of its contributors, and neither does it offer any analysis nor 
statistics. The description of IR is followed by a short chapter on the Nodegoat 
database which has served as a research tool for this study, providing insight into the 
structure of the database, as well as a definition of its building stones. 
The actual analysis of IR is modelled after the major lines and tendencies which 
have manifested itself during the close reading. This analysis consists of two parts: 
“Experiencing Russia abroad” (part 1) and “Building Russia Abroad / serving Russia 
abroad” (part 2). 
Part 1 looks into three forms of preservationism present in IR, corresponding with 
three chapters: “Curating prerevolutionary Russia” (chapter 1), “Continuing 
prerevolutionary Russia” (chapter 2), and “Passing on prerevolutionary Russia” 
(chapter 3). The first chapter analyzes the way in which IR commemorates 
prerevolutionary Russia by creating respectively a historical and cultural canon from 
the émigré perspective. The second chapter studies IR’s coverage of and contribution 
to two aspects of prerevolutionary Russia which, to a certain extent, are continued in 
emigration, i.e. religion and arts. This chapter also zooms in on a number of elements 
which are not continued by IR but for which it was nonetheless possible and perhaps 
even expected. The third chapter discusses whether, and if so, how IR passes on 




Whereas the first part of this dissertation looks at the past, in part 2 the focus is on 
the present and the future. Chapter four revolves entirely around the émigré 
community. The first subchapter (4.1) focuses on how, according to IR, the émigré 
community can serve Russia and its future from exile. The second subchapter (4.2) 
looks at IR’s coverage of community spirit and charity in the émigré community and 
discusses IR’s contributions to the care for émigrés in need. The third subchapter (4.3) 
zooms in on émigré pride and community spirit in IR by means of the magazine’s 
coverage of the election of Miss Russia. And lastly, the fourth subchapter (4.4) takes a 
closer look at the way in which IR covers the difficult balance of the émigrés between 
integrating into the host countries on the one hand, and maintaining the Russian 
identity on the other. 
The fifth and last chapter of this part and of the dissertation revolves around the 
emigration’s contemporary others: Soviet Russia (5.1) and the West (5.2). The 
subchapter on Soviet Russia first examines IR’s portrayal of societal defects (5.1.1) and 
criminality (5.1.2), and then looks into a number of mechanisms and strategies which 
IR uses to systematically denounces Soviet rule (5.1.3), while at the same time also 
presenting the emigration in a favorable light (5.1.4). Furthermore, this subchapter 
discusses IR’s more nuanced stance when it comes to the Soviet people, as it presents 
a difference between the corrupted Soviet citizens and the corrupting Soviet 
authorities (5.1.5). Finally, also IR’s publication and framing of Soviet literature as a 
window to Soviet life is analyzed. 
The subchapter on the West (and on France and Paris in particular) consists of two 
parts which, to a certain extent, fit well with the émigré difficulties with integrating 
while maintain the Russian identity. 5.2.1 analyzes how IR, to a certain extent, goes 
along with the Western way of life and enthusiastically reports on technology and 
modernity, while at the same time keeping a certain distance, suggesting that the West 
has spun out of control. 5.2.2, then, zooms in on the fact that at times, IR suggests that 
the West – and especially the host countries – not always have the Russian people’s 
(both émigré and Soviet) best interests at heart, and only act in their own interest, at 
the expense of Russia and the Russians. 
As the object of study is an illustrated periodical, this research pays a lot of attention 
to the magazine’s visual content, in the broadest sense of the word. Therefore, to 
support the analysis of IR, this dissertation contains a large number of figures. The 
accompanying figures are grouped at the end of subchapters. This is in order in order 
not to constantly interrupt the analysis, but at the same time facilitate consultation of 
the figures provided. The only exception are the figures in the introductory part of this 




Illustrating Illustrated Russia 
The émigré newsmagazine Иллюстрированная Россия (Illyustrirovannaya Rossiya, 
Illustrated Russia – henceforth IR) is one of the largest and most widespread periodical 
publications in the Russian emigration of the interwar period. It is also known by its 
French name La Russie Illustrée, which appears alongside the Russian title on every 
cover of the newsmagazine. IR is published in Paris uninterruptedly from late 1924 
(there is no starting date specified, presumably the first issue was published mid-
August) until its sudden discontinuation in September 1939. Until December 1925, IR 
is published on a two-weekly basis (every first and fifteenth day of the month). From 
1926 onward, IR comes out weekly on Saturdays and continues to do so until its final 
issue in 1939. In its sixteen years of existence, 748 issues appear, each of about 
twenty-five to thirty pages. With a format of 330 mm x 240 mm (just over A4-size), IR 
is a rather small periodical at the time1, and as such, it is easy to read and store. IR is 
written entirely in Russian and continues to use the prerevolutionary orthography. 
The only exception is the cover, which, besides the French title, often provides a 
French translation of the Russian caption as well. 
  
 
                                                   
1 Standard formats are the ‘tabloid’ (430 mm x 280 mm), the ‘berliner’ (470 mm x 315 mm) and the 




Lay-out and content 
As figure 1 illustrates, apart from the title, a double subtitle (in Russian and French) 
appears on the cover. Initially, it reads “Biweekly literary-illustrated journal, 
published every 1st and 15th of every month2/ Revue bi-mensuelle paraissant à Paris, 
le 1er et le 15 de chaque mois”. When IR becomes a weekly periodical, this subtitle 
changes into “Weekly literary-illustrated journal3 / Revue hebdomadaire, paraissant 
à Paris, tous les samedis”. The subtitle appears consistently in the first volumes, but 




Figure 1: Masthead on cover. IR 1925-9(18). 
 
Furthermore, the cover’s masthead contains general information about IR such as 
the publication date (specified from the sixth issue onward), the volume number, the 
number of the issue within the volume and within the entire run, the price (cf. infra), 
the editor and contact details (address and telephone number). The cover of the first 
five issues contains the highlights of those issues’ content. Afterwards, until 1925-
23(32), it advertises prominent Russian writers whose works are published in IR 
(more on this in 1.2). 
 
                                                   
2 Двухнедельный литературно-иллюстрированный журнал. 





Finally, the cover always contains an image: this can be a photograph depicting a 
topical event or simply portraying everyday life, but also a work of art or a cartoon, 
the last two mainly by Russian artists (figure 2). Most of the issues are printed entirely 
in black and white. Occasionally the cover (and only the cover4) appears in color. This 
can be one color (for instance an entire cover in red and white, instead of black and 
white), or multiple colors, this usually is the case for covers with artwork by Russian 
artists. Multicolored covers appear most often in theme issues for special occasions 
(cf. infra).  
 
 
Figure 2: Three types of covers: IR 1925-11(20), 1926-27(60) and 1930-18(259). 
 
The backside of the cover and the last pages of the issue consist of advertisements 
from both Russian and Western (generally French) enterprises. From the sixth issue 
onward, on top of the first page there is a box with highlights from IR’s content – 
usually the literary items and (some of the) journalist portraits (ocherki), as well as a 
few of IR’s fixed sections (figure 3). 
 
 
                                                   






Figure 3: Box with IR's content. IR 1924-8(8), p. 1. 
 
Each issue of IR consists of a multitude of themes and topics, treated in a plethora 
of genres and media. This applies to both regularly appearing sections, as stand-alone 
items, more on this below. This variety of genres and media is clearly reflected in IR’s 
lay-out. When looking at a random issue, the high level of disarray and the often 
congested pages immediately catch the eye. Figure 4 shows all pages of issue 1930-
27(277), an average, randomly chosen issue. 
 
 
Figure 4: Overview of issue 1930-27(277). 
 
Generally speaking, the issues contain a lot of photographs with captions. There are 
both collages and individual pictures. Some of these pictures are very large and even 




of unrelated texts. In addition to photographs, there are also cartoons and 
illustrations. Apart from the visual content, there is a significant amount of continuous 
text, mainly literature and articles.  
Most items in IR (both visual and verbal) have separate titles or headings in various 
styles, from simple and plain titles to very decorated ones, sometimes even adorned 
with small drawings. These decorated titles generally stand midway between the 
heavily embellished headings in prerevolutionary magazines such as the Russian Niva 
(Grainfield, figure 5) or the British The London Illustrated News (figure 6), the rather 
neutral titles in the French newsmagazine L’Illustration (figure 7) – I will return to 
these three journals when discussing IR’s models – and the rigid titles in avant-garde 
magazines such as the émigré periodical Veshch-Objet-Gegenstand (figure 8). 
Furthermore, in the first issues there are a number of small decorative elements and 
even small drawings, but these decorative elements disappear from IR’s pages from 
1925 onward. Finally, throughout the entire issue there are numerous boxes with 
editorial information or advertisements. 
 
 
Figure 5: Masthead of the literary magazine Niva, 1917 n°11. 
 
 






Figure 7: Masthead of the newsmagazine L'Illustration, 1918 n°3950. 
 
 
Figure 8: Masthead of the magazine Veshch, 1922 n°3. 
 
This hodgepodge of styles remains throughout the entire run, although over time 
the extent of ‘chaos’ slightly diminishes and the issue gain a more uniform look. This 






Figure 9: Overview of issue 1935-40(542). 
 
On particular occasions IR publishes special theme issues. These theme issues are 
usually linked to (church) holidays such as Easter (Paskhalny nomer), Christmas 
(Rozhdestvensky nomer) and New Year’s (novogodny nomer). Additionally, there are 
also summer’s issues (letny nomer, also called “spa issue” or kurortny nomer) and 
issues devoted to writer Aleksandr Pushkin (Pushkinsky nomer) in honor of the 
émigré Day of the Russian culture (Den russkoy kultury), celebrated yearly on the 
poet’s birthday on June 6th. Whereas the summer’s issue mainly contains 
contemporary photographs of Russians (both in emigration and in Soviet Russia) and 
their Western peers during the summer holidays, the other theme issues generally 
display an increased focus on prerevolutionary life, culture and traditions in all types 








Price and publication 
The journal is sold both as individual issues in newsstands, kiosks and bookstores, and 
through a yearly subscription. The table below shows the selling price in France5, both 
for individual issues and for yearly subscriptions (and from 1929 onward also yearly 
subscriptions with literary supplements): 
 
 price for single issue in 
France 
price in France for one 
year, without literary 
supplements 
price in France for one 
year, with literary 
supplements 
1924 2 FF 50 50 FF / 
1925 2 FF 50 110 FF / 
1926 2 FF 50 110 FF / 
1927 3 FF 110 FF / 
1928 3 FF 110 FF / 
1929 3 FF 110 FF 230 FF 
1930 3 FF 110 FF 260 FF 
1931 3 FF 110 FF 260 FF 
1932 3 FF 110 FF 260 FF 
1933 3 FF 110 FF 260 FF 
1934 3 FF 110 FF 270 FF 
1935 2 FF 90 FF 300 FF 
1936 2 FF 100 FF 250 FF 
1937 2 FF 50 125 FF 310 FF 
1938 4 FF 180 FF 270 FF 
1939 4 FF 190 FF 310 FF 
 
The sudden increase in price from 1925 to 1926 (from 50 FF to 110 FF for one year) 
is explained by the fact that IR changed from biweekly to weekly issues. It can be 
 
                                                   
5 The price outside of France is not mentioned here as this is not necessary to get a general idea, and also 





argued that IR is accessible for the broader émigré masses as it is sold at a reasonable 
price. For comparison: over the periodical’s existence the retail price of a bread in 
France6 varies from 2 FF 40 to 5 FF 50, which indicates that IR is accessible for the 
average emigrant. If we look at comparable émigré interwar periodicals, IR is sold at 
a more or less average price. Some periodicals such as Scourge (Bich) and Struggle for 
Russia (Borba za Rossiyu) are slightly cheaper, other publications such as New Niva 
(Novaya Niva) and Satirikon are sold at a similar price. Journals with many high quality 
color prints of artwork like Firebird (Zhar Ptitsa) fall within a higher price category. 
The first issues of IR are published by publishing house Ya. Povolotsky in Paris, but 
IR quickly founds its own, eponymous publishing house. In May 1926, the publishing 
house around IR becomes a joint-stock company with a capital of 300.000 FF. As IR 
indicates, “a number of prominent representatives of the business circles of Paris 
expressed their desire to become shareholder”7, which is why the magazine decides 
to provide this opportunity to all readers by offering them the chance to buy shares. It 
offers 1500 shares of 200 FF each, 600 of them are founder shares and the other 900 
are subscriber shares: subscribers have to pay 50 FF per share right away, the 
remaining amount is to be paid in installment. By proposing these subscriber shares, 
IR arguably aims to include also less wealthy readers, and, hence, build a broad 
community around the magazine. 
1926 is a big year for IR because in July, only two months after becoming a joint-
stock company, it opens its own bookstore. This book store is located in the same 
building as the redaction and sells émigré, Soviet and prerevolutionary editions, as 
well French publications. In the following issues (from 1926-30 until 1926-50), a 
“Bulletin of novelties of the IR bookstore”8 appears on one of the last pages. In these 
bulletins, IR promotes a diverse range of publications. It sells other émigré periodicals 
such as Will of Russia (Volya Rossii), Contemporary notes (Sovremennye zapiski) and 
Voice of the past (Golos minuvshego), literary works by both émigré and Soviet writers 
such as I. Bunin, K. Fedin, M. Aldanov, S. Yesenin and M. Gorky, and reprints of 
prerevolutionary editions of various genres. 
Although IR is published in Paris (and from March 1926 also in Berlin, under the 
editorship of A. G. Levenson9), its readership extends well beyond these cities and 
even crosses the borders of Europe. Generally on the last pages of every issue, IR lists 
 
                                                   
6 https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/M04023FR00PARM307NNBR, consulted on 3/4/2019. 
7 “[…] ряд видных представителей деловых кругов Парижа выразил желание стать акционерами 
Общ-ва ‘Иллюстр. Россия’.” IR 1926-16(49). 
8 Бюллетень новинок книжного магазина ‘Иллюстрированная Россия’. 
9 As I was unable to compare the Parisian and Berlin publications, I cannot say whether they differed. It thus 




its selling points and distributors outside of Paris. In Europe, IR is sold in France, 
Germany, Great-Britain, Poland, Estonia, Latvia, Finland, Yugoslavia and Turkey; 
outside of Europe it is sold in Egypt, the US and even in China and Japan. What is more, 
IR is not merely sold in these peripheral areas of the Russian diaspora, but is in fact 
actively read and participated in, as the personal information accompanying readers’ 
entries prove. IR receives many letters, contact advertisements and entries to contests 
from various countries, sometimes even as far as Australia and Brazil. 
 
Models 
According to Raeff (1990: 90), IR is modelled after the prerevolutionary journal 
Grainfield (Niva, 1870-1917), "an illustrated weekly journal of literature, politics and 
contemporary life"10, as the masthead on the cover page reads. Niva was the first of 
the so-called Russian ‘thin magazines’, popular illustrated weeklies that both in size 
and content contrasted with the ‘thick journals’. These thick journals were politically 
oriented literary periodicals that appeared every three or four months and generally 
consisted of about three hundred to four hundred pages, the bulk of which was 
literature, from Russian authors as well as from Western authors in translation 
(Brooks 1985: 111; Raeff 1990: 85). Niva presented itself as a family magazine and 
was largely read by a middleclass audience, but was also respected among more 
educated readers. The majority of its content was literature, but Niva also reported on 
national and international events and published various essays on a diversity of topics 
(Brooks 1985: 113).  
It is possible that IR indeed has taken over Niva’s successful formula, but IR also 
shares a considerable number of traits (if not more) with another prerevolutionary 
Russian thin journal, Spark (Ogonyok, 1899-1918), which was offered as a supplement 
to the popular newspaper Bourse Gazette (Birzhevye Vedomosti). All three journals 
contained many photographs and news items crisscrossing longer (literary) texts, but 
Ogonyok’s overall content was livelier than Niva’s, as it contained a lot of items on 
crime and adventure, both fact and fiction (Brooks 1985: 113). With time, this 
fondness for crime and adventure also becomes one of IR’s trademarks. 
Finally also widespread and successful Western illustrated journals certainly are a 
source of inspiration for IR, such as the British The Illustrated London News (1842-
2003) or the French journals Le Monde illustré (1857-1940) and L’Illustration (1843-
1944). IR even identifies with the latter, as is calls itself “the émigré version of 
 
                                                   





L’Illustration”11 and refers to the French magazine as “our honorable and famous 
peer”12. 
However, studying a random sample of the abovementioned journals indicates that 
IR does not just re-create the form and content of one of these Russian and Western 
periodicals, but rather combines or is inspired by characteristics from various 
journals. Like all of these journals, IR publishes a large amount of advertisements in 
the front and the back of its issues; just like Niva and Ogonyok it has a large amount of 
literature; it contains a number of separate sections (e.g. for sports, fashion and 
theater) as is the case for Le Monde illustré, and it shares the many stand-alone 
photographs and news items with L’Illustration and Le Monde illustré. But more 
importantly, IR also displays a number of distinctive features such as the children’s 
page and its predilection for humor and cartoons.  
This very diverse content makes IR an idiosyncratic form that stands midway 
between a literary, lifestyle and newsmagazine. It stands to reason that IR is more or 
less forced to take on such a hybrid form. On the one hand the magazine aims to 
maximize its reach within the Russian emigration and bring news from all spheres of 
interest (Russia, emigration and the west), as well as various kinds of entertainment. 
On the other hand IR’s financial situation does not allow for more specialized content 
in annex such as L’Illustration’s many supplements (L’Illustration Economique et 
Financière, L’Illustration des Modes and L’Illustration Théâtrale). 
 
Editors and contributors 
IR is led by three consecutive editors. The founding editor is journalist Miron 
Petrovich Mironov (1890-1935), who leads IR until he resigns in July 1931 due to 
severe illness (Yuniverg 1993: 205). Mironov is succeeded by renowned realist writer 
Aleksandr Ivanovich Kuprin (1870-1938), whose works are also frequently published 
in IR under Mironov. Kuprin ceases his editorial activities only a year later, in July 
1932, just as his predecessor because of health problems (Yuniverg 1993: 206). In July 
1932, IR is bought by Boris Abramovich Gordon (1881-1954), a wealthy émigré 
businessman who belongs to the richest layers of Russian society before the 
Revolution. He leads the journal until its final issue (Yuniverg 1993: 206). Unlike his 
predecessors, however, Gordon’s name is never mentioned as editor of IR on the cover. 
It is likely that Gordon’s editorship – perhaps in the same way as Levinson – was 
mainly business related and did not concern IR’s content. From 1936-18(257) until 
 
                                                   
11 “Эмигрантский L’Illustration.” IR 1926-10(43), p. 16. 




1937-9(615), the cover lists the members of the editorial committee, consisting of 
Ivan Bunin, Zinaida Gippius, Boris Zaytsev, Dimitri Merezhkovsky and Ivan Shmelyov 
– prominent literary names that contribute to IR already since its early years.  
Not only do the editors change, so do the contributors. Throughout the years, a 
great number of people contribute to IR, with varying degrees of regularity. The 
cartoonist MAD (Mikhail Aleksandrovich Drizo, 1887-1953), for example, provides 
nearly weekly one or more cartoons for IR, this as early as the tenth issue (1925-1) 
and until the very last issue in 1939. Some contributors are active in IR for many years 
and contribute to multiple sections, such as poet and satirist Sasha Chorny (Aleksandr 
Mikhailovich Glikberg, 1880-1932) and writer Vladimir Azov (Vladimir 
Aleksandrovich Ashkinazi, 1873-1941). Chorny and Azov both contribute to the 
literary section, humorist sections (respectively Bumerang and Satirikon) and the 
children’s page. Other contributors, often journalists, sporadically write for IR (both 
individual articles and series) such as A. Vladin’s (first name unknown) portraits of 
(famous) Russians in the emigration and Vladimir Burtsev’s articles on the activities 
of the Soviet secret police, the GPU.  
As IR regularly publishes literary works by Western authors but also reprints 
articles from Western newsmagazines (I will return on this later), a significant part of 
its content has to be translated. For these translations IR mainly relies on its 
contributors, such as Sasha Chorny for items in the children’s page, and journalists-
translators, such as Konstantin Shumsky (birth name Solomonov, 1876-1938) for 
Western short stories.  
Finally, the literary works in IR are regularly accompanied by illustrations. In the 
case of Western and Soviet stories, the illustrations are generally taken from their 
original source and thus made by respectively Western and Soviet artists. Émigré 
literary works, then again, are mostly illustrated by contributors of IR such as house 
cartoonist MAD or a certain Dyadya Vika, who is yet to be identified. 
A great number of contributors sign their works with pseudonyms, such as 
‘Knyazhna Meri’ (Princess Mary)13 and ‘Mem’14 in the women’s page or ‘Sapiens’ and 
‘Rodzhers’ in the respective miscellaneous sections Raznye raznosti (‘Miscellaneous 
Miscellanea’) and Khronika nashikh dney (‘Chronicle of our days’). Other contributors 
and translators sign with their initials. A significant number of these contributors, 
whether or not using a pseudonym or their initials, are unfortunately untraceable 
today. Further research on IR can benefit from studying the magazine’s archive in the 
André Savine collection at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
 
                                                   
13 This pseudonym probably refers to the character of the same name in Mikhail Lermontov’s famous novel 
A Hero of Our Time (1840). 





Editorial mission statement 
IR’s first issue does not contain any type of mission statement clarifying the 
periodical’s aim or target audience. In fact, there is not even a foreword and the issue 
jumps right in with a short story by future editor Aleksandr Kuprin, called Slap in the 
face (Poshchyochina). The story, which is printed for the first time in IR, revolves 
around Ivan Ivanovich Perelygin, an architect in prerevolutionary Odessa who gives 
his friend a number of mysterious envelopes that can only be opened after his death 
and only in certain circumstances. The title refers to Perelygin’s wife’s reaction when 
he dies: she slaps him in the face and blames him for dying before her. For IR’s readers, 
this story – or at least its title – arguably is reminiscent of A slap in the face of public 
taste (Poshchyochina obshchestvennomu vkusu), a 1912 collection of poems by cubo-
futurist poets Velimir Khlebnikov, Vladimir Mayakovsky, David Burlyuk, Aleksey 
Kruchenykh, Vasily Kamensky and Benedikt Livshits, as well as the eponymous 
manifesto attached to the collection, denying all previous existing aesthetic values and 
declaring a break with the existing literary tradition. It thus is remarkable that instead 
of a mission statement, IR chooses to print the story Slap in the face. 
The absence of an editorial statement was a conscious choice, as founder Mironov 
states three years later, on the occasion of IR’s hundredth issue in April 1927.15 
Contrary to many other émigré periodicals which focus on a segment of the Russian 
emigration (generally speaking on the divide between left and right, or, according to 
Mironov, between “monarchists and republicans”16), IR opts for a politically 
independent course, focusing on uniting the entire Russian emigration against its real, 
common foe: bolshevism. As such, Mironov claims in hindsight, it is IR’s aim to “serve 
the needs of the whole emigration, illuminating its everyday life and responding 
insofar possible to its joys and griefs”17. Furthermore, IR also caters for the 
“emigration’s huge interest in everything that happens in Russia”18, not only in the 
political field but also in everyday life. In fact, these two predominant fields of interest 
are already indicated in a brief subscription advertisement on page seven of the first 
issue, albeit in a rather implicit way. IR there presents itself as a “literary-illustrated 
 
                                                   
15 IR 1927-15(100), p. 1. 
16 Ibid. 
17 “[…] служить нуждам всей эмиграции, освещая ее жизнь и быт, откликаясь, по возможности, 
полнее на ее радости и скорби...” Ibid. 





journal” with the “illustrated part dedicated to life in contemporary Russia and the 
emigration”.19 
Before this note in the hundredth issue (and, in fact, also afterwards), subscription 
advertisements are the only content in IR indicating the periodical’s general intent. In 
the second issue of 1927, a similar subscription advertisement is accompanied by an 
editorial note, highlighting IR’s past and current content: 
 
The most prominent contemporary Russian writers take part in the literary part 
of the magazine. [....] In order to widely familiarize Russian readers with the 
novelties of foreign literature, IR also provides significant space to translated 
works. Various aspects of the recent Russian past are reflected in IR’s pages in a 
series of memoirs. [...] The illustrated part of the magazine is devoted to Russian 
life abroad and in Russia.20 
 
This time, also prerevolutionary Russia and the West are mentioned as fields of 
interest; the former in the form of diverse memoirs (often very detailed recollections 
from prominent figures in literary and artistic circles to a former lawyer and a police 
inspector), the latter through translated literature. IR continues along these four lines, 
as the subscription advertisement for the year 1929 shows. Subscribers are promised:  
 
52 issues of a richly illustrated journal with works of the best émigré, foreign 
and Soviet authors, stories, journalist portraits, memoirs, etc. Sensational 
coverage of our own correspondents in every country of the world. Particular 
attention is paid to the illustrated material. Every issue contains numerous 
 
                                                   
19 “[…] литературно-иллюстрированный журнал”; “Иллюстрионная часть журнала посвящена жизнь 
современной России и емиграции.” IR 1924-1, p. 7. 
20 “В литературной части журнала принимают участие наиболее выдающиеся современные русские 
писатели. [....] В целях широкого ознакомления русских читателей с новинками иностранной 
литературы ‘Иллюстрированная Россия’ уделяет значительное место и переводным 
произвецением. Различные отрасли недавнего русского прошлого находят в ‘Иллюстрированной 
России’ отражение в серии воспоминаний, помещаемых на страницах журнала. [...] 






pictures from the life of Soviet Russia and the emigration. Cartoons – Soviet 
humor – Parisian fashion.21 
 
Furthermore, from 1929 onwards, IR yearly offers its subscribers a package of 
books for an additional price in order to compose their own “library of the best 
Russian and foreign writers”22. Here “Russian” is used in the largest sense of the word 
as it refers to prerevolutionary, Soviet and émigré works. As IR states, the literary 
supplements are “in line with the traditions of the old Russian journals”23. Indeed, 
similar prerevolutionary journals such as Niva offered their readers sets of Russian 
literary classics or handbooks at bargain prices (Raeff 1990: 90). IR’s literary 
supplements continue until the final volume (I will discuss this more fully in 1.2). 
A final item indicating IR’s mission is an advertisement for a compilation of issues 
(called ‘komplekt’). From January 1927, readers can buy a compiled set of volume 
1926 for 100 FF, this set is advertised as followed: 
 
If you are interested in the life of Russian emigrants scattered around the world; 
if you want to see how life is in contemporary Russia; if you like to have photos 
of old Russia; purchase the 1926 package of IR (52 numbers). There you will find 
selected works of contemporary Russian literature and many interesting 
photographs.24 
 
IR continues this offer in 1928 with compilations of 1926 and 1927 (again 100 FF 
each) and later that year also adds 1924-1925 (65 FF for the lot). The accompanying 
text remains the same. IR, thus, performs a dual role: in the first place it is a weekly 
newsmagazine treating topical events that must be read (and thus purchased) when 
it appears. In addition, IR’s volumes in their integrity also serve as a repository, or 
 
                                                   
21 “[…] 52 номера богато иллюстрированного журнала с произведениями лучших зарубежных, 
иностранных и советских авторов, — рассказами, очерками, воспоминаниями и проч. Сенсационные 
репортажи соб. корреспондентсв из всех стран мира. Особое внимание редакцией обращено на 
иллюстрационный материал. В каждом номере — многочисленные фотографии из жизни советск. 
России и эмиграции. Карикатуры – советский юмор – парижские моды.” IR 1928-49(186), p. 14. 
22 “[…] библиотеку лучших русских и иностранных писателей.” Ibid. 
23 “[…] следуя традициям старых русских журналов […]”. IR 1928-49(186), p. 14. 
24 “Если вас интересует жизнь русских эмигрантов, рассеянных по белу свету; если вы хотите видеть 
как живется в современной Росси; если вам приятно иметь фотографии старой России; приобретите 
комплект ‘Иллюстрированной России’ за 1926 г. (52 номера). Там вы найдете избранные 
произведения современной русской литературы и множество интереснейших фотографий.” IR 




even a treasury, of daily life in “old” and “contemporary” Russia, as well as in 
emigration. 
Although the patchwork of small notes cited above can give an (indirect) idea of IR’s 
intent, this remains above all a suggestion, rather than an actual mission statement. 
Moreover, the lack of genuine editorial statements suggests that the choices behind IR 
and its content perhaps result from selling strategies rather than a veritable 
ideological mission, and that the magazine is, more than anything, a commercial 
product responding to its target audience’s needs and expectations. A clear example 
of this is the 1925-1929 memoir series Memoirs of the Russian Sherlock Holmes 
(Vospominaniya russkogo Sherloka Kholmsa) of which IR ultimately prints four series, 
due to its great success among the readers as the magazine explicitly indicates (cf. 
infra). 
 
IR’s content into more detail 
The content of IR is best captured under the heading ‘something for everyone’. First of 
all, the magazine consists of a very diverse mix of genres and media, such as news 
items, photographs, cartoons, artwork, literature (prose and poetry), memoirs and 
journalist portraits. Secondly, IR has a broad scope as it treats a wide array of topics, 
ranging from fine arts and literature to sports and politics. Furthermore, these items 
come from various spheres of interest. As mentioned earlier when discussing the 
editorial notes, not only émigré and Soviet topics are treated in, but also Western and 
prerevolutionary items appear in IR. Lastly, both highbrow culture (think of fine arts 
and high literature) and middlebrow culture (such as fashion, sports and more 
popular literature) are present.  
 
A typical issue contains: 
 
- a cover with an image, this can be a photography linked to topical events 
or simply depicting everyday life, but also a cartoon or a work of art; 
- advertisements on the backside of the cover from both émigré and 
Western enterprises; 
- a short story on the first pages of the issue, usually one or more 
additional short stories and sometimes even poems are printed in the 
issue; 
- a cartoon, usually on the third page, by house cartoonist MAD; 




- stand-alone items: these can be photographs accompanying news items 
or simply depicting scenes from everyday life, but also more elaborate 
articles and memoirs; 
- ‘dosuga’ (leisure): riddles, crossword puzzles etc. on one of the last pages 
just before the advertisements; 
- advertisements on the last pages of the issue, again from both émigré and 
Western enterprises. 
 
On the occasion of IR’s two-year jubilee, Sasha Chorny writes the poem Illustrated 
Russia in which he highlights and praises the journal’s mixed content: 
 
As in Noah’s ark 
You find everything in the journal: 
A two-headed camel 
A fashionable little hat for your aunt, 
A crime novella 
Drenched in two-hundred liters of blood, 
And a science page – 
“How do eyebrows grow…”25 
 
The popular nature of IR’s content, thus, seems a conscious choice, as, according to 
Chorny, “the average man is power”26. However, although the general tenor of the 
journal is oriented toward mainstream culture, IR also vouches for highbrow content, 
Chorny claims: 
 
But for this weekly 
Next to fashion and a camel, 
For dessert you are served 
Also other selected dishes: 
Now the clanking sound of the lyre, 
 
                                                   
25 “Словно в ноевом ковчеге / Все в журнале вы найдете: / Двухголового верблюда, / Шляпку модную 
для тети, / Уголовную новеллу / В двести двадцать литров крови, / И научную страничку – / "Как 
выращивают брови"...” IR 1926-21(54), p. 10. 





Then exquisite prose27 
 
According to Chorny, this marriage of highbrow and middlebrow content in IR is only 
natural, as  
 
in the émigré garden  
the onion grows side by side with the rose”28.  
 
IR continues this recipe for success throughout its entire run. 
 
Literature 
From IR’s very inception, literature is a fixed value: apart from the short story on the 
first pages, most issues contain several other prose stories and sometimes even poems 
further on in the issue. Many works are accompanied by illustrations, occasionally also 
with a photograph of the author. The literature in IR is by Soviet, émigré and foreign 
authors, very rarely also prerevolutionary works are published. In IR’s early issues, 
the literary works often belong to household names, but they slowly disappear from 
the literary pages and give way to less prominent writers (both Russian and foreign), 
some of which even are unidentifiable today. Although IR thus initially prints high 
quality literature, it soon goes down a new, more popularizing path. 
In addition to short stories of limited length (usually around four pages), IR also 
publishes serialized fiction, spread over multiple issues. Not only émigré novels are 
serialized, also Western and Soviet works are published.29 The first novel that appears 
in IR is King of the Cinema (Korol kinematografa, original title unknown) by French 
writer Gabriel Bernard, with illustrations by an unspecified artist. The story revolves 
around the adventures of the so-called “King of the Cinema” Timoleon Piff. The first 
part in 1926-1(34) comes with a brief introduction by the author himself, in which he 
states that this is his first work translated to Russian. Only a couple of months later, 
from 1926-36(96), the next serial publication starts, this time by émigré author 
Yevgeny Tarussky, and again accompanied by illustrations from an unspecified artist. 
 
                                                   
27 “Но за то еженедельник / Рядом с модой и верблюдом, / На десерт вас угощает / И другим 
отборным блюдом: / То бряцаньем звонкой лири, / То изысканною прозой” Ibid. 
28 “В огороде эмигрантском / Лук растет бок-о-бок с розой...” Ibid. 





The adventure novel Legionary Smolich (Legioner Smolich) tells the story of a Russian 
émigré living in a French village in the Pyrenean mountains who is asked to help solve 
the mysterious suicide of a compatriot in a weather station high up the mountains. 
From 1928-41(178) on, the first Soviet serial appears: A Bright Personality (Svetlaya 
Lichnost) by writers duo Ilya Ilf and Yevgeny Petrov, with illustrations by Soviet artists 
Boris Efimov, Konstantin Eliseev, Mikhail Cheremnyx and Vasily Svarog. 
Apart from literature as such, IR also devotes pages to literary criticism and 
reviews. From 1924-8 until 1929-22(211), the section Knizhnaya polka (Book shelf) 
contains brief reviews of both literary and non-literary works from émigré, Soviet and 
Western writers, as well as other periodicals and new editions or translations from 
prerevolutionary works. When Knizhnaya polka disappears from the magazine’s 
pages, already in the next issue (1929-23(212)), the literary section Literaturnaya 
nedelya (Literary week) sees the light, written by poet, translator and literary critic 
Georgy Viktorivich Adamovich (1892-1972). Just as its forerunner, Literaturnaya 
nedelya discusses a diverse range of works by various authors. While Knizhnaya polka 
is limited to reviews, Adamovich also addresses broader, more philosophical 
questions, such as the place of (Soviet/Western/prerevolutionary) literature in 
emigration; think of Adamovich’s elaboration on the literary supplements cited above.  
 
Humor and satire 
Another large part of IR’s content was devoted to humor and satire. From the very 
outset, cartoons become a fixed value in the newsmagazine and remain so until IR’s 
final issue in 1939. A cartoon – or comic strip, if you like, as it usually involves a series 
of drawings – appears nearly weekly on a prominent place in the periodical (generally 
the third page) and sometimes on the cover as well. These cartoons are mostly made 
by house cartoonist MAD and tackle topical events or daily phenomena from émigré 
life, Soviet life and the Western world; from time to time also prerevolutionary Russia 
and its customs and habits are targeted. Cartoons are also included in the sections 
Inostranny yumor (Foreign humor) and Sovetsky yumor (Soviet humor). These pages 
are filled with jokes and drawings by respectively Western and Soviet artists.  
Not only visual but also verbal humor in the form of jokes and funny anecdotes or 
parodies appears in IR. A special case is the section Bumerang. From its first 
appearance in issue 1925-9(18), Bumerang presents itself as an “Independent 
Biweekly of Satire and Humor”30. Bumerang indeed has the form of a self-contained 
magazine within the pages of IR. It consists of two or three pages with parodies of 
 
                                                   




typical periodical items such as telegrams, interviews, readers’ letters and 
advertisements. What is more, Bumerang even has its own editor, a certain professor 
Faddey Simeonovich Smyatkin. In reality, Smyatkin is a fictional character, invented 
by Sasha Chorny long before IR’s inception in the 1909 poem City tale (Gorodskaya 
skazka). In this satirical poem, philologist Faddey Simeonovich Smyatkin falls madly 
in love with a beautiful medical student whose horrible stories about corpses and 
autopsies quickly take away his interest in her. In issue 1926-45(78), Bumerang 
announces Smyatkin’s sudden death “in the backroom of the bistro ‘Au rendez-vous 
des apaches’ due to his systematic abuse of vodka russe and apéritif français”31. His 
place is taken by a certain Psoy Sysoyevich Kurtsapov de Laperuz, a “PhD in political 
education and skin diseases”32. These pseudonyms are not the only ones Chorny uses 
in IR; items signed as Sandro and Turdus (and possibly also others) also trace back to 
him (Ivashkin & Kirkman 2012: 76). From 1927-6(91) onward, Bumerang disappears 
from IR’s pages and reappears only once afterwards in 1928-1(138). This time 
Bumerang appears “under redaction of Leri”33, pseudonym of the writer and journalist 
Vladimir Vladimirovich Klopotovsky (1883-1944), who already contributed to 
Bumerang as early as 1926-1(34). Among the many other, still unidentified, 
pseudonyms in Bumerang are V. Lensky, Ivan Krolik (accompanied by the French 
translation ‘Jean Lapin’), Matematik, Inkognito, P. de Skriloff, Sol and Krab. Due to this 
large number of unidentified pseudonyms in Bumerang, it is hard to identity who else 
is involved in the section.  
In the spirit of Bumerang, other “independent newspapers” appear in IR, such as 
Vyedennoe yaytso (Eaten out egg)34, a “yearly newspaper”35 that appears in four 
consecutive Easter issues: in 1929-19(208) and 1930-17(258) it appears “under 
editorship of Vladimir Azov”, and in issues 1931-15(308) and 1932-18(364) “under 
editorship of Nikodim Shtuchkin”, most likely also a pseudonym but it is not clear of 
whom. This Nikodim Shtuchkin is also in charge of the riddles section Vechera u Deda-
Vseveda (Evenings with Grandfather Know-it-all) and the jokes page Chero i pernila (a 
mix-up of the words pero-pen and chernila-ink). Another example is the stand-alone 
“summer newspaper”36 Akh, kak zharko! (Ah, how hot!) in the 1928 special summer 
issue, again by Vladimir Azov. In the vein of Bumerang, these “independent 
 
                                                   
31 “В задней комнате бистро ‘О рандеву дез апаш’ от систематического злоупотребления им водка 
рюсс и аперитив франсэ .” IR 1926-45(78), p. 14. 
32 “[…] доктор политграмоты и накожных болезней […]”. Ibid. 
33 “Под редакцией Лери”. IR 1928-1(138), p. 22. 
34 The name refers to the Russian phrase "Vyedennogo yaytsa ne stoit", said about something or someone 
that is not worthy of attention or believe; thus alluding to the humorous content of the section.  
35 “Ежегодная газета”. IR 1929-19(208), p. 12. 




newspapers” consist of parodied periodical content such as editorial notes, telegrams 
and advertisements. 
Starting from issue 1928-22(159), a new humorist section appears in IR, called 
Satirikon. It is no coincidence that this section shares its name with the famous 
prerevolutionary journal of satire and humor that was published in Saint-Petersburg 
from 1908 until 1914, and the split off journal Novy satirikon, also published in Saint-
Petersburg from 1913 until 1918. In the introductory note to the new section, IR states 
that it “allots Vladimir Aleksandrovich Azov a special page for satire and humor. In 
memory of the unforgettable Arkady Timofeevich Averchenko and the best Russian 
satirical journal that was killed by the Bolsheviks, this page will appear under the 
name Satirikon”37. Also Satirikon takes on the form of a self-contained periodical, 
treating fictionalized news items from Soviet Russia, the emigration and the west. 
Finally, other long-lasting humorist sections are Klyaksy pera (Blots of the pen, from 
1924-3 until 1926-7(40)) and Govoryat, chto… (They say that; from 1926-15(48) until 
1926-52(85) and returning from 1931-29(322) onward), whose pages are filled with 
short jokes and anecdotes on various contemporary topics and persons, not only 
émigré, but also Soviet and Western. 
 
Memoirs and journalist portraits 
An important part of IR’s content consists of journalist writings that cover personal 
accounts of past events (memoirs) or portray past and present-day phenomena 
(‘ocherki’, which I translate as journalist portraits). These items present various 
degrees of seriality. Some articles stand on their own and appear only once (although 
sometimes spread over two or more issues), while other texts form part of a series. 
Undoubtedly the most popular memoir series in IR is Memoirs of the Russian 
Sherlock Holmes (Vospominaniya russkogo Sherloka Kholmsa) by Arkady Frantsevich 
Koshko (1867-1928), former head of the criminal investigation department of the 
Moscow police. These recollections are stand-alone stories, sometimes spread over 
two or more issues, about “the investigation of major criminal offenses, which were 
sensational at the time in the whole of Russia”38. The series initially ends in issue 1926-
 
                                                   
37 “С настоящего номера редакция ‘Иллюстрированной России’ отводит Владимиру Александровичу 
Азову специальную страничку сатиры и юмора. В память основанного незабвенным Аркадием 
Тимофеевичем Аверченко и убитого большевиками лучшего русского сатирического журнала, 
страничка эта будет выходить под названием ‘Сатирикон’.” IR 1928-22(159), p. 8. 
38 “[…] его воспоминания, относящиеся к расследованию крупных уголовных преступлений, 





3(36), but “considering the interest shown by the public to these memories”39, IR 
decides to start a second series already in issue 1926-15(48). Koshko’s memoirs 
remain highly popular and a third and even fourth series follow. By the start of the 
fourth series, later labelled as the “posthumous series” (posmertnaya seriya), Koshko 
is dangerously ill and dies only two days later, on December 24 1928. The final episode 
of his memoirs is published in issue 1929-28(217). Over the course of the second 
series in 1926, Koshko’s recollections are also published as a book. IR ultimately prints 
eighty-three episodes of Koshko’s recollections. 
The vast success of Koshko’s recollections inspire IR to launch its French 
counterpart, Memoirs of the French Sherlock Holmes (Vospominaniya frantsuzskogo 
Sherloka Kholmsa), written by the French police inspector and writer Marie-François 
Goron (1874-1933): 
 
The protection of the public order, the fight against the criminal world, the 
methods of this battle, used on both sides, all this always caused a strong, 
completely understandable public interest. 
The talented essays of A.F. Koshko, published in IR, were devoted mainly to 
the description of the criminal world of Russia and the ways to combat it. The 
essays of the famous head of the Parisian Investigation Police, Goron, once the 
terror of the criminal world of not only France, but of all of Europe, are of 
undoubted interest, both with their fascinating content and liveliness, and with 
their purely French manner of presentation.40 
 
This series runs from 1928-20(157) until 1928-45(182) and returns a single time 
afterwards in issue 1929-32(221). The French original is translated by A. Vladin. 
Remaining more or less within the same topic is the memoir series by French spy and 
writer Charles Lucieto on France’s counterintelligence during the First World War. 
The series, called Voyna Umov (War of the Minds, original title La Guerre des cerveaux) 
and published in IR during the first half of 1927, is originally published by Parisian 
 
                                                   
39 “В виду интереса, проявленного публикой к этим воспоминаниям […]”. IR 1926-15(48), p. 7. 
40 “Защита общественного порядка, борьба с преступными миром, приемы этой борьбы, 
употребляемые одной и другой стороной, все это всегда вызывало острый, вполне понятный 
интерес у публики. Талантливые очерки А. Ф. Кошко, печатавшиеся в ‘Иллюстрированной России 
были посвящены, главным образом, описанию преступного мира России и способов борьбы с ним. 
Предлагаемые ныне вниманию наших читателей очерки знаменитого начальника Парижской 
Сыскной Полиции Горона, бывшего в свое время грозой преступного мира не одной только 
Франции, но и всей Европы, представляют несомненный интерес, как захватывающим своим 




publishing house Berger-Levrault, which grants IR the exclusive rights to the material, 
as it mentions explicitly in the introduction to the first episode. 
Two shorter memoir series are From the memoirs of a lawyer (Iz vospominaniy 
advokata, consisting of five episodes published between 1924-3 and 1925-3(12)), in 
which Russian advocate Nikolay Platonovich Karabchevsky (1851-1925) looks back 
on some of his most interesting cases, and Theater memoirs (Teatralnye 
vospominaniya, consisting of nine episodes published between 1926-10(43) and 
1927-1(86)), devoted to the accounts of Baron Nikolay Vasilevich Drizen (1868-1935) 
of his time in the theater world in prerevolutionary Russia. 
Throughout its entire run IR also prints a lot of stand-alone memoirs, some of which 
are very extensive and are divided over a number of issues. Many of these ‘loose’ 
memoirs are related to political and/or military events in Russia during the 
Revolution and the Civil War. A few striking examples are the three-part memoirs of 
Grand Duchess Mariya Pavlovna on the turbulent times on the eve of the Revolution 
(from 1930-29(270) until 1930-30(272), taken from the American Saturday Evening 
Post as IR indicates); the six-part account of general Wrangel on the topic of the Civil 
War (from 1930-15(256) until 1930-20(261), followed by the answer of general 
Denikin (from 1930-22(263) until 1930-24(265)); six portraits on the Soviet secret 
police organization VChK41 by former Bolshevik Fyodor Drugov entitled With 
Dzerzhinsky in the VChK (S Dzerzhinskim v VChK, 1931-6(299) until 1931-10(303)); 
and the controversial account of former member of the VChka Yevgeny Vasilevich 
Dumbadze, called The confession of a member of the Cheka (Ispoved chekista, 1929-
13(202) until 1929-16(205). An absolute minority of these loose memoirs discusses 
Western topics, such as the accounts of a stunt double in the cinematographic world 
(with the sensational title “How I was a hired suicide committer”, 1931-28(231)), or 
the Dreyfus affair (1930-27(268)). 
The journalist portraits usually are stand-alone articles, although there also are a 
number of series. The 1926 series How x lives and works (Kak zhivet i rabotayet) by A. 
Vladin paints a portrait of prominent émigré figures such as writers I. A. Bunin and A. 
I. Kuprin or politician P. N. Milyukov in their daily and professional lives. Mid-1926 
Aleksandr Yablonovsky devotes a number of portraits to particular aspects of the 
French Revolution, called Matters of long gone days (Dela davno minuvshikh dney). 
And finally, throughout 1931 there is an untitled series of articles by journalist Yu. 
Delevsky on science and progress (such as inventions, submarines, robots etc.) but 
 
                                                   
41 Vserossiyskaya Chrezvychaynaya Komissiya (All-Russian Extraordinary Commission, 1917-1922), 
abbreviated as VChK but commonly known as Cheka. It was the first Soviet secret police organization and 
was led by Feliks Dzerzhinsky (1827-1927). The VChK was succeeded by the GPU (Gosudarstvennoe 




also on rather bizarre Zeitgeist matters (think of Spiritism or marriage with Siamese 
twins).  
 Many of the stand-alone journalist portraits are dedicated to either 
prerevolutionary or Soviet Russia. Prerevolutionary Russia is mainly evoked in the so-
called Pushkin issues, the yearly special in honor of Den russkoy kultury (Day of 
Russian culture). These portraits discuss the life of the poet in specific, and of his era 
in general. The portraits of Soviet Russia, on the other hand are far more numerous 
and mainly focus on the harrowing circumstance of everyday Soviet life, ranging from 
alcohol abuse and hooliganism to homeless children.  
 
“Specialized” sections 
As is customary for periodicals, IR includes a number of sections that regularly appear 
during a longer period of time. Through time, these sections are subject to change: 
some of the initial sections continue to exist, whereas others disappear and give way 
for new ones. If we look at IR’s recurring sections, a lot of them can be referred to as 
“specialized” sections, targeting different types of readers, such as women and 
children, or art lovers and sport adepts. Generally these sections appear in the second 
half of the issue. 
As soon as the fourth issue, there is a weekly children’s page (Stranichka dlya detey) 
with stories and poems, sometimes also riddles. Although this children’s page is 
originally quite traditionally oriented and includes Slavic folklore and fairytales, it 
soon shifts into more general amusement. The children’s page exists throughout IR’s 
entire run, but becomes less frequent over time (more on this in chapter 3). 
Another fixed value in IR’s content is the weekly fashion page Parizhskye mody 
(Parisian fashion), which reports on the trends and novelties in Parisian fashion 
houses. This section, which is written by a certain Dedd and afterwards by a 
contributor called Jenny, first appears in issue 1924-2 and remains an integral part of 
IR until the final volume. Although this page generally discusses women’s clothing, 
from time to time also children’s and men’s wear is covered.  
Another section targeting women is the weekly Zhenskaya stranichka (Women’s 
page), which first appears early 1929 and continues until 1939. The section mainly 
consists of a brief discussion of a question or problem relating to women in emigration 
or in Western societies in general, called Koe-chto koe o chem (Something about 
something). The discussions vary from innocent questions, such as how to address a 
woman (‘madam’ or ‘mademoiselle’?), and emancipatory topics, such as women’s 
voting rights or women in certain jobs and positions, to more pressing questions for 
the émigré community such as children’s education and intercultural marriage. 




preservation and integration/assimilation. Other items in Zhenskaya stranichka are 
answers to readers’ letters and pictures of women (both émigré and other) who 
recently made the news. 
IR also caters to the interests of sports fans. From time to time a sports section is 
included, aptly called Sport, publishing news and photographs of recent events. After 
a few years, from 1930 onward, IR also includes mind sports in the sections Bridzh 
(Bridge) and Shakhmaty (Chess). 
Finally also art lovers find something to their liking in IR. From the very first issue 
the section Teatr i iskusstvo (Theatre and art) reports on performing arts in the 
Russian emigration and discusses past and upcoming performances. Although the 
main focus remains on émigré circles, over time also Western productions are 
discussed. From early 1927, a new arts section appears, called Kino, which is devoted 
to film and is succeeded by Mirvoy ekran (World screen) in 1929. Despite a continuous 
attention to Russian actors and topics (such as films on Russian life or adaptations of 
Russian literary classics), Western productions are at the heart of these sections. 
Finally, fine arts are discussed in Russkoye iskusstvo za granitsey (Russian art abroad). 
In this section, writer and art critic Lolly Ivanovich Lvov (1888-1967) devotes essays 
to Russian émigré painters and their exhibitions; generally small reprints of some of 
the works discussed are included on these pages. 
 
Miscellaneous sections 
A number of the recurring sections in IR are best described as miscellaneous sections, 
as they consist of a patchwork of photographs and news items on various topics. 
The first such miscellaneous section appears in early 1925, called Po belu svetu 
(Around the world), and is a collage of photographs, illustrating remarkable events 
and phenomena all over the world – often the more bizarre, the better. In the same 
vein are the sections S kodakom po belu svetu (With a camera around the world) and 
Obo vsem (About everything). These three sections do not succeed one another but 
exist more or less at the same time. Furthermore, the section Khronika nashikh dney 
(Chronicle of our days) initially is a purely verbal report on bizarre events around the 
world but over time it includes also photographs and fits in with these other 
miscellaneous sections. 
More than anything else, these sections cover a broad popular interest by reporting 








A final type of regularly recurring content in IR, although not really a section, are 
contests. Throughout the entire run, IR frequently organizes various and very diverse 
contest, ranging from contents consisting of riddles and questions, and contests with 
readers’ entries of jokes and short stories, to photo contests for the most beautiful 
child or prettiest female reader. Generally speaking, these contest are very popular 




The remainder – but certainly the largest part – of IR’s content consists of stand-alone 
items, generally one or a collage of pictures with a caption that either relate to topical 
events (‘news items’) or simply depict scenes from everyday life (which I call 
‘photographs’). These stand-alone items are extremely diverse and cover a plethora of 
topics, although usually of a more serious nature than the items in the miscellaneous 
sections. They are not limited to the émigré community but also cover the West, Soviet 




The digital component 
In order to both store and manage IR’s vast amount of primary data in a well-organized 
way, an intrinsic part of this research project includes the creation and development 
of a comprehensive online database which functions as a complete inventory of IR. 
This database uses the Nodegoat platform. Furthermore, in the final stage of this 
research, a publicly available digital inventory of IR is built in IIIF, composed of the 
digitized scans of the periodical’s entire run, processed with optical character 
recognition software (OCR) and enriched with (meta)data. The main goal of this 
research’s digital component is dual: initially the Nodegoat database serves as a 
research tool, whereas in the final stage of this research and thereafter, the IIIF 
database functions as an aim in itself.  
During the analysis of IR, the Nodegoat database serves as a vital research 
instrument. Firstly, it allows to efficiently store and manage the collected data via 
various levels of structural (sub)division, in ascending order: item, issue, volume and 
the entire run. Operating at these different structural levels enables zooming in and 
out on different aspects of IR and allows to gain better insight into the magazine’s 
content and its possible evolution. Secondly, by means of added tags (cf. infra), the 
various items of IR are also categorized by form and content as this facilitates 
interpretation of the material by offering different perspectives. When studying (the 
content of) IR, adopting not only a qualitative but also a quantitative approach, based 
on quantitative analysis of these tags allows to uncover certain tendencies and 
evolutions in IR more straightforwardly than with a non-quantitative approach. Lastly, 
the metadata and tags in the Nodegoat database will be linked to the IIIF image 
repository, this is under construction at the time of this dissertation’s final draft. 
It is important to note that during the actual research stage, the database was closed 
access in order not to impede the progress and favorable outcome of the project. After 
having completed the study of the periodical, however, the database has been opened 





At the outset of this research project, a somewhat similar online database already 
existed, albeit with a number of major deficiencies for this particular research. The 
online “archive of the Russian émigré press” Librarium (www.librarium.fr) compiles 
a selection of interwar émigré periodicals, published in several (cultural) centers of 
the Russian first wave emigration such as Paris, Berlin and Harbin. In addition to IR, 
Librarium also holds other popular émigré periodicals including Satiricon, Fire Bird 
(Zhar Ptitsa), Swallow (Lastochka) and Scourge (Bich), to name but a few. The run of 
each of these periodicals, however, is far from complete. As for IR, the most ‘complete’ 
periodical on Librarium, only 230 (non-consecutive) issues of the total 748 issues are 
available; this number has not expanded since the outset of this research. Containing 
only a third of the entire run of IR, Librarium therefore falls short as an online archive. 
Furthermore, Librarium also assigns tags to most of the items in IR’s and other 
periodicals’ available issues, but these tags are too limited in number, not consistent, 
nor systematically added and they run through all periodicals on the website, thus 
impeding efficient queries and, consequently, efficient and qualitative research. 
Moreover, in the past Librarium has been offline for a long time without prior notice 
– at the time of writing this dissertation’s final draft this is also the case. It is clear that 
scholarly research on IR requires the establishment of a stable and comprehensive 
database. 
This research project collaborates with La Contemporaine (the former Bibliothèque 
de Documentation Internationale Contemporaine) in Paris, part of Université Paris 
Nanterre (Paris-X). La Contemporaine holds the entire run of IR in good condition, and 
in the framework of our partnership it has carried out the complete digitization of the 
periodical, as well as the application of OCR software to the scans. The digitized scans 
of IR are also published on La Contemporaine’s digital library L’Argonnaute. 
Furthermore, the digital component of this research project is fully supported by 
Ghent University Library and the Library of the Faculty of Arts and Philosophy. In 
consultation with both instances, a data model has been drawn in line with the intent 
and research questions of the project, resulting in a rudimentary database created on 
the online platform Nodegoat (https://nodegoat.net). Apart from the technical 
support, both library teams also watch over sustainable storage and preservation of 
the data in order to enable its usage during possible further research on the periodical. 
The Nodegoat database did not exist at the outset of this research, but came into 
being only after I attended a specialist course on Digital Humanities in Ghent 
University’s Doctoral Schools program, called “Loading: Methods and approaches in 
Digital Humanities”. After months of collecting my data in Excel spreadsheets, I turned 
to digital humanities intent on finding a more efficient way to manage the project’s 
research data. The course, organized by Ghent Centre for Digital Humanities, aimed at 




research by introducing a range of digital tools and approaches, thus offering a broad 
overview of the field. The session on ‘Managing a digital humanities project’, was 
fundamental for resolving this project’s data related issues: not by offering a ready-to-
use database, but by focusing on the importance of a well thought-out Data 
Management Plan. The session highlighted the necessity of understanding your data 
and of a long-term vision by anticipating how every action influences the next. 
Furthermore, it proved quintessential to leave a margin for future adjustments and 
additions to the database – not only within the scope of this research, but also for 
further use of the database in possible future research on IR and other Russian émigré 
periodicals. This strategy not only helped shaping the Nodegoat database, but also 
allowed to rethink and restructure the way of gathering the data, which has resulted 
in a more targeted approach to the analysis of IR. Over a year after the start of this 
research project the Nodegoat database was ready. In the remaining part of this 






The Nodegoat database 
The diagram below (figure 10) illustrates the relational structure of the Nodegoat 
database: 
 
Figure 10: Diagram displaying the relational structure of the Nodegoat database. 
 
Before going into detail, I will briefly clarify the main components of the data model: 
 
- The central building stone of the Nodegoat database is the ‘item’: i.e. every 
distinct element in IR, this can be a photograph, news item, short story, 
illustration etc.; 
- every item is connected to an ‘issue’: i.e. every edition of IR, initially 
appearing bi-weekly but weekly from 1926 on; 
- items can also be linked to a ‘person’: i.e. a person who contributed to the 
item, such as literary authors, journalists, translators, illustrators etc. 
 
Furthermore, there are four main types of classifiers providing additional information 
about the item: 
 
- category: a regularly appearing section in IR, such as the women’s page or 
the sports section; 
- genre: this denotes the type of an item, e.g. a new article, photography, 




- space: the geographical location the item refers to; 
- time: the time period the item refers to; 
- theme: the topic of the item. 
 
And a fifth classifier provides information about the ‘person’: 
 
- origin: this applies to the origin of any person contributing in IR, i.e. whether 
it is an émigré, a Soviet citizen, or a Western author. 
 
It must be noted that all elements in this database, in particular the tags in the 
classifications tab, are chosen in line with the intent of this study. In order to verify 
whether mainstream émigré media (represented by IR) are truly preoccupied with 
preserving traditional prerevolutionary Russian culture in the broadest sense, it is 
necessary to verify whether and to what extent this prerevolutionary Russian culture 
is indeed covered, as compared to possible other spheres of interest such as Soviet 
Russia, the emigration and the West (hence the space and time tags), but also which 
segments of these spheres of interest are addressed (hence the theme tags). 
Furthermore, labelling the different media and genres of those items enables 
discovering links between form and content and allows to gain further insight into the 
periodical’s content and, thus, its readership’s everyday environment and mentality. 
It goes without saying that in any other research on IR, several other tags or 
categorizations could be applied to the items in the magazine. Nevertheless, although 
the database is constructed in function of this particular research project, its scope is 
open enough to allow and enable further research on the periodical – if necessary by 
means of adding additional tags. 
 
Types 
IR consists of three main building stones: ‘issue’, ‘item’ and ‘person’. In the Nodegoat 
database these elements are represented by distinct sub tabs grouping respectively 
all issues, items and persons in IR. 
 
Issue 
This subtab displays a list of every issue in the entire run of IR. When clicking on an 
issue, a screens pops up, consisting of two tabs: ‘overview’ and ‘cross-referenced’. The 





- issue number within the volume 
- issue number in the entire run 
- publication date  
- ID number (consists of volume, issue number within the volume and issue 
number in the entire run; entered without blank spaces or punctuation 
marks)  
- a remarks field containing other information about the issue, for example if 
it is a special theme issue 
 
 
Figure 11: Pop-up displaying information on a selected issue. 
 
The ‘cross-referenced’ tab displays all items in the database from the same issue as 






Figure 12: Overview of a selected issue’s items. 
 
Item 
This tab displays an overview of every single item in the database and offers the 
possibility to add a new item by clicking the ‘add item’ button. A form pops up with 
various fields such as author, issue, category, etc. Some fields can be filled in freely, 
others have to be selected from a list. As mentioned above, instead of selecting an 
existing issue, it is also possible to create a new issue in this pop-up. 
 
 






Figure 14: Form to enter a new item. 
 
Whereas most fields store data inherent to the periodical (such as title, issue 
number and page) or provide a primary level of classification (such as category, genre 
or theme), the bottom four fields (summary, image description, context and remarks) 
contain research notes and will not be visible to other visitors once the database is 
open access. 
The amount and type of data assigned to each item depend on the item itself, more 
specifically on the (meta-)information that is provided by IR (such as title and author) 
and on the category it may or may not belong to. In fact, there are but two fields that 
are required for every item in the Nodegoat database: issue and page(s). If a title, 
author (in the broadest sense) and/or other relevant persons (such as the illustrator 
or translator) are indicated, they too are always included in the database, respectively 
in the ‘title’, ‘author’ and ‘relevant person’ field. The amount and type of additional 
information depends on whether or not a particular item is part of a category, and, if 
so, which category. 
As IR is a hybrid form that holds the middle between a literary, lifestyle and 
newsmagazine, it has a mixed content with not all items belonging to a specific 
category. Throughout the entire periodical, stand-alone items are placed haphazardly 
among and even amidst fixed sections. Most often, these stand-alone items are 
photographs accompanying news items or illustrating phenomena from everyday life, 
but they can also be longer journalist portraits or sometimes even editorial 
announcements and advertisements. These stand-alone items always get a genre tag: 
‘photograph’, ‘news item’, ‘journalist portrait’, ‘from the editors’ or ‘advertisement’. 
The genre tags ‘photograph’ and ‘news item’ in fact never occur with items belonging 




these news items and photographs form a large and significant segment of the 
periodical, and therefore it is key to enable (grouped) queries for these stand-alone 
items too. Furthermore, in order to uncover (possible evolutions in) IR’s focus, every 
item is provided with a space and time tag, (cf. infra). Additionally, the content of an 
item can be further specified by means of one or more theme tags, but always for the 
purpose of this research and without claiming exhaustivity; more on this shortly. 
If an item does belong to a category, it always gets the corresponding category tag. 




This tab contains a list of all contributors to IR – both authors (who created the item, 
e.g. writers or artists) and relevant persons (e.g. indicated translators or illustrators). 
Tagging contributors allows to easily explore which authors, illustrators, journalists 
etc. are published in IR, but also how often and when exactly. Clicking on an author’s 
name leads to a pop-up with the following data:  
 
- name (this can be a pseudonym); 
- last name and first name (this is the birth name, in the case of Russian 
authors the ‘first name field’ is both for the first name and the patronymic); 
- year of birth and death; 
- whether the author is an émigré, remained in the USSR (there are exceptions 
to which both apply), or is non-Russian; 
- a remarks field for a short bio (unlike the remarks field for items, this bio 
remains visible after opening up the database to a broader audience). 
 
In the same pop-up, one can click the ‘cross-referenced’ tab to get an overview of all 






Figure 15: Overview of all contributors in the Nodegoat database. 
 
 














This tab groups tags that provide additional information on an item or person. The 
classifications tab is subdivided into ‘category’, ‘genre’, ‘space’, ‘time’, ‘theme’ and 
‘origin’. Apart from most categories, the elements in this classifications tab are not 
indicated by IR but rely on a classification created for the purpose of this research. 
 
Category 
As is customary for periodicals, IR consists of various sections that regularly appear 
during a longer period of time. Through time, these sections are subject to change: 
some of the initial sections continue to exist, whereas others disappear and make way 
for new ones. A clear overview of (the evolution) of all sections in IR by means of the 
section tags can contribute to a better understanding of the general evolution of the 
periodical’s content and orientation. 
Most of the categories in the Nodegoat database have a section title and heading 
provided by IR, except for the categories ‘Cartoon’, ‘Cover’ and ‘Literature’. Those are 
weekly appearing items that do not belong to a section set out by IR, but are grouped 
into categories created for the purpose of the research and the database. To highlight 
the fact that these categories are not actual sections in the periodical, the category 
names in the Nodegoat database are in English (as opposed to the original section 
titles in Russian). Furthermore, in the Nodegoat database the category names start 
with a capital, unlike all other tags. 
If an item belongs to a category, it always gets that category tag; the amount and 
type of other tags depend on the particular category, as specified in the list of 
categories below. Roughly speaking, there are two kinds of categories: categories that 
contain only one entity per issue (figure 18) and categories that consist of several 
entities (figure 19). As a rule of thumb, every entity that disposes of a separate title 
(other than the section title) is considered a distinct item and is entered separately 
into the database. Figure 19-left, for instance, is split into four distinct items, each with 
a different title, but all four entries carry the same category tag and issue number. 
Categories that consist of multiple entities yet without separate titles are considered 
one item and are entered jointly into the database; in this case the title field of the item 
will remain empty. For figure 19-right, for example, there will be but one item carrying 
the respective category tag and issue number, and as there is no title, the title field is 
left blank. For categories consisting of but one item yet without a title other than the 
category title (figure 18-right), this item only carries the category tag and the title field 






Figure 18: Left: category consisting of one entity provided with a title, IR 1926-4(37), p. 1. Right: Category consisting 




Figure 19: Left: Category consisting of several entities without a title, IR 1926-16(49), p. 11. Right: Category consisting 





For some categories, an equivalent theme tag exists. Take for instance the category 
‘Sport’ and the theme tag ‘sport’ or the category ‘Teatr i iskusstvo’ (‘Theatre and art’) 
and the theme tag ‘art and culture’. Even though a certain theme may be contained in 
the very essence (and definition) of a category, such as Sport, the equivalent theme tag 
is still added. This is to enable queries for all items in IR on a particular topic, instead 
of only those in the corresponding section. The same goes for categories and their 
equivalent genre tags, such as the genre tag ‘cartoon’ added to items in the category 
‘Cartoons’. 
In the discussion of all categories below, I will indicate which tags (apart from 
general information such as (sub)title, author, issue and page if available) are 
generally assigned to items belonging to the respective category; these tags are further 
specified below. The categories are discussed here in alphabetical order, starting with 
the English titles and followed by the (transliterated) Russian titles. 
 
- Cartoon: From the tenth issue on, a full-page cartoon1 appears nearly 
weekly on a prominent place in the periodical, generally on the third page. 
Virtually all of these cartoons are created especially for IR by the émigré 
cartoonist and illustrator MAD (Mikhail Aleksandrovich Drizo, 1887-1953) 
and cover with various topics and various spaces. Although other cartoons 
(by both MAD and other cartoonists) often appear on other places in the 
periodical such as the children’s page, in humorist sections or even on the 
cover, this category tag is solely assigned to MAD’s cartoons on the first 
pages, as they form a fixed value whereas the other cartoons are published 
but sporadically and unsystematically. 
All items with a ‘Cartoon’ category tag will also get the genre tag 
‘cartoon’, this to allow queries for all cartoons in IR, not only those in the 
cartoon section.  
 
- Cover: Although the cover of IR is not necessarily a fixed section within the 
periodical, it is an important element as it is the very first item the reader 
sees. Therefore, it is meaningful to group all covers of IR with a category tag 
in order to provide insight into what the editors deemed worthwhile to 
publish on the most prominent place in the periodical. 
The cover can display various types of items, from news items to 
cartoons or works of art. Therefore, all items with a cover tag are also 
 
                                                   
1 Or comic strip, as it usually involves a series of drawings. As the exact genre of this drawing is not the issue 




specified by a genre tag. The items on the cover are the only items in IR which 
can combine the genre tag ‘news item’ or ‘photograph’ with a category tag. 
Furthermore, they also carry a space and time tag. If a Russian (sub)title on 
the cover is also translated into French, the French translation is copied in 
the remarks field. 
 
- Mots croisés: This section consists of one or more Russian-language 
crossword puzzles and generally appears on the last page before the 
advertisements. Until mid-1933 this section is called ‘Mots croisés’, 
afterwards the section name is changed into the Russian translation 
‘Krestoslovicy’. 
 
- Bumerang: This is a humorist section that describes itself as an 
“Independent (two-)weekly2 for satire and humor”, edited by so-called 
professor Faddey Simeonovich Smyatkin (one of the many pseudonyms of 
writer Sasha Chorny – itself a pseudonym of) whose “death” is announced in 
issue 1926-45(78). Bumerang generally comprises 2-3 pages and consists of 
multiple, and often diverse, items such as parodied news items, interviews, 
telegraphs, readers’ letters, caricatures etc.  
As every component of Bumerang has a separate title, they are 
considered as separate items and thus inserted separately into the Nodegoat 
database. Given that the various items in IR are all parodies of typical 
periodical forms, the items do not get a genre tag. 
 
- V chasy dosuga (‘During leisure time’): This section generally appears on 
one of the final pages of the periodical and groups short games and riddles. 
Occasionally, this page is dedicated to children. 
Although the components of this section often dispose of separate titles, 
they will be entered into the database jointly as they form one entity. 
 
- Vospominaniya russkogo Sherloka Kholmsa (‘Memoirs of the Russian 
Sherlock Holmes’): This category groups the recollections of Arkady Koshko, 
former head of the criminal investigation department of the Moscow police. 
The items in this category generally are stand-alone stories on criminal 
investigations (except for stories spread over two or more issues) and 
usually take up three to four pages. 
 
                                                   




As this section disappears and returns three times over the course of the 
entire run, the subtitle field marks which series an item in this category 
belongs to. Furthermore, the items in this category also carry the genre tag 
‘memoirs’ and the theme tag ‘jurisdiction’, as well as the space tag ‘Russia’ 
and the time tag ‘prerevolutionary’. 
 
- Govoryat, chto... (‘They say that…’): This section contains short jokes and 
anecdotes on various contemporary topics and persons, both Soviet Russian, 
émigré and Western. This category usually takes up one page per issue. 
As this section contains numerous short texts without title, they are all 
inserted jointly as one item per issue. 
 
- Iz vospominaniy advokata (‘From the memoirs of an advocate’): Similar to 
the ‘Memoirs of the Russian Sherlock Holmes’, this category groups the 
recollections of Russian advocate Nikolay Karabchevsky on some of his most 
interesting cases. A story in this category usually takes up 2-3 pages. 
Apart from the category tag, the title of the story and author are marked. 
Items in this category also get the genre tag ‘memoirs’ and the theme tag 
‘jurisdiction’, as well as the space tag ‘Russia’ and the time tag 
‘prerevolutionary’. 
 
- Iz zaly sovetskogo suda (‘From the Soviet court rooms’): Whereas the 
‘Memoirs of an advocate’ are prerevolutionary recollections, this category 
groups the accounts of advocate Ilya Braude on more recent criminal cases 
in Soviet Russia. His stories usually take up three to four pages. 
Items in this category get the genre tag ‘journalist portrait’ and the theme 
tag ‘jurisdiction’, as well as the space tag ‘Russia’ and the time tag 
‘postrevolutionary’.  
 
- Kino (‘Film’): ‘Kino’ features items on contemporary film; mainly Western 
but with special attention to films starring Russian émigré authors.  
Generally, there are several components in this section, all with a 
separate title; therefore all items are introduced separately. Each item gets 
the topic tag ‘art and culture’, as well as space and time tags. 
 
- Klyaksy pera (‘Blots of the pen’): Just like ‘Govoryat, chto…’, this section 
contains short jokes and anecdotes on various contemporary topics and 





Although these jokes all have separate titles, they are entered as one 
entity as the content is too trivial to get the weight of a full item each. 
 
- Knizhnaya polka (‘Book shelf’): This section contains one or more reviews 
of recently published books. The works discussed are generally from Russian 
émigré writers, but sometimes a Soviet Russian work or a (Russian 
translation of a) Western book is treated as well. The book reviews in this 
section are often accompanied by advertisements for publishing houses and 
book stores. 
Every entity in this section is entered separately, as there are distinct 
titles (the author and title of the work). The items in this section also get the 
topic tag ‘art and culture’. 
 
- Literature: This is not an actual section as there is no heading and nearly 
every issue contains several literary items spread over the issue. In the 
interest of both the research and the database, however, all items are treated 
as belonging to the category ‘Literature’. The ‘Literature’ category is the most 
extensive in IR and in light of this research’s objective, an item in this 
category is considered of more weight than an item in categories such as 
‘Kino’ and ‘Sport’. IR publishes both poems and short stories, with a 
predominance of the latter. These stories usually take up a couple of pages 
and are often interrupted by other smaller to even full-page items. 
Furthermore, short stories often are adorned with illustrations or a portrait 
of the author. 
As the literature in IR comprises both short stories and poems, the type 
of literary item is further specified with a genre tag: ‘prose’ or ‘poetry’. Apart 
from the category and genre tag, space and time tags are added. 
 
- Literaturnye vospominanya (‘Literary memoirs’): This short-lived section 
is devoted to the recollections of Baron Nikolay Drizen of his time in the 
literary world and his activities as a censor. 
The items in this section get the genre tag ‘memoirs’, as well as the space 
tag ‘Russia’ and the time tag ‘prerevolutionary.’ 
 
- Neobychaynye priklyucheniya Boba (‘The extraordinary adventures of 
Bob’): This section consists of episodes from the eponymous ‘humorist novel 
for children’ (as indicated in the subtitle) by Russian émigré author Valentin 
Goryansky. Each episode is a more or less self-contained story of about two 




The items in this section form a separate category and are not part of the 
‘Literature’ category, as it does not include children’s literature. 
 
- Obo vsem (‘About everything): This section contains three or four pictures 
with a caption from all corners of the world and represented all sorts of types 
and topics, usually with a penchant for the bizarre. 
This section is made up of several items with a separate title and are thus 
inserted separately. Apart from the category tag, space and time tags are 
added. The items in these categories will not get a ‘photograph’ or ‘news 
item’ genre tag, as this is reserved to the loose items in IR. 
 
- Parizhskiye mody (‘Parisian fashion’): This sections presents the latest 
news in the Parisian fashion landscape by both text and drawings. 
Sometimes there is a special edition on men’s fashion or children’s fashion 
in this section. 
This section is always entered into the database as one item per issue 
and gets the space tag ‘the west’. 
 
- Po belu svetu (‘Around the world’): Just like ‘About anything’, this section is 
a patchwork of pictures from different spaces and topics and can be seen as 
its forerunner. 
This section is made up of several items with a separate title and are thus 
inserted separately. Apart from the category tag, a space and time tag are 
added. The items in these categories will not get a ‘photograph’ or ‘news 
item’ genre tag, as this is reserved to the stand-alone items in IR. 
 
- Russkiye v emigratsii (‘Russians in emigration’): This section groups a 
number of journalist portraits on specific groups in the Russian emigration, 
such as Russians in the Foreign Legion or Russian drivers in Paris. Most of 
these portraits were written by the so far unidentified journalist E. Rish. 
Items in this category get the genre tag ‘journalist portrait’, as well as the 
space tag ‘emigration’ and its further specifications (cf. infra). 
 
- Russkoye iskusstvo za granitsey (‘Russian art abroad’): This section is 
devoted to (the work of) Russian artists in emigration, often in the light of 
recent exhibitions. This section generally takes up two pages and combines 
text with reproductions of artworks.  






- Sovetsky yumor (‘Soviet humor’): This section usually consist of 2 pages 
with different types of humorist items such as short stories, jokes and 
caricatures. 
 
Although the items in this section each dispose of distinct titles, they are 
entered  
as one entity as the content is too trivial to get the weight of a full item each. 
 
- Sport: This section generally contains three or four pictures with caption on 
sport news in Soviet Russia, emigration and the west. 
Apart from the category tag, a space and time tag are added, as well as 
the theme tag ‘sport’. The items in these categories do not get genre tags, as 
the ‘photograph’ or ‘news item’ genre tag are reserved to stand-alone items 
in IR.  
 
- Stranichka dlya detey (‘Children’s page’): This section is devoted to IR’s 
youngest readers and contains mainly short stories but also riddles and 
games. 
As all entities in this children’s section have distinct titles, they are 
entered as separate items. Indicated authors are marked in the author’s field, 
the same goes for other involved persons such as illustrators in the ‘related 
person’ field. Even though some items in this page are children’s literature, 
they do not get the ‘prose’ or ‘poetry’ genre tag as they are reserved to items 
in the ‘Literature’ category. 
 
- Teatr i iskusstvo (‘Theatre and art’): This section provides the latest theatre 
and concert news, generally relating to émigré artists or to émigré cultural 
life. A recurrent item in this section is the news bulletin ‘Teatralnaya 
khronika’ (‘Theatre chronicle), containing short reports on upcoming and 
past performances. 
The items in this section are separately entered as they all have distinct 
titles. Despite the fact that this section contains a lot of pictures and news 
items, the items do not get the genre tag ‘photograph’ or ‘news item’, as this 
is reserved to the stand-alone items in IR. The items do get the ‘arts and 





- Teatralnye vospominaniya (‘Theatre memoirs’): Similar to the ‘Literary 
memoirs’, in this section Baron Drizen gives his account of his activities in 
the theatrical world in prerevolutionary Russia. 
The items in this section get the genre tag ‘memoirs’, as well as the space 
tag ‘Russia’ and the time tag ‘prerevolutionary.’ 
 
Genre 
Besides tagging categories, it is also beneficial to assign tags to the various and very 
diverse genres and media that are covered in IR, considering that the ratio between 
these different genres and media, as well as possible evolutions within this ratio, are 
essential to a better understanding of the magazine.  
 
- advertisement: As is common for periodicals, IR publishes advertisements 
for various products and businesses, both from the emigration and the host 
countries. These advertisements are generally grouped (on the back of the 
cover and on the last pages of the periodical), but some of them also appear 
inside IR among other items. Just any other content in IR, the advertisements 
can provide insight into the target audience, its environment and mentality. 
In this research, the advertisements have not been studied, but for the sake 
of completeness, the non-grouped advertisements among IR’s other items 
have been entered in the database. 
 
- announcement: The ‘announcement’ tag is used for items promoting 
upcoming events in the émigré community, usually for a good cause. 
 
- cartoon: This tag is provided to cartoons in IR, not only those by cartoonist 
MAD in the beginning of the periodical. 
 
- contest: IR regularly organizes contests, both for adults and children. These 
contests take a variety of forms, such as literary contests in which readers 
are encouraged to send in stories on a particular topic, or contests involving 
riddles and questions.  
 
- from the editors: This genre tag refers to editorial notes, usually on IR-
related topics such as subscription fees or an upcoming contest. It is 
important to group these notices as they provide more information on the 





- journalist portrait: A ‘journalist portrait’ is a lengthy article that discusses 
an event or an environment that is set in the present or the near past. A lot 
of items with this genre tag are provided by IR with the indication ‘ocherk’ 
(sketch, essay), usually in the subtitle. A ‘journalist portrait’ differs from a 
‘photograph’ or ‘news item’ by its length and depth. Also an author is often 
indicated, although this not a prerequisite. 
 
- memoirs: Whereas a ‘journalist portrait’ discusses events or environments 
in the present, items with the ‘memoirs’ are lengthy recollections of an event 
or environment in the distant (prerevolutionary) past and are not seldom 
part of a fixed section. Some items in IR carry the indication ‘vospominaniya’ 
(memoirs, recollections) in the (sub)title. Most items with the ‘memoirs’ tag 
have a known author, especially when they are part of a section. 
 
- news item: A ‘news item’ generally includes a picture and caption or a short 
accompanying text, relating to a topical matter, regardless of the topic or 
location. A ‘news item’ is significantly shorter than a ‘journalist portrait’, 
does not go into depth and the content is more topical. 
 
- photograph: Just as the ‘news item’, the ‘photograph’ tag also is given to a 
picture with caption or accompanying text, but does not relate to topical 
events as it rather portrays an environment or a phenomenon. A 
‘photograph’ differs from a journalist portrait by its length en depth. 
 
- poetry: This tag is given to poems in IR and can never occur alone but is 
always accompanied by the ‘literature’ category tag. 
 
- prose: Similar to the ‘poetry’ tag, the ‘prose’ tag is given to short stories in IR 
and always co-occurs with the ‘literature’ category tag. 
 
- work of art: This tag refers to art items in IR, both within sections (such as 
‘Russian art abroad’) and stand-alone ones. 
 
Theme 
Most items in IR get one or more theme tags as a categorization in topics can clarify (a 





- armed conflict: This tag refers to violent conflicts between two groups or 
nations such as war, civil war, military coups, violent uprisings etc. 
 
- army: The ‘army’ tag refers to everything related to the military, both violent 
(such as war or coups) and non-violent (e.g. parades, exercises etc.). 
 
- art and culture: This tag is for every item concerning art and culture in the 
broadest sense, such as literature, exhibitions, the Carnival in Nice, beauty 
pageants etc.  
 
- Catholicism: This tag always co-occurs with the ‘religion’ tag and indicates 
every item relating to the Catholic Church. 
 
- children: This tag is given to every item on children, in Soviet Russia as well 
as in the emigration and the host countries. 
 
- crime & jurisdiction: The ‘jurisdiction’ tag is given to items on juridical 
matters, police investigations, law suits etc. 
 
- diplomacy: The ‘diplomacy’ tag is given to items concerning international 
relations, ambassadors, embassies etc. 
 
- economy: The ‘economics’ tag refers to all sorts of economy-related items, 
such as (un)employment, manufacturing, agriculture, stock exchange, 
currency rates, financial crises etc. 
 
- education: This tag refers to education in the broadest sense, both in schools 
and through other initiatives. 
 
- everyday life: The ‘everyday life’ tag is given to various items on living and 
housing circumstances, on events of everyday life. 
 
- First World War: This tag is for items relating to the First World War, both 
from that period (e.g. pictures during the war) and contemporary (e.g. 
commemorations). 
 
- folklore and traditions: This tag refers to all sorts of folklorist customs and 
crafts, ceremonials, traditional dress, traditional dances etc. This concerns 





- organizations & charity: This refers to all sorts of associations, 
organizations, groups etc. This tag also covers charitable organizations and 
events. 
 
- Orthodoxy: This tag always co-occurs with the ‘religion’ tag and indicates 
items on Orthodox religion. 
 
- politics: The ‘politics’ tag is given to items relating to governments, policies, 
statesmen etc. 
 
- propaganda: ‘Propaganda’ involves items on political agitation, military 
parades etc. These propagandist activities are always at the instigation of the 
government. The ‘propaganda’ tag mainly (but not necessarily) refers to 
postrevolutionary Russia. 
 
- religion: All items on religion get this corresponding tag, and if possible also 
the tag ‘Orthodoxy’ or ‘Catholicism’ as they are the most common in IR, as 
well as for the scope of this research. Items on other religions just get the 
‘religion’ tag. 
 
- royalty and nobility: This tag refers to item relating to (former) nobility and 
royalty, both Russian and other. 
 
- science and technology: This tag is given to items on (progress) in the 
scientific and technical world such as medicine, aviation, engineering etc. 
 
- sport: The ‘sport’ tag refers to all sport-related items such as contests, 
athletes and new types of sports. 
 
Space 
As specified above, most items in IR also get a space tag, this is to help determine the 
periodical’s focal points and, hence, possible evolutions. There are three main spatial 
pillars, chosen in line with IR’s possible spheres of interest: 
 
- Russia: As, in the view of the émigrés, prerevolutionary and 
postrevolutionary Russia cannot be seen as the same country but are also 




but it is always accompanied by a time tag to denote “which” Russia an item 
is about (cf. infra). Furthermore, the combination of the tags 
‘postrevolutionary' and ‘Russia’ comprises all constituent republics at the 
time of IR. 
 
- emigration: As a whole, the ‘emigration’ space tag can provide insight into 
the weight of items on emigration in IR, but it is equally interesting to verify 
whether IR is solely focused on Paris (where it was based) or covers other 
communities. Therefore, the ‘emigration’ tag always co-occurs with one or 
more tags. If an item refers to Paris, Berlin or Prague, i.e. the largest 
communities in the Russian emigration, the ‘emigration’ tag is accompanied 
by the cities’ corresponding space tag. All other places where Russian 
émigrés ended up (such as other cities in France, North- and South-America 
and China) get in addition to the ‘emigration’ tag also a ‘periphery’ tag and a 
tag of the respective country. An item on émigrés in New York, for example 
will get ‘emigration’ + ‘periphery’ + ‘America’. 
 
- the world: This tag refers to all place which are not Russia or the emigration. 
 
- unspecified: This tag is used for items for which there is no space clarified. 




The subdivision of the time tag revolves around the Russian revolution (and the 
following Civil war), a pivotal event in Russian history that irrevocably divided 
Russian émigrés’ lives in delimited blocks of time, before and after. Hence the three 
categories ‘prerevolutionary’, ‘revolution and civil war’ and ‘postrevolutionary’. 
Furthermore, a fourth time tag, ‘unspecified, is given to items that take place in an 
undetermined time, again these are usually literary items.  
These space and time tags can clarify whether certain geographical and/or 
temporal spaces (or a combination of two or more of these geo-temporal spaces) are 
addressed more frequently than others and whether IR’s focus changes through time. 
 
Origin 
This tab contains but two tags: ‘emigration and ‘USSR’. Clicking on a tag gives an 




exceptional cases, a person can belong to both (by emigrating first and returning to 








Experiencing Russia abroad 
As a result of the Revolution and the ensuing Civil War, Russian citizens forcibly leave 
their home country and scatter all across the world. From that moment on, a difficult 
balancing act starts between adapting to the culture of the host countries and 
preserving the culture – or whatever is perceived as such – of the home country. 
This balancing act, it can be argued, is best perceived at the crossing between the 
individual émigré on the one hand, and the émigré community on the other. 
Individually, most émigrés try to integrate into the culture of the respective host 
countries, for example by learning the language in order to find a job. This is especially 
true for émigré children, who either emigrate at a young age or are born in exile, as 
they go to local schools and arguably make friends among the local population more 
easily. At the same time, however, Russia Abroad leads its own social, political and 
cultural life. What is more, it can be argued to a certain extent that Russia Abroad is 
preoccupied with safeguarding prerevolutionary Russian culture as the examples of 
highbrow culture cited in the introduction indicate. 
It is, however, unclear how average, individual émigrés experience Russia in exile. 
Which segments of their prerevolutionary lives do Russian émigrés take with them 
into exile and how? IR presents three ways of dealing with prerevolutionary Russia, 
listed here from the most passive to the most active form: curating, living and passing 
on. These three approaches correspond to the three chapters in the first part of this 
dissertation. 
The first chapter looks at preservationism as commemoration. I analyze the way in 
which IR curates particular elements of prerevolutionary Russia by creating a 
historical and cultural canon from the émigré perspective. Which elements of 
prerevolutionary Russia does IR highlight and how?  
The second chapter looks at preservationism as continuation. IR reports on two 




religion, and art and literature. What does IR say about these segments? And how does 
IR contribute to the way in which its readers actively experience and perpetuate 
prerevolutionary Russia through religion and arts? Additionally, this chapter looks at 
three (sub)sections of IR which could have fairly easily brought (prerevolutionary) 
Russia into the homes of IR’s readers but appear to not have done so. These sections 
are fashion, cooking, and riddles and games. 
The third and last chapter of this part of the dissertation looks into, arguably, the 
most active form of preservationism, i.e. passing on prerevolutionary Russia to future 
generations. In this chapter, the focus is on IR’s section for children. Which elements 
of prerevolutionary Russia does IR deem important to pass on to the émigré 




Chapter 1  
Curating prerevolutionary Russia 
IR brands itself as a “literary-illustrated magazine” with the “illustrated part of the 
journal devoted to Russian life abroad and in Russia.”1 While the “illustrated part” 
refers to IR’s numerous pictures with accompanying captions and short news items, 
its longer journalist portraits also cover Russian life in all its forms. Hence, IR’s main 
focus is on topical news; I will address these news items in the second part of this 
dissertation, in the chapters on the émigré community (4), Soviet Russia (5.1) and the 
West (5.2). Prerevolutionary Russia and the past in general, however, take up only a 
smaller part of the journal’s content, and this is mainly on the occasion of particular 
events or anniversaries. 
Because Soviet culture is considered by émigrés as a counterculture eradicating 
prerevolutionary Russia and Russian culture, it can be argued that IR carefully curates 
and conveys an image of prerevolutionary Russia through various types of content. 
Two main lines or segments in the magazine’s ‘prerevolutionary content’ can be 
discerned. On the one hand, IR publishes highlights of (pre)revolutionary Russian 
history. This can be regarded as an attempt to shape a historical framework from the 
émigré perspective. On the other hand, IR reports on particular manifestations of 
prerevolutionary Russian art. In doing so, it can be argued, IR contributes to an émigré 
version of the Russian cultural canon. Whereas IR’s historical selection mainly focuses 
on events, in its cultural selection the emphasis is above all on people – even more so, 
mainly writers. For either line or segment, IR’s main goal is arguably is twofold: to 
remind its older readers of certain people and events, and to school its younger 
readers. 
 
                                                   





As IR is, of course, limited in space – a characteristic of the periodical genre –, it has 
to select which elements of prerevolutionary Russia to incorporate in its pages and 
which to leave out. Therefore, it seems logical that IR only includes those elements 
which it deems worthy of preserving – or at least deems of interest to its readers. If 
the aim is to preserve, then IR conveys in both segments, above all, an idealized image 
of prerevolutionary Russia. As such, the question arises as to which elements of 
prerevolutionary Russia, exactly, IR brings and/or keeps to its readers’ attention, and 




1.1 Curating the historical canon 
On the occasion of special anniversaries, and almost exclusively only then, IR 
publishes journalist portraits and news items devoted to events and (albeit 
significantly less frequently also) people which/who undeniably have had a major 
impact on Russian history. These portraits and news items shed light on the 
significance of these events and people for Russia. Remarkably, outside of those 
special occasions, similar items are not printed in IR. IR’s focus is not on the entire 
history of Russia, from the earliest days until contemporary times, but rather on recent 
historical events, i.e. relating to the few decades before the 1917 Revolution, as well 
as to the period of the Revolution and the Civil War. Most often, these events are 
discussed through personal recollections of IR’s contributors. Less frequent among 
items focusing on people are those that shed light on contemporaries in journalist 
portraits or – in the case of recently deceased people – in obituaries. As such, it can be 
argued that in IR’s selection of historical highlights, relatability – i.e. being close 
enough to the readers’ personal experiences – plays a significant role.  
This relatability, as will be demonstrated, serves a dual role. Through historical 
items, IR creates an émigré historical framework by reminding the older émigrés of 
certain events and people, or even by shedding light on hitherto unknown details of 
well-known events, thereby allowing them to relive these highlights. At the same time, 
these historical highlights also have the potential to educate younger generations who 
did not take part in those events and cannot relate directly to them, but instead rely 
on – or are confronted with – the experiences of their relatives and the community. 
It is significant that IR also discusses a number of key events in (recent) French 
history. In contrast to its treatment of Russian history, here IR does not limit itself to 
recent history. Nevertheless, I will argue, relatability again is a key factor. The overall 
function of those items is, undoubtedly, to inform or remind IR’s readers of past events 
within host country. In this manner, IR helps acquaint the émigrés with the history of 
the main host country, France, and thus, to a certain extent, facilitates a closer 
relationship with – and perhaps even integration into – France. More importantly still, 
the articles on pre-1917 France often also include links and parallels with the Russian 
situation. As such, these articles provide IR’s readers with new perspectives on those 
Russian events and may even allow them to consider those events within a larger 
framework. This is mainly the case for articles devoted to the French Revolution, 
which is both implicitly and explicitly compared or linked to the Russian Revolution. 
Interestingly, however, as will be shown further on, the focus is not necessarily on the 
ideological similarities between the revolutions, but rather on their implementation, 




those promoting them. By means of these items about French history, IR thus not only 
informs its readers about France’s past, but also highlights and sheds new light on the 
Russian past. There is, thus, a double movement in IR’s creation of an émigré-sized 
shared past. One the one hand, IR helps shape Russian identity by curating Russian 
history, while on the other hand, it also improves a certain integration in – or at least 
rapprochement toward – France as the Russian emigration’s main host country. 
1.1.1 Russia 
It can be argued that there is but one type of historical content in IR which can be truly 
considered nostalgic: pictures of Russian landmarks evoking the general atmosphere 
of prerevolutionary Russia, printed without reference to any particular occasion. In 
mid-1925, IR prints a five-part series with pictures of cities in prerevolutionary Russia 
under the heading “Old Russia”. This photo series is reminiscent of postcards from the 
prerevolutionary past. The first four episodes include landmarks from respectively 
Saint-Petersburg, Moscow, Kiev and Odessa, while the fifth episode is a mix of 
landmarks in other Russian cities and regions, such as Petergof, Crimea and Baku 
(figures 20-24). When it publishes the first part of this photo series, IR explains its 
motivation: 
 
The images of Russia, faraway and gone from us, blur and fade. The streets of 
native cities, mirage outlines of familiar squares, monuments, houses come to 
mind as vague childhood memories. The long years of wandering, motley and 
muddy waves of refugee days have moved the living pages of the past to the 
endless distance. But we adults are richer: we have an inexhaustible supply of 
memories. Russian children and, often, also youth, scattered in emigration, do 
not know the old, everyday Russia – only occasional fragments of pictures as if 
in a dream are preserved in their memory. From issue to issue, IR will print a 
whole series of photo reproductions, acquired by the photo editors, under the 
general heading ‘Old Russia’ – and opens this section with the now distant, but 
always close to us, St. Petersburg.2 
 
                                                   
2 “Расплываются и блекнут картины далекой, ушедшей от нас России. Словно смутные 
воспоминания детства возннкают в памяти улицы родных городов, миражные очертания знакомых 
площадей, памятников, домов. Долгие годы скитания, пестрые и мутные волны беженских дней 
отодвинули в бесконечную даль живые страницы прошлого. Но мы, взрослые, богаче: у нас есть 






As IR indicates, the purpose of printing these pictures is twofold. On the one hand, IR 
wishes to reinvigorate memories of Russian cities where older émigrés have lived and 
experienced so much. On the other hand, IR hopes to create a more solid image of these 
cities for the younger generations of émigrés, who have only vague memories of those 
cities – or perhaps no memories at all. Although these items do not inform on 
particular people of events, the publication of pictures of prerevolutionary Russian 
landmarks fits well with IR’s historical canon, a combination of commemoration and 
acquaintance. In addition to this five-part photo series, on a few occasions IR publishes 
pictures of prerevolutionary Russia under similar titles, such as “Old Russia”, “Old 
Moscow”, “Moscow in the 90s” and “Petersburg forty years ago”. Also here, these 
photographs (and sometimes even drawings or engravings) mainly show well-known 
landmarks from those cities, such as the Sukharev tower in Moscow (figure 25) and 
the Nevsky prospekt in Saint-Petersburg (figure 26). Photographs and illustrations of 
prerevolutionary Moscow also make up a large part of IR’s two theme issues devoted 
to the university holiday, Tatyana Day, cf. infra. 
Apart from photographs, the landmarks of prerevolutionary Saint-Petersburg are 
also at the heart of one article in IR, “By whom Petersburg was build”3. The article 
discusses the various architects that have contributed to its monumental exterior. As 
the article mentions numerous landmarks of the northern capital (such as the Peter 
and Paul Fortress, the Saint Alexander Nevsky Monastery and the Academy of 
Sciences), reading it must have been a trip down memory lane for many émigrés, just 
as seeing it in IR’s pictures. 
Although this type of content evoking a more general atmosphere of 
prerevolutionary Russia is quite limited in IR, it is still significant, as it undoubtedly 
evokes a certain nostalgia among IR’s readers. The significance of these historical 
landmarks in IR’s historical canon is also reflected by the many items whereby IR 
addresses and, more importantly, condemns the destruction of similar landmarks by 
the Bolsheviks in contemporary Russia. I will discuss this more fully in 5.1.3. 
Besides landmarks evoking a general atmosphere of prerevolutionary Russia, other 
items in IR’s historical canon are more concrete, as they revolve around particular 
people or events. These items cannot really be considered nostalgic, but are more 
 
                                                   
старой бытовой России не знают, — в памяти сохранились только случайные обрывки 
промелькнувших, словно во сне, картин. ‘Иллюстрированная Россия’ из номера в номер будет 
помещать репродукции с целого ряда, приобретенных редакцией фотографий, под общей рубрикой 
‘Старая Россия’ — и открывает этот отдел далекими от нас сейчас, но всегда близким нам, 
Петербургом.” IR 1925-8(17), p. 11. 




commemorative. Furthermore, they perform the same dual role as the 
prerevolutionary Russian landmarks: reminding the older generation on the one hand, 
and informing the younger generation on the other. 
The two Russian historical events which IR covers the most are the First World War 
and the Revolution. This is not surprising, as they are both very recent events which 
not only have strongly affected Russia and its people, but, more importantly, give 
indirect and direct cause, respectively, for Russian exile. Those items predominantly 
emphasize how things went wrong and Russia’s (imminent) downfall. It thus is 
striking that IR hardly pays any attention to historical periods during which Russia 
developed significantly and Russian culture bloomed, such as, for instance, highlights 
of the reigns of Peter the Great or Catherine the Great. As such, it can be argued that 
the historical framework curated by IR encourages, above all, the émigré community 
to unite through a shared sense of trauma and loss. However, as the items on the First 
World War – mainly news items at the time of annual war commemorations – 
demonstrate, memories of such traumatic events can also be deployed in positive and 
constructive manners. In such items, IR highlights the sacrifice of Russian soldiers for 
the greater good, and, as such, the War also becomes an event in which émigrés can 
take full pride. At the same time, it can be contended, a focus on the merits of Russian 
soldiers during the First World War also indicates a reproach of the Bolsheviks, as they 
withdrew from the war shortly after the October Revolution. The narrative of the 
Russian soldiers’ sacrifice is an element which frequently returns in IR’s items on the 
émigré community and especially on the role of charity within Russia Abroad, I will 
discuss this in 4.2.1. 
 
1.1.1.1 The First World War 
Needless to say, the First World War is a highly significant prerevolutionary event (or 
better said, chain of events) for the émigrés, as all of IR’s adult readers – at least during 
the 1920s – had undoubtedly experienced it in one way or another. What is more, they 
were all still experiencing its impact, as discontent caused by the war was a major 
element in the outbreak of the Russian Revolution and, thus ultimately also in the exile 
of many Russians. In 1930, IR prints a short article devoted to the anniversary of the 
“fateful date”4 on which Gavrilo Princip killed Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria. 
The article is accompanied by pictures of the Archduke’s car and bloody jacket, as well 
as a picture of Princip’s mother and sisters, and of the crowd gathered in Sarajevo for 
 
                                                   




the commemoration. IR stresses the direct link between the war and the October 
Revolution. By shooting the Archduke, IR claims, Princip  
 
thereby gave an impetus to a number of historical events that inexorably led to 
a bloody denouement – the war. The shots of the nineteen-year-old youth were 
followed by the Austrian ultimatum to Serbia, the intercession of Russia, the 
German mobilization, the protest of France, the violations of the Belgian 
neutrality – and so on, right up to the victory of the Allies, the dissolution of 
Austria-Hungary, and Russian Bolshevism.5 
 
As IR indicates in this article, the First World War affected not only Russia but the 
entire (Western) world, and can be considered the main event of the early 20th 
century. Nevertheless, IR does not publish more general articles on the war, but almost 
exclusively shows how it was experienced by Russian citizens. 
IR’s fourth issue in 1924 marks ten years since the outbreak of the war, and the 
magazine “dedicate[s] the illustrated part of this issue to the tenth anniversary of the 
war.”6 Remarkably, contrary to what one would expect, in this issue IR does not really 
commemorate the First World War as such. Instead, the war is portrayed almost solely 
as the event that paved the way for the Russian Revolution. This goes for both the 
photographs (and a few illustrations) and the texts in the issue. Only a third of the 
pictures in this special issue show (Russians at) the front in France, while the others 
depict the situation on the “internal front”7 in Russia, as IR calls it, as well as life under 
Bolshevik rule. Hence, when IR states that the pictures in the issue are devoted to the 
decade that has passed since the war, it can be argued that IR considers the Revolution, 
Civil War and Soviet rule to be inextricably linked to the war. 
Additionally, also in this issue’s textual items is a piece showing how IR does not 
treat the war separately from the Revolution. On the first page, political and societal 
émigré figure Vladimir Zeeler briefly reflects on the evolution of the First World War 
from a Russian perspective. At the very beginning of the war, Zeeler indicates, there 
 
                                                   
5 “[…] он тем самым дал толчок целому ряду исторических событий, неумолимо приведших к 
кровавой развязке — войне. За выстрелами девятнадцатилетнего юноши последовали австрийский 
ультиматум Сербии, заступничество России, германская мобилизация, протест Франции, 
нарушения бельгийского нейтралитета — и так далее, вплоть до победы союзкиков, разрыва 
Австро-Венгрии и русского большевизма.” Ibid. 
6 “Иллюстрационная часть этого № посвящена десятилетию войны.” IR 1924-4(4), p. 1. 





was an atmosphere of excitement. This excitement, however is juxtaposed by Zeeler’s 
own sudden and painful realization of  
 
the significance of this work done by everyone who goes to war, a feat where 
there is no thought about their life, about their blood – where everything is in 
oblivion, except duty.8  
 
Zeeler continues by emphasizing the strong sense of duty and morality of Russian 
soldiers and of the Russian people in general, indicating that “Russia waged a war – a 
people's war. The people accepted [the war] and honorably carried their cross.”9 After 
the First World War, the February Revolution came, which initially, just like the war, 
Zeeler writes, “brought joy and hope – but immediately brought with it also anxiety, 
restlessness.”10 What followed were, according to Zeeler, “years of horror and bloody 
chaos”11, as the October Revolution and the Civil War ultimately led to Bolshevik rule 
and exile. In his article, Zeeler thus differentiates between the February Revolution 
which “brought joy and hope” and its ultimate culmination in the horrors of the 
October Revolution. Zeeler concludes by stating that the war was “the beginning of our 
end”.12 In the article, Zeeler, thus, does not so much talk about the war itself, but rather 
reflects on what it put in motion and on the disastrous consequences it had for Russia 
and its people. At the same time, Zeeler highlights the dignity and sense of duty with 
which the Russian people defied the terror coming their way. 
Elsewhere in the anniversary issue, IR further highlights the disastrous 
consequences for Russia of the war and the Revolution. In the essay “How I did not 
steal”13, Symbolist writer Konstantin Balmont describes how he almost stole a piece 
of sugar from a rationing post in Bolshevik Moscow in the spring of 1920. Balmont 
starts the essay claiming that he will not describe the setting, as “[h]e who got to know 
it, does not need any descriptions. He will not forget it. He who did not know it, will 
not understand anything from my words. And I have few words now to speak.”14 
According to Balmont, the horrid living circumstances in Moscow during the early 
 
                                                   
8 “[…] значение этого творимого каждым, уходящим на войну, подвига, где нет думы о своей жизни, 
о своей крови — где все в забвении, кроме долга.” Ibid. 
9 “Россия вела войну — войну народную. Народ ее принял и честно нес свой крест.” Ibid. 
10 “Внесла она радость и надежды, — но сразу принесла с собой и тревогу, беспокойство...” Ibid. 
11 “[…] годы ужаса и кровавого хаоса...”. Ibid. 
12 “[…] начале нашего конца […]” Ibid. 
13 “Как я не украл”. IR 1924-4(4), p. 3. 
14 “Кто ее знaл, тому не нужно никаких описаний. Он ее не забудет. Кто ее не знал, тот ничего не 




twenties were both unforgettable and indescribable. Despite his promise not to 
describe these conditions, in under three pages Balmont truly captures the stifling 
atmosphere of that time and place. He accounts how he was granted a Soviet writers’ 
ration, the reason for which he never understood, but still accepted it as the option of 
refusing never even occurred to him: 
 
To take or not to take rations, such a question did not arise in me. They took 
everything from me. Any property that was in the hands of those who had taken 
what was mine from me, thereby became to a certain extent mine. Not taking 
your own is simply stupid. And besides, in my care were three creatures that had 
long been starving with me. So what to talk about? Some circumstances in the 
ugly conditions of life went from unnatural to completely correct and natural.15 
 
Balmont indicates how in such dire circumstances, even people with high morals 
and principles do what it takes to survive, even if this means accepting food from the 
oppressor you despise. In the same vein, Balmont describes how under those 
circumstances, he – having never stolen anything in his life, not even as a child – was 
tempted to steal sugar, and what psychological effect this had on him: 
 
The thought that they can see me when I grab two pieces of sugar — no, one, one 
is easier, two can stick together — this intolerable thought pierced me with 
unbearable humiliation. But the desire was unbearable. Several times I mentally 
aimed and imagined how I would do it. My heart was beating painfully.16 
 
In his account of this very personal experience, Balmont certainly paints a truly 
recognizable image for many of IR’s readers of what it means to live under Soviet 
governance during the years of the Civil War. More importantly, his account reflects a 
 
                                                   
15 “Взять или не брать паек, такого вопроса во мне не возникало. У меня все отняли. Любая 
собственность, находившаяся в руках у отнявших у меня мое, тем самым становилась в известной 
мере моя. Не взять свое – просто глупо. Да притом у меня на руках было три существа, которые уже 
давно вместе со мною голодали. Итак, о чем разговаривать? Некоторые обстоятельства в уродливых 
условиях жизни из неестественных становятся вполне правильными и естественными.” Ibid, p. 3. 
16 “Мысль, что меня могут увидать, когда я схвачу два куска сахару, – нет, один, один легче, два могут 
зацепиться один за другой, – нестерпимая мысль эта пронизала меня унижением невыносимым. Но 
и желание было невыносимым. Несколько раз я мысленно прицелился и представил себе, как я это 





strong condemnation of Soviet morality and the way in which Soviet rule impacts 
everyday life and affects one’s morals. Coming from a prominent and respected émigré 
figure such as Balmont, this testimony of personal moral decay is all the more 
distressing for IR’s readers and undoubtedly testifies to the fact that the Soviet people 
is not intrinsically evil or immoral, but mainly corrupted by Soviet life and rule. This 
is a prominent aspect of IR’s items on life in contemporary Russian, which I will return 
to in 5.1. 
In the same issue devoted to the tenth anniversary of the First World War, IR 
continues denouncing the horrors of Soviet rule with a short story by Mikhail Osorgin, 
entitled “Thing”17. The story portrays a strange and lonely musician who is devastated 
after the Soviet authorities have confiscated his piano for a workers’ club. As such, the 
Bolsheviks not only hinder him from practicing his profession, but, more importantly, 
they take away the object dearest to his heart and the only thing which brought him 
any solace when his mother passed away. The gloominess of Osorgin’s story is 
highlighted by illustrations by émigré artist Vladimir Belkin, especially the one 
showing the musician crying at his mother’s grave (figure 27). On a literal level, the 
confiscation of the artist’s piano refers to the way in which the Soviet authorities deal 
with the intelligentsia and destroy art and culture. On a symbolic level, in turn, the 
confiscation represents the harshness and even immorality of Soviet rule, lacking any 
sense of empathy and depriving its citizens of whatever they value most. Furthermore, 
in the same way as Balmont’s personal account paints a recognizable setting for those 
who were still in Russia in the early 1920s, Osorgin’s fiction story about how the 
Bolsheviks strip the Soviet people of their most precious belongings most certainly is 
relatable to those who have personally experienced Bolshevik rule, or is an eyeopener 
for those who have not.  
Under Mironov’s editorship, IR publishes over one hundred articles and more than 
sixty short stories on the impact of Soviet rule upon everyday life; I will discuss these 
more fully in 5.1.6. Nevertheless, it is remarkable that the previously discussed texts 
by Balmont and Osorgin are printed in an issue devoted to the First World War, 
instead of actual accounts of the war. It thus seems that, by means of photographs and 
texts, IR, just as Zeeler does in the opening article, portrays the First World War as the 
trigger for the Revolution and all the hardships brought down upon Russia and the 
Russian people. 
In fact, strikingly, under Mironov’s editorship only one longer article series and one 
separate article truly discuss the Russian experience of the First World War. However, 
 
                                                   





even then it is not really the war itself, i.e. the actual battles and campaigns or the 
difficult circumstances at the front or in the hinterland, that is discussed. From late 
1926 to early 1927, IR publishes the nine-part memoir series “Espionage during the 
war”18. In this series, former head of the Russian intelligence in Paris P. Istomin – the 
pseudonym of count Pavel Ignatyev – offers IR’s readers a glimpse into Russian 
intelligence during the war. He does so by means of elaborate accounts of how he 
became a member of the intelligence, and, for example, tracked down and arrested 
suspicious persons or interfered in international diplomacy on some of his missions. 
Ignatyev’s series of article thus does not reflect the same notion of the Russian 
sacrifice and sense of duty during the First World War IR as highlights in its news items 
(cf. infra), but rather plays on sensationalism. As such, this series is a good example of 
IR’s general gist: a combination of Zeitgeist interests (in this case espionage and 
mystery), combined with an element that personally concerns émigré readers (the 
First World War).  
In 1928, IR prints the article “Nikolay II on a separate peace treaty”19. IR emphasizes 
the article’s importance in a brief introduction, claiming that the article is “dedicated 
to an episode completely obscured up to now that characterizes the attitude of the late 
Emperor to the question of concluding a separate peace treaty.”20 The author of this 
article is once more count Pavel Ignatyev, who uses his real name this time. According 
to IR, count Pavel Ignatyev “held a position during the war, which often put him at the 
center of important events unknown not only to the general public, but even to many 
chosen ones. This gives his notes exceptional interest and great historical value.”21 In 
the article, Ignatyev recollects an episode from 1916 when Tsar Nikolay II was said to 
consider a separate peace treaty with Germany, a rumor presumably spread by the 
Germans themselves in order to discredit and weaken Russia, and, thus, also its allies. 
By lifting the veil of this “obscure” episode, IR thus arguably aims at setting the record 
straight, something which, as IR seems to suggest, has never happened before in the 
émigré community. Just as with the article series on Russian intelligence during the 
First World War, this article on Tsar Nikolay II during the war is marked by the same 
 
                                                   
18 “Шпионаж во время войны”. IR 1926-45(78) – 1927-2(87). 
19 “Николай II о сепаратном мире”. IR 1928-16(153), p. 1-5. 
20 “Посвящен совершенно неосвещенному до сих пор эпизоду, характеризующему отношение 
покойного Императора к вопросу о заключении сепаратного мира.” Ibid, p. 1. 
21 “[…] занимал во время войны служебное положение, которое часто ставило его в центр важных 
событий неизвестных не только широкой публике, но даже и многим избранным. Это придает его 





combination of relatability and mystery, as well as the absence of the war as such, and 
undoubtedly caters to the tastes and interests of IR’s readers.  
The closest to the ‘real’ war IR ever gets is every year around Armistice, when it 
publishes pictures and short news items on war commemorations – not in Russia, but 
in the West. Many of those pictures show Russian émigré veterans partaking in those 
ceremonies among local citizens and government representatives. As already 
indicated, a recurring element in those items is the sacrifice of Russia and Russian 
soldiers during the First World War. In November 1927, on the occasion of a 
commemoration in Valenciennes, for example, IR states that “Russian blood, pouring 
abundantly during the Great War, also irrigated the French fields”22. IR thus amplifies 
the idea of the Russian sacrifice by indicating how many Russians fought and died 
outside of their motherland, giving up their own lives to protect others. In the same 
issue, IR also reports on the annual remembrance of the Armistice at the Arc de 
Triomphe. “Among the mass of tricolor French flags,” IR indicates, “with a bright blue 
spot the banner of the Union of Russian officers, war veterans on the French front, 
stands out.”23 Again, IR underlines the fact that Russians fought on foreign land. What 
is more, in this article, IR not only emphasizes the merit of Russian soldiers during the 
First World War, but also indicates France’s recognition of that effort. The whole 
ceremony takes place in the presence of French general Gouraud, “honorary chairman 
of the Union of Russian officers of the war veterans on the French front” and under 
whose command “Russian soldiers and officers fought in the fields of Champagne”.24 
Furthermore, IR states that “[t]he Russian regiments received ‘military crosses’. 
Almost all soldiers and officers received awards.”25 “In the Esperance cemetery near 
Mourmelon,” IR adds, “hundreds of Russian soldiers who gave their lives for the 
common cause sleep an eternal sleep”. According to IR, this cemetery will “forever 
remain an eloquent monument to the sacrifice made by Russian victims.”26 On many 
 
                                                   
22 “Русская кровь, обильно лившаяся во время Великой войны, оросила также и французские поля.” 
IR 1927-47(132), p. 7. 
23 “Среди массы трехцветных, французских знамен ярким голубым пятном выделяется стяг Союза 
русских офицеров, участников войны на французском фронте...” In “Русский стяг под Триумфальной 
Аркой”, IR 1927-47(132), p. 17. 
24 “[…] почетный председатель Союза Русских офицеров участников войны на французском фронте. 
[…] В составе 4-ой армии ген. Гуро дрались русские солдаты и офицеры на полях Шампани.” Ibid. 
25 “Русские полки получили на знамена ‘военные кресты’. Почти все солдаты и офицеры получили 
награды.” Ibid. 
26 “А на кладбище Эсперанс, близ города Мурмелон — вечным сном спят сотни русских воинов за 
общее дело жизнь свою положивших. […] кладбище это навсегда останется красноречивым 





occasions in this issue, IR thus truly emphasizes the altruism of Russian soldiers 
during the First World War, who sacrificed their lives in foreign lands for a common 
cause, as well as the broad recognition by the Western host countries. This notion also 
comes to the fore in pictures of other remembrances of the Armistice, which show 
graves of Russian soldiers in Belgium, France, and Czechoslovakia (figures 28-30). 
In 1930, IR again prints a number of pictures of Russian Cossack soldiers partaking 
in the ceremony of the burning of the eternal flame at the grave of the Unknown 
Soldier at the Arc de Triomphe (figure 31). In the accompanying caption, IR claims that  
 
[t]his event, which attracted the attention of Parisians, was of profound symbolic 
significance, for it once again reminded us of the role of Russia in the Great War 
and of the sacrifices made by the Russian army for the common cause of the 
allies.27  
 
In its items on the Armistice and commemorations of the First World War, IR thus 
strongly emphasizes the role of the Russian soldiers and the recognition of the host 
countries. As such, the First World War becomes an event the émigrés can take pride 
in and unite around. At the same time, however, it is striking that these items do not 
contain narratives of high-ranking officers or epic battles. Instead they report in a 
rather intimate way, one could assert, on the heroism and sacrifice made by ordinary 
Russian soldiers. This, it can be claimed, is a highly significant characteristic of IR’s 
community building efforts. Instead of focusing on the heroism and great 
achievements of Russian icons and prominent figures – although to a lesser extent this 
is also present in IR – the magazine predominantly revolves around the ordinary 
émigré. As such, IR unites its readers over shared suffering and the community’s 
ability to transcend them – the latter mainly emerges in IR’s many items on émigré 
solidarity (cf. 4.2). 
Apart from the First World War, IR commemorates only one other war in which 
Russia participated: the Russo-Japanese war (1904-1905). Strikingly, IR does so from 
both émigré and Soviet perspectives. Of all wars Russia has waged over the centuries, 
and which, hence, could be memorialized at one time or another, it is remarkable that 
only the Russo-Japanese War is commemorated in IR’s pages. Not only was the war 
 
                                                   
27 “Это событие, привлекшее внимание парижского населим, шло глубокое символическое 
значение, ибо напомнило лишний раз о роли России в Великой Войне и о жертвах, принесенных 





lost by Russia, but it led to a wave of popular discontent, which resulted in the already 
simmering Revolution of 1905 and would ultimately even lead to the February 
Revolution of 1917. 
In 1929, IR publishes a photograph of an émigré meeting in celebration of the 
twenty-fifth anniversary of the siege of Port-Arthur. In the caption, limited to a list of 
prominent attendees, IR calls the siege “a heroic epic”28. A year later, IR 
commemorates the final battle in this war, the Battle of Tsushima, by printing the 
memoirs of Soviet writer Aleksey Novikov-Priboy, who participated in it.29 IR briefly 
clarifies in a short editorial introduction the decision to reprint this article, stating that 
“[e]ven in Bolshevik coverage, the prowess of the fleet commanders and the heroic 
behavior of adm. Rozhdestvensky [sic] during the battle and injury clearly stand 
out.”30  
This claim by IR, however, should perhaps be taken with a grain of salt, as two 
significant remarks can be made about these memoirs. First, after the Russo-Japanese 
war, Rozhestvensky faced court-martial for the disastrous defeat, but he was 
ultimately pardoned. This aftermath, however, is not included in the memoirs, as the 
text stops even before the Russian surrender. This brings us to the second remark. In 
1932, two years after IR publishes the memoirs, its author, Aleksey Novikov-Priboy, 
publishes the two-volume (fictionalized) historic epic Tsushima (Tsusima), for which 
he receives the Stalin Prize, based on his experiences during the battle of Tsushima. In 
this novel, Novikov-Priboy praises the heroism of the Russian sailors (and of certain 
officers) and heavily criticizes the Imperial Naval command, which he blames for the 
defeat. It is unclear whether IR already disposes of more text by Novikov-Priboy than 
what it has printed, nor is it clear whether and to what extent IR has redacted the text. 
It is thus possible that IR has selected certain, more positive, fragments of Novikov-
Priboy’s text, while leaving out other, more negative ones. However, overall, Novikov-
Priboy’s account of Rozhestvensky’s and Russian sailors’ heroism fits perfectly with 
IR’s overall coverage of Russia’s military past. Moreover, IR’s referral to the article’s 
Soviet origin clearly only amplifies this prerevolutionary Russian heroism. Just as with 
the commemoration of Russia’s role in the First World War, these two items about the 
Russo-Japanese War thus arguably aim at eliciting a sense of pride among IR’s readers. 
 
 
                                                   
28 “[…] героической эпопеи […]”. In “Юбилей порт-артурцев”. IR 1929-13(202), p. 9. 
29 “Цусимский бой”. IR 1930-27(268), p. 14-17. 
30 “Даже в большевистском освещении ярко выступает доблесть командного состава флота и 




1.1.1.2 The 1917 Revolution and the Civil War 
The most significant event – or again, rather series of events – in Russian history from 
the émigré perspective is, of course, that of the 1917 Revolution and the ensuing Civil 
War, which forced over a million Russian citizens to flee their homeland and spread 
out over the globe. However, despite the émigrés’ personal experiences, the era of the 
Revolution and Civil War is a very complex period. Those years encompass many 
events and developments, and are arguably surrounded by a lack of clarity for many 
émigrés – even more so for those who actually participated in the Civil War. Hence, it 
can be maintained that by reporting on the Revolution and the Civil War, IR aims to 
clarify some iconic events of that period. 
Before actually looking into how IR reports on the 1917 Revolution and the Civil 
War, it is important to note that the Revolution in fact consists of two very different 
Revolutions: the February Revolution and the October Revolution. Since the 
Revolution, as a whole, encompasses a complex series of events, the inclusion of all of 
its nuances would lead too far. Therefore, this brief outline will be limited to a broad 
overview. The February Revolution was a series of spontaneous mass uprisings 
originating with the smoldering discontent of the monarchy and eventually 
culminating in mass demonstrations against food rationing on February 23 (old style). 
The February Revolution resulted in the creation of a Provisional Government and the 
abdication of the Tsar, thus ultimately leading to the end of the Russian monarchy and 
the beginning of a short-lived period of Russia as a republic. From February until 
October 1917, there were two power centers in Petrograd: the Provisional 
Government and the Petrograd Council (or Petrograd Soviet). In October 1917, the 
Bolsheviks, a minority group from that Petrograd Soviet – which by then had united 
with other city soviets into an All-Russian Congress of Soviets – decided to overthrow 
the Provisional Government. The October Revolution thus was not a spontaneous 
uprising but a coup, planned and led by the radical Bolshevik Vladimir Lenin. Unlike 
the February Revolution, the October Revolution was not supported by the people, but 
was a top-down coup carried by a small minority. Additionally, while the February 
Revolution led to the abdication of the Tsar, he and his family were not executed until 
July 1918 by the Bolshevists.  
The great discontent with the Bolshevik coup, among others, ultimately led to the 
outbreak of the Civil War between the Bolshevik Red Army and the White Army, a 
union of various anti-bolshevist forces. This Civil War lasted until 1922 and, together 
with the October Revolution, caused over a million Russians to flee into exile. While 
each uprising had a very different nature, they were also perceived differently by the 
Russian émigrés. In fact, many still supported the February Revolution, but did not 




of IR’s historic highlights, I will not differentiate between both Revolutions unless the 
analysis requires so. 
IR’s focus is on the personal experiences of those involved – mainly émigré figures 
of authority, such as members of the royal family, politicians and military leaders. In 
these articles IR does not depict the Revolution and Civil War tout court, but highlights 
certain episodes, from the émigré perspective. The articles themselves are mostly 
historical reports and memories which undoubtedly aim to provide IR’s readers with 
information and answer questions they might have. Most of those reports are, to a 
greater or lesser extent, arguably relatable to IR’s readers as they have experienced 
the same or similar events. Furthermore, what stands out clearly is that IR does not 
cover the February Revolution at all, but only reports on – and in doing so, condemns 
– the October Revolution and its consequences. While the February Revolution is an 
object of dispute in the Russian emigration, the October Revolution is quasi 
unanimously condemned by the émigrés. Furthermore, the October Revolution can be 
considered the direct cause for Russian exile. As such, it can be argued, IR uses the 
October Revolution and the shared suffering it has brought as a topic to unite the 
émigré community. 
In IR’s coverage of the Revolution and the Civil War, special attention is payed to 
(the end of) Tsarism and the royal family. This should not be surprising, as the 
Revolution brought an abrupt end to Russia as an Empire. In this light, the execution 
of the Tsar and his family can be seen as the ultimate symbol of the transition from 
Imperialist Russia to Bolshevik rule. However, it is crucial to remark that in those 
items IR does not discuss the deposition of the Tsar, a result of the February 
Revolution. More importantly still, IR never glorifies Tsarism. Instead, IR only 
discusses the Tsar and his family in light of their execution in July 1918. As such, it can 
be contended, IR above all portrays the Tsar and his family as the ultimate victims of 
Bolshevik violence and immorality. Although the items about the Tsarist family (both 
visual and textual) are relatively few in IR, they nonetheless are highly significant.  
Around the tenth anniversary of the royal family’s execution in July 1928, IR treats 
the topic in a number of issues. In issue 1928-29(166), the cover and many pictures in 
the issue are devoted to “[t]he tenth anniversary of the villainy of Ekaterinburg”31 
(figure 32), showing the Tsar and his family under various circumstances in happier 
times (figures 33-34). “Villainy” definitely is a key word in IR’s coverage. As not only 
the Tsar was killed, but also his wife and innocent children, and as no trial whatsoever 
had preceded, the execution of the Tsarist family can truly be considered a murder 
and a demonstration of Soviet morality – or, rather, the lack thereof. In addition to 
 
                                                   




using the word “villainy”, IR frequently refers to the execution as a “tragedy” and to 
Bolshevik violence as a “storm”. 
IR accentuates the brutal violence of the execution by printing pictures of the house 
and room in which “[t]he final act of the tragedy of Ekaterinburg”32 took place. Note 
the word ‘tragedy’, which IR arguably uses to add an emotional undertone to its 
coverage, thereby amplifying the idea of extreme Bolshevik violence vis-à-vis innocent 
victims. This is also reflected in the pictures, showing bullet holes in the wall, as well 
as the Chekist who allegedly shot the Tsar (figure 35). What catches the eye is the 
picture of the Chekist peacefully drinking a cup of tea. His calmness, contrasted with 
the explicit violence of the picture of the bullet holes in the wall, intensifies the villainy 
of the royal family’s execution. At the top of the page, IR indicates the source of the 
pictures: “M[onsieur] Gilliard”, or Pierre Gilliard, the French language tutor of the 
Tsar’s children until 1918 who published a memoir about his time with the family, 
entitled Treize années à la cour de Russie (1917). I was unable to check whether IR 
copied this collage in its entirety from Gilliard’s memoirs or altered it, nor is it clear 
whether IR also possessed other pictures of those who executed the Tsar and his 
family. Nevertheless, the combination of pictures fits well with the general tenor of 
IR’s items on the execution. 
To further emphasize the amorality of this murder, it can be contended, IR 
systematically presents the royal family as innocent victims. In the same issue, IR 
prints a number of pictures of the Tsar and his family taken before the Revolution. 
These pictures depict the Romanovs in a familial setting, with the Tsar shoveling snow 
or sawing wood, and the Tsarevich playing with his dog, accompanied by friends or 
during class (figures 33, 34, 36). Arguably the most striking picture is printed on the 
occasion of the publication of Grand Duchess Mariya Pavlovna’s memoirs in July 1930 
(to which I will return shortly). On the cover of that issue, IR publishes a “sensational, 
up until today unknown portrait of the Tsar, which, according to the Grand Duchess, 
was taken five days before the villainous murder of the royal family”33 (figure 37). This 
portrait depicts the Tsar in his nightdress and with a crucifix around his neck, sitting 
at a desk displaying family portraits. The Tsar thus is shown as a mortal human being, 
as a father, husband and Christian – far from the image of an absolute monarch as he 
appears in official portraits. In the subsequent issues of IR as well, Mariya Pavlovna’s 
memoirs are accompanied by a number of pictures which offer a glimpse in the palace 
in Tsarskoye Selo. These pictures depict, for example, the Tsar’s office, where his desk 
 
                                                   
32 “Последний акт Екатеринбургской трагедии.” Ibid, p. 5. 
33 “[…] сенсационный, неизвестный до сих пор портрет Царя, снятый, по словам Великой Княгини, 





is covered with “portraits of loved ones”34, and the bedroom of the Tsarina, with a wall 
covered in “a collection of images and icons that the late Tsarina treasured very 
much”35 (figures 38-39). Once more, these photographs tie in with IR’s depiction of the 
royal family as normal, God-fearing human beings, instead of monarchs, and thus 
emphasize the ‘villainy’ of the execution.  
In addition to pictures, IR also publishes a few personal accounts of the tumultuous 
period by members of the Royal family. Interestingly, these texts have a high level of 
sensationalism as they mainly focus on spectacular episodes from that era. A good 
example is “How we were saved”36, written specifically for IR by Grand Duke 
Aleksandr Mikhailovich, grandson of Tsar Nikolay I. In his memoirs, Aleksandr 
Mikhailovich elucidates how he and other members of the royal family managed to 
escape from Grand Duke Pyotr Nikolayevich’s dacha in Crimea with the help of the 
chief of the revolutionary guard. In the article, Aleksandr Mikhailovich emphasizes his 
family’s gratitude toward their savior, stating that “our prayers are always with 
him.”37 In his recollections Grand Duke Aleksandr Mikhailovich thus seems to suggest 
that perhaps not all revolutionaries are equally despicable. 
The same episode is brought up again only a couple of issues later, in an article 
published on the occasion of Tsarina Mariya Fyodorovna’s death in October 1928. In 
this article, former Prime Minister Vladimir Kokovtsov shares “a few quick thoughts” 
on the “suffering and silent sorrow”38 Mariya Fyodorovna experienced in 
Revolutionary Russia before emigrating to her native Denmark in August 1919. 
Kokovtsov discusses some highlights from the period between the Tsar’s abdication 
and Mariya Fyodorovna departure from Crimea in 1919, when she starts her life in 
exile. He describes how Mariya Fyodorovna and other members of the royal family 
initially stayed at Dulber Palace near Yalta, and how tensions in Crimea rose during 
that period – especially after the Bolsheviks seized power: 
 
In the meantime, the atmosphere surrounding the prisoners was thickening. 
Gangs of armed men in sailor and soldier clothes, on trucks and in crews came 
 
                                                   
34 “[…] портреты близких”. IR 1930-30(271), p. 2. 
35 “[…] коллекция образков и икон, которыми покойная Царица очень дорожила.” Ibid, p. 4. 
36 “Как мы спаслись...”. IR 1928-30(167). 
37 “[…] но наши молитвы всегда с ним.” Ibid, p. 2. 
38 В беглом очерке, предназначенном для журнала, трудно очертить круг пережитых Императрицей 
на земле страдания и Ее молчаливой печали. К этому я, впрочем, и не стремлюсь. Я могу лишь 
добавить несколько беглых мыслей, навеянных Ее кончиной и вплести несколько лепестков в наш 





from Sevastopol and Yalta every now and then, demanding of the security guards 
that they hand over the prisoners. Often several gangs came to the gates of 
Dulber, demanding that they be handed over to them and the security chief had 
to show a lot of tact and resourcefulness in order to dismiss such demands, 
which would have terrible consequences.39 
 
What is clearly emphasized in these recollections is the major and constant threat 
Mariya Fyodorovna was under. In May 1918 Mariya Fyodorovna was able to move to 
Grand Duke Georgy Mikhailovich’s estate, Kharaks, in Crimea where she lived 
relatively peacefully until March 1919 when the Bolsheviks broke through the 
Crimean front at Perekop. At that moment, Kokovtsov indicates,  
 
[f]rom hour to hour, it was to be expected that a new, repeated stream of 
destruction would flood the Russian pearl and the rivers of innocent blood 
would flow again and those who had been protected by the Lord so far would 
not be saved from death.40 
 
Kokovtsov highlights the cruelty and amorality of the Bolsheviks, prepared to kill 
innocent people, thus stressing the necessity of the royals to leave Crimea and go into 
exile. In his closing remarks, Kokovtsov indicates how Mariya Fyodorovna maintained 
her royal grace and dignity, even while in exile: 
 
Outwardly, the life of the Empress proceeded in deep seclusion, in the modest 
conditions of the material situation, in the calm-majestical retention of Her royal 
dignity, in silent distance from everything that would tell Her about the terrible 
 
                                                   
39 “Тем временем, атмосфера кругом узников все более сгущалась. Из Севастополя и Ялты то и дело 
наезжали банды вооруженных людей в матросской и солдатской одежде, на грузовиках и в 
экипажах, требуя от охраны выдачи себе узников. Нередко у ворот ‘Дюльбера’ сталкивалось 
несколько банд, требовавших выдачи их себе и Начальнику охраны приходилось проявлять немало 
такта и изворотливость, что-бы освободиться от таких грозных по своим последствиям 
требований.” Ibid, p. 4. 
40 “С часа на час следовало ожидать, что новый, повторный потоке разрушения зальете русскую 
жемчужину и снова потекут реки неповинной крови и не спасутся от гибели те, кого охранил 





reality, which destroyed everything that was most dear to her in the world, to 
which She gave all Her best thoughts, all the tenderness of her soul.41  
 
Note the use of capitals here to refer to Mariya Fyodorovna, indicating Kokovtsov’s 
recognition and respect for the former Empress. This fits well with IR’s consistent use 
of titles when referring to members of the Russian royal family and nobility in its 
occasional news items and journalist portraits. This dissertation will not, however, 
expand on this further. 
Furthermore, Kokovtsov adds how Mariya Fyodorovna kept to herself as she did 
not share her suffering with anyone and almost seemed in denial of what had 
happened to Russia and to her family: 
 
Inwardly, the Empress certainly suffered deeply and experienced Her sufferings 
alone, not sharing her experiences with anyone. It is generally accepted that the 
Empress did not believe in the terrible fate that befell Her son, his family, and 
the few of his servants who remained faithful to their duty. She never talked 
about it, and those close to her carefully diverted her attention away from 
everything that could tell Her about the unheard of atrocities. 42 
 
In his elaborations on the suffering of a prominent member of the Russian royal family, 
Kokovtsov in fact mainly emphasizes the emotions which every Russian émigré has 
experienced – ranging from fear and uncertainty amid the growing Bolshevik violence 
to the inevitable decision to flee into exile and the overwhelming feeling of loss, of both 
 
                                                   
41 “Внешне жизнь Императрицы протекала в глубоком уединении, среди скромных условиях 
материальной обстановки, в спокойно-величавом охранении своего царственного достоинства, в 
безмолвном удалении от всего, что говорило бы Ей о страшной действительности, разрушившей 
все, что было для Нее всего дороже на свете, чему отдала Она все лучшая свои думы, всю нежность 
ее души.” Ibid. 
42 “Внутренно Императрица конечно глубоко страдала и одна переживала Свои страдания, не делясь 
ни с кем своими переживаниями. Принято утверждать, что Государыня Императрица не верила в 
страшную участь постигшую Ее сына, его семью и оставшихся верными своему долгу немногих его 
слуг. Она никогда не говорила об этом и ее близкое бережно отводили ее внимание от всего, что 
могло бы сказать Ей о неслыханном злодеянии. Так ли это на самом деле? Кто может дать на это 
сколько нибудь, достоверный ответ и к чему задаваться теперь этим вопросом? Чья рука посмеет 
коснуться этой великой тайны и кто позволит себе нарушить неуместною догадкою ее 
неизмеримые глубины? В горних селениях недоступного нам мира витает теперь Ее светлая душа 





loved ones and the motherland. As such, it can be argued, Kokovstov transforms the 
figure of Mariya Fyodorovna into a symbol of émigré suffering in general. What is 
more, she can be considered a moral example for the émigrés as well, considering 
Kokovtsov’s emphasis on her dignified, modest demeanor despite difficult 
circumstances. 
In the summer of 1930, then again, spread over three issues IR publishes fragments 
of the first chapter of Grand Duchess Mariya Pavlovna’s abovementioned memoirs43. 
As IR indicates, this chapter was originally published in the American Saturday 
Evening Post. In these memoirs, Mariya Pavlovna touches upon pivotal moments in 
Russian history, such as the murder of Grigori Rasputin and the imprisonment of the 
Tsarist family and their banishment to Siberia. These are all highly sensational 
episodes which, once again, reflect the combination of relatability and sensationalism 
so characteristic for IR. Furthermore, IR emphasizes the value of these recollections in 
an editorial introduction, claiming that it is “needless to emphasize the enormous 
interest that this material represents for us, the immediate witnesses and victims of 
the Storm described by the Grand Duchess, as well as for future historians”44. 
According to IR, Mariya Pavlovna’s memoirs, thus, are significant on two levels. For 
IR’s readers, there is the aspect of relatability, as they undoubtedly followed the 
situation of the Tsar and his family closely, while simultaneously personally reflecting 
the experiences of the Bolshevik threat. Additionally, IR presents these memoirs as a 
valuable source of information for future historians, thereby adding the notions of 
truthfulness and authority. 
Although the items on the Tsarist family (both visual and textual) in IR are relatively 
few, it can be concluded that they are nonetheless highly significant for the role of 
Tsarism in IR’s approach to preservationism. What is striking is the fact that that IR 
never really glorifies Tsarism in its articles and pictures, nor pronounces a wish for 
the return to Tsarism. Instead, IR depicts the royal family as (admittedly, very 
wealthy) human beings and innocent victims of Bolshevism. If anything, these items, 
above all, highlight Soviet violence and amorality, and portray the Romanovs as the 
ultimate symbol thereof. Additionally, by means of Kokovtsov’s portrait, the figure of 
Grand Duchess Mariya Fyodorovna is presented not only as a symbol of the suffering 
of the entire émigré community, sharing the same past and the same sorrows, but also 
as an example for the dignified way in which to carry these sorrows. In this light, it can 
be asserted, IR thus seems to use the topic of the Tsarist family as a means to 
 
                                                   
43 IR 1930-29(270) – 31(272). 
44 “Излишне подчеркивать тот огромный интерес, который представляет этот материал как для нас, 
непосредственных свидетелей и жертв описываемой Великой Княгиней бури, так и для грядущих 




strengthen community spirit among the émigrés, “the immediate witnesses and 
victims” of the Revolution. 
Apart from providing the ‘royal’ perspective of the 1917 Revolution, IR also 
provides insight into the experiences of political figures. This is especially the case in 
October 1927, when the tenth anniversary of the October Revolution is observed in IR 
with a “Special October issue”45. The entire contents of this issue are devoted to the 
tumultuous period of the Revolution, with many pictures and accompanying captions 
from the political, military and everyday life of that time, as well as a number of 
elaborate articles. In these articles, prominent émigré politicians shed light on the 
Revolution from their personal points of view. Remarkably, just as with the articles on 
Grand Duchess Mariya Fyodorovna, primary in those articles are the personal 
experiences of these politicians, marked by the sense of fear and powerlessness 
reigning during period, rather than actual insight into political life and decisions made 
at the time. As such, these political figures are, above all, presented as human beings 
of flesh and blood, experiencing the same emotions as the average Russian. 
Additionally, there is no glorification of nor attack on the Provisional Government nor 
its role in the Revolution. Therefore, it can be maintained that IR, above all, 
commemorates the Revolution from a perspective relatable to its readers. 
The special October issue opens with émigré historian and politician Pavel 
Milyukov’s recollections of his last day in Petrograd. Milyukov focuses on the chaos 
and uncertainty governing the (then) capital of the country, and emphasizes the 
common belief at the time that “the St. Petersburg putsch would be eliminated by 
Russia in one or two weeks.”46 Similarly, in “October 25th”47, leading member of the 
Socialist-Revolutionary Party Nikolay Avksentiyev recalls the sense of powerlessness 
prevailing in the Provisional Government, the hope and despair experienced by its 
members. Finally, in the same October issue, another member of the Provisional 
Government, Sergey Tretyakov, also describes those last days before leaving the city 
as “a time of anguish and the feeling that the collapse [was] approaching quickly and 
[was] inevitable.”48 Instead of reporting on the period’s complex political 
developments, IR shares a more relatable perspective and provides insight into how a 
number of people at the helm of the country personally experienced the chaos and 
tumult of those final days. Interestingly, as Milyukov, Avksentiyev and Tretyakov were 
 
                                                   
45 Специальный ‘октябрьский’ номер. IR 1927-44(129). 
46 “[…] что петербургский путчь будет ликвидирован Россией в одну или в две недели.” In 
“Последний день в Петербурге”. IR 1927-44(129), p. 1. 
47 "25е октября”. IR 1927-44(129), p. 6-10. 
48 “[…] время надрыва и чувства, что крах надвигается быстро и он неизбежен.” In “Из Зимнего 




all members of the Provisional Government, to a certain extent they played a role in 
the February Revolution as well. However, the fact that IR publishes the recollections 
of these political actors without ever referring to (let alone denouncing or glorifying) 
their role in the February Revolution, as well as the fact that there are no similar 
February commemorations nor a special February issue to highlight the start of 
émigré suffering, suggests that IR is not per se opposed to the February Revolution, or 
at least does not perceive it as important or impactful as the October Revolution. 
In addition to the accounts of how political figures experienced the Revolution, IR 
also devotes items to military actions and campaigns during the Civil War. Once more, 
these articles are mainly commemorative and are predominantly published on the 
occasion of these battles and campaigns’ tenth anniversaries. In February 1928, for 
example ten years after the First Kuban Campaign (February 22 – May 13, 1918), IR 
publishes an elaborate account by general Anton Denikin. 49 In this account, 
accompanied by pictures of military leaders Markov, Kornilov, Alekseyev and Denikin 
himself, Denikin vividly recalls the first day of this military campaign. In this case, the 
article is more focused on facts and figures and less on personal experiences. Denikin 
concludes his account by summarizing the campaign in figures, indicating that it lasted 
for 80 days, covered 1050 versts, and included 44 battles, resulting in 400 deaths and 
over 1500 injured. By means of those numbers, Denikin clearly captures the 
momentousness of this campaign, and, above all, emphasizes the enormous sacrifice 
of those who participated. 
From the émigré perspective, arguably one of the most crucial events in the history 
of the Civil War is the evacuation of the White Army from Crimea in November 1920; 
according to IR, this is “the moment when the last piece of Russian land was flooded 
with the red wave and when the official existence of Russian emigration began”50. On 
the occasion of the evacuation’s tenth anniversary, IR prints on its cover a picture of 
the White Army’s commanding general Pyotr Wrangel during his last days in 
Sevastopol (figure 40). In the same issue, IR publishes the article “Mournful 
anniversary (1920-1930)”51. Remarkably, this article – or rather a selection of 
“cursory notes”52 – is not written by IR or a fellow émigré, but by the French journalist 
Valentina Thomson, “who made the last detour of the Crimean coast on a French 
military vessel.”53 However, the content of these notes fits perfectly well with IR’s 
 
                                                   
49 “Ледяной поход 1918-1928”. IR 1928-9(146). 
50 “[…] то есть, с того момента, когда последний свободный клочок русской земли быль залит 
красной волной, и началось оффициальное существование русской эмиграции...”. In “Скорбная 
годовщина”. IR 1930-48(289), p. 7. 
51 “Скорбная годовщина (1920-1930)”. IR 1930-48(289). 
52 “[…] в беглых записках […]”. Ibid. 




coverage of the Civil War. Two main elements clearly stand out in Thomson’s 
observations: the impact of the Civil War on the civilian population and the 
respectability of general Wrangel. In the city of Feodosia, Thomson sees a suffering 
people: 
 
It is cold here, unbearably cold. On the streets I meet women in rags, without 
hats. Everyone has mortal longing in their eyes. Also ragged children have the 
same miserable look. In the city, there is unbelievable poverty: the shops are 
empty, in hospitals there are neither medicines, nor linen for the wounded and 
sick. What will become of all these miserable people?54 
 
The situation in Feodosia is equally bad, that according to Thomson “such a situation 
could never, under any circumstances, arise in France...” 55 It is not entirely clear what 
Thomson means by this, although it most likely is a moral condemnation of the 
harrowing living conditions which the Soviet authorities have brought upon the 
civilian population.  
In the second part of her observations, Thomson visits Wrangel’s camp in Dzhankoy 
and has nothing but good things to say about the White Army’s leader: 
 
Undoubtedly, he is a fair, humane, kind-hearted man. It is recognized that the 
fate of the civilian population occupies him no less than the fate of the army. His 
hatred of Bolshevism, apparently, follows from his general outlook on the world 
– hostility to violence, spiritual righteousness…56 
 
Although not explicitly stated by Thomson, this remark can be read as a condemnation 
of Bolshevism. For, as Wrangel is a moral and righteous man who is opposed to and 
therefore hates Bolshevism, it can be argued that Thomson implicitly considers the 
 
                                                   
54 “Здесь холодно, невыносимо холодно. На улицах встречаю женщин в лохмотьях, без шляп. У всех 
в глазах — смертная тоска. Такой же жалкий вид и у оборванных детей. В городе нищета 
невероятная: лавки пусты, в госпиталях нет ни медикаментов, ни белья для раненых и больных. Что 
станет со всеми этими несчастными?” Ibid. 
55 “[…] подобное положение никогда, ни при каких обстоятельствах не могло бы создаться во 
Франции...” Ibid. 
56 “Несомненно, человек справедливый, гуманный, добросердечный. Сознается, что судьба 
гражданского населения занимает его не меньше, чем судьба армии. Его ненависть к большевизму 





Bolsheviks to be violent and immoral. As such, Wrangel’s good nature is thus 
emphasized by juxtaposing it against the Soviet violence and immorality affecting the 
people. Furthermore, Thomson admires the strong discipline existing in the camp, 
despite the dire circumstances: 
 
The city is crowded with soldiers with all kinds of weapons, among which there 
is a noticeable discipline. Apparently, they eat poorly. Here is a group of soldiers 
who is sitting on the road and gnawing at the edges of black, stale bread. A girl, 
a goose herder, walks past them. She has such a carefree look, as if she were 
grazing her flock somewhere on the outskirts of a French village. ‘Are there 
really no looters, with so many hungry soldiers?’, I ask my companion. He 
answers me: ‘Who wants to commit suicide? General Wrangel is merciless to 
robbers. A thief caught red-handed is sentenced to be hanged, and the sentence 
is carried out on the spot.’57 
 
Thomson thus expresses her surprise and admiration of the discipline and high morals 
of the White Army and their leader general Wrangel, positive traits which, although 
not stated explicitly, make the Bolsheviks look bad. 
Additionally, IR also publishes reminiscences of the Civil War written by Wrangel 
himself. On the occasion of the posthumous publication of Wrangel’s memoirs in 
French in 1930, IR decided to translate and publish six of “the most captivating 
chapters of this book”58. In these chapters, Wrangel discusses his role as commanding 
general of the White Army in Southern Russia, including episodes such as the capture 
of the cities of Tsaritsyn (now Volgograd) and Kamyshin, and the decisive battle at the 
Isthmus of Perekop – won by the Bolsheviks – and the ultimate evacuation of Crimea 
in November 1920. In the editorial note accompanying the first chapter, IR states that 
 
                                                   
57 “Город переполнен солдатами всех родов оружии, среди которых царит заметная дисциплина. 
Едят они, повидимому, плохо. Вот группа солдат, которые сидят у дороги и грызут краюхи черного, 
черствого хлеба. Мимо них проходит девочка — погонщица гусей. У нее такой беззаботный вид, как 
если бы она пасла свою птицу где нибудь на окраине французской деревни. ‘Неужели тут нет 
мародеров, при таком количестве голодных солдат?’, спрашиваю своего спутника. Тот мне отвечает: 
‘Кому охота покончить жизнь самоубийством? Генерал Врангель беспощаден к грабителям. 
Пойманный с поличным вор приговаривается к повешению, а приговор приводится в исполнение 
на месте’.” 
58 “[…] наиболее захватывающими главами этой книги […]”. In “Мемуары ген. П. Н. Врангеля”. IR 





Wrangel’s “restoration of the era of the Civil War”59 is of immense value to both émigré 
and foreign readers who aim to understand the Russian Revolution:  
 
now that the necessary historical perspective is already beginning to be created 
in order to judge these events, personal testimony by one of the main actors in 
the South Russian tragedy is extremely important.60  
 
IR thus indicates that it not only focuses on historical facts, but attaches equal 
importance to personal testimonies of the period, especially by “main actors” such as 
Wrangel. This is in line with the personal experiences of members of the royal family 
and political experiences IR publishes to commemorate the Revolution and the Civil 
War. The ten years that have passed since the Revolution, thus, are not only a good 
opportunity to commemorate what happened, but, according to IR, they provide the 
necessary distance to adequately judge what has happened in Russia. 
What stands out in Wrangel’s memoirs is the prominent role of his own morality. A 
clear example of this is the episode in which he recalls a conversation with general 
Vladimir May-Mayevsky: 
 
Returning to the hotel, I found general May-Mayevsky there. He told me that my 
order, in which I announced my appointment to the post of commander to the 
Volunteer Army, caused him great grief. 
- Pardon, I objected. After all, there was not a single word that could be 
unpleasant to you! 
- You said that you will be merciless to drunks and marauders. Admit that it was 
directed at me. 
I was amazed. Then May-Mayevsky explained: 
- You see, in war you need to use all means to achieve the goal. If you demand 
that officers and soldiers live like monks, they will not fight.  
I could not hide my indignation: 
- In that case, Your Excellency, explain to me what will be the difference between 
us and the Bolsheviks? 
 
                                                   
59 “[…] восстановление […] этой эпохи гражданской войны […]”. Ibid. 
60 “[…] сейчас, когда для суждения об этих событиях уже начинает создаваться необходимая 
историческая перспектива, личное свидетельство одного из главных действующих лиц южно-
русской трагедии имеет исключительно важный характер.” In “Мемуары ген. П. Н. Врангеля”. IR 





This question did not baffle May-Mayevsky at all, who triumphantly answered: 
- That's it! Do not the Bolsheviks, who use all means, win?61 
 
It is clear that Wrangel does not want to win the Civil War at all cost, not in the way 
that the Bolsheviks do, and as May-Mayevsky proposes. What is primary for Wrangel 
is the White Army’s moral superiority vis-à-vis the Bolsheviks. Therefore, Wrangel 
wishes to maintain strict discipline in the army. This corresponds well with the way 
in which Thomson portrays Wrangel (cf. supra). Wrangel’s strong sense of morality 
frequently comes to the fore in his memoirs, to a greater or lesser extent. 
Additionally, Wrangel regularly speaks out in his memoirs on his various clashes 
with general Anton Denikin, such as their disagreement regarding the Advance on 
Moscow in July 1919. The troubled relationship between Wrangel and Denikin is 
especially apparent in the fourth episode of Wrangel’s memoirs in IR. In this chapter, 
Wrangel discusses Denikin’s refusal to appoint him in lieu of general Shilling as 
commander of the troops, resulting in the resignation of not only Wrangel himself, but 
also a number of other commanders. Furthermore, Wrangel indicates how he had 
heard indirectly that Denikin demanded that he leave Russian soil immediately. 
Wrangel comments on this news and the – by that time – infamous letter he wrote to 
Denikin, stating that 
 
[u]nder the first impression, I wrote the Commander-in-Chief a very sharp letter 
in which I outlined the entire history of our clashes. Not embarrassed by the 
 
                                                   
61 “Возвратившись в гостиницу, я застал там генерал Май-Маевского. Он заявил мне, что мой приказ, 
в котором я объявлял Добровольческой армии о своем назначении на пост командующего, доставил 
ему большие огорчения. 
— Но помилуйте, возразился. Ведь там не было ни одного слова, которое могло бы быть вам 
неприятным! 
— Вы заявили, что будете беспощадны к пьяницам и марадерам. Сознайтесь, что это был камень в 
мой огород. 
Я изумился. Тогда Май-Маевский пояснил: 
— Видите-ли, на войне нужно пользоваться всеми средствами, чтобы достичь цели. Если вы 
требуете, чтобы офицеры и солдаты жили, как монахи, они не будут драться. Я не мог скрыть своего 
возмущения: 
— В таком случае, Ваше Превосходительство, объясните мне, какая будет разница между нами и 
большевиками? 
Вопрос этот отнюдь не поставил в тупик Май-Маевского, который торжествующе ответил: 
— Вот именно! Разве большевики, которые пользуются всеми средствами, не побеждают?” IR 1930-





expressions, I emphasized that it was not me, but he himself who was 
responsible for the impending catastrophe. Copies of this letter were sent by me 
to all persons who were dismissed from their posts at the same time as me, as 
well as to my supporters.62 
 
Remarkably, near the end of this chapter, IR includes a note waiving liability for the 
content of what follows: 
 
This part of the ‘Memoirs’, containing a number of reproaches at the address of 
general Denikin, who is deeply respected by the Editorial Board, is an exact 
translation from general Wrangel’s French manuscript.63 
 
In the remaining paragraph of that chapter, Wrangel states how “a man who was once 
so brave, so indifferent to danger, during the Great War, gradually changed and 
became unrecognizable.”64 With the statement cited above, it thus seems that IR 
wishes to remaining neutral in this matter and not get involved in the dispute. This 
should not be surprising as IR’s main goal, as an overtly apolitical magazine, is not only 
to reach all layers of the émigré population, but more importantly, to also unite them. 
IR’s goal of impartiality is also apparent by the fact that two issues after printing 
the final episode of Wrangel’s memoirs, IR publishes Denikin’s take on the events 
described by Wrangel in a three-part essay entitled “My answer”65. In this, Denikin 
mainly talks about Wrangel’s letter (which he calls a pamphlet) “containing grave 
accusations at my address, [and which] was widely distributed around the world in a 
variety of ways – in print, handwritten and orally”66: 
 
                                                   
62 “Под первым впечатлением, я написал главнокомандующему очень резкое письмо, в котором 
излагал всю историю наших столкновениях. Не стесняясь выражениями, я подчеркнул, что не я, а 
он сам является виновником надвигающейся катастрофы. Копия этого письма была отправлена 
мною всем лицам, которые были отставлены от своих постов, одновременно со мной, как мои 
сторонники.” IR 1930-8(259), p. 7. 
63 “Эта часть ‘Мемуаров’, содержащая ряд упреков по адресу ген. Деникина, пользующегося 
глубокими уважением Редакции — составляет точный переводи с французской рукописи ген. 
Врангеля.” Ibid. 
64 “Человек, некогда столь храбрый, столь равнодушный к опасности, во время мировой войны, 
постепенно изменился и стал неузнаваем.” Ibid. 
65 “Мой ответ”. IR 1930-22(263). 
66 “[…] содержащее тяжкие обвинения по моему адресу, широко распространялось по свету самыми 






The pamphlet – this and others – spread the news of how the commander in 
chief, General Denikin, ‘intoxicated by the poison of ambition, having tasted 
power, surrounded by dishonest flatterers ... was thinking not about saving the 
fatherland, but only about maintaining power’ ... And that – in a broad 
generalization – the Army was ‘raised on arbitrariness, robbery and 
drunkenness, led by superiors whose example corrupted the troops’...67 
 
Denikin indicates that he did not speak up about the letter nor his relationship to 
Wrangel until 1926, when the fifth volume of his memoirs “Sketches of Russian 
troubles” appeared. Denikin claims that he has been 
 
silent for a long time. Almost seven years ... For the sole purpose of not 
undermining the authority of the person who led the Army during the difficult 
periods of its existence –Crimea, Gallipoli, and the initial resettlement in the 
Balkans.68 
 
Furthermore, Denikin also sets the records straight in his response about other, 
smaller events during the Civil War upon which Wrangel commented, claiming that 
 
[f]or the big questions, the untruth has already been refuted or will be refuted. 
But who would ever think to check the judgments scattered in the ‘Memoirs’ 
about episodes that are small for history, but dear and close to the participants.69 
 
 
                                                   
67 “Памфлет — этот и другие — разносили весть о том, как главнокомандующий, генерал Деникин, 
'отравленный ядом честолюбия, вкусивший власти, окруженный бесчестными льстецами... думал 
не о спасении отечества, а лишь о сохраиения власти'... И что — в широком обобщении — 
представляла из себя Армия, ‘воспитанная на произволе, грабежах и пьянстве, ведомая 
начальниками, примером своим развращающими войска’...” Ibid. 
68 “Я молчал долго. Почти семь лет... С единственной целью не подрывать авторитет лица, 
возглавлявшего Армию в тяжкие периоды ее жизни — Крыма, Галлиполи, и первоначального 
расселения на Балканах.” Ibid. 
69 “В вопросах крупных неправда уже опровергнута или будет опровергнута. Но кому придет в 
голову проверять разбросанный в ‘Воспоминаниях суждения об эпизодах, мелких для истории, но 




As IR indicates when printing Wrangel’s memoirs, it wants to provide its readers with 
insight into the complex history of the Civil War by means of personal accounts – and 
this is done from various sources. Furthermore, despite the personal nature of those 
accounts, IR’s remark about Wrangel’s fourth chapter as well as the decision to publish 
Denikin’s reply seems to suggest that IR wants to remain impartial and not choose a 
side in this dispute. Nevertheless, it would appear that sensationalism – of both the 
events discussed and of the feud between Wrangel and Denikin – also plays an 
important role in printing these articles, and as such, IR clearly caters to its readers’ 
interests. 
Remarkably, IR’s accounts regarding the Revolution and Civil War are not limited 
to the perspective of the White Army. Instead, IR’s readers also learn more about the 
Red Army during that period – albeit to a lesser extent. In 1930, for instance, IR 
publishes an article on the radical changes in the Red Army’s high command during 
the Revolution and Civil War, especially in relationship to the rise of Kliment 
Voroshilov. Unsurprisingly, IR does not go easy on Voroshilov, claiming that he was 
and is “a typical provincial hooligan from a working-class suburb”70, “[d]espised by 
Trotsky, who openly mocked Voroshilov’s ‘bird brain’”71 and emphasizing that 
Voroshilov ultimately rose to the top by participating with Stalin in the “surgical 
murder”72 of Mikhail Frunze. What is clearly presented in this article is the vile 
background of people such as Voroshilov, who are at the helm of Soviet Russia, as well 
as the many intrigues and schemes at the Party’s highest levels. As such, this article 
reflects IR’s strong moral condemnation of the Soviet leaders, and, by extension, of 
Soviet rule. 
In 1931, then, IR publishes a sensational set of articles, written by a certain Fyodor 
Drugov. Drugov is presented as a former member of the Soviet secret police (the All-
Russian Extraordinary Commission – abbreviated in Russian as VChK and commonly 
known as Cheka), who ultimately left the side of the Bolsheviks and “moved to the 
civilized world, to Europe”73 – a quick, but most important remark implying that Soviet 
Russia is uncivilized. In those tell-all articles, Drugov airs the VChK’s dirty laundry by 
reporting on questionable activities, such as the arrest of the leading member of the 
 
                                                   
70 “[…] типичными провинциальным хулиганом из рабочего предместья […]”. In “Вожди красной 
армии”. IR 1930-7(284), p. 1. 
71 “[…] Презираемый Троцкими, открыто издевавшимся над ‘птичьими мозгами’ Ворошилова […]”. 
Ibid. 
72 “[…] “хирургическими убийстве” […]”. Ibid. 






Russian Socialist-Revolutionary Party Nikolay Avksentiyev, or the “game of human 
lives”74, in which decisions were made about what to do with the over 12.000 hostages 
in Moscow labor camps during the summer of 1919. The amorality of the VChK’s 
activities is also highlighted by the series’ subtitle, “Confessions of a repentant 
Chekist”, implying that involvement in the VChK’s sinful activities is something to 
repent. IR’s articles on the Red Army during the Civil War, thus, are marked by a sense 
of vileness and amorality, which strongly contrasts with its articles on the Tsarist 
Army during the First World War and those on the White Army, both glorifying the 
Russian soldiers’ heroism and moral standards, and emphasizing their suffering. 
These are Russian virtues which IR undoubtedly considers to be critical components 
of its historical canon.  
 
1.1.1.3 Prominent Russians 
Not only are events defining Russian history present in IR, but the magazine 
occasionally also focuses on prominent émigrés from various fields who have left their 
mark on prerevolutionary Russia and/or the émigré community – be it politically or 
culturally, positive or negative. This is again almost solely on particular occasions, 
such as special birthdays and anniversaries, or on the occasion of recent deaths. In 
those cases, IR prints either celebratory articles or obituaries, highlighting the 
milestones in these figures’ lives and works. By commemorating these people and 
their lives, IR thus incorporates them into its historical canon 
Just as with (pre)revolutionary events, IR’s focus is solely on these figures and their 
role in prerevolutionary Russia. In those items, prerevolutionary Russia thus is merely 
the background instead of the actual topic of commemoration, and it is never really 
glorified. In 1924, for example, IR celebrates the thirty-fifth anniversary of Aleksandr 
Kuprin’s literary activities with a brief overview of his work and life before and after 
the Revolution. Additionally, on both his seventy-fifth birthday and (just a few weeks 
later) his death, Pavel Milyukov reminisces about the political activities of anti-
bolshevist and revolutionary public figure Nikolay Chaykovsky from before, during, 
and (to a lesser extent) after the revolution.75 Similarly, when judicial figure Anatoly 
Koni passes away in 1927, IR prints an article by Koni’s colleague Genri Sliozberg 
devoted to Koni’s activities in prerevolutionary Russian judicial life.76 Even Soviet 
 
                                                   
74 “[…] игра человеческими жизнями […]”. In “С Дзержинским в ВЧК”. IR 1931-9(302), p. 8. 
75 “Николай Васильевич Чайковский”. IR 1926-5(38), p. 16 and 1926-19(52), p. 5. 





leaders are subjects of such articles, such as when IR publishes school memories by 
literary critic Valentin Speransky, a class mate of Feliks Dzerzhinsky on the occasion 
on Dzerzhinsky’s death in 1926.77 Naturally in this case, the article on the “Russian 
Marat”78 does not praise his life and work, but is an exposé of how “[t]hat misanthropic 
sadism, which became the most striking and characteristic feature of Dzerzhinsky 
when he became the supreme executioner of the Russian people, clearly manifested 
itself in the classroom.”79 
In conclusion, what clearly emerges from IR’s items on prerevolutionary Russia is 
the absence of active preservationism. IR’s focus is, first and foremost, on recent 
history, as many items cover (various aspects of) the First World War and the 
Revolution. Moreover, these items are generally published on anniversaries and 
mainly have a commemorative-informative function, depending on the age and 
baggage of the reader. But even in the case of topics more prone to preservationism, 
such as that of Tsarism, IR avoids glorifying such institutions. Instead, IR approaches 
prerevolutionary Russia from a moral angle, resulting in three main lines: the heroism 
and altruism of Russian soldiers, the suffering of the émigrés, and, to a lesser extent, 
the amorality of anything and anyone Soviet. There is but one manifestation which can 
be seen as (passively) preservationist: the static, postcard-like pictures of 
prerevolutionary Russian cities. But even then, IR does not acknowledge, for instance, 
the beauty and splendor of prerevolutionary Russia. Instead, IR merely reminds and 
acquaints its readers with these places, or it enables them to relive their own past. As 
such, it can be argued, these landmarks mainly function as lieux de mémoire, 
symbolizing the prerevolutionary Russian past as a whole and taking up a crucial place 
in the Russian émigré identity. 
 
1.1.2 The world and, in particular, France 
IR not only presents the Russian past in its pages, but, to a lesser extent, it also 
publishes articles devoted to non-Russian history. Unsurprisingly – as France is the 
host country of many Russian émigrés and the home base of IR – the vast majority of 
those articles are devoted to France. By means of highlights from France’s (generally 
 
                                                   
77 “Феликс Дзержинский”. IR 1926-31(64), p. 13. 
78 “Русский Марат”. Ibid. 
79 “Тот человеконенавистнический садизм, который стал самой яркой и характерной чертой 
Дзержинского, когда он сделался верховным палачом русского народа, недвусмысленно 




recent) history, IR arguably wants to help its readers get to know their host country a 
bit better. Additionally, and more importantly, a minority of IR’s articles on French 
history display a number of significant links to the Russian situation. As such, this 
seems all the more reason for IR to publish them. 
In 1926, IR publishes two articles on the French past by Andrey Sedykh, writer and 
editor of the émigré newspaper New Russian Word (Novoye russkoye slovo). The first 
is an informative piece on the history of the annual fair in the Parisian quartier of 
Saint-Germain, dating back to 1486, it went into decline after a fire almost three 
centuries later and was permanently discontinued under France’s Third Republic.80 In 
the second article81, then, Sedykh elaborates on the lurid history of the rue de Clichy 
where a number of bloody murders took place over the centuries, none of which, 
however, relate to Russia or Russians. Those murders are arguably discussed for their 
sensational nature. Interestingly, however, in the same article Sedykh also draws the 
readers’ attention to the Paris of Turgenev. According to Sedykh, Turgenev was widely 
known among the inhabitants of Montmartre, and was referred to by French critics as 
“the famous Russian Musset” and “the giant of the Finnish steppes”.82 Sedykh’s 
reference to Turgenev, however minor, is surely a pleasant read for IR’s audience. On 
the one hand, it generates a sense of pride, as Sedykh highlights how Russian art and 
culture was recognized by the French public, something which IR does systematically 
(I will come back on this in chapter 2.2). On the other hand, with its reference to the 
existence of an émigré community in France since before the revolution, Sedykh’s 
article probably advances the idea among IR’s readers that the interwar emigration is 
a continuation of the prerevolutionary one, and perhaps, that they can attain the same 
appreciation as their predecessors.  
Another topic that may have interested IR’s readers – although for other reasons 
than those stemming from the article on Turgenev in Paris – is the Dreyfus affair. This 
affair, which evoked wide controversy around the turn of the century, involves the 
wrongful conviction of Jewish-French captain Alfred Dreyfus, who was falsely accused 
of being a German spy. The history of this affair is outlined in the three-part 
posthumous revelations of Prussian general Maximilian von Schwartzkoppen, 
military attaché at the Embassy of the German Empire in Paris at the time of the 
affair.83 Von Schwartzkoppen’s revelations, it can be argued, do not have any symbolic 
value for Russian émigrés. As IR mentions in a short introduction, it publishes the texts 
shortly after their initial publication in French, most likely for their topical and 
 
                                                   
80 “Ярмарка Сэн-Жермен”. IR 1926-22(55). 
81 “Старый Париж”. IR 1926-18(51). 
82 "знаменитым русским Мюссэ"; "гигантом Финских степей". Ibid, p. 11. 




informational value. What is more, the Dreyfus affair also resonated strongly in Russia 
at the time, and Dreyfus received support from influential Russian writers such as 
Chekhov and Tolstoy. As such, Von Schwartzkoppen’s article arguably is a popular 
reading for IR’s audience. 
IR also prints a number of articles on the First World War from a French point of 
view. In 1927, IR publishes French spy and writer Charles Lucieto’s documentary 
novel War of the minds (Voyna umov): “a series of exciting, vividly written, individual 
episodes, [that] outline[s] the brilliant work of one of the most talented, energetic and 
elusive secret agents of French counter-intelligence.”84 These articles can be seen as 
the Western counterpart of the nine-part “Espionage during the war”85, in which 
former member of Russian secret intelligence count Ignatyev discusses his activities 
during the war. Both Ignatyev’s and Lucieto’s articles square perfectly with IR’s 
trademark content, providing historical information while also catering to the 
interwar period’s predilection for anything secret and mysterious. The topic of 
Western espionage during World War I is also covered in the article “Women in secret 
intelligence”86, which discusses the activities of “spy-patriots” 87 Louise de Bettignies, 
Germaine Thirion and Mata Hari. 
Sensationalism also takes the fore in IR’s other items on the First World War which 
are presented from the French perspective. In the article “Empress of the world”88, 
Valeriyan Svetlov discusses some first-hand experiences from wartime France during 
the last years of the First World War when he lived in Paris. Additionally, the article 
“The final battle”89 tells the story of German submarine U.64, which sank in battle with 
British forces and is considered to be one of the “most captivating documents of this 
kind”90. Finally, on the occasion of French general Joseph Joffre’s passing in January 
1931, IR prints a series of photographs of him, even devoting two covers to the 
generalissimo (figures 41-42). One of these covers, as well as three pictures inside that 
issue depict Joffre and Tsar Nikolay II attending Russian maneuvers near Krasnoye 
Selo in July 1913 (figure 43). As with Sedykh’s remark on Turgenev’s Paris, these 
pictures of Joffre in Russia are arguably of certain interest to IR’s readers for their 
 
                                                   
84 “[…] ряд захватывающих, живо написанных, отдельных эпизодов, излагает блестящую работу 
одного из самых талантливых, энергичных и неуловимых секретных агентов французской контр-
разведки.” IR 1927-4(89), p. 16. 
85 “Шпионаж во время войны”. IR 1926-45(78) – 1927-2(87). 
86 “Женщины в тайной разведке”. IR 1930-13(254). 
87 “Шпионы-патриотки”. Ibid, p. 14. 
88 “Императрица мира”. IR 1931-14(307). 
89 “Последний бой”. IR 1931-29(322). 





relatability, as they combine experiences from both the home country and the host 
country. 
Other articles relating to the wartime period do not necessarily discuss the war as 
such. In “Life and death of Bolo pasha”91, for instance, IR discusses the notorious case 
of “Bolo pasha” (Paul Bolo), “an adventurer who got entangled in his dark deeds and 
died at the pillory of the Vincennes Fortress”92. France had many such criminal cases 
during the First World War, IR claims, which deeply affected the country, “but passed 
almost unnoticed for foreigners under the rumble of the war”93. This is especially 
applicable for IR’s readers, “who were experiencing, at that time, one of the most 
difficult chapters of [their] history — even more so as they had neither the ability nor 
the desire to follow the internal life of other countries.”94 By publishing this article on 
the Bolo pasha affair, therefore, it seems as if IR is making up for lost time and allowing 
its readers to catch up with some sensational events they missed because of the 
Revolution. As such, IR readers, again, can get to know the host country better. 
Additionally, and more importantly, IR also prints a few articles which connect with 
the Russian situation. These articles, although few in number, are very significant, as 
they refer to the suffering of the Russian people and to Soviet amorality. Mid-1927, for 
example, IR publishes the account – written specifically for IR – of the Russian People’s 
University’s excursion to the catacombs of Paris. As IR claims, “the Russian people are 
always very curious about them. This is probably mainly due to the name reminding 
them of Rome, and of the history of Christian martyrs”95. Although IR does not 
explicitly mentions it, the remark on Russian interest in these catacombs most likely 
refers to similar experiences of religious persecution in Soviet Russia. A couple of 
years later – in the 1929 Easter issue no less – IR devotes a similar article to the 
catacombs of Rome, discussing their origins as a refuge for persecuted Christians and 
its discovery in the mid-19th century.96 Just as with the article on the catacombs of 
Paris, there is no specific reference to the anti-religious regime in Soviet Russia, but, 
in combination with numerous news items in IR on religious persecutions in Soviet 
 
                                                   
91 “Жизнь и смерть Боло-паши”. IR 1931-10(303). 
92 “[…] авантюриста, запутавшегося в своих темных делах и погибшего у позорного столба 
Венсенской крепости...” Ibid, p. 16. 
93 “[…] под грохот войны они прошли почти незамеченными для иностранцев.”. Ibid, p. 16. 
94 “[…] переживавшие в то время одну из самых тяжелых глав нашей истории — и подавно не имели 
ни возможности, ни охоты следить за внутренней жизнью других стран.” Ibid. 
95 “[…] к которым русская публика относится всегда с большим любопытством. Вероятно это 
происходит, главным образом, от названия напоминающего Рим, и историю христианских 
мучеников.” In “В парижских катакомбах”, IR 1927-38(123). 




Russia (cf. 5.3.1.1), as well as with the émigrés’ own status as persecuted people, it 
stands to reason that IR’s readers would make the connection. 
Another, more explicit parallel between the situation of Russian émigrés and the 
history of France can be found in the French Revolution of 1789. As with the Russian 
Revolution of 1917, the French Revolution resulted in the overthrow and execution of 
the royal family and the establishment of a dictatorship. The main symbol of the 
French Revolution, undoubtedly, is the storming of the Bastille, annually 
commemorated in France on July 14 as a national holiday. The commemoration of 
Bastille Day is a recurring topic in IR over the years. Significantly, on only one occasion 
does IR not denounce Bastille Day and its celebration, nor link it to the Russian 
Revolution. This is in 1931, when IR limits itself to a description of the festivities for 
the national holiday in Paris, followed by a neutral account of the construction and 
evolution of the Bastille fortress.97 In other items on the topic, however, IR does not 
hold back and criticizes the enormous violence of the French Revolution. In doing so, 
IR both implicitly and explicitly refers to the violence of the Russian Revolution – or 
the October Revolution, to be more precise – and, as such, it can be argued, 
commemorates émigré suffering. 
In 1926, IR publishes a very critical piece by émigré journalist Aleksandr 
Yablonovsky on the occasion of Bastille Day, a day which is extensively celebrated. Not 
only in France, Yablonovsky claims, but all over Europe the Bastille is a “great, 
glorious, exciting name”98 and children are raised with poems and songs about the 
event. For the Russian émigrés in France, however, Yablonovsky claims, the 
celebration of Bastille day is a painful and, above all, incomprehensible 
commemoration, as the émigrés experienced a similar revolution not even a decade 
earlier, one which forced them into exile. According to Yablonovsky, the whole Bastille 
cult is only “a sweet legend that made our hearts beat faster and woke up the dreams 
of ‘ultimate’ victory.”99 Although Yablonovsky does not explicitly mention it as such, 
his remark is reminiscent of the way in which the Soviet authorities praise and 
propagate the “accomplishments” of the Revolution, something which IR frequently 
and strongly condemns. I will come back on IR’s coverage of Soviet propaganda in 
5.1.1.4. As an alternative to the Bastille cult, Yablonovsky suggests “letting history 
 
                                                   
97 “Бастилия”. IR 1931-29(322). 
98 “[…] великого, славного, волнующего имени.” Бастилия, IR 1926-29(62), p. 1. 






speak on this account, that history that does not like poetry and does not know ‘lunar 
deceptions’.”100 Central to Yablonovsky’s reasoning is the following reflection: 
 
In order to evaluate every revolution in its whole, as well as a separate act of 
revolution, one must always keep in mind three main questions:  
- What is ruined?  
- What is created?  
- And at what cost? 
And from this point of view, it is impossible not to notice that the taking of the 
Bastille did not add a single leaf to the laurel wreaths of the revolution. 
If the goal cannot justify the means at all, then here it would be indecent to talk 
about the justification of low means, set into motion to achieve a high goal.  
- Who were released? 
- Crooks. 
- Who were killed? 
- Honest people.101 
 
Yablonovsky, thus, strongly condemns the taking of the Bastille, claiming that the goal 
of the event could not justify its atrocities, including the release of criminal and the 
killing of innocent victims. This statement on the pointlessness of such a bloody event 
of course does not apply to the French Revolution alone, but equally criticizes the 
enormous violence of October Revolution. Because although it is again not explicitly 
mentioned, the comparison with the storming of the Winter Palace in Saint Petersburg 
during the October Revolution is self-evident.  
 
                                                   
100 “[…] говорит на этот счет история, – та история которая не любит стихов и не знает ‘лунных 
обманов’.” Ibid. 
101 “Чтобы оценить каждую революцию в ее целом, как равно и отдельный акт революции, всегда 
надо иметь в виду три основных вопроса:  
- Что разрушено? 
- Что создано? 
- И какой ценой? 
И с этой точки зрения, нельзя не заметить, что взятие Бастилии не прибавило ни одного листка в 
лавровые венки революции. 
Если цель вообще не может служить оправданием средства, то здесь об оправдании низких средств, 
пушенных в ход для достижения высокой цели, неприлично было бы и говорить. 
- Кого освободили? 
- Жуликов. 
- Кого убили? 





The comparison between the French and the Russian Revolution is also made 
explicit by Yablonovsky when commenting in the same article on the chaos at the time. 
“Just like in Moscow and Petersburg,” Yablonovsky states, “they [the crowd that 
stormed the Bastille] trapped passers-by in dark streets and ‘stripped’ them almost 
naked.”102 Significantly, just as with IR’s coverage of the execution of the Tsarist family, 
what stands out most in Yablonovsky’s article are the tremendous violence and 
amorality that accompanied the French Revolution but are not necessarily part of the 
idea behind that Revolution. Hence, by denouncing the horrors of the French 
Revolution, Yablonovsky both implicitly and explicitly does the same for the Russian 
Revolution. That same year, IR publishes Yablonovsky’s five-part portrait, “Things of 
days long past”103. Each part of this portrait highlights a central element of the French 
Revolution: the executioner, the guillotine, and the execution of the king and queen. 
As such, Yablonovsky’s focus is once again on the violence accompanying the French 
Revolution, rather than on its ideological or historical essence. 
This specific focus is continued in another telling article in IR, written by journalist 
Lolly Lvov, who attends an exposition in Paris early 1928 on the occasion of the French 
Revolution’s 140th birthday. Of all the material displayed, according to Lvov, that 
which spoke most to the Russian émigrés are those things “related to the times of 
terrible terror…”104. In that period, Lvov explains,  
 
[t]he days of the Revolution’s honeymoon, the days of universal good-
heartedness are far behind. The days of the holiday are over, and here are the 
days of frenzy, mourning and terror. The terror is growing fiercer every day, and, 
initially falling upon the heads of the unfortunate king and queen, then striking 
to death the revolutionaries themselves, the ‘Girondists’, and Danton, the recent 
arbiter of the fate of the revolution.105 
 
In this quote, Lvov seems to project upon the French revolution the difference 
between the two stages of the Russian Revolution: the February Revolution – the 
 
                                                   
102 “Совершенно как в Москве и Петербурге, они подстерегали прохожих в темных улицах и 
‘раздевали’ почти донага.” Ibid, p. 2. 
103 “Дела давно минувших дней”. IR 1926-26(59)-32(65). 
104 “[…] то, что относится к поре ужасного террора.” In “140 лет тому назад...”, IR 1928-9(146), p. 12. 
105 “Дни ‘медового месяца’ революции, дни всеобщего прекраснодушия — далеко позади. Дни 
праздника миновали, и вот — дни исступления, траура и террора. Террор свирепеет с каждым днем, 
и, обрушившись первоначально на головы несчастных короля и королевы, затем разит на смерть и 





‘good’ part of the Revolution – and the subsequent October Revolution – the starting 
point of a period of terror which, as Lvov indicates, is still ongoing in Russia. However, 
Lvov’s quote also expresses the émigré’s hope that this terror will eventually lead to 
the death of Russian revolutionaries and, hence, the end of Bolshevik rule. 
Apart from the Russian past, IR also reports on certain elements from France’s 
(recent) history. These elements are quite similar to the Russian ones, as the main 
focus here is also on the First World War and the French Revolution. Just as with the 
Russian historical items, the function is predominantly informative, as IR clarifies 
defining periods in French history that the Russians perhaps missed out on because of 
the Russian Revolution and the Civil War. However, interestingly, a significant amount 
of those items also show strong links with Russian history. This is mainly the case for 
articles devoted to the French Revolution, which is both implicitly and explicitly 
compared or linked to the Russian Revolution. By denouncing the French Revolution 
and the accompanying chaos and terror, IR simultaneously denounces the similar 
Revolution and terror which Russian émigrés experienced only a decade earlier. 
Finally, IR also devotes articles to more trivial elements of Western history – 
something which it, strikingly, never does for the Russian past. 
IR’s historical canon, it can be concluded, mainly fulfills the dual role of 
commemorating and informing; this applies not only to people and events, but also, to 
a lesser extent, to Russian landmarks. Interestingly, however, what connects many of 
those items is an overall sense of Russian suffering and sacrifice – elements which, 
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Figure 26: "Petersburg forty years ago..." IR 1929-38(227), p. 70 
 
 






Figure 28: “The graves of Russian soldiers in Belgium”. IR 1924-3(3), p. 12. 
 
 


















































Figure 38: "In an empty office". IR 1930-30(271), p. 2. 
 
 






























1.2 Curating the cultural canon 
Parallel to the creation of a historical canon, IR also shapes a distinct émigré cultural 
canon by focusing on particular aspects of prerevolutionary Russian art and culture. 
Again it can be argued that IR’s cultural canon is a curated form of prerevolutionary 
culture, consisting of a selection of aspects which IR deems worthy of preserving (or, 
put differently, thinks its public deems worthy of preserving). In the case of IR’s 
cultural canon, the notion of culture coincides with Raeff’s conception of culture as 
creative production. Hence, in this chapter the term culture will always refer to 
creative culture. Which elements of prerevolutionary Russian art and culture form 
part of this émigré canon, and what does IR have to say about them? 
When looking at prerevolutionary culture in IR, three things clearly stand out. First 
of all, prerevolutionary culture in IR is predominantly literary. Second, however, 
among prerevolutionary culture items – either literary or non-literary – the focus is 
far more on the lives and surrounding context of writers and artists than on their 
actual work. As such, this corresponds with IR’s historical canon, which revolves more 
around personal experiences with history, than facts. Thirdly, IR’s prerevolutionary 
culture items, it can be argued, convey the image that prerevolutionary culture is but 
part of the continuum of past-present-future. IR deems it important – self-evident even 
– that its readers know the prerevolutionary cultural canon. But at the same time, IR 
acknowledges that Russian art and culture did not die with the 1917 and also covers 
émigré art; I will discuss this more fully in 2.2. Furthermore, it should be noted that IR 
does not prefer either aspect of Russian culture. 
Arguably one of the most – if not the most – cherished element of Russian culture 
in general is literature. Russian culture is considered a logocentric culture, centered 
around the word and literature (Huttunen 2005: 1-2). Because of strict censorship in 
19th-Century Russia, literature became a crucial – if not the only – forum for 
developing and spreading ideas (Grillaert 2011: 8). The significance of literature in 
Russian culture is certainly reflected in IR’s pages, as the newsmagazine weekly 
devotes a significant portion of its content to literature and literary reviews. From IR’s 
very inception, literature has been a fixed value. Each issue opens with a short story, 
and most issues contain several other prose stories and occasionally also poems. IR, 
however, displays a clear predilection for contemporary middlebrow literature, based 
on everyday life in both the émigré community and Soviet Russia (more on this in 4 
and 5.1.6). As such, its literary section fits well within its overall focus on 
contemporary life. 
Of all 736 literary items published in IR under Mironov, only four were written 




items are published mainly because they are ‘peculiar cases’ and not canonical items 
of Russian prerevolutionary literature. Three of them are by Anton Chekhov: the short 
story “Fish love” (“Rybya lyubov’”106), originally published under the pseudonym 
“Man without a spleen” (Chelovek bez selezyonki); an untitled fable in rhyme – 
according to IR “perhaps his only poetic work”107; and “Jubilee” (“Yubiley”), according 
to IR “one of his unpublished stories”, written under the pseudonym Chekhonte and 
“for the first time reprinted in the Russian émigré press”108. The fourth item, then, is a 
short story by Nikolay Nekrasov, entitled “The story of a poor supplicant” (“Rasskaz o 
bednom prositele”). At the time of its publication in IR, the magazine indicates, the 
story had been newly discovered in Nekrasov’s personal documents. What binds these 
four stories is the fact that they are, above all, literary discoveries for IR’s readers. The 
rest of the literature in IR is written by contemporary authors – émigré, Soviet, and 
foreign. This focus on postrevolutionary literature fits well with IR’s identity as a 
newsmagazine with a strong focus on everything contemporary. Hence, the only four 
reprints of prerevolutionary literature in IR fit well within this strategy, as they are 
most likely unknown to the readers and thus hold a certain news value. 
The fact that IR only rarely publishes prerevolutionary literature, however, does 
not mean that it considers prerevolutionary literature to be insignificant. Quite the 
contrary. From 1929 onwards, IR launches the initiative of accompanying every other 
issue with literary supplements. Throughout the year, IR offers its subscribers a 
package of twenty-four works for an additional price in order to compile their own 
“library of the best Russian and foreign writers”109. The list below indicates the books 
IR provides to its readers in 1929: 
 
1. I. A. Bunin – The Gentleman from San Francisco (Gospodin iz San-Frantsisko, 
1916) 
2. 1. I. A. Bunin – The Village (Derevnya, 1910) 
3. 1. I. A .Bunin – The Cup of Life (Chasha zhizni, 1915) 
4. K. D. Balmont – A Gift to Earth (Dar zemle, 1921) 
5. Z. N. Gippius – Heavenly words (Nebesnye slova, 1906) 
6. V. K. Zaytsev – Travelers (Putniki, 1921) 
7. A. I. Kuprin – Sulamith (Sulamif, 1908) 
 
                                                   
106 “Рыбья любовь”. IR 1925-13(22), p. 1. 
107 “[…] является едва ли не единственным его стихотворным произведением”. IR 1929-29(218), p. 
10. 
108 “[..] принадлежит к числу его неизданных произведений […]. В русской зарубежной печати 
воспроизводится впервые.” IR 1929-29(218), p. 1. 




8. A. I. Kuprin – Gambrinus (1907) 
9. A. I. Kuprin – Stories for children (Rasskazy dlya detey) 
10. D. S. Merezhkovsky – December the fourteenth (14oe dekabrya, 1918) 
11. N. A. Teffi – The Quiet Backwater (Tikhaya zavod, 1921) 
12. B. V. Savinkov – The Black Horse (Kon voronoy, 1923) 
13. I. S. Shmelyov – Inexhaustible Chalice (Neupivayemaya chasha, 1921) 
14. Don Aminado – Smoke Without Fatherland (Dym bez otechestva, 1921) 
15. Collection of Russian writers (Kapnist, Fonvizin, Griboedov), edited by I. A. 
Bunin (Sbornik russkikh pisateley pod red. ak. I. A. Bunina) 
16. M. Zoshchenko – The Tsar’s Boots (Tsarskye sapogi, 1927) 
17. L. Leonov – The Badgers (Barsuki, 1924) 
18. P. Romanov – Stories (Rasskazy, 1926) 
19. A. Tolstoy – Obsession (Navazhdeniye, 1919) 
20. A. Tolstoy – The Lame Prince (Khromoy barin, 1912) 
21. Children’s tales with illustrations (Detskiye skazki s kartinkami) 
22. Claude Farrère – Le dernier Dieu (1926) 
23. William Locke – Pirella (1926) 
24. Marcel Prévost – Sa maîtresse et moi (1925) 
 
The date between brackets is the original publication date. As this list includes 
prerevolutionary, Soviet (in geographical terms, at least, as Zoshchenko did not really 
adhere to Soviet ideology) and émigré works, it is clear that when referring to the best 
‘Russian’ writers, IR uses this word in the broadest sense. Interestingly, the 
prerevolutionary works in this list are not by ‘classic’ prerevolutionary authors, such 
as Pushkin or (Lev Nikolayevich) Tolstoy. Instead, IR prints prerevolutionary works 
of renowned authors now living and working in emigration, such as Bunin, Kuprin and 
Balmont. Also a prerevolutionary work of Aleksey Tolstoy – who used to be an émigré 
in Berlin but has returned to Soviet Russia – is included. The only exception is the book 
containing works of 18th and early-19th century writers such as Kapnist, Fonvizin and 
Griboyedov. Furthermore, IR also includes the works of three French authors, as well 
as a collection of illustrated fairytales for children; it is not specified whether or not 
these are Russian fairytales, nor was I able to verify this. With the exception of Leonov, 
Farrère and Prévost, all of the authors listed above have already been printed inside 
IR’s pages before appearing in the literary supplements. In its first set of literary 
supplements, IR thus provides a very diverse set of literature; but canonical 
prerevolutionary literature is clearly absent. 
It is only in its second set of literary supplements, provided in 1930, that IR starts 
including truly canonical Russian writers. What is more, the focus of this second set of 






1-6. A. S. Pushkin – The complete collected works (Polnoye sobranniye 
sochineniya) 
7-10. M. Yu. Lermontov – The complete collected works (Polnoye sobranniye 
sochineniya) 
11. Dostoyevsky for children (Dostoyesky dlya detey) 
12. I. S. Turgenev – Selected works (Izbrannye proizvedeniya) 
13. F. I. Tyutchev – Poems (Stikhotvoreniya) 
14. I. S. Turgenev – First love, with illustrations in color (Pervaya lyubov, 1860) 
15. A. A .Blok – Theatre works (Teatr) 
16-18. S. S. Yushkevich – Leon Drey (volume 1, 2 & 3 – 1911, 1923, 1928) 
19. Tolstoy for children (Tolstoy dlya detey) 
20. The Diary of [Tsar] Nikolay II (Dnevnik Nikolaya II) 
21. Maurice Paléologue – Roman de l’impérateur110 
22. Petersburg in poetry by Russian poets. Edited by Gleb Alekseyev, with 
engravings in color and black (“Peterburg” Alekseyeva. Gravyuri v kraskakh i 
chern.) 
23. E. Molokhovets – A Gift to Young Housewives (Podarok molodym 
khozyaykam, 1861) 
24. M. M. Zoshchenko – Nervous people (Nervnye lyudi, 1927) 
 
In accordance with the previous year, IR claims, it wants to “not only give its readers 
good entertaining reading and first-class illustrative material from the life of Russia 
and the whole world, but also provide them with the opportunity to supplement their 
library with a valuable Russian book”111. This time around, the emphasis is clearly on 
the prerevolutionary canon, including works by Pushkin, Lermontov, Turgenev and 
Tyutchev, as well as children’s literature by Tolstoy and Dostoyevsky. As I was not able 
to study those literary supplements, it is unclear whether the stories by Tolstoy and 
Dostoyevsky were originally for children, or were adapted by IR. With Zoshchenko’s 
Nervous people, IR includes only one postrevolutionary, and more particularly Soviet 
literary work – although, again, only geographically Soviet and not ideologically. 
Furthermore, as contrasted with the literary supplements of 1929, in 1930 no émigré 
or Western literature is included. Additionally, also new is IR’s inclusion of non-fiction 
 
                                                   
110 IR refers to this book as Roman de l’Impératrice (Roman imperatritsy). This is a mistake, as IR 
incorporates Paléologue’s Le roman tragique de l'Empereur Alexandre II (1923). 
111 “[…] не только дать своим читателям хорошее занимательное чтение и первоклассный 
иллюстрационный материал из жизни России и всего мира, но предоставить им также возможность 




works as well. These works cover prerevolutionary Russia in various ways, as there is 
the diary of Tsar Nikolay II, the historical work on emperor Aleksandr II by renowned 
French diplomat and historian Maurice Paléologue, and even Molokhovets’s 
prerevolutionary cookbook. IR thus brings prerevolutionary Russia into the émigrés’ 
homes not only through literature, but also through non-fiction works, reflecting both 
highbrow and more everyday cultures. 
It is clear that for its literary supplements in 1930, IR aims at bringing 
prerevolutionary Russia to émigré households, a strategy that is applauded by 
renowned émigré writer and critic Georgy Adamovich. From mid-1929 onwards, 
Adamovich leads IR’s literary criticism section Literaturnaya nedelya (Literary week). 
As such, IR thus provides a significant platform to the critic. In Literaturnaya nedelya, 
Adamovich praises the magazine’s initiative of providing its readers with Russian 
literature in supplements. But, more importantly, Adamovich is especially delighted 
about IR’s focus on the classical literary canon: 
 
I think that IR is doing a very necessary thing by providing Pushkin and 
Lermontov as annexes to the magazine. This is the same as what [Adolf] Marks’s 
Niva once did. But now we have to start all over again and instead of searching 
for authors who have not yet reached the ‘general public’, we have to reintroduce 
Pushkin and Lermontov to this ‘general public’. This is like a ‘forced gift’, the 
value of which, perhaps, not everyone will immediately understand, but over 
time, everyone will recognize. Even he who thinks that he remembers all the 
‘classics’ perfectly, although ‘he has not reread them for a long time’ – let him try, 
let him discover Onegin or A Hero of Our Time: he will see how much he has 
forgotten, or what he simply did not notice before. And he will agree that such 
books at home are ‘objects of first necessity’.112 
 
 
                                                   
112 “Мне думается, что ‘Иллюстрированная Россия’ делает очень нужное дело, давая Пушкина и 
Лермонтова в приложение к журналу. Это то же, что когда-то делала марксовская ‘Нива’. Но теперь 
приходится начинать сначала и не выискивать авторов, еще не проникших в ‘широкую публику’, а 
снова в эту ‘широкую публику’ внедрять Пушкина с Лермонтовыми. Это — единственный способ 
заставить их читать. 
Это как бы ‘насильственный подарок’, ценность которого не сразу, может быть, все поймут, но со 
временем все признают. Даже тот, кто думает, что он отлично всех ‘классиков’ помнить, хотя 
‘давненько что-то их уж не перечитывал’, — пусть попробует, пусть раскроить ‘Онегина’ или ‘Героя 
нашего времени’: он увидит, как многое он забыл, а то и просто прежде не замечал. И он согласится, 




By offering these books in annex, Adamovich clarifies, IR puts the prerevolutionary 
practice of Niva into the émigré context, with the aim of allowing its readers to stay 
familiar with prerevolutionary Russian literary classics. And, according to Adamovich, 
these literary classics are almost a basic need for émigrés. On other occasions, 
Adamovich urges IR’s readers to reread Russian classics. When advising on 
summertime reading, for instance, he suggests  
 
[t]o reread the ‘old’ but not outdated Tolstoy, Gogol, Dostoyevsky, or even 
Pisemsky, or at least Turgenev... The nomadic life and the complete lack of books 
among most of us have led to the fact that War and Peace or Demons are half-
forgotten here. It cannot be otherwise. We read them in Russia, but here we do 
not have them ‘at hand’. In libraries they sign up for ‘new products’ of course, 
and not for Tolstoy and Gogol.113 
  
Apart from Adamovich’s remarks on the necessity of canonical Russian literature in 
exile, IR itself never explicitly indicates why it deems it so important to read Russian 
classics. Every time a new book appears in annex, IR announces it at the top of the 
issue’s first page, but IR never speaks out on the significance of the work provided. 
Above all, it seems self-evident that the émigrés know their literary canon. In this light, 
it thus is crucial that IR provides its readers with copies of those prerevolutionary 
Russian works, as they are not physically available abroad, not even in libraries, as 
Adamovich indicates. 
Until the final volume, IR’s literary supplements continue in the same vein, allowing 
readers to further complete their (predominantly prerevolutionary Russian) library. 
Until 1932, IR offers twenty-four books per year, but in honor of IR’s tenth anniversary 
in 1933, it doubles the amount and offers forty-eight books in the series “Biblioteka 
‘Illyustrirovannaya Rossiya’” (The ‘IR’ library), published by its own printing house. 
From 1933 until 1937 the amount of literary supplements varies from forty-four to 
fifty-two, but eventually reverts to fourteen books in 1938 and eighteen in 1939, 
though readers have the possibility of ordering previous supplements. In total, more 
than half of all the yearly supplements are works by prerevolutionary authors (such 
as Pushkin, Lermontov, Dostoyevsky, Tolstoy, Gogol and Turgenev) or 
 
                                                   
113 “Перечитать ‘старье’ не старящее Толстого, Гоголя, Достоевского, или даже Писемского или хотя 
бы Тургенева... Кочевая жизнь и полное отсутствие книг у большинства из нас привели к тому, что 
‘Война и Мир’ или ‘Беси’ здесь полузабыты. Иначе и быть не может. Их мы читали в России, а здесь 
их у нас нет ‘под рукой’. В библиотеки же подписываются для ‘новинок’ конечно а не для Толстого с 




prerevolutionary works by then émigré authors (like Bunin, Gippius and Kuprin). The 
second place is taken by works written in emigration (by writers like Zaytsev, Teffi 
and Don-Aminado) and the remaining works belong to – again, geographical, not 
ideological – Soviet writers (mainly Zoshchenko, but also Bulgakov, Leonov, Shishkov, 
Yakovlev, and Pilnyak). Over the entire course of the literary supplements, only 
seventeen of the total 368 works are written by Western writers (including quite 
renowned authors such as Claude Farrère, Marcel Prévost, William John Locke and 
Thomas Mayne Reid), with a flare-up in 1939: that year seven of the eighteen books 
are by French authors. Finally, while the vast majority of IR’s supplements are literary 
works, historical works and memoirs on the prerevolutionary Russian past are also 
included – ranging generally from 5 to 12% of the total amount, with peaks in 1935 
and 1937 of, respectively, 68% and 31% of the total amount of books. 
Interestingly, thus, when it comes to prerevolutionary literature, IR adopts a two-
track policy. On the one hand, within its own pages IR publishes almost exclusively 
contemporary literature, not only by émigré writers, but also by Soviet and Western 
authors. This contemporary literature is predominantly, but not exclusively, 
middlebrow and can be seen as an extension of news items and reports, offering a 
glimpse into the everyday life of those respective societies (I will come back on this 
when discussing Soviet literature in 5.1.6). On the other hand, IR emphasizes the 
importance of not forgetting the prerevolutionary Russian classics. However, as IR 
hardly publishes prerevolutionary literature inside the magazine, it can be argued that 
IR feels it is the individual responsibility of every émigré to regularly reread those 
canonical works. It is only in order to overcome the practical obstacle of not having 
those works available in libraries or book stores that IR provides those work as 
supplements to its issues. 
Apart from providing its readers with prerevolutionary literature in annex, IR also 
publishes theme issues, dedicated to canonical prerevolutionary Russian writers, such 
as Tolstoy, Chekhov and Turgenev. IR publishes those theme issues on the occasion of 
these authors’ birth or death anniversaries. The most commemorated author (and 
person in general) in IR undoubtedly is poet Aleksandr Pushkin. This fondness for 
Pushkin is characteristic not only of IR, but of the émigré community as a whole. In 
fact, Raeff (1990: 96) even speaks of a true “Pushkin cult” in the interwar émigré 
community. Since 1925, Russia Abroad has been organizing the yearly Day of Russian 
Culture (Den russkoy kultury) on the poet’s birthday (June 8). The aim of this day, IR 
states in a short article on the very first Day of the Russian Culture, is to “unite Russian 
émigrés and strengthen their national resilience”114. IR’s coverage of Pushkin and 
 
                                                   
114 “Организация дня русской культуры является одним из способов объединения русских 




prerevolutionary culture in general thus surpasses the mere act of preserving the past, 
it can be argued, though it is used as a means to create coherence in the émigré 
community and boost the émigrés’ moral strength.  
From 1926 until 1929, on the occasion of this cultural holiday IR publishes an 
annual Pushkin issue (Pushkinsky nomer115, figures 44-47) with various photographs 
and journalist portraits on the life and work of the poet, as well as more general 
depictions of (cultural) life during Pushkin’s time. However, other, non-themed issues 
of IR also occasionally include Pushkin. Remarkably, the Pushkin issues (and literary 
themed issues devoted to other authors) focus not so much on the actual works of 
those writers. Instead, IR’s articles focus on sensational, intriguing or newly 
discovered details of these writers’ lives – a choice undoubtedly dictated by IR’s nature 
as a newsmagazine, as well as the Zeitgeist’s predilection for anything spectacular and 
extravagant. A great number of these articles are written by émigré Pushkin expert 
Modest Gofman, but, remarkably, the work of Soviet scholars is printed, such as Pavel 
Shchyogolev, Nikolay Ashukin and Mstislav Tsyavlovsky, is also printed. This suggests 
that IR deems the subject of its articles and the expertise of the people who wrote them 
more important than their geographical (and maybe even ideological) provenance. 
A favorite subject of the Pushkin articles is the poet’s infamous duel with French 
military officer Georges d’Anthès, during which Pushkin was fatally wounded, leading 
to his death two days later. Among such articles are “Pushkin’s duel”116; “Who was 
Pushkin’s murderer?”117; “Who wrote the anonymous letters to Pushkin?”118; “Who is 
Pushkin’s murderer?”119 and “Nikolay I and the duel of Pushkin”120. With their 
sensational details on the dramatic death of an iconic Russian cultural figure, these 
articles all inform and entertain IR’s readers, instead of glorifying and preserving – or 
even just printing or making accessible – prerevolutionary literature. 
Apart from Pushkin’s much-discussed death, other aspects of the poet’s life are also 
presented. It could be argued that most of these topics are above all trivialities, 
especially when compared to Pushkin’s enormous literary and cultural significance. 
“Pushkin’s relics”121, for instance, comments on a number of the poet’s personal 
 
                                                   
115 IR 1925-23(32), 1926-23(56), 1927-23(108), 1928-23(160) and 1929-23(212). 
116 “Дуэль Пушкина.” IR 1927-23(108), p. 8-11. 
117 “Кто же был убийцею Пушкина?”. IR (1927-23(108), p. 2-5. 
118 “Кто писал анонимные письма Пушкину?”. IR 1927-50(135), p. 8. These letters spread the rumor that 
Pushkin’s wife Natalya Goncharova was having an affair with d’Anthès, and caused Pushkin to challenge 
him to a duel.  
119 “Кто убийца Пушкина?”. IR 1928-7(144), p. 4-6. 
120 “Николай I и дуэль Пушкина”. IR 1929-23(212), p. 4-5. 





objects, such as his pipe, his writing desk and inkwell, and his pocket watch. In “The 
poet’s father”122, then, IR integrally prints a short biography of Pushkin, written by his 
father Sergey and never published before, with an introductory note by Modest 
Gofman. In “Pushkin’s first love”123, Gofman discusses the poet’s first amorous 
explorations when he was a sixteen-year-old student at the lyceum. The article 
“Different things about Pushkin”124 lives up to its title as IR not only provides a view 
of the books in Pushkin’s personal library and his financial circumstances, but also 
includes a letter from a personal acquaintance of Pushkin’s, Pavel Bestuzhev, to his 
brother on the subject of the poet’s death. Furthermore, IR also focuses on significant 
places from Pushkin’s lifetime (“In Pushkin’s places”125; “Pushkin’s Petersburg”126) 
and portrays everyday life from his time (“How people lived in the Pushkin era”127). 
Finally, IR also publishes articles on Pushkin on the occasion of newly discovered 
works in Soviet archives, such as “The tale that Pushkin did not finish writing”128 and 
“New Pushkin”129. IR, however, never publishes the actual works, in its literary section, 
for example; it only includes a few excerpts in these articles. The focus, thus, is, once 
more, not on the literature itself, but on the discovery and everything surrounding it. 
As such, Pushkin is mainly commemorated as an icon of Russian prerevolutionary 
culture in general, and this is done not so much by means of his works, but by the news 
value he holds for IR’s readers. 
Additionally, IR’s house cartoonist MAD occasionally also devotes cartoons to 
Pushkin, printed most often, but not exclusively, in a Pushkin issue. These cartoons 
generally follow the same pattern. MAD refers to canonical works by Pushkin and 
transposes them to the contemporary context – both émigré and Soviet. What stands 
out in these cartoons is the lack of explanation, which is, of course, common for 
cartoons and caricatures. Although for most of these cartoons knowledge of the 
contemporary context is often enough to understand the jokes, they arguably only 
truly come to life for readers who have read the novels and can thus compare the 
original characters and situations to their new settings. In this way, it can be argued, 
MAD’s Pushkin cartoons are an illustration of the self-evidence that IR’s readers know 
– or are ought to know – Pushkin’s work. 
 
                                                   
122 “Отец поэта”. IR 1927-23(108), p. 14-18. 
123 “Первая любовь Пушкина”. IR 1928-23(160), p. 11-13. 
124 “Разное о Пушкине”. IR 1929-23(212), p. 9-10. 
125 “В Пушкинских местах.” IR 1928-23(160), p. 16-20. 
126 “Пушкинский Петербург.” IR 1930-24(265), p. 1-4. 
127 “Как жили в пушкинскую эпоху.” IR 1929-23(212), p. 6-8. 
128 “Повесть, которую Пушкин не успел написать”. IR 1931-17(310), p. 8-9. 





In early 1927, for example, MAD transposes Pushkin’s novel in verse Yevgeny 
Onegin (1833) to the émigré context (figure 48). In it, MAD draws six scenes 
characteristic of émigré life; the accompanying caption to each scene starts with a 
famous verse from Yevgeny Onegin and finishes with a phrase often heard in émigré 
life. The first verse, “In your house…”130, for example, introduces the question by an 
émigré of whether a French landlady has a room for rent in her house. “Alas, there is 
no doubt…”131, then, is the first part of an émigré complaint about the high price of the 
obligatory French carte d’identité. “Have you heard, have you heard…”132 is the 
introduction to a conversation on the rumors of the Bolshevists’ imminent demise. 
And “[y]ou have written, I have read”133, is what an émigré says to his landlord upon 
receiving a request for payment and asking for a week delay. “Whereto, whereto”134 is 
what an émigré says when he looks at the map of Europe in search of a new home. And 
finally, the last sentence is entirely by Pushkin. “What is it Lensky, do you not 
dance?”135 accompanies the drawing of a mysterious-looking man next to a poster of 
an émigré charity ball – an event frequently organized in the émigré community. As 
many émigrés arguably know large parts of Pushkin’s Yevgeny Onegin by heart, the 
unexpected complement to the verses, combined with the painfully recognizable 
émigré situations, thus, creates a humorous effect.  
Similarly, in the 1929 Pushkin issue MAD transposes verses from Yevgeny Onegin 
to a Soviet context (figure 49). Again, six drawings characteristic of Soviet life are 
accompanied by Pushkin’s verses, although this time Pushkin’s verses are not further 
complemented. The first verse “Whereto, whereto”, which was also used in the émigré 
cartoon, shows a Soviet citizen who is arrested at night and taken away by the secret 
police. The verse “Love knows no age”136, then, is spoken by Lunacharsky who is 
looking at a young Soviet boy kissing a girl. This is arguably a reference to the émigré 
condemnation of loose morals in Soviet Russia which seem to have corrupted even the 
children. The third drawing shows French writer and communist Henri Barbusse 
exclaiming the verse “I will begin, I ask you not to disturb me”137 toward Lenin’s statue 
– a reference to the emigration’s disapproval of Barbusse’s involvement with 
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communism and Soviet Russia. Trotsky is shown writing telltale letters to Western 
newspapers from his exile in Istanbul, citing the verse “I write to you. What more can 
be said”138. The fifth drawing is of Stalin asking himself “Am I falling?”139, on obvious 
reference to the constant rumors and hope by émigrés of an imminent Soviet demise. 
And finally, the last caption, which also appeared in the émigré cartoon, “Have you 
heard, have you heard”, shows two Soviet citizens, dressed in rags undoubtedly 
discussing the same rumors on Soviet demise as their émigré peers did in the 1927 
cartoon. Although there is, of course, no direct link between Yevgeny Onegin and Soviet 
life, MAD arguably uses Pushkin’s verses as a pretext to denounce life in contemporary 
Russia. 
Finally, in the 1928 Pushkin issue, MAD takes characters from Pushkin’s works and 
reframes them once more in the contemporary, Soviet context (figure 50). In this 
cartoon, MAD plays on the ‘reactionary’ background or behavior of many of Pushkin’s 
characters, and the anticipated reaction by the Soviet authorities. The Captain’s 
Daughter from the eponymous novel (Kapitanskaya dochka, 1836), for example, is 
arrested because her father is a captain and hence “a white guardsman”140, while 
Yevgeny Onegin is sent to the GPU for being a “landowner and a bourgeois”141. 
Dubrovsky (from the eponymous unfinished novel, 1832-1841), in turn, is in trouble 
for pretending to be of proletarian origin and thus “thinking of deceiving the Soviet 
regime”142. A soldier from Pushkin’s poem Ruslan and Lyudmila (Ruslan i Lyudmila, 
1820) who discovers a field covered in bones is arrested for asking “inappropriate 
questions”143 – just like any Soviet citizen questioning Soviet violence and governance 
in general would be. The false Dmitry from Pushkin’s play Boris Godunov (1831) 
regrets being an imposter and hurries to the Polish boarder before they “really take 
[him] for the Tsarevich”144 and, hence, kill him. And finally, Herman from The Queen of 
Spades (Pikovaya dama, 1834) is called a saboteur, as the story should be “Citizen of 
Spades”145. 
Also other Russian classical writers come to the forefront in IR – although they are 
never covered to the same extent as Pushkin. In September 1928, for example, IR 
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celebrates the centenary of Tolstoy’s birth with an entire issue devoted to him146 
(figure 51). This issue presents the writer from various perspectives – none, however, 
are truly literary. The issue opens with the family memories of Tolstoy’s daughter 
Tatyana Sukhotina-Tolstaya, written especially for IR and focusing on Tolstoy’s role as 
a father.147 Émigré lawyer and politician Vasily Maklakov discusses his first 
encounters with Tolstoy when Maklakov was still very young.148 In “Visiting Tolstoy”, 
Aleksandr Kuprin explains why, despite a personal invitation, he intentionally never 
visited Tolstoy’s home, as it had become a place of pilgrimage for the writer’s most 
insolent fans. Finally, in this issue also Tolstoy’s short-lived military career is 
discussed in the article “Artillery lieutenant count L. N. Tolstoy”149, which describes 
his four years in the military (two years in the Caucasus and two years in Crimea) and 
highlights his bravery. Finally, in 1930, IR commemorates the twentieth anniversary 
of Tolstoy’s death with an extensive article by Valentin Speransky, who reminisces 
about Tolstoy’s old day.150 Just as with Pushkin, IR hardly pays attention to Tolstoy’s 
works, but focuses instead on the writer as a person and either highlights particular 
episodes from his life or elaborates on elements that might be unknown to IR’s 
readers. Finally, the Tolstoy issue also includes a cartoon by MAD that highlights the 
hypocrisy of the way in which the Soviet authorities commemorate Tolstoy (I will 
discuss this cartoon in 5.1.4). 
In July 1929, IR devotes an entire issue to Anton Chekhov, twenty-five years after 
his death (figure 52).151 This issue sheds light on the author from various angles. Apart 
from various pictures from Chekhov’s life (portraits, Chekhov with his wife or with 
guests, his house, etc.) and two literary pieces mentioned earlier (“Yubiley” and 
“Basnya”), IR also publishes two articles on the writer in this issue. In “On Chekhov”152, 
Aleksandr Kuprin comments on the general public’s image of Chekhov as a humor 
writer even though “in most of his humorous stories (with the exception of the earliest 
ones), a deep and sad thought is always hidden.”153 In “Wagon for transportation of 
oysters”154, Vladimir Azov shares two personal memories he has of the writer. The first 
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one was at the première of Chekhov’s play The Cherry Orchard (Vishnyovy sad, 1904) 
when Chekhov is already very ill and people realize that instead of greeting the writer, 
they are in fact saying goodbye. The other memory is of Chekhov’s funeral, when 
almost the whole of Moscow is gathered at the railway station, awaiting the arrival of 
the writer’s remains. According to Azov, Chekhov was well loved: “They loved him, 
and loved him tenderly. If Pushkin was Russia’s first love, then Chekhov was probably 
its second.”155  
Furthermore, in the same vein as his Pushkin cartoons, MAD devotes a cartoon to 
Chekhov’s plays, whose characters he portrays in contemporary times (figure 53). 
Again, MAD uses the opportunity to refer to the émigré situation and/or denounce the 
Soviet reality. When the actress Nina in The Seagull (Chayka, 1896), for example, 
exclaims that she is “cold, empty and scared”156, the other characters think to 
themselves that before, “when these damned Bolsheviks were not here, it was warm, 
good and not scary!”157 The old, faithful servant Firsh in The Cherry Orchard, then, 
deplores the fact that everyone has left (arguably in exile) and forgotten about him. 
Irina, the youngest sister in The Three Sisters (Tri sestry, 1900) dreams about going to 
Moscow, but is advised to “go to Paris, [because] everyone is there”158. When Lomov 
and Natalya from The Proposal (Predlozheniye, 1890) remain on a disputed piece of 
land, someone tells them it is not worth quarrelling over, because “private property 
does no longer exists anyway.”159 And finally, in The Anniversary (Yubiley, 1891), a red 
soldier bursts in exclaiming that “there can be no anniversaries, except for the 
anniversary of the Soviet power!”160 As such, MAD again plays on the émigré 
community’s general knowledge of prerevolutionary literature, while at the same time 
denouncing Soviet reality. 
By means of special issues on the anniversaries of the births and deaths of 
renowned writers, IR allocates a prominent place to prerevolutionary literature, or 
more specifically to prerevolutionary literati. Interestingly, in 1931 Adamovich 
expresses his concern in Literaturnaya nedelya about the abundance of literary 
commemorations in the émigré community. According to Adamovich, with the many 
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celebrations in emigration every year, the scales are tipping in the other direction, 
resulting in an empty shell: 
 
There is something heavy, ridiculous in the duty and desire, each time on such 
anniversaries, to “summarize our impressions,” “bring tribute of delight and 
gratitude,” and so on and so forth ... The tribute of delight actually turns into a 
stream of crackling phrases and empty words, – and often the authors of these 
flows speak more about themselves than about whom they were going to honor 
and remember.161 
 
According to Adamovich, those commemorations miss their actual mark of 
commemorating prerevolutionary literature and writers, instead resulting in idle 
chatter. Interestingly enough, to a certain extent this is also what IR does. IR focuses 
more on spectacular episodes from writer’s lives, instead of discussing or printing 
their works – at least not inside its pages. Adamovich proves his point by enumerating 
those who were and will be commemorated in the near past and future, concluding 
that “[t]he value and meaning of these too frequent commemorations are lost.”162 
Nevertheless, although the actual practice of these commemorations is far from 
satisfactory, Adamovich admits that “[o]nly the circumstances make these 
celebrations necessary here and now. They remind us of Russia. They convince us that 
the spirit of the people, who had recently lived such a powerful life, cannot ‘fade away’. 
It is difficult to talk about this without falling into an officially-mortal, patriotic-émigré 
tone. But it's true.”163 Although necessary, the “idle chatter”164 common to those 
jubilee celebrations is not popular with Adamovich. There is but one possible positive 
outcome of those celebrations: providing “an occasion for Russian people to reread 
Tolstoy or Dostoyevsky”165 – or, of course, Russian classics in general. What prevails 
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for Adamovich is the presence of Russia in the émigré community, which can be 
evoked by (re)reading the prerevolutionary classics. As such, for Adamovich the 
countless commemorations arguably are a necessary evil to reach this goal. 
The only non-literary cultural figure from prerevolutionary Russia commemorated 
in IR is composer Pyotr Chaykovsky. In 1928, thirty-five years after Chaykovsky’s 
death, musician Viktor Valter publishes an article in IR about the three events that 
contributed to Chaykovsky’s melancholic worldview and resulted in a great source of 
inspiration for Chaykovsky’s music.166 A year later, Chaykovsky is discussed again on 
the fiftieth anniversary of the 1879 premiere of Yevgeny Onegin, Chaykovsky’s well-
known opera based on the eponymous novel in verse by Pushkin.167 The article 
outlines how the opera came into being and what inspired the subject and discusses 
the singers involved and their first rehearsal. 
Opera, in fact, is a favorite prerevolutionary art form in IR’s art section Theater and 
arts (Teatr i iskusstvo). IR frequently reports on The Russian Opera in Paris, founded 
in 1925, which brings together émigré artists and stages mainly classics from the 
Russian operatic canon, such as Borodin’s Prince Igor (Knyaz Igor, 1887-1890), and 
Rimsky-Korsakov’s Sadko (1896) and The Snow Maiden (Snegurochka, 1881). In 1927, 
Viktor Valter devotes nearly an entire page of Teatr i iskusstvo to Glinka’s Ruslan and 
Lyudmila (Ruslan i Lyudmila, 1842) with singer Fyodor Shalyapin as the lead, stating 
how “[a] people who generated from their midst two such national-creative geniuses 
as Glinka and Shalyapin, such a people is a great people and is designed to creatively 
participate in the history of mankind.”168 Interestingly, IR here defines the value of 
Russians and Russian culture by its cultural canon.  
Apart from particular people, works or events, IR also simply evokes the 
atmosphere of cultural life in prerevolutionary Russia with general, yet rich, 
descriptions. These descriptions can be seen as a textual counterpart of the pictures 
of landmarks (cf. 1.1.1), understandably arousing reminiscences among IR’s readers. 
A large number of such articles discuss events that took place in the artistic circles of 
prerevolutionary Russia. Baron Nikolay Drizen, for instance, discusses his career as an 
official censor in the two-part literary memoirs “Out of a censor’s notebook”169. This 
recollection is followed by nine articles in IR under the heading “Theatrical 
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memoirs”170. In these memoirs, Drizen paints a picture of the theatrical world he was 
a part of for over twenty-five years. In 1930, writer Ivan Bunin paints an analogous 
picture of the Russian prerevolutionary literary world by recalling the beginning and 
early years of his career in the three-part memoir “Note book”171. That same year, IR 
publishes yet another set of theatre memoirs, entitled “The memoirs of an artist at the 
Aleksandrovsky theatre”172, written by actress Mariya Chitau. In these articles, Chitau 
sheds light on phenomena such as “theatrical psychopaths” (a term “referring to 
[female] theatre fans adoring one or another theater figure to extortion and 
hysterically immoderately expressing their enthusiasm”173), the loyalty of the actors 
in the Imperial Theaters who valued theater above anything else174, and Grigory 
Rasputin’s love affair with an actress175 – overall quite sensational topics. Finally, in 
the article “Shadows of the past”176, ballet historian Valeriyan Svetlov reminisces on 
everyday life and performances in the Mariinsky theater in Saint-Petersburg. With its 
many, general articles on the artistic circles of prerevolutionary Russia, IR thus evokes 
the atmosphere of life before the Revolution and perhaps even evokes a sense of 
nostalgia among its readers, while at the same time also maintaining a certain level of 
sensationalism. 
Another significant phenomenon of prerevolutionary Russian culture which is 
surely more personally relatable to many of IR’s readers, is Tatyana Day (Tatyanin 
den). This is the yearly Russian holiday on January 25 celebrating the University of 
Moscow (the first Russian university) and, by extension, all Russian students. IR 
devotes two issues to this holiday, in 1928 and 1929 (figures 25, 54), containing many 
pictures of prerevolutionary Moscow, as well as articles by prominent émigré figures 
who share their personal memories of the holiday. Each of these articles, some more 
nostalgic than others, provides a different perspective of the holiday. As such they 
paint a comprehensive image of the event, and perform the dual function typical of 
many items in IR: they remind older readers and inform younger ones.  
Pavel Milyukov opens the 1928 issue with some general recollections on the 
celebrations, such as lectures in the large auditorium, banquets, and trips to Yar, a 
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famous restaurant in Moscow frequented by the most prominent cultural and societal 
figures. Milyukov concludes his memories with a reflection on how a local tradition in 
Moscow has become a national one, and, more importantly, how “its memory should 
be supported, together with other values, here abroad”177. In doing so, Milyukov thus 
calls upon IR’s readers to safeguard these university traditions, if not by actively 
continuing and ‘living’ them, then at least by keeping them in remembrance.  
In that same issue, in the article “The Moscow University and its traditions”178, 
historian and societal figure Aleksandr Kizevetter discusses the establishment of the 
university in 1755 under Tsarina Elisabeth and its evolution throughout the centuries. 
In “On Tatyana night”179, journalist L. Vitalin recalls the celebration of the holiday 
twenty-five years earlier, when students and professors visited the many bars and 
restaurants in Moscow and celebrated all night. Former Moscow University professor 
Ivan Aleksinsky even goes thirty-eight years back in time, to his very first Tatyana Day 
in 1890. After reminiscing about his first experience of the holiday, Aleksinsky then 
returns to the present to discuss what is still left of Moscow University – and this is 
not much, so it seems. Although the building is still there and its façade has not 
changed, Aleksinsky claims, 
 
[t]here is no university, there is no free and friendly communication between 
scientists and young people, there is no common Alma Mater and there is no 
more Tatyana Day as a holiday of the Russian Enlightenment, because there is 
no free joy and invigorating faith in a bright future there.180  
 
As Aleksinsky indicates, the material aspect of prerevolutionary university life – the 
building – is still intact, but its intellectual culture is fully eroded. This statement, thus, 
underscores Milyukov’s appeal earlier in that issue to actively remember 
prerevolutionary university life.  
Finally, in the 1929 issue, IR publishes a long essay by lawyer and politician Vasily 
Maklakov, written especially for IR. The essay does not so much talk about Tatyana 
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Day, but is devoted to “the peculiar character of old Moscow”181. Maklakov compares 
Moscow to Petersburg, claiming that  
 
the founding of St. Petersburg became the embodiment of the break with old 
Moscow. This is how everyone understood it, and therefore Moscow also became 
a symbol of opposition to the Peter's reforms.182 
 
For Maklakov, therefore, Moscow thus is the face of the true, old Russia. Throughout 
the article, Maklakov praises Moscow for its unique character and frequently contrasts 
Moscow with Petersburg in order to highlight the formers many good qualities. In the 
final paragraph, Maklakov briefly connects to contemporary Moscow, indicating that 
 
[i]t is not worth talking about present-day Moscow, which the Bolsheviks first of 
all rewarded with the transfer back of their own, so-called ‘government’ 
institutions and people. Now it is a city conquered by the enemy. But old 
Moscow, which we still remember, loved not only its eccentrics, but its own 
special manners and customs, not based on any law yet nevertheless obligatory 
for everyone, starting with bare heads when passing through the Spassky Gate 
of the Kremlin and ending with the officially flooded, unlimited, student revelry 
on Tatyana Day inclusive.183 
 
According to Maklakov, Bolshevik Moscow looks nothing like it did before, and has 
become an unpleasant, hostile place not worth talking about. Instead, Maklakov 
praises the old Moscow as a city with it own peculiar traditions and customs, in which 
the festivities of Tatyana Day take on an important role. In Maklakov’s article, the 
commemoration of Tatyana Day, thus, is considered mainly an occasion to shine a light 
on prerevolutionary Russia and its traditions and customs. 
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It can be concluded that IR’s cultural canon is quite limited, and, overall, the 
magazine does not include much prerevolutionary culture in its pages. Furthermore, 
IR’s focus is almost exclusively on literature, and even then it predominantly reports 
on the life of prerevolutionary authors, instead of on their works. IR does so mainly by 
means of theme issues on anniversaries of Russian canonical writers. Quantitatively 
speaking, this is not often, although those commemorations stand out because they 
are the topic of special theme issues. Additionally, IR does not print canonical 
literature inside its pages, but it does offer prerevolutionary works in its literary 
supplements. Overall, it seems self-evident for IR that prerevolutionary literature is 
still read in the émigré community. As such, it can be argued, IR adopts a two-track 
policy: although the magazine itself does not really cover prerevolutionary literature 
(or culture in general), it facilitates its readers to take individual responsibility and 
read the works by making them available in the supplements.  
It, thus, can be argued that, in general, IR does not actively or systematically 
safeguard a Russian cultural canon, but only occasionally does so from a 
commemorative perspective. Furthermore, on those occasions, there is no 
glorification of prerevolutionary Russia, just mainly information and/or 
sensationalism. Remarkably, the only manifestation in IR’s cultural canon of a more 
active form of preservationism can be found with regard to Tatyana Day, which 
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Chapter 2  
Continuing prerevolutionary Russia 
The previous chapter discussed how IR curates certain aspects of prerevolutionary 
Russia by means of a historical and cultural canon it presents to its readers. 
Safeguarding aspects of prerevolutionary Russia under a bell jar, it can be argued, is a 
rather passive form of preservationism. However, IR does not limit itself to this. Quite 
to the contrary, IR also displays a second way of experiencing prerevolutionary Russia 
in exile: living, or continuing prerevolutionary Russia, which can be considered a more 
active form of preservationism. IR shows how, in emigration, certain aspects of 
prerevolutionary Russia are not merely commemorated, but actually actively 
continued. Furthermore, it can be argued that IR facilitates its readers’ participation, 
and as such, contributes to the continuation of prerevolutionary Russia abroad. 
This chapter looks at two main topics in IR that testify to such a continuation of 
prerevolutionary Russia in emigration: Orthodoxy and arts. IR’s coverage on 
Orthodoxy can be divided into two parts: items on religion printed throughout the 
year on the one hand and items printed on Easter and Christmas on the other. Émigré 
arts, in turn, are split in this chapter into literature, painting and performing arts. What 
does IR have to say about these topics? Does it propagate particular aspects of 
prerevolutionary religion and arts in exile? Furthermore, does IR itself contribute to 
the continuation of prerevolutionary Russia in exile through the experience of religion 
and arts? 
Additionally, this chapter looks into three (sub)sections in IR which arguably could 
have easily incorporated prerevolutionary Russia IR, but ultimately turn out not to do 
so: fashion, cooking, and riddles and games. What does IR say about these topics? And 






2.1 Russian Orthodoxy 
When thinking of aspects of émigré life prone to preservationist tendencies, one 
aspect that comes immediately to mind is religion, more specifically Russian 
Orthodoxy. Russian Orthodoxy, it can be argued, was a main element of Russian 
prerevolutionary identity. Furthermore, it is one of the few institutionalized aspects 
of prerevolutionary Russia which was able to survive the Revolution and be 
resurrected in emigration. At the same time, however, religion is under serious attack 
in Soviet Russia. The Soviet authorities launch antireligious campaigns one after the 
other, churches and monasteries become workers’ clubs, and religious people are 
actively persecuted. This Soviet antireligious stance is arguably all the more reason 
for the émigré community to safeguard Orthodoxy outside of Russia – and hence, for 
IR to give it a place in its pages. 
It should be noted that IR’s items are rarely about the Orthodox Church as an 
institution. Instead, IR treats the Church as either a cultural artefact (focusing on its 
architecture and objects) or a strong community, marked by solidarity and morality. 
The former is predominantly the case for IR’s items on the destruction of Orthodoxy 
in Soviet Russia, while the latter is mainly covered in items on religious life in exile. 
Additionally, IR publishes a yearly theme issue devoted to Christmas and Easter. In 
these theme issues, the focus is mainly on prerevolutionary Russia and on traditions 
surrounding those holidays. Furthermore, in the issues following those theme issues, 
IR generally prints a few pictures of the holiday celebrations in both the émigré 
community and in Soviet Russia.  
Hence, in this chapter I argue that IR hardly discusses Russian Orthodoxy as 
religion, but rather as either a prerevolutionary form of culture or an indicator of 
(a)morality. 
2.1.1 Religion throughout the year 
Just as in many communities, the Church is a unifying factor in Russia Abroad, 
providing both a physical and a mental space for the émigrés to unite (Hassell 1991: 
42). Moreover, due to the growing number of heavy attacks on religion in Soviet Russia 
(which are abundantly covered in IR as I will discuss in 5.1.3.1), Orthodoxy becomes a 
cherished remnant of prerevolutionary life, and the Russians in exile considers 
themselves its sole protector (Raeff 1990: 121). Throughout the year, however, IR only 
rarely prints items devoted to the Church in emigration. Nevertheless, although 
quantitatively speaking Orthodoxy and the Russian Church do not take up a 




value in the émigré community: not as an institution, but as a place to gather and to 
support one another. In other words, IR, above all, highlights the Church’s unifying 
force in emigration. 
Throughout the years, from time to time IR shows its readers that Russian churches 
and church communities can be found in many, often peripheral, corners of the 
Russian diaspora. These range from various towns and cities in France, often near 
factories where many émigrés work (figures 55-57), to Tokyo and Rio de Janeiro 
(figures 58-59). By means of these pictures of churches in small and/or working-class 
communities, IR highlights the idea of a Church for and by common émigrés. In 
addition to these smaller church communities, however, IR reports most often on the 
Aleksandr Nevsky cathedral in its hometown Paris. This cathedral, located in rue Daru, 
was established and consecrated long before the Revolution, in 1861, and according 
to Hassell (1991: 42), it was the only Russian church in Paris at the time of the émigrés’ 
arrival. By publishing pictures of large crowds in the churchyard, IR seems to assure 
its readers that Orthodoxy is very much alive among the émigré community (figures 
60-61). What is more, as IR indicates in 1930 in the caption of two of such pictures 
 
the Russian church on rue Daru has become the center of the émigré colony in 
Paris, where on public holidays and Sundays Russian refugees flock from all 
parts of the capital, from the suburbs and even from faraway places in France – 
to pray, see friends, and speak heart to heart in the church yard, after the 
service.”1 
 
It is striking that in both pictures and accompanying texts, IR’s focus is on the large 
crowds visiting the Russian cathedral rather than on specific church rites and 
celebrations. Hence, what clearly emerges from IR’s coverage of the Russian cathedral 
in rue Daru is that, first and foremost, it has a social function, rather than a strictly 
religious one.  
In April 1927, IR published a two-page article on the cathedral and highlighted how 
“[t]his corner of Paris has come to play no small role in the life of the Russian 
 
                                                   
1 “Русский храм на улице Дарю стал для эмигрантской колонии Парижа центром, куда по 
праздничным и воскресным дням стекаются со всех концов столицы, из пригородов и даже из 
дальних мест Франции русские беженцы — помолиться, повидать друзей, поговорит по душам в 





emigration, not only in Paris, but in the whole of Western Europe”2. Ever since Russian 
émigrés have settled in Paris, IR continues, every Sunday and on holidays  
 
a pilgrimage of Russian Parisians to the Russian church on the rue Daru takes 
place. From nine o'clock in the morning and until one o'clock in the afternoon, 
Russian speech reigns at the metro stations Ternes and Courcelles and drowns 
out French.3  
 
On those occasions, IR indicates, Russian émigrés, for once, are not a minority, perhaps 
not even an exile community, and for a moment everything arguably feels like it was 
before the Revolution. Additionally, IR highlights how not only social, but also 
commercial life has organized itself around the Aleksandr Nevsky Cathedral – at least 
on days of church service: 
 
The church is full of people, the church courtyard is full, the streets adjacent to 
the Cathedral are full – the rue Daru which became Russian and the other one, 
named after Peter the Great. At the gates are constant newspaper sellers, 
booksellers, card and flower sellers. Newspapers and magazines are hung on a 
cast-iron fence – this is our kind of street shop windows.4 
 
Central in this article is the idea that the cathedral in rue Daru has become a crucial – 
if not the most important – meeting place for émigrés. Combining social and 
commercial activities, the cathedral’s churchyard has become the beating heart of the 
émigré community. But more importantly still, the Russian church in Paris is also 
highly significant as a space for mental support. IR argues that the Church and its 
 
                                                   
2 “Этому уголку Парижа пришлось сыграть не малую роль в жизни русской эмиграции, не только 
парижской, но и всей Западной Европы.” In “Русская церковь за рубежом: у митрополита Евлогия”. 
IR 1927-14(99), p. 8. 
3 “Семь лет подряд по воскресеньям и праздникам к русской церкви на улице Дарю совершается 
паломничество русских парижан. С 9 часов утра и до часу дня на станциях метро — Тэрн и Курсель 
русская речь царит и заглушает французскую.” Ibid, p. 9. 
4 “Полна народом церковь, полон церковный двор, полны прилегающие к храму улицы — ставшая 
русской — улица Дарю и другая, носящая имя Петра Великого. У ворот неизменные газетчики, 
книгоноши, продавцы открыток, и цветов. Газеты и журналы развешаны на чугунной ограде — это 





congregation offer consolation to the long suffering émigrés and provide them with 
the strength to confront everyday life: 
 
There is a volatile Russian émigré club in the churchyard. How many unexpected 
happy meetings of loved ones who considered each other dead have happened 
here during these seven years. How much mutual help and support was 
provided. How much vigorous energy and new forces for the continuation of a 
difficult existence were obtained here from the awareness of the strength of the 
common bond and the presence of a common house – the Church.5 
 
As IR emphasizes, the Russian cathedral in rue Daru is a crucial unifying factor in 
Russia Abroad. As a common house in its broadest sense, the Aleksandr Nevsky 
Cathedral provides not only a physical venue for émigrés to gather, but, more 
importantly, also a mental space of unity and solidarity from which they draw the 
strength to carry on in the harsh conditions of émigré life. This dual role of the Russian 
Church in emigration is highlighted by IR: 
 
And one should not be hypocritically indignant at the fact that Russian emigrants 
have organized their ‘club’ in the church fence. On the contrary. This is good and 
symbolic. In the church, they gather for common prayer. Near the church they 
gather in order to feel more strongly the general connection, unity of thoughts 
and readiness of mutual support.”6 
 
This first sentence can perhaps be read as a criticism of the Church being seen as a 
purely religious institution and frowning upon its social function. For, according to IR, 
both functions – social and religious – go hand in hand. What is more, since IR hardly 
discusses the Russian Church’s truly religious function (e.g. by covering church rites), 
 
                                                   
5 “На церковном дворе летучий русский эмигрантский клуб. Сколько неожиданных счастливых 
встреч близких людей, считавших друг друга погибшими, произошло здесь за эти семь лет. Сколько 
взаимной помощи и поддержки было оказано. Сколько бодрой энерги и новых сил для продолжения 
тяжелого существования было здесь получено от сознания крепости общей связи и наличья общего 
дома — Церкви.” Ibid, p. 9. 
6 “И не следует лицемерно возмущаться тем, что русские эмигранты устроили свой ‘клуб’ в 
церковной ограде. Наоборот. Это — хорошо и символично. В храме они собираются для общей 
молитвы. Около храма они собираются для того, чтобы сильнее чувствовать общую связь, единство 





it can be argued that the Church’s soci(et)al function, this “general connection, unity 
of thoughts and readiness of mutual support” is of even far more significance to IR 
(and perhaps, by extension, to the émigrés) than religion in itself. As such, it can be 
argued, the Church and Orthodoxy in émigré communities can be considered a means 
rather than an end in itself. 
A central figure in the life of the Russian Church is Metropolitan Yevlogy, “Bishop of 
the Orthodox Church in fourteen states of Western Europe”7. Hence, it is no surprise 
that Yevlogy is also discussed a few times in IR’s items on religion in emigration (figure 
62). In line with its coverage of the Russian Church in the émigré community as a 
physical and mental meeting place, IR portrays Metropolitan Yevlogy as a leading 
figure for the entire émigré community, even a unifying agent, rather than a strictly 
religious leader. In an article devoted to Yevlogy’s twenty-fifth jubilee as metropolitan, 
for example, IR praises the church father’s relentless efforts in support of the Russian 
Church abroad, stating that “[w]ithout people, without money, the Metropolitan takes 
on the most difficult work – the organization of an entire diocese abroad!”8 But even 
more so, IR values Yevlogy’s philanthropic and societal work: 
 
At the initiative of the Metropolitan or with his participation, various 
committees and societies of educational and charitable nature have been 
formed, meeting the various spiritual and material needs of refugees. […] 
Everyone knows the responsiveness of the Metropolitan to all the needs and 
sorrows of exile, and his sympathy for our joys and successes. It is hard to 
imagine any kind of national ‘celebration’ in which Bishop Metropolitan would 
not take part by prayer or blessing...9 
 
Although IR also covers Yevlogy’s work as the leader of the Russian Church in exile, its 
focus is mainly on Yevlogy’s role as a societal leader. As such, IR reinforces the image 
 
                                                   
7 “Владыко православной церкви в четырнадцати государствах Западной Европы […]”. Ibid ,p. 8. 
8 “Митрополит без людей, без денег, берет на себя труднейшую работу — организацию целой 
епархии за рубежом!” In “Юбилей Митрополита Евлогия”. IR 1928-4(141), p. 9. 
9 “По инициативе Митрополита или при его участии, образованы разные комитеты и общества 
просветительного и благотворительного характера, отвечающие различным духовным и 
материальным потребностями беженцев. […] Всем известна отзывчивость Митрополита на все 
нужды и печали беженства, и его сочувствие к нашими радостями и успехами. Трудно себе 
представить какое нибудь национальное ‘торжество’, в котором Владыка Митрополит не приняли 





of the Russian Church in emigration as a community, rather than a mere religious or 
spiritual institution, with Metropolitan Yevlogy as the flock’s “good Shepherd”10. 
Additionally, the ongoing war on religion in Soviet Russia is all the more reason for 
the émigré community to safeguard Russian Orthodoxy abroad. It can, however, be 
argued that this is not exclusively for religious reasons. As IR’s tone and choice of 
words suggest, an element of moral superiority vis-à-vis the Bolsheviks also seems to 
play a part. The moral aspect of safeguarding religion, for example, comes to the fore 
in a New Year’s address by Metropolitan Yevlogy. In 1930, on the occasion of the New 
Year “in the old style” (i.e. according to the Julian calendar used in Russian Orthodoxy 
until this date), IR asks Yevlogy to address its readers and “express his wishes for his 
flock.”11 Yevlogy starts off by sending IR’s readers his “best wishes for a brighter and 
more joyful life.”12 The reason for this wish is evident, as Yevlogy indicates how  
 
[t]he past year, like the previous years of our exile, brought little joy to our 
tormented souls. A dull, gray refugee life, a harsh, hard struggle with need, an 
enduring, never-ending, never-dying longing for the Motherland, a constant 
change of bright hopes in bitter disappointments – that is what our feelings 
mainly consisted of.13  
 
According to Yevlogy, émigré life is a life of sorrow, struggle and disappointments – 
both practical and mental. Moreover, for Yevlogy this émigré sorrow is even amplified 
when thinking of the current situation of religion in Soviet Russia: 
 
But especially painful and excruciating are our thoughts about our native Russia, 
about our spiritual Mother the Russian Church, about the ongoing suffering. In 
this regard, the past year has brought us a lot of grief, for religious persecution 
in Soviet Russia has reached unprecedented cruelty. We survived the 
destruction of our historical shrines, the Iverskaya Chapel in Moscow, the mass 
closing of churches and monasteries, the removal of church bells, the burning of 
 
                                                   
10 “[…] добрыми Пастырем.” Ibid. 
11 “[…] высказать свои пожелания пастве.” In “Новогоднее обращение”. IR 1930-03(244), p. 1. 
12 “Шлю им свои лучшие пожелания более светлой и радостной жизни.” Ibid. 
13 “Мало отрады внес в наши измученные души истекший год, как прежние годы нашего изгнания. 
Тусклая, серенькая беженская жизнь, суровая, тяжелая борьба с нуждой, непрестающая, ничем, не 
утолммая, не заглушаемая тоска по Родине, постоянная смена светлых надежд горькими 





icons (4000 in one place and at a time), and these endless executions, prisons, 
banishment are only for the practice of faith, only for the manifestation of 
religious conviction.14 
 
Yevlogy strongly condemns the extreme brutality with which the Bolsheviks attack 
religion in Soviet Russia. However, he finds comfort in the current international 
protest against the Bolshevik persecutions: 
 
But in the midst of this terrible theological struggle, when all the Pillars of 
Hercules of cruelty and malice were already crossed, suddenly a loud protest 
rang out against the unheard of violence against the human conscience, against 
the scolding of these great and eternal relics of the Christian, and generally 
human heart.15 
 
For Yevlogy it is only logical that other nationalities also come to the aid of Russian 
Orthodoxy as it is not a matter of nationality, but of universal morality: 
 
In this protest, we do not see any politics, no political interests are involved here. 
This phenomenon of the highest order is the voice of an indignant conscience, 
the cry of a human soul who felt insulted in its highest manifestations. After all, 
besides external, earthly and transitory values, it is to store in itself other higher, 
imperishable, spiritual, eternal values dear to all mankind without 
distinguishing between states and nationalities. Religion ranks first among these 
values. A cultured person treats all religions with respect, and the reproach of 
 
                                                   
14 “Но особенно болезненны и мучительны наши думы о родной России, о нашей духовной Матери 
Русской Церкви, — о непрекращающихся страданиях. В этом отношении истекший год принес нам 
особенно много горя, ибо религиозные гонения в советской России достигли небывалой 
жестокости. Мы пережили уничтожение нашей исторической Святыни, — Иверской часовни в 
Москве, массовое закрытие церквей и монастырей, снятие колоколов, сожжение икон (4.000 в 
одном месте и в один раз), и эти бесконечные расстрелы, тюрьмы, ссылки только за исповедание 
веры, только за проявление религиозных убеждений.” Ibid. 
15 “Но вот в самый разгар этого страшного богоборчества, когда уже перейдены были все 
герукулесовы столпы жестокости и злобы, вдруг неожиданно раздался громкий протест против 
неслыканного насилия над человеческой совестью, против поругания этих величайших и вечных 





religion makes him feel deeply indignant. It was in defense of these scolded 
religious shrines that the voice of a Christian conscience was heard.16 
 
Although stricto sensu Yevlogy’s utterance is of course in favor of defending Orthodoxy 
and religious practices in Soviet Russia, phrases such as “the voice of an indignant 
conscience”, “the cry of a human soul who felt insulted” and “a cultured person treats 
all religions with respect” refer to a more universal sense of morality and 
righteousness vis-à-vis Soviet moral decay which is manifested, among others, in the 
persecution of religion. Hence, Yevlogy’s claims that “no political interests are 
involved” and that there is no “distinguishing between states and nationalities”, can 
perhaps also be complemented with a statement that strictly no religious interests are 
involved – as this is, above all, a matter of universal morality.  
Additionally, IR claims that the Bolshevik war on religion, does not stop a the 
Russian boarder. In a 1927 article IR claims that Russian institutions abroad are also 
under attack:  
 
In Paris, as elsewhere, after the recognition of the Soviets, Bolshevik envoys tried 
to take away the church buildings from the Russian parishes and place their 
institutions in them. The supreme Church administration, however, led a 
stubborn struggle and in most cases came out victorious. Only in England and 




                                                   
16 “В этом протесте, мы не видим никакой политики, тут не затрагиваются никакие и ничьи 
политические интересы. Это явление высшего порядка, — это голос возмущенной совести, крик 
души человеческой, почувствовавшей себя оскорбленной в своих высших проявлениях. Ведь, кроме 
ценностей внешних, земных и преходящих, она хранить в себе другие высшие, нетленные, 
духовные, вечные ценности дорогие всему человечеству без различи государств и 
национальностей. В ряду этих ценностей религия занимает первое место. Культурный человек ко 
всякой религии относится с уважением, и поругание религии взывает у него чувство глубокого 
возмущения. Вот в защиту этих поруганных религиозных святынь и раздался голос христианской 
совести.” Ibid. 
17 “В Париже как и повсюду, после признания советов, большевистское полпреды старались отнять 
у русских приходов церковные здания, и разместить в них свои учреждения. Высшее церковное 
управление вело однако упорную борьбу и, в большинстве случаев, вышло победителем. Только в 





In this regard, IR credits Metropolitan Yevlogy, as he “has spent seven years in tireless 
labor, defending and protecting the Orthodox Church, that of Tikhon, abroad”18 and 
“created with the help of believers a new center of Orthodox Churchliness and 
spiritual culture.”19 The mention of Tikhon’s Church arguably refers to Orthodoxy in 
the prerevolutionary style, as opposed to that of the “Living Church”, an Orthodox 
movement which in return for a pledge of loyalty to the Soviet authorities was 
recognized by the Soviet government and allowed to continue its ecclesiastical 
activities (Raeff 1990: 121-122). As such, IR emphasizes the fact that Yevlogy stays 
true to prerevolutionary Orthodoxy, and highlights the resilience of the congregation 
in exile under the Metropolitan’s strong guidance.  
Nevertheless, according to IR, not only is the present of the Russian Orthodox 
Church both in Russia and abroad threatened, but its future is also at risk. In a 1927 
article devoted to the Sergiyevsky Compound in Paris, IR addresses the precarious 
situation of the Russian Orthodox Church’s theological education. As the Bolsheviks 
destroyed the Russian Theological School in 1918 and closed down other similar 
institutions, theological education is virtually impossible in Soviet Russia. As a result, 
IR states, “[b]efore the Russian Church has risen the danger of becoming, in the future, 
devoid of theologically educated pastors”20. Nevertheless, IR continues, “[t]his duty to 
the Orthodox Church was clearly recognized by the Russian emigration and, in 
particular, by the Russian Christian Student Movement in Western Europe.”21 And as 
such, IR claims, “the responsible care of the senior hierarchs of the Church was met 
with a strong impulse of the believing youth”22. IR thus clearly posits that the survival 
of the Orthodox Church is not only a concern of émigré clergy, but is the duty of the 
entire émigré community. As such, IR is happy to see that the émigré youth in the form 
of the Russian Christian Student Movement are also contributing.  
Furthermore, IR indicates in the same article, “the actual danger from the 
Bolsheviks that threatened the church on rue Daru prompted Metropolitan Yevlogy to 
 
                                                   
18 “Семь лет в неустанных трудах провел Митрополит, отстаивая и защищая за рубежом 
православную, тихоновскую церковь.” IR 1927-14(99), p. 9. 
19 “[…] создал с помощью верующих и новый очаг православной церковности и духовной культуры.” 
IR 1928-4(141), p. 9 
20 “Перед русской церковью выросла опасность остаться в будущем лишенной богословски 
образованных пастырей.” IR 1927-20(105), p. 8. 
21 “Этот долг перед православной церковью был ясно осознан русской эмиграцией и в частности 
Русским Христианским Студенческим Движением в западной Европе.” Ibid. 
22 “Таким образом, ответственные заботы старших иерархов церкви встретились с сильными 





take the path of real action.”23 Yevlogy actively searched for money and a building, and 
in this way, the Sergiyevsky Compound came into being, a theological institute and 
“not only the center of Orthodox thought in the West, but also the contact point and 
meeting place of Eastern and Western Christianity.”24 IR concludes the article by 
highlighting once more the situation of Orthodoxy in Soviet Russia where “[m]any 
Russian shepherds have been martyred […]. Others were cowardly and denied God, 
not disdaining the title of member of the ‘Living Church’.”25 With the loyal priests being 
“martyred” and the remaining priests cowardly turning their backs on 
prerevolutionary, ‘true’ Orthodoxy, IR states that “[t]he new church, the new Russia 
will need educated theologically and firm-minded people.”26 Nevertheless, IR is 
hopeful and indicates that “[t]his shift is being prepared. The new Russian Oslyabya 
and Peresvet will fulfill their purpose in the future.”27 Oslyabya and Peresvet were two 
14th-century Russian Orthodox monks who fought in the Battle of Kulikovo (1380) 
against the armies of the Golden Horde. In this metaphor, the Mongolian Army 
arguably corresponds to the Bolsheviks, an enemy force invading prerevolutionary 
Russia, while the new émigré priests trained in the Sergiyevsky Compound are 
presented as warriors such as Oslyabya and Peresvet fighting against this enemy. By 
means of this reference, IR thus not only adopts a militant tone, but it also states its 
belief that émigré priests will defeat Bolshevism, just as the Russian monks defeated 
the Mongolian Army. 
In sum, throughout the year IR thus predominantly discusses the Russian Church in 
exile in light of its societal function, as a physical and mental place of unity and 
support. As such, it can be argued, IR considers the émigré Church a crucial unifying 
agent for the émigré community. Additionally, it is only in light of Soviet attacks on 
religion inside and outside Russia’s boarders that IR also pays attention to the 
religious function of the church. Nevertheless, even then the religious aspect never 
truly gets the upper hand, as IR portrays the émigré attitude toward the Orthodox 
Church and religion as an indicator of morality, above all. 
 
                                                   
23 “[…] фактическая опасность, грозившая церкви на улице Дарю со стороны большевиков, побудила 
Митрополита Евлогия вступить на путь реального действия.” Ibid. 
24 “[…] не только центром православной мысли на западе, но и точкой соприкосновения и местом 
встречи Восточного и Западного Христианства.” Ibid. 
25 “Много русских пастырей прияло там на Родине мученическую кончину. Иные были малодушны 
и отреклись от Бога, не погнушавшись званием ‘живоцерковников’.” Ibid, p. 9. 
26 “Новой церкви, новой России нужны будут образованные богословски и твердые духом люди.” 
Ibid. 
27 “Новой церкви, новой России нужны будут образованные богословски и твердые духом люди. Эта 





2.1.2 Christmas and Easter  
In addition to the theme issues devoted to canonical Russian writers (cf. 1.2), IR also 
yearly publishes theme issues for Easter (Paskhalny nomer) and Christmas 
(Rozhdestvensky nomer), the two main holidays in Russian Orthodoxy. Overall, other 
Orthodox holidays are not addressed in IR, nor do they get special theme issues. The 
content of the Christmas and Easter theme issues is generally oriented more (but not 
exclusively) toward prerevolutionary Russian culture than the average, non-themed 
issue. Put differently, IR only rarely looks back on prerevolutionary life and culture, 
but a clear exception to this rule are these holiday theme issues. This is not illogical, 
as Christmas and Easter are yearly milestones in which IR’s readers are invited to look 
back on those events before life in exile. Furthermore, via these church holidays, the 
link with the Orthodox Church further reinforces the bond with prerevolutionary 
Russia – especially since most host countries are non-Orthodox and, thus, have other 
holiday traditions.  
Most of these theme issues have beautiful covers with artworks in color by 
prominent émigré artists, such as Ivan Bilibin and Filipp Malyavin. As multicolor 
covers at this time are more expensive than covers in one color, IR thus truly invests 
in those theme issues and arguably aims at making these holidays extra special. The 
holiday covers depict typically Russian settings (such as snowy landscapes and 
churches with onion domes – see figures 63-65), traditions paired with the holidays 
(such as the figure of Ded Moroz, or khristosovatsya, the act of exchanging three kisses 
on Easter – see figures 66-67), and figures from Russian folklore and history (such as 
Ivan Tsarevich and Tsar Saltan – see figures 68-69).  
In contrast to what the indication of “Christmas issue” and “Easter issue” may 
suggest, these issues are not entirely devoted to those holidays, nor do they focus 
solely on (prerevolutionary) Russian culture. Furthermore, prerevolutionary Russia 
and its holiday traditions are covered almost exclusively in the Easter issues and 
hardly in the Christmas issues. This is most likely due to the fact that Easter is the most 
important religious holiday in Russian Orthodoxy. In various Easter issues, for 
example, IR prints old engravings depicting how Easter was celebrated (long) before 
the Revolution, including typical Russian clothing (such as the kokoshnik and sarafan 
– see figure 70), Orthodox masses (figures 71-72), Easter customs such as painted eggs 
(figures 71-72), as well as the use of vyaz, an old, religious Russian font (figure 73).  
The only exception is the 1927 Christmas issue, in which virtually all items are 
either Christmas themed, or devoted to prerevolutionary Russia. This is undoubtedly 
for obvious reasons, i.e. the tenth anniversary of the October Revolution. In this extra 
long issue – 34 pages without advertisements, about ten pages more than usual –, IR 




Lukash’s “The tale of Paramon Golubok, glorious Cossack” revolves around the 1814 
battle of Paris which was won by the Russians (and ultimately led to the defeat of 
Napoleon), and is accompanied by engravings by Aleksandr Saurweid (Zaurveyd) 
from that same year, depicting Cossacks in France. Other stories clearly denounce 
Soviet life and habits. The satiric, dystopic story “The last bourgeois” by Aleksandr 
Kuprin with illustrations by Pem, for example, is set in Bolshevik Leningrad in 1940 
where the last bourgeois lives as a museum piece until he ultimately goes insane. And 
Georgy Ivanov’s “Train to Novorzhev”, with a headpiece and vignettes by traditionalist 
émigré artist Ivan Bilibin, then, describes how an old prince can no longer stand the 
ugly, uncultivated life in the Soviet province and commits suicide. In the long nostalgic 
poem “Christmas Eve” (Sochelnik), Mikhail Struve compares Christmas celebrations 
before the Revolution and to those now in exile. And the Christmas tale “Mr. Goose and 
the little baroness” by Valentin Goryansky, with illustrations by MAD, is a witty story 
about a little person in love with a baroness and the devil who is jealous of Santa and 
tries to trick him. This story takes place in a non specified, but presumably non-
Russian setting as there are no references to Russia whatsoever. This can also be 
discerned in the character of Santa. Whereas the Santa-like figure from Slavic 
mythology is called “Grandfather Frost” (Ded Moroz), in this story Goryansky uses the 
figure of “Grandfather Christmas” (Rozhdestvensky ded). Rozhdestvensky ded was not 
invented by Goryansky, but is an existing Santa figure which ties in more with the 
Western tradition, as the analogy with, for example, the name of the French Père Noël 
indicates. It is thus significant that IR prints a story of a Western-like Santa figure, 
instead of an (educational) story about the Slavic Ded Moroz. 
The true eye-catchers of this issue are the numerous reproductions of paintings and 
illustrations, four of which are in color, by “our best Russian artists”28, as IR indicates. 
Many of these works show Russian historical or folkloric themes, such as Shukhayev’s 
In the Chudov Monastery (figure 74), an illustration from the French edition of 
Pushkin’s Boris Godunov; Bilibin’s Tsarevich (figure 75), a costume sketch for Anna 
Pavlova’s Russian ballet “which takes us to the world of our fairy tales”29; and 
Stelletsky’s Streltsy (figure 76), “completely absorbed in the themes of our Russian 
antiquity and history.”30 Note IR’s systematic use of the word “our” (nash) when 
referring to the artists and the topics of their works, which is arguably aimed at 
creating a bond over Russian heritage among its readers; interestingly, IR does the 
same for émigré art (more on this in 2.2). Other visual items in this issue are antique 
engravings of landmarks from Russian cities before the Revolution, such as 
 
                                                   
28 “[…] наших лучших русских художнинов.” IR 1927-52(137), p. 26. 
29 “[…] — переносящий нас в мир нашей сказки […]” Ibid. 




Saint-Petersburg and Moscow (figures 77-78), and depicting Christmas celebrations 
at the time (figures 79-80). In the 1927 Christmas issue IR thus paints a highly curated 
image, it can be argued, of prerevolutionary Russia and Russian culture, and, by means 
of various items (both visual and textual) evokes different aspects of Russian heritage. 
In IR’s other church holiday theme issues, this is much less the case. Although IR does 
not explicitly mentions a reason for this elaborate Christmas issue, this is most likely 
due to the tenth anniversary of the Revolution in 1927. Hence, by means of an extra 
special Christmas issue, it can be argued, IR seeks to compensate for this tenth 
Christmas celebrated far away from home, and comforts its readers by highlighting 
the fact that the community is celebrating together. 
When it comes to the short stories in IR’s holiday theme issues, the majority of them 
are set in an émigré context and compare how these holidays were celebrated before 
the Revolution and now. Many of these stories revolve around the traditions 
accompanying those church holidays and address how these traditions are continued 
abroad. As mentioned earlier, this is especially the case for Easter. Many Easter stories 
include eating kulich and paskha (two types of Easter bread), khristosovatsya, and 
painting chicken eggs red. In the 1925 story “Syrnaya paskha” by satirist writer Sasha 
Chorny (Aleksandr Glikberg), for example, the protagonist first recalls 
prerevolutionary Easter celebrations in an idyllic setting “which can only be described 
right by [the poet] Fet”31. He then decides that “[i]t is necessary to color the everyday 
émigré life with something, to establish a semblance of a holiday”32 and goes to great 
lengths to find all ingredients for making kulich. In 1927, then, IR publishes two stories 
about the difficulties émigrés in Africa have finding chicken eggs to paint. One of these 
stories is “Peace and Peace!” by a certain M. Lazursky, an interesting story providing a 
general understanding of what it is like to celebrate Easter abroad: 
 
When Sergey Petrovich lived in the Novgorod province, in the village of Krylat, 
[...] he did not have any relation to religion. Mariya Ivanovna sometimes went to 
mass and fasted, but she did it more out of habit. Sergey Petrovich had no time 
to do this and had no wish to. […] And if in the village of Krylat it would have 
happened (could you imagine, such a trick of fate!) that he would have had to 
celebrate Easter without a red egg, without kulich, and without paskha, it is 
unlikely that Sergey Petrovich would be especially upset. But here, in Africa, it 
was a different matter. Here, there was so much precious, native, irreplaceable, 
 
                                                   
31 “[…] только Фету впору описать...” In “Сырная Пасха”, IR 1925-8(17), p. 1. 





sincere, touching to the red egg, to paskha and kulich that it was simply 
impossible to imagine how to do without them.33 
 
As this fragment reflects so well, for many émigrés the traditions surrounding church 
holidays arguably do not have a religious value, but rather a nostalgic one, as they 
(re)establish a bond with prerevolutionary Russian life in general. Continuing those 
traditions abroad thus transports émigrés back in time and space. It not only helps 
them forget the hardships of émigré life, but, more importantly, it allows them to feel 
truly Russian again – even if just for one day. This is also reflected in the cover of the 
Easter issue of that year (figure 67). The illustration of an émigré somewhere in Africa 
holding a red Easter egg and exchanging three kisses with an African woman is 
accompanied by the statement “An émigré, no matter in which corner of the earth fate 
has landed him, strongly holds on to his native customs.”34 IR thus directly addresses 
its readers and encourages them to continue their native customs and traditions 
abroad, even in a country or culture as far removed as the one where émigré on the 
cover lives. 
As the holidays are yearly milestones, they encourage reflection on exile and on 
Russia’s situation, hence stimulating the comparison of “then and now”. The 1925 New 
Year’s issue (one issue after the Christmas issue) opens with a reflection by Aleksandr 
Kuprin entitled “Paris and Moscow”35. Comparing the streets of both cities, Kuprin 
finds many similarities in various aspects such as the pigeons on the squares, the 
stately boulevards and gardens, but also the small alleyways where time stands still 
or the tiny windows in the cellars and attics. Even the inhabitants’ attitudes are the 
same, Kuprin indicates, as Parisians think of Paris as the best city in the world, just as 
any Muscovite “unshakably is aware that a city more beautiful than Moscow is 
 
                                                   
33 “Когда Сергей Петрович жил в Новгородской губернии, в селе Крылатом, [...], его отношение к 
религии было никакое. Марья Ивановна ходила иногда к обедне и говела великими постом, но 
делала это больше по привычке. Сергею Петровичу и некогда было этим заниматься и охоты не 
было. […] И если бы в селе Крылатом случилось бы так (можно себе представить такую игру 
судьбы!), что пришлось бы встретить пасху без красного яичка, без кулича, и без пасхи, вряд ли 
Сергей Петрович был бы особенно расстроен. Но тут, в Африке, это было другое дело. Тут в красном 
яйце, в пасхе и куличе заключалось так много дорогого, родного, незаменимого, душевного, 
умилительного, что просто и представить себе нельзя было, как обойтись без них.” In “Мир и мир!” 
IR 1927-17(102), p. 8. 
34 “Эмигрант, в какую-бы точку земного шара тебя ни закинула судьба, держись крепко родных 
обычаев!” IR 1927-16(101), cover. 





nowhere to be found”36. There is, however, a major difference between the two cities, 
which can be found in Christmas traditions. On Christmas Eve, Kuprin states, Parisians 
go out until the morning, whereas a native Muscovite would 
 
sit down for dinner after the all-night vigil with the first star of the ‘Bethlehem’ 
– starting with kutya and pear vzvar37. And in the windows, somewhere, on 
different floors, through the closed curtains, the lights of candles in Christmas 
trees were already shining with misty golden clusters...”38  
 
For Kuprin, these Christmas customs seem “exactly one hundred years ago”39. He thus 
highlights the remoteness of the homeland not only in space but also in time, a 
distance laid bare by the passing of yet another Christmas celebrated in foreign lands.  
In the 1927 Easter issue, IR prints the poem “Easter chime” (Paskhalny perezvon) 
by Boris Bashkirov. The poem contrasts the happiness of earlier days to the sorrow 
that both the émigrés and the people in Soviet Russia are experiencing now: 
 
What a dark, terrible dream we are having ... 
We have been breathing sadness for ten years. 
We have not heard for ten long years 
The Easter chime of native churches. 
  
Moscow. Matins. People hurry - 
"Christ has Risen"! Joy. Laughter. Hugs... 
All of this is not for us. A heavy spell 
Has chained us the tenth year already. 
 
But our heart is there, among relatives 
And those close to us in spirit and in thought. 
We know – also over them darkness fell 
 
                                                   
36 “И москвич также непоколебимо сознает, что прекраснее города, чем Москва нигде не сыщешь.” 
Ibid, p. 2. 
37 Kutya is a grain dish with sweet gravy and vzvar is a beverage made out of stewed fruit, both are 
traditionally served during the Christmas meal. 
38 “Коренной москвич садился обедать после всенощной, при первой звезде “вифлиемской” — 
начиная с кутьи и грушевого взвара. А в окнах, кое где, в разных этажах, сквозь спущенный 
занавески, уже сияли туманными золотистыми гроздьями огни свечей на елках...” Ibid. 





And boundless grief is among them. 
 
But we believe that the bright day will come: 
Together we will celebrate the Resurrection 
It will rise, the dawn of liberation will rise 
And the evil shadow will disappear.40 
 
Just as Christmas makes Kuprin look back in time, for Bashkirov it is Easter that 
highlights the distance in time from Russia. Ten years have passed since the 
Revolution – “a dark, terrible dream” and a period of sadness. Bashkirov recalls the 
joyful time of Easter in Russia before the Revolution and indicates how all of that is 
not for the émigrés, as they are stuck abroad for a decade already. But Bashkirov 
indicates that the émigré community is thinking of its relatives and compatriots in 
Russia, who have not been spared of misery either. Nevertheless, Bashkirov remains 
hopeful that one day Russia will be able to cast off the evil shadow of Bolshevism and 
will resurrect, just like Christ. 
Overall, what emerges in many of the holiday items thus is a sense of loss. As 
Christmas and Easter are holidays centered around traditions and old customs, it can 
be argued that they remind IR’s readers of their prerevolutionary life. What is more, 
the customs linked to those church holidays arguably can be seen as a significant 
aspect of the émigrés’ prerevolutionary identity. This sense of loss which is amplified 
on church holidays, is often also reflected in the cartoons of those theme issues. Take 
the 1927 cartoon on Easter traditions abroad (figure 81). MAD depicts many 
traditions accompanying Russian Easter: eating pork and kulich, drinking real Russian 
vodka, painting eggs and visiting relatives. Due to the poor conditions of émigré life, 
all of these traditions had to give way. Instead, only a cost-free custom such as 
exchanging three kisses is able to survive abroad. However, according to MAD this 
“can also be done not on Easter.”41 MAD thus seems to suggest that abroad, there is 
not much left of Russian Easter and its accompanying traditions. 
 
                                                   
40 “Какой нам снится темный, страшный сон... / Мы десять лет печалью терпкой дышим. / Мы долгих 
десять лет уже не слышим / Родных церквей пасхальный перезвон. // Москва. Заутреня. Спешит 
народ — / ‘Христос Воскресе’! Радость. Смех. Объятья... / Все не для нас. Тяжелое заклятье / Нас 
цепенит уже десятый год. // Но сердце наше там, среди родных / И близких нам по духу и по мысли. 
/ Мы знаем — и над ними тьмы нависли / И безгранично горе среди них. // Но верим мы, наступить 
светлый день: / Мы вместе встретим праздник Воскресенья, / Взойдет, взойдет заря освобожденья 
/ И злого прошлого исчезнет тень.” “Пасхальный перезвон”. IR 1927-16(101), p. 2. 
41 “Но ведь это можно делать и не па Пасху.” In “Русские пасхальные традиции заграницей”. IR 1927-





Also on Christmas, IR publishes cartoons that show the difference between how the 
holiday was celebrated before the Revolution and how it is now. The cartoon in the 
1925 Christmas issue (figure 82) is certainly one of the most bitter in IR, as it 
juxtaposes the prerevolutionary happiness around Christmas time to the émigrés’ 
current misery in exile. MAD indicates how the émigrés do not want to hear the 
Christmas tale about the freezing boy, about the boots set outside for Russian Santa 
Ded Moroz or about the sailor returning home as the émigrés are, respectively, 
“already cold enough in [their] room on the 7th floor without central heating”42, “have 
not paid the shoemaker yet for the last patching”43, and “still do not know [themselves] 
when [they] will return”44. They also do not want to hear about the traditional goose 
for dinner, as they “just had lunch at the vegetarian canteen for 1 franc 50 cents.”45 
The stars in the sky, in turn, remind the émigrés “of the existence of a five-pointed red 
star”46, i.e. the existence of Bolshevism. The last drawing in this cartoon is by far the 
most grim, suggesting that the émigrés do not want to hear about the Christmas tree, 
as this is also “a tree from which you can hang yourself”47. Although IR’s cartoons often 
contain a good deal of self-mockery, it seems as if no humor could stand against the 
bitter longing for the homeland during the Holiday season – a longing so severe, MAD 
suggests, that it would even push the émigrés to commit suicide.  
IR prints a similar Christmas cartoon in 1929 (figure 83) in which prerevolutionary 
Christmas traditions and stories are reframed in the émigré context, albeit less grim 
this time. In this cartoon, the traditional Christmas story of the freezing boy is hard to 
believe for the émigrés as it is 11 degrees Celsius in Paris, the sailor’s wife awaits her 
husband’s return not from the sea, but from the Citroën car factory, and the only goose 
an émigré talks about is as a curse word referring to a friend who still owes him money 
– canard. Other traditional Christmas stories include ones about a “scary forest” 
(which is, in fact, the Bois de Boulogne in Paris where the sounds are just cars), a 
woman sitting in front of the fire place (not out of coziness, but to cook after a long 
day at work), and the image of children dancing happily around a Christmas tree but 
who actually turn out to be dolls in the window of a toy store. In a slightly more 
lighthearted manner, MAD once more emphasizes the big difference between then and 
now, a difference amplified during Christmas time. 
 
                                                   
42 “[…] нам и без того холодно в нашей комнате на 7-м этаже без центрального шоффажа.” In 
“Традиционные рождественские рассказы". MAD, IR 1925-24(33), p. 3. 
43 “[…] мы еще не оплатили сапожнику за последнюю заплату.” Ibid. 
44 “[…] мы еще сами не знаем, когда мы вернемся туда.” Ibid. 
45 “[…] мы только что обедали в вегетарианской столовке за 1 fr. 50 c.” Ibid. 
46 “[…] это напоминает нам о существовании пятиконечной красной звезды.” Ibid. 




It is, thus, clear that the customs linked to church holidays are considered a 
significant aspect of the émigrés’ prerevolutionary identity. This is even more 
apparent bearing in mind the contemporary situation in Soviet Russia where the 
Bolsheviks have banned all religious activities (cf. 5.1.3.1). In 1927, MAD uses the 
example of the banned Christmas tree, transforming the garlands and base of the 
prerevolutionary tree into respectively shackles chaining the Soviet people and the 
cross marking their grave (figure 84). In Soviet Russia, the joyous family celebrations 
of Christmas have thus been transformed into persecutions and suffering. 
Having to abandon a lot of these prerevolutionary traditions, the Russian émigrés, 
it seems, have lost a part of their former identity in exile. Nevertheless – or perhaps 
even more because of it – these holidays remain widely celebrated in the émigré 
community, something which IR eagerly covers in its pages. Just as interesting as the 
Christmas and Easter issues itself are the issues following those holidays, as they 
usually contain pictures of how these holidays were (and were not) celebrated in the 
emigration and Soviet Russia. Although the number of these pictures is limited (there 
are generally no more than a handful after each holiday), they fit well with IR’s general 
gist: consolidating the émigré community spirit on the one hand, and highlighting 
moral decay in Soviet Russia on the other.  
Similar to the printing of religious pictures throughout the year, the printing of 
pictures such as figures 85-88 around Easter time allows IR to highlight the fact that 
Easter is still widely celebrated in emigration and that every year “cathedrals in Paris 
are crowded with worshippers”48. Surprisingly, IR reuses the top image of figure 85 
(printed in 1925) not only a year later in 1926 (figure 88, bearing the same title and a 
part of the original caption), but also on a cover in 1929, where it is said to be a picture 
of the Easter celebration in 1928 (figure 89). As such, the reuse of this picture and the 
incorrect – or perhaps even dishonest – caption highlight IR’s aim of emphasizing a 
flourishing Russian Orthodoxy and its traditions abroad, arguably with the evident 
intent of promoting pride and community spirit among its readers. 
Whereas IR’s pictures of Easter in exile mainly show well-attended churches and 
masses, when it comes to Christmas IR yearly includes a picture of children 
celebrating, such as figures 90-92. These pictures, it can be argued, although quite 
limited in number are very significant as they not only portray Christmas as an 
important family holiday, but they also testify to the émigré community’s care for its 
children, in strong contrast to Soviet Russia. I will discuss the care for children in 
emigration, as well as the lack thereof in Soviet Russia, more fully in respectively 4.2.2 
and 5.1.3.2. In 1926, IR publishes a group picture of a Christmas party for children 
 
                                                   




(yolka) in the Sergiyevsky Compound in Paris, emphasizing in the caption the event’s 
success:  
 
Deprived of Russian life, atmosphere, and sometimes even of Russian speech, the 
children happily responded to the invitation and literally crowded the building 
of the Sergiyevsky Compound.49  
 
IR thus considers this Christmas party as some sort of compensation for the fact that 
the émigré children have to grow up outside of Russia, which enables them to still get 
a taste of that “Russian life and atmosphere”. A year later, IR publishes a journalist 
portrait about a Christmas party for children in the Turgenev Library, which discusses 
the experiences of some the children present, including the six-year-old Lyalya: 
 
Her mother and older sister Nyuta have so many memories connected to Russian 
Christmas Eve, about Christmas snowdrifts, Star singers, the forest of green, 
dense Christmas trees growing in one night in the squares and at the butcher 
shops, the pre-holiday hustle and bustle in Gostiny Dvor, Ded Moroz... Lyalya 
doesn’t remember all this for the simple reason that she was born already in 
“Russia Abroad”, but she is an annual visitor and a passionate admirer of the 
Turgenev Christmas party, and by the age of six she had already accumulated 
some memories of her own...50 
 
Here, IR underlines the importance for émigré children to have memories connected 
to Russia and Russian Christmas. This is especially difficult for children such as Lyalya 
who were born in exile, but thanks to events such as the yearly Christmas parties in 
emigration, those children can create “memories of [their] own” instead of adopting 
 
                                                   
49 “Лишенные русского быта, обстановки а иногда и и русской речи детишки с радостью 
откликнулись на приглашение и буквально переполнили помещение Сергеевского подворья.” In 
“Елка в Сергиевском подворье в Париже”. IR 1926-7(40), p. 2. 
50 “У мамы и старшей сестры Нюты связано с ним столько воспоминаний о русском Сочельнике, 
рождественских, снежных сугробах, о христославах, о выряставших за одну ночь на площадях и у 
мясных лавок лес зеленых, густых елок, о предпраздничной сутолоке в Гостином Дворе, о Дедушке 
Морозе... Ляля этого всего не помнит простой причине, что родилась уже в "Зарубежной России", но 
она – ежегодная посетительница и страстная поклонница Тургеневской елки, и к шести годам у нее 






those of their parents, or even having no Russian ones at all. And IR is sure that “the 
memory of the wonderful Christmas party at the Turgenev Library will be zealously 
kept all year long in the small, grateful hearts until a new solemnly beautiful day.”51  
The importance of creating one’s own Russian memories also returns in December 
1929 on IR’s women’s page (which I will discuss more in depth in 4.1). In an opinion 
piece on this women’s page, devoted to Christmas traditions, a contributor named 
Mem first mentions the meaning of Christmas for adult émigrés as it is a “wonderful 
occasion for us émigrés to resurrect at least once a year that sweet, cheerful hustle and 
bustle that was for us as children a source of indescribable joy and pleasure ...”52 
According to Mem, Christmas is a yearly opportunity for adult émigrés to look back on 
their childhoods and the wonderful holiday seasons from before the Revolution. 
However, Mem continues, Christmas is not a cheerful period for everyone, as there are 
“families – alas, there are a lot of them! – where need, the eternal struggle for existence, 
isolation from the homeland, have already generated that dull skepticism turning my 
soul cold and empty.”53 The situation is perhaps the worst, Mem adds, for the “poor 
children, Russian children, not at all guilty of spending their childhood away from 
Russia, [who] grow up without holidays, without memory, without traditions.”54 
Hence, Mem calls on IR’s readers to still organize some Christmas celebrations. This 
does not even have to cost a lot of money as, she claims, as “[t]he good, old traditions 
are just as irreplaceable as, sometimes, some kind of old, worn, but beloved doll is 
irreplaceable for a child with no expensive toys.”55 Thus, what counts for Mem, again, 
is the opportunity for children to have their own memories of Russian traditions. In 
doing so, a direct connection arises between the child and Russia, instead of second-
degree connections, so to speak, via their parents; this is certainly crucial in the 
formation of a Russian identity for émigré children. 
Whereas the items on religion in IR throughout the year focus more on community 
spirit and (a)morality, IR mainly uses church holidays to emphasize the continuation 
of prerevolutionary Russia in the émigré community, resulting, above all, in an 
 
                                                   
51 “Но память о чудесной, тургеневсой елке будет ревниво хранится весь год в маленьких, 
благодарных сердечках до нового торжественно-прекрасного дня.” Ibid. 
52 “Какой прекрасный случай для нас, эмигрантов, хотя бы раз в году воскресить всю ту милую, 
веселую суету, которая была для нас, детей, источником непередаваемой радости и удовольствий...” 
In “Кое-что, кое о чем. О традициях”. IR 1929-50(239), p. 19. 
53 “[…] семьи, — увы, их немало! — где нужда, вечная борьба за существование, оторванность от 
родины, уже породили тот унылый скепсис, от которого становится холодно и пусто на душе.” Ibid. 
54 “И бедные дети, русские детки, совсем не виноватые в том, что проводить свое детство вдали от 
Росси, растут без праздников, без воспоминании, без традиций.” Ibid. 
55 “Добрые, старые традиции, так же незаменимы, как не заменима, иногда для ребенка никакими 




increased attention to the traditions surrounding those holidays. Moreover, as these 
holidays are excellent occasions for émigré children to establish a bond of their own 
with their native Russia, IR prompts its readers to keep on celebrating these holidays 
in exile. In these annual holiday theme issues, it can be argued, IR, to a certain extent, 






Figures for 2.1 
 
Figure 55: "The Russian church in Colombelles". IR 1927-3(88), p. 4. 
 
 





Figure 57: "Russians in emigration. Consecration of the chapel in Chalon-sur-Saône". IR 1928-33(170), p. 22. 
 
 






Figure 59: "The Russian cathedral in Rio". IR 1931-22(315), p. 14. 
 
 









































Figure 67: "Émigré, no matter in which corner of the earth fate has landed you, hold on strongly to your native 








































































Figure 79: "Christmas celebration in old times". IR 1927-52(137), p. 16. 
 
 













































































2.2 Émigré arts and literature 
In addition to covering prerevolutionary Russian culture and, thus, shaping a 
prerevolutionary cultural canon from the émigré perspective (cf. 1.2) IR also devotes 
attention to contemporary arts and literature in emigration. The majority of all arts 
and culture items in IR, especially in its specialized art sections, offers a rather general 
overview of cultural life in emigration. This chapter explores three segments of émigré 
culture: literature, painting, and performing arts. It should be noted that this analysis 
does not look into the émigré community’s artistic and cultural life as such, nor does 
it discuss to which extent IR paints a representative and/or exhaustive picture of the 
émigré cultural scene. Instead, this chapter focuses solely on the way in which IR 
presents émigré arts and culture to its readership – who, arguably, did not have an 
exhaustive overview of émigré cultural life either.  
Interesting for the question of preservationism in IR is the fact that some of its items 
suggest the existence of two generations in the cultural field: an older generation 
which was already active in Russia before the Revolution and a younger generation 
which started its activities in exile. This is an actual topic of debate in the interwar 
Russian émigré community, especially with regards to émigré literature. Although this 
debate comes to the fore most explicitly during the 1930s, the attention to the 
existence of two separate generations and the tension between them is already 
present and tangible during the 1920s, and, hence, in IR’s period under Mironov’s 
editorship. As Tihanov (2011: 152) indicates, the appellation of ‘old’ and ‘young’ is not 
a designation of age, but refers to the context in which these writers have launched 
their careers: respectively in prerevolutionary Russia and in exile. However, in order 
to avoid confusion with generational issues relating to parents and children which I 
discuss in this dissertation, I will instead refer to the ‘established’ and the ‘new’ 
generation of émigré writers. 
This leads to the question of whether IR addresses the emergence and existence of 
those two generations and, if so, how? Does IR indicate that there is a continuation 
between both generations, or does it rather see a gap? In case of the latter, does IR 
favor one generation over the other? Furthermore, what does IR have to say about 
émigré art in general? Does IR consider émigré art as a continuation of 
prerevolutionary art and thus adopt a preservationist stance on art? Or does it allow 






In addition to the prerevolutionary literature discussed in chapter 1.2, IR also pays 
attention to émigré literature. On the one hand, IR frequently publishes short stories 
– and, also, to a lesser extent, poetry – written by émigré authors. On the other hand, 
IR devotes two separate sections to book reviews and literary criticism. Additionally, 
IR also publishes stand-alone items focusing on the persona of these émigré writers, 
rather than on their works. All three types of literary content are present in IR from 
the very outset. 
As Rubins (2015: 2) indicates, during the interwar period the Russian community 
in Paris established its own “cultural microcosm” consisting of up to seventy Russian-
language periodicals, numerous publishing houses and libraries, writers unions and 
frequently organized literary evenings. Many of the émigré writers in this vibrant 
literary community had achieved notoriety in prerevolutionary Russia. Alongside 
these established writers soon emerged a new generation of writers who did not start 
their careers until after the Revolution in exile. Among those new writers who picked 
up the pen abroad are Gaito Gazdanov, Boris Poplavsky, Yuriy Felzen and Vladimir 
Nabokov. In contrast to the established generation whose influence has the upper 
hand in the émigré community’s cultural life, the new generation is labelled the 
“unnoticed generation” (nezamechennaya generatsiya) – an appellation launched by 
new writer Vladimir Varshavsky “to suggest superfluity, irrelevance, and marginality” 
(Tihanov 2011: 152). There was not only a difference in literary experience between 
both generations, but, more importantly, also in aesthetics and in ideology. Whereas 
the established generation still saw “the preservation and amplification of the 
idealized image of pre-1917 Russia as their principal mission” (Tihanov 2011: 155), 
the new generation was centered around “the shared experience of having to find a 
different stock of themes, without relying as much on reminiscences about the pre-
revolutionary past” (Tihanov 2011: 152). 
Although IR does not explicitly discusses the existence of a generational clash, there 
are a number of references which suggest that IR is, perhaps, more oriented toward 
the established writers – at least in the period of Mironov’s editorship. First of all, it 
can be argued that many of IR’s contributors and members of the editorial board are 
big names in this generation of established writers, such as Ivan Bunin, Aleksandr 
Kuprin, Dmitry Merezhkovsky and Georgy Adamovich (cf. introduction). It should, 
however, be noted that although IR mentions these writers’ names as contributors, 
their precise role in IR remains unclear. Second, especially in its early years (i.e. from 
1924 until 1926) IR is devoted almost exclusively to established writers. In its first 
issues, IR publishes portraits of “Russian writers abroad” without further explanation 




Remizov, Gippius, Merezhkovsky, Balmont, Aldanov, Bely, Osorgin, Bakhrakh, Zaytsev, 
Khodasevich, Muratov, Berberova, Chorny and Binshtok. 
Additionally, in those early years, the literary works which IR prints belong mainly 
to those household names. By way of illustration, the table below lists all literature – 
mainly prose, but also poetry – printed in 1924. Apart from one French author in each 
issue, IR prints only established émigré writers in 1924. 
 
1924-1 A. Kuprin – A slap in the face (Poshchyochina 
I. Bunin – In a kingdom (V nekotorom tsarstve) 
N. Teffi – Wings (Krylya) 
K. Balmont – Nomen est omen. A vjaz (ornamental script) of sonnets (Imya 
znamenye. Vyaz sonetov) 
A. Chorny – Émigré dreams (Emigrantskiye sny) 
1924-2 Z. Gippius – Vanya and Marie (Vanya i Mari) 
D. Merezhkovsky – The basrelief of Tsarskoye Selo. In memory of A. Zhukovsky 
(Tsarskoselsky barelyef. Pamyati V. A. Zhukovskogo) 
A. Osorgin – Novel with a raid (Roman s oblavoy) 
A. Thierry – The trap (Zapadnya) 
A. Chorny – Petit bourgeois verses (Melkoburzhuaznye virshi) 
K. Balmont – Amical message to the members of the Board, the members and gests 
of the Union of Writers and Journalists (Druzheskoye poslaniye chlenam 
Pravleniya, chlenam i gostyam Soyuza Pisateley i Zhurnalistov) 
1924-3 M. Aldanov – Suvorov in Brunn (Suvorov v Bryunne) 
B. Zaystev – Conspirators (Zagovorshchiki) 
Pierre Gump – Honor (Chest) 
K. Balmont – Is it you, night? (Ty-li, noch?) 
I. Bunin – Long gone (Dalekoye) 
A. Chorny – The train stop (Polustanok)  
1924-4 I. Bunin – Red bast shoes (Krasnye lapti)  
K. Balmont – How I did not steal (Kak ya ne ukral) 
M. Osorgin – Thing (Veshch)  
Charles-Henry Hirsch – Combine and Zoza (Kombin i Zoza) 
Don-Aminado – Glorification of polygamy (Proslavleniye mnogozhyonstva) 
1924-5 A. Remizov – God’s bee (Bozhya pcholka)  
P. Potyomkin – The match man (Spichechny chelovek) 
Marcel Jouhandeau – Clodomir-Killer (Klodomir-Ubiytsa) 
K. Balmont – God’s tree (Bozhye derevo) 
A. Chorny – Ballad about a Russian eccentric (Ballada o russkom chudake) 
1924-6 Ye. Chirikov – The husband’s ash Prakh muzha 
P. Potyomkin – The match man. Ending (Spichechny chelovek. Okonchaniye) 
Robert de Traz – The doppelganger (Dvoynik) 
A. Chorny – Émigré song (Emigrantskaya pesnya) 




Robert de Traz – The doppelganger. Continuation (Dvoynik. Prodolzheniye) 
1924-8 S. Yushkevich – Madman’s house (Domik sumashedshego) 
N. Tasin – Duel in the year 1940 (Duel v 1940 godu) 
Robert de Traz – The doppelganger. Ending (Dvoynik. Okonchaniye)  
P. Potyomkin – Car racing (Avtomobilnye gonki) 
M. Struve – Yelagin Island (Yelagin ostrov) 
Maria Ferrand – From folk tunes: lindens (Iz rodnykh napevov: lipy)  
1924-9 I. Bunin – Short stories (Korotkiye rasskazy) 
A. Chorny – Berlin Christmas (Berlinskoye rozhdestvo) 
Frédéric Boutet – The watchmaker (Chasovshchik) 
K. Balmont – In unmeasured subtlety (V neizmerennoy toni) 
 
Additionally, until the end of 1925 these writers are also mentioned on IR’s covers, 
arguably as a means to attract readers: 
 
The literary part of IR includes: M. A. Aldanov, K. D. Bamont, I. A. Bunin, Z. N. 
Gippius, A. F. Damanskaya, Bor. Zaytsev, Vl. Zeeler, N. P. Karabchevsky, A. I. 
Kuprin, D. S. Merezhkovsky, M. A. Osorgin, A. M. Remizov, N. A. Teffi, A. Chorny, 
B. F. Shlyotser (de Schloezer), Yevg. Chirikov and others.56 
 
IR, thus, does not just prints this generation of established writers, it undeniably, also 
uses their names to brand itself as a high quality magazine. From 1926 onwards, IR 
not only stops printing names on its covers, but, more importantly, slowly stops 
including these established writers on the literary pages and gives way to less 
prominent émigré writers, many of which are unknown even today, such as Ya. Lovich, 
M. Adamov, and Anatoly Alfyorov. What is more, around that period IR also starts 
printing less literature. Whereas in 1924 each issue contained four or five, sometimes 
even six literary items, this drops to two or three items near the end of 1925 and the 
beginning of 1926. As soon as IR starts appearing weekly instead of bimonthly, it starts 
printing fewer literary items. Furthermore, whereas IR initially printed highbrow 
stories and poetry, from 1925 onwards this decreases until 1926, when IR prints 
predominantly middlebrow literature. Although IR never provides a reason for this, it 
can be argued that this switch from a bimonthly to a weekly periodical coincides with 
 
                                                   
56 “В литературной части ‘Илл. России’ принимают участие: М. А. Алданов, К. Д. Бальмонт, И. А. Буннн, 
3. Н. Гиппиус, А.Ф. Даманская. Бор. Зайцев, Вл. Зеелер, Н. П. Карабчевский, А. И. Куприн, Д. С. 





a general turn to everyday life, marked by a decrease in literature and an increase in 
news items and photographs. 
Nevertheless, throughout the years those established writers occasionally return to 
IR’s pages, although, interestingly, most often not with their literature. In fact, during 
the early years, IR seems to have constituted a fixed set of prominent émigrés who are 
featured at various occasions, among whom are included many established writers. In 
1925, in the humorist section Bumerang, for example, IR prints a set of six cartoons of 
prominent émigré figures, all of which – except one – are old generation writers: 
Bunin, Kuprin, Balmont, Merezhkovsky and Gippius (figures 98-102). The sixth person 
is politician Pavel Milyukov, who in fact is also a prominent émigré from the 
established generation. Bunin is portrayed as some sort of literary knight riding the 
winged horse Pegasus and holding a pen as a spear. Kuprin is complaining about how 
the “French are ruining the Russian language”, for the Russian word ‘sides’ (boki) for 
them means ‘shores’ (côtes in French), ‘your’ (vash) is ‘cow’ (vache), and ‘trash’ (shval) 
means ‘horse’ (cheval)57 – an example of typical émigré language confusion which is 
often made fun of in IR, cf. 4.4. Balmont, then, is standing between mannequins with a 
harp in his hand and is citing his 1917 poem “I want” (Khochu): “I want to be bold / I 
want to be brave […] / I want to rip your clothes off”58 – arguably a reference to 
Balmont’s reputation as a dandy. And finally, the inseparable couple Merezhkovsky 
and Gippius are portrayed sitting alone on the same sofa and asking where the other 
is. These cartoons, above all, poke fun at traits of these authors which are generally 
known among IR’s readers.  
In mid-1926, IR publishes a series of interview portraits with prominent émigrés 
under the title “How does … live and work” (Kak zhivyot i rabotayet…). By describing 
these émigrés’ house and neighborhoods and what a typical day for them looks like, 
IR provides its readers with a glimpse of the daily life of the people discussed. Seven 
of the thirteen émigrés featured are writers, and all belong to the established 
generation – Bunin, Kuprin, Yushkevich, Chorny, Aldanov, Merezhkovsky and 
Shmelyov.59 As IR hardly discusses these writers’ literary work, it can be argued that 
those portraits allow IR to present them as émigré celebrities, rather than as literary 
figures.  
 
                                                   
57 “Эх, испортили французы русский язык: боки у них береги, ваш — корова, а шваль — лошадь.!” In 
“Наши шаржи. А. И. Куприн”, by MAD. IR 1925-16(25), p. 15. 
58 ““Хочу быть дерзким / Хочу быть смелым […] / хочу одежды с тебя срывать!” In “Наши шаржи. К. 
Д. Бальмонт”, by Griffon. IR 1925-17(26), p. 15. 
59 The other six are opera singers Mariya Kuznetsova and Dmitry Smirnov, lawyer Baron Boris Nolde, 





In late 1926, then, in the interview series “Our enquiries” (Nashi ankety), IR asks, 
among others, Bunin, Aldanov, Yablonovsky, Don-Aminado, Yushkevich and Zaytsev 
to give their opinion on the question “When will we return to Russia?” (Kogda 
vernyomsya v Rossii?); I will discuss this item more fully when looking at the return 
narrative in 4.4. In 1927, on the occasion of its hundredth issue, IR publishes the 
wishes and congratulations of leading émigrés, among which émigré writers Aldanov, 
Bunin, Teffi, Remizov, Kuprin, Yablonovsky, Gippius and Merezhkovsky. And in late 
1927, IR launches a photo contest with collages, in which each collage consists of three 
separate émigrés, as figure 103 illustrates. The challenge for IR’s readers is to guess 
which three émigrés are combined in the collage. As IR clarifies in the contest’s 
description, parts of ten émigrés are used, all of which are shown on the cover of that 
issue (figure 104). Half of them are writers: Kuprin, Merezhkovsky, Bunin, Aldanov 
and Balmont; the other five are physician Ivan Aleksinsky, actor Nikita Baliyev, singer 
Fyodor Shalyapin and politicians Pyotr Struve and Pavel Milyukov. Once again, IR most 
certainly does not include these writers in those items because of their literary 
qualities, at least not primarily, but rather for their capacity as leading émigrés – or 
émigré celebrities, if you will, although the term celebrity here refers more to their 
prominence, than their sensational lives. 
Additionally, IR also very rarely discusses these established writers in the context 
of their literary activities. This is mainly on the occasion of anniversaries. In 1925, for 
example, IR publishes a picture of a celebration in London in honor of Bunin (figure 
105). Kuprin, in turn, is celebrated by IR on the occasion of his thirty-fifth literary 
anniversary in 1924 with an overview of his activities during those thirty-five years. 
And in 1930, IR celebrates the fortieth anniversary of writer Lolo (G. L. Mundshteyn) 
by promoting his anniversary book Moscow Dust (Moskovsky prakh). Furthermore, 
when Yushkevich dies in 1927, IR commemorates the writer with an obituary by 
editor Mironov, stating that “Yushkevich was loved by everyone, even in a writing 
environment where relations are so complicated and interests are so bizarrely 
intertwined.”60 In this case, Mironov thus praises Yushkevich as a person, rather than 
because of his literary qualities and accomplishments.  
In addition to more trivial reports on Russian writers and items on anniversaries, 
IR also makes room for discussion of their works in two weekly literary sections. 
Knizhnaya polka (Book shelf) runs from late 1924 until mid-1929, and is followed by 
Literaturnaya nedelya (Literary week) from mid-1929 onward. In both sections, the 
books reviewed are not only by émigrés, but also by Soviet and Western writers; 
prerevolutionary works are also reprinted. However, as this chapter is devoted to IR’s 
 
                                                   
60 “[…] Юшкевич был любим всеми, даже в писательской среде, где так сложны отношения и так 




coverage of émigré art, I will only look at the émigré works discussed in these literary 
sections and I will come back to Soviet literature in 5.1.6. 
Knizhnaya polka consists of short book reviews, initially signed with various 
initials, suggesting numerous contributors, but from 1928 onwards they are generally 
written by journalist Yevgeny Znosko-Borovsky. Two things stand out in Knizhnaya 
polka. First of all, a large amount of historical works are presented in Knizhnaya polka, 
mainly non-fiction but also fiction. Just as in IR’s items on Russian history as discussed 
in chapter 1.1, the majority of the émigré historical works in Knizhnaya polka cover 
the First World War, the Revolution and the Civil War. But also other significant 
episodes such as the Revolution of 1905, the reign of Peter the Great, and the murders 
of Tsar Aleksandr II and Rasputin, are topics, as well as everyday life in 
prerevolutionary Russia. 
Second, virtually all émigré works discussed in this section belong to writers of the 
established generation. Among them are also many of the ‘fixed set’ of prominent 
authors mentioned earlier, such as Bunin, Kuprin, Zaytsev, Shmelyov, Gippius and 
Osorgin. Generally speaking, Knizhnaya polka praises the works of those authors. In 
contrast, new writers and their works do not seem to be covered in this section. 
Additionally, there is but one item in Knizhnaya polka referring to the generational 
clash. This should not be surprising as Knizhnaya polka is published during the émigré 
community’s early years when the polemic on the two generations of émigré writers 
is not yet very common. In a review of Aleksandr Amfiteatrov’s Vcherashniye predki, 
Znosko-Borovsko starts off by claiming how  
 
[o]ne cannot help but be surprised at the enormous energy shown by writers of 
the older generation. To write a novel in five parts, of which the first volume (two 
parts) alone consists of almost 400 pages — would many of the youth be able to 
do this?61 
 
Although this is the only thing Znosko-Borovsky has to say about the topic, its speaks 
volumes of his respect for the older generation of writers and their tendency to write 
voluminous works, as well as of his doubts in the abilities of the younger generation. 
In Knizhnaya polka’s successor Literaturnaya nedelya, however, Georgy Adamovich 
does discuss new writers in emigration – although to a lesser extent. These items 
 
                                                   
61 “Нельзя не удивляться огромной энергии, которую проявляют писатели старшего поколоения. 
Написать роман в пяти частях, из которых один первый том (две части) занимает почти 400 




suggest that, as with Znosko-Borovsky, Adamovich is hesitant when it comes to the 
new generation of émigré writers. This hesitation is clearly manifested in December 
1929 in his discussion of the latest edition of Sovremennye zapiski, one of the most 
important émigré literary journals, published in Paris from 1920 until 1940. 
Adamovich claims that “[f]or a very long time we grieved about the fact that the 
emigration did not give birth to new talents to replace the old, famous, shining, but 
aging ones.”62 Adamovich thus expresses the established generation’s long belief that 
there was no worthy succession (or ‘shift’, ‘smena’ as the émigré community calls it) 
among new writers. However, Adamovich continues, there might be a change on the 
way as “[h]ere, in one volume of Sovremennye zapiski, two ‘young people’ are 
presented who appeared after the revolution. It is not a matter of deciding which of 
them is better, which is worse. They are not alike, but both deserve to be the shift.”63 
The young writers Adamovich is talking about are Boris Poplavsky and Sirin – the 
pseudonym of Vladimir Nabokov. In this quote, Adamovich, thus, emphasizes his (as 
well as his fellow older generation writers, as the ‘we’ suggests) disappointment with 
most new writers; but at the same time he highlights his (and their) newfound hope 
in Poplavsky and Sirin-Nabokov. According to Adamovich, both show true talent, 
although refinement is required. With regard to Poplavsky, Adamovich praises his 
“talent and […] sharpness of feeling”. Not all of his poems are good, Adamovich 
continues, as “[t]here are poems that are careless and unexpressive. But others make 
us forget about all the slips or oversights of the poet and forgive him everything.”64 
The same goes for Sirin-Nabokov. Discussing his praised third novel, The Defense 
(Zashchita Luzhina, 1930), Adamovich indicates that “that admiration is not 
completely shared. The novel is idiosyncratic and quite artistic in style and design. It 
‘stinks with literature’ a tiny bit, as Turgenev puts it.” Nevertheless, Adamovich 
continues, “the true talent of the author is beyond any doubt.”65 After a long silence, 
Adamovich thus sees hope for the future of émigré literature. 
 
                                                   
62 “Мы очень долго горевали, что в эмиграции не нарождается новых дарований на смену прежним, 
знаменитым, блистательным, но стареющим.” IR 1929-50(239), p. 16. 
63 “Вот в одной книжке ‘Современных Записок’ представлено двое ‘молодых’ появившихся после 
революции. Не дело разбирать, кто из них лучше, кто хуже. Они друг на друга не похожи, но оба 
достойны быть сменой.” Ibid. 
64 “Какой талант и какая острота чувства! […] Есть стихотворения небрежные и 
маловыразительные. Но другие заставляют забыть о всех промахах или оплошностях поэта и все 
ему простить.” Ibid. 
65 “Должен признаться, что восхищение не вполне разделяю. Роман разеудочен и довольно 
искусственен по стилю и замыслу. Он чуть чуть 'воняет литературой', как выражается Тургенев. 




Adamovich makes a similar remark when discussing literary critic Dmitry 
Filosofov’s perspective on émigré literature in the newspaper For freedom (Za 
svobodu):  
 
In the newspaper Za Svobodu Filosofov made a discovery. Judging by his last 
article, it turns out that we now have only four writers in total. Two famous, 
universally recognized ones – Merezhkovsky and Bunin. Two young beginners – 
Gazdanov and Felzen. Between them is an abyss, a void. In his figurative and 
pictorial language, Mr. Filosofov claims that the ‘shares’ of Bunin and 
Merezhkovsky are worth a lot and are in good hands. The shares of Felzen and 
Gazdanov now are penniless, but in the future may bring millions. Gazdanov may 
become Stendhal; Felsen may overshadow Proust. God give! I really love Felzen’s 
talent, I love a lot of what Gazdanov wrote. May God give them the opportunity 
to prove once more that ‘the Russian land can bring forth its own Plato’s!’ But is 
there really nothing between Merezhkovsky, Bunin and them?66 
 
Although Adamovich briefly questions Filosofov’s claim that there are no writers in 
between Merezhkovsky and Bunin on the one hand, and Gazdanov and Felzen on the 
other, he does not counter it, let alone name writers whom he believes are actually 
bridging the gap Filosofov sees. As such, Filosofov’s claim fits well with Adamovich’s 
remark quoted above that the émigré community has long grieved the absence of 
literary successors. However, just as with Poplavsky and Nabokov, Adamovich has a 
cautious hope in Gazdanov and Felzen’s raw potential. Adamovich repeats his belief in 
Gazdanov’s raw talent when reviewing his debut novel An evening with Claire (Vecher 
u Kler, 1929), giving his  
 
 
                                                   
66 “Философов в газете ‘За Свободу’ сделал открытие. Судя но его последней статье, у нас, 
оказывается, сейчас имеются всего на всего четыре писателя. Два знаменитых, общепризнанных — 
Мережковский и Бунин. Два юных, начинающих — Газданов и Фельзен. Между ними — пропасть, 
пустота. На своем образном и картинном языке г. Философов утверждает, что ‘акции’ Бунина и 
Мережковского стоять очень дорого и находятся в крепких руках. Акции же Фельзена и Газданова 
стоят сейчас грош, но могут в будущем принести милльоны. Газданов может стать Стендалем, 
Фельзен может затмить Пруста. Дай Бог! Я очень люблю таланта Фельзена, люблю и многое из того, 
что написал Газданов. Дай Бог им доказать еще раз, что ‘может собственных Платонов российская 
земля рождать!’. Но неужели между Мережковскими, Буниными и ими — ничего нета?” IR 1930-





overall impression: very talented, sometimes very subtle, although still not 
entirely independent ... No one knows what will happen to Gazdanov’s talent in 
the future, but this writer’s debut is undoubtedly ‘promising’.67  
 
It can thus be argued that Adamovich has cautious hope that this generational shift is 
on its way.  
Furthermore, also in the case of poetry, Adamovich is relatively positive about the 
works of new émigré poets. In mid 1929, for example, Adamovich discusses the first 
poetry collection of the Paris Union of Young Poets. This Union was founded in Paris 
in late 1924 and aimed to counter Soviet ‘formalism’ with “’spiritually grounded art’ 
in accordance with the true tradition of Russian literature” (Livak 2003: 31). 
According to Adamovich, “[o]ur young poets do not always write successfully, but 
what they write about is interesting and inspires confidence in them.”68 This is 
especially the case when comparing them to new poets in Soviet Russia, as Adamovich 
states: 
 
This can be understood and fully appreciated only by comparing their verses 
with those of their Soviet peers: in most cases there is rhymed agitation, final 
grinding and simplification of topics, the final expulsion of all ‘mysticism’….69 
 
Comparing émigré poets’ work to that of Soviet poets, Adamovich spares the former, 
by indicating how it is not necessarily good, but still not as bad as Soviet poetry. More 
important still, what distinguishes émigré poetry from its Soviet counterpart 
according to Adamovich is the fact that it is characterized by  
 
loyalty to the high order of art, aspiration to talk about the eternal, the most 
important. This aspiration is the best and most precious that our literary ‘shift’ 
 
                                                   
67 “Общее впечаталение: очень талантливо, местами очень тонко, хотя еще и не совсем 
самостоятельно... Никто не знает, что будет с газдановским дарованием в будущем, но дебюта этого 
писателя несомненно ‘многообещающи'.” IR 1930-11(252), p. 14. 
68 “Пишут наши молодые поэты не всегда удачно, но то, о чем они пишут —интересно и внушает к 
ним доверие.” IR 1929-25(214), p. 12. 
69 “Понять и вполне оценить это можно только сравнив их стихи со стихами их советских 
сверстников: там в большинстве случаев — рифмованная агитация, окончательное измельчание и 





has here, and if not everything is successful in terms of metre or even grammar, 
then for now you can forgive them their mistakes.”70  
 
Adamovich thus is willing to temporarily overlook those mistakes and even provides 
an excuse for the new writers by bringing up their difficult émigré context: 
 
How would they be able to master a perfect metre when they write verses 
interruptedly, when returning from some Hachette or Renault, not hearing 
anything, not having time to read anything, succumbing to the first influence 
they come across. Their poems very often are poor literature. But in most of 
these verses you feel the person. This is much more important and in all senses 
it is much more promising than if only a self-complacent poet was seen behind a 
prematurely smooth and shiny stanzas.71 
 
What is primary for Adamovich, especially in the émigré context, thus, are the internal 
qualities of the new poets’ works; as such, they appear promising.  
Interestingly, two years later, in 1931, Adamovich believes it is time for an update 
on the new poets: 
 
I quite often happened to write about young Parisian poets. From year to year, 
the same names are [found] in their collections. It is time to discard the prefix 
‘young’ – not because our local poets have grown old, but because in mentioning 
youth there is something similar to a request for leniency. Leniency is no longer 
necessary for many of them. In the last two books, published by the ‘young’ – in 
Perekryostok and in Sbornik soyuza there are good poems, marked by great 
 
                                                   
70 “Здесь все-таки — верность высокому строю искусства, стремление говорить о вечном, о самом 
важном. Это стремление — самое лучшее и дорогое, что есть в нашей здешней литературной ‘смене’, 
и если у них не все благополучно по части размера или даже грамматики, то пока можно им их 
промахи простить.” Ibid. 
71 “Откуда бы и владеть им безошибочно размерами, когда стихи они пишут урывками, возвращаясь 
от каких нибудь Ашеттов или Рено, ничего не слыша, почти ничего не успевая читать, поддаваясь 
первому попавшемуся влиянию. Их стихи очень часто — плохая литература. Но в большинстве этих 
стихов чувствуется человек. Это гораздо важнее и во всех смыслах это гораздо больше обещает, чем 






poetic experience, like Terapiano, or direct feeling like Knut, or other virtues – 
like Sofiyev, Dryakhlova, Kelberin, Rayevsky, Mandelshtam...72 
 
Adamovich’s invitation to simply call them “poets” instead of the lenient appellation 
of “young poets” thus suggests that he considers them matured and that he has, once 
again, hope for the community’s literary succession. 
In sum, in its early years IR almost exclusively includes the old guard of émigré 
writers, both on literary and other topics. From mid-1929 onward, however, in 
Literaturnaya nedelya Adamovich occasionally also reviews the work of new émigré 
writers. Although he is very critical of the majority of this new generation, Adamovich 
is hopeful when it comes to a number of writers, and even sees improvements over 
time. Nevertheless, IR does not print the works of those new writers in its pages. So 
although the established generation (or at least their work) slowly disappears from 
IR’s pages, their place is taken by a multitude of middlebrow émigré writers, most of 
whom are not commonly known today, and whose topics generally revolve around 
everyday life in exile. Furthermore, it is striking that in its literary supplements (which 
run from 1929 until 1939), IR prints solely the works of these established writers (cf. 
1.2). Finally, when it comes to this so-called panel of émigré celebrities, IR does not 
(yet) include writers from this new generation. However, it should be reiterated that 
the editorship of Mironov corresponds to a relatively early period in the whole debate 
on established and new writers. It is yet unclear in which direction IR will evolve in 
the years to come. 
2.2.2 Painting 
The tension between old and new generations seems to be less apparent when it 
comes to other art forms in emigration – or at least in IR’s coverage. For painting, it 
can even be argued that IR emphasizes the emergence of a new generation of émigré 
painters – not as a fault line between prerevolutionary and émigré art, but as an 
organic continuation. 
 
                                                   
72 “Мне довольно часто случалось писать о парижских молодых поэтах. Из года в год в сборниках их 
— те же имена. Пора бы приставку ‘молодые’ отбросить — не потому, чтобы наши местные 
стихотворцы состарились, а потому, что в упоминаши о молодости есть что-то похожее на просьбу 
о снисхождении. Снисхождения же многим из них, уже не надо. В двух последних книжкках, 
выпущенных ‘молодыми’ — в ‘Перекрестке’ и в ‘Сборнике союза’ — есть стихи хорошие, отмеченные 
большими поэтическими опытом, как у Терепиано, или непосредственными чувством, как у Кнута, 
или другими достоинствами — как у Софиева, Дряхлова, Кельберина, Раевского, Мандельштама...” 




In contrast to old generation writers who seemed to be favored, as a group, over 
the new generation in IR, only one established émigré painter gets significantly more 
attention than all others – although even then, IR’s coverage is still rather limited. This 
is realist painter and peredvizhnik Ilya Repin, living in exile on his estate in Finland. 
Over the eight years of Mironov’s editorship of IR, Repin is featured about twenty 
times, both in items especially devoted to him and more as a side remark in items on 
other people or events. IR celebrates Repin as a living icon with pictures and news 
items on various birthdays, and publishes a number of reproductions. These works 
are mostly printed on special occasions, such as Repin’s 80th and 85th birthdays or in 
the 1928 Pushkin issue. The latter contains three works by Repin devoted to Pushkin: 
a painting of Yevgeny Onegin and his rival Lensky in duel, a portrait of Pushkin on the 
banks of the Neva in Saint Petersburg, and the painting Pushkin's Farewell to the Black 
Sea (Proshchaniye Pushkina s morem, 1877), the latter printed on the cover of the 
issue (figures 106-107). Furthermore, IR prints photographs of Repin on three of its 
covers. The first is a picture of scholar Ivan Pavlov visiting Repin at his estate in 
Finland, printed mid-1929 (figure 108). IR expresses its respect for both man in the 
title “Grand old men” (Velikiye stariki). The other two photographs are printed a year 
later on the occasion of Repin’s illness and finally his death in October 1930 (figures 
109-110). In these pictures and their accompanying captions, IR portrays Repin as an 
icon of Russian culture, indicating how “[i]n Russian painting, there is no one similar 
to Repin in strength, scope, power of talent”73. Additionally, IR indicates how Repin 
was of great significance not only for Russian painting, but also for Russia and Russian 
culture in general. In the introduction to an obituary by fellow painter Konstantin 
Korovin, IR indicates that Repin, “one of those who were the pride of Russia and her 
justification in these troubled, evil years has left us. He left, remaining to the end an 
implacable enemy of the executioners of his homeland.”74 For IR, Repin’s hatred of 
Bolshevism undoubtedly only contributes to his iconic status and to his value for 
Russia and Russian art. Korovin concludes his obituary by stating that “[i]n the history 
of art, in the history of Russia, his name will remain along with the most precious 
names.”75 Finally, in addition to the photograph of Repin and Pavlov IR publishes two 
other photographs of Repin receiving prominent émigrés at his dacha in Finland: one 
of writer Leonid Andreyev (figure 111), and another of a group of people, including 
 
                                                   
73 “В русской живописи — Репину нет подобного по силе, размаху, мощи таланта.” In “80-летний 
юбилей И. Е. Репина”. IR 1924-5(5), p. 7. 
74 “Ушел от нас один из тех, которые были гордостью России и ее оправданием в эти смутные, злые 
годы. Ушел, до конца оставшись непримиримым врагом палачей своей родины.” In “Репин умер...IR 
1930-41(282), p. 5. 
75 “В истории искусства, в истории России его имя останется наряду с именами самыми дорогими.” 




composer Sergey Lappo-Danilevsky (figure 112). This shows, it can be argued, that IR 
highlights the high esteem Repin receives from other prominent émigrés in various 
fields. Repin is thus above all represented as an icon in IR, not only because of his great 
significance for (prerevolutionary) Russian painting and culture, but also because of 
his value as a respected émigré and as an outspoken opponent of Bolshevik rule. 
Apart from Repin, however, IR does not seem to favor one specific painter (let alone 
style or movement), nor does it praise the established generation at the expense of 
new painters. In the short-lived section Russkoye iskusstvo za granitsey (Russian art 
abroad), published almost weekly from March until August 1927, and then biweekly 
until March 1928, journalist Lolly Lvov reports on numerous painters living and 
working in exile, and includes many reproductions of their works, usually three or 
four per article and printed in black and white. Most of the painters discussed in IR are 
already established names upon their arrival abroad, such as Aleksandr Benua and 
Filipp Malyavin, but the section also includes painters who started their careers in 
exile, such as Semyon Lissim and Konstantin Terezhkovich. What is more, unlike IR’s 
other coverage of émigré literature, Lvov does not indicate that there is an 
unbridgeable gap between those two generation. Instead, Lvov’s articles on émigré 
painting highlight the idea of continuation and suggest that the revolution (and, hence, 
emigration) has not affected Russian painting, that there is no before or after. In light 
of this, IR’s section on émigré paintings could be seen as preservationist – if not 
because it actively promotes prerevolutionary traditions, then at least because it 
suggests a continuation between old and new, as I will demonstrate below. 
Lvov mainly focuses on the painters’ works and exhibitions in emigration, although 
in the case of more established painters, he occasionally also looks back on their lives 
and work before the revolution. Some of those painters are already familiar with Paris 
and the artistic circles there from before the Revolution. Nikolay Millioti, for instance, 
is “a longstanding ‘Russian Parisian’. Once in the [18]90s he spent his student years 
here under the guidance of Whistler”76. And according to Lvov, A. Arkhipenko  
 
had completely forgotten his homeland, his Kiev, where he was born 40 years 
ago, and his Moscow, where he graduated from the ‘school of painting, sculpture 
 
                                                   
76 “Миллиоти — уже издавна ‘русский парижанин’. Когда-то в 90-х годах здесь под руководством 





and architecture’. A long time ago, 20 years ago, Arkhipenko went to a foreign 
land. In 1908 he became a Parisian.77 
 
For Millioti and Arkhipenko, the host countries have become their first, rather than 
their second home. Nevertheless, this is not an issue for Lvov as he still considers these 
painters Russian artists, rather than French ones. Furthermore, just as with Sedykh’s 
article on Turgenev’s Paris discussed in 1.1.2, Lvov’s reference to the existence of an 
émigré community in France since before the revolution arguably promotes the image 
of the interwar emigration as a continuation of the prerevolutionary one, and, in 
particular, of émigré art as a continuation of its prerevolutionary predecessor. 
Moreover, as Lvov indicates, established painters not only continue their work 
abroad, but are also concerned with securing succession. In order to ensure the 
passing of the torch, Vasily Shukhayev, for example, established an art school in the 
émigré community. However, just as Adamovich indicates for the new émigré poets, it 
is hard for many of Shukhayev’s students to take classes since “the living conditions 
force them to look for an income and only leisure time can be spent doing arts.”78 
Nevertheless, Lvov adds,  
 
no matter how difficult these external conditions are — the school of V. 
Shukhayev (once founded with the participation of A. E. Yakovlev) continues to 
exist and carries out a great cause, promoting growth and consolidation among 
young generations of Russian artistic culture.79  
 
According to Lvov, Shukhayev’s school thus not only ensures the continuation of 
Russian art abroad by means of a new generation, but, more importantly perhaps, it 
supports the émigré community’s younger generations of artists and allows them to 
develop.  
 
                                                   
77 “[…] уже совсем забыл свою родину, свой Киев, в котором он родился 40 лет тому назад, и свою 
Москву, где он окончил ‘училище живописи, ваяния и зодчества’. Архипенко давно, тому назад 20 л., 
уехал на чужбину. В 1908 г. он стал парижанином.” In А. Архипенко и его ‘архипейнтюра’. IR 1927-
36(121), p. 13. 
78 “[…] условия жизни заставляют искать заработка и только досуг позволяет уделять занятиям 
искусством.” In “На выставке учеников В. И. Шухаева”. IR 1927-23(108), p. 13. 
79 “Но как бы ни были трудны эти внешние условия — школа В. И. Шухаева (когда то основанная 
при участии А. Е. Яковлева) продолжает свое существование, осуществляя большое дело, содействуя 





A recurring name in IR’s items on Russian painting is that of “Mir iskusstva” (World 
of Art) – “the most significant artistic and cultural movement in Russia”80, according 
to Lvov. Mir iskusstva was formed around the prerevolutionary art journal of the same 
name which ran from 1898 until 1904. Although the movement was at its height 
before the revolution, it still organized a number of exhibitions in exile, given that “a 
significant number of artists – the ‘mir-iskusniki’ turned out to be outside the borders 
of Russia during our terrible years.”81 Lvov reports on Mir iskusstva’s exhibition of 
1927, which later turned out the be Mir iskusstva’s final exhibition. That year, fewer 
painters participated, Lvov states, as some had died (such as Leonid Bakst), while 
others were not in Paris, or simply refused to participate, as was the case for the 
“leftists” (“levye”, with quotation marks by Lvov) Nataliya Goncharova and Mikhail 
Larionov. It is not entirely clear why Lvov calls them “leftists” in quotation marks. 
However, it can be argued that Goncharova and Larionov, being more radical painters, 
refuted the style and principles of prerevolutionary painting, and that is possibly why 
Lvov accuses them of being “leftists”, i.e. leaning toward the Bolsheviks. To further 
highlight this reproach, Lvov adds that those who are participating “remained true to 
themselves, true to the mood penetrating this movement.”82 According to Lvov, the 
basic principles of Mir Iskusstva at the time of its inception were “a statement, above 
all, of the freedom of art, the service of art as art, its liberation from service to other 
extraneous purposes.”83 Furthermore, Lvov clarifies, there was 
 
an appeal to the West, a familiarization with the art of the West, a perception of 
its artistic concepts, but at the same time there was also a call for artistic 
immersion in the truly national world, in the Russian artistic antiquity and in the 
element of Russian folk art.84  
 
The mir-iskusniki, there thus is a straddle between the domestic and the foreign.  
 
                                                   
80 “[…] значительнейшего художественно-культурного движения в России […]” In “На верниссаже 
‘Мир искусства’”. IR 1927-24(109), p. 14. 
81 “[…] значительное количество художников — ‘мир-искусников’ оказалось в наши страшные годы 
за рубежом России.” In “На выставке ‘Мир Искусства’”. IR 1927-25(110), p. 16. 
82 “[…] остались верными себе, верными тому проникающему это движение настроению […].” Ibid. 
83 “Это было утверждение, прежде всего, свободы искусства, служение искусству, как искусству, 
освобождение его от служении иным посторонним целям.” Ibid. 
84 […] обращение на Запад, приобщение к искусству Запада, восприятие от его художественных 
концепций, но в то же время это был и призыв к художественному погружению в мире подлинно-




This “mood” of Mir Iskusstva, as Lvov calls it, is also reflected in the diverse topics 
of the paintings discussed in IR, both for mir-iskusniki and for other artists. 
Interestingly, some of the works discussed in Russkoye iskusstvo za granitsey relate to 
Russia, for instance by depicting elements of Slavic folklore or typically Russian 
landscapes (figures 113-115), but most of these works do not, such as with figures 
116-119. Strikingly, the works relating to Russia are not praised any more or less than 
those relating to foreign (or neutral) topics. Even more so, a painting does not have to 
depict Russia in order to be Russian art or to reflect Russia, Lvov clarifies on the 
occasion of an exhibition in 1927 by Zinaida Serebryakova (figure 120): 
 
The exhibition of Z. Serebryakova in rue Faubourg-Saint-Honoré involuntarily 
awakens in the soul – despite the fact that all paintings exhibited here are 
painted in French foreign land and that most of them are not on Russian subjects 
– a painful and pleasant memory of Russia. Here, in the work of this artist, we 
touch on the abandoned and nearly destroyed world of the Russian artistic 
culture that has so beautifully blossomed in our homeland in the last decades 
before the revolutions. Former manifestations of Russian artistic creativity are 
involuntarily remembered in these Parisian walls, decorated with paintings by 
one of the artists who participated in the St. Petersburg and Moscow exhibitions 
of ‘Mir iskusstva’. Z. Serebryakova only recently came from there, from our 
homeland, and her local ‘Parisian’ art incessantly testifies that Russian art does 
not die, no matter how hard the cruel external situation.85 
 
The non-Russianness – at least in topics – of Serebryakova’s work is reflected in the 
four reproduced works accompanying the text. Nevertheless, according to Lvov, what 
makes art Russian thus is the spirit and artistry, rather than its topic or the place it 
was created. As such, in Lvov’s opinion Serebryakova’s works are still very 
 
                                                   
85 “Выставка З. Серебряковой на рю Фобур-Сэнт-Онорэ невольно пробуждает в душe, несмотря на 
то, что все выставленные здесь картины написаны на французской чужбине и большая часть их 
совсем не на русские сюжеты — томительное и отрадное воспоминание о России. Здесь в творчестве 
этой художницы мы прикасаемся к оставленному и едва не разрушенному миру той русской 
художественной культуры, которая так великолепно цвела у нас на родине в последние 
десятилетия перед революций. Былые манифестации русского художественного творчества 
невольно вспоминаются в этих парижских стенах, украшенных картинами одной из художниц, 
участвовавших в петербургских и московских выставках ‘Мира Искусств’. З. Серебрякова всего лишь 
недавно оттуда, с нашей родины, и здешнее ‘парижское’ искусство ее неумолчно свидетельствует, 
что русское искусство не умирает, как бы тяжела ни была для этого жестокая внешняя обстановка.” 





reminiscent of Russia –in both positive and painful ways. A few years later, in 1931, IR 
repeats this idea in an unsigned article on the occasion of Serebryakova’s exhibition 
in Galerie Charpentier, indicating that in Serebryakova’s capacity to reflect both the 
“spiritual essence” of the person portrayed and a reflection of herself “lies her 
fundamental connection with the foundations of Russian art and the Spirit of Russian 
culture.”86 Additionally, Lvov also places Serebryakova’s émigré works in line with her 
prerevolutionary works by claiming that these new works involuntarily evoke “former 
manifestations of Russian artistic creativity”. As such, Lvov suggests continuation, 
rather than a fault line, between then and now.  
Furthermore, what matters according to Lvov is that artists such as Serebryakova 
and their works prove “that Russian art does not die”, but, instead, flourishes abroad. 
In an article devoted to the portraits of young painter Savely Sorin (figure 121), Lvov 
claims that 
 
[i]n our terrible years, the Russian art of the painter was not crushed and did not 
die, but, on the contrary, blooms and reaches new heights. Scattered across the 
face of the earth, separated from each other, broken up into as many, for 
Russians, foreign worlds as there are countries and states in Europe, America, 
Asia and even Africa, we learned in the days of our forced scattering and 
wandering around the world that, with some miracles, the art of our artists 
overcame the terrible anger of our incinerating day, achieves ever new victories, 
and ousted, expelled from the homeland, in the person of their ‘young’ 
representatives, is becoming increasingly recognized within the foreign world.87 
 
Thus, according to Lvov and IR, what prevails in émigré painting are not the topics 
represented, but the fact that these (young) artists and their works are considered 
successful, especially among local art circles of their host counties. Although Lvov 
mentions here the fact that Sorin is a young painter who started his career in exile, 
 
                                                   
86 “духовной сущности. […] И в этом коренная связь ее с основами русского искусства и с Духом 
русской культуры.” In “Выставка 3. Е. Серебряковой в галлерее Шарпантье”. IR 1931-1(294), p. 19. 
87 “Русское искусство художника в наши страшные годы не задавлено и не умерло, но, наоборот, 
цветет и достигает новых высот. Рассеянные по лику земному, разобщенные друг от друга, 
разбитые на столько же русских зарубежных миров, сколько есть стран и государств в Европе, 
Америке, Азии, даже в Африке, мы узнали в дни нашего вынужденного рассеяния и странствования 
по миру, что какими-то чудесами искусство наших художников преодолело ужасную злобу нашего 
испепеляющего дня, совершает все новые и новые победы, и вытесненное, изгнанное с 
родины,получает в лице ‘молодых’ своих представителей все большее признание и среди 





Lvov does not go into detail nor does he emphasize any potential gaps between new 
and established painters.  
A good way for IR to highlight the international success of émigré painting is by 
reporting on Russian artists engaging in local art circles. As Lvov repeatedly highlights 
in the section Russkoye iskusstvo za granitsey, many Russians participate in Parisian 
exhibitions such as the Salon des Tuileries88, the Salon d’Automne89 and the Salon des 
Indépendants90. In those reports, the focus is clearly on the recognition by the Western 
audience. In the article on Aleksandr Benua, for instance, Lvov underlines how Benua 
is highly esteemed among the French and is even compared to great Western painters 
of the past: 
 
Now A. N. Benua is in Paris, and here he gained success and recognition among 
foreigners. Recently, a Frenchman, bringing him a tribute of admiration for his 
‘Versailles’, and admiring his theater, compared him to a wizard traveling 
through centuries and space: mentally transferring him to past times, his friends 
and interlocutors called him the Venetian Tiepolo and the Frenchman 
Fragonard.91 
 
Similarly for Filipp Malyavin, an unsigned article in Russkoye iskusstvo za granitsey 
emphasizes how “French critics speak enthusiastically of Malyavin as the most 
talented representative of Russian impressionism”, how paintings such as On a visit (V 
gosti) and First snow (Pervy sneg) exhibited at the Salon de Printemps “had enormous 
success” and how “great success befell the share of Malyavin’s painting The Scream 
(Krik)” 92 at an exhibition of the Carnegie Institute in the United States. The two former 
paintings are reproduced in the article, the latter is not (figure 122). Significantly, in 
addition to a few reproductions accompanying the article in Russkoye iskusstvo za 
granitsey, IR publishes Malyavin’s work on four covers, all in special theme issues: two 
on Christmas, one on New Year’s Day and one on Easter (figures 64, 123, 124, 65); the 
 
                                                   
88 “В Тюильерийском салоне”. IR 1927-29(114), p. 19. 
89 “В осеннем салоне”. IR 1927-48(133), p. 16-17. 
90 “В салоне ‘независимых’”. IR 1928-10(147), p. 12-13. 
91 “Сейчас А. Н. Бенуа — в Париже, и здесь стяжал себе успех и признание среди иностранцев. 
Недавно один француз, принося ему дань восхищения за его Версаль, и восхищаясь его театром, 
сравнивал его с волшебником, путешествующим через века и пространство: мысленно перенося его 
в прошлые времена, друзьями и собеседниками его называл венецианца Тиеполо и француза 
Фрагонара.” In “У Александра Бенуа”. IR 1927-16(101), p.11. 
92 “Французская критика восторженно отзывается о Малявине как о талантливейшем 
представителе русского импрессионизма. В Америке, на выставке института Карнеджи, большой 




latter is indicated as having been done specifically for IR. These works depict typically 
Russian scenery and as such, fit well with IR’s other covers of special issues, as 
discussed in 2.1.2. 
Finally, in the article on Grigoriy Glikman, also accompanied by reprints of his work, 
Lvov highlights the milestones of the painter’s work since his flight in emigration: 
 
In 1920, he had already escaped from under the icy yoke of the Bolsheviks, and 
made his way through Riga to Berlin, where, in solitude, he worked tirelessly, 
mainly in the field of graphics. Then — Florence and Uffizi: the move from the 
sharpness of the graphic artist to the full-fledged great art of the painter. And 
after Italy – Paris. The first exhibition here in 1924 in the Druet gallery, and his 
first success. His first performances in the Parisian ‘salons’ – ‘d’Automne’, ‘des 
Indépendants’ and ‘des Tuilleries’. The international exhibition in London at the 
Royal Academy – and the special success here for his compositions ‘In the old 
city’ (this painting was acquired by the Museum of the Royal Academy).93 
 
Here, Lvov, above all, also emphasizes Glikman’s great international success on his 
many travels through Europe. 
Linked to this topic of Russian success and recognition among Western audiences 
is an article in IR on a 1929 exhibition of Russian porcelain in Paris. Although this topic 
is only covered once, it is significant for IR’s trademark pride in Russian art. Strictly 
speaking, this is not émigré art, as the porcelain was produced in the Imperial 
Porcelain Factory in Saint-Petersburg, founded under tsarina Elizaveta Petrovna in 
the eighteenth century. However, what clearly emerges from this article is IR’s pride 
in the émigré community’s cultural heritage vis-à-vis the local audience visiting this 
exhibition: 
 
Most characteristic of Russian porcelain are the figures, which reflect with 
unusual brightness the life of the official rural and urban Russia, the figures that 
 
                                                   
93 “В 1920 году он уже вырвался из-под леденящего ига большевиков и через Ригу пробрался в 
Берлин, где, в одиночестве, неустанно работал, главными образом, в области графики. Затем —
Флоренция и Уффици: переход от остроты графики к полновесному большому искусству 
живописца. А после Италии — Париж. Первая выставка здесь в 1924 году в галлерее Дрюэ, и первый 
его успех. Первые выступления в парижских ‘салонах’ — ‘Осеннем’, ‘Независимых’ и 
‘Тюильерийском’. Международная выставка в Лондоне в Королевской Академии — и особеииный 
успех здесь его композиции ‘В старинном городе’ (эта картина приобретена Музеем Королевской 





amaze foreigners with their peculiar style and amazing coloring. For foreigners, 
thousands of whom visited the exhibition of Russian porcelain in Sèvres, the 
Russian figures so familiar to us were a true revelation. What would they say if 
the museum of the Imperial Porcelain Factory was opened to their admiring 
gaze.94 
 
The article is accompanied by a few pictures of such porcelain figures (figure 125). IR 
emphasizes the folkloric character of Russian porcelain and its widespread 
occurrence in prerevolutionary Russian culture, arguably suggesting that these 
porcelain figures are a true manifestation of the ‘real’ prerevolutionary Russia. 
However, it can be argued that for IR the significance of this exhibition, above all, 
resides in the Western interest in this manifestation of prerevolutionary culture. And, 
as far as IR is concerned, “[t]he intimate Russian exhibition turned into a major victory 
for Russian art and Russian culture.”95 Overall, Western recognition, thus, arguably is 
a major factor for IR when discussing émigré art, something which IR seems to use to 
create a sense of unity within the émigré community. 
This use of Russian art as a unifying agent is also reflected in IR’s systematic use of 
the word “our” (nash) when referring to Russian painters, especially when reporting 
on their activities in Western circles. In the article on the Salon des Tuileries, for 
example, Lvov mentions that “[a]mong its 500 participants were also our Russian 
artists”96. In the same vein, in the article on the Salon des Indépendants, Lvov argues 
how “in this ocean of uselessness, one can, of course, come across things of a genuinely 
artistic value. This applies to the Salon as a whole, and also applies in particular to our 
Russian artists participating in it.”97 And when discussing the works of Boris 
Grigoryev, Lvov states that “[a]broad, our artist created his Bretagne.”98 By 
systematically referring to these painters with “our”, it can be argued, IR builds a 
 
                                                   
94 “Наиболее характерны для русского фарфора фигурки, в которых с необыкновенной яркостью 
отражается быт оффициальной деревенской и городской России, фигурки, поражающие 
иностранцев своим своеобразным стилем и изумительной раскраской. Для иностранцев, тысячи 
которых перебывали на выставке русского фарфора в Севре, столь хорошо знакомые нам русские 
фигурки явились подлинным откровением. Что сказали бы они, если бы их восхищенным взорам 
открылся музей Императорского фарфорового завода.” In “Русский фарфор”. IR 1929-27(216), p. 7. 
95 “Интимная русская выставка превратилась в крупную победу русского искусства и русской 
культуры.” Ibid. 
96 “Среди 500 участников его были и наши русские художники.” IR 1927-29(114), p. 19. 
97 “Но, все же как ни померкла былая слава ‘независимых’ и здесь, в этом океане ненужностей, 
можно, разумеется, встретить вещи подлинно художественного значения. Это относится и ко всему 
этому Салону в целом, это относится, в частности, и к нашим русским художникам, участвующим в 
нем.” IR 1928-10(147), p. 12. 




community around émigré artists, marked by shared pride. As such, IR uses émigré art 
as a means to strengthen cohesion in the émigré community (I will discuss IR’s 
approach to community building throughout chapter 4). 
In contrast to its coverage of émigré literature, IR does not highlight the opposition 
of an established and a new generation of painters, but rather portrays both 
generations in light of a continuation. IR’s main message, thus, is that Russian art is 
not dead, but flourishes abroad. Furthermore, it can be argued that for IR the success 
of Russian painting and its recognition among Western audiences takes precedence 
over the Russianness of its topics.  
2.2.3 Theatre and performance 
The third and last element presented in this chapter on émigré art is theater and 
performance. From its very first issue, IR covers this segment of the emigration’s 
artistic life in a section called Teatr i iskusstvo (Theatre and arts). This section remains 
a fixed value throughout IR’s existence, even after Mironov’s editorship. Although 
Teatr i iskusstvo occasionally sheds light on theatre and performance in both Soviet 
Russia and the West, the main focus of this section is on émigré arts and theatre. 
Overall, Teatr i iskusstvo does not make detailed value judgments on theatre and 
performance, but rather informs on past or upcoming events in the émigré 
community. In fact, this section comes down to a basic “who-what-where” of émigré 
cultural life. This is especially the case for the subsection Teatralnaya khronika 
(Theatre chronicle), which – as the title suggests – is a brief enumeration of concerts 
and performances in the émigré community, especially those in Paris. Additionally, 
Teatr i iskusstvo often prints pictures of émigré artists on the occasion of past or 
upcoming performances. Usually the captions to those pictures are limited to simply 
mentioning the performances.  
There are, however, two especially significant items in Teatr i iskusstvo, written by 
journalist Yevgeny Znosko-Borovsky, devoted to the émigré staging of respectively 
Soviet and prerevolutionary Russian plays. These two items give crucial insight into 
IR’s take on theatre in exile. The first item is a review of Bulgakov’s play The Day of the 
Turbins (Dni Turbinykh), staged for the first time in emigration by the Russian Theatre 
in Paris. In his review of this performance, Znosko-Borovsky indicates how this highly 
anticipated show turned out to be rather disappointing for the émigré audience. The 
interest in this piece is, above all, generated by a curiosity in contemporary Soviet life, 





Everyone was waiting to see Bulgakov's true play, which for the second year has 
not left the stage of the Moscow Art Theater. I so wanted to see and hear what 
Muscovites like, what excites and captivates them, moreover, to catch the thrill 
and heartbeat of Moscow behind the text of the play, to feel the psychology of 
our distant brothers, to speculate about them ourselves.99 
 
Thus, by watching Bulgakov’s play, Znosko-Borovsky and the émigré community in 
general hoped, above all, to catch a glimpse of contemporary Russia. This was, 
however, not the case, Znosko-Borovsky indicates, as the Russian Theatre did not 
obtain the script from Soviet Russia, but adapted the novel itself. Hence, it can be 
argued that the émigré community is not necessarily interested in the artistic value of 
Soviet art, but rather in the way it reflects Soviet life and mentalities. IR also expresses 
this interest in Soviet literature as a source of information (as I will discuss more fully 
in 5.1.6). 
Additionally, Znosko-Borovsky also provides crucial insight into the émigré 
community’s stance on prerevolutionary theatre. In a short item on the Parisian tour 
of the Prague group of the Moscow Art Theatre and their staging of Lev Tolstoy’s play 
Power of the Dark (Vlast Tmy), Znosko-Borovsky first elaborates on a favorite topic in 
Russian arts: the Russian soul, especially its gloominess, something which according 
to the critic can be found in the works of many Russian authors, including Tolstoy. For 
Znosky-Borovsky, 
 
the soul of a Russian is like a dense forest, where corners are hidden in dense 
darkness, where penumbra shimmers, where light imperceptibly passes into 
darkness.100  
 
He then emphasizes the difficult task of émigré theatre performing the 
prerevolutionary repertoire, demanding a considerable “breadth of range” by the 
 
                                                   
99 “Но все ждали увидеть подлинную пьесу Булгакова, которая второй год не сходит со сцены 
Московского Художественного Театра. Так хотелось увидеть и услышать то, что нравится 
москвичам, что волнует их и увлекает, более того, за текстом пьесы уловить трепет и биение сердца 
Москвы, нащупать психологию наших далеких братьев, угадать их самих.” In "’Дни турбиных’ в 
Русском Театре”. IR 1927-51(136), p. 18. 
100 “Душа русского — как дремучий лес, где в густом мраке скрыты углы, где переливаются 
полутени, где свет незаметно переходит в тьму.” In “’Власти тьмы’ у художественников (пражан)”. 





actors “in order to penetrate this world”.101 Furthermore, Znosko-Borovsky highlights 
the importance and strong impact of prerevolutionary plays in emigration, indicating 
that 
 
[w]e, cut off from Russia, look at her image now, as if from the outside, and its 
features grab us more painfully by the heart, strike our imagination harder than 
when we were in her element.102 
 
Hence, Znosko-Borovsky expresses the emigration’s gratitude that theatre companies 
such as the Prague group of the Moscow Art Theatre “resurrect” the Russian classical 
repertoire, and, more importantly, stay as close to the original as possible. 
Nevertheless, he adds,  
 
[p]erhaps this is done with an eye on foreigners, but we only benefit from the 
fact that the theater does not pursue novelty both in the repertoire and in 
production.103 
 
Znosko-Borovsky thus suspects that this faithfulness to the original was not 
implemented in order to preserve prerevolutionary Russian culture as it was. Instead, 
it rather originated from a commercial incentive, as this gloominess not only is a 
favorite characteristic of Russians themselves, but is also a strong cultural export 
product. Furthermore, whereas novelty can be a good thing, in the émigré context 
Znosko-Borovsky mainly values tradition, claiming that 
 
 
                                                   
101 “[…] какая широта диапазона [...] чтобы проникнуть в его мир […]”. Ibid. 
102 “Мы, оторванные от России, смотрим на ее изображение теперь, как бы со стороны, и ее 
особенности хватают нас больнее за сердце, сильнее поражают наше воображение, чем тогда, когда 
мы были в ее стихии.” Ibid. 
103 “Быть может, это делается с оглядкой на иностранцев, но мы только в выгоде от того, что театр 





[i]t is there, in Russia, that we can afford such a luxury; here we want not to 
divert attention to the director’s inventions, but to listen to the very words, to 
preserve and cherish the wealth that we have acquired.104 
 
Hence, it can be argued that the preservationist attitude propagated by Znosko-
Borovsky does not so much result from an intrinsically conservative take on art. 
Znosko-Borovsky does not consider innovations and novelties as evil, but rather as a 
luxury émigrés cannot afford, a remark reminiscent of Adamovich’s claim that books 
of Russian canonical writers are “objects of first necessity” for the émigré community. 
Znosko-Borovsky thus makes a case for preservationism in émigré theatre 
productions. There reason for this preservationist approach, he argues, is that it 
 
brings us closer to our native country. More than just a game of actors, more than 
even the play itself: we stare at the holy face of Russia, which from time to time 
is clouded in our memory. But when we rewatch several Russian plays, we again 
feel Russian, and for a long time afterward we carry in our souls the image of a 
terrible, creepy and wonderful country, to which we have no return.105 
 
As such, preserving prerevolutionary Russian theatre (and culture in general) is not 
solely aimed at safeguarding it for future generations. There is also a clear benefit for 
the present generations, as this allows them to reconnect with Russia and experience 
it the way they remember it, for, as Znosko-Borovsky claims, there is no going back. It 
is not entirely clear whether Znosko-Borovsky here is talking about the impossibility 
of returning to Russia – which contrasts with IR’s overall hope and belief in a return 
home (more on this in 4.4) – or the fact that he considers the Russia of before the 
Revolution irretrievably lost. Either way, it explains Znosko-Borovsky’s call for a 
preservationist approach to prerevolutionary theatre in exile.  
In addition to Teatr i iskusstvo, IR occasionally prints news items and journalist 
portraits about Russian artists and performance outside of this section. As is common 
 
                                                   
104 “Это там, в России, можно позволить себе такую роскошь, здесь же мы хотим не отвлекать 
внимания на режиссерские выдумки, а слушать самые слова, хранить и беречь доставшийся нам 
богатства.” Ibid. 
105 “И это сближает нас с родной страной. Больше даже, чем игра актеров, больше даже чем сама 
пьеса: мы пристально всматриваемся в святой лик России, который от времени затуманивается в 
нашей памяти. Но когда мы пересмотрим несколько русских пьес, мы опять чувствуем себя 
русскими, и долго потом носим в душе образ страшный, жуткий и чудесный страны, в которую нам 




for IR, these items are printed mainly on specific occasions, such as a show or a tour, 
as well as anniversaries or a recent loss. Just as with the items on painting, IR’s focus 
is clearly on the success of émigré theatre and performance. Remarkably, IR’s praise 
of émigré artists is unrelated to the oeuvre performed by these artists. Musicians 
performing Russian music, for example, are generally not praised more than those 
who perform Western music. In the same vein, IR does not show disapproval of the 
choice of Western pieces, nor does it praise the choice of Russian ones. As such, it can 
be argued, IR’s focus is more on fellow Russians, than on the ‘Russianness’ of their art. 
Furthermore, although many of the émigré artists featured in IR had already started 
their careers in prerevolutionary Russia, it can be argued that IR does not pay special 
attention to the existence of two separate generations of artists, let alone on a 
potential gap between them. What is of primary concern, above all, is the international 
recognition of émigré art. 
A good illustration of IR’s impartiality when it comes to generational representation 
in émigré performance is the case of émigré ballet. In 1930, IR publishes an interview 
with “unicum” Zinaida Uzarova, as IR calls her, “the first big Russian dancer coming 
from the emigration”106. The fact that IR does not include other young dancers 
arguably does not stem from a conscious choice to prefer established dancers over 
new ones, but rather from the fact that Uzarova simply is the only new dancer rising 
to fame thus far. Or, as IR itself puts it, “[a]s you know, the fame of the other ballerinas, 
supporting the reputation of Russian ballet on the stages of Europe and America, still 
rose under their native sky.”107 IR discusses Uzarova’s training in exile as well as her 
current performances. In the interview, Uzarova claims that her mentors instilled in 
her “a love for the classics, but without excessive rigor. I follow in the footsteps of the 
older ballerinas, but I am not afraid of new influences – again, avoiding going to 
extremes.”108 As such, IR thus presents Uzarova as a bridge between classical, 
prerevolutionary ballet and the influences of new surroundings in the host country.  
IR of course also writes about Anna Pavlova, the prima ballerina who rose to world 
fame long before the Revolution. From time to time, generally on the occasion of her 
past or upcoming performances and tours, IR prints pictures of Pavlova and calls her 
 
                                                   
106 “[…] уникумом: эта — первая большая русская танцовщица, вышедшая из эмиграции. In “Русский 
балет заграницей. Зинаида Узарова”. In “Русский балет заграницей”. IR 1930-21(262), p. 20. 
107 “Как известно, слава остальных балерин, поддерживающих репутацию русского балета на сценах 
Европы и Америки, взошла еще под родным небом.” Ibid. 
108 “[…] любовь к классике, но без чрезмерного ригоризма. Я иду по следам старших балерин, но не 





the “pride of Russian ballet”109 (figures 126-128). Furthermore, when Pavlova dies in 
1931, IR prints her picture on the cover, as well as photographs (some of which, 
according to IR were never published before) inside the magazine of Pavlova on and 
off stage (figures 129-130). In that same issue, IR also publishes the article “The death 
of a swan”110 by ballet and theatre critic Valerian Svetlov. This article, the title of which 
refers to Pavlova’s famous solo of The Dying Swan111, is a lengthy report on Pavlova’s 
glorious career, discussing many milestones and her contributions to the Russian and 
international ballet scene. Svetlov is, of course, full of praise for Pavlova, stating that 
she  
 
passed through our earth with a light magic shadow, giving people a lot of joy 
with her wonderful art and leaving behind her unforgettable images of the 
deceived life of ‘Giselle’ and image of the white ‘Swan’, majestic in its romantic 
passing.112  
 
It is clear that both IR and Svetlov consider Anna Pavlova to be a major icon of Russian 
art – or even art in general. 
Another artist – or, in this case, group of artists – that IR frequently discusses is 
“Letuchaya Mysh” (The Bat), a travelling theatre revue founded by Nikita Baliyev in 
Moscow in 1908. Interestingly, unlike the most of the other émigré art IR covers, 
Letuchaya Mysh presents popular, middlebrow cabaret. In 1928, on the occasion of 
Letuchaya Mysh’s twentieth anniversary, IR indicates how  
 
[l]eaving Moscow after the Bolshevik revolution, N. F. Baliyev resumed his 
performances abroad, and here in Paris, and afterwards in America and England, 
he gained world fame for himself and his theater.113 
 
                                                   
109 “Анна Павлова — гордость русского балета”. IR IR 1930-20(261), p. 261. 
110 “Смерть лебедя”. IR 1931-6(299), p. 11-15. 
111 This solo dance was choreographed specially for Anna Pavlova by Mikhail Fokin to Camille Saint-Saëns's 
“Le Cygne” from Le Carnaval des Animaux (1886). 
112 “[…] наша земля, по которой она прошла легкой волшебной тенью, доставляя людям много 
радости своим чудесным искусством и оставив после себя незабываемые образы обманутой 
жизнью ‘Жизели’ и величавый в своем романтическом угасании образ белого ‘Лебедя’.” 
113 “Покинув Москву после большевистской революции, Н. Ф. Балиев возобновил свои спектакли 
заграницей, и здесь в Париже, а затем в Америке и Англии завоевал себе и своему театру мировую 






Furthermore, IR wishes to congratulate Baliyev and Letuchaya Mysh “which, on its 
wings, transports the glory of Russian art to all corners.”114 IR thus not only expresses 
its happiness that Letuchaya Mysh was able to continue its activities in exile, but is 
also visibly proud that Letuchaya Mysh successfully acquaints the world with Russian 
art in all its glory.  
In this light, especially telling is IR’s coverage of Letuchaya Mysh’s American tours. 
In Teatralnaya khronika IR from time to time mentions the group’s new travels to 
America and highlights the success it achieves on those trips. The 1927 tour, 
especially, is met with great enthusiasm in the magazine. On the occasion of the 
group’s departure in late 1927, IR states that  
 
[t]he theater of N. F. Baliyev, having established for itself a strong worldwide 
fame, is again sailing across the ocean to conquer the Americans with its 
beautiful art, which we can rightfully and proudly call ‘ours’, Russian…115  
 
IR thus displays clear pride in its compatriots who have reached world fame and are 
enhancing the reputation of Russian art. Note the use of the word “our” – just as with 
émigré painting, IR arguably wishes to unite its readers over a shared pride in the 
success of Letuchaya Mysh and of Russian art in general. To further highlight 
Letuchaya Mysh’s world fame, IR publishes pictures on its covers of Baliyev with 
global stars such as Charlie Chaplin, Jackie Coogan and the “famous movie star-
chimpanzee Mayka” (figures 131-134). 
Additionally, IR also values the French audience’s recognition of Letuchaya Mysh. 
In 1928, for example, journalist Yevgeny Khokhlov attends the dress rehearsal of a 
show by Letuchaya Mysh and indicates that  
 
 
                                                   
114 “[…] которая на своих крыльях несет во все уголки славу русского искусства.” Ibid. 
115 “Театр Н. Ф. Балиева, утвердивший за собой прочную славу во всем мире, снова переплывает 
океан завоевывать американцев своим прекрасным искусством, которое мы с законной гордостью 





[a]mong the demanding, spoiled audience of the ‘dress rehearsal’, this rich 
performance had great success. Presumably, ‘Letuchaya Mysh’ will have this 
[success] with the public as well. This is her new victory.116  
 
By highlighting the high standards of the French audience, Khokhlov adds additional 
value to Letuchaya Mysh’s success. That same year, on the occasion of Letuchaya 
Mysh’s twentieth anniversary, Baliyev is granted the French order of the Legion of 
Honor by then minister of foreign affairs Briand. Although IR simply states this fact 
and – quite remarkably – does not add any commentary or remarks, the news in itself 
fits well with IR’s other content highlighting Letuchaya Mysh’s international success 
and recognition in order to amplify the value of Russian and émigré art. As such, it can 
be argued, Letuchaya Mysh and Baliyev symbolize Russian success in an international 
context for IR. 
Finally, singer Fyodor Shalyapin is also presented in IR as a symbol for the 
international success of Russian art. Just as Pavlova had done, Shalyapin had already 
risen to world fame before the Revolution. However, just as with Baliyev and 
Letuchaya Mysh, IR seems to be especially interested in his American success, as it 
regularly reports on his American travels, and his new career movie career in 
Hollywood. As with Baliyev, or perhaps even more so, IR seems to present Shalyapin 
as an icon of Russian culture in general. For example, as mentioned when discussing 
the cultural canon (cf. 1.2), Viktor Valter put Shalyapin on the same level as 19th-
Century composer Glinka and calls them both “national-creative geniuses”.117 A 
peculiar case highlighting Shalyapin’s role as cultural icon is the fact that his name is 
mentioned in two literary items in IR which in fact have nothing to do with émigré art. 
Both items are written by Sasha Chorny. The first one is the children’s poem “Brave 
boy” (Khrabry Malchik), whose final verses read as follows: 
 
There are no matches! Dad and mom 
Went to Shalyapin. 
In the courtyard behind a dark frame 
 
                                                   
116 “У требовательной, избалованной публики ‘генеральной репетиции’ этот насыщенный 
спектакль имел большой успех. Надо думать, ‘Летучая Мышь’ будет иметь его и у публики. Это – 
новая ее победа.” IR 1928-47(184), p. 19. 





The rain is crying: "pli-pli-pli" ...118 
 
The omission of the words “a concert by”, suggests that it is clear to IR’s readers that 
Shalyapin is a famous singer – if not for the children, than at least for their parents. In 
the Easter story “Cheese Paskha” (mentioned earlier in 2.1.2), similarly, a man whose 
Easter cake is much to the liking of his guests claims that “Shalyapin has never had 
such a success”119. These parenthetical references to Shalyapin suggest his 
omnipresence and iconic status in the émigré community. In addition to this status as 
cultural icon, Shalyapin simply also takes up the role of émigré celebrity in IR –as do 
some of the established writers mentioned above. Shalyapin is, for instance one of the 
ten prominent émigrés in IR’s photo contest (as is Baliyev). Furthermore, IR prints two 
pictures of Shalyapin on its covers (figures 135-136). One is a simple portrait of him 
on the occasion of his last performances, while the other is a picture of Shalyapin and 
his daughter on the occasion of his grandchild’s christening. The latter, especially, 
testifies to Shalyapin’s iconic, celebrity-like status in the émigré community. 
Finally, it can be argued that Shalyapin holds yet another value for IR, due to his 
open discord with Soviet Russia. After the Revolution, Shalyapin was initially awarded 
the Soviet title of “People’s artist”, even though he resided almost permanently outside 
of Soviet Russia from 1921 onwards. In 1927, however, IR indicates that Shalyapin has 
fallen of his Soviet pedestal when supporting émigrés in need: 
 
As soon as the Bolsheviks learned of Shalyapin’s donation of 5,000 francs for the 
needs of the émigrés, the Soviet press began a frantic persecution of the artist. 
The Council of People's Commissars raised the question of depriving Shalyapin 
of the title of national artist and Soviet citizenship. However, Shalyapin is not 
afraid of this ‘blow’, for he is not going to return to red Moscow.120 
 
According to IR, Shalyapin thus has firmly chosen the side of the émigré community. 
Furthermore, this quote speaks of IR’s strong moral condemnation of the Soviet press 
 
                                                   
118 “Спичек нету! Папа с мамой / На Шаляпина ушли. / Во дворе за темной рамой / Плачет дождик: 
‘пли-пли-пли’...” In “Храбрый мальчик”. IR 1924-5(5), p. 13. 
119 “Такого успеха, думаю, и Шаляпин никогда не имели.” In “Сырная Пасха”. IR 1925-8(17), p. 4. 
120 “Как только большевики узнали о пожертвовании Шаляпиным 5000 франков на нужды 
эмиграитов, в советской прессе началась бешенная травля артиста. В Совнарком поднят вопрос о 
лишении Шаляпина звания народного артиста и советского гражданства. Однако Шаляпина не 
страшит этот ' удар', ибо в красную Москву возвращаться не собирается.” In “Шаляпин и 




and authorities, which persecuted a man who has done nothing but helping his émigré 
peers in need. In 1930, the relationship between Shalyapin and Soviet Russia is 
mentioned again when IR reports on Shalyapin’s lawsuit against the Soviet authorities 
for the unauthorized publication of the memoires he left behind in Soviet Russia. The 
court’s ruling, however, is not published in IR. In the same vein as Bunin, thus, IR 
presents Shalyapin as not only an icon of Russian culture and an émigré celebrity, but 
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Figure 94: "Russian writers abroad". IR 1924-2(2), p. 2. 
 
 





Figure 96: "Russian writers abroad". IR 1924-3(3), p. 3. 
 





Figure 98: "Our cartoons. I. A. Bunin" by Griffon. IR 1925-13(22), p. 15. 
 
 





Figure 100: "Our cartoons. K. D. Balmont". IR 1925-17(26), p. 15. 
 
 





Figure 102: "Our cartoons. Z. N. Gippius". IR 1925-19(28), p. 15. 
 
 










Figure 105: "Celebration of I. A. Bunin in London". IR 1925-6(15), p. 2. 
 
 


























Figure 111: Repin visited by, among others, L. N. Andreyev. 1924-5(5), p. 3. 
 
 













































































































































2.3 What is not continued in emigration (but easily 
could have been) 
It goes without saying that for the preservation or continuation of Russian culture, 
some topics are easier and/or more likely to be preserved in the new émigré context 
than others. In the same way, certain genres and media in IR are expected to lend 
themselves better to preservationism than others. This short chapter examines three 
(sub)sections of IR in which I intuitively expected some sort of preservationism – or 
at least an enhanced attention to Russian culture – but in fact did not encounter any: 
fashion, cooking, and crossword puzzles. 
2.3.1 Parizhskye mody 
A fixed value in IR’s content is the fashion page Parizhskye mody (Parisian fashion), 
which reports on trends and novelties of Parisian and, by extension, Western, fashion 
houses. This section first appears as early as IR’s second issue and is featured almost 
every week until the final issue. Initially, Parizhskye mody is written by a certain Dedd, 
but from March 1928 onwards, Dedd is replaced by a contributor called Jenny (both 
names are written in the Latin alphabet). I was unable to identity either contributor. 
Parizhskye mody generally comprises a full page, sometimes two, and includes a lot of 
photographs and illustrations illustrating the fashion styles discussed. The vast 
majority of the items in this section discuss of current trends in the French fashion 
landscape, such as the newest styles of winter coats, evening gowns, or hats (figures 
137-139). Furthermore, in addition to Parizhskye mody’s general focus on women’s 
clothing, from 1927 it also covers children’s and men’s wear two to three times a year 
(figures 140-141). 
As the title of the fashion page indicates and as the figures referred to also illustrate, 
Parizhskye mody is oriented virtually exclusively on Western contemporary fashion 
and does not relate to (traditional) Russian clothing. Even in the rare case of an article 
on a Russian fashion house in Paris, such as the house of Anna Sergeyeva (or “Anna 
Sergueeff”, as IR writes in the Latin alphabet), the focus is on Western-style fashion 
(figure 142). Interestingly, Anna Sergeyeva westernizes her name, ostensibly as a 
means to make a connection to the Parisian fashion milieu. Both the westernized 
name, and the fact that a Russian couturier is following Parisian fashion, however, do 
not seem problematic for IR – quite the contrary. Far more important for IR is the fact 





due to its talent and energy, takes up a prominent place among the best houses 
of the Parisian fashion capital. […] Among the elegant Parisian clientele and 
visitors from across the ocean, the house of A. S. Sergeyeva enjoys a well-
deserved reputation as one of the capital’s best fashion enterprises.121  
 
What prevails for IR is the fact that Russians and their enterprises are successful 
abroad and are recognized in the host countries. This focus on success, thus, is in line 
with IR’s coverage of émigré arts, where IR frequently highlights Western recognition 
(cf. 2.2). 
Linked to this, the fashion page starts including advertisements for various tailors 
and clothing stores, both French and émigré, beginning in 1929. Interestingly, the style 
of émigré advertisements is generally very similar or even identical to their Western 
counterparts, and – in the same vein as Anna Sergeyeva/Sergueeff – the enterprises 
promoted sometimes use a Western name (figures 143-144). This would suggest that 
instead of branding themselves as typically Russian, these émigré enterprises choose 
to assimilate with their French counterparts, as this undoubtedly allows them to 
better compete in the Western market.122  
In fact, it is on only one occasion that Parizhskye mody truly incorporates Russian 
clothing – not counting, that is, the simple mention of a “so-called ‘Russian’ belt”123 or 
“Russian patterns”124 in Western-style clothing. In an item devoted to the newest 
styles of fall coats (figure 145) entitled “Russian fashion”, IR discusses the “undoubted 
influence of the ‘Russian style’ on the fashion of the coming season”125. According to 
IR, this Russian influence is visible in “the circulation of karakulevo fur – ‘astrakhan’ in 
French jargon”126, as all large Parisian houses have included several models with this 
type of fur in their collections. In terms of the cut of the coats, “the influence of the 
Russian style is reflected in the great success of the coat ‘à la tcherkesse’, that is, with 
 
                                                   
121 “[…] таланту н энергии которой он обязан тем, что занял видное место среди лучших домов 
столицы моды Парижа. […] Среди элегантной клиентеллы Парижа и приезжих из-за океана, дом А. 
С. Сергеевой пользуется заслуженной репутацией одного из лучших модных предприятий 
столицы.” In “По парижским ателье”. IR 1928-52(189), p. 24. 
122 For further research on IR it could be interesting to analyze whether this is also the case for 
advertisements in sectors with less Western competition. 
123 “[…] так называемый, ‘русский’ пояс.” IR 1925-11(20), p. 19. 
124 “вышиты узоры […] русские.” IR 1925-3(12), p. 18. 
125 “[…] несомненное влияние ‘русского стиля’ на дамские моды грядущего сезона; в известном 
смысле, мнение это справедливо […]” In “Осенние пальто — Русская мода”. IR 1930-39(280), p. 19. 





a narrow waist, a skirt expanding to the bottom and extensive sleeves.”127 Note that IR 
mentions the French name for karakulevo fur, “astrakhan”, and that it writes “à la 
tcherkesse”, the French version, instead of the Russian “po-cherkesski”. As such, it can 
be argued, it is clear that IR is talking about a Russian-inspired French trend, instead 
of referring to a truly Russian fashion. 
Remarkably, while the topic of Russian influence on Western fashion could have 
easily resulted in the exaltation of Russian attire, its discussion is limited to a concise 
and neutral description of the Russian influence noticeable in Western clothing. IR, 
thus, reports with far more vigor and pride on the success of a Russian designer 
creating Western-style clothing, than on the (albeit rather limited) influence of 
Russian clothing on French fashion. 
Parizhskye mody, thus, is devoted entirely to Western fashion and, even in the sole 
case of a Russian house, the outfits portrayed in this section fit seamlessly with the 
clothing of their French peers. The same goes for the émigré stores and enterprises, 
whose advertisements are identical to the French ones, and who, occasionally, even 
take on a Western(ized) name. IR’s Western focus is, however, not surprising, as Paris 
not only is the Russian émigrés’ hometown and direct surroundings, but is also, 
simply, the world capital of fashion. IR’s decision to report almost exclusively on 
Parisian or Western clothing is, thus, a matter of course, rather than a conscious choice 
against Russian culture. 
2.3.2 Cooking 
IR’s women’s page Zhenskaya stranichka (which I will discuss more fully in 4.1) shares 
recipes for various dishes from time to time, this in a concise subsection called 
“Nemnogo kulinarii” (A bit of cookery), sometimes also called “Nemnogo gastronomii” 
(A bit of gastronomy). This cooking subsection is not a weekly part of Zhenskaya 
stranichka but appears very irregularly, and generally contains one recipe – 
sometimes two. The recipes are very basic, usually no more than one paragraph, and 
do not mention numbers or weights of the ingredients; they simply indicate the steps 
that must be followed, as figure 146 illustrates. 
Overall, these short recipes do not explicitly specify the origin of the dish. However, 
the majority of these dishes are clearly French – as the names often reveal, such as 
‘flounder grenobloise’, ‘potage Jeannette’, ‘biscuit crème d’or’, or a range of sauces 
such as Provencal and béchamel sauce. Furthermore, there are a number of dishes that 
 
                                                   
127 “[…] влияние русского стиля сказывается в большом успехе пальто ‘à la tcherkesse’, т. е., с узкой 




– although not specifically mentioned – arguably have their origins in Russian cuisine, 
such as gherkins stuffed with meat, olives stuffed with herring or sprat, beef with 
cabbage, and a cake with nuts and honey. In fact, there is but one dish with a clearly 
Russian name: okroshka, a cold kvass soup with chopped vegetables, hard-boiled eggs 
and meat. Interestingly, however, is that IR’s recipe for okroshka is not entirely 
traditional, as it leaves out the main ingredient kvass. The reason for this, IR indicates, 
is that “it is not always nor everywhere available abroad”.128 Instead of simply not 
publishing a recipe for okroshka because it cannot be made ‘the right way’, IR thus 
adapts to the situation and proposes a pragmatic solution. 
Additionally, two issues before Easter 1929, Zhenskaya stranichka prints three 
recipes for the Easter table: two for paskha and one for kulich. In a short accompanying 
text, IR clarifies why it incorporates these recipes: 
  
The Easter table is one of the traditions most dear to us, and therefore it is 
understandable that each of us wants to have it even in the conditions of our 
emigrant existence. The art of making this table is subtle art, and it has been 
passed down from mother to daughter from generation to generation. Now, alas, 
not all of our wives can get advice and instructions from their mothers, or at least 
good neighbors. We will try to at least partially fill this gap by reproducing some 
of the most simple recipes for kulich and paskha.129 
 
By means of these recipes for Easter dishes, IR aims to preserve a tradition which 
otherwise might disappear in the émigré context. Furthermore, it can be argued that 
IR also aims to adopt a significant role in the émigré community, as it comes to the aid 
of women who – due to the émigré circumstances – cannot ask their mothers or 
neighbors for advice. 
It, thus, is striking that IR speaks out on preserving traditional Russian cuisine only 
once, and only on the occasion of an important holiday. In addition, what stands out is 
that the majority of the dishes are French, and that the other Russian dishes are not 
specified – let alone promoted – as typically Russian. Whereas this cooking subsection 
could have easily resulted in an exaltation of typically Russian cuisine, it seems that 
 
                                                   
128 “Не всегда, однако, и не везде за границей можно его достать.” IR 1929-33(222), p. 14. 
129 “Пасхальный стол — одна из самых родных нам традиций, и потому вполне понятно, что каждому 
из нас хочется иметь его даже в условиях нашего эмигрантского существования. Искусство сделать 
этот стол, — искусство тонкое и передавалось оно от матери к дочери из поколения в поколение. 
Сейчас, увы, далеко не все из наших жен могут получить совет и указания от их матерей, или хотя 
бы добрых соседок. Постараемся хотя бы отчасти пополнить этот пробел воспроизведя несколько 




the focus is more on simple and cheap dishes, than on their origins and the national 
cuisine they might represent. 
2.3.3 Riddles and games 
As is customary for weeklies and other 20th- Century periodicals, IR also contains 
games and riddles in its final pages. Over time, many leisure sections come and go; 
some last longer than others. The most prominent game in IR is the crossword puzzle, 
a new leisure activity whose popularity increases tremendously during the 1920s. IR 
starts with crossword puzzles in June 1925 (issue 1925-12(21)) under the French title 
Mots croisés, accompanied by the literal translation “Skreshchivayushchiesya slova” 
(Crossing words) between brackets. This French section title is changed only 
hundreds of issues later in mid-1933 to “Krestoslovitsy”. Interestingly, the term 
“krestoslovitsa” was launched by émigré writer Vladimir Nabokov, who created the 
first crossword puzzles in the Russian language, which were published in the Berlin 
émigré journal Rul beginning in February 1925. Nabokov’s term became the standard 
Russian émigré term for this type of game. In contrast, in Soviet Russia, they use the 
English term “krossvord”; this is as to not draw attention to the word’s religious 
etymology (Boyd 1990: 241). By initially choosing the French title Mots croisés, it can 
be claimed, IR aims to highlight the fact that it is fully on board with this new Western 
hype.  
The average crossword puzzle in IR has the traditional form of a square, but 
occasionally it takes on special forms such as a swallow, a chick in the 1929 Easter 
issue, or the numbers ‘1928’ in the New Year’s issue of that year (figures 147-149). 
With regards to the content of those puzzles, the terms sought after are mainly 
universal things, as IR’s very first crossword puzzle shows: 
 
Horizontally  
1. fishing spot: “tonya” 
2. nation: Boers 
3. expression of pleasure in the theater: bis 
4. dish: ukha 
5. Slavic letter: az 
6. predatory animal: weasel 
7. note: to 
8. the place of supreme bliss: paradise 
9. gas: nitrogen 
10. fisherman's attribute: fishing line 
Vertically 
2. Slavic letter: buki 
10. measure of weight: lot 
13. city in Russia: Yalik 
15. city on the Baltic Sea: Riga 
17. pronoun: neon 
19. Chinese name: li 
23. holy object: cup 
24. large room: lounge 
25. male name: Boris 




11. southern tribe: Arab 
12. the name of a famous play: Nora 
13. small boat: skiff 
14. politician of France: Thomas 
15. European capital: Rome 
16. demonstrative pronoun: that 
17. name of an operetta: Niniche 
18. note: to 
19. marine Instrument: log 
20. Eastern king: shah 
21. animal: fox 
22. drink: arak 
 
27. statement: so 
28. bible name: Isar 
29. ladies' toilet: bag 
30. foreign play: kin (?) 
31. diminutive male name: Misha 
32. food: ukha 
33. geometric body: ball 
34. Egyptian god: Ra 
35. Roman Emperor: Nero 
36. exclamation of laughter: ha 
37. male name: Sam 
38. flower: rose 
39. mountain name: Athos 
 
The few typically Russian terms present (such as Misha, Yalik or ukha) do not really 
incite a sense of Russian identity in emigration, but are simply everyday words or 
realia. This overall lack of typically Russian words in the crossword puzzle remains so 
for the whole of Mironov’s editorship, even though this is a section in which IR could 
have easily incorporated more, or even exclusively Russian names and terms. Instead, 
for its crosswords, IR arguably seeks connection with the more generic content of 
Western puzzles. 
In May 1926, IR announces in a small editorial note that it will add riddles to Mots 
croisés, and asks its readers to send in their own. These riddles are grouped in a new 
separate section called V chasy dosuga (In leisure time). As figures 150-152 illustrate, 
the games and riddles in this section are very diverse, ranging from math and language 
problems to labyrinths and drawings of particular situations in checkers. In addition, 
the page generally also includes one or more riddles for children, and occasionally the 
entire page is devoted to children. V chasy dosuga ultimately does not last long, as its 
last appearance is in September 1927. In 1931, the diverse riddles and games of V 
chasy dosuga are briefly resurrected in a new section, V tsarstve smekalki (In the realm 
of savvy), which runs for only five issues.  
In 1928, IR adds an element of competition to the puzzle craze with a new section 
called “Evrika!” (“Eureka!”, May-October 1928), a quiz for which IR’s readers can 
submit their answers. In “Evrika!”, IR weekly asks a series of questions, and publishes 
intermediate rankings of the participating readers. This “fascinating game”, IR states, 




‘mots croisés’.”130 IR thus indicates that it goes along with the trend and, in addition to 
the crosswords, starts printing its own quiz. The questions asked in this section are 
typical quiz-questions about both Russia and the world, ranging from history, 
literature and classical music to geography, fauna and flora, etymology and even 
mathematics. As an example of its general character, below is the first set of 15 
questions in issue 1928-22(159). 
 
1. On which river lies Tula?  
On the Upa river. 
 
2. What is the origin of the word “berlog” (“den”)?  
German (from “Bär” – a bear, and “Loch” – a hole). 
 
3. Which composer wrote a number of brilliant works while being deaf? 
Beethoven. 
 
4. Why are hypocritical tears called “crocodile tears”? 
The natives say that at the moment of swallowing its victim, a crocodile has tears 
in its eyes. 
 
5. Which city is located in two parts of the world? 
Constantinople. 
 
6. Which two birds can be taught human speech? 
A parrot and a crow. 
 
7. Where did the custom taking off one’s hat when meeting come from? 
Medieval knights in friendly meetings took off their helmets as a sign of 
confidence. 
 
8. What people started to wear pants before everyone else? 
The Gauls, unlike the Romans, who wore tunics and togas. 
 
9. To whom does Paris owe its name? 
To the “Parisii” tribes, who once lived there. 
 
10. How many lines are there in a sonnet? 
 
                                                   
130 “[…] увлекательнейшая игра, которая сейчас за океаном затмила бывшие в прошлом году 






11. How many Novgorods are there in Russia? 
Four: Novgorod the Great, Nizhny Novgorod, Novgorod Seversky and Novgorod 
Volynsky. 
 
12. Can you remember the name of the eponymous work of three great Russian 
writers? 
The Caucasian captive (Kavkazsky plennik) – by Pushkin, Lermontov and L. 
Tolstoy. 
 
13. How can you write one whole with three fives? 
(5/5)^5 or 5^(5-5) = 5 ° = 1. Other answers are also possible 
 
14. Can you remember the name of the hero in Gogol’s Overcoat? 
Bashmachkin. 
 
15. Which bird walks but does not fly? 
An ostrich. 
 
Although only four of the fifteen questions are related to Russia and Russian culture, 
they are still significant, as they undoubtedly have educational and/or 
commemorative value, reminding IR’s older readers of Russia’s geography and 
literature, while perhaps teaching younger readers. Also in consecutive episodes, a 
few questions are related to Russia and Russian culture, but the majority of the 
questions are general. Overall, it can be argued that in this section, IR could also have 
easily incorporated many more Russian questions in order to popularize Russian 
culture in a fun, game-like way. 
Other, short-lived sections devoted to riddles in IR have an overarching frame story. 
The page Vechera u Deda-Vseveda (Evenings with Grandfather Know-it-all, figure 153), 
for example, is set in the living room of a certain Ivan Lukyanich Chumako, nicknamed 
“Grandfather Know-it-all” who receives guests every Wednesday evening and 
challenges them with diverse riddles – typical brain teasers, logical reasoning, and 
sometimes math exercises. There are forty of those “evenings” in total. In the same 
vein, Nashi subbotniki (Our Saturday people, figure 154) is a small group of IR’s 
editorial members who stay behind at the office on Saturday afternoons and tell each 
other riddles and jokes. In both sections, there is the frame story with small 
developments, and the riddles are asked in dialogue. Just as with all riddles and games 




generic. It is thus clear that IR does not use its leisure sections to promote or raise 
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Figure 142: "Parisian fashion: In the Paris atelier of Anna Sergeyeva". IR 1928-52(189), p. 24. 
 
Figure 143: Advertisement for shoe store "Ramo" (by Rashkovsky). IR 1930-44(285), p. 19. 
 
 











Figure 146: "A bit of cookery. Lentil burgers". IR 1929-15(204), p. 14. 
 
 






Figure 148: "Mots croisés". IR 1929-19(208), p. 22. 
 
 






































Chapter 3  
Passing on prerevolutionary Russia 
It can be argued that the most active way of preserving prerevolutionary Russia in 
emigration is by purposefully passing on prerevolutionary Russian culture to the next 
generations. In this scenario then, the key beneficiary of potential preservationism 
efforts by IR, and consequently, in the émigré community, in general, are children.  
Children take up on important and even symbolical role in Russian émigré life and 
society. According to Raeff (1990: 47), rather than returning to an unsafe and 
significantly altered Russia, many émigrés preferred to remain in exile and establish a 
Russia Abroad, in order to 
 
preserve and pass on to their children their own notion of what constituted 
genuine Russian culture. While there were divergent opinions among émigrés as 
to what in fact should constitute the very essence of Russia's culture and 
traditions, these divergences were overcome for the sake of preparing the young 
to play a constructive role in some future, free Russia. 
 
Given the emergence of a Soviet counterculture, staying abroad in exile thus offers the 
opportunity to curate and safeguard an émigré notion of ‘real’ or genuine Russian 
culture. To a certain extent, this is indeed the case, as is demonstrated in chapter 1. As 
Raeff indicates, émigré children are considered the future not only of the émigré 
community, but also of a once free Russia. Interestingly, however, at the same time 
émigré children are also the group most distant from Russia and closest to the host 
country. These children either were born in exile or have they emigrated at a very 
young age; they also attend local schools and, most likely, have friends there. As such, 




bridge the gap between the children’s lives and their ‘native’ land, i.e. to “prepare the 
young” for their future role in Russia, as Raeff states, the interwar emigration has a 
strong focus on the development of children. Considering the straddle between Russia 
and the host countries, the émigré community deems it important that their children 
– despite not having access to Russia – still know the language, history and culture of 
their (or their parents’ and grandparents’) ‘motherland’.  
One possible way to educate the émigré children is by means of children’s 
literature. However, Raeff states that in contrast to the rich prerevolutionary tradition 
of children’s literature, children’s books and journals are mainly absent in Russia 
Abroad: 
 
One type of literature of paramount importance for the development of children 
in prerevolutionary Russia was, strangely enough, rather deficient in Russia 
Abroad; namely, journals and books exclusively for the young. This lack was all 
the more striking, since in Soviet Russia this tradition was dramatically revived 
at the end of the civil war, and children's books and magazines were not only 
published in great number but also attained a high level of literary and graphic 
sophistication (1990: 51). 
 
The fact that this prerevolutionary tradition is not continued in emigration is, thus, all 
the more striking, considering its revival in Soviet Russia. However, Raeff adds, the 
absence is not so much a conscious choice of the émigré community, but rather a 
consequence of its economic and demographic situation:  
 
Publishing was expensive and the émigré were scattered across many borders; 
there was an inadequate system of distribution, and most potential customers 
were too poor. Most Russians abroad had difficulty in finding money to purchase 
a daily newspaper or quarterly journal, let alone books. Recall, too, that the 
young were proportionately underrepresented in emigration, and publishers 
could not count on a large youth market. All these circumstances deterred 
authors from producing for the young (1990: 51). 
 
By means of its children’s page, IR thus caters in an affordable way to this neglected 
target group and fills a substantial void. Hence, it can be argued, if IR wants to educate 
émigré children and pass on Russian culture and traditions, it would make sense for 
the magazine to devote its entire children’s page to such topics. Initially this is indeed 
the case. Over time, however, as will be shown, the focus on Russian culture and 




By the fourth issue, IR starts a weekly section for children called Stranichka dlya 
detey (Little page for children). This page is initially led by Sasha Chorny. When Chorny 
leaves Paris and, therefore, IR in mid-1927, the children’s page continues for a couple 
of issues, but then is temporarily halted. The page returns in 1929, but at that moment 
it is no longer clear who runs it. Even more important, a clear change of focus can be 
discerned from 1929 onwards. In general, until 1927 the children’s page’s content 
boils down to Russian folk items and stories on émigré life. From 1929, the children’s 
page consists of comic strips without any link to the Russian or émigré context. Hence, 
Stranichka dlya detey will be discussed in two parts: part one discusses the children’s 
page under Chorny’s editorship, while part two looks at the page after his departure. 
It should be noted that this chapter does not study Chorny’s work as a whole nor does 
it look into his authorship. Instead, this chapter looks only at Chorny’s (and others’) 
works printed in IR and analyzes what this means for the children’s page and the way 







3.1 Stranichka dlya detey under Chorny  
The content of Stranichka dlya detey under Chorny is predominantly verbal, consisting 
of short stories and tales, and, occasionally, poems and riddles. Nevertheless, it can be 
argued that the children’s page also aims to be visually appealing to its readers – at 
least to a certain extent. In most issues, the children’s page contains its own masthead, 
although occasionally there is just the section’s title at the top of the page. Throughout 
the existence of Stranichka dlya detey, there are three different mastheads. The first 
masthead, present from the very first appearance of the children’s page, contains the 
title of the page in handwriting, flanked by a jack-in-the-box and a doll (figure 155). A 
year later, in November 1925, the masthead is replaced by a somewhat sleeker design, 
showing the title of the section in capitals imitating printed letters in a simple bar, 
carried by a boy and a girl (figure 156). This masthead will remain throughout the 
lifetime of the children’s page, as well as when it is relaunched in 1929. However, from 
April to July 1926, the children’s page temporarily has another masthead, again with 
a jack-in-the-box and the title in capitals imitating printed letters, drawn on playing 
blocks (figure 157). Remarkably, in this temporary masthead the title is Detskaya 
stranicha (Children’s little page), instead of Stranichka dlya detey (Little page for 
children). None of these mastheads contain elements of Russian culture; all three are 
rather universal designs related to the generic world of children.  
Additionally, the children’s page also contains some decorative illustrations, such 
as figures 158-161. Initially there are one or two illustrations on every children’s page, 
but from late 1925 they become less frequent (and are often the same) until they 
ultimately disappear in 1927. With a few exceptions, these illustrations do not relate 
to the content of the items in the children’s page but simply have decorative value. 
Furthermore, as with the masthead, most illustrations are rather generic and do not 
relate to typical Russian culture, although there are a few exceptions, as figures 162-
163 illustrate. 
Until his departure from IR in mid-1927, Chorny writes many of the items on the 
children’s page himself. His contributions increase from, generally, a third or half of 
the items in 1924, 1925, and early 1926, to almost the entire contents of the children’s 
page in late 1926 and 1927. The remaining items are usually unsigned. Furthermore, 
there are two lines visible in Stranichka dlya detey. The vast majority of Chorny’s own 
items revolve around émigré life, while the unsigned items generally relate to Russian 
folklore. Strikingly, this folkloric content is exclusive to the children’s page and does 
not appear anywhere else in IR. At the same time, however, these folkloric items are 
published without any introduction or author. It is thus never explained to the 




to read them. Additionally, Soviet Russia is virtually absent in the children’s page, both 
in topics and authors. The only exception to this are two poems by Soviet writer 
Mariya Pozharova (I will come back on this below). 
In the early years of Stranichka dlya detey, a few items per issue, generally, relate to 
Russian folklore. The link with Russian folklore is often indicated in the (sub)title with 
the keyword “narodny” (folk). Examples of this are folk tales (narodnye skazki), folk 
riddles (narodnye zagadki), folk jokes (narodnye anekdoty), folk proverbs (narodnye 
poslovitsy), folk parables (narodnye prichty), folk songs (narodnye pesni) etc. These 
folk items in IR are often taken from collections of well-known 19th-century Russian 
ethnographers such as Aleksandr Afanasyev (1826-1871) and Pavel Yakushkin (1822-
1872), and even from composer Mily Balakirev (1873-1910); these are all mentioned 
in the items’ subtitles. From time to time, the region of origin of these folk items is also 
indicated in the subtitle or between brackets at the end, such as the governorates of 
respectively Perm, Tula and Tver, to give just a few examples.  
Many of these folk items take place in rural settings (including stories about farm 
animals, such as oxen, chickens, goats, etc.) and combine an amusing narrative with 
magical elements or a moral message. A good example is the folk tale “If you do not 
like it, do not listen” (Ne lyubo ne slushay), reminiscent of the tale about Jack and the 
Beanstalk. This tale is about a muzhik (a prerevolutionary peasant) who finds a pea in 
his basement and starts watering it. The pea plant grows through the roof right toward 
heaven and the muzhik decides climbing it. In heaven, the muzhik enters a khoroma, a 
wooden Russian house, and finds an oven filled with food. As the oven is guarded by a 
goat with seven eyes, the muzhik tries to put the goat to sleep. He manages to close six 
of the goat’s eyes but forgets about the seventh, which is on the goat’s back. The 
muzhik eats everything in the oven and falls asleep on a bench. When the owner of the 
house arrives, the goat tells him everything, which enrages the owner. The muzhik 
tries to escape, but notices that the pea plant has disappeared, so he makes a rope out 
of cobwebs and descends from the sky. As the rope is too short, the muzhik has to jump 
and falls into a swamp where he is stuck for a long time until he gets out by clasping 
on to the tail of a duck.  
Some of the folkloric items revolve around a cunning person or a thief (as is 
common in Russian folklore, these are often gypsies1), who gets outsmarted or 
punished in a mild and generally funny way. The story “How a muzhik outsmarted a 
gypsy”, for example, is about a muzhik who works for a gypsy and joins him at the 
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annual fair. As they cannot reach the fair in one day, the gypsy and the muzhik have to 
sleep in a field. They decide to sleep in turns, in order to guard the horses. The gypsy 
says he will sleep first, and tells the muzhik to wake him up when the moon shines on 
his feet. This is a ruse: “Well,” the gypsy thinks, “I have tricked the peasant well; now I 
will sleep all night long!”2 But the muzhik can see right through it. He waits until the 
gypsy is asleep and then turns him around so the moon shines right on his feet. The 
muzhik wakes the gypsy up and goes to sleep himself. The gypsy now thinks the sun 
will rise soon, but he ultimately spends many hours guarding the horses. Such stories 
arguably convey the moral message that bad deeds will eventually be punished.  
Other folk items, similarly, are magical stories or fairy tales revolving around nature 
and animals. These Russian folk tales and riddles all share a setting unspecified in time 
and space. Although these folk items occasionally incorporate specific elements or 
realia typical of prerevolutionary culture, those realia are never at the heart of the 
story, instead contributing to the folkloric character and setting of the tale, rather than 
actually referring to prerevolutionary Russia. Nevertheless, despite the absence of 
specific references to prerevolutionary culture, the folk items undoubtedly are a first 
acquaintance for IR’s youngest readers with elements of Russian folklore, and as such, 
they have an important educational value. 
Until 1926, IR also publishes translated folklore from other nations and cultures, 
such as France, Finland and Estonia, or even Malaysia, Japan and the Arabic world. 
Besides the mention of the stories’ origin at the beginning or the end of the text, IR 
does not give any further explanation, nor does it frame the stories in a particular way. 
Furthermore, just as with the Russian folk stories, central to these tales is the moral, 
which is often a variation on being happy with what you have. A good example of this 
is the famous story of the Japanese stonecutter (“Kamenotyos”), which IR publishes in 
late 1925. By means of the Russian and other folk tales, IR thus seems to aim at 
providing the émigré children with a moral compass, rather than actually focusing on 
(elements of) prerevolutionary culture. 
In this early period of the children’s page, Chorny also writes a few stories himself 
about animals and nature, such as the story about a goby – a type of fish, whose 
Russian name is bychok, Chorny mentions, and should not be mistaken for byk or bull 
– who is caught by a fisherman3; or one about a fox who watches a wolf get caught in 
a trap and steals his meat4. Overall, these stories do not contain moral messages as do 
 
                                                   
2 “Ну, — думает цыган, — важно надул мужика; теперь всю ночь до света просплю!” In “Как мужик 
цыгана пережитрил”. IR 1924-5(5), p. 13. 
3 “Про бычка”. IR 1924-4(4), p. 15. 





the folk tales; they are arguably simply amusing, and perhaps informative stories for 
children, as they acquaint them with certain animals and their surroundings. More 
important are Chorny’s (as well as the unsigned) word games and riddles, such as the 
magical square5, in which the children have to position letters so they form words 
which can be read in different directions, or such games as the one with the word 
“laborant”, where children are instructed to form thirty nouns from the letters of the 
word.6 Although these riddles are not set in a particular Russian context, they 
encourage children to think about the Russian language and undoubtedly instill a love 
for their mother tongue. 
The vast majority of Chorny’s stories, however, are set in an émigré context – more 
specifically, France and Paris. Many of those stories refer to the geographical location 
in which they take place, sometimes explicitly by including names of cities and regions 
(such as Paris, Toulouse7 or Bretagne8) or landmarks (such as the Jardin de 
Luxembourg9 or the Seine10), sometimes implicitly by incorporating French words or 
characters. Furthermore, the main characters in those stories are Russian émigrés, 
most often children, as names such as Pavlushka11 and Misha12 suggest. But 
occasionally it can also be animals or toys, i.e. things close to a child’s environment. 
Although there is of course room for imagination, what foremost is relatability. Not 
only are the main characters usually émigré children, but a lot of those stories revolve 
around situations any child can experience.  
A good example of relatability in Chorny’s items are the stories about a boy called 
Igor, which Chorny will later compile and publish in the series Wonderful Summer 
(Chudesnoye leto, 1929). In these stories, Chorny shows the ‘adventures’ of little Igor 
in émigré Paris. Those adventures are, in fact, things which any child (including non-
émigré children) can experience. The stories range from what to do on a rainy day, 
dreaming about the future, or wandering in the garden as a true explorer. This 
relatability is not only the case for the stories about Igor, but is also in Chorny’s other 
émigré stories in IR which focus on universal children’s activities, such as playing 
 
                                                   
5 “Магический квадрат”. IR 1924-5(5), p. 13; IR 1925-16(25), p. 19. “Задача на распределение букв”. IR 
1925-9(18), p. 17. 
6 “Тридцать слов из одного”. IR 1925-17(26), p. 19. 
7 In “Буйабес”. IR 1926-34(67), p. 20-21. 
8 In “Детская выставка”. IR 1925-21(30), p. 19. 
9 In “Из дневника Фокса Микки”. IR 1925-15(24), p. 18-19. 
10 In “Скандалист Фифа”. IR 1926-30(63), p. 18-19. 
11 In “У океана”. IR 1925-17(26), p. 19. 





innocent pranks on people13 or playing teacher in front of a classroom of teddy bears 
and dolls14. As such, it can be argued that the emigration is merely a backdrop in these 
stories and never becomes a central element. Furthermore, in contrast to the folk tales, 
there is not really a moral to be discerned in Chorny’s émigré stories. What is foremost 
in these stories is relatability for IR’s young readers, and, perhaps even more so, the 
simple fact that they are fun, comical stories.  
Considering the initial expectation that IR uses the children’s page to educate its 
readers on prerevolutionary Russia, it thus is striking that almost none of Chorny’s 
items contain explicit references to Russia or Russian culture. There are in fact but 
four stories written by Chorny that include Russian realia or explicitly refer to Russian 
culture. Two of them are set in emigration, the other two in prerevolutionary Russia. 
Those stories, however, are isolated cases and cannot really be considered 
representative of IR’s children’s page under Chorny. Furthermore, it can be argued 
that these stories do not actively teach children about prerevolutionary Russia or 
prerevolutionary Russian culture, although – and this is not unimportant – they can 
serve as conversation starters. By means of incorporating these Russian realia, the 
children’s page seems to provide fun starting points for children to ask questions and 
for parents to elaborate and explain. In this way, the children’s page offers parents 
educational tools, but still leaves the responsibility to them to educate their children 
on Russian culture. 
In the story “At midnight”, the furniture in an émigré family’s apartment awakes at 
night to complain about how it is being treated. Particularly interesting is the 
character of the samovar – a type of Russian water boiler, mainly used to make tea: 
 
You are all foreigners here: the piggy bank is German, the chair is French, the 
mandolin is Italian. And I am Russian, a natural inhabitant of Tula! Since you live 
in a Russian house, you must listen to me. Why did they forget me? Where is my 
favorite samovar pipe? Where did the black knobs of my lid go? Ki-ki-ki! Why 
can’t they fix my bent burner?... Once a month the maid cleans me with some 
vinegar of French composition and laughs: ‘Well, you old ship, do not turn 
around, please!’ And the children call me the ‘Tula canon’ and stuff burnt 
matches through the tap into my nostrils. Poor me, poor thing!15 
 
                                                   
13 In “Разбитое стекло”. IR 1926-8(41), p. 14. 
14 In “Танина Школа”. IR 1926-21(54), p. 19. 
15 “Вы все тут иностранки: копилка — немка, кресло — француженка, мандолина — итальянка. А я 






In this story, the samovar complains about being disrespected by the cleaning lady and 
the children, as well as the lack of attention he is receiving. This can be read as a 
metaphor for the fact that the old Russia is losing its place in either modern Europe or 
within the émigré community. This sentiment, however, does not occur in other items 
on the children’s page and can be considered an isolated case.  
The story “Lyusya and father Krylov” is about an émigré girl who dreams of having 
a conversation with Russian fabulist Ivan Krylov (1769-1844). In her dream, Lyusya 
and Krylov compare their lives: Lyusya introduces Krylov to new technologies such as 
the gramophone, while Krylov describes how firefighters in 19th-century Petersburg 
worked. This story, it can be argued, seems to be both an introduction to the figure of 
Krylov and his fables, and, perhaps an occasion for IR’s youngest readers to get 
acquainted with (prerevolutionary) Russia through Krylov’s mention of the Nevsky 
prospekt and Gostiny dvor. This is reminiscent of IR’s pictures of prerevolutionary 
Russian landmarks, aimed at acquainting IR’s younger readers with what Russia looks 
like (cf. 1.1). 
The story “Unbelievable history”, this time set in prerevolutionary Russia, starts by 
engaging the readers, explaining a word that children in the émigré community 
perhaps do not know as it stems back to life before the Revolution:  
 
Do you know what a ‘prigotovishka’ is? Once, before the war, that is how in 
Russia they called the boys who studied in gymnasiums in the preparatory class. 
A man of about eight years old, rosy with cheerful protruding ears.”16  
 
Note that Chorny does not actually refer to prerevolutionary Russia, but to Russia 
“before the war”. It is not entirely clear why Chorny does this. It is possible that he 
does not want to tackle the topic of the Revolution for his young readers, or perhaps 
émigré children – due to their education in French schools – just know more about the 
war, and less about the Revolution. The story is about a boy – a prigotovishka – who 
 
                                                   
Почему меня забыли? Где моя любимая самоварная труба? Куда девались мои черные шишечки с 
крышки? Ки-ки-ки! Почему не исправят моей погнувшейся камфорки?... Служанка раз в месяц 
чистит меня каким-то уксусным французским составом и смеется: ‘Ну ты, старый пароход, не 
вертись, пожалуйста!’ А дети называют меня ‘тульской пушкой’ и запихивают мне в ноздри сквозь 
кран обгорелые спички. Бедный я, бедненький!” In “В полночь”. IR 1926-24(57), p.18. 
16 “Знаете-ли вы, что такое ‘приготовишка’? Когда-то до войны так называли в России мальчуганов, 
обучавшихся в гимназиях в приготовительном классе. Мужчина этак лет восьми, румяный с 




lives in Moscow and who once dreams of having a hare which he can train to do math. 
When he has saved enough money, the boy goes to the market to buy the hare but he 
is tricked and ends up buying a cat in hare skin. On his way home, the cat runs away, 
and the boy comes home emptyhanded and in tears. As the story is completely set in 
prerevolutionary Russia, it contains a number of Russian realia such as the places 
Arbat street and Trubnaya square, Russian money such as rubles and kopecks, 18th 
century writer and scientist Lomonosov, and tea with raspberry jam. Through the eyes 
of a boy of the same age, Chorny thus enables IR’s youngest readers to explore Moscow 
and prerevolutionary Russia. This is again reminiscent of the pictures of the Russian 
landmarks, and of Krylov’s mention of Petersburg landmarks. 
The second story set in prerevolutionary Russia (or rather mythological Russia) is 
entitled “Hop”17 and resembles the folk tales discussed earlier. This tale by Chorny is 
written in the form of a bylina, a traditional Russian oral epic poem. The main 
character is a bogatyr – a type of knight-errant typical to medieval East Slavic legends 
– who has to outsmart a snake and a lion in order to retrieve his horse, which was 
stolen by a wood goblin. Chorny’s story not only is written in verse, also content-wise 
it seems to fit well with the style of the Russian epic, as it is an adventure tale 
containing characters as a bogatyr and a goblin, as well as talking animals. By means 
of this bylina, it can be argued, IR thus acquaints its readers with the genre of the 
Russian epic.  
An easy way for the children’s page to acquaint children with prerevolutionary 
Russian culture is by means of printing prerevolutionary literature. Remarkably, this 
is almost completely absent during Chorny’s period – and for that matter also after he 
leaves. In fact there are but two items on prerevolutionary literature. In June 1925, IR 
publishes a simple drawing of Pushkin in his younger years without any further 
explanation (figure 164), and in May 1926, it publishes the short poem “Little duck” 
(Utushka) by Gogol. It should be noted that in neither cases IR elaborates on these 
writers nor explains their significance for Russian culture. Just as with the four stories 
including Russian realia, these items on Pushkin and Gogol seem rather starting points 
for further conversations between the émigré children and their parents, rather than 
actual lessons in Russian literature.  
Another way in which Chorny gently acquaints his young readers with 
prerevolutionary Russian culture, is through the adaptation of three bible tales for 
children. In a way, this is quite surprising as religion is not a key topic in IR’s overall 
content. As chapter 2.1 has shown, IR mainly reports on religion as a way of 
highlighting the emigration’s community spirit and morality. Although these bible 
 
                                                   




tales seem like a purer form of religious content than what is customary for IR, 
however, they too can be interpreted in a less strict way. It should be noted that these 
three bible tales are not explained, nor are they preceded by an introduction, and they 
are not printed on special occasions such as church holidays. What is more, these 
stories are printed quite far apart from each other, with about a year between each, in 
June 1925, July 1926 and February 1928. Nevertheless, when considering these tales 
as a whole – especially in light of the overall absence of religious content in IR – it can 
be argued that these bible tales are still significant and that they have two different 
functions. First of all, the stories can, of course, be read as pure bible stories, and as 
such they arguably are a crucial resource – not only religious, but also moral and 
cultural – for émigré children. This is especially important in light of a potential return 
to Russia, considering that contemporary generations living there are raised under 
state-sponsored atheism, something which IR strongly condemns (more on this in 
5.1.3.1). And as is the case for most bible stories, they promote important moral 
values, such as being brave in difficult situations or being compassionate toward 
others. Second, all three stories can also be read as allusions to émigré life, with the 
potential to inspire the readers to have hope regarding their own situation, although 
this nuance is perhaps more visible for parents than for children.  
The first story is about “Daniel in the lions’ den”18. In short, King Darius’ noblemen 
envy Daniel as he is the King’s favorite and they come up with a ruse. Aware of Daniel’s 
devotion to God, the nobles persuade the King to impose a thirty-day ban on praying. 
As Daniel keeps praying every night, the King has no other option but to penalize 
Daniel by throwing him into the lion’s den. Daniel, however, is not afraid and as a 
result, the lions do not harm him. The King regrets his decision and, when he checks 
on Daniel, is surprised to see him unharmed. The story ends with the King deciding to 
throw his nobles into the den. When seen in the context of IR’s overall content, this 
tale can be read as a metaphor for the émigré situation. Daniel, then, represents the 
émigrés and the lion’s den refers to emigration – to the precarious situation the 
émigrés are in. Furthermore, in this metaphor, the King’s evil spirited noblemen of 
course are the Bolsheviks who have unjustly convicted the émigrés. However, as 
Daniel makes it out of the lion’s den alive, this reading arguably encourages hope for 
the émigrés that they too will once be able to end their time in exile. What is more, this 
reading also suggests that the Bolsheviks will ultimately be punished for chasing the 
émigrés into exile, just as the King’s nobles were punished for plotting against Daniel. 
As such, it can be argued that with this bible tale, Chorny urges the émigrés to stay 
 
                                                   





strong, just like Daniel who had “a fearless heart and a lion’s tread”19, and suggests 
that there is a brighter future ahead.  
The second bible tale is about “[r]ighteous Jonah”20, who is visited by God in a 
dream and urged to travel to Nineveh in order to enlighten its immoral people. 
Disagreeing with God’s compassion, Jonah ignores God’s order and travels by ship to 
see his family. When a storm breaks out, Jonah is ashamed of his behavior and asks 
the sailors to throw him in the water. God saves Jonah from drowning by sending a 
whale who swallows him. Inside the whale, Jonah starts reflecting on why God has 
treated him this way as Jonah has never before disobeyed him. Jonah even questions 
whether being righteous is worth it, as God still takes care of the people in Nineveh 
regardless of their bad behavior. However, when Jonah recalls the beauty on earth, for 
the first time in his life he shows repentance and the whale spits him out on shore. On 
his way to Nineveh, Jonah finds a couple of young birds who had fallen out of their 
nests, and taking them in his care, he falls asleep. In his dream, he is once again visited 
by God. When Jonah tells God that he would not spare the people of Nineveh, God asks 
him why he has saved the chicks of a hawk who will eventually grow up to kill other 
birds. To Jonah’s answer that those birds are creations of God, God replies that of the 
120.000 people living in Nineveh “[n]ot all of them are dogs. [...] Also children grow up 
there – how can they rise without mothers and fathers? It is easy to exterminate, but 
then it would not be worth creating.”21 When Jonah wakes up, he comes to see that 
“the wisdom of compassion is sometimes deeper than the wisdom of anger.”22  
In this bible tale, Nineveh obviously can be compared to Soviet Russia, a society out 
of control and turned away from God, while Jonah represents the émigrés. He is a man 
who suffers despite living a righteous life and experiences bitterness toward those 
who do not, i.e. the Soviet people. Whereas the tale about Daniel in the lion’s den 
ensures the émigré readers of the Bolshevik leaders’ imminent punishment, this tale 
of Jonah can be read as a plea to show compassion and forgive the Soviet people, for 
they are not all bad. This squares with the notion in some of IR’s articles on Soviet 
Russia that the Russian people must not be equated with their Bolshevik leaders, as I 
will discuss in 5.1.5. Also, the remark on the fact that there are innocent children living 
in Nineveh can be compared to views of Soviet Russia as being a place where unlucky 
children grow up – a topic IR frequently covers, cf. 5.1.3.2 Furthermore, this tale can 
 
                                                   
19 “[…] бесстрашное сердце и львиная поступь.” Ibid, p. 14. 
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21 “Не все же псы. […] И дети там растут, — как же ими без матерей и отцов подняться? Истребить 
легко, да тогда и создавать не стоило.” Ibid, p. 20. 





also be read as an appeal to the émigrés to keep believing in God, for no matter how 
bad their current situation, God has not forsaken them and remains looking after them. 
Finally, the third bible tale on the children’s page, entitled “Why Moses did not smile 
when he was little”23, tells the story of how the Pharaoh’s daughter finds Moses as a 
baby, floating on the Nile in a basket. The Pharaoh’s daughter lovingly raises him as 
her own, and finds him a nurse, as “God arranged it like that because he felt sorry for 
the birth mother and loved Moses.”24 Nevertheless, Moses never smiles, even when 
playing with other children. When the Pharaoh’s daughter asks him why, Moses shows 
her his birth mother who often secretly looks at him while he plays. This story can be 
read a metaphor for the émigré community’s grief abroad, something which fits well 
with IR’s overall coverage on this topic, cf. 4.1 and 4.2. Although God loves both the 
émigrés and their birth mother Russia, and has arranged for an accepting home in the 
host countries, the émigrés’ sadness remains in the view of their motherland Russia, 
who is unable to take care for them. Finally, when Moses grows up he will play a crucial 
role in the fate of his people, as he will ultimately liberate them from slavery by leading 
his people into exile. In parallel, the émigré community deems it children to play a 
crucial role in the future of Russia when – in a reverse movement – returning home 
from exile. 
These stories, thus, can be read as actual bible stories that provide children with 
cultural and religious resources, but with moral lessons as well – in particular about 
courage and compassion and hope for a brighter future. Furthermore, although it is 
not explicitly stated by Chorny nor by IR, these stories seem to have a second layer of 
meaning, linked to emigration and the situation in Soviet Russia – if not for children to 
discern, than perhaps for their parents and grandparents reading them these stories. 
In this light, the bible tales instill a sense of hope about the future and provide the 
émigrés with moral tools such as courage and compassion to deal with the hardships 
of émigré life. 
The fact that IR seems to prefer entertaining children to proverbially ‘force-feeding’ 
them with canonical Russian culture can be seen more or less explicitly in an item 
entitled “How to create your own book”25. This item opens with an appeal to children 
who “do not like poems, – sonorous melodic lines” and states that such children often 
do like “those poems, which are not in any of [their] anthologies.”26 These “sonorous 
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24 “[…] так уж устроил Бог, потому что жалел мать и любил Моисея.” Ibid, p. 20. 
25 “Как сасмому составить книгу”. IR 1926-36(69), p. 21. 
26 “Кто из вас, дети, не любит стихов, — звонких певучих строк?... Вам нередко нравятся такия 





melodic lines” arguably refer to lyrical poetry, a prominent form of poetry in the 
Russian canon which is often considered to be less accessible, especially to children. 
Hence, IR encourages its youngest readers to “compose a whole book of those favorite 
poems, selected according to your taste.”27 The words “your taste” are marked in italics 
by IR and summarize the essence of this item and perhaps of the children’s page in 
general. It is the love for Russian poetry as such (and, by extension, for literature and 
culture) which should be instilled in émigré children, irrespective of the canon. As 
such, this statement could also refer to a potential generational conflict where 
(grand)parents want their (grand)children to read Pushkin and other classical 
writers, while the children themselves prefer literature more close to their own 
(émigré) environment and experiences. In the same item, IR then indicates that from 
time to time it will publish poems which are not included in traditional anthologies 
under the heading “Children’s anthology”, and which the children can copy into their 
own collection if they like them. However, in reality IR publishes only two poems 
under that heading: the poem Departure (Otlet) by prerevolutionary writer Aleksey 
Budishchev about birds flying away to warmer places (the pyramids in Egypt to be 
precise), and the poem Alyonushka’s cockerel (Alyonushki petushok) by Soviet writer 
Mariya Pozharova, about a girl praising a rooster. Both are simple and amusing 
children’s rhymes about animals.  
In fact, in addition to those two poems, the children’s page only publishes four 
poems which are not by Chorny: another one by Pozharova about chicks (Tsyplyata), 
and three by émigré (and prerevolutionary) writer Pyotr Potyomkin – about a dog 
visiting a lion (A dog’s visit, Sobachiy vizit – note the French loanword “visit” instead 
of the Russian alternative “poseshcheniye”), about ducklings (Utochki) and the 
untitled poem about a girl playing with her doll and her cat. These are all typical 
children’s poems about animals and playing children which do not specifically relate 
to (prerevolutionary) Russia. The idea of facilitating émigré children to create their 
own children’s anthology thus is not realized in the children’s page. Furthermore, it is 
clear that Stranichka dlya detey does not print canonical literature for children. 
A final observation entails the remarkably small role of Christmas and Easter in 
Stranichka dlya detey. In the entire period under Chorny (1924-1927), the children’s 
page contains only five items devoted to Christmas and just one for Easter. This is 
especially significant since IR devotes yearly theme issues to those holidays. Although 
chapter 2.1.2 has demonstrated that the most theme issues are far from entirely 
devoted to the holidays, it still is remarkable that these topics are hardly discussed on 
the children’s page, as Easter and Christmas are undeniably easy and fun occasions to 
 
                                                   




use to introduce émigré children to prerevolutionary traditions. Instead, Easter is the 
topic of a number of riddles only in 1926, and although Christmas gives rise to a few 
stories and a poem, these do not discuss any traditions or religious origins of the 
holiday, instead revolving around the excitement of Christmas time for émigré 
children– a bit similar to IR’s news items and pictures of children during Christmas 
time, as discussed in 2.1.2. 
IR’s children’s page under Chorny’s leadership thus shows two emphases: initially 
there is a lot of folk-related content, but over time the children’s page includes 
increasingly more works by Chorny himself, who focused mainly on the life and 
experiences of émigré children and children tout court. It, thus, is striking that IR does 
not utilize the children’s page as a means to educate émigré children on 
prerevolutionary Russia. On the contrary, what seems to prevail is providing children 
with fun, relatable reading. Nevertheless, Chorny’s items also include a few references 
to prerevolutionary Russian life and culture – either explicitly by means of Russian 
realia, or implicitly in the form of bible tales which provide children with Christian 
resources. However, these references to Russian culture can instead be considered 
conversation starters, allowing parents to elaborate on prerevolutionary Russia. As 
such, it can be argued that to some extent IR leaves the educational role to the parents 
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Figure 155: Heading of the children's page. IR 1924-4(4), p. 14. 
 
 
Figure 156: Heading of the children's page. IR 1925-22(31), p. 18. 
 
 
Figure 157: Heading of the children's page. IR 1926-16(49), p. 16. 
 
 





Figure 159: Illustrations in the children's page. IR 1924-5(5), p. 13. 
 
 
Figure 160: Illustration in the children's page. IR 1925-20(29), p. 14. 
 






Figure 162: Illustration in the children's page. IR 1925-23(32), p. 17. 
 
 
Figure 163: Illustration in the children's page. IR 1926-15(48), p. 15. 
 
 




3.2 Stranichka dlya detey after Chorny’s departure 
As Chorny leaves IR in mid-1927, Stranichka dlya detey continues for only six more 
issues and is then temporarily halted. During the children’s page’s absence, in late 
1927, IR publishes The extraordinary adventures of Bob (Neobychaynye 
priklyucheniya Boba), a serial story by humorist writer Valentin Goryansky and 
illustrated by IR’s house cartoonist MAD (figure 165). Although this story is not 
published under the heading of the children’s page, its subtitle, “Humoristic novel for 
children” (Yumoristichesky roman dlya detey), makes clear that it is nevertheless 
intended for IR’s youngest readers. The extraordinary adventures of Bob consists of 
sixteen stand-alone episodes that revolve around the everyday adventures of a boy 
called Bob. In line with the majority of the children’s page’s content under Chorny, this 
comic strip does not refer to Russia or Russian culture and instead contains universal 
stories of children’s mischief.  
When the actual children’s page (with heading) reappears again in 1929, it no 
longer includes stories, riddles or games, but prints only serialized comic strips. The 
children’s page prints two alternating series of comic strips: Uncle Puma (Dyadya 
Puma, figure 166) and Ah our Peka! Not dumber than a man! (Ay da nasha Peka! Ne 
glupee cheloveka!, figure 167). Content-wise, Stranichka dlya detey, thus, has 
undergone significant change. It can be argued, therefore, that Chorny was truly a 
leading figure in the early children’s page who made it into a full-fledged, self-
contained section. In fact, one could even argue that from the moment of the 
reintroduction of Stranichka dlya detey in IR, it receives less attention and care. As the 
children’s page then consists of ready-made content in the form of one single comic 
strip per issue, its content appears less curated than it was under Chorny. 
The comic strip Dyadya Puma shows the adventures of a man called Uncle Puma, 
who is accompanied by nephew Vasya, though the latter generally does not contribute 
much to the story. This strip is a typical example of a gag-a-day comic, a cartoon series 
in which every episode stands on its own and delivers a complete joke. Dyadya Puma, 
however, is not so much about actual jokes, but rather slapstick. Each episode revolves 
around Dyadya Puma doing something stupid or hurting himself, such as bumping his 
head when diving, falling into the water when fishing or destroying half of his house 
when trying to kill a fly. This comic strip, thus, especially contains universal humor 
and does not relate to Russia or Russian culture at all.  
Interestingly, in the first two installments, Dyadya Puma is called Dyadya Pumpkin 
and his nephew’s name is Harry (Garri). The name switch can be explained by the fact 
that this comic strip is not drawn for IR nor created by a Russian artist, but is taken 




characters’ names more Russian – ostensibly to make them more relatable to its 
readers. In the bottom frame of most episodes, “New York World 1929” is written 
(figure 168), and in the lower right corner of the comic in issue 1929-26(215) you can 
see the signature ‘Vic’ (figure 169). This signature belongs to American cartoonist 
Victor Forsythe, and Dyadya Puma is in fact Joe Jinks, a comic strip printed in The New 
York Journal from 1928 to 1953 (figure 170). Remarkably, therefore, although the 
original comic strip appears to be intended for an adult audience, IR decides to print 
it on its children’s page. IR erases and refills the speech bubbles, but, as the presence 
of English inscriptions suggests, it does not alter the drawings. For reasons of 
feasibility, as well as the fact that it is not part of this research’s intent, I have not 
compared IR’s version of the comics to the originals, therefore I cannot confirm 
whether IR simply translates the speech bubbles or alters the dialogue (and to what 
extent). Nevertheless, the drawings do not seem altered. This would undoubtedly be 
visible in the same way as the erased speech bubbles are visible. Furthermore, two 
episodes show Uncle Puma playing baseball28 and American football29, two sports 
typically played in the U.S.A. Hence, as the drawings do not seem to be altered, it can 
be argued that there is not much room for IR to change the story-line solely by means 
of changing the dialogue. As such, it is not likely that these cartoons were modified to 
make them more fit for IR’s readers – except for the characters’ names, that is. And 
considering the universal humor and the lack of specific references to the American 
context, changing the dialogue was certainly not necessary either. 
The Peka series, in turn, which starts four issues before Dyadya Puma, revolves 
around a mule called Peka who constantly outsmarts his owners Dyadya (uncle) 
Martin and Tyotka (aunt) Martina, as well as a certain Mr. Skovorodin. In addition, in 
mid-1930, the character of Yambo the elephant (presumably the Russian version of 
“Jumbo”, generally written as “Dzhambo”) makes his appearance in this cartoon series. 
With the exception of the name Skovorodin, Peka does not relate, content-wise, to 
Russia or Russian culture at all. Interestingly, a closer inspection of the Peka comics 
shows that, again, either the text within the speech bubbles is blanked out and 
replaced with Russian texts, or the speech bubbles are completely erased and Russian 
dialogue is added below the drawings. What is more, in one of the frames the signature 
of a certain F. B. Opper is visible (figure 171). Frederick Burr Opper is an American 
cartoonist and author of And her name was Maud (figure 172), a comic strip about the 
same mule, printed from 1904 until 1932 in The New York Times. As with Dyadya 
Puma, the Peka comic strip, thus, is not originally drawn for IR or by a Russian 
cartoonist, but is taken from an American newspaper – and, no less importantly, it is 
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not advertised as such. Furthermore And her name was Maud does not appear to be 
written especially for children, yet IR chooses to publish it on its children’s page. Just 
as with the Dyadya Puma comics, I have not compared IR’s version of Peka to the 
originals, and hence I cannot state whether IR just translates the text or also alters the 
dialogue and plot.  
There are some indications, however, that over time IR starts drawing its own 
version of Peka. The style of the comic, for example seems to change over time, as the 
initially rough and dark drawings become lighter and more precise and defined 
(figures 173-174). Furthermore, erased speech bubbles are no longer evident in the 
drawings. The strongest indication in this direction, however, is the comic in issue 
1930-16(257), in which Dyadya Martin is reading a copy of IR (figure 175). As opposed 
to the altered speech bubbles, this time the copy of IR in Martin’s hands seems to be 
part of the original drawing. Furthermore, from 1932 on, the Peka comic is signed by 
a certain Dyadya Vika. As such, it can be argued that over time IR starts creating its 
own version of the Peka comic strip. Nevertheless, this does not result in an increased 
focus on Russian culture. The Peka strip remains a so-called gag-a-day cartoon in a 
universal setting, aimed, above all, at entertaining readers. 
In 1930, cartoonist Dyadya Vika – whose identity I have not yet been able to 
discover – creates seven episodes of another comic strip for children entitled “The 
extraordinary adventures of navigator Vaksa and Fuka the rhinoceros”. These seven 
episodes are about a sailor on an expedition who makes friends with a rhinoceros, and 
they continue the expedition together. There is nothing Russian about this comic, 
except for the “Russian tobacco” Vaksa is smoking in the second episode and which 
will save him from a crocodile (figure 176). Instead, this is a quite universal comic strip 
for children with adventures and talking animals at the center. It should thus be noted 
that presumably from 1930 onwards, IR starts publishing its own content for children 
again, either by creating its own versions of the Peka comic or by creating new comics 
such as the one about navigator Vaksa. 
Interestingly, after 1931, Peka and Yambo become key figures on IR’s children’s 
page. In November 1932, for instance, they are featured in a cartoon about IR moving 
its main office, in which Peka and Yambo are initially forgotten by IR’s editorial team 
(figure 177). In the 1932 Christmas issue, Peka and Yambo even appear on the cover 
(figure 178) as well as in coloring pictures in that same issue and in the 1932 Easter 
issue, including some Russian holiday traditions such as the Christmas tree and kulich 
(figures 179-180). This was never the case before, as Christmas and Easter were 
completely absent from the children’s page after 1927. Also, in subsequent years, IR 
publishes coloring pictures on Christmas and Easter, no longer with Peka and Yambo 
but still with references to prerevolutionary Russian culture; for example these 




about prerevolutionary topics (figures 181-184). Although it lies beyond the scope of 
this research, these examples seem to suggest that from 1932 onwards, the children’s 
page enters a third phase, in which it pays more attention to prerevolutionary Russian 
culture – at least on holidays. This coincides with the arrival of the third editor, Boris 
Gordon, in mid-1932. What is more, this seems to fit well with the literary 
supplements which, from 1930 onward, include children’s literature by canonical 
prerevolutionary Russian authors. However, further research on the later years of IR 
and its entire children’s page is required to gain better insight into this evolution. 
In sum, there are two main periods discernable in IR’s Stranichka dlya detey under 
Mironov: a period led by Chorny, and a period without specified leadership. Initially 
the children’s page shows an inclination toward Russian folklore – which is strikingly 
enough featured nowhere else in IR – but this focus fades over time and, more 
importantly, IR never explains to émigré children why this Russian folklore might be 
important. Furthermore, there is hardly any content on classical prerevolutionary 
culture, nor does the children’s page glorify the Russian canon. Surprisingly, this is 
even the case on Christmas and Easter, holidays which hardly receive any attention on 
the children’s page. Instead, many items in Chorny’s children’s page are general stories 
on children in the émigré community or even the rest of the world, and what is 
certainly of prime concern is a sense of relatability. In the second period – from 1929 
onwards – the children’s page moves even more toward universal content as it no 
longer refers to the émigré context. This period is marked by the publication of gag-a-
day comic strips which are initially taken from American newspapers, but over time 
evolve into their own versions, created by IR. But IR’s versions of these comics also do 
not relate to Russia or Russian culture at all. Furthermore, there does not seem to be 
any morality present in the comic strips about Dyadya Puma and Peka, which would 
fit well with the children’s page under Chorny and, hence, would explain why IR 
chooses to print them on its children’s page. 
As such, it can be concluded that Stranichka dlya detey does not actively promote or 
educate émigré children in (prerevolutionary) Russian culture. Although initially 
there is some folkloric or Russian content, IR never provides any explanation – let 
alone glorification – of Russian culture. At most, those items are starting points, 
facilitators of further discussion of those topics between IR’s youngest readers and 
their parents. It can thus be argued that, in both phases of the children’s page, IR 
mainly aims at entertaining émigré children and in doing so, perhaps also hopes to 
instill an interest in the Russian language and in reading in general. Additionally, to a 
certain extent the children’s page aims at instilling and providing children with a 
moral compass. This is especially the case for Stranichka dlya detey’s early years, but 
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Figure 168: Indication of 'New York World 1929' in the comic Dyadya Puma. IR 1929-30(219), p. 21. 
 
 
Figure 169: Signature of 'Vic', i.e. Victor Forsythe, in the comic Dyadya Puma. IR 1929-26(215), p. 20. 
 
 





Figure 171: Signature of F. B. Opper in comic strip 'Ah our Peka. Not dumber than a man". IR 1929-38(227), p. 21. 
 
 






Figure 173: For comparison: Peka in IR 1929-28(217). 
 
 
Figure 174: For comparison: Peka in IR 1930-5(246). 
 
 


























































Building Russia Abroad / serving Russia 
abroad 
Whereas the previous part indicated IR’s interest in the past – i.e. preserving 
prerevolutionary Russia, – the second part of this dissertation focuses on IR’s concerns 
for the present. It should be no surprise that, as a newsmagazine, IR focuses 
predominantly on contemporary news. The two main lines clearly visible in IR’s 
contemporary content will be covered in the two chapters of this part. 
First of all, the émigré community holds a crucial place in IR’s coverage. In addition 
to printing many reports on the prominent émigrés who are linked with 
prerevolutionary Russia, as discussed in the first part of this dissertation, IR also – or 
perhaps even more so – pays a lot of attention to the ordinary émigré and the émigré 
community in general. In numerous items, IR sheds light on various émigré groups, 
focusing not only – although mainly – on Paris and France, but also on émigrés in the 
rest of the world. Significantly, IR not only reports on the émigré community, it also – 
or even more importantly – performs the role of binding agent, promoting, stimulating 
and improving the community’s cohesion. Which elements of the émigré community 
does IR promote? Do they relate to prerevolutionary Russia, and if so, how? 
Second, in its countless news items and photographs, but also in longer, more 
analytical journalist portraits, IR reports on broader events in the surrounding world. 
This is the case for both the (Western) world – in particular France, as the main host 
country – and Soviet Russia, IR’s two most significant ‘others’. Bearing in mind Slobin’s 
concept of triangulation, it is interesting to see which aspects of both ‘others’ IR 
reports on, and how this relates to the image IR puts forward of the émigré community. 




community’s positive qualities? Does IR’s third ‘other’, prerevolutionary Russia, have 







Chapter 4  
The émigré community 
Community and community spirit hold a central place in IR. Interestingly, the émigré 
community is not only a topic in IR, but, more importantly still, one of the magazine’s 
raisons d’être. IR plays a uniting role in Russia Abroad and actively uses its broad reach 
to contribute to the formation and development of the community. IR does so in two 
main ways: by ‘passively’ informing its readers on anything happening in the émigré 
community, and by ‘actively’ advising and guiding its readers, as well as encouraging 
them to engage and participate in the community. 
Through various types of content, IR informs its readers on what is going on in the 
émigré community, not only in Paris, but – to a certain extent – in the entire Russian 
diaspora worldwide. Both positive and negative news is covered. For instance, IR, 
eagerly highlights émigré successes and accomplishments in various fields, while at 
the same time also reporting on the hardships and struggles of the émigré community. 
In order to help émigrés overcome those struggles, IR promotes charitable initiatives 
and encourages its readers to support needy Russians abroad in any way possible. 
Furthermore, IR aims at comforting and advising its readers by responding to various 
readers’ questions, ranging from minor, often practical problems to highly substantial 
questions on émigré life. Finally, IR also unites the community in a more lighthearted 
manner by means of contests. Throughout its entire run, IR frequently organizes 
diverse contests for its readers that vary widely in topic and usually offers prizes to its 
winners. These can be money or sponsored items; sometimes the prize is a 
subscription to IR. Some contests consist of a series of riddles or questions which 
readers have to solve; others appeal to readers’ creativity and encourage them to 
submit their own jokes or short stories. IR even launches photo contests for the most 
beautiful children and the prettiest female reader in the Russian émigré community 
(figures 185-188). In both these contests, readers can vote for their favorites. 
Generally speaking, contests in IR are very popular among readers and garner wide 




A significant example is a literary contest which IR launches in 1926, asking its 
readers to submit short stories devoted to life in exile. IR ultimately publishes seven 
of the 184 stories it claims to have received. The topics of these stories fit well with 
IR’s overall émigré content, made up not only of literary items, but of news items and 
longer articles on life in exile as well. The story “The eldest” (Starshaya), for example, 
is about a young girl named Kira who wants to do well in school in order to prepare 
for a future in Russia, while “At the stop” (Na stoyankye) revolves around an émigré 
man who works as a taxi driver and dreams about a Bolshevik customer discussing 
with him the atrocities he has committed. “Three friends” (Tri druga) is about an 
émigré man living in Turkey who meets a young émigré boy who reminds him of the 
son he has left in Russia. The man is left wondering whether he will see his family or 
Russia ever again. In the story “Everyday life” (Zhityo-Bytyo), two women are looking 
forward to a ball, as they believe it will allow them to escape the drudgery of everyday 
life in exile and relive the atmosphere of prerevolutionary Russia. Upon arrival, 
however, the women realize that it is not the same as the ones from before the 
Revolution, that they are only lying to themselves, and they go home disappointed. 
The story “Acclimatization” (Akklimatizatsiya) is about the difficult balance between 
adapting to life abroad and remaining Russian, as two émigrés meet an old friend who 
has become increasingly less Russian over the years – something which they regret 
deeply. Finally, the winning entry, “First husband” (Pervy muzh), tells the story of a 
man who – after ten years of travels in exile – finds his wife in Paris, only to learn that 
she is about to marry someone else. After thinking about killing his wife and her new 
husband, the man ultimately commits suicide. It can be argued that these stories 
express a range of experiences and emotions which are – in one way or another, and 
to a certain extent – shared by many of IR’s readers. As such, IR thus not only actively 
engages its readers by means of the contest in itself, but it undoubtedly also creates a 
bond among readers through the relatability of the stories. I will discuss another 
significant and very popular contest, devoted to fictionalized criminal lawsuits, more 
fully in 5.1.2.3. 
This chapter looks into the various ways in which IR aims to contribute to the 
development of the Russian émigré community. First, it analyzes the advice IR gives 
its readers to serve Russia from abroad. Next, this chapter turns to charity and 
solidarity in IR and discusses how the magazine encourages readers to support those 
in need. Additionally, this chapter focuses on a peculiar manifestation of émigré pride 
and community spirit, as manifested in the election of “Miss Russia”. Finally, this 
chapter discusses the émigré balancing act of integrating into the host country on the 




4.1 “Serving the motherland is not necessarily linked to 
work at the front” 
While awaiting their return home, Russian émigrés look for ways to contribute to the 
rebuilding of their motherland. In order to cater to this concern, IR frequently advises 
its readers on how to serve Russia – i.e. the ‘real’ Russia, not Soviet Russia – from 
abroad, for, as IR puts it, “serving the motherland is not necessarily linked to work at 
the front”1. One of the most obvious way to do so, it can be argued, is to preserve 
Russian identity abroad. Remarkably, the vast majority of advice on how to remain 
‘Russian’ while living in exile appears in IR’s women’s page. This would suggest that, 
according to IR, the most important ‘guardians of Russianness’ so to speak, are women. 
Upon reflection, this makes sense, considering that émigré women are, to a large 
extent, responsible for the upbringing of Russia Abroad’s children – the key 
beneficiaries of the preservation of Russianness and Russian culture. As the main 
organizers of émigré households, women thus play an important role in the question 
of whether or not – as well as how – to maintain Russian culture on a daily basis. IR 
responds to this crucial role of émigré women by raising and answering burning 
questions in its women’s page on how to remain Russian outside of Russia, including 
the upbringing of children or the importance of marriage in exile.  
In March 1929, IR launches the section Zhenskaya stranichka (Women’s little page), 
which becomes a weekly feature until it disappears a few months after Mironov is 
replaced by Kuprin as editor in 1931. The first time Zhenskaya stranichka appears, a 
long editorial note is included, providing a look into IR’s motives for creating this 
section. First of all, this note states how IR has noticed a shift in its readers’ needs and 
interests, and, hence, its own purpose has also shifted: 
 
IR, which has entered the sixth year of its existence, is experiencing that era in a 
magazine’s life when it ceases to be just usual, entertaining reading, but enters 
the reader’s life, becomes his friend and, often, adviser. The reader is no longer 
looking to the magazine just for entertainment, not only for knowledge, but 
sometimes also for simple everyday help in the form of advice, guidance and 
even just assistance.2  
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2 “‘Иллюстрированная Россия’, вступившая в 6-й год своего существования переживает ту эпоху 






This is a significant statement – not only for Zhenskaya stranichka, but for IR in general 
– because of the part it endeavors to play in the life of Russia Abroad. It is clear that IR 
does not want to limit itself to being an informative and entertaining newsmagazine, 
but really desires to adopt an assisting or even guiding role and wishes to function as 
the émigrés’ “friend and adviser”. 
In the same editorial note, IR clarifies how it receives readers’ letters from all over 
the world, as  
 
there are so many diverse, unexpected and confusing questions in the life of the 
émigré, and at the same time, it happens too often that somewhere in Timbuktu 
the only source from which an émigré could get advice, guidance or just moral 
support is the address of IR.3  
 
IR thus highlights its role as supporter of the émigré community as a whole, especially 
of those living remotely and isolated from other émigrés. Moreover, since the 
magazine established its place “at the center of readers’ friendship and trust”4, IR 
believes it has a moral obligation toward its readers and therefore “no longer has the 
right to pass up requests coming its way”5. However, as it feels it is virtually impossible 
to answer all mail it receives and provide suitable advice, IR decides to devote a special 
section to readers’ letters. Since “[t]he bulk of our correspondents addressing 
everyday issues are women”6, IR chooses ”to create, for the time being, a 
correspondence section with only female readers”7. This section is included in 
Zhenskaya stranichka and is called Nashi otvety (Our answers). 
 
 
                                                   
жизнь читателя, становится его другом и, часто, советником. Читатель ищет в журнале уже не 
только развлечение, не только познаний, но иногда и простой житейской помощи в виде совета, 
указания и даже просто содействия.” In “От редакции”. IR 1929-10(199), p. 21. 
3 “В жизни эмигранта так много всяких неожиданных запутанных вопросов, а вместе с тем слишком 
часто бывает так, что в каком нибудь Тимбукту единственный источник, откуда эмигрант мог бы 
получить совета, указание или просто моральную поддержку, это адрес ‘Иллюстрированной 
России’.” Ibid. 
4 “[…] в центре этой читательской дружбы и доверчивости […]”. Ibid. 
5 “[….] она уже не вправе пройти мимо идущих к ней запросов.” Ibid. 
6 “Главную массу наших корреспондентов, обращающихся по таким житейским вопросам, 
составляют женщины.” Ibid. 





4.1.1 Nashi otvety 
This subsection appears weekly and is written by, as IR claims, “a famous Russian 
public figure and writer, hiding under the pseudonym of ‘Princess Mary’”8. This 
pseudonym most likely refers to the character of the same name in Mikhail 
Lermontov’s novel A Hero of Our Time (Geroy nashego vremeni, 1840). However, there 
is no further information on the real identity of this Princess Mary, in neither IR nor 
secondary sources on the periodical or Russian interwar emigration. It therefore is 
not certain whether Princess Mary is indeed a woman and “a famous Russian public 
figure and writer”, as IR claims, or even one person at all. Princess Mary, thus, could 
very well be a collective of editors and/or journalists, who, in order to earn the trust 
of IR’s readers, gather under the same nom de plume. 
In Nashi otvety, Princess Mary replies weekly to a handful of readers’ letters, 
generally in just a few sentences per letter. The topics of these readers’ letters could 
not be any more diverse, Princess Mary indicates: 
 
What are our readers asking about? ... One could answer this question with 
another question: what are they not asking us about? Sometimes a request for 
legal advice, other times a request for the address of a beauty institute, then a 
request for medical advice for a sick child, and then, often, just a female concern, 
complaint, movement of the heart to some distant but true friend.9 
 
As the letters themselves are not included in this section and as the replies are mostly 
rather brief, it is often not entirely clear which problems exactly are being raised by 
the readers. As such, we must take Princess Mary’s and IR’s word for it that those 
letters and questions are indeed submitted. Nevertheless, it can be argued that most – 
if not all – of the topics discussed are actual concerns of Russian émigrés. Generally 
speaking, based on Princess Mary’s answers, IR seems to receive three main types of 
letters: practical questions that are directly related to life in exile, moral and 
philosophical questions for which the readers seek Princess Mary’s advice, and 
complaints about everyday émigré life in which the author of the letter seeks comfort 
rather than actual advice. 
 
                                                   
8 “[…] известная русская общественная деятельница и писательница, скрывашаяся под 
псевдонимом ‘Княжна Мэри’.” Ibid.  
9 “О чем спрашивают наши читательницы?... Можно было бы ответить вопросом на этот вопрос: о 
чем нас не спрашивают? Тут и просьба юридического совета, тут и запрос об адресе института 
красоты, тут и просьба медицинского совета заболевшему ребенку, тут и, часто, просто женская 




The practical questions which IR receives are very diverse, ranging from how to 
treat migraine headaches or alcoholism, to how to unlearn a bad habit, or how to 
become a movie actress. The majority of these practical questions, however, revolve 
around the organization of life in exile. As can be deduced from Princess Mary’s 
responses, many readers, for instance, request practical information on education and 
schools in Paris and France; they often ask which institutions require for a 
matriculation certificate (the French baccalauréat) and where they can obtain one. 
Another frequently recurring question asks how to locate lost relatives. According to 
Princess Mary, “[a]n information office in Paris and in France in general does not 
exist”10, which is why “[é]migrés who want to track down their relatives usually turn 
to Russian institutions (military organizations, the Red Cross, the Zemgor11, etc.) or to 
Russian newspapers which publish announcements about them”12. Due to its large 
and geographically dispersed readership, IR is the ideal place for such announcements 
and occasionally publishes such messages in its pages, Princess Mary claims. Other 
common practical émigré questions are of a legal nature, such as how to obtain visa, 
or the legality of Orthodox Church marriage in France. 
Many moral and philosophical questions, then, are related to universal topics such 
as love and family. Among the problems raised in readers’ letters are: choosing 
between two lovers, the meaning – or lack thereof – of a marriage without children, 
the choice of free union over marriage, and the right to deprive a child of its father’s 
identity. Such questions are not necessarily exclusive to émigré life, although they are 
perhaps experienced more intensely in the difficult circumstances of exile.  
More importantly, among this group of moral questions, IR also receives more 
substantial questions that specifically focus on Russian life abroad. Those questions 
generally express the author’s concern about losing his or her Russian identity in exile 
– a key topic in any discussion on preservationism. On the topic of how to prevent a 
child, “deprived of the opportunity to spend free time with Russian children or to 
attend a Russian school on Thursday”13, from becoming estranged from Russia, for 
instance, Princess Mary advises the mother asking this question to “give her a good, 
interesting – above all interesting – Russian book”14 – a statement reminiscent of 
 
                                                   
10 “Адресного стола в Париже и, вообще, во Франции не существует.” 1930-28(269), p. 20. 
11 An organization stemming from prerevolutionary Russia which helps Russian émigrés. 
12 “Эмигранты, желающие разыскать своих родственников, обыкновенно обращаются либо в 
русские учреждения (воинские организации, Красный Крест, Земгор и т. п.), либо же в русские 
газеты, который печатают о том объявления.” Ibid. 
13 “[…] лишена возможности проводить свободное время с русскими детьми или бывать в 
четверговой русской школе […]”. IR 1929-13(202), p. 16. 





Chorny’s (unimplemented) idea of helping children to compose their own canon, (cf. 
3.1). And to a reader who fears losing her mother tongue, Princess Mary clarifies that  
 
[r]eading alone will not give you the opportunity to save the Russian language; 
in the absence of conversational practice, you will inevitably adopt an accent.15  
 
She thus advises the reader “to find a Russian community and speak Russian as often 
as possible”.16 Finally, when a reader asks how to serve Russia while abroad, Princess 
Mary advises IR’s readers to “[w]ork for yourself, keep your nationality, do not forget 
the Russian language, maintain faith in Russia and the hatred for the Bolsheviks— and 
you will be as useful as possible to the motherland.”17  
It thus seems that, according to Princess Mary, one of the most important markers 
of Russian identity is the Russian language. But more importantly still, in her answers 
to questions on remaining Russian while abroad, Princess Mary systematically 
encourages IR’s readers to take matters into their own hands and actively and 
individually safeguard and preserve their Russian identity and culture. In doing so, 
émigrés can continue serving their native Russia, even from abroad. As such, it can be 
argued, Princess Mary promotes a bottom-up style for preserving Russian identity, 
relying individual émigrés to be responsible, instead of on certain organizations or 
institutions. Put differently, the main agent for preservation is every individual 
member of the émigré community. 
Finally, the third type of letters does not really contain practical, moral or 
existential questions, but rather expresses discontent with life, especially life as an 
émigré. Judging from Princess Mary’s answers, IR receives not a few letters on what 
their authors consider failed or meaningless lives. In her replies to these numerous 
complaints, Princess Mary gives her brutally honest opinion and does not rarely 
express the anger or irritation that this type of letters provokes within her, as she is 
convinced that “[s]elf-pity is a very dangerous feeling”18. Rather than comforting 
 
                                                   
15 “Чтение одно не даст вам возможность сохранить русский язык; при отсутствии разговорной 
практики вы поневоле приобретете акценте.” IR 1930-42(281), p. 18. 
16 “Постарайтесь найти русское общество и говорите возможно чаще по-русски.” Ibid. 
17 “Работайте для себя, сохраните свою национальность, не забывайте русский язык, поддерживайте 
вокруг себя веру в Россию и ненависть к большевикам — и, вы будете полезны родине, чем можете.” 
IR 1930-10(251), p. 21. 





authors of the letters with excessive or even just a little compassion, she gives them a 
proverbial kick in the butt, stating that  
 
[i]t is hard for all of us, my friend. Do not think that your position is anything 
particularly different than that of thousands of other Russian women19.  
 
Therefore, Princess Mary insists on a sense of community spirit, indicating that the 
émigrés are all in the same boat. What is more, in those cases, Princess Mary wants 
the authors to realize “how ungrateful [they] are to the fate that endowed [them] with 
everything to be happy”20. To reinforce this argument, Princess Mary refers to the 
many Russians in exile with actual problems, such as “those hundreds of old people, 
sick, crippled and poor, to whom [the author’s] life – if they knew about it – would 
seem to be the height of bliss”21. Ultimately, in most of those cases, Princess Mary 
advises the author to simply take action and “create an interest in life for yourself”22. 
Princess Mary, thus, provides IR’s readers with fitting advice for their various 
problems. At the same time, however, Princess Mary does not shy away from strong 
moral discourse when she believes readers are becoming too self-absorbed in their 
own, often petty, problems and, therefore, directs their attention back to what matters 
most: Russia and the community. 
4.1.2 Koe-chto, koe o chem 
Zhenskaya stranichka also tackles many similar topics in the subsection Koe-chto, koe 
o chem (Something, about something). In this subsection, another contributor called 
“Mem” (most likely referring to the English title “M’am”) discusses one topic, usually 
a topical event or a recurring discussion from readers’ letters. Just as with Princess 
Mary, there is no further information in IR nor elsewhere on who this Mem is, whether 
she is also a woman or even a single person. As the title of this subsection indicates, 
the content of these small opinion articles are very diverse and generally do not go 
into depth. Nevertheless, this does not mean that those opinion articles do not touch 
 
                                                   
19 “Нам всем трудно, мой друг. Не думайте, что ваше положение чем-нибудь особенно отличается от 
положения тысяч других русских женщин.” IR 1929-14(203), p. 19. 
20 “[…] как вы неблагодарны к судьбе, наделившей вас всеми, чтобы быть счастливой.” IR 1930-
11(252), p. 18. 
21 “[…] тех сотнях стариков, больных, увечных и нищих, которыми ваша жизнь — если-бы они ее 
знали — казалась бы верхом блаженства.” IR 1930-14(255), p. 17. 




upon significant issues for IR’s readers, as I will demonstrate below. Among the topics 
discussed are the reasons why Americans cross the Atlantic to Europe, whether to call 
a woman “madame” or “mademoiselle”, a brief discussion of the art of writing a letter, 
and the election of a Miss Russia. On the whole, the topics discussed can be roughly 
divided into three broad categories: modernity in general, women’s questions and 
emancipation, and émigré life. The largest category is contemporary life and 
modernity in general. Mem discusses these topics mainly from a point of ‘common 
sense’, it can be argued, approving of some trends and phenomena while refuting 
others – although not a priori, simply because they are Western. In this analysis, 
however, I will limit myself to the topics related to emigration. 
Although the topics related to emigration are less frequent in Koe-chto, koe o chem 
than in Nashi otvety, they are highly significant. First of all, a recurring question is the 
education of émigré children outside of Russia. In late 1929, following the start of the 
new school year, Mem writes a telling piece on how 
 
again and again, Russian mothers and fathers who are forced to live and educate 
their children away from their homeland are confronted with the same cursed 
question: How to protect your child from what in ‘newspaper language’ is so 
unsuccessfully and cumbersomely called ‘denationalization’.23  
 
According to Mem, everyone knows the example of the  
 
small semi-Russian semi-French creatures, chatting smartly in both Russian and 
French, knowing well in what years Charlemagne lived and in what year he 
ascended the Capetian throne, but alas, never heard of Lomonosov.24  
 
Mem, thus, criticizes the phenomenon of Russian children whose identity has become 
almost completely French. However, the opposite also exists, Mem states, as  
 
                                                   
23 “[…] снова и снова перед русскими матерями и отцами, вынужденными жить и давать воспитание 
своим детям вдали от родины, встает один и тот же проклятый вопрос: Как уберечь своего ребенка 
от того, что на газетном языке так неудачно и громоздко называется ‘денационализацией’.” IR 1929-
43(232), p. 20. 
24 “[…] маленькими полу-русскими полу-французскими существами, бойко болтающими и по русски 
и по французски, хорошо знающими в какие годы жил Шарлемань и в каком году вступили на 






[t]here are also parents who are too protective of what is ‘their own’, who inspire 
a child, from a young age, with a contemptuous patronizing attitude toward 
foreign culture and history. ‘Why do we need this! Well, when we will return to 
Russia’.25  
 
According to Mem, an excessive focus on everything Russian that, hence, disconnects 
children from the host country is just as deplorable as neglecting Russia. Thus, in the 
case of émigré children’s education, Mem advises IR’s readers to “find some kind of 
middle ground.”26 In addition, she downplays the absolute importance of school, 
stating that children  
 
are not so much studying as they are just getting used to studying. And from this 
point of view, perhaps, it does not matter much what kind of school it will be, 
Russian, French, or some other.27  
 
She concludes the item by stressing the importance of family, which she considers 
“[t]he most important, most significant school for a child”28 and states how it is the 
parents’ sole responsibility “that a child does not cease to be how [they] would like to 
see him”29. This is a highly significant piece of advice in Zhenskaya stranichka and in 
IR in general – as it advocates finding a middle ground in exile and, thus, proclaims a 
relatively pragmatic perspective on Russian education, one that consists of a good 
balance between preservation and assimilation. Furthermore, Mem’s opinion 
arguably has a double impact on IR’s readers. On the one hand, it reassures émigré 
parents that their child can have a decent education and remain Russian even abroad. 
On the other hand, however, it places the responsibility for this Russian education 
almost exclusively on the parents, as it is their task to watch over their children’s 
cultural development. As such, this item fits well with other discussions of the topic in 
 
                                                   
25 “Бывают и такие чересчур ревнивые к ‘своему’ родители, которые с малых лет внушают ребенку 
презрительно покровительственное отношение к чужой культуре и истории. ‘К чему нам это!... Вот, 
когда мы вернемся в Россию’...” Ibid. 
26 “[…] найти какую то золотую средину.” Ibid. 
27 “[…] не столько учатся, сколько лишь привыкают учиться. И с этой точки зрения, пожалуй, не 
имеет большого значения, какая это будет школа, русская, французская или какая другая.” Ibid. 
28 “Самое важное, самое значительное для ребенка школы — это его семья.” Ibid. 




Nashi otvety, where Princess Mary proclaims an active, yet individual approach to 
preserving Russian identity abroad. Zhenskaya stranichka, thus, stresses, overall, the 
importance of maintaining – but not institutionalizing – Russian identity, which is 
every émigré’s individual responsibility. However, it is important to note that 
Zhenskaya stranichka’s appeal for individual responsibility does not stem from a focus 
on the individual – quite the contrary. This individual approach ultimately has the 
community’s and Russia’s interests at heart. 
Mem again expresses parental responsibility a few weeks later, during Christmas 
time. As discussed earlier (in 2.1.2) regarding Christmas and Easter in exilere, Mem 
highlights, in “On traditions”, the importance of émigré children having their own 
memories connected to Russia and a Russian Christmas. Stating that “the poor 
children, Russian little children, not at all guilty of spending their childhood away from 
Russia, grow up without holidays, without memory, without tradition”30, Mem 
emphasizes how Russian children should not suffer from exile. As such, she 
encourages parents to still organize some sort of Christmas celebrations in exile. What 
is important for Mem is not the amount of money one can spend, but the spirit of 
Christmas as a family holiday. This ideal is consistent with IR’s overall portrayal of 
religion in exile: the spirit and values of Orthodoxy and, more importantly, the church 
community are what count, rather than institutional rites. Furthermore, just as Mem 
states in the opinion article on school and education, the creation of memories and 
traditions in exile is the responsibility of the parents. 
Another frequently recurring topic in Koe-chto, koe o chem is marriage. In mid-
1930, in an article entitled “On the dangerous path…” Mem explains how she has been 
receiving a number of letters lately on one and the same topic, and that although these 
are all very individual cases, “the question is so important and so often raised in 
émigré families that I dare to touch on it in general terms.”31 The situation described 
is as follows: 
 
[A] woman who has experienced a lot during the war and revolution, has lost her 
family and fortune, gets to know ‘him’ in exile. In most cases, ‘he’ is not a bad 
person, most often an elderly person who has also suffered a lot over the years 
of the civil war. ‘She’ marries him without much love, but out of a desire to finally 
 
                                                   
30 “И бедные дети, русские детки, совсем не виноватый в том, что проводить свое детство вдали от 
России, растут без праздников, без воспоминаний, без традиций.” Ibid. 
31 "[…] вопрос настолько важен и настолько часто подымается в эмигрантских семьях, что я решаюсь 





end the lonely, homeless life of a refugee. Almost always, marriage is successful 
at the beginning; sometimes children appear. But then disappointment comes: 
my correspondents complain that they and their husbands are different people, 
that they do not understand each other, etc. There are several such cases, I 
repeat ... Some readers ask for advice, others just complain, and still others 
report on their decision to leave the family and ‘live an independent life’.32 
 
According to Mem, however, the women deciding to separate from their husbands find 
themselves “on the most false and dangerous path”33 – hence the title of the item. In a 
plea for more perseverance and mutual understanding, Mem adopts a very down-to-
earth stance, stating how  
 
[l]ife in general, but refugee life, in particular, is long and hard work. It is 
necessary to support elderly relatives, raise children, save the family ... In these 
conditions, you cannot make excessive demands on life, you cannot look for 
impossible things, for a crane in the sky...34 
 
Significantly, all the elements of émigré life which Mem refers to are centered around 
safeguarding the family, and, by extension, the émigré community. It thus appears that 
Mem’s stance against divorce does not necessarily stem from a religious point of view, 
but rather from a pragmatic and even ideological perspective, as it is focused on 
reason, morality, and the importance of family, which she deems crucial in the often 
irrational context of exile. Additionally, it can be argued, by protecting marriage in the 
 
                                                   
32 “Положение в основе таково: женщина, много пережившая во время войны и революции, 
потерявшая семью и состояние, знакомится в эмиграции с ‘ним’. В большинстве случаев, 'он' — не 
плохой человек, чаще всего — пожилой, также немало перестрадавшей за годы гражданской войны. 
‘Она’ выходит за него замуж без особой любви, но из желания покончить, наконец, с одинокой, 
бездомной жизнью беженки. Почти всегда, брак оказывается в начале удачным; иногда появляются 
дети. Но потом наступает разочарование: мои корреспондентки жалуются, что они и их мужья — 
разные люди, что они друг друга не понимают и т. д. Таких случаев, повторяю, несколько... 
Некоторые читательницы просят совета, другие — просто жалуются, а третьи — сообщают о своем 
решении покинуть семью и ‘зажить самостоятельной жизнью’.” Ibid. 
33 “[…] на самом ложном и опасном пути […]”. Ibid. 
34 “Жизнь вообще, а беженская, в особенности — долгий и упорный труд. Нужно поддержать 
стариков родных, воспитать детей, сохранить семью... В этих условиях, нельзя предъявлять 





Russian émigré community, Mem perhaps also aims at safeguarding the future of the 
community and of Russia. 
Apart from unhappy marriages, another “sore subject for the Russian emigration”35 
is mixed marriages, Mem claims. According to official French statistics, she writes,  
 
the number of mixed marriages in France is constantly growing; among 
foreigners marrying French women, a significant percentage falls on the share 
of Russians.36  
 
There has been a lot of talk about these mixed marriages, Mem states, and many 
people consider them destined to fail due to “too great a difference in characters and 
mutual ‘misunderstanding’”.37 However, Mem highlights how every person is very 
different, which would make it “very unreasonable to condemn out of principle mixed 
marriages between Russians and French.”38 What is more, these mixed marriages are 
often even “a fatal necessity”39 as there are more Russian men in the émigré 
community than Russian women. The only thing that matters to Mem is that “children 
born from such unions do not denationalize, so that they remain Russian both in soul 
and language”40. Just as with Princess Mary, Mem thus considers language an 
important carrier of Russian identity. And as Princess Mary also explained in Nashi 
otvety, safeguarding the Russian identity of children is something every parent can 
and must manage individually. Once more, Zhenskaya stranichka, through Mem, thus 
indicates how émigrés should not worry about the institutionalization of Russian 
identity as, above all, individual implementation is what counts. 
A couple of months later, however, Mem refines her statement about mixed 
marriages. Although she still believes that mixed marriages can be successful and 
should not be discouraged, it is a different case when Russians search intentionally for 
a non-Russian spouse. In this case, she claims, “the most emphatic condemnation 
 
                                                   
35 “[…] больной вопрос для русской эмиграции […]“. In “Смешанные браки”. IR 1930-27(268), p. 20. 
36 “[…] количество смешанных браков во Франции непрестанно растет; в числе иностранцев, 
женящихся на француженках, значительный процент падает на долю русских.” Ibid. 
37 “[…] слишком большого различии характеров и взаимного ‘непонимания’.” Ibid. 
38 “Уже по этому одно было бы весьма неразумно осуждать в принципе смешанные браки между 
русскими и французами.” Ibid. 
39 “[…] фатальной необходимостью […]”. Ibid. 
40 “[…] что бы дети, родившиеся от таких союзов, не денационализовались, что бы они остались 





should be made”41. The reason for this, Mem explains, is that “whereas Russian men 
and foreign men in general marry French women relatively often, French men very 
rarely marry Russian women. By rejecting a Russian woman in advance, you doom her 
– an involuntary exile – to loneliness.”42 Mixed marriages in and of themselves, thus, 
are not considered problematic by Mem; it is rather their result, i.e. Russian émigré 
women being unable or deprived of the possibility of finding a husband, that is a 
problem. In Mem’s view, Russian men who intentionally seek non-Russian women are 
“deserters of the Russian family”43, harsh words that reveal Mem’s distinct 
condemnation. Whereas Mem’s initial statement about mixed marriages was mainly a 
pragmatic one, it now has a strong moral undertone. Russian émigrés’s actions, thus, 
should never lose sight of the consequences for their compatriots, community, and, 
hence, Russia. As such, if one message clearly emerges from the émigré topics 
presented in Koe-chto, koe o chem, it is to, once more, focus on every emigrant’s 
personal and individual responsibility to keep the Russian identity alive abroad and, 
as such, contribute to the community, and not a centralized or institutionalized 
approach to the matter. Hence, it can be argued, the content of Koe-chto, koe o chem 
thus is not always as trivial as its title actually suggests. 
To conclude, when it comes down to preserving Russian identity and culture, 
Zhenskaya stranichka is, remarkably enough, far more significant than many of IR’s 
elaborate articles or items on, for instance, (prerevolutionary) Russian art and culture. 
Many topics discussed are highly significant for the émigré environment as they shed 
light on important questions and, as Zhenskaya stranichka itself claims, indicate public 
opinion on these matters. Through the women’s page, IR strongly appeals to readers 
to serve Russia by safeguarding Russian identity in exile; yet it does not promote only 
one, conclusive – let alone institutionalized – strategy to do so. For virtually all topics 
discussed, the shared message is that Russianness is in fact detached from the émigré 
context in the host countries and lies within émigrés themselves. As such, it is the 
community’s own responsibility and obligation to preserve and pass on what it means 




                                                   
41 “[…] следует заявить самое решительное осуждение.” In “Дезертиры”. IR 1930-42(283), p. 18. 
42 “[…] если русские и, вообще, иностранцы, сравнительно часто женятся на француженках, то 
французы очень редко женятся на русских. Отвергая заранее русскую женщину, вы обрекаете ее – 
невольную изгнаницу – на одиночество.” Ibid. 
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4.2 Charity and solidarity 
In the aftermath of the Revolution and the ensuing Civil War, many émigrés must 
contend with difficult living conditions, such as poverty and unemployment. Émigrés’ 
many ordeals run like a thread through IR’s content, in both news items and articles, 
as well as in literature and cartoons. In MAD’s cartoons, for example, the average 
Russian émigré is easy recognizable by his “[é]migré costume, made in 1926 by the 
best Moscow tailor and slightly patched up in Crimea, Constantinople, Sofia, Prague, 
Berlin and Paris”44 (as figure 189 illustrates).  
Already in its very first issue, IR devotes an article, with accompanying pictures, to 
the arduous émigré life. According to IR,  
 
[t]he life of Russian refugees in a foreign land is hard and difficult. In harsh 
conditions, they have to build their temporary life in all countries of the world, 
where only fate has thrown them.45  
 
However, contrary to IR’s later portraits of Soviet Russia that highlight the country’s 
various shortcomings (as will be discussed throughout chapter 5), this article on the 
émigré community – and most others which follow – mainly focuses on positive 
aspects, such as the resilience of average émigrés and their determination to 
rearrange life in a new context: 
 
You can tell a lot about the extraordinary endurance and strength of a Russian 
in a foreign land: refugees are not afraid of hard and unusual work and, 
forgetting the past conditions of their lives, leaving their former specializations, 
diplomas and names, they work as simple workers in mines, quarries, peat and 
shale mining, the construction of railways, highways, and so on. Wherever these 
works are harder or more dangerous for life, wherever local workers reluctantly 
undertake them, Russian refugees are more likely to get a place and earnings, 
 
                                                   
44 “Эмигрантский костюм, сшитый в 1926 г. лучшим московским портным и немного исправленный 
в Крыму, в Константинополе, в Софии, в Праге, в Берлине и в Париже.” In “Русские мужские моды”, 
by MAD. IR 1926-38(71), p. 3. 
45 “Сложна и тяжела жизнь русских беженцев на чужбине. В суровых условиях приходится им 
строить свою временную жизнь во всех странах мира, куда только закинула их судьба.” In “Русские 





and they work in flooded mines threatening to collapse, in dangerous industries, 
building roads in the mountains or in sandy deserts.46 
 
IR, hence, emphasizes and even praises the community’s perseverance, while at the 
same time also stresses the dire circumstances the émigrés have been in since the 
Revolution. In the article, IR speaks of a “temporary life”, thus highlighting the 
community’s expectation of returning home. However, it is remarkable that in an 
article on émigré life in the very first issue, IR does not further elaborate on the topic 
of returning to Russia, but simply mentions it. This might indicate that at this early 
stage of emigration, the idea of returning home is not a topic of debate, but simply 
considered an obvious fact (I will discuss the idea of a return more fully in 4.4). 
Despite the “extraordinary endurance and strength” of many Russians abroad, as 
highlighted by IR, not every Russian in emigration is capable of recovering on his own 
strengths from the Revolution and the flight into exile. Solidarity and mutual support, 
thus, are of vital importance in émigré life, and, hence, are frequently covered in IR. In 
fact, IR does not waste any opportunity to emphasize how Russia Abroad works 
tirelessly to improve the living conditions of its members. This is all the more so with 
regards to the community’s weakest members, as Russia Abroad looks out for its less 
fortunate compatriots by means of a web of solidarity and charity. IR frequently 
reports on the numerous organizations and initiatives aimed at protecting the émigré 
community’s weakest. The main focus in IR’s coverage is on three groups of people in 
need: the unemployed, disabled war veterans, and émigré children.  
More importantly still, however, is that IR itself also actively contributes to émigré 
charity by regularly publishing calls for solidarity and announcements for balls, 
concerts etc., in favor of charitable organizations, as well as by frequently emphasizing 
that it is the community’s duty to take care of the weakest. As such, IR takes up a 
central role in a wide network of émigré solidarity, and even becomes one of its main 
agents. 
 
                                                   
46 “Много можно рассказать о необычайной выносливости и силе русского человека на чужбине: не 
боятся беженцы никакого тяжелого и непривычного труда и, забыв прошлые условияы своей 
жизни, оставив свои прежны прежние специальности, свои дипломы и званызвания, работают 
простыми рабочими в копях, в каменоломнях, на торфяных и сланцевых разработках, на постройках 
железных дорог, шоссе и проч. Где работы эти тяжелее или опаснее для жизни, где за них неохотно 
берутся местные рабочие, — там скорее получают место и заработок русское русские беженцы, и 
работают в затопленных, грозящих обвалами шахтах, в опасных для здоровья производствах, строя 




4.2.1 Russian invalids and the unemployed 
In early 1927, IR publishes two long articles on unemployed Russians in Paris. These 
articles highlight both the misfortune of the unemployed, as well as the help the 
community provides for them. In one of these articles, entitled “The hungry and 
homeless”, Zemgor secretary Sergey Shtern describes the current situation: 
 
Unemployment in France has hit hard and painfully among the Russian refugees 
who work in various industrial enterprises. The economic crisis caused by the 
rise of the franc led to a reduction in production, a decrease in the number of 
work hours in some enterprises, and a decrease in the number of workers in 
others. Naturally, under equal conditions, the first to suffer were the foreigners 
who were left with neither work nor a piece of bread.47 
 
As Shtern posits, it is unfortunately common that in situations of national economic 
crisis foreigners are the first to get fired, even though “Russian workers, on the whole, 
proved themselves well; they were valued in factories and plants.”48 Nevertheless, 
Shtern indicates, “hundreds of Russian workers, having spent their meager savings, 
having sold what they could” can reach out to the “Zemgor, an association of Russian 
zemstvo and city leaders, where they are provided with all possible help.”49  
The second article on this topic, written by a certain Ye. Rish, takes a look into the 
Russian canteen in rue Glacière, which is “salvation for many.”50 In addition to the 
pictures accompanying the article, IR also prints a picture of the canteen on the cover 
of that issue (figures 190-191). Every day, more than five hundred unemployed 
 
                                                   
47 “Безработица во Франции больно и резко ударила по русским беженцам, работавшим в различных 
промышленных приятиях. Экономический кризис, вызванный повышением курса франка, повлек 
за собою сокращение производства, уменьшение числа часов работы в одних предприятиях, 
сокращение числа рабочих – в других. Естественно, что, при равных условиях, в первую очередь 
пострадали иностранцы, оставшиеся без работы и куска хлеба.” In “Голодные и бездомные”. IR 1927-
7(92), p. 8. 
48 “Русские рабочие, в общем и целом, хорошо себя зарекомендовали, на фабриках и заводах ими 
дорожили.” Ibid. 
49 “И сотни русских рабочих, истратив свои мизерные сбережения, распродав, что можено было, 
потянулись в ‘Земгор’, в объединение российских земских и городских деятелей, где им 
оказывается посильная помощь.” Ibid. 
50 “Для многих она – спасение.” In “Беженцы в Париже. В дни безработицы. В русской столовке на 





émigrés can get free meals there, where they also have opportunities to find new 
work: 
 
An unemployed person will come, have lunch on the free coupon of some 
Committee or Union, and there, you see, he has made an acquaintance, spoken 
to another, received some good advice, and the next day, he is cheerful again – 
he has gotten a job!51 
 
By publishing articles on the Zemgor and the Russian canteen, IR highlights all the 
good that is being done within and by the émigré community to support its members 
in need. 
A large number of unemployed Russian émigrés appear to be disabled war veterans 
from both the First World War and the Civil War, a group central to émigré charity and 
the spirit of mutual support. As IR highlights in its items on the yearly 
commemorations of the First World War (cf. 1.1), Russian veterans are a symbol of 
heroism and sacrifice for the greater good. In exile, however, many of them are 
unemployed and live in poverty. Hence, in its items on émigré invalids, IR emphasizes 
the community’s moral obligation to look after its invalid compatriots. 
In 1928, IR publishes an article by writer Konstantin Shumsky entitled “Terrible 
lot”. As Shumsky highlights, the invalids are a most vulnerable group in exile: 
 
What could be harder in this uneasy life, which has befallen the Russian 
emigration, than disease and disability... 
– It would be health, – breathing in, says a Russian exile in difficult days of need 
and lack of money – the rest will follow... 
And now thousands of Russians are deprived of this health and linked with it the 
ability to earn one’s daily bread by hard work, ‘great passion-bearers’ are the 
Russian invalids.52 
 
                                                   
51 “Придет безработный человек, пообедать по бесплатному купону какого-нибудь Комитета или 
Союза, а там, смотришь, знакомство свел, с тем, другим поговорил, несколько добрых советов 
получил и на завтра снова является веселый – устроился!” Ibid. 
52 “Что может быть тяжелее в той нелегкой жизни, которая выпала на долю русской эмиграции, как 
болезнь и потеря трудоспособности... 







Significant here is the word “passion-bearer” (strastoterpets), used in the Orthodox 
Church to refer to martyr-like Christians who were not necessarily killed for their 
faith, but still endured a lot of suffering. By comparing Russian invalids to these 
passion-bearers, Shumsky highlights the sacrifices they have made, while at the same 
time also amplifying the precise injustice that invalids suffer in exile. However, as 
Shumsky continues, émigré invalids are not left to their own devices, but occupy a 
special place in Russia Abroad’s large network of solidarity: 
 
In this exceptional situation of hopelessness and despair, the Russian 
emigration, which has created so many civil, generally useful organizations, 
created among them one of the most important and essential ones, the Foreign 
Union of Russian Disabled Persons.53 
  
Shumsky emphasizes the time of crisis that émigrés find themselves in and which 
compels the community to look after its members. Furthermore, Shumsky highlights 
the great need this union addresses by indicating that five years after its creation, it 
already includes six thousand émigré invalids.  
Additionally, once a year on the occasion of the Day of the Russian Invalid (Den 
Russkogo Invalida) IR provides the Union with a forum to solicit support: “Let 
everyone in whom a human heart beats think about those unfortunate people who 
drew a terrible lot on the bloody fields of death.”54 In addition to eliciting compassion 
by describing the appalling situation of the disabled in emigration, IR appeals even 
more to the moral duty of Russia Abroad toward their misfortunate compatriots who 
“gave their country and their people the most precious thing they have — their 
strength, health, and ability to work”55 and “to whom we owe unpaid debt for the blood 
 
                                                   
И вот этого здоровья и связанных с ним возможностей тяжелым трудом заработать хлеб насущный, 
лишены тысячи русских людей, "великие страстотерпцы" – русские инвалиды.” In “Ужасный 
жребий”. IR 1928-22(159), p. 7. 
53 “В этой исключительной обстановке безвыходности и отчаяния русская эмиграция, создавшая 
столько общественных общеполезных организаций, создала в числе их одну из важнейших и 
существеннейших — "Зарубежный союз русских инвалидов".” Ibid. 
54 “Пусть каждый в ком бьется человеческое сердце, подумает о тех несчастных людях, которые 
вытянули на кровавых полях смерти ужасный жребий.” Ibid. 
55 “[…] отдавших своей стране и своему народу самое дорогое, чье у них есть – свои силы, здоровье, 





they shed for us, for the sufferings they endured.”56 What is more, Shumsky continues, 
“cold indifferent refusal is a direct evasion of holy duty to the six thousand Russian 
crippled soldiers.”57 Providing help and support for the war veterans, this holy duty, it 
can be argued, is considered a cornerstone of émigré morality. 
In another article in the same issue, general Nikolay Baratov even extends this 
émigré duty to a shared international duty, claiming that “the Russian disabled have 
an indisputable right to universal sympathy and assistance from all countries because 
they sacrificed their lives not only for Russia, but also for the common cause with our 
allies, for the good and the civilization of the whole world.”58 Furthermore, Baratov 
highlights this sense of community spirit by stating how celebrating the Day of the 
Russian Invalid at the same time in all countries where émigrés live has encouraged 
“the general sympathy of all émigré Russian people, and the Day of the Russian Invalid 
turned into the Day of the Russian National Holiday, uniting everything and everyone 
abroad.”59 Significantly, although there is a Day of the Russian Culture, Baratov seems 
to suggest that this day of solidarity with Russian invalids is perhaps what truly unites 
the Russian émigré community. This sense of community spirit is equally contained in 
the Union’s motto that precedes Baratov’s article, inserted by IR: “In unity is our 
salvation. In division is our downfall.”60  
While the topic of the unemployed and war invalids is not a constant topic in IR, it 
is mainly discussed on occasions such as war commemorations or annual fundraisers 
and is highly characteristic of IR’s focus on solidarity and community spirit. Caring for 
Russian invalids is not simply a moral duty; it is also considered a binding act. And as 
the many articles attest, it is a cause that IR ardently supports. 
 
 
                                                   
56 “[…] перед которыми мы в неоплатном долгу за пролитую ими за нас кровь, за перенесенные ими 
и переносимые страдания.” Ibid. 
57 “[…] холодный равнодушный отказ есть прямое уклонение от святого долга перед этими 6.000 
русскими искалеченными солдатами.” Ibid. 
58 “Русские инвалиды имеют неоспоримое право на всеобщее сочувствие и помощь, со стороны всех 
стран, ибо они жертвовали своей жизнью не только за Россию, но и за общее дело с нашими 
союзниками, за благо и цивилизацию всего мира.” In “Исполнившие долг...” IR 1928-22(159), p. 6. 
59 “[…] вызвала всеобщее сочувствие всех зарубежных русских людей и 'День Русского Инвалида' 
превратился как бы в ‘День Русского Национального Праздника’, объединяющего всех и вся на 
чужбине.” Ibid. 





As mentioned earlier in chapter 3 when discussing IR’s children’s page, children are 
an important topic in IR’s content as they embody not only the future of the émigré 
community but also – in light of a return home – the future of Russia. At the same time, 
however, children are a very vulnerable group in refugee life, as many of them are 
orphans and/or grow up in poverty. What clearly emerges from IR’s items on children 
is a sense of moral duty. In addition to the personal responsibility of parents to 
safeguard the Russian identity of their children, as propagated in Zhenskaya 
stranichka, IR also emphasizes that the overall care for the émigré children, especially 
those in need, is the shared responsibility of the entire émigré community. IR clarifies 
that this care is twofold: the community not only provides for children’s basic needs, 
such as food and shelter, but also ensures education in the Russian spirit. 
According to that same article in the first issue of IR stated above, tens of thousands 
of children ended up abroad and “[a]mong them are thousands of solitary children – 
orphans or children who have lost their parents, who got separated from them.”61 
Fortunately, thanks to the financial aid of foreign organizations and government – but 
even more so because of “the intense organizational work of all Russian central and 
field-based organizations”62, as IR emphasizes – thousands of Russian children are fed 
and can attend school. Even still thousands of other Russian émigré children, and even 
many of those who attend school, “live in difficult conditions; they are poorly fed, 
poorly dressed, and often they have no shoes”63. Nevertheless, IR ends its report on a 
relatively positive note, stating that  
 
[t]he strength of youth overcomes all the hardships of life, and in school and 
outside of school the children work intensely and vigorously, cramming the 
skills of working life, strengthening their physical and moral stability. There is 
not a people, not a country for which these young forces that are tempered in 
the everyday struggle would not be useful. The children themselves live with 
 
                                                   
61 “И среди них тысячи детей одиноких — круглых сирот или потерявших своих родителей, 
разлученных с ними.” Ibid. 
62 “[…] напряженной организационной работы всех русских центральных и работающих на местах 
организаций”. Ibid. 






dreams of work for the Motherland, dreams of the moment when they can apply 
their knowledge, their strength.64 
 
No matter how difficult the children’s situation, IR ensures its readers that their 
struggles are not in vain, as Russia will benefit from the fruit of their strengthened 
physical and moral stability. This statement not only boosts the community’s morale 
regarding struggling children, but also reaffirms the emigration’s belief in a return to 
Russia. As the previous citation illustrates, IR firmly believes that the life built by 
émigrés abroad is but temporary, and that sooner or later Russia will be freed and 
they can all return home. Therefore, these “dreams of work for the Motherland” – 
although perhaps rather the dreams of the adults than of the children themselves – 
emphasize an important aspect of the return narrative: émigré children are the future 
of Russia. This idea, thus, adds even more weight to the community’s concern in 
looking after them. 
The importance of (and care for) émigré children is reflected in the many Russian 
organizations that receive attention in IR’s articles. In 1927, for instance, in a two-page 
article with pictures IR discusses a new shelter for Russian boys in Chaville, just 
outside Paris. In the article, IR once more emphasizes the dire situation of the émigrés, 
especially of émigré children: 
 
The emigration created its own way of life, a terrible, difficult life, a life of 
extralegality and loneliness. Everyone only counts on himself. There are no 
obligations in relation to the state, but there are also no rights; there is no state 
protection. The bare will. Those who fall down cannot pick themselves up. 
In this life, it is especially difficult, especially scary, for children, whose 
moral and material security is the first and main concern of an organized society. 
There are many children in emigration and it is good if the child's father is a 
chauffeur or a worker. Even he is lucky. 
‘But God does not give such happiness to everyone.’ The grave injuries of 
the two wars, the horrors of the revolution, the suffering of refugee – are evident. 
 
                                                   
64 “Сила молодости преодолевает все невзгоды жизни, и в школе и вне школы напряженно и бодро 
работают русские дети, приобретая навыки трудовой жизни, укрепляя свою физическую и 
моральную устойчивость. Нет того народа, нет той страны, для которой не были бы полезны эти 
закаляющиеся в повседневной борьбе молодые силы. Сами дети живут мечтами о работе для 





And no one will come to the aid of an orphaned child, a stranger, a foreigner. 
Many neglected orphans take the streets of Paris, Berlin, Constantinople.65 
 
Precisely because of this extralegal situation and the lack of institutionalized support, 
IR indicates, the émigré community is left to its own devices. Hence the need for 
solidarity and mutual support. The shelter in Chaville is an important example of that 
solidarity in the émigré community. A year earlier, “in 1926,” IR describes, “the best 
representatives of the emigration – writers, artists, actors, public figures, scientists”66 
launched a call to help Russian children in need. This resulted in the creation of the 
“Special Committee for Help to the Russian Boy” (Osoby Komitet Pomoshchi 
Russkomu Malchiku). With the publication of their one-time literary journal “For the 
Russian Boy” (Russkomu Malchiku), IR explains, as well as with private donations, the 
Special Committee was able to create a shelter in Chaville. By citing the example of the 
shelter in Chaville, IR demonstrates how a joint effort can achieve major goals, and 
thereby highlighting the importance of community spirit. 
IR occasionally also directly addresses its readers on this topic. In March 1928, IR 
publishes (and, hence, supports) a call by the “Association of Rural and Urban agents” 
(Obedineniye Zemskikh i Gorodskih deyateley) to help children, stating that “[t]he 
types and forms of aid that children should get are diverse”67: better care for infants, 
food, clothing, medical care, a second public kindergarten in the suburbs of Paris, more 
scholarships for schools, more summer camps, etc. By drawing on IR’s large 
readership, the Association reaches out to Russia Abroad as a whole, deeming it  
 
 
                                                   
65 “Эмиграция создала свой быт, быт страшный, тяжкий, быт внезаконности и одиночества. Каждый 
рассчитывает лишь на себя. Нет обязанностей по отношению к Государству, но нет и прав, нет 
государственной защиты. Голая воля. Упал — никто не может подняться. 
В этом быту особенно тяжко, особенно страшно — детям, чье моральное и материальное 
обеспечение является первой и основной заботой организованного общества. Детей много в 
эмиграции и хорошо, если отец ребенка — шоффер или рабочий. Даже он — счастливец. 
‘Но не всем такое счастье Бог дает’... Тяжкие увечья двух войн, ужасы революции, страдания 
беженства — сказываются. И никто не придет на помощь осиротевшему ребенку, чужому, 
иностранцу. 
Много беспризорных детей — сирот приняли улицы Парижа, Берлина, Константинополя.” In 
“Эмигрантская жизнь. Детская общежития в Шавиле”. IR 1927-2(87), p. 16-17. 
66 “[…] лучшими представителями эмиграции — писателями, художниками, артистами, 
общественными деятелями, учеными […]”. In “Эмигрантская жизнь. Детское общежитие в Шавиле”. 
IR 1927-2(87), p. 16. 
67 “Многообразны виды и формы той помощи, которую надлежит оказывать детям […]”. In 





[a] societal duty to meet all these types of need. It is diverse and deep, especially 
after the recent unemployment, which has so painfully hit the Russian refugee. 
One cannot ignore the sufferings of a child, one cannot remain an indifferent 
spectator of children's needs. 
We will not wait for help from outside; we will only rely on ourselves, 
remembering that in our numbers and cohesion lies great strength. Even with 
small contributions, Russians can raise substantial funds for the general cause 
(an example is the collection in favor of the unemployed in 1927). 
The current task – helping children – is so urgent, important and pressing 
that it should unite and inspire everyone, and under these conditions, doubting 
its success would mean not believing in the Russian emigration.68 
 
IR, thus, deems it the entire community’s duty to take care of the emigration’s children. 
What is more, IR believes that the émigré community should not wait for foreign help; 
not only must it tackle this problem itself, but it is able to do so due to its strong 
cohesion. Remarkably, by stating that “doubting its success would mean not believing 
in the Russian emigration”, IR even equates the success of the care for the children to 
the success of the émigré community itself. As such, it can be argued that for IR the 
value of the Russian emigration does not only reside in the protection of 
prerevolutionary Russian culture, but just as much in the protection of its weakest 
members, in its solidarity and community spirit. 
A year later, IR once more lends its pages to the Association to call on the émigré 
community again, this time in support of the childcare of “Hungry Friday” (Golodnaya 
Pyatnitsa) in Montmorency, a commune in the northern suburbs of Paris, of which IR 
includes a few pictures (figure 192). This boarding house, with a capacity of fifty beds, 
is not intended for orphans, but for children whose parents “work from morning to 
evening in Paris and can take a small sum from their earnings to pay for their 
 
                                                   
68 “Общественный долг — удовлетворять все эти виды нужды. Она многообразна и глубока, 
особенно — после недавней безработицы, так больно ударившей по русскому беженству. Нельзя 
пройти мимо страданий ребенка, нельзя оставаться равнодушным зрителем детской нужды. 
Не будем ждать помощи извне, будем надеяться только на себя, памятуя, что в нашей 
многочисленности и сплоченности заложена большая сила. Даже малыми взносами русские умеют 
создавать для общего дела значительные средства (пример — сбор в пользу безработных 1927). 
Задача, выдвигаемая в настоящий момент — помощь детям — настолько настоятельна, важна и 
неотложна, что она должна сплотить и воодушевить всех, и при этом условии сомневаться в успехе 





treasure.”69 The parents’ fees, however, are not enough for the organization to break 
even, which is why it turns to IR’s readership on “Hungry Friday”: 
 
We need a lot of money. The average fees the parents pay are, of course, 
insufficient, so that for each ‘we’ will have to pay approximately 200 francs per 
month. Inexpensive. The condition in which children live, provides them with a 
good, healthy childhood. Is it not worth 200 francs? Is it not worth it to fast one 
more day because of this?!70 
 
Russian émigrés, who already are experiencing many difficulties themselves, thus are 
asked to support those who are suffering even more; they are asked to “fast one more 
day” in addition to their usual hunger. Once more, IR mobilizes the émigré community 
as a whole to support struggling fellow émigrés and their children. Aiding them is 
considered not only “a societal duty” but also a uniting act, highlighting the cohesion 
and strength of the Russian émigré community.  
In 1927 IR reports on a new kindergarten opened by the Zemgor, with a capacity of 
forty children between the ages of three and seven. Thanks to this institution, IR 
claims,  
 
no matter what the future holds in store for these tiny émigrés – they now live 
many times better in a foreign land than their unfortunate peers do in their 
homeland ... in Russia... After all, every day, at ten o’clock in the morning, 
according to their schedule, they have prayer and milk.71  
 
Considering the fact that IR frequently emphasizes the hardships of émigré life for 
both adults and children, the statement that the émigré children are still much better 
of than those living in Soviet Russia is thus a strong condemnation of Soviet life. I will 
 
                                                   
69 “[…] работают с утра до вечера в Париже и могут уделяться из своего заработка некоторую сумму, 
чтобы платить за свое сокровище.” In “В гостях у ‘Голодной Пятницы’”. IR 1929-15(204), p. 15. 
70 “На это нужны, немалые средства. Средняя плата, которую вносят родители, конечно 
недостаточна так что за каждого ‘мы’ должны будем доплачивать приблизительно 200 фр. в месяц. 
Недорого. Те условия, в которых дети живут, обеспечивают им хорошее, здоровое детство. Разве это 
не стоить 200 фр.? Разве не стоить из-за этого поголодать еще один день?!” Ibid. 
71 “Да... Что бы не ждало в будущем этих крошечных эмигрантов — сейчас им во много раз лучше 
живется на чужбине, чем их несчастным сверстникам на Родине... в России... Ведь каждый день, в 
десять часов утра, по расписанию, у них есть и молитва и молоко.” In “Кукольный дом. — Детский 




discuss IR’s coverage of Soviet life more fully in chapter 5. Furthermore, however 
insignificant this last sentence may seem, it speaks volumes of IR’s vision of the care 
of its children. Apart from children’s basic needs, such as housing, food and clothing 
(grouped under de denominator “milk”), the community also takes care of their 
intellectual and spiritual development (“prayer”), as these are arguably equally 
important in the interest of Russia’s future. Here, IR thus adds a new dimension to the 
care of children: the community must not only physically and materially take care of 
émigré children, in light of a return home, they must also be fed spiritually. 
This second dimension also emerges in other items. IR demonstrates how, in 
addition to most basic needs, such as shelter and food, the community also provides 
(moral) education and entertainment for the children. First of all, IR illustrates how 
the community ensures that émigré children can be children after all, despite the often 
difficult living conditions. IR shows children in normal children’s environments, in 
schools, for example, where the youngest are doing crafts and the older children take 
classes (figures 193-194). Additionally, IR prints pictures of evenings or parties for the 
children (figures 195-196). Second, in its summer issues, IR regularly prints pictures 
of Russian children in so-called “summer colonies” on the French coast (figures 197-
199). These summer camps are organized by various émigré organizations. One of 
them is the Russian Student Christian Movement in France, which is “well-known in 
Russian society for its youth organizations: for boys, for girls, Sunday-Thursday 
school, summer camps, various clubs and other forms of activity.”72 In February 1929, 
IR prints a picture of such a summer camp organized by the Movement in order to 
highlight its annual fundraising week for the upcoming summer camp. The 
Movement’s activities are essential, IR claims, because 
 
[i]n Russia today, all the forces of communism are aimed at re-educating young 
people in the spirit of godless communism. Here the Russian Student Christian 
Movement in recent years has developed significant activities among young 
people, uniting them on a religious and national-cultural basis.73 
 
 
                                                   
72 “[…] хорошо известен русскому обществу с его юношескими организациями: — мальчиков, 
девочек, воекресно-четверговой школой, летними лагерями, разнообразными клубами и др. 
формами деятельности.” In “Русская молодеж в эмиграции”. IR 1929-9(198), p. 20 
73 “В России ныне все силы коммунизма направлены на перевоспитание молодежи в дух безбожного 
коммунизма. Здесь Р. С. X. Движение за последние годы развило значительную деятельность среди 





As IR also demonstrates in its coverage of Soviet life, the Bolsheviks – from the émigré 
point of view – are eradicating Russian culture such as it existed before the Revolution. 
Hence, IR deems it important that those aspects of Russian culture are safeguarded 
and passed on in the émigré community. Significantly, as the quote above indicates, IR 
considers religion to be an intrinsic part of the national-cultural Russian identity. 
Furthermore, IR continues, “[t]he cause of the Movement is also important because 
Russian youth in foreign conditions is in danger of denationalization and final 
separation from Russia.”74 IR not only points at the destruction of prerevolutionary 
Russian culture in Soviet Russia; it also sees a threat of denationalization, influenced 
by the host countries. As such, IR concludes, “[t]hose who cherish the fate of the 
Russian youth should come closer to the activities of the Russian Student Christian 
Movement and help it.”75 IR thus appeals to its readers to contribute to the cause and 
support the movement.  
In 1931 IR returns to the topic, again in an item on the Russian Student Christian 
Movement and its annual call for contributions. According to IR 
 
[t]he entire Russian diaspora is facing a responsible task – solving the problem 
of the youth. Communism, having taken possession of Russia, directs its main 
efforts toward mastering children and youth. School, theater, radio, club 
systems, sports organizations – all strive to destroy the memory of the former 
Russian culture; even the very name of Russia in the mouths of the ‘new Russia’ 
has almost disappeared. 
In the wake of the struggle for the spirit and soul of the youth, for the 
religious and national strengthening, the Russian Student Christian Movement 
is conducting its work.76 
 
IR highlights the importance of the care of the émigré children by stating that the 
Bolsheviks are using everything at their disposal to destroy prerevolutionary Russian 
 
                                                   
74 “Дело Движения важно еще и потому, что русской молодежи в зарубежных условиях грозить 
опасность денационализации и окончательного отрыва от России.” Ibid. 
75 “Те, кому дороги судьбы молодежи русской, должны ближе подойти к деятельности Р. С. X. 
Движения и помочь ему.” Ibid. 
76 “Пред всем русским зарубежьем стоит ответственная задача — решение вопроса о молодежи. 
Коммунизм, овладевший Россией, основные усилия направляет на овладении детьми, молодежью. 
Школа, театр, радио, системы клубов, спортивные организации — все стремится уничтожить 
память о былой русской культуре; даже самое имя России в устах ‘новой России’ почти исчезло. 
В направлении борьбы за дух и душу молодежи, за религиозное и национальное укрепление ее, 
ведет свою работу Русское Студенческое Христианское Движение.” In “Русская молодежь за 




culture. And IR once more emphasizes that counteracting it is the responsibility of the 
entire community. Hence, IR again asks its readers to contribute, as the movement 
“believes that everyone who cares about the youth, the future homeland, the fate of 
Russian culture will help the Movement and respond to the call for help.” IR , as it often 
does in its charitable items, presents support for the spiritual and other care of the 
émigré children as self-evident by those who care about Russia and its future; as such, 
the magazine arguably leaves its readers no choice but to financially and otherwise 
contribute to this cause. 
In addition to reporting on initiatives providing émigré children with the most basic 
of needs and appealing to readers to financially contribute, IR does the same for 
initiatives aimed at the mental and spiritual needs of the children. For the welfare of 
Russia’s future, IR promotes organizations striving to bring and keep émigré children 
close to Russia and its culture. Therefore, given the fact that IR deems it so crucial that 
émigré children do not denationalize, it is remarkable that on its own children’s page, 
IR itself does little to nothing to contribute to this goal, as demonstrated in chapter 3. 
4.2.3 Solidarity in Zhenskaya stranichka 
A special case of solidarity in IR can be found in the women’s page’s letter section Nashi 
otvety. In 1929, in an item entitled “Émigré tragedy. The story of a Russian woman”77, 
IR integrally publishes the letter of a certain M. This is uncustomary for the women’s 
page, which usually only contains Princess Mary’s answers and advice (cf. supra). This 
time, however, Princess Mary explains the decision to print the entire letter by stating 
that “such a disaster can happen to any of us”78, and she consequently asks for the 
readers’ advice. In short, for two years M. has been living with her son in Paris, where 
she has remarried a good, decent man. Her new husband, however, became ill with 
tuberculosis and now M. has also fallen ill. Her husband needs expensive medical 
treatment, but M. is no longer capable of working. Were it not for her son, M. 
desperately states in her letter, she and her husband would probably commit suicide.  
Interestingly, it cannot be proven whether M. is a real person or a fabrication of IR 
in order to raise awareness for émigré charity. Nevertheless, M.’s case becomes a 
significant manifestation of émigré solidarity in Zhenskaya stranichka because it is not 
so much M.’s letter which is interesting, but the chain of reactions it puts in motion in 
 
                                                   
77 “Беженская трагедия. Рассказ русской женщины.” IR 1929-16(205), p. 16-17. 
78 “[…] с каждой из нас может стрястись точно такая беда.” In “Беженская трагедия. Рассказ русской 





Zhenskaya stranichka. According to Princess Mary, M.’s letter garners great response 
among IR’s readers, who provide “that support, that moral (and sometimes not only 
moral) help that one of us needs”79. From the moment of the letter’s publication, 
Princess Mary claims, IR received many letters and donations for M. from both 
organizations and individual émigrés. Furthermore, on several occasions Zhenskaya 
stranichka publishes a list of the benefactors. Although M.’s story is factually the 
individual case of a woman who is unknown to the vast majority of IR’s readers, 
Princess Mary emphasizes how M. is not just a stranger, but a part of the émigré 
community, “one of us”. Princes Mary emphasizes how “any of us” could just as well 
be in her place. Furthermore, Princes Mary also prints a new letter by M. in which she 
responds to the publication of her letter and underscores the power of the community, 
stating that “[o]ne person is powerless to do anything, the conditions in which life has 
set us all are too difficult, but a lot can be done by joined forces.”80 This is the same 
idea IR emphasizes in its items on charity for children, i.e. that “in our numbers and 
cohesion lies great strength.” With regards to IR, then, M. posits how “[t]he incident 
with me proved, […], to all readers, that IR is not a simple magazine designed to fill our 
leisure time, but a sensitive, responsive Russian heart, ready to always come to the 
rescue.”81 Interestingly, while IR initially uses M.’s case to appeal to émigré solidarity 
and charity, it ultimately also ends up reinforcing the émigré community spirit, with 
IR functioning as the community’s “responsive Russian heart”. 
In addition, M.’s case also raises awareness for charity in the émigré community in 
general. In her initial letter, M. states how she had contacted a Russian charity for help 
but only had received 75 francs of the 120 francs needed, which she considers “a 
mockery and a derision”82. A few issues later, however, Zhenskaya stranichka also 
gives the floor to “’the other side’, the side of the organizers of charity”83, in the 
capacity of Sergey Shtern. IR thus arguably wishes to remain neutral in this matter, 
and seeks to promote within the émigré community, rather than to pick a side. Shtern 
 
                                                   
79 “[…] ту поддержку, ту моральную (а иногда, и не только моральную) помощь, в которой нуждаться 
одна из нас.” In “Светлый праздник! О ‘беженской трагедии'.” IR 1929-19(208), p. 16. 
80 “Один человек бессилен что либо сделать, слишком тяжелы условия в которые поставила нас всех 
жизнь, но общими силами сделать можено очень много.” In “Ответ г-жи М.”. Ibid. 
81 “Случай со мной доказал, как мне, так думаю, и всем читательницам, что 'Иллюстрированная 
Россия', есть ни простой журнал, созданный для заполнения наших досугов а чуткое, отзывчивое — 
русское сердце, готовое всегда прийти на помощь.” Ibid. 
82 “[…] считаю это издевательством и насмeшкой.” IR 1929-17(206), p. 16. 
83 “[…] 'другой стороны', со стороны организаторов благотворительности.” In “Audiatur et altera 





emphasizes the difficult working conditions for Russian charitable organizations, 
which contend with an abundance of requests and a lack of resources: 
 
How little the financial possibilities of these societies correspond to the amount 
of requests for help, how difficult it is to share the cents at their disposal among 
a whole series of applicants!! An individual applicant believes that his need, his 
grief is the most important thing; organizations know that there are a lot of grief 
and needs and try to alleviate them as much as possible.84 
 
Shtern aims at making both M. and IR’s readers aware of the fact that there are many 
émigrés in need and that charitable organizations try to help as many people as 
possible. He then throws the ball into the court of IR’s readers, encouraging them to 
reflect on their own contributions to charity: 
 
Many of IR’s readers were thrilled with Ms. M.’s letter, were infected with her 
somewhat sweeping criticism of charitable organizations, but did these readers 
take care of the feasible financial support of these organizations, of replenishing 
their funds? In particular, did all readers of IR send or make a contribution to 
‘Hungry Friday’ in favor of the children in need? I dare to assure you that the 
Hungry Friday fund has managed to mitigate more than one everyday tragedy, 
that donations to help children have mitigated hundreds of children's sufferings 
and hardships. In order for those who seek help for children to find a broad 
response, not a small amount of money is needed, because, I repeat, there are a 
lot of people in need. IR’s readers already came to the aid of Ms. M.; we need 
contributions for Hungry Friday – albeit somewhat belated – to come to the aid 
of another Ms. M., whose name, alas, is legion.85 
 
                                                   
84 “Но... как мало соответствуют денежные возможности этих обществт количеству просьб о 
помощи, как трудно бывает делить гроши, имеющиеся в их распоряжении, между целым рядом 
просителей!!. Отдельный проситель считает, что его нужда, его горе — самое главное; организации 
знают, что горя и нужды — кругом много и стараются их смягчить по мере возможности.” Ibid. 
85 “Многие из читателей ‘Иллюстрир. России’ были взволнованы письмом г-жи М., были заражены 
ее несколько огульной критикой благотворительных организации, но позаботились ли эти 
читатели о посильной денежной поддержке этих организаций, о пополнении их кассы? В частности, 
все ли читатели ‘Иллюстрир. России’ прислали или внесли свой взнос на ‘Голодную Пятницу’ в 
пользу нуждающихся детей? Смею уверить, что из фонда ‘Голодной Пятницы’ удалось смягчить уже 
не одну житейскую трагедию, что выдачи на помощь детям смягчили сотни детских страданий и 






Shtern thus uses M.’s case as an appeal to support more such causes, as M. is but one 
of the many émigrés in need of help. By publishing both M.’s case and Shtern’s rebuttal, 
IR highlights the dire need in exile and encourages its readers to support their 
unfortunate compatriots. In this way, Nashi otvety reflects IR’s general character as it 
actively appeals to its readers to support their fellow émigrés in need. Furthermore, it 
can be argued that émigré solidarity – with M.’s case as prominent example – is a 
crucial part of IR’s community building, as it strengthens and unites the émigrés 
around a common cause. 
About a year after the creation of Zhenskaya stranichka, IR indicates that Princess 
Mary receives many letters about solitude in exile as “[t]he absence of a loved one, the 
vain search for a kindred soul, is one of the most painful points in foreign life”.86 As IR 
hopes that “all lonely people who wish to find peace of mind in correspondence will 
connect through [its women’s] page”87, it proclaims that it has decided to launch the 
mailbox section Pochtovy yashchik (literally ‘mailbox’). The concept is simple: 
 
Any person who wants to find a correspondent can ask to print his 
advertisement. In this advertisement, only the initials of the advertiser or his 
symbol will be indicated. The editors, having the exact address, will forward the 
letters. In this manner, the first contact between both correspondents is 
established: if the correspondence satisfies them, they will continue it directly 
among themselves, without the mediation of IR.88 
 
 
                                                   
отклик — нужны не малые средства, ибо, повторяю, нуждающихся много, очень много. Читатели 
‘Иллюстр. России’ пришли уже на помощь г-же М., надо взносами на ‘Голодную Пятницу’, пусть 
несколько и запоздалыми,— прийти на помощь другим госпожам М., имя коим, увы, легион.” Ibid. 
86 “Отсутствие близкого человека, тщетные поиски родственной души — одно из самых больных 
мест зарубежной жизни.” IR 1930-8(249), p. 18. 
87 “[…] чтобы через нашу страничку перекликались все одинокие люди, желающие в переписке 
найти душевный отдых.” Ibid. 
88 “Всякое лицо, желающее найти корреспондента — или корреспондентку — может обратиться ко 
мне с просьбой напечатать его объявление. В этом объявлении будут указаны только инициалы 
объявителя, или его условный знак. Редакция же, имея у себя точный адрес, будет пересылать ему 
письма. Таким образом, установится первый контакт между обоими корреспондентами: если 
переписка их удовлетворит, они будут продолжать ее непосредственно между собой, без 





The idea of organizing a mailbox is met with great enthusiasm among its readers, IR 
claims, as “[e]very day, the mail bring us reactions from friends who welcome our 
initiative and are ready to support it in every way.”89 Initially, the mailbox is only a 
small part of the women’s page, publishing merely a handful of letters (figure 200), 
but only two issues later, it becomes a self-contained, generally page-size section with 
a separate masthead, as figure 201 illustrates. In the masthead the title Pochtovy 
yashchik is flanked by the drawings of two émigrés: a soldier in an exotic place reading 
a letter, and a man in what seems to be a Western city posting a letter. The masthead 
thus visually captures Pochtovy yashchik’s aim of uniting émigrés located in all parts 
of the world. IR highlights the new sections success, by stating that “Pochtovy yashchik 
turned out to correspond to the most urgent needs of a huge group of readers”90. By 
mid-1930, IR claims, it receives so much mail that it introduces a fee of 20 francs to 
cover all costs, with exception of the “poor [who] can print their advertisements for 
free”.91 In this manner, IR is able to continue this newly established service to its 
readers and connect lonely émigrés, but without excluding the less fortunate. As the 
creation of Pochtovy yashchik illustrates, IR not only reports on charity or provides a 
forum for charitable organizations, it also actively contributes to émigré solidarity and 
community spirit, and, hence, functions as a significant agent in Russia Abroad. 
In August 1930, fifteen issues after the creation of Pochtovy yashchik, IR prints the 
short story “Tanya from Cairo” by Avgusta Damanskaya. This story seems to be 
devoted to the new section as it is about two émigrés who start corresponding with 
the help of an unspecified “Russian illustrated magazine”92 and ultimately become a 
romantic couple. It is not specified when Damanskaya wrote this story, nor whether 
she wrote it specifically for IR. However, it can be argued that IR’s readers will make 
the connection between the unspecified Russian illustrated journal and IR. 
Furthermore, the harsh circumstances of émigré life they describe, as well as their 
longing for Russia resonate well with IR’s items on the Russian émigré community. By 
means of this story, IR thus promotes the significance and effectiveness of its own 
correspondence section Pochtovy yashchik. 
IR’s core activity thus seems to consist of uniting Russian émigrés: not only by 
providing insight into the life of other émigrés, but, more importantly, by also 
reporting on and promoting charity and taking an active role in the émigré network of 
 
                                                   
89 “Ежедневно, почта приносить нами отклики друзей, приветствующих наше начинание и готовых 
всячески поддержать его.” IR 1930-11(252), p. 18. 
90 “[…] ‘Почтовый Ящик’ оказался соответствующим самым насущными потребностям огромной 
группы читателей […]”. IR 1930-25(266), p. 20. 
91 “Неимущее могут печатать свои объявления бесплатно.” IR 1930-28(269), p. 18. 




solidarity. Furthermore, it is exactly this solidarity which IR puts forward as the 
strength of the émigré community, by systematically using key words as ‘cohesion’, 
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Figure 193: "Russian children in emigration". IR 1927-19(104), p. 21. 
 
 





Figure 195: “Celebration of Russian children in Paris". IR 1926-10(43), p. 12. 
 
 





Figure 197: "Russian children at the ocean". IR 1926-36(69), p. 17. 
 
 






Figure 199: "Russian children in emigration. In the summer colony of the Association of zemstvo and city leaders". IR 

















4.3 Miss Russia 
In addition to the large focus on charity and solidarity, a lot of IR’s content is devoted 
to other facets of émigré life such as arts and culture. As discussed in 2.2, two elements 
clearly come to the fore in IR’s art items. First of all, IR highlights the broad recognition 
of émigrés and their work by Western audiences. Second, IR reinforces pride in 
Russian émigré culture at large by creating a sense of community through the 
systematic use of the word “our”. In doing so, Russia Abroad’s cultural life is a 
significant instrument in IR’s approach to community building.  
A significant manifestation of émigré pride and community spirit can be found in 
the election of a Miss Russia through a contest co-organized by IR and, thus, broadly 
covered in its pages. Over the course of the 1920s, national beauty pageants increase 
in popularity worldwide. IR joins the trend in late 1925, and the newsmagazine 
organizes the election of a “Queen of the Russian colony” (Koroleva russkoy kolonii). 
In the issue following the election, IR prints a picture of the winner on its cover (figure 
202), and publishes a four-page report on the course of the evening with 
accompanying pictures of the candidates. As IR itself claims, the evening was “a great 
success and attracted a large public”93. Not only émigrés were present, but also non-
Russians, mainly journalists, who were “keenly interested in the election of the ‘queen 
of the Russian colony’, the first foreign ‘queen’ elected in Paris.”94 IR emphasizes the 
involvement of and good bond with the host country France. First of all, the event was 
led by the Comité des fêtes de Paris, which organizes the yearly carnival halfway the 
season of Lent (Mi-Carême). Furthermore, “a detachment of the [French] Republican 
Guard in full dress”95 and a “trumpeter choir in red caftans”96 were present, providing 
the evening with a “very solemn atmosphere”97. And finally, IR highlights how the 
president of the Comité, Aguste Sabatier, referred in his speech to all Russians present 
as “representatives of that great country that in 1914 saved Paris from the invasion of 
the enemy.”98 These are reminiscent of items about the war commemorations on 
Armistice Day, as IR emphasizes France’s recognition of Russia’s contributions to the 
 
                                                   
93 “[…] прошел с большим успехом и привлек массу публики.” In “Выборы ‘Королевы русской 
колонии’”. IR 1925-22(31), p. 2. 
94 “[…] журналистов, живо заинтересовавшихся выборами ‘королевы русской колонии’, первой 
иностранной ‘королевы’, избираемой в Париже.” Ibid. 
95 “[…] отряд республиканской гвардии в парадной форме.” Ibid. 
96 “[…] хор трубачей в красных кафтанах.” Ibid. 
97 “[…] в крайне торжественной обстановке.” Ibid. 





First World War. What is more, respect for Russian soldiers is in this case expanded 
to the entire émigré community as representatives of the country that aided France 
during the War. It is clear that IR here too takes pride in France’s gratitude and 
recognition of (prerevolutionary) Russia’s efforts during the first World War.  
IR highlights how the bond with France and Paris continues during the Mi-Carême 
carnival of 1926, when the Queen of the Russian Colony is invited by the Comité des 
fêtes de Paris to participate in a parade through the streets of Paris. Both on the cover 
and inside its pages, IR publishes pictures of the Parisian and Russian winners side to 
side (figures 203-204) and proclaims that “[t]he Russian ‘queen’ was very successful. 
In the audience friendly cries were heard all the time: ‘Vive la Russie!’ ‘Vive les 
Russes!’”99 As IR highlights, the French audience is not only curious about the Russian 
Queen; it even acts sympathetically toward both the Russian Queen and toward 
Russians – and Russia in general.  
Also in the subsequent years, IR organizes the pageant. In 1929, four years after the 
first election of Queen of the Russian Colony, IR is invited to propose the Russian 
candidate for Miss Europe, organized by the French newspaper Le Journal, as the latter 
“does not want to turn to Moscow”100. In a call for candidates, IR endorses Le Journal’s 
decision and expresses its “gratitude to [its] Parisian brothers, who are well aware of 
the current conditions of Russian life”101. As IR clarifies,  
 
[t]he French journalists perfectly understood that if they send an invitation to 
Moscow, there it will also be used to the glory of Lenin and the International. 
Instead of sending the most beautiful Russian girl, the Politburo would have sent 
a Komsomol member to Paris who was most suitable to the Kollontay ideal.102  
 
IR, thus, is pleased, as the choice to select from the émigré community over Soviet 
Russia indicates the Western recognition of Russia’s current situation. Furthermore, 
IR’s mention of the Kollontay ideal refers to what the magazine considers the distorted 
Soviet view of beauty (and morality), unrepresentative of ‘true’ Russian beauty. 
 
                                                   
99 “На долю русской ‘королевы’ выпал большой успех. В публике все время раздавались дружеские 
возгласы: ‘Vive la Russie!’ ‘Vive les Russes!’” In “Ми-карем в Париже”. IR 1926-12(45), p. 5. 
100 “Не желая обращаться в Москву […]”. In “Мисс Россия”. IR 1929-2(191), p. 8. 
101 “[…] выразить своей признательности нашим парижским собратьям, прекрасно осведомленным 
о нынешних условиях русской жизни.” Ibid. 
102 “Однако, французские журналисты прекрасно поняли, что если они пошлют приглашение в 
Москву, то там оно будет также использовано во славу Ленина и Интернационала. Вместо того, 
чтобы послать самую красивую русскую девушку, Политбюро командировало бы в Париж 




Therefore, IR is more than happy to accept Le Journal’s offer. Significantly, from that 
moment on, IR no longer refers to the election of “Queen of the Russian Colony”, but 
to that of “Miss Russia”. In the broader, international context of Miss Europe, IR thus 
exceeds the borders of the emigration and presents its Miss as the candidate of not 
only Russia Abroad, but of Russia in general. 
A year later, IR is invited again to provide the Russian candidate for the election of 
Miss Europe. In its call for candidates, IR highlights how the repeated choice of an 
émigré candidate fits within the growing international disapproval of the Soviet 
regime:  
 
Welcoming the atmosphere of moral condemnation of the Soviet regime, with 
which the European public surrounds the Bolsheviks and which was once again 
expressed in the refusal of the organizers of the European contest of female 
beauty to seek assistance of the Soviet press, IR readily accepted the proposal it 
was made, and notified the chairman of the Parisian jury and the delegate of the 
jury in Rio.103 
 
The opportunity for IR and Russia Abroad in general to once again represent Russia 
thus reinforces this “atmosphere of moral condemnation of the Soviet regime”, and 
undoubtedly offers comfort and support to the émigrés. 
Additionally, it can be argued that IR considers the election an opportunity to 
defend the honor of Russia on the international stage. As such, IR takes its task of 
organizing the election very seriously. In its call for the 1930 Miss Russia election, IR 
urges “[e]very girl from 18 to 25 years old, with a more or less beautiful 
appearance”104 to enroll as a candidate. What is more, not only are the émigré girls 
themselves addressed, but IR appeals to “all Russian people in emigration, to influence 
 
                                                   
103 “Приветствуя ту атмосферу морального осуждения советского режима, которым окружает 
европейская общественность большевиков и которое лишний раз выразилось в отказе 
организаторов европейского конкурса женской красоты, обратиться за содействием к советской 
прессе — "Иллюстрированная Россия" с готовностью приняла сделанное ей предложение, о чем и 
уведомила председателя парижского жюри и делегата жюри в Рио.” In “О выборах ‘Мисс России’ на 
1930 год”. IR 1929-49(238), p.7. 
104 “Каждая девушка от 18 до 25 лет, обладающая более или менее красивой внешностью […]” In 





possible candidates in every possible way if they are unwilling for whatever reason to 
take part in the competition”105. And as if that was not enough, IR also addresses  
 
all Russian émigré organizations (professional workers, students, military, etc.) 
with a request to select their candidates and delegate, subject to this condition, 
one member to our committee. The election of such candidates could be made at 
a ball or party organized by these organizations, or simply by proposals at 
meetings.106  
 
In IR’s eyes, it can be argued, the election of the right candidate thus has become 
almost an affair of state to which the entire community has to contribute. This is also 
present in Zhenskaya stranichka. In Koe-chto, koe o chem Mem indicates that there are 
women who claim they are not beautiful enough and that they are afraid people will 
laugh at them. However, according to Mem,  
 
“[t]his is a completely unfounded false shame. Every competition involves only 
one winner. But if there is no competition, then the best will lose their value. It 
is the duty of every beautiful Russian girl to help the chosen girl be truly the most 
worthy.107 
 
In order for IR to truly select the most beautiful émigré girls, Mem indicates, there has 
to be enough competition, and as such, she urges her readers to participate. It is 
remarkable that Mem here uses the word “duty”, as it is reminiscent of the émigré duty 
to take care of children and invalids (cf. supra). It thus almost seems as if IR’s places 
the duty to represent ‘true’ Russia in the election of Miss Russia and Miss Europe on 
 
                                                   
105 “[…] ко всем русским людям в эмиграции, всячески воздействовать на возможных кандидаток в 
случае их нежелания почему либо принять участие в конкурсе.” Ibid. 
106 “[…] ко всем русским эмигрантским организациям (профессиональным рабочим, студенческим, 
воинским и проч.) с просьбой намечать своих кандидаток и делегировать, при этом условии одного 
члена в наш комитет. Выборы таких кандидаток могли бы быть произведены на балах или 
вечеринках, устраиваемых этими организациями, или же просто путем предложений на собраниях.” 
Ibid. 
107 “Это совершенно неосновательный ложный стыд. Всякое состязание предполагает только 
одного победителя. Но ведь если не будет соревнования, то и лучший утратит свою ценность. Долг 
каждой русской красивой девушки — способствовать тому, что-бы избранница была действительно 





equal footing as émigré solidarity and charity. Mem concludes her opinion by stating 
that “[t]his contest gives us, emigrants, the opportunity to show the world the real, 
beautiful, gentle image of the Russian girl. We must not give up this opportunity.”108 
The election of Miss Russia thus is an opportunity for émigrés to prove true Russian 
qualities to the rest of the world, to unite around and to take pride in it. Furthermore, 
it can be argued, there is also an element of preservationism in the election of Miss 
Russia, as IR aims to present the “real, beautiful, gentle” Russian beauty – i.e. in 
prerevolutionary tradition, and not according to the new, crude Kollontay ideal. 
Additionally, in its coverage IR also represents its Misses as a symbol for the émigré 
community and its sufferings. IR, for example, concludes the call for Miss Russia 1930 
by expressing its faith in the Russian candidate, stating that “[i]n emigration, the 
Russian woman has already shown a number of high internal qualities, carrying the 
main burden of refugee life. The external charm of the Russian woman is well known 
to all of us.”109 This suffering in exile is a recurring element in many of IR’s items on 
the elected Queens and Misses. Central to the articles on these young women is their 
background story, which does not rarely focus on their peregrinations and hardships 
in exile.  
When interviewing the émigré community’s first queen, Larissa Popova, in 1925, 
for instance, journalist A. Vladin notes the following: 
 
Listening to [her] simple story, I forgot that I had come to interview the Queen 
of the Russian Colony of Paris. 
– Petersburg ... Smolny ... Evacuation ... Belgrade ... Wire factory... 
Before me was one of the thousands of Russian girls thrown into a foreign land 
by the tragedy of recent years and forced to fight for her existence in the most 
severe conditions.110  
 
                                                   
108 “Этот конкурс дает нам, эмигрантам, возможность показать миру настоящий прекрасный, 
нежный образ русской девушки. От этой возможности, мы не должны отказываться.” Ibid. 
109 “В эмиграции русская женщина уже проявила ряд высоких внутренних качеств, неся на себе 
большую часть тягот беженской жизни. Внешняя прелесть русской женщины нам всем хорошо 
знакома.” Ibid.  
110 “Слушая этот простой рассказ, я забыл, что пришел интервьюировать королеву русской колонии 
Парижа. 
— Петербург... Смольный... Эвакуация... Белград... Проволочная фабрика... 
Предо мной была одна из тысяч русских девушек, выброшенных трагедий последних лет на 
чужбину и принужденных в самых суровых условиях вести борьбу за существование.” In “В гостях у 






Although Larissa Popova is Queen of the Russian Colony, it can be argued that she is 
above all an émigré, and that her story is highly recognizable to IR’s readers. Two years 
later, in an interview with 1927 Queen Kira Sklyarova, IR states that  
 
[l]ike her predecessor, the new queen lives in the most modest conditions, 
sharing with her mother a small room in a hotel in the fifteenth arrondissement 
– in the very center of Russian labor Paris.111  
 
Sklyarova herself shares that “[i]n the past, [she], like most Russian refugees, had to 
endure a lot of grief”112 such as the death of her father, a general who was killed during 
the Civil War. Sklyarova’s story is the story of many émigrés, and it can be argued that 
the reference to the sacrifice of her father in the battle against the Bolsheviks only 
amplifies her significance as Miss Russia. In an article on Miss Russia 1930, then, IR 
indicates that the chosen girl, Irina Venttsel, “tells her uncomplicated biography – a 
history of an émigré family so ordinary and so dull in its usualness.”113 By highlighting 
these young women’s background stories, IR not only provides relatable stories to 
many émigrés, but arguably also comforts and encourages young girls and women in 
the émigré community by showing that anything is possible. 
In its coverage of the election, IR remarkably enough never emphasizes Russian 
prerevolutionary culture or traditions. Furthermore, IR consistently depicts its Queen 
and later Miss Russia in Western clothing, wearing an evening gown, tiara and sash, as 
figures 205-207 illustrate. It is only twice in IR’s entire existence, in 1932 and 1936, 
that it shows Miss Russia on its cover wearing traditional Russian dress (figures 208-
209). As such, it can be argued, in both the organization of and reports on Miss Russia, 
IR does not seem to use the occasion to promote prerevolutionary culture – only the 
prerevolutionary ideal of beauty as opposed to the Soviet ideal –, instead choosing to 
align with the contemporary Western style of those elections.  
Nevertheless, in 1929, there is a disturbance in the election of Miss Russia, 
indicating that IR does not entirely align with the Western host countries and that Miss 
Russia is a above all a symbol of émigré status. Three days after the election it becomes 
 
                                                   
111 “Подобно своей предшественнице, новая королева живет в самых скромных условиях, разделяя 
вместе со своею матерью небольшую комнатку в отеле, в пятнадцатом аррандисмане – в самом 
центре трудового русского Парижа.” In “У новой королевы”. IR 1927-13(98), p. 7. 
112 “В прошлом, мне, как и большинству русских беженцев, пришлось перенести не мало горя.” Ibid. 
113 “И ‘мисс Россия’ рассказывает свою незамысловатую биографию – такую обычную и такую 




clear that the new miss, Valeria Osterman, has a German passport. Hence, she is 
immediately dethroned and replaced by the next girl in ranking, Irina Levitskaya. IR 
clarifies that it was imperative for candidates to have a Russian émigré passport: 
 
 […] they were systematically asked the question of nationality (for “Miss Russia” 
had the right to be not only Great Russian, but also a representative of any of the 
other nations that inhabited Russia). The question was also raised about the 
passport, because – alas – so many real Russians by blood can now have papers 
of the most unexpected citizenship. It goes without saying that a competitor was 
required to have a Russian émigré passport.114 
 
So although Miss Russia does not have to be ethnically Russian, but can also represent 
other minorities living in Russia, IR indicates that she is required to be legally an 
émigré. Miss Russia must have an émigré passport, and cannot be a naturalized citizen 
of one of the host countries. IR does not clarify whether this rule is required by the 
overarching organization of Miss Europe, or whether it is self-imposed. Nevertheless, 
IR does not want to point the finger at Osterman and gives her the benefit of the doubt: 
 
We did not even enter into a discussion of the question of V.K. Osterman's moral 
right to participate, as a Russian by birth, nor who was responsible for the jury's 
deception. By the way, we are prepared to believe V. K. Osterman explaining 
what happened by the fact that she herself did not know what her passport was. 
With a certain dose of likelihood, it can be assumed that the 18-year-old young 
lady did not have the opportunity to become closely acquainted with the police 
and passport concerns, leaving them to her parents, in whose papers she was 
recorded until the age of majority.115 
 
 
                                                   
114 “[…] им неуклонно ставился вопрос о национальности (ибо ‘Мисс Россией’ имела право быть не 
только великоросска, но также представительница любой из других наций населявших Россию). 
Ставился вопрос и о паспорте, ибо – увы – у очень многих настоящих русских по крови людей, сейчас 
могут быть бумаги самого неожиданного подданства. Само собой разумеется, что от конкурентки 
требовалось иметь русский эмигрантский паспорт.” In “Новая ‘Мисс Россия’”. IR 1929-7(196), p. 10. 
115 “Мы не входили даже в обсуждение вопроса ни о моральном праве В. К. Остерман на участие, в 
качестве русской по происхождению, ни о том, кто является ответственным за происшедшей обман 
жюри. Кстати, сказать, мы готовы верить В. К. Остерман объясняющей происшедшее тем, что она 
сама не знала какой у нее паспорт. С некоторой дозой вероятия можно допустить, что 18-ти летняя 
барышня не имела случая близко познакомиться с полицейско-паспортными заботами, 




Remarkably, throughout IR as a whole, only once, in Zhenskaya stranichka, is an 
actual opinion expressed on the topic. In her reply to an – as usual – unpublished and 
unquoted letter, Princes Mary states that 
 
[t]he issue of citizenship is a sore point for so many of us, and we fully 
understand you and your chagrin for the fabulous Mrs. Osterman. Unfortunately, 
in her case, we could not make another decision, no matter what our relationship 
to this issue was in essence. Moreover, you should agree, was it not fair to grant 
the right to be ‘Miss Russia’ only to those who, for no reason, not even at a very 
seductive price of personal amenities, agreed to exchange their – albeit not 
particularly respected by anyone now – émigré, 'Nansen', but still Russian 
passport, for any other.116 
 
First of all, Princess Mary indicates that the rules are the rules, and hence, no other 
decision was possible. However, her answer suggests that it is only fair that ‘true’ 
émigrés, i.e. those who do not obtain the nationality of the host country, are eligible. 
Although Princess Mary does not necessarily condemn those émigrés who chose to 
naturalize, at the same time she suggests that they are no longer fitting for the title of 
Miss Russia. Therefore, it can be concluded that Miss Russia should not only inhabit 
the Russian identity, but she should even more so also represent the émigré status and 
its suffering, and display the émigré perseverance IR is so proud of. This fits well with 
the focus seen in the interviews on the relatability of the elected Misses’ lives and 




                                                   
116 “Вопрос о подданстве — больной вопрос для очень многих из нас, и мы вполне понимаем вас и 
ваше огорчение за прелестную м-ль Остерман. К сожалению, в казусе с ней мы не могли принять 
иного решения, каково бы ни было наше отношение к этому вопросу по существу. К тому же 
согласитесь, разве не было справедливым предоставить право быть ‘Мисс Россией’ лишь тем, кто 
ни за какую, даже очень соблазнительную цену личных удобств не согласился променять свой, 
пусть никем особенно не уважаемый сейчас, эмигрантский, 'нансеновский', но все-же русскиий 
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4.4 The émigré balancing act  
With a focus on not only the émigré community but also the world surrounding it, as 
well as on prerevolutionary and contemporary Russia, IR’s entire content testifies to 
the fact that life in exile is a balancing act among various spheres of influence. In order 
to find work and provide for their families, Russian émigrés have to integrate into the 
host countries – at least to some extent. But at the same time, émigrés strive to 
maintain their Russian identity. This wish to remain Russian is arguably inspired by 
the desire and belief to, sooner or later, return to a freed Russia.  
In late 1926, IR turns to fifteen prominent émigrés with the question “When will we 
return to Russia?” and prints their answers, spread over two issues. Some answers are 
humorous, such as Don-Aminado’s cryptic ‘prophecy’: “We will return when we need 
to return. This will come when it will be possible to return. And it will be possible to 
return, just when we return.”117 Others are more serious, although they express the 
same uncertainty. Pavel Milyukov, for example, replies that “[i]t is hard to answer. 
There is only one thing which I do not doubt: every day brings us closer to this.118” 
Ivan Bunin has a similar answer, as he states that he “can firmly answer only one thing: 
I do not know (although my heart repeats: at the beginning of 1928).”119 The other 
answers are all in the same line: prominent émigrés are all convinced that they will 
ultimately return home, they just do not know when. This notion of a certain return 
but an uncertain timing is present in IR’s further coverage of the topic. Also the choice 
of words highlight this: IR always uses the word when (kogda) and never if (li and esli). 
As indicated in previous chapters, the return narrative is mainly latently present in 
many items which allude to the future of Russia and to émigrés’ role in this future. But 
IR also explicitly expresses the hope and belief in a return home, and this is seen in 
two types of content: items on émigré children and items on the occasion of particular 
milestones. As discussed earlier in chapter 3, children have a paradoxical status in the 
émigré community, as they are both considered the future of a freed Russia, but also 
those furthest removed from the ‘true’, i.e. prerevolutionary, Russia. Hence, there is 
the fear that émigré children will lose their Russian identity and “denationalize”. As 
discussed in previous subchapters, IR shows how the community targets this problem 
 
                                                   
117 “Вернемся мы тогда, когда вернуться будет нужно. Это наступит тогда, когда вернуться будет 
можно. А можно будет вернуться, именно тогда, когда мы вернемся.” In “Наши анкеты: Когда 
вернемся в Россию?" IR 1926-45(78), p. 8. 
118 “Трудно ответить. Не сомневаюсь лишь в одном: каждый день нас к этому приближает.” Ibid, 
1926-44(77), p. 7. 




by organizing classes and camps, and also offers guidance and solutions to its readers; 
this is especially the case in its women’s page.  
The explicit belief in a return home is also a recurring element in IR’s coverage of 
milestones such as New Year or IR’s anniversary issues. This is not illogical as those 
are moments of reflection which encourage readers to look back on the past, as well 
as to look ahead to the future. In 1927, for example, IR celebrates its 100th issue. In an 
statement opening the issue, IR, after reflecting on the past years of the magazine and 
thanking contributors and readers, concludes with the claim that “the 200th issue of IR 
will not be published here, in exile, but in Russia, and not in Leningrad, but in old, kind 
Petersburg, so close to all of us”120. This is wishful thinking, of course, as the 200th issue 
is published in Paris in March 1929, as are many more. At the time, IR thus is not only 
convinced of the fact that in two years, the émigré community will have returned 
home, it also indicates that the old Russia will be restored, as Leningrad will again be 
the “old, kind Petersburg”. 
Similar to the 1926 inquiry, in the 1928 New Year’s issue IR addresses nine 
prominent émigrés with the question of what their wishes are for the year 1928. Those 
wishes are, of course, all about returning to Russia and indicate that hope is still alive. 
However, some caution is evident, as Count Kokovtsev’s message suggests: 
 
My wish for the New Year? How many times have we expressed it, how many 
times have we hoped to unite around it in one hot impulse, and how many times 
— alas — has only bitter disappointment remained in the soul of each of us! 
And yet, at the minute when the clock’s hand passes from the old year to the new, 
in everyone's soul, regardless of his will, again and again one desire will burn 
with an inextinguishable flame – to live until the moment when Russia finally 
gets rid of the time of humiliation and horror and lawlessness, when it is reborn 
into a new life, when it will open its doors wide to those who are exhausted in 
exile and who live with the dream of greatness, glory, happiness and dignity of 
their homeland.121 
 
                                                   
120 “[…] что 200-тый № ‘Иллюстрированной России’ выйдет не здесь, в эмиграции, — а в России, и не 
в Ленинграде, а в старом, добром и столь близком всем нам Петербурге.” In “Сто номеров”. IR 1927-
15(100), p. 1. 
121 “Пожелание на Новый Год? Сколько раз выражали мы его, сколько раз надеялись мы соединиться 
кругом его в одном горячем порыве и сколько раз — увы — в душе каждого из нас оставалось одно 
горькое разочарование! 
А все же, в ту минуту, когда часовая стрелка перейдет со Старого Года на новый, в душе каждого, 






As Kokovtsev posits, every new year is considered the year of the return. But at the 
same time, the turn of the year marks the failure of the previous year to do so, and thus 
also brings a certain disappointment. Nevertheless, according to Kokovtsev, émigrés 
still remain hopeful and keep on believing in the liberation of Russia and an imminent 
return.  
Other replies wish the émigrés strength in their battle against the Bolshevists and 
for a freed Russia. Vladimir Burtsev, for example, wishes IR “to continue its struggle 
with the Bolsheviks and their super-provocation in the future, as vigorously as it has 
done so far”122. And professor Aleksinsky, in turn, wishes “that the fire of love for the 
Motherland, in the hearts of Russian émigrés, will stifle their party differences.”123 In 
order to achieve the return home, it can be argued, émigrés thus must put their 
differences aside and unite in their battle against the Bolsheviks. This idea is also 
brought forth in a cartoon by MAD a couple of months previous to the inquiry (figure 
210). As long as the different political leanings in the émigré community counteract 
each other’s efforts, the émigré community will not be able to eradicate Bolshevism – 
a seemingly easy task, as the “rotten pole”124 representing the USSR in the cartoon 
suggests. Although IR is convinced of a return home, it arguably believes that the 
émigré community cannot simply wait; it has a role to play and must abandon its 
differences in order to unite over the liberation of Russia. 
The fact that the hope and belief in a return home remains alive after all those years 
in exile is further demonstrated by IR’s New Year’s message for the year 1930, in 
which IR wishes its readers 
 
to celebrate the New Year cheerfully, merrily and joyfully, in full confidence that 
yet another stage has been passed, bringing us all closer to the longed-for day 
 
                                                   
минуты, когда изживет, наконец, Россия пору унижения, ужаса и бесправия, когда возродится она 
для новой жизни широко откроет свои двери тем, кто истомился в изгнании, и кто живет мечтою о 
величии, о славе, о счастье и о достоинстве своей родины.” In “1928. Новогодние пожелания”. IR 
1928-1(138), p. 6. 
122 “[…] же энергично продолжать вести свою борьбу с большевиками и их сверхпровокацией, как 
она вела ее до сих пор […].” Ibid. 
123 “Желаю, чтобы огонь любви к Родине, в сердцах русских зарубежников, сжет их партийные 
разногласия.” Ibid. 
124 “[…] этот прогнивший столб […]” In “Поучительная эмигрантская история”, by MAD. IR 1927-





when the nightmare hanging over our homeland will dissipate and the doors to 
our dear homeland will open wide for us.125 
 
Although milestones are occasionally considered markers of the distance in time from 
Russia – such as Christmas discussed in 2.1.2 – in this case IR looks at this from the 
bright side and states that each year passed is a year closer to the reunion with the 
motherland. Furthermore, IR is not just talking about hope, but about “full confidence” 
in the fact that a return will come. As for IR, it hopes to  
 
change our address next year, keeping our title. It is now: 34, rue de Moscou. We 
would like it to read: Moscow, 34, Kuznetsky most or Petersburg, 34, along 
Bolshaya (and in extreme cases, even Malaya) Moskovskaya street. For this and 
for the change of addresses of all our readers, we raise our glasses on the night 
of the change of two years of exile.126 
 
Thirteen years after the Russian Revolution, the hope of a return home is thus still 
alive among the émigrés.  
However, it can be argued that this hope transforms somewhat over the years and 
that its meaning changes. In the 1931 New Year’s issue, IR emphasizes that it is already 
the tenth time that the émigré community has celebrated New Year abroad and, thus, 
for the tenth times expresses its “hope and faith that the dawn of the next January 1st 
will rise over the liberated homeland.”127 Once more, IR continues, the future of Russia 
remains uncertain, although this cannot and must not mean that émigrés start giving 
up hope – quite the contrary: 
 
 
                                                   
125 “Мы желаем русской эмиграции встретить Новый год бодро, весело и радостно, в полной 
уверенности, что пройден еще один этап, приближающий всех нас к вожделенному дню, когда 
рассеется нависший над нашей родиной кошмар и широко распахнутся перед нами двери в нашу 
дорогую родину.” In “С Новым Годом!” IR 1930-1(242), p. 1. 
126 “У нас есть тоже одно маленькое желание. Нам хотелось бы в будущем году, сохранив наш 
заголовок, переменить наш адрес. Он сейчас: 34, рю де Моску. Мы хотели бы, чтобы он гласил: Моску, 
34, Кузнецкий мост или Петербург, 34, по Большой (а в крайней случае, хот и Малой) Московской. 
За это и за перемену адресов всех наших читателей, мы и поднимаем бокалы в ночь смены двух 
годов изгнании.” Ibid. 
127 “[…] надежду и веру, что заря следующего 1-го января взойдет уже над освобожденной родиной.” 





We also do not know what will happen with Russia in the coming year. But, not 
knowing, we are obliged to live and act as if we are sure that her liberation is 
near, as if it could not be otherwise! As long as this faith exists, we are the 
emigration, temporarily cut off from our native land, but ready to return at the 
first call; but the moment this confidence disappears, we will turn into human 
dust, into a crowd of homeless vagabonds, whose lawless existence will have no 
moral justification: we will only have to ask foreign peoples to accept us out of 
mercy into their midst...128 
 
As IR claims, once the émigrés stop believing in the possibility of a free Russia, the 
existence of the Russian emigration no longer has any moral or other meaning or 
significance, and, as such, émigrés might as well assimilate completely with the host 
countries. It can be argued that this citation suggests a transformation in the return 
narrative. There is not so much hope in a return home out of a firm belief, but rather 
as a form of preservationism: as long as émigrés believe in the possibility of returning 
home, the old Russia is still there; otherwise, it is lost for good.  
Interestingly, in that same issue Zhenskya stranichka publishes a brief reflection by 
Princess Mary on the “two New Years” in exile – i.e. the Western one on January 1, and 
the old Russian one on January 13 – and questions which one the émigrés should 
celebrate: 
 
Every time, as soon as the end of the year is approaching, rumors begin in the 
emigration about how we should celebrate the New Year: in the new style, the 
foreign style, or according to the old way, ours. Housewives look at this issue 
from a practical point of view, husbands – from a political point of view, 
daughters – from the perspective of the balls.129 
 
                                                   
128 “Не знаем и мы, что будет с Россией в наступающем году. Но, не зная, мы обязаны жить и 
поступать так, как будто мы уверены в близости ее освобождения, как будто иначе и быть не может! 
Покуда эта вера существует, мы — эмиграция, временно оторванная от родной земли, но готовая 
вернуться по первому зову; но в тот миг, когда эта уверенность исчезнет, мы превратимся в 
человеческую пыль, в толпу бездомных бродяг, бесправное существование которых не будет иметь 
никаких моральных оправданий: нам останется только просить у чужих народов принять нас из 
милости в их среду...” Ibid. 
129 “Каждый раз, едва только приближается конец года, как в эмиграции начинаются толки о том, 
по каковски следует нам справлять Новый Год: по новому-ли стилю, заграничному, или же по 
старому, по нашему. Хозяйки смотрят на этот вопрос с точки зрения практической, мужья — с 






As Mary indicates, every émigré looks at this question from his or her own perspective. 
According to Mary, however, it is best to celebrate both – a solution which she 
indicates as “suggested by life itself”130: 
 
When in Rome, do as the Romans do,131 and we involuntarily have to, adapting 
to the general course of life around us, celebrate New Year on January 1, the new 
style, that is, not go to work, give New Year's gifts and make New Year's visits 
along with the entire European population. But for the soul, for the memories of 
our homeland, we will save our ‘old New Year’, our January 13, reminding us of 
Russia... So, as long as we live in a foreign land, we will celebrate the New Year 
‘on both Anthony and Onuphrius’ – according to ‘theirs’ and ‘ours’. Wishing each 
other all the best twice – instead [of once] – never hurts.132 
 
Once more, Zhenskaya stranichka, thus, proposes a pragmatic solution by suggesting 
the celebration of both. Nevertheless, Princess Mary highlights that this pragmatic 
approach is involuntarily, and that it is crucial for the émigrés’ soul to still celebrate 
the old New Year in order to keep the memory of Russia alive. She thus is convinced 
that it is all right to adopt French holidays, as long as the Russian ones are not 
forgotten. 
Additionally, an interesting expression of the belief in a return is a New Year’s letter 
by Aleksandr Kuprin, directed at IR’s editor Miron Mironov and printed in its entirety 
on the first page of the 1927 New Year’s issue. In the letter, tellingly entitled 




                                                   
130 “[…] подсказанное самой жизнью […]” Ibid. 
131 Literally: “There is nothing to meddle in a strange monastery with our own statutes”. 
132 “В чужой монастырь со своим уставом соваться нечего, и нам поневоле приходится, 
приноравливаясь к общему ходу окружающей нас жизни, справлять Новый Год 1 января нового 
стиля, т. е., не ходить на службу, дарить новогоднее подарки и делать новогоднее визиты вместе со 
всем европейским населением. Но для души, для воспоминаний о родине, мы сохраним наш ‘старый 
Новый Год’, наше 13 января, напоминающее нам Россию... Итак, покуда мы живем на чужой земле, 
будем, справлять Новый Год ‘и на Антония, и на Онуфрия’ — по ‘ихнему’ и по ‘нашему’. Пожелзет 





And it seems to me that Bunin was right in his accidental (and therefore most 
valuable) prediction, all the more so since, after it, the affairs and circumstances 
in Russia result, on their own, in a final resolution.133 
 
Kuprin too is convinced of an ultimate return to Russia. He continues by describing 
how he believes this return will proceed. According to Kuprin, “[f]irst the specialists 
will leave, ordinary workers who have adopted the working skills and techniques of 
the West in an involuntary life abroad.”134 He compares their work in exile to the 
“training of Peter the Great.”135 In this way, Kuprin arguably turns exile into something 
positive, as the émigrés’ current suffering will ultimately contribute to the rebuilding 
of Russia in the same way as Peter the Great’s travels abroad have resulted in the 
splendor of Saint-Petersburg. Therefore, in Kuprin’s eyes the common people working 
and learning in exile are the most valuable for Russia: 
 
And such pioneers will undoubtedly meet everyone with joy and will be 
protected with the greatest care by the comrades (in the real sense of this 
beautiful word) in the tools of work. For, Russia suffers and longs much less from 
violence and lack of justice, than from inactive chatter and paper waterfalls.136 
 
As Kuprin indicates, Russia will benefit more from action than from words. Hence, he 
expresses his admiration and gratitude to the émigré workers, for they are the ones 
who have shown the West the true Russia:  
 
To you workers, chauffeurs, maneuvers, I send my heartfelt greetings and deep 
bow this day. Not envoys, not agents, not diplomats, not notable travelers, not 
 
                                                   
133 “И мне кажется, что Бунин был прав в своем случайном (и оттого то наиболее ценном) 
предсказании, тем более, что после него дела и обстоятельства в России сам собою идут к конечному 
разрешению.” In “Домой... Новогоднее письмо А. И. Куприна”. IR 1927-1(86), p. 1. 
134 “Сперва уедут специалисты, простые труженики, восприявшие в невольном заграничном бытии 
рабочие навыки и приемы Запада.” Ibid. 
135 “Это ли не выучка Петра Великого.” Ibid. 
136 “И таких пионеров несомненно все встретят с радостью и оберегут с величайшими тщанием 
товарищи (в настоящем смысле этого прекрасного слова) по орудиями работы. Ибо, гораздо менее 






boyards russes (Chistoplyuy and Tonkonogy)137 showed Europe a real Russian 
face, and you – only you – for the first time and forever. And I would like, in the 
end, to tell you with the word of the Apostle John: ‘Do not be shy, little flock, the 
Empire is for you.’138 
 
In the same letter, Kuprin also indicates that Russian workers will leave a lasting 
impression on French society, long after they will have returned to Russia: “And do 
you know what will eventually become a common word in France, a proverb? This is 
the memory of the Russian workers.”139 Russian craftsmanship will, according to 
Kuprin, become a measure for quality: 
 
“The steel cone has been well carved. A Russian craftsman would also be pleased 
with such work.”  
Or: "Here is a chauffeur who knows Paris perfectly, who will not yield to the 
Russians." 
Or also: "The choir sings beautifully, of course, far from the Russian, but still..."140 
 
This idea of Russians leaving their mark on France also returns in one of MAD’s 
cartoons. In 1929, IR publishes the cartoon “What will become of Paris” (figure 211), 
painting the image of a Paris without Russian émigrés. According to MAD, there will 
hardy be any taxi’s since most drivers are Russian, and no cars since many workers in 
the auto industry are Russian. Parisian women will no longer be able to order clothing 
from Russian seamstresses, and Parisians will know hunger as there will be no more 
Russian restaurants. Finally, thousands of hotels currently accommodating Russian 
will have to close due to a lack of customers. It is only a matter of time before this 
 
                                                   
137 Derogatory terms turned into surnames. Chistoplyuy literally means coward, and Tonkonogy refers to 
someone with slender legs. 
138 “Вам рабочее, шофферы, маневры я шлю в этот день сердечный приветь и низкий поклон. Не 
посланники, не агенты, не дипломаты, не знатные путешественники, не boyards russes (Чистоплюев 
и Тонконогов) показали Европе настоящее русское лицо, а вы — только вы, — впервые и навсегда. 
И хочется мне, под конец, сказать вам словом Апостола Иоанна: ‘Не робей, малое стадо, тебе бо 
надлежит Царство’.” Ibid. 
139 “И знаете, что войдет со временем во Франции в ходячее слово, в поговорку? Это память о русских 
рабочих.” Ibid. 
140 “’Хорошо выточен стальной конус. Такой работой остался бы доволен и русский мастер.’ 
Или: ‘Вот шоффер, отлично знающий Париж, не уступит русскими.’ 





image becomes realty, MAD concludes, as he claims that “[a]ll this will be, of course, 
when the Bolsheviks fall ... and the Russian emigrants will be able to return to their 
homeland.”141 
Of course also the opposite is true. Despite the émigrés’ focus on returning home, 
after all those years abroad, the host countries have left their mark on Russian émigrés 
too. As indicated earlier when discussing émigré children and the women’s page, this 
is a genuine concern of the Russian émigré community which is frequently covered in 
IR’s pages. In addition to the serious advice IR gives, it also tackles the topic in 
humorous items. In the 1927 Christmas issue, for example, Don-Aminado indicates 
that over time the émigrés have become a bit Parisian: 
 
A pigeon spending the night in a stable, does not become a horse in the morning. 
An exception was made only for Russian émigrés in relation to France. Parisians 
are not born, but made.142 
 
Initially, Don-Aminado indicates, there was culture shock and “the inexperienced 
Russian émigré was genuinely struck.”143 This was especially the case when seeing 
French Christmas celebrations, he indicates: 
 
He [the émigré] honestly thought that since Paris is a city of light, then on such a 
big holiday as the holiday of Christmas, all decent Parisians should gather in a 
circle on the Place de la Concorde and read aloud to each other the History of the 
Great French Revolution, according to Michelet, or according to Aulard ... Or, as 
a last resort, to carry flowers to the grave of Mariya Bashkirtseva. 
But when, to his surprise, he saw that they were only kissing, drinking aperitifs 
and dancing, he was ready to pounce on the cashier and demand the money 
back...144 
 
                                                   
141 “Все это будет, конечно, тогда, когда падут большевики... и русские эмигранты смогут вернуться 
на родину.” In “Что будет с Парижем...” IR 1929-4(193), p. 3. 
142 “Голубь переночевавший в конюшне, не становится на утро лошадью. Исключение сделано 
только для русских эмигрантов в отношении Франции. Парижанами не рождаются, а делаются.” In 
“Предпраздничный блокнот”. IR 1927-52(137), p. 24. 
143 “[…] неопытный русский эмигрант был искренно поражен.” Ibid. 
144 “Он честно думал, что так как Париж это город-светоч, то в такой большой праздник, как 






According to Don-Aminado, Russian émigrés thus were surprised and perhaps even 
disappointed – as the remark that they were ready to ask for their money back 
suggests – at the frivolous way in which Parisians celebrate Christmas. However, Don-
Aminado continues: “nine years were not in vain. We settled down, got stronger, 
overgrown with a cheerful French way of life, and, without noticing it ourselves, 
gradually came to terms with the petit bourgeois psychology of Jeanne-d-Arc.”145 Over 
time, the émigrés thus have become accustomed to their French surroundings and 
have even gradually become a bit French. Nevertheless, and this is crucial, Don-
Aminado emphasizes that this does not mean that the émigrés have become less 
Russian: 
 
But we've learned a lot since then. We also understood that sentiment is one 
thing, and centime is another, and that under the mad sounds of the insatiable 
negro jazz, one can remain a faithful son of the motherland, and that he who does 
not smile does not live...146 
 
Hence, after all those years abroad, according to Don-Aminado, émigrés, to a certain 
extent, have become Russian Frenchmen – or French Russians – who take things 
perhaps a little less seriously and have learned to also enjoy their stay abroad, as this 
does not have to affect their Russian identity. 
The idea of French influence on the émigré community is expressed in IR mostly 
through language. There are many items – mainly humorous ones – illustrating the 
frequent use of French words in the Russian language. The cartoon “Conversation in a 
Russian restaurant” (figure 212), for example, shows two Russians whose 
conversation is riddled with French words such as “apéritif”, “garçonnière”, “rez-de-
 
                                                   
и читать друг другу вслух Историю великой французской Революции, по Мишлэ, или по Олару. Или, 
в крайнем случае, — относить цветы на могилу Марии Башкирцевой. 
Но когда к удивлению своему, он увидал, что они только целуются, пьют аперитивы и танцуют, то 
он готов был накинуться на кассиршу и потребовать деньги обратно...” Ibid. 
145 “Но девять лет прошли недаром. Мы осели, окрепли, обросли жизнерадостным французскими 
бытом, и, сами того не замечая, постепенно примирились с мелко-буржуазной психологией Жанны-
д-Арк.” Ibid. 
146 “Но с тех пор мы многое поняли. Поняли мы и то, что сантиман это одно, а сантим это другое, и 
что под бешеные звуки самого ненасытного негритянского жаза можно оставаться верным сыном 





chaussée”, “mannequin”, “couture”, “beau-frère” and “manouvre”. The punchline of 
the cartoon is a Frenchman sitting next to them and saying that “the Russian language 
is so beautiful, but so difficult. From your entire conversation, I understood only one 
word: borsch.”147 Whereas the two Russians have been using French words 
throughout their entire conversation, the Frenchman next to them only understood a 
Russian word – most likely a reference to the émigrés’ poor pronunciation of the 
French language. 
However, as MAD indicates in the cartoon “On the intricacies of the French 
language” (figure 213), the émigré adjustment to the French language involves a lot of 
confusion as well. You cannot address a maître d’hôtel with “cher maître” as this is 
reserved for lawyers. However, you cannot call a female lawyer “ma chère maîtresse” 
either, as her angry look in the cartoon confirms. When you read the word “côte” on a 
French menu (pronounced as the Russian “kot” or cat), you do not have to fear that 
they will serve you an actual cat. “Pardon” and “merci” are purely French words, but 
only foreigners use these words a lot, MAD indicates. A French horse is a “cheval”, a 
word which sounds a lot like the Russian word “shval”, meaning “scum”. The most 
used word of the “refined French language”148, however, is a word which MAD prefers 
to illustrate by five dots of flyspeck – this cannot be anything else but the French curse 
word “merde”. 
Finally, the language confusion between Russian émigrés and their French 
surroundings is a central theme in Vladimir Azov’s many humorous stories in IR. 
These stories contain many mixed French-Russian (and sometimes even German-
Russian) dialogues, and the (sub)plot generally revolves around wrong translations 
and miscommunication or misunderstandings. To heighten the absurdity, it can be 
argued, the French expressions are usually written phonetically in Cyrillic. The fusion 
of both worlds is already visible in the subtitle “Franco-Russian story”149, which many 
of Azov’s stories bear. 
One of those is the story “A word is not a sparrow”. The title refers to the Russian 
proverb “A word is not a sparrow, it flies away and you cannot catch it” (Slovo ne 
vorobey, vyletit – ne poymaesh). This story is about a Russian émigré with the telling 
name Ivan Superfluev, who, as his name suggests, lives a superfluous, lonely life in 
Paris. He falls in love with a French girl, Mimi, but she is convinced that he is a 
Bolshevik as he speaks about “rouge” (ruzh) all the time – a wrong translation of the 
 
                                                   
147 “Как прекрасен русский язык, но как он труден. Из всего вашего разговора я понял только одно 
слово: борщ.” In “Беседа в русском ресторане”, by MAD. IR 1929-42(231), p. 3. 
148 “[…] тонкого французского языка […]”. In “О тонкостях французского языка” by MAD. IR 1930-
27(268), p. 3. 




Russian word “krasny", which can be used for both “red” and “beautiful”, but the 
former has become the most common meaning, while the latter is used solely in 
archaic fixed expressions. So Superfluev wishes to clarify the situation. In the presence 
of Mimi and her mother, Superfluev wants to explain his stance on “propriété”, but he 
confuses the word with “propreté” and ends up offending Mimi and her mother. 
Hoping to save the situation, he proclaims that he loves Mimi and wants to treat her 
like a true Russian woman and “put her in an icon corner (krasny ugol)”, i.e. venerate 
her like an icon. Unfortunately, he mistakenly translates “krasny ugol” as “un coin 
rouge”. The mother presumably understands this as prostitution, so she chases him 
out of the house. When Superfluev tells the whole story to a friend in a bar, he 
concludes with the Russian proverbs that “a word is not a sparrow” and that he should 
have “kept his tongue behind his teeth” (derzhat yazyk za zubami), i.e. kept his mouth 
shut.  
Other examples of Azov’s other stories on or including such language confusion are 
the ten-part “Franco-Russian crime-adventure novel” entitled “There would be no 
happiness if unhappiness did not help” with the original title in both transliterated 
French and Russian (Ne sere pa boner, si nete pa maler150 ili ne byvaet-by schastyu, da 
neschaste pomoglo), and the nineteen-part “Franco-Russian novel” Trouble has come, 
open the gates, also with a bilingual title: "Prishla beda – otvoryay vorota. Malyor 
arrive, kordon silvuple151”. 
As both IR’s humorous and more serious content indicates, the émigré integration 
into French society and culture is a difficult case. On the one hand, IR remains 
convinced that émigrés will one day return to Russia and thus need to maintain their 
Russian identity. On the other hand, everyday life forces the émigrés to integrated – at 
least to a certain extent, for example by learning French. This does not always go 
smoothly, but at the same time it can lead to humorous situations. By means of this 
occasional self-relativism, it can be argued, IR boosts its readers’ morale, allowing 
them to share laughs about their everyday troubles in exile. 
  
 
                                                   
150 Ne serait pas bonheur, si n’était pas malheur. 
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Chapter 5  
The other as the mirror and measure of 
émigré morality 
As the previous chapter on the émigré community has demonstrated, IR values Russia 
Abroad’s strong sense of solidarity and community spirit and indicates how mutual 
support prevails over individual gain. This can be coined as ‘émigré morality’. 
Significantly, IR testifies to émigré morality not only by covering its own émigré 
community, but also by reporting on and comparing it to its ‘significant others’, i.e. 
Soviet Russia and the West. By highlighting the others’ different norms and values – 
or even the lack thereof – it can be argued, IR accentuates the émigré community’s 
strong moral consciousness – and, perhaps, even its moral superiority. This final 
chapter looks into how IR portrays these two others, and analyzes the way in which 
this portrayal corresponds to IR’s coverage of the émigré community. Additionally, 
this chapter is divided into two sections, one devoted to Soviet Russia, and one to the 
West.  
For Soviet Russia, this chapter will look into IR’s portrait of a society in decay and 
zoom in on Soviet criminality. Then, it will look at three so-called communicating 
vessels: aspects which IR praises in the émigré community but denounces in Soviet 
Russia. These are Orthodoxy, care for children, and arts. Furthermore, this chapter will 
zoom in on the ways in which IR systematically exposes and denounces Soviet 
hypocrisy: ironizing official Soviet speech and confronting it with pictures and 
portraits of the Soviet reality. Additionally, this chapter looks into IR’s coverage of the 
Soviet people as victims of Bolshevik rule, corrupted and terrorized by the authorities. 
The last part of the subchapter on Soviet Russia is devoted to Soviet literature and the 
way in which IR presents this (predominantly negative) literature to its readers as 
testimonies of everyday life. 
The subchapter devoted to the West, in turn, revolves around two main themes. 




world as a society spinning out of control. Second, it looks at IR’s content on how the 
West – including host countries – may not always have the émigré community’s and 
Russia’s best interests at heart. 
5.1 Soviet Russia 
From its very first issue, IR presents itself as a “literary-illustrated magazine” with the 
“illustrated part of the journal devoted to life in contemporary Russia and the 
emigration”.1 In doing so, IR claims, it caters to the “emigration’s huge interest in 
everything that happens in Russia”2. However, contemporary Russia does not come to 
the fore solely in the illustrated part. In fact, in virtually all genres and media in IR – 
from short news items and longer articles to cartoons and literature – Soviet Russia is 
covered.  
Analogous to my expectations about IR’s items on prerevolutionary Russian 
(prerevolutionary life was not actually glorified), the exact opposite, a clear and 
straightforward condemnation of postrevolutionary Russian life, can be expected of 
IR’s items on Soviet Russia. For, when the Bolsheviks chased over a million Russian 
citizens into exile, a shared émigré animosity toward anything Soviet developed. This 
is indeed the case in IR, as its many items on Soviet Russia clearly criticize and 
denounce the new life and culture that arose after the Revolution. 
What is more, the notion of Soviet Russia as a society in decay runs like a thread 
through IR’s various items. The vast majority of items on postrevolutionary Russia 
clearly portray a distinct construction of time and space, or chronotope. They refer to 
Soviet Russia not simply as a country, but as a completely different world with a very 
different atmosphere and mentality, disconnected from both prerevolutionary 
Russian and émigré customs and habits by the Revolution as an unbridgeable gap. 
Even more informative, neutral items on Soviet Russia still convey this meaning of a 
society isolated in space and time, as will be demonstrated below. Furthermore, as 
indicated in previous chapters, IR even frequently inserts short remarks denouncing 
life in Soviet Russia in items which are not devoted to Soviet Russia as such. 
 
                                                   
1 “[…] литературно-иллюстрированный журнал”; “Иллюстрионная часть журнала посвящена жизнь 
современной России и емиграции.” IR 1924-1, p. 7. 
2 “[…] огромный интерес, который питает эмиграция ко всему, происходящему в России.” IR 1927-




One might intuitively expect that the longer journalist portraits that paint a 
negative image of Soviet life are all written by émigré journalists. However, strikingly, 
about a tenth of these portraits or article series on Soviet Russia are actually written 
by Soviet journalists. What is more, before appearing in IR, they were first published 
in the Soviet press. The provenance of these articles is, of course, a predominantly 
practical matter, as émigré journalists no longer have physical access to Soviet Russia, 
and, therefore, are not able to witness Soviet life directly anymore. However, it is 
important to note that these Soviet articles are not simply borrowed and published in 
IR as such, but are mostly accompanied by an editorial introduction providing IR’s 
readers with a context. These short introductory statements often elucidate IR’s 
motives in publishing these Soviet journalist reports. In general, they state IR’s wish 
to acquaint its readers with contemporary Russian life; but it is not rare that they also 
bear critical remarks. IR thus offers its readers a glimpse of life in contemporary 
Russia by printing Soviet texts, although not without framing the content of those texts 
with introductions. The remaining 90% of articles on Soviet Russia are either 
unsigned or written by an émigré – and in some cases even a Western journalist. These 
articles are just as negative, if not more, as those written by Soviet journalists. 
As IR’s habit of editorial introductions suggests, there is a certain system behind 
IR’s negative reports on Soviet Russia. Three mechanisms are clearly visible: framing 
items by means of a short editorial introduction, highlighting aspects of society which 
are neglected and/or corrupted by the Soviet authorities, while the same aspects are 
cherished in the émigré community, and juxtaposing Soviet failures against official 
Soviet communication on those topics. By means of these mechanisms, it can be 
argued, IR simultaneously emphasizes Soviet amorality and émigré morality. 
 
5.1.1 A society in decay 
According to Soviet authorities, the 1917 Revolution created a “new life” (novy byt). 
IR, it seems, could not agree more strongly with this statement, although not in a 
positive way. In countless items, ranging from short news articles to longer essays and 
photo reports, IR shows how contemporary Russia looks nothing like it did before the 
Revolution. Instead, Soviet Russia has become a society in decay, where societal 
problems and moral decline go hand in hand, IR emphasizes.  
On many occasions IR demonstrates how life in Soviet Russia is characterized by an 




entitled “In the streets of Petrograd”3 (figure 214). Under this neutral title, IR prints 
pictures of destroyed streets and houses and a poor man on the street, as well as the 
overturned ship “Narodovolets” and horse racing at the Semyonovsky hippodrome. 
Overall, the image painted of Petrograd, thus, is one of poverty and decay. The only 
exception to that is the grandeur of the hippodrome, a remnant from prerevolutionary 
Russia, which undoubtedly only amplifies the bleakness of the new, postrevolutionary 
life. 
A very insightful journalist portrait on the new life in Soviet Russia, printed in 1927, 
is a report on a population census, which IR took from the Soviet press. As IR indicates 
in its editorial introduction, this report “without embellishment shows many aspects 
of life in the Soviet city and village.”4 In the report, population counters visit a place 
called Yermakovka, “the famous Moscow night shelter in the Khitrov market area,”5 
and, therefore, IR’s readers get a comprehensive view into the underbelly of Moscow. 
The shelter consists of six floors, each one corresponding to “particular ‘classes’ of the 
Yermakov ‘society’.”6 There is a clear hierarchy in the shelter. The ground floor, for 
example, is inhabited by people with venereal diseases. They are considered “the 
pariahs of the shelter” and “‘upstairs’ it is considered bad manners to speak of and 
even mention the very existence of the ‘lower ones’.”7 The second floor, in turn, 
ironically enough is considered “the most aristocratic one”8, as the people there are 
not chased out in the morning but can stay throughout the day. Hence, according to 
the article, “these are the lucky ones”.9 On that floor are also rooms for women, ranging 
from “an old prostitute who secretly sells cocaine to a fresh 18-year-old girl who spent 
seven years in an orphanage and, as a ‘teenager’, ended up in this wild, so colorful, 
sometimes terrible company.”10 The third floor, then, consists of invalids, of which “the 
majority is under influence.”11 And according to the invalid peasants present, “[i]n 
Moscow, without arms or legs, you’ll earn more than in the countryside even when 
 
                                                   
3 “На улицах Петрограда”. IR 1924-2(2), p. 12. 
4 “[…] без прикрас показала многие стороны быта советского города и деревни.” In “Регистрация 
населения в советской России”. IR 1927-3(88), p. 6. 
5 “Ермаковка – знаменитая московская ночлежка в районе Хитрова рынка.” Ibid. 
6 “Эти этажи – своеобразные ‘классы’ ермаковского ‘общества’”. Ibid. 
7 “Это парии ночлежки. […] ‘наверху’ считается дурным тоном говорить и даже упоминать о самом 
существовании ‘нижних’.” Ibid. 
8 “[…] самый аристократический.” Ibid. 
9 “Это – счастливщики”. Ibid. 
10 “[…] от старой проститутки, тайком торгующей кокаином, до свежей 18-летней девушки, семь лет 
пробывшей в детском доме и в качестве ‘переростка’ попавшей в дикую, такую пеструю, порой 
страшную компанию.” Ibid, p. 7. 





healthy. And there is nothing to do in the countryside in the winter. Although we are 
crippled, we are taxed at home. It is necessary to work.”12 Furthermore, the article 
continues, on this floor “[a] separate chamber is reserved for professional thieves. 
Their faces are all well-known to the workers in the shelter. So they are grouped here 
in one place: ‘a thief never steals from a thief’.”13 Finally, the top floors are for those 
who have come to Moscow in in search of work:  
 
Some of them have been living here for a long time; they have become weary, 
have turned gray, it feels like the ‘underbelly’ is gradually sucking them in. 
Others, on the contrary, still have a hold on themselves; they hope, they live from 
temporary work, they dream of going home.14  
 
As if the portrait of those living inside Yermakovka was not grim enough, the article 
claims that “in Moscow there is a category of unhappy people who might envy those 
in Yermakovka. These are the homeless children”15 – or besprizornye in Russian (I will 
discuss this topic more into depth in 5.1.3.2). Whereas the people in the shelter still 
have a roof over their heads for the night, the population census has shown that these 
homeless children at night 
 
stay on the boulevards, in garbage cans, in main entrances, under the stairs of 
houses, by the Wall of Kitay gorod, in tram pavilions, on station tracks. They find 
shelter even in sawdust ... and in heaps of manure, where they arrange entire 
caves for their lodging for the night, in which it is warm and where they have the 
opportunity to sleep even without clothes... Fortunate children! Fortunate 
country!16 
 
                                                   
12 “В Москве без руки или ноги больше заработаешь, чем в деревне даже здоровый. Да и делать 
зимой в деревне нечего. Мы хоть и калеки, а нас дома налогом обложили. Надо отрабатывать.” Ibid. 
13 “Отдельная палата отведена для воров-профессионалов. Работникам ночлежки они все хорошо 
известны в лицо. Так их сюда в одно место и посыпают: "вор у вора никогда не украдет". Ibid. 
14 “Одни из них живут тут давно, пообносились, посерели, чувствуется, на ‘дно’ постепенно 
засасывает их. Другие, наоборот, еще крепяться, надеются, живут временной работой, мечтают о 
том, чтобы уехать на родину.” Ibid, p. 9. 
15 “Но есть в Москве категория несчастных, которые могут позавидовать и ‘ермаковцам’. Это 
беспризорные.” Ibid. 
16 “[…] на бульварах, в мусорных ящиках, в парадных подъездах, под лестницами домов, у Китайской 






The homeless children on the streets thus live in even worse conditions than those 
living inside Yermakovka. By sarcastically referring to those children and to Soviet 
Russia in general as “fortunate”, the article concludes with a strong (moral) 
condemnation of Soviet life. As IR thus mentions in the introduction, this report does 
not show an embellished image of life in contemporary Russia – quite the contrary. As 
such, it fits well with IR’s other items on Soviet life. 
A similar portrayal is painted in the journalist portrait “In the underbelly”, again 
taken from a Soviet source, but this time without an introduction by IR. This portrait 
sketches life at the Khitrov Market near which the shelter from the previous article is 
located – a place “worth a visit for anyone who wants to see the contemporary 
‘underbelly’ of Moscow.”17 The accompanying pictures show people living near 
Khitrov Market (figure 215). According to this portrait, “[i]n the eyes of contemporary 
authorities, the diseases, drunkenness, parasites, and hunger of this corner of 
‘proletarian’ Moscow are seen as an inevitable evil. Prominent foreigners coming to 
Moscow of course are not shown Khitrov market.”18 This (Soviet!) portrait thus 
indicates that the authorities are well aware of the problems at Khitrov market, but 
simply prefer to hide them from foreigners. In its coverage of Soviet life, IR frequently 
explicitly highlights this Soviet deceit vis-à-vis foreign visitors – and the West in 
general – in separate items (I will discuss this more in depth in 5.1.4).  
Despite close Soviet supervision of visiting foreigners, as indicated in the previous 
article, IR still manages to find two significant British sources illustrating the dire 
circumstances in contemporary Russia. The 1930 photo collage “What a foreigner saw 
in Russia” (figure 216) contains “[a]mateur photographs taken on Moscow streets by 
a foreign [British] tourist and exported from Russia, despite the vigilance of the 
Chekists.”19 The photo collage, IR claims in the accompanying text, captures “as in a 
film, images of poverty in Moscow.”20 The pictures show people who were important 
 
                                                   
и навозных кучах, где устраивают для своего ночлега целые пещеры, в которых тепло и где они 
имеют возможность спать даже раздетыми... Счастливые дети! Счастливая страна!” Ibid. 
17 “[…] где стоит побывать всякому, кто хочет посмотреть на современное ‘дно’ Москвы.” In “На дне 
Москвы”. IR 1926-8(41), p. 8. 
18 “Болезни, пьянства, паразиты, и голод этого уголка ‘пролетарской’ Москвы — с точки зрения 
современных властей рассматриваются как неизбежное зло. Знатными иностранцами, 
приезжающим в Москву Хитров рынок, конечно, не показывают.” Ibid. 
19 “Любительские снимки, сделанные на московских улицах иностранным туристом и вывезенные 
из России, несмотря на бдительный надзор чекистов.” In “Что иностранец видел в России…” IR 1930-
42(283), p. 5. 





and/or wealthy before the Revolution but now live like pariahs (the so-called 
“byvshiye lyudi” or “former people”), endless queues in front of stores, and street 
vendors selling junk, because “[w]hat in ‘bourgeois’ countries is thrown away like 
worthless rags is of considerable value in the Soviet paradise.”21 Similar scenes are 
presented in the 1931 journalist portrait “Three days in Leningrad”22, in which an 
English travelling merchant shares his impressions of life in the city. As IR’s editorial 
introduction states, the article was taken from the “very respectable British 
newspaper Empire Review”23. Furthermore, IR claims, as the merchant did not travel 
as an “inturist” (a foreign tourist) or a special delegate, he was able to avoid state 
supervision and thus witnessed the true face of Soviet Russia. According to IR, “[t]his 
circumstance gives his observations absolutely exceptional value”24. By referring to 
both the good reputation of the original source and the capacity in which the author 
travelled, it can be argued, IR assures the truthfulness of the article’s content and adds 
more weight to the severity of the scenes portrayed. In the article, the merchant 
describes streets “in a disgusting state”25, passers-by “dressed like rags”26 and “long 
queues at every step”27. When he meets with a doctor, the merchant is shocked by the 
doctor’s appearance as in the West “the lowest tramp looked like a mannequin from a 
fashion designer in comparison to the ragged, emaciated doctor”28. It thus is no 
surprise that the merchant “impatiently awaited the moment of departure”29.  
Just like countless news items in IR, both British sources – the census report and 
the account of the merchant – clearly highlight how Soviet people live in extreme 
poverty. The reason for IR to print these documents arguably is two-fold. Firstly, these 
Western visitors, unlike émigrés, still have physical access to Soviet Russia. Since they 
are not – or are not very much – hindered by official censorship (as Soviet journalists 
are) and are able to evade supervision, their reports offer IR’s readers a glimpse of the 
true face of contemporary Russia. Additionally, these Western reports seem to 
 
                                                   
21 “То, что в ‘буржуазных’ странах выбрасывается, как негодная ветошь, представляет в советском 
раю немалую ценность.” Ibid. 
22 “Три дня в Ленинграде”. IR 1931-25(318), p. 6-7. 
23 “[…] в очень солидном английском журнале ‘Empire Review’ […]”. Ibid, p. 6. 
24 “[…] придает его наблюдениям совершенно исключительную ценность.” In “Три дня в 
Ленинграде”. IR 1931-25(318), p. 6. 
25 “Улицы находились в отвратительном состоянии.” Ibid. 
26 “Прохожие были одеты, как оборванцы […].” Ibid. 
27 “[…] длинные хвосты попадались на каждом шагу.” Ibid. 
28 “[…] у нас самый последний бродяга казался бы манекеном от модного портного рядом с 
оборванным, изможденным врачом.” Ibid. 





function as some sort of ‘independent second opinion’. Whereas IR’s condemnation of 
everything Soviet can be seen as biased, it can be argued that its stance is legitimized 
by Western documentation of similar conclusions. 
In addition to these more general outlines of blatant poverty in Soviet Russia, IR 
also goes into more detail when reporting on a broad panorama of societal problems. 
At the root of many problems, IR seems to suggest, lies the high unemployment rate in 
Soviet Russia, especially in Moscow. As IR indicates, “[t]he number of unemployed in 
Moscow is increasing every day. Thousands of workers seeking income constantly 
flock at the labor exchange.”30 Emphasizing this phenomenon, IR, over the years, prints 
pictures of crowds and long queues at those labor exchanges, two of which are even 
presented on covers (figures 217-220). Furthermore, in the journalist portrait 
“Unemployed people in Moscow”, IR sketches the situation at the Kursky railway 
station. IR indicates how “[n]umerous trains at the Moscow railway stations spit out 
an army of seasonal workers, coming to the red capital for an income and for 
happiness.”31 Many of them, however, do not find work:  
 
When everything has already been handed out – with pain in the heart, with 
tears in his eyes, the unfortunate takes his working tool back to Sukharevka. And 
so the dreams of big earnings that can support the poor household crumble. 
Day laborers, movers, scavengers, porters, looters – this is what people turn 
into when torn from the land and do not end up in a factory. And the pernicious 
infection of Yermakovka – the underbelly of Moscow – gradually grasps the 
weak. It starts with wine – they drink a lot "from weariness", from hard work, 
and end up as shuvaliki (beggars), or more politely said – punks.32 
 
 
                                                   
30 “Число безработных в Москве возрастает с каждыми днем. Тысячи Рабочих, ищущих заработка, 
толпятся постоянно на бирже труда.” In “Безработица в Москве”. IR 1925-14(23), p. 5. 
31 “Многочисленные поезда выплевывают на московских вокзалах армию сезонных рабочих, 
едущих на заработок и за счастьем в красную столицу.” In “Безработные в Москве”. IR 1927-8(93), p. 
9. 
32 “Когда все уже продано – с болью в сердце, со слезами на глазах неудачник уносит на Сухаревку 
свой рабочий инструмент. 
Так рушатся мечты о большом заработке, могущем поддержать бедняцкое хозяйство. 
Поденщики, грузчики, мусорщики, тачечники, подбойщики – вот в кого превращаются оторванные 
от земли и не попавшие на завод. И тлетворная зараза Ермаковки – московского дна – постепенно 
охватывает слабых. Начинается с вина – пьют много "с устатку", от тяжелой работы, и кончают 





IR thus paints a poignant portrait of the high unemployment rate in Moscow and its 
profound impact on those affected. Do note that IR again refers to Yermakovka as the 
absolute underbelly of Moscow – a clear condemnation of the new life in Soviet Russia. 
As IR indicates in the article on unemployment, a linked problem is that of alcohol 
abuse. In countless news items, IR highlights that “[i]n recent years, alcoholism in 
Soviet Russia has assumed monstrous proportions. Both the city and the village suffer 
from this evil, but proper measures in the struggle against it are not applied.”33 By 
means of accompanying photographs of drunken Russians on the streets, in special 
hospitals, and in police custody, IR paints a harrowing picture of alcoholism in Soviet 
Russia (figures 221-223). Most of IR’s items on alcoholism, however, report on the 
authorities’ battle– in official Soviet terms – on “the drunken front” (pyany front) and 
highlight how they are in fact complicit to Soviet Russia’s enormous alcohol abuse.  
In 1928, in a short news item entitled “At the ‘drunken’ front”, IR prints a picture of 
a raid at a moonshine manufactory, where the police confiscated all the devices found 
(figure 224). However, IR claims,  
 
[t]his fight is officially waged under the banner of public health, but in fact it is 
about eliminating competitors of the Soviet monopoly and protecting the 
interests of the Soviet excise tax.34  
 
IR thus emphasizes how Soviet authorities did not act with the people’s interests in 
mind, but only to protect state revenues generated by alcohol consumption. In the 
1929 photo collage entitled “Soviet ‘jail”, additionally, IR juxtaposes pictures of people 
in bars with pictures of people being treated for alcoholism (figure 225). More 
importantly still, the pictures are preceded by a short excerpt from a Soviet 
newspaper, stating that “[i]n view of budget difficulties, Soviet authorities have to 
significantly increase the alcohol production next year.”35 Without actually saying it, 
IR, thus, implicitly again blames the authorities, who value money over public health 
instead of tackling the problem, thereby only making it worse.  
 
                                                   
33 “За последние годы алкоголизм в советской России принял чудовищные размеры. И город и 
деревня страдают от этого зла, должных же мер борьбы против него не применяется.” In 
“Алкоголизм в советской России”. IR 1927-16(101), p. 13. 
34 “Борьба эта официально ведется под флагом народного здравоохранения, но фактически дело 
идет о ликвидации конкурентов советской монополии и об охранении интересов советского 
акциза.” In “На ‘пьаном’ фронте”. IR 1928-27(164), p. 17. 
35 “В виду бюджетных затруднений сов. правительство решило в будущем году значительно 





Perhaps the most explicit condemnation of the authorities’ hypocrisy and 
complicity in Soviet alcoholism is printed five issues later in the article “In Russia they 
drink”36. First of all, IR indicates that 
 
Russian ‘drunkenness’ is, of course, not a new phenomenon. That they drink in 
Russia has been well-known for a long time already. The fight against alcoholism 
has always been one of the most important challenges of the best part of Russian 
society. But now, ’in the twelfth year of the proletarian revolution’, after the 
boastful campaign of the Soviet press about ‘achievements’, ‘conquests’, ‘the 
building of a new way of life’, universal drunkenness among workers is a 
particularly characteristic and significant phenomenon.37 
 
IR does not indicate whether this “long time” is solely referring to the twelve years of 
Soviet rule or also includes prerevolutionary times. However, it can be argued that it 
is the latter, considering that alcohol abuse was already a widespread and significant 
problem in prerevolutionary Russia. Nevertheless, the preexistence of Russian 
alcoholism is not a valid excuse for IR, as it indicates how Soviet rule has far from 
improved the situation. Quite the contrary, alcoholism has worsened in the last few 
years, and this despite official Soviet boasting on their “achievements” and the “new 
life” they have built (cf. infra). What is more, IR explicitly condemns the Soviet 
authorities’ actions: 
 
Of course, the most rational measure against this evil would be to reduce the sale 
of vodka, which is now distributed not only by special stores, but also by all 
cooperatives. But the official monopoly of selling alcoholic beverages is one of 
the main sources of income for the Soviets, and therefore the ‘fight against 
drunkenness’ is directed along a different ‘scientific’ path.38 
 
                                                   
36 “В России пьют...” IR 1929-45(234), p. 5. 
37 “Русская 'пьянка' — явление, конечно, не новое. О том, что в России пьют, давно и хорошо всем 
известно. Борьба с пьянством всегда была одной из важнейших задач лучшей части русского 
общества. Но сейчас, ‘на двенадцатом году пролетарской революции’, после хвастливых кампании 
советской прессы о ‘достижениях’, ‘завоеваниях’, ‘строительстве нового быта’, поголовное пьянство 
среди рабочих — явление особо характерное и значительное.” Ibid. 
38 “Конечно, самой рациональной мерой против этого зла, было бы сокращение продажи водки, 
которую распространяют теперь не только специальные магазины, но и все кооперативы. Но 
казенная монополия продажи спиртных налитков — один из главных источников дохода советов, 






IR thus highlights the Soviet authorities’ absolute lack of morals as they act out of their 
own interests and completely ignore and neglect the Russian people. Instead, they 
would rather cure than prevent. What is more, as the quotation marks indicate, IR is 
not really impressed with the “scientific path” the authorities are taking in order to 
cure alcoholism, such as hypnosis and electric shocks, as the accompanying pictures 
show (figure 226).  
IR further highlights Soviet hypocrisy in the battle against alcoholism with a picture 
of a “children’s manifestation against the drunkenness of their fathers, organized by 
the Bolsheviks”39 (figure 227). Instead of undertaking action against alcoholism, the 
Soviet authorities would rather force children to manifest against their own fathers (I 
will discuss IR’s condemnation of the use of children in Soviet propaganda more in 
depth in 5.1.3.2).  
Additionally, IR demonstrates that alcoholism is also present among Soviet youth. 
On the cover of a 1929 issue, IR prints a picture of three Komsomol members drinking 
and laughing (figure 228). The title of the pictures reads “Binge, chubarovism40, 
absenteeism… The Komsomol life”.41 In the caption below the image IR repeats that 
“these are phenomena that have become commonplace in the life of the Komsomol...”42 
Furthermore, in that same issue, IR prints a picture collage of “Komsomol at the 
factory” (figure 229). These pictures according to IR are a “new illustration of the 
everyday life of modern Soviet factory youth.”43 The pictures show Komsomol youth 
showing up late at work, reading lowbrow adventure novels instead of working, and 
skipping work to go drinking and eventually pass out on the floor until the next 
morning. In the short accompanying text, IR claims that  
 
 
                                                   
39 “[…] организуемые большевиками детские манифестации против пьянства отцов.” In “У 
большевиков правая рука знает, что делайт левая”. IR 1929-25(214), p. 9. 
40 Chubarovism or chubarovshchina refers to the 1926 case of a group of drunken young men raping a 
woman in Chubarov Alley in Leningrad. This case provoked significant outrage in the Soviet press, especially 
when it turned out that a few of the rapists were Komsomol members (Borenstein 2000: 68). 
41 “Пьянка, чубаровщина, прогулы... Комсомольский быть.” IR 1929-15(204), cover. 
42 “[…] вот явления, который стали бытовыми в жизни комсомола...” Ibid. 
43 “[…] новой иллюстрацией быта современной советской заводской молодежи.” In “Комсомол на 





[d]eprived of healthy entertainment, tortured by the state phraseology setting 
their teeth on edge, the Soviet factory youth ‘carouse’ more and more often. 
Another ‘achievement’ of the Soviet regime…44  
 
IR, thus, once more blames the Soviet authorities for corrupting the youth with 
propaganda and, as such, depriving them of a normal life and force them to seek refuge 
in alcohol. 
Finally, a non-recurrent, yet significant item in IR discusses how the material decay 
in Soviet Russia has resulted in another type of moral decay – prostitution in exchange 
for luxury items. The journalist portrait “I live nearby”45, once again taken from the 
Soviet press, is accompanied by an editorial introduction indicating IR’s view on the 
topic. In this introduction, IR claims that Soviet life has 
 
brutally affected women. The ideology of love, female purity is ridiculed by 
official Soviet literature, which screams too much about the ‘freedom of instinct’. 
Years of devastation and poverty have forced many to yearn for comfort, luxury, 
outfits ... Hence, in large cities a new type of prostitution is born, for the sake of... 
a bottle of Coty or silk stockings.46 
 
Interestingly, in this introduction IR shows that it does not consider Soviet women in 
such cases to be intrinsically bad; it rather sees a people corrupted by material 
circumstances, as well as by Soviet ideology and its stance on love and sexuality. 
Through various items, IR, thus, paints an poignant portrayal of what it deems to be 
societal defects in Soviet Russia. By doing so, IR clearly points the finger at Soviet 
authorities, who have corrupted the people and deal with issues only in their own self-
interest. 
 
                                                   
44 “Лишенная здоровых развлечений, замученная казенной набившей оскомину фразеологией, 
советская фабричная молодежь ‘запивает’ все чаще и чаще. Еще одно ‘достижение’ советской 
власти...” IR 1929-15(204), p. 3 
45 "Я живу недалеко"... IR 1928-28(165), p. 8-9. 
46 “жестоко отразился на женщине. Идеология любви, женской чистоты высмеивается казенной 
советской литературой, слишком много кричащей о ‘свободе инстинкта’. Годы же разрухи и нищеты 
заставили многих истосковаться по комфорту, по роскоши, по нарядам... Отсюда —порождение в 
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Figure 217: "Unemployment in Moscow". IR 1925-14(23), p. 5. 
 
 





























Figure 223: "At the police station in Moscow. The police station during the morning hours. Interrogation of people 










































5.1.2 Criminality as a moral barometer 
In addition to poor living conditions and the widespread alcohol abuse, IR’s coverage 
of contemporary Russia is marked by an abundance of items related to criminality. 
The reason for IR’s extensive coverage of Soviet criminality arguably is twofold. 
Firstly, it fits well with the Zeitgeist of the interwar period, which has a clear taste for 
anything sensational and/or mysterious, a penchant that manifests itself, among 
others, in a great interest in the criminal and judicial worlds. Secondly, and more 
importantly, in IR’s opinion, criminality, and especially cases treated in Soviet 
courtrooms can be seen as undistorted reflections of everyday life. In an editorial 
introduction to a series of articles on criminal cases in Soviet Russia by Soviet lawyer 
Ilya Braude, IR claims that  
 
[t]here is no doubt that one of the most vivid portrayers of the life of a certain 
society is the court. In the courtroom, the conditions, the situation, the details in 
which everyday dramas take place are uncovered and illuminated with all 
possible fullness. That is why judicial reports are always of particular interest.47 
 
IR systematically exposes the fact that Soviet authorities generally tend to embellish 
the truth or simply lie (I will discuss this more fully in 5.1.4). Hence, by means of these 
judicial items, IR wants to provide a truthful image of everyday life in contemporary 
Russia. However, as the courtroom by definition is a compilation of a society’s defects, 
it can be argued that IR is not entirely truthful either – perhaps not by lying, but by 
representing Soviet criminality as the true (and only) face of contemporary Russia and 
thus construing a distinctly negative image of Soviet Russia. Either way, it is clear that 
IR uses criminality as a moral barometer of Soviet society, indicating a significant 
decay in mores. And similar to the items on alcoholism, IR’s coverage of criminality 
emphasizes that it is, above all, the Soviet authorities who lack morality and as such 
have corrupted the Soviet people. 
 
 
                                                   
47 “Не подлежит сомнению, что один из наиболее ярких изобразителей быта того или иного 
общества является суд. В зале суда вскрываются и освещаются со всей возможной полнотой те 
условия, та обстановка, те детали, в которых разыгрываются будничные повседневные драмы. 
Именно, поэтому, судебные отчеты представляют всегда особый интерес.” In “Убийство или 




5.1.2.1 The moral bankruptcy of the Soviet society 
Perhaps the most significant manifestation of moral decay of the Soviet population 
according to IR is the phenomenon of the hooligan – typically a youngster, or even a 
child engaging in criminal activity. In the accompanying text to a 1926 photo collage 
which shows various (very) young hooligans being arrested by the police (figure 230), 
IR claims that  
 
[h]ooliganism in Soviet Russia is increasing in giant steps. During the month of 
September, about 3000 hooliganism trials were held in Moscow alone. Not only 
at night but also in broad daylight on the streets of the city the most ugly 
hooligan scenes are played out. Hooligans offend passers-by, break into houses 
and shops, start fights, commit atrocities, and often involve a flail or a knife ‘into 
the business’. In the suburbs of Moscow the population is literally terrorized by 
hooligans.48 
 
Furthermore, IR states that “[t]he measures taken do not reach their goal,” and as the 
accompanying “official Soviet diagram shows, the hooliganism curve continues to 
constantly go up”49 (figure 231). Although IR does not clarify which measures the 
Soviet authorities have taken, it gives its readers an idea of such measures with an 
ironizing news item on a debate on hooliganism organized in a Soviet school: 
 
While the victims of hooliganism who gathered for the debate listened to the 
speeches of the speakers, the hooligans did not lose time. That evening in the 
area of Mokhovaya Street, a series of attacks by hooligans on passers-by took 
place.”50  
 
                                                   
48 “Хулиганство в советской России растет гигантскими шагами. В течение сентября месяца в одной 
Москве было заслушано около 3000 судебных дел о хулиганстве. Не только ночью но и среди бела 
дня на улицах города разыгрываются самые безобразные хулиганские сцены. Хулиганы задевают 
прохожих, врываются в дома и магазины, устраивают драки, бесчинствуют, и нередко пускают ‘в 
дело’ кистень и нож. В пригородах Москвы население буквально терроризировано хулиганами.” In 
“Хулиганство в советской России”. IR 1926-46(79), p. 8-9. 
49 “Принимаемые меры не достигают цели и как показывает приводимая нами официальная 
советская диаграмма, кривая хулиганства продолжает непрестанно идти вверх. Ibid, p. 10. 
50 “В то время как жертвы хулиганства собравшиеся на диспут слушали речи ораторов, хулиганы не 
теряли времени. В этот вечер в районе Моховой улицы произошел целый ряд нападений хулиганов 





IR thus seems to suggest that if all official measures are as inept and inadequate as the 
debate on hooliganism, it is no surprise that hooliganism is increasing every day in 
Soviet Russia. 
In addition to these short news items and photographs, the 1928 journalist portrait 
“Children-hedgehogs”, taken from the Soviet press, elaborates on the phenomenon of 
the hooligan. According to the article, the word hooligan has become widely-used in 
Soviet Russia, although the exact meaning and gravity of the word differs depending 
on the user: 
 
It seems that no concept is more vague than that of ‘hooliganism’. An irritable 
lady calls her neighbor in the tram who accidentally pushes her a ‘hooligan’, 
while at the same time a newspaper telegram informs that in a town or village a 
group of hooligans raped a girl and killed a policeman trying to stop the rapists. 
Often, the gradations between hooliganism in the strict sense and skilled 
banditry are completely obliterated.51 
 
Despite the excessive use of the term hooligan, the article admits that that Soviet 
Russia indeed has a problem of hooliganism in the strongest sense, although it blames 
its prerevolutionary heritage: 
 
Before the war, in prerevolutionary Russia there was an imminent increase in 
both urban and rural hooliganism. This wave soared again during the years of 
NEP, reaching especially formidable proportions in 1925-26. Attacks, murders 
of policemen, collective rape […], arson of peasant huts, sheds, and barns date 
back to this period.52 
 
                                                   
51 “Нет, кажется, понятия более расплывчатого, чем ‘хулиганство’. Раздражительная дама обзовет 
‘хулиганом’ соседа по трамваю, случайно ее толкнувшего, а на ряду с этим газетная телеграмма 
сообщить, что в таком то городе или селе группа хулиганов изнасиловала девушку и убила 
милиционера, пытавшегося помешать насильникам. Часто совершенно стираются градации между 
хулиганством в прямом его смысле и квалифицированным бандитизмом.” In “Ребатя ежики”. IR 
1928-27(164), p. 8. 
52 “Перед войной в дореволюционной России наблюдался угрожавший рост хулиганства городского 
и деревенского. Вновь эта волна взмыла в годы нэпа, особенно грозных размеров достигнув в 1925-
26 годах. К этому времени относятся нападения, убийства хулиганами милиционеров, 






As this Soviet article states, hooliganism – just as alcoholism – thus is a poor legacy of 
prerevolutionary Russia, which is ‘merely’ amplified by the new Soviet life. In a news 
item on Soviet hooligans attacking a Jew, ironically subtitled “The morals and 
‘entertainment’ of Soviet youth”53, IR indicates that the Bolsheviks indeed “blame 
everything on the ‘cursed legacy of tsarism’...”54 With a simple equation, however, IR 
demonstrates that there is no truth to this reproach:  
 
Alas, the age of Soviet apaches is more eloquent than the articles of Soviet 
publicists: all them are young people of 18-19 years of age, who were children 
under tsarism and received all their ‘upbringing’ in the spirit of ‘Ilyich’s 
covenants’.55 
 
According to IR, Soviet youth was raised completely in the communist spirit – although 
the quotation marks indicate IR’s doubt of whether they were even raised at all – and 
hence the Soviet authorities are the only ones to blame. Hooliganism, thus, has not 
disappeared after the Revolution. On the contrary, IR highlights, it has become “an 
everyday phenomenon of the ‘new life’ which the Bolsheviks have been building for 
eleven years already”56.  
As IR’s items on hooliganism highlight, the new life in Soviet Russia seems to have 
brought forth a new morality. This new morality comes to the fore even more 
explicitly in IR’s articles on Soviet trials and Soviet judicial reports, many of which 
revolve around severe crimes. In the five-part article series “From the hall of the Soviet 
court”57, Soviet lawyer Ilya Braude reports on three different criminal cases in which 
he has acted as the defense. As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, IR 
introduces the court as “one of the most vivid portrayers of the life of a certain 
society”.58 By means of these cases, IR thus aims to provide its readers a sample of 
 
                                                   
53 “Нравы и ‘развлечения’ советской молодежи”. In “Комсомольцы-погромщики”. IR 1928-29(166), p. 
17. 
54 “Большевики сваливают все на ‘проклятое наследие царизма’...” Ibid. 
55 “Увы, возраст советских апашей говорить красноречивее статей советских публицистов: все это 
молодые люди 18-19 лет, бывшие при царизме малышами и получившие все свое ‘воспитание’ в 
духе ‘заветов Ильича’.” Ibid. 
56 “[…] бытовое явление ‘новой жизни’, которую большевики строят уже 11-й год […]” Ibid. 
57 “Из залы советского суда”. IR 1928-14(155) – 1928-18(159). 
58 “[…] один из наиболее ярких изобразителей быта того или иного […]” In “Убийство или 





Soviet society. However, of course, it can be argued that IR’s selection of criminal 
reports heavily influences its readers’ outlook on Soviet society and negatively frames 
Soviet life. 
The first case, entitled “Murder or suicide?”59, looks into the question of whether 
the death of a young actress was suicide or murder by her husband. As the woman had 
a history of depression and had regularly threatened to commit suicide, the court 
eventually rules the husband innocent of murder, yet complicit in his wife’s suicide for 
leaving her to her own devices during a mental breakdown. Although IR does not 
provide any commentary to the report, a moral undertone can be perceived. If the man 
did not murder his wife, the fact that he left her to die most definitely suggests an 
absolute lack of norms and values.  
The second article, sensationally titled “Execute me!”60, recounts fascinating case. It 
relates the trial of a certain Tutubalin, a hardened criminal who stood accused of “a 
number of severe crimes”61 including many violent robberies, murder and “an attempt 
to strangle a 9-year-old girl”62. Tutubalin pleads guilty and asks to be executed; his 
wish is ultimately granted. Reading the charges, IR’s readers must have certainly 
considered this case a done deal. However, the situation does not seem so 
straightforward anymore when lawyer Braude “portray[s] to the court the whole 
tragedy of Tutubalin's life”63. Braude claims that before the jury stood 
 
a hunted man, who had been ruthlessly harassed all his life, and, in the end, he, 
embittered and desperate, grinned at others and at himself. His request for 
execution is a cry of despair tired of the loneliness of a man who has never seen 
affection and sympathy from anyone, and even now, in court and in prison alone, 
he does not stop yearning for it.64 
 
 
                                                   
59 “Убийство или самоубийство?” IR 1928-14(155) – 16(157).  
60 “Расстреляйте меня!” IR 1928-17(158), p. 18-20. 
61 “Обвинялся он в ряде тягчайших преступлении […]”. Ibid, p. 18. 
62 “[…] покушении на удушение 9-летней девочки […]”. Ibid. 
63 “Я нарисовал суду весь трагизм жизни Тутубалина.” Ibid, p. 20. 
64 “[…] затравленный человек, которого всю жизнь безжалостно травили, и, в конце концов, он сам, 
озлобленный и отчаявшийся, оскалился на окружающих и на самого себя. Его просьба о расстреле 
— это крик отчаяния усталого от одиночества человека, который никогда ни от кого не видел ласки 





As a twenty-year-old, long before the Revolution, Tutubalin had killed a man during a 
fight and was sentenced to forced labor. Unable to withstand the hard labor, he fled 
multiple times, but he 
 
was captured every time, was brutally beaten and tried again and again, and was 
sentenced to indefinite penal servitude, of which he spent thirteen years in the 
nightmarish conditions of Kutomarskaya and Algachsky prisons... He was 
chained to a wheelbarrow for years and beaten so heavily that for months, 
wounded, he lay in a forced labor hospital.65 
 
Braude thus paints the portrait of a man who has endured terrible years in forced 
labor for manslaughter. However, Braude continues,  
 
[a]mnestied by the revolution, Tutubalin, in his words, made repeated attempts 
to live the honest working life of a Soviet citizen and for a long time 
conscientiously fulfilled the duties of an agent of the Tomsk municipal commune 
department, but... Dismissed from service, a long period of unemployment and 
meetings with old friends from forced labor led him again to his previous 
criminal path.66 
 
Although the Revolution had given Tutubalin a second chance, it seems that the 
conditions of Soviet life ultimately brought him back to his old ways. This account, 
thus, seems to emphasize the circumstances that turned Tutubalin into a criminal one 
again, rather than portraying him as inherently bad. It should be noted that, besides 
the introduction cited above, IR does not comment on this text and thus lets Braude’s 
report speak for itself. This is remarkable, as it can be argued that the most poignant 
aspect of this account is in fact the harshness of Tutubalin’s prerevolutionary years in 
 
                                                   
65 “[…] избиваем и каждый рази снова судим и в совокупности был присужден к бессрочной каторге, 
из коей 13 лет отбыл в кошмарных условиях Кутомарской и Алгачской тюрем... Годами был 
прикован к тачке, а бить был так, что месяцами, израненный, валялся в каторжной больнице.” Ibid. 
66 “Амнистированный революцией, Тутубалин, по его словами, делали неоднократный попытки 
жить честной трудовой жизнью советского гражданина и продолжительное время добросовестно 
выполняли обязанности агента Томского коммунального отдела, но... Сокращение со службы, 
долгий период безработицы и встречи со старыми товарищами по каторге снова вернули его на 





forced labor camps. As such, it is striking that IR still introduces this report as a 
reflection of Soviet life. I will come back to this shortly. 
Finally, the third case, with yet another intriguing title, “Disfigurement of the 
wife”67, deals with a man accused of abusing his wife. According to IR in the editorial 
introduction, this case is “interesting, not only from the point of view of the psychology 
of husband and wife relations in general, but also as a vivid reflection of modern Soviet 
reality.”68 IR, thus, once again presents this particular case as exemplary of Soviet life 
in general. In short, she (Epstein) comes from an intelligentsia background, he (Linev) 
is a semi-literate worker. Over time, “[q]uarrels begin, turning into violent scandals, 
during which the unrestrained Epstein calls her husband a ‘bandit’, ‘a rural mug’, and 
‘a gigolo’.”69 She becomes pregnant but undergoes an abortion without his knowledge. 
So he decides to leave her. When he comes to pick up his belongings, she starts 
scolding again. He loses his temper, attacks her and violently disfigures her face:  
 
Throwing his wife in a sharp movement, he grabbed her by the throat with one 
hand and tried to tear her nose with the other. Epstein screamed. Then Linev 
firmly laid his fingers on the left eye of his wife and ... tore it out. Then, with a 
penknife, he inflicted wounds on the cheek and nose, trying to cut a piece of 
flesh.70 
 
Linev is ultimately sentenced to a year in prison, but already after a few months he is 
released and shows up at his lawyer’s house with the news that he has become a father 
together with Epstein, with the woman he disfigured. The account concludes with 
Linev stating they “have now healed soul to soul. We gave each other our word not to 
recall the past. Now I love her and the baby madly.”71 Labeling this in the introduction 
as a “vivid reflection of modern Soviet reality”, IR seems to suggest that this kind of 
dysfunctional relationships with verbal and physical abuse is standard in Soviet 
Russia. 
 
                                                   
67 “Обезображение жены”. IR 1928-18(155), p. 18-20. 
68 “[…] является интересным, не только с точки зрения психологии отношений мужа и жены вообще, 
но также и как яркое отражение современной советской действительности.” IR 1928-18(159), p. 18. 
69 “Начинаются ссоры, переходя в бурные скандалы, во время которых несдержанная Эпштейн 
называет мужа ‘бандитом’, ‘деревенской рожей’, ‘альфонсом’.” Ibid, p. 19. 
70 “Бросив жену резким движением, он схватил ее одной рукой за горло, а другой пытался оторвать 
нос. Эпштейн закричала. Тогда Линев крепко наложил пальцы па левый глаз жены и... вырвал его. 
Затем перочинными ножом он нанес раны в щеку и в нос, пытаясь вырезать кусок мяса.” Ibid, p. 20. 
71 “[…] мы теперь зажили душа в душу... О прежнем дали друг другу слово не вспоминать. Теперь я 




Interestingly, however, it can be argued that the second and third trials can be read 
in a different, more Soviet-friendly light. As I stated earlier, the case of Tutubalin seems 
to suggest that the seeds of his criminal life were planted in prerevolutionary Russia. 
And with regard to the third case, bearing in mind in the usual Soviet rhetoric of class 
struggle, the “unrestrained” intelligentsia wife could be considered the perpetrator 
here, psychologically torturing her proletarian husband until he finally snaps. As such, 
it can be argued that these criminal reports do not necessarily present the true face of 
Soviet Russia, but rather allow for interpretation – something which IR steers by 
means of its editorial introductions. Add to this IR’s statement considering the 
courtroom – a compilation of society’s defects – as “one of the most vivid portrayers 
of the life of a certain society”, and it can be argued that IR heavily influences its 
readers’ opinions about Soviet life by presenting these criminal reports.  
In 1931, IR publishes another series of socio-juridical portraits by Soviet reporter 
Matvey Liberman. As the subtitle of these articles, “Soviet reality” (Sovetskaya byl), 
suggests, IR again publishes these accounts with the same intention of reflecting 
everyday life in postrevolutionary Russia:  
 
Nowhere else are the everyday features of a country reflected so clearly and 
vividly as in lawsuits. Not without reason, many great writers, having begun 
their careers as a judicial reporter, continue to visit the courtroom even after 
they have reached the peak of glory: our Leonid Andreyev, the French Paul 
Moran, Pierre Benoit and others scoop up and draw material for their literary 
works. For us, cut off from our native land, domestic processes in the Soviet 
courts are of utmost interest. These are pieces of the life which we are not given 
to see. From the current issue, IR begins to print a series of court reports, 
compiled on the spot by Soviet reporter Matvey Liberman. There are no 
fabrications in this material. This is Soviet life without embellishment, as 
reflected in the testimony of the defendants and witnesses, in diaries, letters and 
other ‘human documents’ read out at the trial. Reading these judicial essays 
allows to familiarize oneself with the Soviet way of life a hundred times better 
and more truly than all official literature carrying out the ‘social demand’.72 
 
                                                   
72 “Нигде не отражаются так ярко и выпукло бытовые особенности страны как в судебных 
процессах. Недаром многие большие писатели, начав свою карьеру с должности судебного 
репортера, продолжают посещать залу суда и после того, как достигли вершины славы: наш Леонид 
Андреев, французы Поль Моран, Пьер Бенуа и другие черпали и черпают в этом живом резервуара 
материал для своих литературных произведений. Для нас, оторванных от родной земли, сугубый 






IR once again indicates that while other official Soviet documents generally paint a 
distorted image of everyday reality, these judicial articles show the real, unvarnished 
face of contemporary Russia. These reports may be showing an ugly truth, but the 
truth nevertheless. As the émigrés are denied physical access to their motherland and 
have to rely on what they hear about Soviet Russia, those judicial portraits thus 
undoubtedly are thus an undoubtedly popular read among IR’s readers. 
The first case in this series, “Duel in Neskuchny”73, discusses the murder in a duel 
of a former Cossack officer, the Red commander Ponomaryov, by another Red 
commander, a certain Kedrov. The fight that led to the duel as well as the duel itself, 
occurred, according to IR, “in conditions characteristic of Soviet life and the customs 
of the Red Army environment”74, as Ponomaryov was courting Kedrov’s mistress. This 
remark suggests that IR believes this romantic debauchery is not an isolated case, but 
inherent to the Red Army and even Soviet life in general, highlighting questionable 
Soviet morals. The second case, called “The embezzlement of Ubylsky”75, discusses 
into a Soviet dignitary who squandered public money to satisfy the whims of the 
woman he is courting. According to IR’s introduction, Ubylsky is one of the 
“communists only on paper”76, thus highlighting the discrepancy between Soviet 
ideology and what is actually being implemented. The third and final case, “The death 
of Galina Mravina”77, discusses the murder of a young woman who has succumbed to 
the advances of a communist-rabfakovets (a student at the workers’ faculty), “a clearly 
pronounced type of Soviet Don-Juan”78. When she becomes pregnant by him, Sudak 
dumps Mravina, which leads her to demand child support through the courts. This 
enrages Sudak and he decides to kill her. According to IR, this case “reflects, as in a 
 
                                                   
видеть которую воочию нам не дано. С настоящего номера ‘Иллюстрированная Россия’ начинает 
печатать ряд судебных отчетов, составленных на месте советским репортером Матвеем 
Либерманом. Выдумки в этом материале нет. Это — советская жизнь без прикрас, отраженная в 
показаниях подсудимых и свидетелей, в дневниках, письмах и прочих ‘человеческих документах’, 
оглашенных на суде. Чтение этих судебных рефератов позволяет ознакомиться с советским бытом 
во сто крат лучше и вернее, нежели вся казенная литература, выполняющая ‘социальный заказ’.” In 
“Дуэль в Нескучном”, IR 1931-5(298), p. 8. 
73 “Дуэль в Нескучном”. IR 1931-5(298) –-8(301). 
74 “[…] произошла в условиях, характерных для советского быта и нравов красноармейской среды.” 
IR 1931-6(299), p. 8. 
75 “Растрата Убыльского”. IR 1931-9(302) – 11(304). 
76 “[…] коммунистов только по билету.” Ibid, IR 1931-9(302), p. 12. 
77 “Смерть Галины Мравиной”. IR 1931-12(305) – 17(310). 
78 “[…] ярко выраженный тип советского Дон-Жуана […]”. In “Смерть Галины Мравиной”, IR 1931-





mirror, the vague and impure life of the communist youth – of the ‘rabfakovtsi’ and the 
‘vydvizhentsi’”79. This statement is reminiscent of the collage of Komsomol youth in 
the factories presented earlier (cf. supra). Again, IR equates all Soviet youth with the 
image painted in this judicial report. By means of these three criminal cases, thus, IR 
illustrates how moral decay has penetrated various layers of Soviet society: the Red 
Army, officials and youth.  
In sum, the journalist portraits devoted to judicial life in Soviet Russia play a far 
more significant role than mere descriptions of criminal cases. By means of 
introductions which consistently refer to these cases as reflective of everyday Soviet 
life, IR thus suggests that there is a clear moral decay noticeable in contemporary 
Russia – a moral decay which arguably was not yet (or at least not to that extent) 
present in prerevolutionary Russia. Furthermore, in the case of problems already 
existing in prerevolutionary Russia, such as alcoholism, IR vehemently refutes the 
Soviet excuse that they are stuck with a rotten legacy by emphasizing that those 
problems have only gotten worse under Soviet rule. 
 
5.1.2.2 Corrupt leaders 
The judicial reports and news items in IR are not only telling of the mores of Soviet 
society, but they also display the (lack of) morality of Soviet authorities. First and 
foremost, the authorities do not seem to care about the Soviet people – something 
which IR also indicates when highlighting the lack of measures against alcoholism. The 
unsigned journalist portrait “In the waiting room of a ‘red prosecutor’”80, for instance, 
looks into the daily work of “comrade Krylenko who is first of all occupied with the 
‘protection of the class understanding of Soviet law’”81. However, the article continues,  
 
 
                                                   
79 “В нем отражается, как в зеркале, смутная и нечистая жизнь коммунистической молодежи —
‘рабфаковцев’ и ‘выдвиженцев’.” IR 1931-12(305), p. 8. A ‘vydvizhenets’ was an advanced worker, 
promoted to leadership functions. 
80 “В приемной у ‘красного прокурора’”. IR 1927-17(102), p. 11. 
81 “[…] тов. Крыленко — занять прежде всего ‘охранением классового понимания советского 





[t]he very name ‘prosecutor’ often misleads commoners looking for protection 
from injustice and thinking of finding a guardian of law and justice in the person 
of the prosecutor.82  
 
In reality, IR states, the many visitors, flooding in from all over the country with 
various requests, are confronted with Soviet bureaucracy. As a result, IR claims, 
“[t]housands of visitors leave the prosecutor's office disappointed.”83 IR thus 
emphasizes that the Soviet prosecutor does not protect the people as he should and 
instead leaves them disappointed and empty-handed. Similarly, the journalist portrait 
“They complain”84, signed by a certain “P.”, discusses the people who “come to 
complain about the court, and about the apartment neighbor, and about land troubles, 
and about many other things. Various people and various cases.”85 Both portraits 
suggest the existence of a true Soviet culture of complaint.  
This idea is also confirmed by the article “In dependent Russia”86. As IR indicates 
in the introduction, the article consists of “excerpts from journalist portraits from the 
Soviet press”87, devoted to the creation of a new “Complaints bureau” in Moscow: 
 
In the ‘Soviet Paradise’, where the entire population is turned into pariahs, they 
have long understood that there is no where and no one to complain to. 
However, the moans and protests of people crushed by a regime of injustice 
erupt more and more often. This alarmed the ruling circles, who established a 
special ‘Complaints Bureau’ in Moscow as a lightning rod. There are still gullible 
people who are trying to achieve truth and justice through this bureau.88 
 
 
                                                   
82 “Самое название ‘прокурор’ часто вводить однако в заблуждение обывателей, ищущих защиты от 
бесправия и думающих в лице прокурора найти хранителя законности и справедливости.” Ibid. 
83 “Тысячи посетителей уходят разочарованными из кабинета прокурора.” Ibid. 
84 “Жалуются...” IR 1929-44(233), p. 8. 
85 “К прокурору приходят жаловаться и на суд, и на соседку по квартире и на вредительство, и на 
земельную неурядицу, и на многое другое. Люди разные и дела разные.” Ibid, p. 8. 
86 “В подневольной России...” IR 1928-38(175), p. 10. 
87 “[…] выдержки из очерков, посвященных ему в советской печати.” Ibid. 
88 “В ‘советском раю’, где все население обращено в париев, давно уже поняли, что жаловаться не 
кому и не к чему. Однако, стон и протесты людей задавленных режимом бесправия прорываются 
все чаще и чаще. Это заставило встревожиться правящие круги, которые учредили в Москве в виде 
громоотвода специальное ‘Бюро Жалоб’. Находятся еще легковерные, которые пытаются через это 




IR’s introduction starts with an immediate reproach to the so-called “Soviet paradise”, 
where not just a few individuals, but the entire population is rejected by the 
authorities and is considered to be pariahs. There are two main elements emerging 
from this introduction, and, in fact, more generally also from the articles cited above. 
Firstly, the culture of complaint that is perceived in these articles highlights the poor 
conditions of everyday life for average Soviet citizens, forcing them to knock on the 
doors of the responsible authorities in search of help. What is more, IR considers these 
citizens to be naïve, as they still believe that they will achieve justice. Secondly, these 
articles also indicate that the responsible authorities are corrupt and anything but 
interested in looking out for citizens’ interests. Instead, IR argues, there is a true 
“regime of injustice”. To keep up appearances and quickly appease the people, the 
Soviet authorities have set up a bureaucratic front; examples of this are the Complaints 
Bureau and the Red prosecutor mentioned in the articles cited. In this type of judicial 
portrait, it is, above all, the Soviet authorities who look bad, rather than the (naïve) 
Soviet people. Nevertheless, it should be noted that hardship and dire living conditions 
are a recurring element in IR’s items on émigré life as well, and that IR in this respect, 
shows the émigré community’s resilience, above all, rather than its complaints. As 
such, it can be argued, by demonstrating the Soviet people’s lack of resilience, IR 
simultaneously highlights the strength of the émigré community. 
Another Soviet judicial phenomenon highlighting the “regime of injustice” is the 
show trial. In a few – but nevertheless significant – news items and photographs 
spread over multiple issues, IR devotes attention to two significant staged trials: the 
Industrial Party trial and the Mensheviks trial, set, respectively, in December 1930 and 
March 1931. During the Industrial Party trial, several Soviet scientists and economists 
are put on trial for allegedly plotting a coup against the Soviet government and are 
ultimately convicted. The prosecutor in the case is Nikolay Krylenko – the Red 
prosecutor from the article mentioned above. Significantly, whereas in other items on 
Soviet societal defects IR generally sticks to the facts and lets them speak for 
themselves, here it does not hide its strong condemnation of the trial, calling it 
 
a monstrous judicial comedy staged by the Bolsheviks for a provocative purpose. 
The indictment drawn up by the former commander-in-chief Krylenko 
represents a monstrous mixture of hot-headed delirium and deliberate lies: 




Poincaré and Churchill, and interventional plans developed in a restaurant on 
the Big Boulevards, etc. ... 89 
 
According to IR, the entire accusation is a fabrication serving but one purpose: 
provocation. What is more, IR continues, the fact that the defendants “unquestionably 
confess everything with ease” may strike foreigners as unusual, but this is “quite 
understandable for anyone familiar with the mores of the GPU.”90 This statement once 
more highlights the Soviet “regime of injustice”: fearful of repercussion by the GPU, 
the defendants are willing to confess literally anything. Furthermore, IR also indicates 
that it is not alone in its skepticism by stating that  
 
[t]he French government, through its representative in Moscow, has vigorously 
protested against that part of the indictment, which refers to the participation of 
French statesmen in a conspiracy that exists only in Krylenko’s inflamed 
imagination.91 
 
Additionally, as if the trial in itself was not enough already, one issue later IR indicates 
that the Soviet authorities are also involving the population by organizing  
 
meetings of servants, workers, engineers, etc., who passed resolutions of 
‘protest against the actions of the wreckers’ and demanded ‘capital punishment 
for the defendants’. These resolutions bear the same official stamp and are, of 
 
                                                   
89 “[…] чудовищная судебная комедия, инсценированная большевиками с провокационной целью. 
Обвинительный акт, составленный бывшим главковерхом Крыленко, представляет чудовищную 
смесь горячечного бреда и сознательной лжи: тут и заговоры эмигрант, и совещания зарубежных 
промышленников с Пуанкаре и Черчилем, и интервенционные планы, разрабатывавшиеся в 
ресторане на Больших Бульварах, и т. д...” In “Чудовищная провокация”. IR 1930-50(291), p. 5. 
90 “Обвиняемые во всем беспрекословно сознаются с легкостью, поражающей иностранцев, но 
вполне понятной для всякого, знакомого с нравами ГПУ.” Ibid. 
91 “Французское правительство заявило через своего представителя в Москве энергичный протест 
против той части обвинительного акта, в которой речь идет об участии французских 






course, one of the details of the monstrous tragicomedy staged by the Bolsheviks 
in the courtroom.92 
 
As IR claims, the people’s protests are far from spontaneous, but simply another 
element in the judicial play performed by the Soviet authorities. A couple of issues 
later, IR concludes its coverage of the trial by stating that  
 
[t]he Moscow-based ‘trial of the wreckers’ will remain in the history of Soviet 
authorities as an example of the most implicit abuse of the very idea of court and 
justice; everything related to it has not lost its burning interest.93 
 
What clearly emerges from IR’s coverage of the Industrial Party trial, thus, is a strong 
condemnation of what it considers a travesty of justice in Soviet Russia. 
Only three months later, the Menshevik trial takes place – one of Stalin’s early 
purges in which fourteen former members of the Menshevik party are accused and 
convicted of trying to re-establish their party. As IR claims on its cover, “following the 
model of the ‘industrial party’ process”94, this trial is staged as well (figure 232). And 
just as with the previous trial, IR adds, “[a]ll the defendants, in the amount of fourteen, 
read in court pre-prepared penitential confession of sins.”95 To highlight the absurdity 
of the situation, IR indicates a few issues later that  
 
 
                                                   
92 “[…] собрания служащих, рабочих, инженеров и т. д., выносивших резолюций ‘протеста против 
действий вредителей’ и требовавших ‘высшей меры наказания для подсудимых’. Резолюции эти 
носят один и тот же казенный штамп и являются, конечно, одной из деталей чудовищной 
трагикомедии, инсценированной большевиками в зале суда.” In “Как организуются ‘протест’”. IR 
1930-51(292), p. 2. 
93 “Московски ‘процесс вредителей’ останется в истории советской власти, как пример самого 
наглого надругательства над самой идеей суда и справедливости; все, что имеет к нему отношение, 
не потеряло своего злободневного интереса.” In “Как это происходило”. IR 1931-8(301), p. 5. 
94 “[…] по образцу процесса ‘промышленной партии’ […]”. IR 1931-13(306), cover. 
95 “Все подсудимые в количестве 14-ти, прочли на суде заранее заготовленные покаянные 





[t]he defendants of the Soviet ‘show’ processes are known to be the most helpful 
and obedient defendants in the world: they confess not only to what they are 
accused of, but go even further than the prosecutor.96  
 
IR also prints pictures of the moments of confession (figure 233). According to IR, 
these photographs depict “almost genre scenes”, as “[t]here were shouts, and regret 
for the deed, and the promise to devote the rest of their lives to atonement for the 
socialist homeland.”97 For IR, it is clear that the Soviet authorities are staging a drama 
inside the courtroom, and that the defendants play along out of fear of more serious 
repercussions. 
It, thus, can be concluded that IR’s items on criminality and judicial cases highlight 
a clear moral decay in Soviet Russia – with regard to both the authorities and the 
people. IR, overall, highlights the neglect of duty as well as the institutionalized 
injustice of Soviet authorities. Furthermore, these official malpractices, as well as the 
harsh circumstances of a new life, have caused the Soviet people’s norms and values 
to fade, resulting in criminality. This coverage is in stark contrast to IR’s reports on the 
émigré community and émigré morality, where the focus is on the importance of 
community and shared care for weaker members – corroborated, it can be argued, by 
both average émigrés and prominent figures. 
 
5.1.2.3 Special case: the “Contest of Court Sentences” 
The combination of IR’s coverage of the émigré community spirit on the one hand, and 
of Soviet society, criminality and the justice system on the other, is indicative of the 
distinct moral compass IR actively proclaims. Interestingly, in late 1930, IR explicitly 
appeals to the moral compass of its readers when launching the “Contest of Court 
Sentences” (Konkurs sudebnikh prigovorov). The premise is simple: 
 
In ten issues of IR, starting from the next, ten lawsuits will be printed – 5 from 
Soviet life and 5 from the life of the emigration. Each issue will comprise a 
completely finished process: indictment, interrogation of the defendant, 
 
                                                   
96 “Подсудимые советских ‘показательных’ процессов, как известно, самые предупредительные и 
послушные подсудимые в мире: они сознаются не только в том, в чем их обвиняют, но идут еще 
дальше прокурора...” In “Как они каялись”. IR 1931-16(309), p. 5. 
97 “[…] почти жанровых сценок. […] Тут были и выкрики, и сожаление о содеянном, и обещание 





witnesses, debate of the parties, the last word of the defendant ... all that is 
missing is the sentence.98 
 
And this is where IR appeals to its readers. For each fictionalized trial, the readers can 
select from four sentences: acquittal, forced labor for a limited period, forced labor for 
an unlimited period, and, finally, the death penalty. The sentence with the most votes 
wins. Furthermore, readers who send in their answers are ranked according to how 
many of their answers have matched the chosen verdicts. An additional question on 
the amount of winning entries decides the winner in case of a tie. As prize, IR provides 
lottery tickets which give a chance to winning one million French francs. 
In an item in Zhenskaya stranichka, printed after the contest was concluded, 
Princess Mary highlights the contest’s huge success, stating that it 
 
attracted enormous and exceptionally lively interest. For three months, as long 
as the ‘trials’ continued to be printed, the postmen poured hundreds of letters 
over the editorial desk daily. Answers came from the most remote corners of the 
globe, sometimes by airmail, so as not to miss the deadline...99  
 
IR claims that the reason for this success was the contest’s “extremely vital topic and 
the interest with which the emigrants relate to the domestic and political issues raised 
in the ten processes.”100 As such, the contest thus seems to fit well with IR’s overall 
frequent coverage of crime and criminality. However, it can be argued that there is 
another, perhaps more important reason for the success of this content. At the launch 
of this contest, again in Zhenskaya stranichka, Princess Mary claims that  
 
 
                                                   
98 “В десяти №№-ах ‘Иллюстрированной России’, начиная со следующего, будут напечатаны десять 
судебных процессов — 5 из советской жизни и 5 из жизни эмиграции. Каждый номер будет 
заключать в себе вполне законченный процесс: обвинительный акт, допрос подсудимого, 
свидетелей, прения сторон, последнее слово подсудимого... Не хватает только приговора.” IR 1930-
46(287), p. 1. 
99 “[…] вызвавшего к себе огромный и исключительный живой интерес. В течение трех месяцев, 
покуда продолжалось печатаны ‘процессов’, почтальоны сваливали на редакционный стол сотни 
писем ежедневно. Ответы приходили из самых отдаленных уголков земного шара, иногда по 
аэропочте, чтобы не опоздать к сроку...” IR 1931-7(300), p. 18. 
100 “Успехом своим конкурс обязан своей чрезвычайно жизненной теме и тому интересу, с которым 





[e]ach trial confronts the conscience of the ‘juror’ — i.e. every reader of our 
journal — with a moral problem that sometimes will only be resolved after a 
long hesitation. So when, besides the feeling of immanent justice, besides the 
desire living in our souls ‘to give to everyone according to his deeds’, it will also 
require mercy, compassion for the guilty and understanding of the human soul 
[…]” – all qualities that are highly characteristic of a woman!101 
 
Princess Mary’s claim that the necessary qualities are all “highly characteristic of a 
woman” turns out to be prophetic, as a woman ultimately wins the contest. More 
importantly, Princess Mary’s statement contains two significant elements. First of all, 
she indicates that the cases confront readers with “moral problems”. It can, thus, be 
argued that the crimes described – and especially the situations in which they took 
place – are never fully black or white. Hence, as Princess Mary indicates, these cases 
“also require mercy, compassion […] and understanding” from IR’s readers. Second, 
Princess Mary states that the contest appeals to IR’s readers’ “feeling of immanent 
justice” and to their “desire […] to give everyone according to their deeds”. 
Considering that, as (often stateless) émigrés, IR’s readers are forced to stand on the 
sidelines of history, this contest undoubtedly is a welcome change of scenery – 
especially in regard to the Soviet cases. Hence, it can be argued that these cases and 
the sentences voted upon tell a lot about IR’s readers’ sense of norms and values. 
Out of the ten people on trial, five are émigré and five are Soviet. The ten cases 
which IR presents to its readers – mentioned here in printing order – are the following: 
 
1. a Red commander who, in the setting of a freed Russia, stands accused of war 
crimes – carried out on his superiors’ orders; 
2. an émigré woman who is accused of murdering her husband by poisoning; 
3. an émigré man who stands accused of abandoning his wife and children in 
Soviet Russia without paying alimony; 
4. a formerly Soviet man who, in freed Russia, is accused of abuse of power in 
his capacity as chairman of the house committee for the poor; 
5. an émigré man who stands accused of murdering the head of a Soviet 
diplomatic corps; 
 
                                                   
101 “Каждый такой процесс поставит перед совестью ‘присяжного заседателя’ — т. е., каждого 
читателя и каждой читательницы нашего журнала — моральную проблему, разрешить которую 
иногда придется только после долгого колебания. Вот когда, помимо чувства имманентной 
справедливости, помимо живущего в наших душах стремления ‘воздать каждому по делам его’, 
потребуются еще и милосердие, сострадание к виновному и пониманиe человеческой души — все 




6. an émigré man who is accused of killing his son in a failed suicide attempt; 
7. a former Soviet employee at a foreign trade mission who does not want to 
return to the Soviet Union and stands accused of stealing money from the 
trade mission. Although IR does not specify whether the defendant is émigré 
or Soviet, it can be argued that he is part of the émigré camp, given his émigré 
status at the time of his trial;  
8. a prominent communist who, while still in communist Russia, is accused of 
ordering the murder of his wife; 
9. three men from a fictitious country who stand accused of kidnapping and 
killing the leader of an émigré community. Although this is not an actual case 
of Russian émigrés vs Soviet Russians, the parallel is clear; 
10. and finally, to top it all off, in the last trial the accused is none other than the 
head of the Moscow GPU. 
 
Out of these ten people, five are acquitted by the reading public. Based on the idea 
of general sympathy for fellow émigrés on the one hand, and a general hatred for all 
things and people Soviet on the other, one instinctively might expect those five to be 
all émigrés. However, only four out of five acquittals are émigré cases; thus one of the 
people acquitted is a Soviet resident. Hence, for IR’s readers there must be aggravating 
circumstances in the case of the convicted émigré and mitigating circumstances when 
it comes to the acquitted Soviet citizen. 
Looking at the verdicts, we see that the people acquitted are 1, 2, 5, 6, 7 – i.e. all 
émigrés except for case number 1. Defendants 3, 4, 8 and 9, in turn, are sentenced to 
forced labor for a certain period – case three is the only émigré not acquitted. The only 
defendant sentenced to death is case number 10. This allows us to draw up a scale of 
severity of the crime, ranking the cases from punished (and, hence, also condemned) 
the least to those punished (and condemned) the most. 
 
least condemned               most condemned 
 
1,2,5,6,7     3,4,8,9      10 
 
In order to determine what these cases and judgments tell us about IR’s readers’ 
“moral compass”, the various cases will be compared on three grounds: Soviet vs. 





Soviet vs. émigré 
The most obvious comparison, of course, is that of Soviet vs émigré. The logical 
question in this comparison is whether there is a noticeable bias, i.e. are all émigrés 
by definition acquitted and, inversely, are all soviet Russians convicted? Or are there 
aggravating and mitigating circumstances and do IR’s readers show the mercy and 
compassion Princess Mary referred to? 
Out of all the fictionalized trials, only one of the Soviet defendants is acquitted by 
IR’s readers, the Red commander Fyodorkov. Remarkably, the indictment 
“emphasizes that [he] stood out from the ranks of the Red commanders with [his] 
devotion to the Soviet regime and especially with [his] zealous participation in the 
suppression of peasant uprisings.”102 As such, there certainly must be mitigating 
circumstances in his case – which the commander’s defense indeed refers to in his 
plea. First of all, the defense claims that Fyodorkov did not join the Red Army 
voluntarily, but was mobilized. And in the Red Army, the defense continues, orders are 
strictly enforced. While “execution in the prerevolutionary Russian army was an 
exceptional phenomenon”103, it has become the standard sentence in the Soviet army 
for refusing an order and, as such, has become “equal to suicide”104. This claim, it can 
be argued, not only speaks in favor of Fyodorkov; it also testifies to the morality of the 
prerevolutionary Russian army, which did not need executions to maintain order, 
unlike the Soviet army. Furthermore, the defense adds, Fyodorkov and other members 
of the Red Army were brainwashed, for example, into believing that “peasants who 
refused to give grain to the Soviet regime were acting to the detriment of Russia, weary 
of the struggle against external enemies.”105 Fyodorkov confirms this argument in his 
final words, stating that “the authorities have deceived us.”106 A second, perhaps even 
more significant mitigating factor in his case is the testimony of how Fyodorkov “at 
the risk of personal liability, had saved the life of a peasant”107 who refused to hand 
over his grain. Fyodorkov thus is portrayed as an honorable person in a bad 
 
                                                   
102 “[…] подчеркивает, что вы выделялись из рядов красных командиров своей преданностью 
советской власти и особенно ревностным участием в подавлении крестьянских восстаний.” In “Дело 
краскома Федоркова”. IR 1930-47(288), p. 1. 
103 “Расстрел в дореволюционной русской армии был исключенным явлением.” Ibid, p. 7. 
104 “[…] отказ от нее был равносилен самоубийству.” Ibid, p. 6. 
105 “Ему вбили в голову, что крестьяне, отказывающие дать хлеб советской власти, действуют во 
вред России, изнемогающей в борьбе против внешних врагов.” Ibid, p. 7. 
106 “[…] обмануло нас начальство.” Ibid. 





environment. Hence, the main question for IR’s readers is whether Fyodorkov was 
indeed an oppressor or whether he himself was in fact oppressed. 
The prosecutor, then, appeals to the jury to “not forget that the question before you 
about the guilt of the Red commander Fyodorkov goes far beyond the personal 
responsibility of this person.”108 The prosecutor, thus, wants to make an example of 
Fyodorkov’s case, and, so it seems, conduct a trial of the entire Red Army. In its closing 
argument the defense, however, is calling for the exact opposite: 
 
If your hand were brought over the inspirer of the Red Army, over its leader, 
over the creator of this diabolical deception, which came across hundreds of 
thousands of ingenuous, honest people – I would be the first to say: strike, and 
be merciless! But for all the Fyodorkovs and for my client, I, in full awareness of 
the duty I am committing, ask your mercy, your full justification! 
 
The defense thus differentiates between Fyodorkov as a person and the leaders of the 
Red Army as a whole. Furthermore, he asks the jury in his closing argument not to 
succumb to  
 
the feeling of unremitting anger toward the enslavers of the motherland. I know 
how difficult it is to get rid of the thirst for retribution, living ineradicably in the 
human soul. But an act of bravery is required of you: you must rise to the heights 
of the human spirit, renounce your personal feelings and passions, and judge my 
client with a righteous and non-hypocritical judgment.109 
 
The defense asks IR’s readers to listen to their conscience and judge Fyodorkov based 
on righteousness, instead of on a general feeling of Soviet animosity. This call clearly 
did not miss its goal among IR’s readers, as the vast majority of them (823 out of 1053 
entries) ultimately acquitted Fyodorkov. 
 
                                                   
108 “[…] не забывайте, что стоящий перед вами вопрос о виновности краскома Федоркова далеко 
выходит за рамки личной ответственности этого человека!” Ibid, p. 6. 
109 “[…] чувству неостывшего еще гнева к поработителями родины. Я знаю, как трудно отделаться 
от живущей неискоренимо в душах человеческих жажды возмездия. Но от вас требуется подвиг: вы 
должны подняться на высоты человеческого духа, отречься от своих личных чувств и страстей и 




Conversely, there is only one émigré who is not get acquitted by IR’s readers – Gleb 
Virt, who abandoned his family in Soviet Russia. Hence, there must be aggravating 
circumstances that counter the expected sympathy for a fellow émigré. In this trial, 
the prosecutor demonstrates that the defendant is in fact a traitor on two levels, vis-à-
vis both his own family, and his compatriots and Russia. First of all, Virt abandoned his 
family, as he himself claims because the journey was too dangerous for his children. 
However, according to the prosecutor  
 
[h]undreds, thousands of Russian people were in the same situation: it was 
always easier to leave Soviet Russia alone than with a family. And yet, they 
preferred to stay with their relatives and help them live as well as possible, and 
not leave them to the mercy of fate...110 
 
The prosecutor claims that while so many Russians faced the same dilemma as Virt, 
they chose to stay with their families. Furthermore, Virt left his family without hardly 
any money, and he does not send money now he is abroad; in fact he even fails to 
answer their letters. As a result, his daughter in Russia starves to death. The contrast 
with his new life in exile could not be clearer, as he lives a wealthy life with his new, 
German family and even sends his adopted son to study in Oxford. So, although Virt 
might not have personally killed anybody, according to the prosecutor his actions 
equate with murder for “with [his] deed [he] condemned [his] family to starvation and 
slow death.”111 This statement is a strong moral condemnation of Virt’s cowardice and 
reluctance to help his own family, although he proves to be perfectly capable of 
supporting them – at least financially. In his closing argument, the prosecutor repeats 
the atrocity of Virt’s case: 
 
If our conscience is terrified of a murderer who, in a single act, deprives his 
victim of his life for selfish ends, then doubly terrible and despicable is the 
 
                                                   
110 “Сотни, тысячи русских людей бывали в таком же положении: одному всегда легче было выехать 
из советской России, чем семье. И все же, они предпочитали оставаться с родными и помогать им 
жить, как возможно было, а не бросать их на произвол судьбы...” In “Процесс Глеба Витра”. IR 1930-
49(290), p. 7. 





person who condemns his loved ones to a slow death, who is present in this 
agony and does nothing to save them.112 
 
In the prosecutor’s words, leaving your family to die, thus, is even more reprehensible 
than first degree murder. Therefore, he asks for the jury’s “sacred anger”113 – a 
statement indicative of clear moral condemnation. 
On a second level, the prosecutor demonstrates how Virt is also a traitor vis-à-vis 
his native Russia. The prosecutor indicates that the defendant frequently does 
business with Soviet Russia, by participating, for example, in the export of Russian art 
works (a topic I discuss more fully in 5.1.3.3). He has even become a German national, 
as this facilitates his business. The prosecutor does not hide his disapproval: 
 
And did you not think that when you accepted the citizenship of a foreign state 
at the moment when your homeland was crushed under the heel of the invaders, 
that you revealed an act of cowardice? Did it not seem to you then that you were 
committing treason against hundreds of thousands of your compatriots who also 
suffer all the inconveniences of a refugee situation, but who do not renounce 
their homeland?114 
 
Labelling the defendant’s choice to adopt German nationality as “an act of cowardice” 
and even “treason”, the prosecutor again highlights his strong moral condemnation 
which arguably is representative of the public émigré opinion at the time. Although 
Virt’s so-called betrayal of his native Russia is not punishable by law, the prosecutor 




                                                   
112 “Если нашей совести страшен убийца, единым актом, лишающий свою жертву жизни с 
корыстной целью, то вдвойне страшен и презренен человек, обрекаюший своих близких на 
медленную смерть, присутствующий при этой агонии и ничего не делающий, чтобы их спасти.” Ibid, 
p. 8-10. 
113 “[…] священный гнев.” Ibid. 
114 “А вы не подумали, что принимая подданство чужого государства в момент, когда ваша родина 
была раздавлена под пятой захватчиков, выявили акт трусости? Не казалось ли вам тогда, что вы 
совершаете предательство по отношении к сотням тысяч ваших соотечественников, также 





Unfortunately, we cannot judge Virt for giving up Russian citizenship, for 
participating in the export of artistic treasures from Russia: these acts are not 
prohibited by law or punished. But when delivering the verdict, the gentlemen 
of the jury will remember that in front of them is not only a man who cowardly 
abandoned his family in order to save his own skin; not only the father, who 
knew about the agony of his daughter and did not lift a finger toward her 
salvation; not only the husband who did not respond to the touching and humble 
letters of his wife dying of hunger. Before them is also a deserter from the 
emigration, an accomplice of those who ruined Russia to maintain their power, 
a traitor to the homeland! For this person, gentlemen of the jury, you will not 
find any leniency.115 
 
It would appear that his appeal resonated among IR’s readers, as Virt is sentenced to 
forced labor for a limited period.  
From the third case on, IR no longer mentions the total amount of readers’ entries, 
it only prints the sentences receiving the most and second-most votes, as well as the 
difference in votes between the wining and second-place sentences. For the case of 
Virt, the second sentence is forced labor for an unlimited period, receiving 723 less 
votes than the winning sentence. Hence, it can be argued that IR’s readers 
unanimously agree that Virt is guilty. While the altruism of the Soviet officer 
Fyodorkov vis-à-vis a complete stranger seems to encourage IR’s readers to exonerate 
him, the blatant egoism of Virt – especially vis-à-vis his own family –is thus strongly 
condemned by IR’s readers and results in a severe punishment. 
 
Different crime, same punishment 
A second point of comparison among various cases in IR’s contest and what they tell 
about (IR’s view of) the émigré community’s moral compass is how different crimes 
receive the same sentence. Of the four trials resulting in the sentence of forced labor 
 
                                                   
115 “Мы не можем, к сожалению, судить Вирта за то, что он оставил русское подданство, что он 
участвовал в вывозе из России художественных сокровищ: эти деяния законом не воспрещаются и 
не наказуються. Но при вынесении вердикта господа присяжные заседатели будут помнить, что 
перед ними не только человек, трусливо бросивший семью, чтобы спасти свою шкуру; не только 
отец, знавший об агонии своей дочери и палец о палец не ударивший для ее спасения; не только 
муж, не отвечавбший на трогательные и покорные письма своей умиравшей от голода жены. Перед 
ними еще и дезертир из эмиграции, сообщник тех, кто разорили Россию для поддержания своей 
власти, предатель родины! Для этого человека у вас, господа присяжные заседатели, не найдется 




for a limited period, only two of them are murder cases. Considering the fact that non-
murder crimes also get the same sentence, it can be argued that those non-murder 
crimes are thus considered just as morally wrong as murder.  
The first non-murder crime is the previously discussed case of the émigré Virt 
abandoning his family, which, according to the prosecution, indeed is tantamount to 
murder. The second case is that of Chubarev, a Soviet citizen abusing his power as 
chair of the housing committee (“preddomkombed”) for the poor. Just as with the 
émigré refusing to help his family in Russia, this man not only fails to help the weaker 
members of society, he even abuses his power over them. According to the prosecutor, 
the man is indicted  
 
with the fact that, for the purpose of acquiring alcoholic beverages, you took 
bribes from all the tenants who came to see you in your capacity as 
preddomkombed – mainly in kind, spirits or any kind of alcohol. A number of 
witnesses indicate that without a bribe you did not issue a single document.116 
 
The mention of bribes in the form of alcohol fits well with IR’s portraits of Soviet 
alcoholism discussed in 5.1.1. Furthermore, not only did the defendant refuse to issue 
the necessary documents, he also relentlessly took objects dear to his tenants and 
blackmailed them, threatening to hand them over to the secret police: 
 
You went to apartments, the furniture of which was more or less known to you 
due to your position as janitor, and you took from the residents anything you 
liked: samovars, fur coats, carpets, furniture. From the famous traveler, 
archaeology professor Poletayev, you took a statue of Buddha you liked, which 
had no value according to the material of which it was made, but which was the 
greatest rarity known to scientists all over the world. Professor Poletayev 
begged you on his knees to leave him this statue, but you forced him to give it to 
 
                                                   
116 “[…] в том, что вы, ради приобретения спиртных напитков, брали со всех обращавшихся к вам по 
вашей должности преддомкомбеда жильцов взятки — преимущественно натурой, спиртом или 
ханжою. Ряд свидетелей показывает, что без взятки вы не выдавали ни одного документа.” In “Дело 





you under threat that otherwise you would inform the Cheka that the professor’s 
son, a former officer, defected to the Whites.117 
 
Furthermore, the prosecutor continues, “[i]n addition to a passion for alcohol, 
[Chubarev] was also subject to lusts of a different order, for the satisfaction of which 
[he] also did not stop committing crimes.”118 The prosecutor cites the example of two 
women Chubarev had asked to come live with him. When the first one refused, he 
evicted her, claiming that she was the daughter “of a rich priest”119. In the case of the 
second woman, he “refused to give her the food card that was legally required”120 and 
after four days of not eating she finally gave in. 
The prosecutor thus paints a portrait of a morally repulsive man who has abused 
his power for personal benefit to the greatest possible extent, and in his closing 
argument, he claims that the case is clear: 
 
When the triumphant Soviet power lifted him from the bottom to the top – from 
rags to riches [from dirt to prince], as the wonderful Russian proverb says, – he 
became a tyrant and oppressor for the houses dominated by him. He extorted 
money, things, alcohol, and he also extorted love! He was merciless! […] I am 
convinced, gentlemen of the jury, that you will not succumb to the pity you may 
be called upon from the defense bench. First of all, you are citizens and it is your 
duty to say: this man behaved vilely and criminally when ‘October’ elevated him 
from rags to riches and he deserves an exemplary punishment. 121 
 
                                                   
117 “Вы ходили по квартирам, обстановка которых была вам, по бывшему вашему состоянию в 
дворниках, более или менее известна, и отбирали у жильцов в свою пользу все, что вам нравилось: 
самовары, шубы, ковры, мебель. У известного путешественника, профессора археологии Полетаева, 
вы забрали понравившуюся вам статуетку Будды, не имевшую никакой ценности по материалу, из 
которого она была сделана, но представлявшую собой величайшую редкость, известную ученым 
всего мира. Профессор Полетаев на коленях умолял вас оставить ему эту статуетку, но вы заставили 
его отдать ее вам под угрозою, в противном случае, сообщить Чека о том, что сын профессора, 
бывший офицер, перебежал по вашим сведениям к белым.” Ibid. 
118 “Кроме страсти к спиртным напиткам, вам владели еще, Чубарев, и вожделения иного порядка, 
для удовлетворения которых вы тоже не останавливались перед преступлениями.” Ibid, p. 6. 
119 “[…] ‘попа – богатея’.” Ibid. 
120 “[…] отказались выдать полагавшуюся ей по закону продовольственную карточку […]”. Ibid. 
121 “Когда торжествующая советская власть вознесла его со дна на вершину — из грязи в князи, как 
говорить чудесная русская поговорка, — он стал тираном и душителем для подвластного ему 






The defense, in turn, claims that “a sense of revenge is generally a bad feeling and least 
of all representatives of the public conscience should be guided by this feeling”122, a 
remark similar to that made by Red commander Fyodorkov’s defense. Chubarev’s 
defense adds that “[t]he prosecutor is absolutely right”123 as the defendant indeed 
behaved badly. However, the defense points the finger at the authorities and asks the 
jury to “mercilessly punish those who clothed this pitiful, illiterate, drunk man with 
power! Chubarev was a blind and deaf instrument in the hands of hangmen and 
violators.”124 In a way similar to the case of Red commander Fyodorkov, the defense 
thus presents the defendant as the victim of the Soviet authorities and asks for his 
acquittal. Nevertheless, unlike the Red commander’s case in which the accused is 
considered a good person in a bad situation, IR’s readers do not adopt this reasoning, 
arguably because the details of his case testify to the fact that he is just as bad a person 
as his environment and circumstances. As a result, Chubarev is sentenced to forced 
labor for a limited period; the second sentence – forced labor for an unlimited period 
– receives 416 less votes. 
 
Same crime, different punishment 
Finally, the third ground for comparison is to look at similar crimes with different 
verdicts. The question here is: Which circumstances allow defendant A to get away 
with the same crime defendant B gets convicted for? When leaving aside the former 
head of the Moscow GPU – whose death sentence of course is predictable in an émigré 
context –, out of the remaining nine trials, five are (alleged) murder cases. Of those 
five, three result in acquittal and two in conviction. The rule of thumb here is that 
Soviet defendants are convicted and émigré defendants are acquitted.  
This suggests a certain sense of bias among IR’s readers, manifested in a tendency 
to believe or forgive fellow émigrés and not their Soviets counterparts. However, as 
the previously discussed cases already indicate, perhaps the most important criterion 
 
                                                   
[…] и я убежден, гг. присяжные заседатели, что вы не поддадитесь жалости, к которой вас может 
быть, будут призывать со скамьи защиты. Вы прежде всего граждане и ваш долг сказать: этот 
человек вел себя мерзко и преступно, когда ‘Октябрь’ возвел его из грязи в князи, и он заслуживает 
примерного наказания.” Ibid, p. 9. 
122 “[…] чувство мести вообще дурное чувство и меньше всего подобает руководствоваться этим 
чувством представителям общественной совести.” Ibid. 
123 “Прокурор совершенно прав.” Ibid. 
124 “[…] беспощадно карайте, — тех, кто облек этого жалкого, малограмотного, пьяного человека 




in judging these cases is the question of how innocent victim and perpetrator are. 
Particularly interesting in this light are two very similar murder cases with different 
verdicts. The first one is that of the émigré Vorontsov who has killed a Soviet official 
abroad, and the second case is one in which three (let us say for convenience) “pseudo-
Soviet” men kidnap and kill an émigré leader abroad.  
In the trial of the pseudo-Soviets, the defendants state that they  
 
do not plead guilty. We just obeyed the orders that Enrico [the fourth defendant 
who has committed suicide] passed on to us. Our business was to obey. This is 
the main rule of our party: the youngest obeys the eldest, without reasoning. The 
party is responsible for everything.125  
 
Furthermore, similar to the case of the Red commander, the defendants add that 
“[a]ccording to party discipline, one cannot refuse any assignment.”126 However, 
unlike Fyodorkov, who was mobilized for the Red Army, these defendants joined the 
party voluntarily. Hence, whereas this argument worked in favor of the Red 
commander, in the case of these three men party discipline is not accepted as a 
mitigating circumstance for the murder they committed, especially since there is no 
other proof of the defendants being morally good people. The defendants are 
sentenced to forced labor for a limited period; the second sentence receiving 487 votes 
less is forced labor for an unlimited period. 
Similarly in the trial of the émigré killing the head of a Soviet diplomatic mission, 
the accused indicates he does not regret his actions: 
 
I deeply regret that I had to complete the act I had planned on the territory of 
Sylvania, a country that has provided me and many Russian emigrants with wide 
hospitality. But this is the only thing I regret.127 
 
                                                   
125 “[…] мы виновными себя не признаем. Мы только исполняли приказания, которые нам передавал 
Энрико. Наше дело было повиноваться. Это главное правило нашей партии: младший повинуется 
старшему, не рассуждая. Партия отвечает за все.” In “Дело о похищении и убийстве ген. Мигуэля”. IR 
1931-3(296), p. 7. 
126 “По партийной дисциплине отказываться ни от какого поручения нельзя.” Ibid. 
127 “[…] я глубоко сожалею, что мне пришлось совершить задуманное мною дело на территории 
Сильвании, страны, оказавшей мне и многим русским эмигрантам широкое гостеприимство. Но это 






There are, however, two major mitigating circumstances around which the defense 
builds its case. First of all, there is the personal background of the defendant. One of 
the witnesses for the defense is lieutenant Bortsov, the defendant’s direct superior in 
Wrangel’s army in Crimea during the Civil War. He indicates that Vorontsov’s parents 
“were taken by the Bolsheviks in Kiev as hostages and were shot.”128 Although the 
death of the defendant’s parents is not further discussed, it can be argued that the 
defense aims at raising understanding for Vorontsov’s hatred for anything Soviet, and 
at the same time highlights Soviet amorality. The second mitigating circumstance the 
defense is playing at, is the culpability of the victim. A second witness for the defense, 
a former employee of the Soviet diplomatic mission, suggests that the victim was 
“organizing an explosion of the cathedral in Illyria, where hundreds of children and 
women would be together with the king and queen of Illyria.”129 As such, the defense 
not only highlights the culpability of the victim, it also suggests that by killing the head 
of the diplomatic mission, the defendant has prevented a disaster for the guest 
country, involving innocent women and children. Furthermore, the defense also 
indicates the culpability of the Soviet authorities in general and asks the jury to  
 
exonerate the Russian patriot who has committed a terrorist act on our territory, 
because the Soviet government commits such terrorist acts on our territory 
every day and every hour. The very presence of an agent of the world revolution 
in our capital, which essentially is the Soviet diplomatic representative, is a 
challenge to common sense and an eternal danger to our culture and our 
institutions.130  
 
Significantly, Vorontsov thus is described as a patriot committing terrorist act, instead 
of a terrorist tout court. Hence, exonerating Vorontsov, is a strong signal and an act of 
political resistance against Soviet authorities: 
 
                                                   
128 “Они были взяты большевиками в Киеве в качестве заложников и были расстреляны.” Ibid, p. 6. 
129 “[…] занимавшегося здесь организацией взрыва кафедрального собора в Иллирии, где должны 
были взлетать вместе с королем и королевой Иллирии сотни детей и женщины.” Ibid. 
130 “Вы должны оправдать русского патриота, совершившего террористический акт на нашей 
территории, потому, что советское правительство совершает такие террористические акты на 
нашей же территории ежедневно и ежечасно. Самое пребывание в нашей столице агента мировой 
революции, каким по существу является советский дипломатический представитель, есть вызов 






You have to justify Vorontsov and by this tell a gang of criminals who have 
settled in the Kremlin: enough blood! enough atrocities! Discard the masks, 
bandits and rapists! Do anything in your country if she wants to put up with you, 
but take your paws off of Sylvania and do not send them to us under the guise of 
diplomats, executioners and adventurers, whose only concern is to plunge our 
peaceful country into the chaos of revolution!131 
 
The defense thus averts attention from the defendant’s culpability by building a case 
around the culpability of the victim, and of the Soviet authorities in general, 
emphasizing how they are a threat to the entire community. 
Although both trials revolve around premeditated murder, carefully planned and 
executed, and as both defendants indicate they do not show any regret, the sentences 
are different and are arguably steered by the culpability question of both victim and 
perpetrator. When the oppressed kills his oppressor out of vengeance, it can be 
argued, this defendant thus appears to be considered as less distinctly guilty (or at 
least his crime is easier forgivable), than when a defendant who already has blood on 
his hands kills an innocent person. 
IR’s contest on criminal cases and the verdicts decided by readers, thus, allows for 
some general conclusions about the moral compass of the Russian interwar émigré 
community. In general, it is true that sympathy for fellow émigrés usually results in 
acquittal and this irrespective of the crime, whereas the hatred for anything Soviet by 
default leads to the conviction of Soviet defendants. There are, however, two 
exceptions to this rule, which suggests that there is room for either mitigating or 
aggravating circumstances. 
In fact, it can be argued there are two key questions steering the jury’s decision-
making process. First of all, how do the defendants treat those who are weaker? If they 
show mercy and/or come to help, this speaks to their advantage, while leaving the 
weaker to their fate (let alone abusing them) is a significant detriment to their case. 
Second, there is the question of whether the defendant can be considered a victim, 
and, vice-versa, whether the victim is entirely free from guilt himself. This allows for 
the conclusion that the way in which people interact with others – especially with 
 
                                                   
131 “Вы должны оправдать Воронцова и этим сказать шайке засевших в Кремле бандиты: довольно 
крови! довольно зверств! Сбросьте маски, бандиты и насильники! Делайте что угодно во вашей 
стране, если ей угодно вас терпеть, но уберите лапы прочь от Сильвании и не посылайте к нам, под 
видом дипломатов, палачей и авантюристов, единственною заботою которых является ввергнуть в 




those who are weaker – is a crucial factor in the decision-making process of IR’s 
readers. This is also a key value in their moral compass and fits well with the values IR 






Figures for 5.1.2 
 






















5.1.3 Communicating vessels 
Of all the Soviet faults which IR highlights and condemns the most, it is striking how 
three are precisely those aspects which IR puts forward as exemplary of the émigré 
community’s virtues: religion, the care for children, and arts. Hence, it can be argued 
that these elements function in IR as communicating vessels: by praising, for example, 
the émigré community’s care for the children, IR simultaneously denounces the 
reprehensible manner in which Soviet Russia treats its children. This chapter will take 
a closer look at the mechanism of communicating vessels in IR by analyzing IR’s 
coverage of Soviet religion, children and arts and comparing it to their function in IR’s 
portrayal of the émigré community. 
 
5.1.3.1 Orthodoxy 
As demonstrated in 2.1, IR emphasizes how in emigration the Russian Orthodox 
Church is alive and well in exile and is functioning, above all, as a meeting place and 
space of moral support instead of an institution. To a lesser extent, IR also highlights 
the émigré church’s other crucial function, i.e. the preservation of Russian Orthodox 
faith. To underline the necessity of preserving Russian Orthodoxy, IR frequently 
highlights its precarious condition in Soviet Russia. In numerous news items and 
photographs, IR reports on the latest developments on the “godless front”132, as it is 
called in official Soviet terminology. Remarkably, IR hardly prints longer journalist 
portraits providing analysis on this topic; its focus is on short items devoted to topical 
news. Furthermore, it should be noted that, once again, IR’s items are not really about 
religion as such, about rites and traditions, but about iconoclasm and the destruction 
of churches and church objects – i.e. cultural artefacts symbolizing the Orthodox 
Church as a crucial part of prerevolutionary Russian identity. 
IR’s news items show that the Bolsheviks’ battle against religion takes on many 
forms. Initially, as figure 234 illustrates, there is the requisition and sale of church 
valuables, which, according to IR, “gave rise to a category of merchants, sellers of 
church articles in Red Russia”133. However, IR indicates that this soon becomes 
insufficient for the Bolsheviks, who “[h]aving requisitioned everything that was 
 
                                                   
132 “На ‘безбожном фронте’”. In “В завоеванной России”. IR 1929-35(224), p. 11. 
133 “[…] породила в красной России категорию купцов, сбытчиков церковной утвари.” In “Распродажа 





possible from church valuables, proceeded to the requisition of church premises.”134 
IR illustrates this with a picture (figure 235) of a Kievan church turned into a workers’ 
club. IR highlights the Bolsheviks iconoclasm, indicating that they desacralize the 
church by “placing a scene in the place of the altar” and “[i]nstead of a cross, a red flag 
is unfolding on the dome.”135 
The conversion of churches and monasteries into workers’ clubs and atheist 
museums becomes a frequent topic in IR’s coverage of the Soviet war on religion. In 
1928, IR prints a picture of the Strastnoy monastery, whose “turn has now also 
come”136 to be converted into an atheist museum (figure 236). In the caption, IR cites 
the Soviet press, which indicates that  
 
[t]he central soviet of the atheists has gathered a large number of exhibits in the 
premises of the Cathedral of the Strastnoy monastery for the newly opened 
museum of the atheists. The building is being repaired in a hurry – church 
paintings are painted over and the buildings are given a civilian look.137 
 
As such, IR concludes, another “monument of Russian church art perish[es] in the 
eleventh year of the existence of the ‘enlightened’ power.”138 This last part is a clear 
expression of IR’s disdain for the Soviet authorities, who believe they are enlightened, 
while in fact they do nothing but destroying culture. Again, IR talks about the church 
in light of its value as a cultural artefact, instead of (solely) as a religious place. Also 
note the use of the word “perish” (gibnut), almost suggesting that the chapel is a living 
being instead of a building. What is more, it can be argued that the word “perish” not 
only indicates the factual destruction of this chapel, but is in fact imbued with the 
whole tragedy of the destruction of prerevolutionary Russian culture. As such, It is a 
word which IR often uses in its items on this topic. A few issues later, IR reports that 
 
                                                   
134 “Реквизировав все, что можно было из церковных ценностей, большевики приступили к 
реквизиции церковных помещений.” In “Борьба с религией”. IR 1925-10(19), p. 10. 
135 “На месте алтаря установлена сцена. На куполе вместо креста развивается красный флаг.” Ibid. 
136 “Теперь наступил и его черед.” In “Страстной монастырь под музей безбожников”. IR 1928-
43(180), p. 11. 
137 “[…] центральный совет безбожников собрал в помещении собора Страстного монастыря 
большое количество экспонатов для вновь открываемого музея безбожников. Спешно 
производится ремонт здания — церковная живопись закрашивается и помещениями придается 
гражданский вид.” Ibid. 
138 “[…] памятника русского церковного искусства, гибнущего на одиннадцатом году существования 





the church bell of the Strastony monastery “was sent to the mint for smelting”139 
(figure 237). 
Furthermore, IR prints a picture of the “highly venerated ancient monastery”140 in 
Tver which is turned into a cinema, showing the inscription “Cinema Labor” (Kino 
Trud) in large letters above the monastery’s entrance (figure 238). The Znamensky 
monastery in Moscow is now used as a knitwear factory, which, according to IR, is a 
“new blasphemy with which the Bolsheviks marked the anniversary of the October 
Revolution”.141 The accompanying picture shows the new look of the cathedral where 
“[o]n the domes, instead of crosses, there is a five-pointed star and red flag”142 (figure 
239), another clear testimony of Soviet iconoclasm.  
The ultimate manifestation of Soviet iconoclasm in IR arguably is a 1930 
photograph entitled “Blasphemous shooting” (figure 240). In the caption, IR indicates 
that 
 
[i]n an effort to insult and humiliate religion in the eyes of the population with 
all their might, the Bolsheviks came up with the following hooligan trick: in 
Komsomol clubs, images of saints, icons and caricatures serve as targets for 
shooting practice.143 
 
The photograph depicts an instructor counting the points on a target amid caricatures 
of saints and priests. The use of the word “blasphemous” (koshunstvenny) is 
indicative of IR’s utmost disapproval of the mockery and disrespect with which the 
Bolshevists treat Orthodox culture. 
Additionally, IR illustrates that the Bolsheviks not only requisition church premises 
to turn into clubs and museums, but also demolish numerous churches and 
monasteries. In 1930, for example, IR prints a picture of the Simonov monastery, “one 
 
                                                   
139 “[…] отправлен на монетный двор для переливки.” In “Страстной монастырь – под клуб 
безбожников”. IR 1928-51(188), p. 10. 
140 “Высокочтимый старинный монастырь […]”. In “Кинематогра в монастыре”. IR 1929-18(207), p. 
13. 
141 “День годовщины Октября большевики ознаменовали новым кощунством […]”. In “Храм под 
фабрику”. IR 1929-51(240), p. 2. 
142 “На куполах вместо крестов — пятиконечная звезда и красные флаги.” Ibid. 
143 “Стремясь всеми силами оскорбить и унизить религию в глазах населения, большевики 
додумались до следующей хулиганской выходки: в комсомольских клубах мишенью для учебной 
стрельбы служат изображения святых, образа и карикатуры.” In “Кощунственная стрельба”. IR 1930-





of the most beautiful ones in Moscow”144, which has been destroyed by the “Soviet 
vandals” (as the title emphasizes) on the anniversary of Lenin’s death. In one sentence, 
IR outlines the significance of the monastery, providing a few (historical) details: 
“Built in 1370, it burned down during the Patriotic War [in 1812] and was restored in 
the 30s, a century ago.” Again, the demolition of the Simonov monastery is not only a 
destruction of Orthodox patrimony, more importantly still, it is a piece of Russian 
history which is being erased by the Bolsheviks. Before blowing up the monastery with 
dynamite, however, IR indicates, the “church equipment was plundered.”145 To 
illustrate this, IR includes pictures of Red Army men carrying icons, statues etc. out of 
the cathedral. 
Another example in IR of Soviet destructiveness is the demolition of the Iberian 
chapel in Moscow. In 1926, IR prints a picture of the chapel on its cover, showing the 
new inscription “Religion is the opium of the people” which the Soviet authorities 
placed in order to turn people away from religion (figure 241). However, IR posits, the 
anti-religious slogan does not achieve the desired effect as “among the people, the 
highly esteemed chapel […], as before, attracts crowds of worshipers.”146 A more 
befitting slogan, according to IR (judging from the cover title), would thus be “The lie 
is the opium of the people.”147 Three years later, in a news item entitled “Unnecessary 
barbarism”, IR reports how the Bolsheviks have switched to a higher gear by 
demolishing the “old, highly esteemed chapel of the Iveron Mother of God”148 (figure 
242). The official Soviet motivation, i.e. responding to “the needs of the ever-
increasing street traffic in Moscow”149, according to IR, is not only a banal excuse, but, 
above all, is a blatant lie: 
 
But for every Muscovite who knows the location of this chapel, which stands at 
the wall between the two spans of the Iberian Gate, it is completely obvious that 
this was not the reason for her ruin. In order to really make way for traffic 
 
                                                   
144 “[…] один из красивейших в Москве.” In “Советские вандалы”. IR 1930-9(250), p. 5. 
145 “Утварь же была разграблена.” Ibid. 
146 “[…] высоко чтимая в народе часовня, […], попрежнему привлекает толпы молящихся.” IR 1926-
38(71), cover. 
147 “Ложь – опиум для народа.” Ibid. 
148 “[…] старинная высокочтимая часовня Иверской Божьей Матери.” In “Ненужное варварство”. IR 
1929-33(222), p. 11. 





between Tverskaya Street and the Red Square, it would be necessary to 
demolish not only the chapel, but also the entire Iberian Gate.150 
 
IR again uses the word “ruin” (gibel) to emphasize the tragedy of the chapel’s 
destruction. Furthermore, as IR argues, traffic was not so much hindered by the chapel 
itself, but by its enormous popularity, even despite the Bolsheviks’ tireless efforts to 
do away with religion: 
 
Obviously, this notorious street traffic was constrained not so much by the 
chapel itself as by the crowds of worshipers who constantly surrounded it, 
despite the rabid persecution by the Bolsheviks of everything relating to 
religion, or the constant manifestations of the atheists or Marx’s dictum placed 
against the chapel in the place of the removed icon, on the wall of the City Duma: 
‘Religion is opium for the people.’ Apparently, the fight against this ‘opium’ was 
the main reason for the demolition of the chapel. 151 
 
According to IR, the demolition of the chapel thus is an “unnecessary barbarism”. But 
even more so, IR highlights that it was a desperate act of the Bolsheviks as they were 
losing the war on religion. This is also highlighted, IR states, by the way they executed 
the destruction: “in the way of thieves, at night”152. By exposing the lies of the Soviet 
authorities, as well as calling them barbarians who cowardly operate like thieves in 
the night, IR thus emphasizes the Bolsheviks’ lack of morality and denounces their new 
move in the war against religion and, hence, against prerevolutionary Russian 
patrimony. 
 
                                                   
150 “Но для всякого москвича знающего месторасположение этой часовни, стоящей в простенке 
между двумя пролетами Иверских ворот совершенно очевидно, что не это было истиной причиной 
ее гибели. Для того, чтобы действительно освободить место для движения между Тверской улицей 
и Красной площадью, нужно было бы снести не только часовню, но и все Иверские ворота.” Ibid. 
151 “Очевидно это пресловутое уличное движение стесняла не столько самая часовня, сколько толпы 
молящихся, постоянно окружающих ее, несмотря ни на бешенное преследование большевиками 
всего относящегося к религии, ни на постоянные манифестации безбожников ни на Марксово 
изречение, помещенное против часовни на месте снятой иконы, на стене Городской Думы: ‘Религия 
опиум для народа’. Повидимому борьба с этим ‘опиумом’ и была главной причиной сноса часовни. 
Несомненно также и то, что судя по обстановке в которой произошел этот снос, — воровским 
способом, ночью, — борьба эта для большевиков необходима и чаще кончается поражением, чем 
торжеством.” Ibid. 





Another item in IR that unmistakably highlights Soviet authorities’ amorality is the 
destruction of a “defenseless women’s monastery”153 in Menzelinsk, which the Soviet 
authorities have “declared the stronghold of the counter-revolution.”154 IR emphasizes 
the absurdity of the accusation by disclosing which “forbidden items”155 were 
discovered during the search: 
 
in addition to all kinds of reserves (also considered a sign of sedition in Russia), 
the most ‘terrible’ things were, of course, the portraits of Aleksandr III and 
Empress Maria Fyodorovna, stored in the abbess’s cell.156 
 
The ‘proof’ of the monastery’s counter-revolutionary activities, IR indicates, were thus 
food supplies and the portraits of members of the Tsarist family. To top it all off, IR 
accompanies the news item of the Bolsheviks’ “new ‘victory’”157 with pictures (figure 
243) of the mother superior and her assistant, two harmless-looking women who 
were arrested and put on trial.  
Other news items in IR also focus on the active prosecution of clergymen accused 
of so-called counter-revolutionary activities. In 1928, for example, IR prints two 
pictures of the trial of prelate Teofil Skalsky, “the former head priest of the catholic 
church of St. Aleksandr in Kiev and at the same time the apostolic vicar”158 who stands 
accused of “providing all kinds of assistance to the counter-revolutionaries, giving 
shelter to illegal immigrants from Poland, catholic priests and intellectuals. In the 
Zhytomyr diocese, where he was a vicar, priests conducted fierce anti-Soviet 
agitation.”159 However, according to IR, “the main crime of the Catholic priest was his 
ever-increasing influence among the religiously minded peasants of the Western 
 
                                                   
153 “[…] беззащитного женского монастыря […]” In “В завоеванной России”. IR 1929-35(224), p. 11. 
154 “[…] объявленного оплотом контр-революции.” Ibid. 
155 “[…] запретных вещей […]”. Ibid. 
156 “[…] кроме всякого рола запасов (также считающихся в России признаком крамолы самыми 
‘страшными’ оказались, конечно портреты Александра III-го и Императрицы Марии Федоровны, 
хранившиеся в келье игумении.” Ibid. 
157 “[…] новая ‘победа’ […]”. Ibid. 
158 “[…] бывшего настоятеля костела св. Александра в Киеве и одновременно апостольского викария 
[…]”. In “Дело ксендза Скалского”. IR 1928-11(148), p. 8. 
159 “[…] оказывал всяческое содействие контр-революционерам, давал приют у себя нелегально 
приезжающим из Польши ксендзам и представителям интеллигенции. В житомирской епархии, где 





outskirts of Russia.”160 Skalsky was ultimately sentenced to ten years in prison – a 
relatively mild sentence compared to the “similar processes of Bishop Peplyak and 
Prelate Butkevich” IR mentions, “who were sentenced to death and executed.”161 IR 
did not previously mention these bishops’ cases, but most likely refers to their trials 
to highlight both the recurrence of such trials in Soviet Russia and the usually severe 
punishments the defendants get. 
A year later, IR prints a picture and short accompanying text of the process of a 
monk named Chekhun. This time the defendant is not accused of counter-
revolutionary activities, but of “the murder of a certain Baryshnikova, who, according 
to the prosecution, was his mistress.”162 Nevertheless, IR indicates, this murder case 
above all revolves around the Soviet war against any kind of religion, including 
Catholicism. Not only are “[t]he Bolshevik newspapers full of details of this high-
profile case”, but “[t]he Soviet press of course try to use this case for the anti-religious 
campaign”163 and, also inside the courtroom, an anti-religious campaign is waged:  
 
From time to time, the chairman and the prosecutor insert remarks, which show 
that the judges are more interested in making an ‘anti-religious’ impression on 
the masses than in finding out the true perpetrators of the murder.”164 
 
IR thus indicates how in this case there is absolutely no question of fair jurisdiction. 
The only thing the court seems occupied with, is depicting this priest who is (falsely, 
according to IR) accused of murder as a figurehead of the religion that needs to be 
fought. 
Furthermore, IR prints numerous pictures, accompanied by captions bearing 
critical remarks, of the various atheist and antireligious propaganda campaigns in 
Soviet Russia. Following the 1926 atheist congress, for example, IR indicates that the 
 
                                                   
160 “Фактически главным преступлением католического священника было все возрастающее 
влияние его среди религиозно настроенных крестьян западной окраины России.” Ibid. 
161 “[…] подобного рода процессами епископа Пепляка и прелата Буткевича, приговоренного к 
смертной казни и расстрелянного.” Ibid. 
162 “[…] обвинявшегося в убийстве некоей Барышниковой, бывшей по утверждению обвинений, его 
любовницей.” In “Монах-убийца”. IR 1929-50(239), p. 7. 
163 “Большевистские газеты полны подробностями этого громкого дела. Советская печать, 
естественно старается использовать это дело для анти-религиозной кампании.” Ibid. 
164 “Время от времени председатель и прокурор вставляют свои реплики, из которых видно, что 
судьи больше стараются произвести ‘антирелигиозное’ впечатление на массы, чем выяснить 





decision was made to organize anti-religious lectures in the countryside. However, IR 
adds, “lecturers prefer to engage in their ‘educational’ work, using the radio, without 
leaving their place”165 – arguably portraying them as lazy, rather than inventive. And 
whenever they do leave their place, IR highlights, agitators visit factories and “force 
workers who are being driven together to sing ‘atheist’ songs in choir, the text of which 
is depicted on a poster”166 as figure 244 illustrates. The fact that the text is depicted 
on the poster suggests that the workers do not know these songs, and, hence, that the 
atheist culture thus above all is forced upon them by the Soviet authorities. 
IR appears less laconic when it comes to new Soviet propaganda posters against 
religion. IR discusses three of these posters in an article entitled “Antireligious lubok”, 
referring to woodcuts or engravings in popular Russian folk art. These posters, also 
printed in the article (figure 245), are, according to IR, composed “in extremely rude 
tones” and “designed to influence the imagination of the masses”.167 The first one 
depicts Nadezhda Krupskaya “writing a manifesto ‘for the people of Asia’”168, who are 
shown in the background. Furthermore, IR indicates ironically, “[t]he lubok figure of 
Lenin overshadows this wonderful picture.”169 IR seems especially offended by the 
second and third posters, which “ridicule the idea of paradise in the eyes of believers 
as an otherworldly reward for an honest and virtuous life, for earthly suffering.”170 The 
second one shows representatives of various religions at the graves of their God, while 
the third one shows maps of different heavens “in farcical tones”171. In contrast to 
these heavens, IR ironically remarks, “[t]he painstaking artist, to the best of his 
abilities, placed in front of these maps a figure of the proletariat, who, apparently, has 
no entrance to the ‘bourgeois’ paradise”172. However, IR adds, this is not a problem, as 
“this miserable figure symbolizes the best possible communist paradise.”173 IR’s 
 
                                                   
165 “Однако лекторы предпочитают заниматься своей ‘просветительной ‘ работой, при помощи 
радио, не выезжая на места.” In “Антирелигиозная пропаганда по радио”. IR 1926-46(79), p. 6. 
166 “[…] заставляют согнанных рабочих распевать хором ‘безбожные’ песни, текст которых 
изображен на плакате.” In “’Безбожные’ частушки”. IR 1930-34(275), p. 2. 
167 “Плакаты, предназначенные для воздействия на вооображение масс, составлены, по-прежнему, 
в исключительно грубых тонах.” In “Антирелигиозный лубок”. IR 1930-15(256), p. 9. 
168 “Крупская пишет манифест ‘народам Азии’.” Ibid. 
169 “Лубочная фигура Ленина осеняет эту замечательную картину.” Ibid. 
170 “[…] высмеять в глазах верующих идею рая, как потусторонней награды за честную и 
добродетельную жизнь, за здешние страдания.” Ibid. 
171 “[…] в балаганных тонах […]”. Ibid. 
172 “Не в меру старательный художник поместил перед этими планами фигуру пролетария, который, 
повидимому, входа в ‘буржуазный’ рай не имеет […]”. Ibid. 





cynical tone thus reveals that it does not consider this communist paradise a worthy 
alternative to heaven. 
Furthermore, as IR also indicates in the article, the topic of antireligious 
propaganda also demonstrates the Soviet mendacity vis-à-vis Western countries. 
Although the Soviet authorities “so eagerly report abroad” on the “softening of anti-
religious propaganda”174, this softening is not noticeable in Soviet newspapers and 
magazines. Instead, IR claims, these posters illustrate how “the rudeness of tone in 
relation to religion and its ministers has been further strengthened; the insults with 
which believers are showered have reached extreme limits.”175 In order to not 
provoke “a strong reaction in Europe against the persecution of faith in Sovdepiya – 
perhaps even a real crusade of the civilized world”176, IR continues, the Soviet 
authorities decide “as usual, to throw dust in the eyes of Europe, reporting a relaxation 
of persecution; in fact, the evil deed continues.”177 It is clear that this statement marks 
IR’s disapproval of the amorality and lies of the Soviet authorities. But perhaps it can 
also be read as a reproach to the European countries, the “civilized world” who lets 
these Soviet misdeeds slide too easily. Hence, IR hopes that the “public opinion of 
Europe […] will not accept this gross deception and will protest to the end.”178 
Additionally, many pictures in IR show how the Soviet authorities have transformed 
church holidays into atheist alternatives, with “[t]errible decrees pasted at all 
intersections, prohibiting the sale of Christmas trees and in general all kinds of 
subversive celebrations of Orthodox Christmas”179 (figure 246). Nevertheless, 
according to IR the Soviet people does not seem to obey these restrictions. In 1927 IR 
publishes four pictures of Christmas time in Moscow, one of which demonstrates how 
“[d]espite all the prohibitive decrees, during Christmas time on the streets of Moscow 
 
                                                   
174 “[…] смягчения антирелигиозной пропаганды, о которой советская власть с такой охотой 
сообщает заграницей […]” Ibid. 
175 “[…] грубость тона по отношению к религии и ее служителям еще больше усилилась, 
оскорбления, которыми осыпаются верующие, дошли до крайних пределов...” Ibid. 
176 “[…] вызвать в Европе сильную реакцию против гонений на веру в Совдепии — возможно, даже 
настоящий крестовый поход цивилизованного мира.” Ibid. 
177 “[…] в действительности, злое дело продолжается.” Ibid. 
178 “[…] общественное мнение Европы […] не пойдет на этот грубый обман и доведет свой протест 
до конца.” Ibid. 
179 “На всех перекрестках были расклеены грозные декреты, воспрещающие продажу елок и вообще 
всяческие проявления крамольного празднования православного Рождества.” In “Красные Святки”. 





there was a lively trade of ‘counter-revolutionary’ Christmas trees”180 (figure 247). 
Nothing has changed in 1929, IR underlines, as 
 
life in Moscow went on as usual, and no decrees, no Komsomol demonstrations, 
no tricks of the ‘apparatus’ could erase from Moscow's daily life all that usually 
accompanies the celebration of Christmas time. As before, Christmas trees were 
sold in the squares, in all houses — and at the bourgeois NEP-man, and at the 
‘aristocrat who slipped through the net of the Bolsheviks’ and even at the 
‘revolutionary’ worker — there was a decorated Christmas tree, a festive table 
was set up and they celebrated the ‘winter holiday’, as the Bolsheviks christened 
Christmas.181  
 
IR thus emphasizes the fact that the Soviet attacks on religion do not really affect 
Christmas, as the people – even communists such as revolutionary workers and NEP-
men, although the communist zeal of the latter perhaps is questionable – continue 
their prerevolutionary habits and keep on celebrating Christmas, albeit under the new 
name of ‘winter holiday’. 
In the same vein, IR indicates in its news items, Easter is now also celebrated “under 
a pseudonym” in Soviet Russia, i.e. ‘spring holiday’ (figure 248). What is more, as 
figures 249-250 show, the churches are full on Easter Day in Soviet Russia. In a collage 
of three pictures with captions and a short accompanying text, IR indicates what Great 
Lent looks like in Soviet Russia in 1930. One of the pictures shows four members of 
the synod, all of which “enjoy the patronage of the Soviet authorities”. As mentioned 
earlier when discussing Metropolitan Yevlogy’s New Year’s message, Orthodoxy in 
Russia has been transformed into the “Living Church” under Bolshevik governance. 
However, according to IR, the head of the Living Church, Metropolitan Vvedensky, “is 
 
                                                   
180 “Несмотря на все запретительные декреты, во время святок на улицах Москвы шла бойкая 
торговля "контр-революционными" елками.” In “Рождество в Советской России”. IR 1927-4(89), p. 7. 
181 “А между тем, как это чрезвычайно характерно подчеркивают только что полученные нами 
снимки, жизнь в Москве шла своим чередом, и никакие декреты, никакие комсомольские 
демонстрации, никакие ухищрения ‘аппарата’ не могли вытравить из жизни Москвы всего того, что 
обычно сопровождает празднования святок. Так же как и раньше, на площадях шла торговля 
елками, во всех домах, — и у буржуя нэпмана, и у ‘недорезанного аристократа’ и даже у 
‘революционного’ рабочего, — стояла разукрашенная елка, был накрыт праздничный стол и 
праздновался ‘зимний праздник’, как окрестили Рождество большевики.” In “Комсомольское 





recognized officially only by the leading circles of Soviet authorities”182 and not by the 
Soviet people. Unfortunately, IR indicates, as “believers are deprived of the 
opportunity to attend the now closed churches” in order to celebrate Easter they have 
no other option but to “rush in hundreds to the Cathedral of Christ the Savior, which 
the Bolsheviks gave to the zhivotserkovniki”183. Nevertheless, the other two pictures in 
this item – depicting a funeral “according to the church rite with open coffin” and a 
man restoring an icon – according to IR, “indicate that religious sentiment among the 
people is alive, looking for a way out and stubbornly resisting the savage persecution 
of the Soviet government.”184 This news undoubtedly is encouraging to IR’s readers, 
as it shows the resilience of the Soviet people and suggests that religion is not dead in 
Soviet Russia, at least not among the people. This is an important message when it 
comes to the hope of once returning to a freed Russia. 
IR’s coverage of religion in Soviet Russia to a large extent revolves around the 
destruction of cultural artefacts which symbolize Orthodoxy as a significant part of 
prerevolutionary Russian culture. IR vehemently condemns Soviet destructiveness 
and iconoclasm, testified to by IR’s vocabulary, which includes many unmistakable 
terms such as “hooliganism” (khuliganstvo), “barbarism” (varvarstvo), “sacrilege” 
(koshunstvo), and “vandals” (vandaly). Only rarely does IR talk about religion as such, 
this by means of small remarks on the “Living Church” or on the way in which church 
holidays are celebrated in Soviet Russia. Nevertheless, IR also offers a glimmer of hope 
by indicating that the transformation of Russian Orthodoxy is a top-down change, 
imposed by the authorities, and that the common people do not go along, but continue 
celebrating Christmas and Easter according to the old ways. As such, it can be argued, 
IR conveys to its readers that (the spirit of) Orthodoxy is not dead in Soviet Russia. 
 
5.1.3.2 Children 
Children are a very significant topic in IR; this applies to both émigré and Soviet 
children. As demonstrated in chapter 3, émigré children are a major concern in the 
Russian interwar émigré community. Both the complex legal émigré status and the 
hard life in exile make children a very vulnerable group. Therefore, the community 
tries to make sure the children’s material needs are met by providing them with food 
 
                                                   
182 “[…] церковный авторитет митр. Введенского признается только официально, в руководящих 
кругах советвских власти […]”. In “В России, в дни Великого Поста”. IR 1930-18(259), p. 5.  
183 “[…] верующие, лишенные возможности посещать ныне закрытые церкви, сотнями 
устремляются в храм Христа-Спасителя, который большевики отдали живоцерковникам.” Ibid. 
184 “[…] свидетельствуют о том, что религиозные настроения в народе живы, ищут для себя выхода 




and a roof above their heads. Furthermore, as émigré children are considered the 
future of Russia, they are also looked after on an immaterial level – i.e. by educating 
them, and teaching them Russian culture and values. IR actively emphasizes both 
aspects of émigré children’s care.  
Hence, all the bigger is the contrast with children in Soviet Russia and the way in 
which the authorities (fail to) care for them, at least as portrayed in IR’s coverage. Just 
as with the émigré children, IR frequently reports on Soviet children in its news items 
and photographs, as well as in a few longer journalist portraits. In those items, IR 
systematically highlights the dreadful state of Soviet on both material and moral 
levels. In a 1929 item, for example, IR suggests that there are but two types of Soviet 
children. Under the general title “Children in Soviet Russia”, IR prints two pictures 
with a short caption (figure 251): one of ‘besprizornye’ children (homeless orphans), 
and one of ‘podnazornye’ children (those under strict Party supervision, i.e. the 
members of the Pioneer Organization and the Komsomol). These two groups are also 
at the heart of IR’s overall coverage of Soviet children. Judging from the harrowing 
images IR paints, the magazine seems to suggest that it is hard to tell which group of 
Soviet children is worse off. 
 
Besprizornost 
IR actively portrays how many Soviet children live in terrible circumstances. A 
phenomenon indicative of these circumstances is besprizornost, a word that is difficult 
to translate, but literally means “without supervision” and refers to the many 
homeless and/or orphaned and, hence, unsupervised children. According to IR, 
besprizornost is a 
 
terrible legacy of the civil war, [which] still occupies a prominent place in 
modern Russian life. No matter how the Bolsheviks shouted about their struggle 
against this evil, the number of besprizornye is still very large and they often 
cause the population a lot of trouble.185  
 
 
                                                   
185 “’Беспризорность’, — это страшное наследие гражданской войны, все еще занимает видное место 
в современной русской жизни. Как-бы ни кричали большевики о своей борьбе с этим злом, 
количество беспрпзорных все еще очень велико и часто они причиняют много неприятностей 





In its very first issue, IR devotes not only the cover but also a two-page spread to 
pictures of besprizornye on the outskirts of Moscow (figure 252). These pictures show 
children dressed in rags fighting, smoking, begging on the streets, sleeping in an 
abandoned shed, or appearing in juvenile court. Additionally, these pages also include 
pictures of the so-called podnazornye children in communist clubs where they raise 
the red flag, or organize “a lottery in favor of the children… of German workers”186, as 
IR laconically puts it. As IR highlights, Soviet children are thus forced to take care of 
foreign workers, while no one seems to take care of them or their families. Over the 
years, IR develops this same image of Russian besprizornye children in numerous 
pictures and articles illustrating “the conditions of terrible poverty these ‘children of 
the street’ are in.”187 These pictures – occasionally also printed on the cover – show 
children with dirty faces, barefoot and dressed in rags, sleeping on the streets (figures 
253-254). And if all this were not enough, IR indicates in a 1926 that “these 
unfortunate children often become alcohol and cocaine addicts from an early age.”188 
As a result, in Moscow there now is a “special hospital for child-addicts”189, which is 
also depicted in two pictures (figure 255).  
The image of besprizorniki is all the more painful during Christmas times, especially 
in contrast with the pictures of happy émigré children that IR prints during the Holiday 
season. In the 1928 New Year’s issue, for example, under the title “On Christmas Eve”, 
IR publishes a series of homeless orphans in Moscow (figure 256). In an almost neutral 
manner, the caption indicates what is shown on each picture: children sleeping on the 
floor, begging on the streets, whiling the night away by smoking or sitting together in 
an asphalt boiler – “their favorite refuge”190. However, the combination of the poor 
children and the title indicating that the pictures are taken on Christmas Eve, as well 
as the contrast with the pictures of happy émigré children celebrating Christmas in 
those issues (cf. 4.2.2), of course is an implicit, yet clear, denouncement of the current 
situation in Soviet Russia.  
On the cover of a 1926 issue, IR claims that “[g]rowing up without a family, without 
a home, like little animals, these unfortunate children are the tragedy of today and 
 
                                                   
186 “[…] лотерея в пользу детей... германских рабочих.” In “На задворках Москвы”. IR 1924-1(1), p. 11. 
187 “[…] условиях какой ужасной нищеты находятся эти ‘дети улицы’.” In “Беспризорные дети в Сов. 
России”. IR 1926-5(38), p. 6. 
188 “[…] эти несчастные дети с самого раннего возраста нередко становятся алкоголиками и 
кокаинистами.” In “Дети-кокаинисты”. IR 1926-47(80), p. 5. 
189 “[…] специальную лечебницу для детей-наркоманов.” Ibid. 





perhaps the storm of tomorrow”191 (figure 257). This statement reflects IR’s strong 
moral condemnation of a nation that does not look after its children, as the émigré 
community does so dutifully. What is more, IR indicates that the children who grow 
up today completely abandoned – and hence, without a system of values – are a 
potential threat for tomorrow. Whereas IR systematically presents émigré children as 
the salvation of Russia, it thus portrays Soviet children as Russia’s (potential) 
downfall. It is interesting that here IR uses the words ‘tragedy’ (tragediya) and ‘storm’ 
(groza) – the same words it uses when discussing the Revolution and its horrors, such 
as when commemorating the murder of the Tsarist Family two years later. As such, it 
can be argued, IR not only strongly condemns the topic of besprizornost, it also sees a 
major threat in it, which could potentially be just as harmful to Russia as the 
Revolution has proved to be. 
In 1930 IR prints the two-part journalist portrait “From the life of the besprizorniki” 
by Soviet writer Vyacheslav Shishkov. In the editorial introduction to the article, IR 
states that Shishkov “has sketched a terrible picture of the brutal existence of these 
unfortunate children”192; as such, “by its visual power and lifelike truth, the ‘scenes 
from the life of the homeless’ undoubtedly belong to the most outstanding works of 
Soviet literature.”193 However, IR continues, being a Soviet writer, Shishkov  
 
could not escape the usual duty for all bonded Soviet writers – the ‘social order’. 
His pictures from life are interspersed with campaigning interludes aimed at 
proving the complete innocence of the Soviet regime in the phenomenon of 
besprizornye children.194  
 
As such, IR claims, it has decided to intervene in Shishkov’s text by “free[ing] the 
material from this ballast, under which sometimes highly interesting scenes and 
 
                                                   
191 “Растущие без семьи, без дому, как маленькие зверьки, эти несчастные дети представляют собою 
трагедию сегодняшнего и, быть может, грозу завтрашнего дня.” In “Голодные, бездомные...” IR 1928-
28(165), cover. 
192 “[…] набросал жуткую картину звериного существования этих несчастных детей […]”. In “Из 
жизни беспризорных”. IR 1930-35(276), p. 9. 
193 “По изобразительной силе своей и жизненной правде, ‘сцены из быта беспризорных’ 
принадлежать несомненно, к наиболее выдающимся произведениям советской литературы.” Ibid. 
194 “[…] не мог избежать обычной для всех подневольных советских писателей повинности — 
‘социального заказа’. Его снимки с натуры пересыпаны агитационными интермедиями, имеющими 





episodes were buried.”195 Similar to the Soviet judicial articles, IR believes that, despite 
the propagandistic interventions, Shiskov’s portrait is extremely valuable as it paints 
a true – read: negative – image of Soviet life. The article discusses how the 
besprizorniki live in “some kind of commune [w]here its own laws, customs, and even 
the special moral of forced labor reign”196 and describes some of the petty crimes they 
commit, as well as fights with rival groups. 
Only four issues later, IR prints a new journalist portrait on the topic of 
besprizornost, this time by German journalist Wilhelm Müller. In the introduction, IR 
states that “[a] foreigner, unfamiliar with the current Russian reality, perceives the life 
and customs of the homeless even more sharply than the Soviet writer, who was 
immunized by life itself against excessive sensibility...”197 Müller indeed paints a grim 
picture of these children, “unfortunates [who] were separated from their family by the 
Civil War and famine: they are left to their own devices, deprived of any caretaking, 
and live as they can.” 198 For clothes, Müller posits, they wear “bags with holes for the 
arms and head, and in the best case, rags, which the last beggar in the West would 
refuse.” 199 Furthermore, the besprizorniki generally have a strong link with the 
criminal milieu:  
 
Some of them were born in prison, grew up with prisoners and do not know that 
there is a language other than that of thieves. From there they took away a 
peculiar sense of discipline, which makes them submit themselves blindly to 
their chieftain.200  
 
 
                                                   
195 “[…] освободить материaл от этого балласта, под которым оказываются порою погребенными 
высоко интересные сцены и эпизоды.” Ibid. 
196 “Колония беспризорных детей живет на заброшенной барже, организовавшись в своеобразную 
коммуну: здесь царят свои собственные законы, нравы, и даже особая каторжная мораль.” Ibid. 
197 “Иностранец, незнакомый с нынешней русской действительностью, воспринимает быт и нравы 
беспризорных еще более остро, нежели советский, писатель, самой жизнью иммунизированный 
против излишней впечатлительности...” In “Беспризорные”. IR 1930-40(281), p. 10. 
198 “Этих несчастных оторвала от семьи гражданская война и голод: они предоставлены, сами себе, 
лишены каких-бы то ни было забот и живут, как и чем могут.” Ibid. 
199 “Одежду их составляют мешки с дырами для рук и головы, а в лучшем случае — отрепья, от 
которых отказался бы последний нищий на Западе.” Ibid. 
200 “Некоторые из них родились в тюрьме, выросли вместе с арестантами и не знают, что существует 
другой язык, кроме воровского. Оттуда же они вынесли своеобразное чувство дисциплины, которое 





What is more, Müller continues, “[q]uite often, these young children serve as agents of 
communication between the underworld and prisoners in custody. If you want to 
transfer some important message, a note or an item from prison to prison, one of these 
children commits a petty theft in front of a policeman.”201 As a result, these children 
wind up in the criminal circuit; IR’s message, therefore, is that the besprizorniki are a 
future threat.  
IR also frequently reports on the criminal activities of these besprizorniki and calls 
them, unequivocally, “the scourge and shame of Soviet Russia”202. IR prints pictures of 
children detained and questioned at the police station (figures 258-260) and shows 
how Soviet authorities (try to) deal with the problem of besprizornost. In the 1931 
journalist portrait “Children of the street”, for example, German journalist Arthur 
Rundt talks about his visit to a correctional facility or “commune of besprizorniki”. His 
article, above all, highlights the absence of morality among the besprizorniki. 
According to the head of the institution  
 
[y]ou cannot imagine […] how disfigured the consciousness of these children is, 
as if in a different world. They have absolutely no idea of good and evil, of the 
law, of the permitted and the unlawful.203  
 
For IR, it can be argued, the reason for the besprizorniki’s disfigured consciousness 
not only lies within the hardships of life on the street, but also within the Soviet 
system. The 1926 article “Child-criminals”, taken from the Soviet press but without 
introduction by IR, takes a look into a “correctional isolation ward for juvenile 
delinquents or, in modern terminology, for child-offenders”204 in Moscow. This facility 
accommodates about a hundred children, among which thieves, but also many 
children with psychological conditions, which according to the article are often 
“incurable”. Through various types of therapy, music, dance, drawing etc.,  
 
                                                   
201 “Весьма часто, эти малыши служат агентами связи между преступными миром и арестантами, 
находящимися в заключении. Если нужно передать с воли в тюрьму какое нибудь важное 
сообщение, записку или предмет, один из этих малышей совершает мелкую кражу на глазах у 
милиционера.” Ibid. 
202 “Беспризорные — бич и позор советской России”. IR 1929-24(213), p. 7. 
203 “Вы не можете себе представить […] насколько изуродовано сознание этих детей, живущих, как 
бы в другом мире. Они не имеют решительно никакого представления о добре и зле, о законе, о 
дозволенном и недозволенном […]”. In ”Дети улицы”. IR 1931-5(298), p. 12. 
204 “[…] исправительно-изоляционный дом для малолетних преступников, или по современной 






[t]he children are taught to do things – to create and love them in the process of 
doing. There is but one thing which the children are not taught there – respect 
for the property of others. This is considered bourgeois education.205  
 
Interestingly, this time IR does not indicate having intervened in the text, but the 
reason for this most likely lies in the possibility of a double interpretation. Although 
in the Soviet press the absence of “bourgeois education” is a positive thing, in the 
émigré community this is arguably met with indignation, suggesting that children are 
plucked of the streets, only to be placed in an equally morally corrupt system. In its 
overall coverage of besprizornost, IR thus paints a picture of Soviet children growing 
up in both material and moral poverty. 
Finally, two short stories in IR also revolve around the topic of besprizornost. Both 
are written by Soviet authors – I will discuss (the presence of) Soviet literature in IR 
more fully in 5.1.6. In 1929, IR prints the story “Small people”206. Remarkably enough, 
this story is written by Vyacheslav Shishkov, the same author of the 1930 article on 
besprizorniki which IR “frees” from all propagandistic ballast. The story consists of 
two parts. The first portrays a fight between two rivalling gangs of besprizornye 
children and fits well with Shishkov’s later article, showing the ugliness and the 
violence of the besprizorniki’s life on the streets. The second part of the story, 
however, paints a less violent – but just as grim – image of three besprizorniki of about 
five years old, one girl and two boys, who build sceneries with twigs and garbage. 
These children appear above all traumatized. The girl builds her own village where, 
she indicates, “[e]verybody died, only I did not”207, while one of the boys builds a 
monastery, including the graves. More than anything else, it appears that these young 
children have lost everything: not only their family and house, but also their hope and 
faith in the future. 
The sad image evoked in the second part of Shiskov’s story fits well with the gist of 
the second story on besprizorniki printed in IR. “Two friends”208 is written by Lidiya 
Seyfullina and printed in IR in 1926. The two friends in the story, Petka and Andreyka, 
are two besprizorniki of ten and twelve years old who steal in order to survive. One 
 
                                                   
205 “Детей учат делать вещи — творить и любить их в процессе делания. Одному лишь детей там не 
обучают — уважение к чужой собственности. Это считается буржуазным воспитанием.” Ibid. 
206 “Маленькие люди”. IR 1929-35(224), p. 4-8. 
207 “Все померли, только я не померла.” Ibid, p. 7. 





day Petka does not show up at the agreed time and place and Andreyka is devastated 
about his friend’s disappearance. Meanwhile, the newspaper reports of a robbery 
during which “one of the participants, a juvenile delinquent, was killed.”209 If anything, 
this story evokes a sense of compassion toward these two very young boys – and with 
the besprizorniki in general – who simply do what it takes to survive. This, it can be 
argued, is also what emerges from IR’s coverage on the Soviet besprizorniki: despite 
the crimes these children commit and their lack of norms and values, they are still 
children, and, above all, victims of Soviet life.  
 
Children in the Soviet propaganda machine 
Children in Soviet Russia do not only have a rough time materially, but their 
circumstances are also morally poor. IR publishes numerous photographs illustrating 
how Soviet children, from the moment they are born, fall into the hands of communism 
and are indoctrinated. In 1930, IR prints a collage of photograph-like drawings – Soviet 
propaganda drawings, it seems, as all the children are smiling – with the stark title 
“How they disfigure the children’s souls” (figure 261). Significantly, the word 
“disfigurement” (urodovaniye) often recurs in IR’s coverage of Soviet children, 
indicating the magazine’s utter condemnation of a communist upbringing. The 
drawings show babies and young children, with captions such as “fresh sprouts” or 
“future Komsomol members” 210. Moreover, there is a drawing of a girl carrying coal 
to the communal kitchen, performing the “social order”, and a note by a child asking 
his mother to wake him at 5:30 AM as his “unit is going to check bags.”211 By means of 
these examples, IR illustrates that Soviet children are not allowed to be children, but 
are brainwashed and must work in order to serve the authorities’ communist goals. In 
the accompanying text, IR claims that  
 
Soviet children are maimed from the very cradle: children in communal 
orphanages are brought up in an ugly atmosphere of ‘social competition’, 
‘communist construction’, etc. The photographs printed above are a terrible 
 
                                                   
209 “В перестрелке убит один участник грабежа, малолетний преступник.” Ibid, p. 4. 
210 “Mолодые побеги”; “Будущие комсомольцы”. In “Как уродуют детские души”. IR 1930-25(266), p. 
5. 





illustration of this, if not the most serious, crime of the Soviet authorities against 
Russia...212 
 
IR thus strongly denounces the fact that Soviet Russia is indoctrinating – or 
“disfiguring”, as the magazine calls it –Soviet children as soon as they are born and 
considers this perhaps the worst of all crimes committed against Russia and its people.  
Throughout the years, IR prints numerous pictures and short news items on the 
authorities’ grip on Soviet children. Even in its very first issue, IR prints pictures 
(figure 262) of the communist replacement for the christening ceremony, called 
“Octobering” (oktyabriny), during which the child is wrapped in a Komsomol banner 
and the parents are given a “manual to raise their child in the communist spirit.”213 
The propaganda continues in kindergarten and schools where “everything ‘old’ is 
expelled from the system of communist education.”214 According to IR, typical 
prerevolutionary children’s games such as “blindfolding, hide and seek and round 
dances are expelled for their ‘bourgeois’ and ‘backward’ character”. Instead, pictures 
in IR show how “Soviet leaders know no limits in their rampant propaganda”215 as the 
children’s games – if that is what they can be called – have an unmistakable 
propagandist character. Figure 263, for example, illustrates how “[i]n classrooms, Red 
Army booths with a star are installed, and children from three years old are trained to 
become like [the military leader] Budyonny.”216 Soviet children thus are not only 
indoctrinated by communist propaganda, they simply are also unable to be children – 
this in stark contrast to émigré children, whom IR shows playing or at summer camps. 
And in figure 264 IR shows how young children “who can hardly figure out which hand 
is their right, and which is their left”217, have to attends children’s rallies (e.g. also 
 
                                                   
212 “Советские дети подвергаются калечению с самой колыбели: ребятишки в коммунальных 
приютах воспитываются в уродливой атмосфере ‘социального соревнования’, ‘коммунистического 
строительства’ и т. п. Печатаемые выше снимки жуткая иллюстрация этого, едва не самого тяжкого, 
преступления советской власти перед Россией...” Ibid. 
213 “[…] книга-руководство для воспитания ребенка в коммунистическом дух.” In “’Октябрины в 
советской России”. IR 1924-1(1), p. 13. 
214 “[…] все ‘старое’, изгнано из системы коммунистическая воспитания.” In “Во что играют советские 
дети”. IR 1928-39(176), p. 6. 
215 “В своей безудержной пропаганде советские руководители не знают никаких пределов.” Ibid. 
216 “В классах установлены красноармейские будки со звездой и детишек уже с 3-летнего возраста 
готовят в Буденные.” In “Советская школа”. IR 1926-26(59), p. 6. 
217 “Малыши с трудом разбирающееся в том, какая рука у них правая, какая левая […]” In “Во что 





figures 265-266) and vote, or – “an even more entertaining and exciting game”218, as 
IR sarcastically calls it – collect buttons and paper in favor of German strikers. As IR 
highlights, the Soviet authorities, thus, indoctrinate children with propagandistic 
“games” and force them to promote and support causes far outside of their own lives– 
or even outside of the interest of the Soviet people, as the button collection in favor of 
the German strikers shows. 
In a news item entitled “Unfortunate children”, IR explains the reason for the 
Bolsheviks’ strong focus on children: 
 
For many years now Bolsheviks have reigned in Russia, but the number of 
Communists among the population is still insignificant. Therefore, the 
communist international decided to look for a stronghold among young people 
and children.219 
 
Since the Bolsheviks could not get a strong foothold among the adult population, IR 
argues, the logical next step is to try with the children. The authorities do so by 
registering children into the Komsomol or, for the youngest, the Union of Pioneers. IR, 
thus, again highlights how Soviet children cannot be children, but are forced to commit 
to communist goals. The two accompanying pictures (figure 267) show children (one 
of which barefoot) taking “the oath of allegiance to the Communist International.”220 
In those movements, IR claims, the “disfigurement of the children’s souls is proceeding 
at a very fast pace.”221 The principal method, according to IR, is “to undermine the 
authority of parents. The path chosen for this is the imposition of the principle: 
‘everything is permitted!’.”222 And as a result, there are children who do not know 
math, but who “talk smartly about the ‘tasks of the Communist Party’” and call their 
parents “old-regimers”223. According to IR, instead of ensuring a proper education, the 
Soviets thus indoctrinate the children and teach them to, among other things, 
 
                                                   
218 “[…] еще более занимательная и увлекательная игра […]”. Ibid. 
219 “Уже который год царят в России большевики, но число коммунистов среди населения 
попрежнему ничтожно. Поэтому коммунистический интернационал решил искать себе оплот среди 
юношества, и детей.” In “Несчастные дети”. IR 1926-10(43), p. 9. 
220 “Наши фотографии изображают момент присяги молодых комсомольцев на верность 
Коммунистическому Интернационалу.” Ibid. 
221 “Там уродование детских душ идет весьма быстрыми темпом.” Ibid. 
222 “Первой задачей комсомольского воспитания является подрыв авторитета родителей. Путь 
избираемый для этого — насаждение принципа: ‘все дозволено!’.” Ibid. 





disrespect their own parents. This brings IR to comparing Soviet authorities to 
“comprachicos”, men “who physically disfigured abducted children”224 – a term 
originating in Victor Hugo’s novel The Man Who Laughs (1869). “It is true,” IR claims, 
“that the Soviet comprachicos do not fabricate hunchbacked [children]; they only 
produce moral freaks.”225 According to IR, the Soviet authorities thus are criminals 
who intentionally corrupt and morally disfigure children. The accompanying 
photograph (figure 268) depicts schoolchildren “put to work to produce caricature 
posters, scourging the ‘European bourgeoisie’.”226 
As already indicated regarding pictures of children voting and in rallies, IR 
demonstrates how Soviet children are not only immersed with communist 
propaganda as soon as they are born, but they are also actively deployed by the Soviet 
propaganda machine. As IR’s extensive coverage of the topic shows, the Soviet 
authorities do not miss any opportunity to organize parades and manifestations, and 
what is more, they force children to participate. IR highlights the fact that these 
children are not participating by choice with a picture of a children’s rally on the 
occasion of the Soviet constitution’s fifth anniversary (figure 269). IR indicates that, 
according to the caption in the Soviet press, the children are “heavily manifesting”227. 
IR, however, questions the credibility of this message:  
 
No matter how incredible in itself are the enthusiasm and admiration of four-
year-old boys for the Soviet constitution, it is enough to know the Soviet way of 
life with its forced loans, manifestations, protests and delights, to believe in the 
veracity of the accompanying inscription.228 
 
According to IR, there are plenty of examples of Soviet authorities imposing their will 
on the people in order to not believe this caption. Furthermore, IR posits that  
 
 
                                                   
224 “[…] уродовавшая похищаемых ею детей физически.” In “Компрачикосы”. IR 1929-25(214), p. 10. 
225 “Советские компрачикосы, правда, не фабрикуют горбатых, они изготовляют только 
нравственных уродов.” Ibid. 
226 “[…] засаженные за работу по изготовлению карикатурных плакатов, бичующих 'европейский 
буржуазиат'.” Ibid. 
227 “[…] бурно манифестировавший […]” In “Бедные дети”. R 1928-33(170), p. 17. 
228 “Как ни невероятен сам по себе восторг и преклонение четырехлетних мальчуганов перед 
советской конституцией, достаточно знать советский быт с его принудительными займами, 






[t]husfar, the demonstration duty had only concerned adults. Now children are 
being drilled. They are forced to raise arms, wave flags and shout words 
incomprehensible to them.229  
 
And they obey, IR indicates, though not with dedication, as “there is not a single smile 
on the faces of the triumphant protesters.”230 Hence the item’s title is “Poor children” 
(Bednye deti), a (sub)title or caption IR frequently uses when covering children in 
what it considers to be the Soviet propaganda machine. Finally, when the numbers of 
Komsomol and Pioneer children are still not enough, IR uses the illustration seen in 
figure 270, in which Soviet authorities resort to the besprizornye to “replenish the 
Komsomol ranks”231. 
This leads IR to conclude that only in the countryside, where there is no Komsomol, 
can parents “more easily protect their children from ‘initiation in communism’”232; 
here, also, schools have still “managed to preserve the appearance of educational 
institutions.”233 It should, therefore, be no surprise that probably the only picture IR 
prints of truly happy, smiling Soviet children was taken outside of the big cities (figure 
271).  
What especially invokes IR’s indignation and outrage is the fact that the authorities 
involve children in antireligious propaganda – far more than in communist 
propaganda in general. In the caption of yet another photograph entitled “Poor 
children”, IR, in unequivocal terms, claims that “[t]he notorious atheist union 
continues to lead the most obscene anti-religious propaganda in Soviet Russia.”234 This 
includes the creation of a special department for children, the so-called “Red Ties” 
(Krasnye galstukhi). The picture (figure 272) depicts a thirteen-year-old member of 
these Red Ties greeting a German delegation of Freethinkers. Seeing how the Soviet 
children are deployed in order to promote atheism, IR cannot help but mourn the 
 
                                                   
229 “До сих пор манифестационная повинность касалась только взрослых. Теперь дрессируют и 
детей. Их заставляют поднимать ручонки, размахивать флажками и выкрикивать непонятный для 
них слова.” Ibid. 
230 “Но нет ни одной улыбки на лицах торжествующих манифестантов.” Ibid. 
231 “Для пополнения комсомольских рядов […]”. In “Пополнение комсомола”. IR 1926-42(75), p. 8. 
232 “[…] легче уберечь детей от ‘посвящения в коммунизм’.” In “Вдали от Комсомола”. IR 1926-35(68), 
p. 12. 
233 “[…] удалось сохранить за собой облики учебных заведений.” In “Там, где нет комсомола”. IR 1926-
45(78), p. 7. 
234 “[…] пресловутый союз безбожников продолжает вести в сов. России самую непристойную 





“[p]oor ‘Red Ties’! Poor Russian children!”235 In the caption of a picture of children 
with placards and banners manifesting against religion and for the five-year plan 
(figure 273), then, IR posits that “[t]he ‘fight against religion’, decreed by the Bolshevik 
elite, continues and takes on more and more disgusting forms.”236 The fact that the 
Soviets actively involve children in parades to demonstrate for morally reprehensive 
causes such as the abolition of religion is, evidently, more than one bridge too far for 
IR. 
The 1930 article “Corrupters of the souls” with accompanying pictures, pointedly 
summarizes IR’s stance on Soviet propaganda and the way in which it deals with 
children. IR shows its indignation immediately, stating that  
 
[o]ne of the terrible sins that Russian Bolshevism is guilty of is the corruption of 
souls, especially of children's souls. The Communists would stop at nothing to 
wrest the rising generation’s consciousness of all the ‘bourgeois’ concepts of 
good and evil and to infuse into them the poison of crude materialism. This 
policy in the field of the ‘anti-religious struggle’ reaches the extremes of 
cynicism. Here, the Bolsheviks resort to ‘demonstrative techniques’ that cause 
direct disgust.237 
 
The pictures in this article illustrate those “demonstrative techniques” (figure 274). 
The top right picture, for example, shows young children in a demonstration carrying 
a poster saying, “We will distract the masses of children from the priest’s cassock.”238 
And no less severe, IR claims, is the scene of the old man in the left picture, who was – 
at least in IR’s words – “forced to portray the ‘atheist’ throwing icons into the fire.”239 
Both pictures allow IR to conclude that “[t]ruly, both the old and the young are 
 
                                                   
235 “Бедные ‘красные галстухи’! Бедные русские дети!” Ibid. 
236 “’Борьба с религией’, декретированная большевистской верхушкой, продолжается и принимает 
все более и более отвратительные формы.” In “Поход на религию продолжается”. IR 1930-13(254), p. 
4. 
237 “Одним из страшных грехов, в которых повинен русский большевизм, является растление душ, 
— особенно, детских душ. Коммунисты не останавливаются ни перед чем, чтобы вырвать их 
сознания подрастающего поколения все ‘буржуазные’ понятия о добре и зле и влить в них отраву 
грубого материализма. До крайних пределов цинизма доходит эта политика в области 
‘антирелигиозной борьбы’. Здесь большевики прибегают к ‘показательным приемам’, 
вызывающим прямое отвращение.” In “Растлители душ”. IR 1930-10(251), p. 5. 
238 “От поповской рясы отвлечем детские массы.” Ibid. 





corrupted by the Bolsheviks with the same zeal.”240 Finally, the third picture shows 
children acting in a play  
 
depicting drunken kulaks and the hard life of a poor man. In the course of the 
action, they participate in drinking bouts, fight, shoot with revolvers and make 
long speeches on the topic of the five-year plan.241  
 
According to IR, this type of agitation sets the wrong example and corrupts young 
children: 
 
It is easy to understand what a disastrous example these kinds of spectacles 
provide to Soviet children, to both the participants of this disgusting comedy and 
its audience. Violence, drunkenness, revolver shooting are gradually being 
introduced into children's consciousness and are moving from the field of 
theatrical fiction into reality.242 
 
Thinking of IR’s elaborate coverage of besprizorniki winding up criminals and of their 
lack of a system of values, IR here, thus, implies that the underlying cause of their lack 
of morals is not hard to find. Nevertheless, IR indicates, “while the cadres of ‘homeless’ 
and juvenile delinquents grow, Soviet hypocrites blame everything on the ‘legacy of 
the damned past’, and the ‘schemes of the imperialists.’”243 IR thus condemns Soviet 
authorities for washing their hands in innocence and laying the blame at the feet of 
the prerevolutionary past. 
Additionally, IR’s condemnation of children in Soviet propaganda becomes even 
more intense when discussed in combination with church holidays. In 1929, IR 
publishes a number of pictures of “Komsomol Christmas” (figure 275), showing 
 
                                                   
240 “Поистине, и стар и млад развращаются большевиками с одмнаковым рвением.” Ibid. 
241 “[…] изображающих пьянство кулаков и тяжелую жизнь бедняка. По ходу действия, они 
участвуют в попойках, дерутся, стреляют из револьверов и произносят длинные речи на тему о 
пятилетке.” Ibid. 
242 “Легко понять, какой гибельный примерь подают подобные зрелища советским детям, — как 
участникам этой отвратительной комедии, так и ее зрителям. Насилие, пьянство, револьверная 
стрельба постепенно внедряются в детское сознание и переходят из области театральной фикции 
в действительность.” Ibid. 
243 “А когда потом растут кадры ‘бездомных’, и малолетних преступников, советские лицемеры 





pioneers on an excursion to an atheist museum where they “get acquainted with ‘cult 
objects’ seized from churches and listen to a lecture on ‘the harm of religion”."244 The 
cover of 1931’s second issue, in turn, contains a picture of “Soviet ‘anti-Christmas’” 
(figure 276), depicting young children marching in an anti-Christmas procession and 
carrying signs with slogans such as “The bourgeois are our enemies, we do not need 
their holidays” and “Away with Christmas trees from children’s lives”245. This time, IR 
is more explicit in denouncing the situation in Soviet Russia, as the subtitle of the 
image – as seen in figures 269 and 272 – calls them “Poor children” (Bednye deti) and 
the French caption on the right of the pictures mentions that children were forced to 
carry those signs. IR’s coverage thus illustrates how in contemporary Russia 
Christmas is no longer a family holiday, but another occasion for the Bolsheviks to 
deluge the children with antireligious propaganda and promote their own anti- or 
counterculture. Furthermore, it stands out that IR often emphasizes how Soviet 
children and the people in general are forced to do certain things 
Also on Easter, IR publishes pictures of Soviet anti-religious propaganda (figure 
277), involving “unfortunate children, [who] despite the cold prevailing in Moscow, 
are forced to walk in the procession for hours, singing blasphemous songs.”246 
IR’s portraits of Soviet children, growing up materially and – especially – morally 
deprived, thus contrast sharply with those of émigré children. They are shown in 
schools or at summer camps and are, according to IR, well looked after and – most 
importantly – happy. By adding great significance to the future role of children, it can 
be argued that IR uses the care of the children as a significant parameter for a society’s 
decency, and thus emphasizes the émigré community’s moral superiority over Soviet 
Russia. 
 
5.1.3.3 Arts and culture 
While IR’s items on arts and culture in the émigré community show how 
(prerevolutionary) Russian arts are flourishing abroad, its coverage of Soviet arts 
seems to indicate the exact opposite. IR argues that Soviet rule has destroyed a large 
part of prerevolutionary art, and that the Soviet art created as a replacement is not 
worthy. As such, the new Soviet reality not only does not have a grip on the people, 
 
                                                   
244 “Экскурсия пионеров знакомится с ‘предметами культа’ изъятыми из церквей и слушает лекцию 
о ‘Вреде религигии’.” In “Комсомольское Рождество”. IR 1929-6(195), p. 5. 
245 “Буржуи наши враги, их праздники нам не нужны.”; “Из детской жизни елки долой!”. IR 1931-
2(295), cover. 
246 “Несчастные ребятишки вынуждены несмотря на царящий в Москве холод, целыми часами 




judging by IR’s news items and articles, it has also penetrated the arts and culture of 
contemporary Russia. As a result, IR suggests, Soviet art – or “proletarian art”, laced 
with communist propaganda – is in no way reminiscent of Russian art from before the 
Revolution, or perhaps even art in general.  
 
Destroying prerevolutionary art and culture 
IR highlights in many of its news items and photographs that not only are the norms 
and values of prerevolutionary Russia being erased by the Bolsheviks, but its material 
culture is going down as well. As illustrated in 5.1.3.1, this is most definitely the case 
for Russian churches and monasteries, which are either plundered and demolished or 
converted into communist workers’ clubs. But other landmarks of prerevolutionary 
Russia are also under threat, IR points out. It can be argued that although many of 
those landmarks are directly linked to tsarism, IR does not convey their destruction as 
the destruction of tsarism, but of Russian history and heritage in general. 
A key example presented in IR is the Red Gate (Krasnye vorota), “the triumphal 
arch, built in the middle of the XVIII century on the occasion of the entry into Moscow 
of Empress Elizabeth Petrovna”247 and demolished by the Bolsheviks in the summer 
of 1927. Spread over three issues, IR prints three pictures of the Red Gate, taken 
before, during and after the demolition (figures 278-280). IR lets the three pictures do 
the talking and does not elaborate much on the topic. It only posits in the caption of 
the second picture that “[a]ll attempts by Russian scholars to cancel the decree of the 
All-Russian Central Executive Committee on the demolition of this historic and artistic 
monument were unsuccessful” as “[t]he All-Russian Central Executive Committee 
simply ignored the opinion of the scholars.”248. Instead of an explicit reproach, what 
resonates in IR is a subdued sadness that “yet another monument of Russian antiquity 
perishes by order of the Bolsheviks.”249 
 
                                                   
247 “[…] триумфальной арки, выстроенной в серединой XVIII века, по случаю въезда в Москву 
Императрицы Елизаветы Петровны.” In “Гибель памятников русской старины”. IR 1927-27(112), 
cover. 
248 “Все попытки русских ученых добиться отмены постяновления ВЦИК-а о сносе этого 
исторического и художественного памятника, оказались безрезультатными. ВЦИК просто 
игнорировал мнение ученых.” In “Последние дни Красных ворот”. IR 1927-35(120), p. 2. 
249 “Еще один памятник русской старины гибнет по распоряжению большевиков...” In “Гибель 





Other Russian landmarks, IR indicates, such as the Livadiya Palace in Crimea and 
the “Russian Versailles”250 Petergof (figures 281-283), have had more luck – or at least 
to a certain extent. This is arguably because they are of use to the Soviet authorities. 
The “once brilliant”251 Livadiya Palace, where “[a]ll historical values in the palace are 
replaced by propaganda posters and portraits of leaders”252, is now used as a place of 
rest for Soviet officials. This is also true for Petergof, which, “in comparison to many 
other historical places, suffered little from the Bolsheviks and retained its face. True, 
the streets have become dirtier, neglect is felt in the park, but the palace and fountains 
are intact.”253 This is due to the ceremonial capacities Petergof holds for the 
Bolsheviks, as “[o]ccasionally, on days of major Soviet festivities and on the occasion 
of the passage of noble foreigners, fountains are even activated.”254 Although IR does 
not explicitly mention it as such, these items exude a condemnation of Soviet 
hypocrisy, indicating that the Soviet authorities want to eliminate the 
prerevolutionary past, except for when it can impress foreigners or offer luxury to 
party officials, I will discuss this more fully in 5.1.4. 
It can be argued that IR does not only considers Russian art and monuments as part 
of the Russian prerevolutionary patrimony. In fact, also valuable Russian collections 
of art by non-Russian masters seem to be included in Russian heritage. This becomes 
clear when the Bolsheviks start selling those works and collections. In 1928, for 
example, there is an auction organized by German antiquarian Rudolph Lepke in 
Berlin. As IR indicates in a news item with the unmistakable title “Sale of what was 
stolen”, there are “protests from the objects’ former owners and from public 
organizations”255, and the former owners even appeal to the German court, which 
“[takes] a formal point of view and [refuses] to suspend the sale.”256 However, the 
judgment is then overturned by the court of second instance, which, “on the appeal of 
 
                                                   
250 “[…] ‘русским Версалем’.” In В современной России, Остатки прошлого”. IR 1927-38(123), p.5. 
251 “Некогда блестящий […]” In “Русская ривьера, В Крыму”. IR 1927-32(117), p. 2. 
252 “Все историческиe ценности заменены во дворце пропагандными плакатами и портретами 
вождей.” Ibid. 
253 “К счастью, по сравнению со многими другими историческими местами Петергоф мало пострадал 
при большевиках и сохранил свое лицо. Правда улицы стали грязнее, в парке чувствуется 
запущенность но дворец и фонтаны целы.” In “В современной России, Остатки прошлого”. IR 1927-
38(123), p.5. 
254 “Изредка же, в дни крупных советских торжеств и по случаю пртиезда знатных иностранцев, 
фонтаны даже приводятся в действие.” Ibid. 
255 “[…] протесты со стороны бывших собственников вещей и общественных организаций.” In 
“Распродажа краденого”. IR 1928-46(183), p. 8. 





one of the owners, Prince Dabisha, decided to withdraw his belongings from sale.”257 
Despite the fact that the sale as a whole continued, IR claims two issues later, “[t]his 
court ruling had an extremely important moral value”258, arguably because it indicates 
a sense of foreign support against the Soviets selling what is not theirs. Nevertheless, 
IR concludes that the Russian art world suffered a significant loss, as “700,000 marks 
of Russian artistic wealth was sold.”259 
In 1931, IR highlights, the Bolsheviks once more turn to Lepke to auction a Russian 
collection “in order to raise funds for the five-year plan.”260 This time “the famous 
collection of Count Stroganov” is going under the hammer, “among the treasures of 
which were wonderful pieces of French furniture and sculpture of the 18th century.”261 
IR emphasizes the broad interest among the Western audience, stating that 
 
[t]he whole art world of Berlin was present with Mr. Friedlander at the head. 
There were also numerous representatives of art firms in London, Paris, 
Amsterdam, Vienna and New York. Among the buyers was the English 
ambassador in Berlin, Sir Rumbold and his wife.262 
 
Although in the news item itself IR does not elaborate on the presence of those 
prominent figures at the auction, the title of the item – “What do they care about 
Russia” – does not leave any room for doubt. Whereas for the previous auction IR 
highlighted the second court ruling as a sense of foreign support, in this case IR 
suggests Western complicity in the Soviet theft of prerevolutionary Russian art 
collections (I will discuss the topic of Western indifference and even complicity in 
Soviet affairs more fully in 5.2.2). 
 
                                                   
257 “Суд второй инстанции, однако, не согласился с этим решением и по аппеляционной жалобе 
одного из владельцев кн. Дабиша постановил изъять из продажи принадлежавшие ему вещи.” Ibid. 
258 “[…] чрезвычайно важное моральное значение […]”. In “Распродажа русских ценностей”. IR 1928-
48(185), p. 7. 
259 “[…] было продано на 700.000 марок русских художественных богатств.” Ibid. 
260 “[…] в целях изыскания средств на проведение пятилетки.” In “Что им Россия”. IR 1931-25(318), p. 
5. 
261 “знаменитое собрание графа Строганова, среди сокровищ которого были замечательные 
предметы французской меблировки и скульптуры XVIII столетия.” Ibid. 
262 “На лицо был весь художественный мир Берлина с г. Фридлендером во главе. Были также 
многочисленные представители художественных фирм Лондона, Парижа, Амстердама, Вены и Нью-





While the Lepke auctions sell the personal belongings of Russian citizens, in 1930 
the Bolsheviks sell art works from the collection of the State Hermitage Museum as 
well: 
 
For twelve years, the Bolsheviks have plundered Russia, destroying its economic 
power, undermining the very foundations of its well-being and existing on 
wealth, not assembled or created by them. But even against the backdrop of this 
‘planetary’ robbery, the news of a new crime by the Soviet government, the sale 
of the priceless treasury of the St. Petersburg Hermitage, will echo bitterness and 
pain in the soul of a Russian person. According to information received in Paris, 
about a dozen paintings belonging to the brush of Watteau, Rembrandt, Rubens, 
van Dyck were secretly delivered here from Leningrad...263 
 
IR emphasizes the gravity of the situation by indicating that although the Bolsheviks 
have been plundering and destroying Russia for twelve years now, this news is still 
hard to hear. Furthermore, this citation bears an unmistakably moral reproach. 
According to IR, Soviet authorities do not exist by the grace of their own 
accomplishments (which they so eagerly claim in official communication, cf. 5.1.4), but 
survive on prerevolutionary – and hence bourgeois – money. This is also visually 
emphasized, as IR reproduces some of the paintings from the auction and draws next 
to it a claw-like hand extending to grab the paintings (figure 284). Furthermore, IR 
again also seems to reproach the buyers, among whom are Americans, as it labels the 
fact that the Bolsheviks will use the proceeds to “fan the revolutionary fire in that same 
America”264 as a “manifestation of historical justice.”265 Nevertheless, this is but a small 
comfort for IR and its readers, as “[t]he world's best collection of Rubens’ paintings 
has left Russia – this is a fact that no subsequent events will be able to change.”266 
 
                                                   
263 “Двенадцать лет большевики расхищают Россию, уничтожая ее экономическую мощь, подрывая 
самие основы ее благосостояния и существуя на богатства, не ими собранный и не ими созданный. 
Но даже на фоне этого ‘планетарного’ грабежа горечью и болью отзовется в душе русского человека 
известие о новом преступлении советской власти распродажи бесценной сокровищницы 
петербургского Эрмитажа. По полученным в Париже сведениям, сюда доставлены тайком из 
Ленинграда около десятка полотен, принадлежащих кисти Ватто, Рембрандта, Рубенса, ван-Дейка...” 
In “Большевики распродают картины знаменитых мастеров”. IR 1930-41(282), p. 12-13.  
264 “[…] раздувание революционного пожара в той же Америке […]” Ibid. 
265 “[…] проявление исторической справедливости”. Ibid. 
266 “Лучшая в мире коллекция Рубенсов ушла из России — вот факт, изменить который не в силах 





As a result of such auctions, IR indicates in a 1931 news item,  
 
[t]he priceless collections of the Hermitage are melting […] The museum, whose 
fame was great all over the world, dies and only the crowds of ‘Komsomol’ and 
‘rabfakovtsy’, under the guidance of the ‘party lectors’, go around emptying halls: 
they learn here ‘to understand art from a Marxist point of view’.267  
 
According to IR, the art in Russia’s museums are pearls before swine, for the only value 
the Soviets can see and appreciate, is the money it generates. In addition to the 
eradication of prerevolutionary heritage, in IR’s eyes the sale of Russia’s art thus also 
testifies to the destruction of culture and civilization in general. 
In two cartoons, IR condemns how Soviet Russia deals with the heritage of two 
icons of prerevolutionary Russian literature: Pushkin and Tolstoy. The cartoon in the 
1926 Pushkin issue, “Day of the Russian Culture in the U.S.S.R.” by P. Kandaurov, 
speculates on what this cultural holiday would look like in Soviet Russia (figure 285). 
In this cartoon, four verses from Pushkin’s oeuvre are matched with cartoons to 
demonstrate how Pushkin’s legacy is present in Soviet life. The first verse stems from 
Pushkin’s 1836 poem I have erected a monument for myself without hands (Ya 
pamyatnik sebe vozdvig nerukotvorny) in which the poet muses on the immortality of 
the oeuvre he leaves: “The public path to it cannot be overgrown”.268 In the cartoon 
this verse is taken quite literally: the pathway to Pushkin’s physical monument cannot 
be overgrown, as it is constantly walked on by Soviets on a bender. This drawing not 
only demonstrates the uncultivated nature of the Soviets and their taste for vulgar 
entertainment, but it also testifies to the lack of respect they have for Pushkin and his 
legacy, as his monument is covered with graffiti. The second verse – or verse pair – 
stems from Pushkin’s 1829 poem Wandering the noisy streets (Brozhu li ya vdol ulits 
shumnykh) in which the lyrical ‘I’ thinks about his death: “And at the grave's entrance 
/ Let young life play”.269 Again, these verses are take very literally, as at Pushkin’s 
bewildered grave (including a grazing cow), young people are playing cards and taking 
 
                                                   
267 “Бесценные коллекции Эрмитажа тают […]. Музей, слава которого была велика во всем мире, 
умирает и только толпы ‘комсомольцев’ и ‘рабфаковцев’, под руководством ‘партлекторов’ обходят 
пустеющие залы: они учатся здесь ‘понимать искусство с марксистской точки зрении...’” In “Черные 
дни Эрмитажа”. IR 1931-12(305), p. 4. 
268 “К нему не зарастет народная тропа”. In “День русской культуры в С.С.С.Р.”. P. Kandaurov. IR 1926-
23(56), p. 3. 





a nap. Although the young people at Pushkin’s grave are what the poet specifically 
asked for, the neglect of his grave again is indicative of the lack of respect the Soviet 
people shows for the poet and his legacy. The third verse comes from the 1835 poem 
Again I have visited (Vnov ya posetil), in which Pushkin revisits his mother’s rural 
estate near Pskov where he was sent in exile by the government from 1824 until 1826: 
“Hello, young, unfamiliar tribe ..!”270 This verse is accompanied by a drawing of the 
proletarian poets’ club, where a man is reciting a text for his drunken company under 
Pushkin’s portrait. This scene, above all, seems to suggest the deplorable level of art 
and poetry in Soviet Russia, as it is reduced to drunken ramblings. And the last verse 
pair is the most telling of all, stemming from the 1928 poem The poet and the crowd 
(Poet i tolpa): “The stove pot is dearer to you / You cook your food in it.”271 This is a 
clear reproach to the people who prefers earthly things such as food over the art of 
poetry. The Komsomol member in the cartoon, however, is not only cooking food, 
more significantly, he is using Pushkin’s collected works to light his stove. This scene 
thus testifies once more to both the uncultivated nature of the Soviet people and their 
lack of respect for Pushkin and his literary and cultural legacy. With this cartoon, IR 
indicates that, although Pushkin is to some extent still part of the Soviet literary and 
cultural canon, he does not seem to get the respect he deserves, nor does his legacy 
seem to elevate the Soviet people or inspire them to appreciate sophisticated art. 
Whereas the Pushkin cartoon suggests that the poet’s legacy is treated rather 
disrespectfully in Soviet Russia, the Tolstoy cartoon by MAD claims that Tolstoy’s 
image is manipulated in Soviet Russia to square with Bolshevik ideology (figure 286). 
This cartoon is printed in IR’s 1928 Tolstoy issue, published on the occasion of the 
author’s centenary (cf. 1.1.1). At the top of the cartoon, MAD cites a Soviet newspaper 
indicating that “[t]he Soviet government allocated 150.000 rubles to organize the 
celebration of Tolstoy on a large scale.”272 In the accompanying drawings, MAD shows 
how leading Soviet figures such as Krestinsky, Stalin and Zinovyev zealously present 
Tolstoy as a communist in heart and soul, claiming that he was “above all a socialist, a 
maximalist, who did not recognize the right of private property!!”273, that he “fought 
against the Church and was expelled from it by the priests!!!”274 and that he was “a 
 
                                                   
270 “Здравствуй, племя молодое, незнакомое..!” Ibid. 
271 “Печной горшок тебе дороже / Ты пищу в нем себе варишь.” Ibid. 
272 “Сов. правительство ассигновало 150.000 рублей на организацию чествования Толстого в 
широком масштабе.” In “Чествование Толстого в С.С.С.Р.”. IR 1928-36(173), p. 3. 
273 “[…] был прежде всего социалистом, максималистом, не признававшим права частной 
собственности!!” Ibid. 





great fighter for the emancipation of the people, [who] fell victim to the bourgeois 
system and the tsarist regime!!!!”275 However, MAD exposes the hypocrisy of the 
authorities’ celebrations of the writer in the final drawing, showing a ragged Tolstoy 
in chains in front of a tribunal. If Tolstoy, a “former count, nobleman, officer and 
landowner” who “wrote many novels with a bourgeois bias and articles that clearly 
contradict the spirit of the USSR” were alive in 1928, MAD claims, he would stand 
accused of “not recognizing the Soviet government, sabotage and wrecking” and 
would certainly be “sentenced to capital punishment.”276 In 1930, IR also illustrates 
the Soviet hypocrisy regarding Tolstoy in a picture of a newly erected statue for the 
writer in Moscow, claiming in the caption that the authorities are “struggling to prove 
that Tolstoy was in some way their forerunner”277. 
IR thus demonstrates that the Soviet authorities adopt a two-way track when it 
comes to prerevolutionary art and culture. Most of it is destroyed or sold, as IR’s news 
items and pictures of Russian churches, as well as of the Red Gate and the art auctions, 
illustrate. At the same time, however, the Soviet authorities decide to keep those 
elements that benefit them, such as the Livadiya palace and Petergof, offering the 
Party officials luxury and prestige vis-à-vis the West, or icons such as Tolstoy, who, it 
can be argued, must legitimize Soviet culture and provide a sense of grandeur. 
 
Proletarian art taking its place 
In addition to highlighting what is disappearing from prerevolutionary Russian 
cultural heritage, IR also provides its readers with a look into the new cultural life in 
contemporary Russia, again in numerous news items and photographs, but also in 
cartoons and occasional journalist portraits. Two elements clearly come to the fore. 
On the one hand, IR emphasizes the uncultivated nature of Soviet Russia and in some 
cases it even suggests an anti-cultural stance. On the other hand, IR claims that the arts 
in Soviet Russia are yet another propaganda tool used to emphasize the many Soviet 
“accomplishments”. 
 
                                                   
275 “[…] великий борец за раскрепощение народа, пал жертвой буржуазного строя и царского 
режима!!!!” Ibid. 
276 “Бывший граф, дворянин, офицер и помещик Лев Толстой, написавший множество романов с 
буржуазным уклоном и статей, явно противоречащих духу СССР, обвиняется в непризнании 
советской власти, саботаже и вредительстве. […] приговорен к высшей мере наказания.” Ibid. 
277 “[…] выбивающиеся из сил чтобы доказать, что Толстой был в некотором роде их предтечей […]”. 





IR’s cartoons clearly mock the new Soviet art replacing the destroyed 
prerevolutionary art. In a 1926 cartoon entitled “New art” (figure 287), for example, 
cartoonist M. Linsky suggests the complete decay of art in contemporary Russia. Not 
only is the new art (in this particular case, a sculpture of Karl Marx) so ugly that it can 
serve as a scarecrow, the official Soviet critics’ taste and knowledge of art is so 
lamentable that they even praise the scarecrow that replaces Marx’ statue for its 
“originality and freshness of thought”278. There is, of course, also the possibility that 
the critics do not dare say otherwise in fear of reprisal. In a 1929 cartoon entitled “Art 
in the USSR” (figure 288), MAD shows in four drawings that art in contemporary 
Russia is not what it was before the Revolution. A “free artist” is being detained by two 
soldiers; “barefoot dancing”279 is no longer a manifestation of Russian traditions, but 
an indicator of poverty; “chamber music” has turned into someone banging his fists on 
the wall of his cell; and “the great dumb”, the interwar nickname for silent cinema, in 
Soviet Russia refers to a peasant who looks at the Kremlin from afar, but, it can be 
argued, cannot speak his mind out of fear for repression.  
Furthermore, the topics represented in Soviet art are also not what they used to be 
– nor should they be. In the 1931 cartoon “Soviet painting”280 (figure 289), MAD 
illustrates Testimony to this are portraits of leaders in gas masks (reminiscent of 
figure 290 printed four issues earlier, a picture of Soviet peasants wearing gasmasks 
printed as an illustration of the “New life”281), landscapes depicting ruins, still lives of 
workers entering factories and genre paintings of Lenin – all far from idyllic paintings. 
Additionally, the omnipresence of Lenin in Soviet art is tackled in a 1930 cartoon 
entitled “Soviet culture”282 (figure 291). In this cartoon, MAD depicts a Soviet official 
showing a visitor around and demonstrating various aspects of Soviet culture. All 
aspects shown – ranging from science and literature, to painting and sculpture, to 
music – revolve around one topic: Lenin. There is but one type of “culture” in which 
Lenin does not seem to be present. In the last drawing, the visitor asks the official “why 
the citizens are walking around naked”283. While the official simply answers that 
“[t]his is after all physical culture [literally: physioculture]”284, it can be argued that 
MAD here refers to the overwhelming poverty in Soviet Russia, and denounces the fact 
 
                                                   
278 “[…] ‘какая оригинальность и свежесть мысли!’”. In “Новое искусство”. IR 1926-3(36), p. 3. 
279 “Свободный художник. Танцы босоножек. Камерная музыка. 'Великий немой' .” In “Искусство в 
СССР”. IR 1929-26(215), p. 3. 
280 “Советская живопись”. IR 1931-13(306), p. 3.  
281 “Новый быт”. IR 1931-9(302), p. 6. 
282 “Советская культура”. IR 1930-24(265), p. 3. 
283 “Но почему ваши граждане ходят голые?” Ibid. 





that this is systematically concealed in official communication by means of misleading 
terminology.  
Just as MAD mocks in his cartoons, in its news items and photographs IR illustrates 
that communist propaganda is present in virtually all fields of Soviet art and culture. 
Music, for example, appears to be a favorite field for propagandistic experimentation. 
In 1927, IR reports on an orchestra playing without a conductor, a Soviet novelty 
which must help achieve the “’emancipation’ of Soviet musicians”285 (note IR’s 
sarcastic use of quotation marks) and puts the slogan “Living without a boss”286 into 
practice. However, IR adds, the orchestra “plays very badly, and even among the 
communists there is not a large number of fans of its ‘free’ music.”287 Another 
manifestation of Soviet art is “music for the masses”, i.e. an orchestra consisting of 
“factory beeps, sirens and steam whistles”288. According to IR, it is not known whether 
the masses like this new music. However, the magazine concludes cynically, “in the 
communist state, it seems they do not ask themselves about the tastes of the 
population.”289 Here IR thus not only denounces the use of art as a propaganda tool, it 
also emphasizes the lack of taste and cultivation in Soviet Russia. Additionally, IR 
indicates how even a traditionally Russian instrument such as the accordion is now 
used for propaganda. On the occasion of an accordion competition in Moscow, IR 
claims, “the Bolsheviks have recognized the accordion as the best way to ‘awaken the 
consciousness of the masses and stir up their musical spirit’.”290 Although IR does not 
comment on this new function of the accordion, the use of the quotation marks 
suggests that IR does not share the official Soviet opinion.  




                                                   
285 “’Раскрепощение’ советских музыкантов […]” Ibid. 
286 “Жить без начальства”. In “Оркестр без дирижера”. IR 1927-10(95), p. 2. 
287 “[…] но он играет из рук вон плохо, и даже среди коммунистов не находится большого числа 
любителей его ‘свободной’ музыки.” Ibid. 
288 “[…] ‘музыка масс’ или оркестр из... фабричных гудков, сирен и, пароходных свистков.” In “Музыка 
масс”. IR 1928-9(146), p. 2. 
289 “Впрочем, в коммунистическом государстве о вкусах населения кажется, не спрашивают...” In 
“Музыка масс”. IR 1928-9(146), p. 2. 
290 “[…] большевики признали гармошку лучшим средством для того, чтобы ‘пробудить 
сознательность масс и всколыхнуть их музыкальный дух’.” In “Гармошка и мировая революция”. IR 





The agitation theater from wartime communism, when it was called upon to 
appease the rebellious peasantry and pump out bread from its barns, is 
apparently being reborn in Soviet Russia in the twelfth year of communism.291 
 
IR illustrates this with the picture from a new piece of agitational theater called Grain 
farmers (Khleborobov), showing actors with a banner demanding to “organize 
machine partnerships”292 (figure 292). According to IR, this type of theatre is “just as 
symptomatic of the times Russia is experiencing, as reborn ‘tails’ [queues] at shops, 
raids, mass searches and reprisals against ‘revolt in the village under the guise of 
‘fighting kulak dominance’.”293 Moreover, IR’s title of the article, “Instead of grain – a 
spectacle”, undoubtedly refers to the wrong priorities of the Soviet authorities and the 
fact that they are deaf to the real needs of the people. 
In addition, IR demonstrates in its news items how agitation in theatre can go far in 
Soviet Russia. An example of this is the new (unspecified) piece by – in IR’s words – 
“[t]he Soviet jester Meyerhold, who became famous for his blasphemous ‘alteration’ 
of Gogol's ‘The Government Inspector [Revizor].”294 According to IR, Meyerhold 
became famous for all the wrong reasons. In his new play, IR continues, Meyerhold 
stages “the collapse of the bourgeois world and the triumph of the international 
proletariat.”295 What truly shocks IR in this piece is the staging of a hanging (shown in 
figure 293), complete with  
 
 
                                                   
291 “Агит-театр времен военного коммунизма, когда он был призван ублажать непокорное 
крестьянство и выкачивать из его амбаров хлеб, по,видимому возрождается в сов. России на 
двенадцатом году коммунизма.” In “Вместо хлеба – зрелища”. IR 1929-7(196), p. 6. 
292 “Организуйте машинные товарищества”. Ibid. 
293 “[…] столь-же симптоматично для переживаемого Россий времени, как возродившиеся ‘хвосты’ у 
магазинов, облавы, повальные обыски и расправы с ‘крамолой’ в деревне под видом ‘борьбы с 
кулацким засильем’.” In “Вместо хлеба – зрелища”. IR 1929-7(196), p. 6. 
294 “Советский шут Мейерхольд, прославившийся своей кощунственней ‘переделкой’ гоголевского 
‘Ревизора’, [....]”. In “Советский балаган”. IR 1930-43(284), p. 5. 






all the details and peculiarities of death from strangulation: the artist, depicting 
the ‘victim of proletarian anger’, wheezes, writhes, jerks his legs and, ultimately, 
gives his last breath under the amical singing of the ‘International’.296 
 
Whereas IR usually lets the pictures or the news do their own talking, this time the 
magazine cannot hide its strong disapproval of “what theatre in Russia has been 
brought to in the twelfth year of Bolshevik dominion.”297 
In an even more popular context, on the stages of pubs and bars, Soviet propaganda 
is omnipresent, as IR demonstrates with an article taken from the Soviet press. In its 
editorial introduction to the article, IR posits that  
 
Soviet pubs, which occupy a huge place in the life of contemporary Moscow, are 
far from how pubs used to be. Now they are some kind of café chantant, with 
performances by theatre artists, poets and others.298  
 
As the Soviet article itself indicates, these performances are usually very scurrilous 
and “almost all vulgarity, performed in the pubs, has a ‘revolutionary’ ending. This is 
called the ‘political-educational value of art’.”299 IR thus illustrates how propaganda 
seems unavoidable in every facet of cultural life in contemporary Russia. 
Additionally, IR also indicates that Soviet performance art does not lag behind the 
‘rotten’ West – as Soviet propaganda calls it. In yet another news item sarcastically 
entitled “Our accomplishments” (more on this in 5.1.4), IR indicates that there also 
revues with “girls” in Moscow and demonstrates this with two photographs from 




                                                   
296 “[…] со всеми деталями и подробностями смерти от удушения: артист, изображающий 'жертву 
пролетарского гнева', хрипит, корчится, дергает ногами и, в конце концов, испускает дух под 
дружное пение 'интернационала'.” Ibid. 
297 “Вот до чего доведен театр в России на 12-ый год большевистского владычества.” Ibid. 
298 “Советская пивная, которая занимает огромное место в жизни современной Москвы совсем не та, 
чем была пивная раньше. Теперь — это род кафешантана, где происходят выступления эстрадных 
артистов, поэтов и проч.” “На советской эстраде”, IR 1928-39(176), p. 9. 
299 “Почти вся пошлятина, исполняемая в пивных, имеет ‘революционный’ конец. Это называется 





When people in Moscow talk about the ‘decaying West’ in Moscow, they usually 
cite the local ‘licentiousness’ of morals, the abundance of ‘nu’ [nudity] in the 
music halls and revues, the fascination with foxtrot, and so on. The photographs 
we present indicate that in Moscow music halls not only thrive, but also create 
performances that are not inferior to the best productions of Parisian theaters. 
[…] It is only curious to note the hypocrisy of the Bolsheviks, who are shouting 
about ‘decay’ and are powerless to create something really alive and new.300 
 
One of the cultural domains in which the influence of Soviet ideology according to 
IR is evident, is literature. In 1928, IR publishes a news item, sarcastically entitled 
“Fine Russian literature”, about the All-union Congress of Proletarian Writers in 
Moscow, “held with the pomp characteristic of all Bolshevik undertakings”301. As IR 
indicates, the attendees, many of whom were very young, were taught that there is 
“not simply literature, but that there is bourgeois and proletarian literature.”302 
However, IR rebuts: “[h]ow many of these young people will prove that in order to be 
a good writer, you need to be neither ‘proletarian’ nor ‘bourgeois’, but simply talented. 
So far, many are called, few are chosen ...”303 By focusing on the ideological use of 
literature, IR indicates, Soviet writers – not rarely pressured by the authorities – thus 
overlook the essence of literary creation. 
A few issues later, on the occasion of another congress of writers in Moscow, IR 
remarks that culture in general is collapsing in Soviet Russia:  
 
The decline of the Bolsheviks is felt not only in the impending economic crisis 
and general discontent, – it is felt by everyone and everywhere. As you know, in 
the first years of their victory, the Communists solemnly announced the birth of 
a new proletarian culture, a new proletarian art. This was expressed in the fact 
 
                                                   
300 “Когда в Москве говорят о ‘разлагающемся Западе’, обычно приводят в пример здешнюю 
‘распущенность’ нравов, обилие ‘ню’ в мюзик-холлях и ревю, увлечение фокс-троттом и проч. 
Приводимые нами снимки указывают, что в Москве мюзик-холлы не только процветают, но 
создают номера, которые не уступят лучшим постановкам парижских театров. [...] Любопытно 
только отметить лицемерие большевиков, кричащих о ‘разложении’ и бессильных создать что 
нибудь действительно живое и новое.” In “’Наши достижения”. IR 1929-1(190), p. 2. 
301 “[…] со свойственной всем большевистским затеям помпой […]”. In “Изящная русская 
словесность”. IR 1928-(159), p. 9. 
302 “[…] нет просто литературы, а есть литература буржуазная и пролетарская.” Ibid. 
303 “[…] многие-ли из этой молодежи докажут, что для того, чтобы быть хорошим писателем, нужно 






that they forcibly marked Russian literature, Russian art with their ideology, 
releasing only what corresponded to it. Now they are not able to hide their 
collapse in this area.304  
 
Again, IR emphasizes that the censorship rejecting everything that does not 
correspond to the ideal of “proletarian” art and literature prevents truly talented 
works and artists from blossoming. In order to counteract this decay, IR indicates, 
Bolsheviks are forced to “patronize with even greater perseverance the ‘unions of 
proletarian writers’ filled with obscure graphomaniacs.”305 Referring to the members 
of the union as “obscure graphomaniacs” clearly shows that IR, again, does not have 
much good to say about the new generation of Soviet writers and their literary 
qualities. 
In addition, Soviet literature is also discussed by Adamovich in Literaturnaya 
nedelya. As will be discussed more in depth in 5.1.6, Adamovich considers Soviet 
literature interesting for émigré readers, not for its artistic value (quite on the 
contrary), but from an informational point of view. Adamovich is often outspokenly 
negative when discussing the artistic merits of new Soviet works. When reviewing 
Soviet writer Vasily Ryakhovsky’s new 1929 novel Four walls (Chetyre steny), for 
example, Adamovich first and foremost emphasizes that Ryakhovsky is “a weak artist, 
or rather, not an artist at all.”306 Nevertheless, Adamovich believes that the book is 
interesting to read, given that  
 
[t]he drama in a Moscow worker's family – the theme of ‘Four Walls’ – is typical 
of our time, of the current Russian mood. All the same, no newspaper report can 
bring us so close to life as this simple-minded and painstaking story. Therefore, 
 
                                                   
304 “Закат большевиков чувствуется не только в надвигающемся экономическом кризисе и 
всеобщем недовольстве, — он ощущается всеми и повсюду. Каки известно, в первые годы своей 
победы, коммунисты торжественно объявляли о зарождении повой пролет-культуры, нового 
пролет-искусства. Это выражалось у них в том, что они насильственно окрашивали русскую 
литературу, русское искусство своей идеологией, выпуская только, что ей соответствовало. Сейчас 
они не в силах уже скрыть своего крах в этой области.” In “В садах российской словесности”. IR 1928-
46(183), p. 11. 
305 “[…] покровительствовать ‘союзам пролетарских писателей’, наполняемыми безвестными 
графоманами.” Ibid. 





it is worth reading it, as well as all the unpretentious everyday books, where they 
tell about Russia.307 
 
Adamovich, thus, believes that most Soviet literature should be read almost 
exclusively for its informational value, rather than its artistic value. He confirms this 
idea a few issues later when discussing summer reading: 
 
In this case, it is also useless to talk about Soviet works. According to my 
observations, they annoy the local reader first of all – and most of all – with the 
style, tone, themes, words encountered in them, scenes presented in them. In 
addition, it can be added that if they should be read ‘for information’, then they 
deliver artistic pleasure in microscopic shares.308 
 
Furthermore, for Adamovich the fact that émigré disapproval of most Soviet works 
is not shared by the Soviet audience is all the more telling about the taste of the latter. 
When reviewing the newest book by writer Sergey Malashkin – a “favorite of the 
public in Soviet Russia”309 – for example, Adamovich claims that it is written hastily 
and sloppily. “However,” he continues, “consumers of this kind of literature do not pay 
attention to the stylistic and artistic subtleties”310, thus clearly criticizing the literary 
taste of the Soviet readers. Furthermore, Adamovich denounces the fact that many of 
Malashkin’s works are about “the problem of sex” and that it is therefore not 
surprising that he enjoys “exceptional success”311 among Soviet readers. Adamovich, 
it can be argued, feels this is a showcase of Soviet moral decay. Remarkably, however, 
Adamovich, in the same breath, mentions and denounces writer Panteleymon 
 
                                                   
307 “Драма в семье московского рабочего – тема ‘Четырех стен’ – характерна для нашего времени, 
для теперешних русских настроений. Никогда все-таки никакое газетное сообщение не подведет 
нас так близко к жизни, как этот простодушный и кропотливый рассказ. Поэтому-то его и стоит 
прочесть, – как и все беспретенциозно-бытовые книги, где – рассказывается о России.” Ibid. 
308 “О советских произведениях тоже говорит в данном случае бесполезно. По моим наблюдениям 
они здешнего читателя прежде всего и больше всего раздражают, – стилем, тоном, темами, 
словечками в них встречающимися, сценами в них представленными. К тому же можно добавить, 
что если их следует читать "для информации", то художественное наслаждение они доставляют в 
долях микроскопических.” IR 1929-33(222), p. 12. 
309 “[…] любимец публики в советской России […]” IR 1929-47(236), p. 16. 
310 “Впрочем, потребители такого рода литературы на стилистические и художественные тонкости 
внимание не обращают […] “Ibid. 





Romanov, whose short stories IR prints no less than eight times in its literary section. 
Only one of those stories, however, is about sex and loose Soviet morals, and, it can be 
argued, this story – as well as Romanov’s other stories in IR – fulfills, above all, the 
informational function Adamovich mentioned and serves as an illustration of moral 
decay in Soviet Russia. I will discuss this topic more fully in 5.1.6. 
Furthermore, when it comes to writer Ilya Ehrenburg and his new novel 10 HP (10 
L. S.), Adamovich even uses the Soviet public taste as an inverse indicator of whether 
or not to read Ehrenburg’s latest work: 
 
What squalor! What a ‘poor quality work’ [khaltura] to say it with a favorite 
Soviet word. Ehrenburg himself is smarter and probably ‘subtler’ than his books. 
He cannot but understand what he is writing. But if it is precisely such books of 
his that ‘the general public’ likes, then I give up hope and prefer not to read the 
future works of Ehrenburg so as to not waste time and spoil my blood in vain.312 
 
Not only are Soviet authors poorly reviewed, the Soviet readership is not safe from 
Adamovich’s critiques either.  
However, when taking a closer look at Adamovich’s reviews, in fact not all Soviet 
works get bad reviews. This mainly applies to literature which is in accordance with 
the communist party, which, as Adamovich repeats what Soviet poet Bezymensky said 
at the 1930 Party congress, “should depict only the ‘build of socialism’”, while 
“[p]sychological subtleties should be left to émigré literature and the ‘rotten West’ in 
general”.313 Soviet writers who deviate from this rule – and, as such, are often censored 
– generally are assessed more positively by Adamovich. Among such writers are Boris 
Pilnyak, Yevgeny Zamyatin, Mikhail Bulgakov and Valentin Katayev – writers whose 
short stories also appear in IR’s literary section. On the occasion of Katayev’s latest 
novel, Father (Otets), for example, Adamovich writes that 
 
 
                                                   
312 “Какое убожество! Какая 'халтура' говоря излюбленным, советским словечком. Эренбург сам 
умнее и вероятно 'тоньше' своих книг. Он не может не понимать, что он пишет. Но если именно 
такие его книги нравятся 'широкой публике', то я от надежд отказываюсь и предпочитаю будущие 
сочинения Эренбурга совсем не читать, чтобы не терять даром времени и напрасно не портить себе 
крови.” IR 1930-2(243), p. 14. 
313 “Психологическая тонкость, по его мнению, надо предоставить эмигрантской литературе и 
вообще 'гнилому Западу', а писатели советские должны изображать только 'строительство 





Katayev is a Soviet writer, i.e. living in Soviet Russia. Reading his book, you are 
once again convinced of how false all the conversations are, as if the literature 
there was brutalized, made dull and ‘corrupt’. Undoubtedly, there is more than 
enough stupidity and servility there. But next to it there is honest and truthful 
literature, tormented by censorship, but still alive. If ever it was worth talking 
about the protection of ‘covenants’, about maintaining an ‘unquenchable fire’, 
then it is now, in relation to some writers living in Russia.314 
 
What makes Katayev Soviet, thus, is merely the place where he lives and writes. As 
such, Adamovich highlights, literature has not entirely withered away in Soviet Russia, 
as the country not only produces literature in alignment with the communist party, 
but also brings forth “honest and truthful literature”, such as that of Katayev and the 
other authors mentioned above. 
But even when speaking of party-approved Soviet authors, Adamovich claims he 
still has the decency to acknowledge their value. On the occasion of Maksim Gorky’s 
latest novel Klim Samgin (Zhizn Klima Samgina), Adamovich writes the following: 
 
Whatever our current attitude toward Gorky, it is impossible to deny – being of 
sound mind and firm memory – at least, that he is a great writer. If the Bolsheviks 
in recent years have been claiming that, for example, Bunin ‘has run out writing, 
and was never of great interest,’ then... we will not imitate them. That is why they 
are Bolsheviks, to tell a deliberate lie. We can afford the luxury of telling the truth 
– even if it concerns Maksim Gorky.315 
 
What is clearly emphasized in this quote is the moral superiority of the émigré 
community compared to their Soviet peers. On behalf of the émigré community (hence 
 
                                                   
314 “Катаев — писатель 'советский', т. е. живущий в советской России. Читая его книгу, лишний раз 
убеждаешься, как лживы все разговоры, будто там литература озверела, отупела, 'исподличалась'. 
Бесспорно, тупости и прислужничества там хоть отбавляй. Но рядом есть литература честная и 
правдивая, измученная цензурой, но еще живая. Если когда нибудь стоило говорить об охране 
'заветов', о поддерживании 'неугасимого огня', то именно теперь, применительно к некоторыми 
писателями, живущими в России.” IR 1930-34(275), p. 18. 
315 “Каково бы ни было наше теперешнее отношение к Горькому, невозможно отрицать — находясь 
в здравом уме и твердой памяти, — по крайней мере, — что это большой писатель. Если большевики 
в последние годы уверяют, что, например, Бунин 'исписался, да и никогда крупного интереса не 
представлял', то... не будем им подражать. На то они и большевики, чтобы говорить заведомую 
ложь. Мы можем позволить себе роскошь говорить правду, — хоть бы она касалась Максима 





the “we”-form), Adamovich states that they will not imitate Soviet bad behavior, 
instead they will put honesty first, even if this means complimenting a communist 
writer such as Maksim Gorky.  
Gorky, however, is not only praised in IR. The writer often appears in news items 
which do not address Gorky’s literary works and values, but instead expose Soviet 
hypocrisy in regards to Gorky’s long stays abroad, far away from Soviet life. In 1928, 
IR reports on Gorky’s return from Italy to Soviet Russia, after having spent “four years 
of rest from the delights of Soviet construction”316. The picture accompanying the 
news item shows Gorky surrounded by a crowd meeting him at the railway station, “a 
truly ‘royal’ welcoming”317, according to IR, in the style of Afghan king Amanullah’s 
welcoming earlier that year (figure 295). However, Gorky leaves Soviet Russia again a 
couple of months later. IR prints a picture of Gorky at a Moscow railway station, seizing 
the opportunity in the caption to ridicule Gorky and especially Soviet life: 
 
‘It is good to be away, but home is better,’ says the Russian proverb. Maksim 
Gorky, apparently, thinks the exact opposite. Not so long ago, Red Moscow 
arranged a solemn meeting for ‘its’ writer upon returning to the communist 
fatherland after several years of being in the ‘rotten West’. But several months 
have passed, and the venerable writer again leaves his native USSR for beautiful 
Italy. The official reason for leaving is the state of his health. As you can see, 
neither Crimea, nor the Caucasus, and not even one of ‘our achievements’ about 
which he talked so much all the time could replace the dacha in Sorrento for 
Aleksey Maksimovich.318  
 
The sarcasm is omnipresent in this citation, and there seems to be no doubt for IR that 
Gorky’s true reason for returning to Italy is simply to escape Soviet rule and life in 
general. Furthermore, IR denounces Gorky’s hypocrisy in that, while praising the 
Soviet authorities and corroborating their reign, Gorky spends most years living 
 
                                                   
316 “[…] четырехлетнего отдохновения от прелестей советского строительства […]”. In “После 
Амануллы – Горький”. IR 1928-25(162), p. 7. 
317 “[…] воистину ‘королевскую’ встречу […]”. Ibid. 
318 “’В гостях хорошо, а дома лучше’ – говорит русская пословица. Максим Горький, повидимому, 
думает как раз наоборот. Еще совсем недавно красная Москва устраивала торжественную встречу 
‘своему’ писателю, после нескольких лет пребывания на ‘гнилом Западе’ возвратившегося в 
коммунистическое отечество. Но прошло несколько месяцев – и маститый писатель снова покидает 
родной СССР для прекрасной Италии. Официальная причина отъезда – состояние здоровья. Как 
видно дачу в Сорренто не смогли заменить Алексею Максимовичу ни Крым, ни Кавказ, и даже ни 




abroad in the “rotten West” – a lucky position which the average Russian can only 
dream of. 
Five issues after reporting on Gorky’s departure, IR prints a picture of the writer in 
his large villa in Sorrento (figure 296). Again, IR is exceptionally sarcastic in its caption 
and highlights the unimaginable hypocrisy of Gorky’s situation: 
 
After a few weeks of a triumphant visit to the ‘workers' and peasants' homeland’, 
Maksim Gorky returned to his villa in Sorrento and resumed his interrupted 
work. Touching his native land should have a particularly beneficial effect on the 
writer's work and its juices should give him new strength, especially when these 
juices are expressed not in hundreds of thousands of ten ruble notes, but in 
reliable dollars which he received from Gosizdat for his work. Our photo shows 
an idyllic picture of the ‘proletarian’ writer’s respite far from his ‘socialist 
fatherland’ with all its ‘achievements’...319 
 
IR systematically repeats words such as “proletarian” and “socialist” and contrasts 
them with the image of Gorky’s luxurious villa in Sorrento, or with the mention of the 
overwhelming amount of money he receives from the government, and, as such 
emphasizes the game both Gorky and the Soviet authorities are playing. 
It can be concluded that IR does not have many good things to say about art in Soviet 
Russia. On the one hand, IR demonstrates that the Soviet authorities destroy large 
parts of prerevolutionary Russian heritage and only leave intact whatever they can 
use for their own benefit. This also applies to the legacy of Tolstoy, which is 
disrespected and manipulated in order to fit in with Soviet ideology. The significance 
of IR’s coverage of prerevolutionary culture, it can be argued, is amplified through 
pictures of landmarks and commemorative literary issues. On the other hand, IR 
illustrates that the new “proletarian” art in Soviet Russia is either bad or riddled with 
propaganda – often both. This, in turn, amplifies IR’s coverage of émigré arts, which it 
presents as blooming and internationally recognized. Nevertheless, IR is still 
interested in Soviet art, as it can be seen as a valuable source of information on Soviet 
life, a topic which I will discuss more fully in 5.1.6. 
 
                                                   
319 “После нескольких недель триумфального визита на ‘рабоче-крестьянскую родину' Максим 
Горький вернулся на свою виллу в Сорренто и возобновил прерванную работу. Прикосновение к 
родной земле должно особенно благотворно отразиться на творчестве писателя и соки ее должны 
дать ему новую силу, особенно когда соки эти выражаются сотнями тысяч даже не червонцев, а 
надежных долларов, которые он получил от Госиздата за свои сочинения. На нашем снимке — 
идиллическая картинка отдыха 'пролетарского' писателя вдали от своего 'социалистического 




Figures for 5.1.3 
 
 
Figure 234: "Selling church valuables". IR 1925-11(20), p. 6. 
 
 






Figure 236: "The Strastnoy monastery as atheist museum". IR 1928-43(180), p. 11. 
 
 





Figure 238: "Cinema in a monastery". IR 1929-18(207), p. 13. 
 
 























Figure 243: "In conquered Russia". IR 1929-35(224), p. 11. 
 
 






































































































Figure 262: "'Octobering' in Soviet Russia". IR 1924-1(1), p. 13. 
 
 























Figure 267: "Unfortunate children". IR 1926-10(43), p. 9. 
 
 





Figure 269: "Poor children... Children's manifestation on the occasion of the fifth anniversary of the Soviet constitution". 
IR 1928-33(170), p. 17. 
 
 






Figure 271: "Far away from the Komsomol". IR 1926-35(68), p. 12. 
 
 







































Figure 279: "The last days of the Red Gate". IR 1927-35(120), p. 2. 
 
 







































































Figure 294: "'Our accomplishments'. 'Sov-girls' and 'Sov-barefoot' in Moscow". IR 1929-1(190), p. 2. 
 
 










5.1.4 Exposing Soviet hypocrisy 
In its abundant coverage of Soviet Russia, IR does not miss an opportunity to 
demonstrate what is going wrong in Soviet life. But more importantly still, in the 
majority of those items, IR denounces the deceitful way in which the Soviet authorities 
communicate, and it clearly exposes Soviet hypocrisy. In order to emphasize Soviet 
hypocrisy, it can be argued, IR systematically imitates official Soviet discourse as a 
marker to denounce the authorities’ dishonesty and deceit. 
In its items on Soviet deficits, IR frequently refers to communist slogans or official 
Soviet statements and terminology, such as “our accomplishments” (nashi 
dostizheniya), the “Soviet paradise” (sovetsky ray) and, of course, the opposition of 
“bourgeois” (burzhuy) and “proletarian” (proletarsky) – generally in quotation marks 
to amplify the sarcasm. By juxtaposing this ironized Soviet discourse with news facts 
and photographs of the reality in Soviet Russia, IR highlights the discrepancy between 
appearance and reality, exposing the hypocrisy of Soviet discourse.  
This is perhaps best illustrated by a 1925 cartoon by MAD on the “The Bolsheviks’ 
slogans” (figure 297). In the cartoon, MAD selects five revolutionary slogans and 
translates them to Soviet reality, illustrating in fact the exact opposite. Under the 
image of a soldier guarding the USSR border, MAD writes the slogan “Away with 
military discipline!”320. The image of a communist in a luxurious room (it seems to be 
a palace), smoking a cigar and drinking champagne, then, is contrasted with the slogan 
“Peace to the huts, war to the palaces!”321. The slogan “Death to the tyrants!”322 is 
accompanied by a drawing of the head of the Comintern Zinovyev being driven around 
in the backseat of an expensive car. The slogan “Down with the death penalty!”323 is 
paired with a drawing of the GPU building, a place where many Soviet citizens, 
according to IR, are executed. And the last slogan, “Steal the loot!”324, is accompanied 
by a drawing of Rykov anxiously guarding a vault from a man with a bat. Whereas the 
first four slogans and contrasting drawings clearly highlight Soviet hypocrisy, the last 
pair can perhaps be read as cautious hope that one day the people will rise up against 
the Soviet authorities and, in turn, take back what the authorities have stolen from 
them and their predecessors. 
Furthermore, satirizing typical Soviet style, IR regularly mentions the number of 
years which have passed since the Revolution, or since the launch of first the five-year 
 
                                                   
320 “Долой воинскую дисциплину!” In “Лозунги большевиков”. IR 1925-17(26), p. 3. 
321 “Мир хижинам, война дворцам!” Ibid. 
322 “Смерть тиранам!” Ibid. 
323 “Долой смертную казнь!” Ibid. 




plan. Whereas the Soviet authorities do this to highlight their so-called 
accomplishments, IR does the exact opposite and illustrates all of Soviet Russia’s 
shortcomings instead. What is more, by systematically indicating the number of years 
since the Revolution, IR highlights how these deficits in Soviet life can no longer be 
described as teething problems of the new communist state. A good example of this is 
a photo collage of “everyday pictures on the occasion of the anniversary celebrations” 
portraying Moscow “in the thirteenth year”325 (figure 298). As the pictures indicate, 
the queues at the shops “are no shorter than they were during the days of War 
Communism”326, the chairman of the Central Executive Committee Kalinin tells a 
famers’ representative “which blessings await them… at the end of the five-year 
plan”327; and the arrival of grain in the city is quite an event which is “carefully 
photographed by reporters and reproduced in Soviet magazines.”328 As such, IR 
emphasizes that daily life in contemporary Russia is not as it was promised by the 
authorities. 
IR frequently demonstrates how the Soviet authorities lie about or exaggerate their 
achievements vis-à-vis the rest of the world. In those items, the use of quotation marks 
is rampant. For example, IR indicates that when “noble foreigners” visit Soviet 
institutions, they are acquainted with the Soviet “accomplishments”.329 An example is 
the visit of the Japanese ambassador in Moscow to the “first ‘factory-kitchen’” – an 
exaggeration according to IR, as the magazine explains that it is “simply a very large 
cooperative canteen, which the Bolsheviks are demonstrating as an example of their 
‘socialist construction’."330 In addition, the item’s subtitle, “In the empire of socialism”, 
undoubtedly is both a mockery of official Soviet discourse and a condemnation of the 
discrepancy between this discourse and reality in the self-proclaimed socialist state. 
Furthermore, when the Bolsheviks organize an international congress of agronomists 
in 1930, IR claims that the Soviet authorities hide behind new terminology: 
 
 
                                                   
325 “Будничные картинки к юбилейным праздникам.” In “В триннадцатом году”. IR 1929-47(236), p. 
6. 
326 “[…] не короче, чем они были во времена военного коммунизма.” Ibid. 
327 “[…] какие блага ожидают мужиков... в конце ‘пятилетки’.” Ibid. 
328 “[…[ старательно фотографируется репортерами и воспроизводится в советских журналах.” Ibid. 
329 “[…] ‘знатных иностранцев’ […] ‘нашими достиженийями’ […]”. In “’Дипломатический’ визит”. IR 
1930-4(245), p. 2. 
330 “[…] первую ‘фабрику-кухню’ […] просто об очень большой кооперативной столовой, которую 





On the agenda are the ‘intensification of agricultural production’, the 
‘electrification of agriculture’, the ‘industrialization of chemical fertilizers’; in 
one word, a whole series of ‘-ations’ that must throw dust in the eyes of foreign 
delegates and hide from them the ruin of the Russian countryside, the tragic 
farce of collective farms and the permanent hunger of the population...331 
 
According to IR, this new terminology, again highlighted by quotation marks, must 
conceal the fact that the Soviet authorities are not fulfilling their main task of taking 
care of the people – something which IR clearly condemns. But what IR arguably 
deems even worse than deceiving foreigners is welcoming them as royalty while the 
population is starving. On the cover of a 1930 issue (figure 299), IR prints a picture of 
a “banquet in honor of ‘noble foreigners’”332 who were “fed gloriously: waiters in white 
shirts diligently poured vodka and wine.”333 The large title above the picture, “How 
they feed foreigners in Moscow during the days of famine and collapse”334, leaves no 
doubt about IR’s opinion on the matter. 
Additionally, IR demonstrates how the Soviet authorities in addition to masking the 
truth by means of wording and phrasing also literally hide societal deficits from the 
eyes of their Western visitors. Take, for instance, the problem of the queues, which, 
according to IR, have “long been a household phenomenon in Soviet Russia”335, as 
figure 300 printed on the cover also illustrates. In IR’s coverage, the problem of the 
queues and the way they are dealt with is highly emblematic of the morality of the 
Soviet authority: 
 
As long as they were a scourge for just the population, the authorities did not 
care much about fighting them; but now, when foreign delegations have started 
to frequent Moscow, the Bolsheviks have realized that the appearance of the 
‘tails’ at shops with essentials was a very weak advertisement for the ‘five-year 
 
                                                   
331 “На повестке стоят ‘интенсификация аграрной продукции’, ‘электрофикация сельских хозяйств’, 
‘индустриализация химических удобрений’, — словом, целый ряд ‘аций’, которие должны пустить 
пыль в глаза иностранным делегатам и скрыть от них разорение русской деревни, трагический 
фарс колхозов и перманентный голод населения... 
332 “Банкет в честь ‘знатных иностранцев’”. In “Как кормят иностранцев в Москве в дни голода и 
развала”. IR 1930-50(291), cover. 
333 “[…] кормили на славу: половые в белых рубахах усердно подливали водку и вино...” Ibid. 
334 “Как кормят иностранцев в Москве в дни голода и развала". Ibid. 
335 “Продовольственные очереди давно уже стали бытовым явлением советской России.” In 





plan’ and the ‘revolutionary pace’. With a number of clever measures, the Red 
authorities succeeded – if not by eradicating the queues, than at least by 
removing them from the streets.336 
 
Instead of tackling the root of the problem, IR demonstrates, the Soviet authorities 
thus prefer treating the symptoms, i.e. hiding the queues, as figure 301 also shows. For 
IR, it can be argued, this is once more proof that the authorities are not worried about 
the needs of the Soviet people; the only thing they care about is their reputation.  
What IR condemns the most, is the fact that the Soviet authorities use children in 
order to deceive the West. In 1929, IR prints a picture (figure 302) of a group children 
“especially assembled to show foreign guests during the ‘International Week of the 
Child’, consisting of cleanly washed and combed children”337. This contrasts heavily 
with IR’s numerous pictures of besprizorniki, cf. 5.1.3.2. To complete the lie, the 
children are accompanied by nurses with crosses on their uniforms. The discrepancy 
between the official anti-religious propaganda and image of nurses with crosses is so 
great that IR sarcastically warns “Ilich [Lenin] not to roll over in his mausoleum”338. IR 
paints an even more striking image of Soviet hypocrisy involving children two years 
later, stating that  
 
[w]hile at an show for visiting foreign tourists, in specially organized schools, 
with a specially selected composition of students, they widely advertise and 
‘practice’ universal education in Soviet Russia… besprizornye, unfortunate half-
wild children, leading a vagabond lifestyle and huddling in asphalt boilers, 
continue to be a commonplace phenomenon of Soviet life!339 
 
                                                   
336 “Поскольку они являлись бичом для одного только населения, власти мало заботились о борьбе 
с ними, но сейчас, когда в Москву зачастили иностранные делегация, большевики сообразили, что 
вид ‘хвостов’ у лавок с предметами первой необходимости представляет весьма слабую рекламу для 
‘пятилетки’ и для ‘революционных темпов’. Целым рядом ловких мер красным властям удается — 
если не истребить очереди, то, во всяком случае, убрать их с улиц.” Ibid. 
337 “[…] организованной специально для показания иностранным гостям в течение ‘международной 
недели ребенка’, фигурируют чисто вымытые и причесанные дети […]”. In “Лицом к Европе”. IR 
1929-26(215), p. 8. 
338 “[…] не перевернись, Ильич, в твоем мавзолее […]” Ibid. 
339 “В то время, как на показе приезжим интуристам, в специально организованных школах, со 
специально подобранным составом учащихся, в сов. России всячески рекламируется и 
‘практикуется’ всеобщее обучение... беспризорные, несчастные полудикие дети, ведущие бродячий 
образ жизни и ютящиеся в асфальтовых котлах, продолжают оставаться бытовым явлением 





IR thus once more highlights the fact that Soviet authorities are far more worried 
about how the rest of the world thinks Soviet children are doing than about their 
actual welfare. 
The discrepancy between appearance and reality is a favorite topic in IR’s cartoons 
as well. On numerous occasions, MAD exposes Soviet hypocrisy. Figure 304, entitled 
“Accomplishments of the USSR”, for example, is a mockery of the official Soviet 
braggadocio present when the authorities demonstrate such “accomplishments” to 
foreign visitors. This cartoon tackles six problems existing in Soviet society and shows 
leading Soviet figures discussing how they have solved these problems. While 
satirizing official Soviet discourse, MAD also exposes other, perhaps even more 
pressing, Soviet problems. Stalin, for example, indicates that homelessness has been 
dealt with by the GPU – a reference to the reigning terror of the secret police providing 
all Soviet citizens a ‘home’ in its prison cells. Chairman of the Soviet Council of Labor 
and Defense Rykov shows that the state is busy eliminating the alcohol problem by 
drinking all of the vodka – and his drunk appearance suggests that he is an active 
participant in this battle. Kollontay refutes the idea that Soviet youth are raised with 
hatred and indicates that in school they are “cultivating love.”340 However, the “love” 
shown in the cartoon seems to be a boy kissing a girl against her will, which 
undoubtedly points at hooliganism and loose morals in Soviet Russia. When asked 
about Soviet trade, People's Commissar for External and Internal Trade Mikoyan, says 
they “are buying here and abroad”341. In the background of the drawing, two men are 
waiting in line to buy a publication from party-approved Soviet writer Aleksey Tolstoy 
and an edition of Change of Signposts (Smena vekh), the magazine of the eponymous 
political émigré movement promoting the acceptance of Soviet rule and a return to 
Russia under Soviet rule (Glad 199: 124). Mikoyan’s statement thus seems to suggests 
that Soviet authorities are buying off people in both Soviet Russia and in emigration 
in order to promote Soviet governance. Furthermore, the People's Commissar for 
Education, Lunacharsky, claims that no other country follows the development of 
science as closely as Soviet Russia – albeit in a suppressive way, rather than a 
supportive one. And finally, Menzhinsky, Chairman of the Joint State Political 
Directorate, praises Soviet electrification by pointing at an electric chair and indicating 
that soon all chairs in Russia will be electric – thus highlighting the countless 
executions in Soviet Russia.  
 
                                                   
340 “[…] культивируется любовь.” In “Достижения С.С.С.Р.”. IR 1927-28(113), p. 3. 




In a cartoon about a British delegate visiting the Soviet Union (figure 305), MAD 
indicates that the Soviet authorities also try to match and surpass developments in the 
Western nations – or at least seemingly. The Soviet representative demonstrates that 
the Soviet Union also possesses all the elements of a powerful nation, even though they 
are not all visible. He indicates that they too have a powerful army (which turns out to 
be the ranks of the GPU), an air fleet (behind the clouds), a submarine force (below the 
water), factories (which do not emit smoke as they are all electrified) and coal mines 
(with workers below the ground). According to the representative, everything is 
present in the Soviet Union, it is just not always visible. However, the Soviet 
representative proudly highlights, one Soviet “achievement” is clearly visible: there is 
not a country in the world where a Russian colony – a frequently used term for the 
émigré community – cannot be found.  
In a cartoon reminiscent of the item on the queueing problem, MAD illustrates how 
the Soviet authorities also physically conceal Soviet problems. The cartoon depicts a 
Soviet representative guiding foreign delegates around Soviet Russia. Standing in 
front of a wooden façade hiding ruins, the representative claims that “we are not 
hiding anything from you: here you see our factories and plants”342 (figure 306).The 
Soviet authorities thus not only hide their deficits from foreign visitors, MAD indicates, 
but, more importantly they blatantly lie about doing so. 
To counteract this deceit and expose the discrepancy between official statements 
and reality, IR frequently shows its readers what in its opinion is truly going on in 
contemporary Russia behind the façades. A telling example of this is a set of pictures 
under the title “We are building a new life!” (figure 307). The pictures are printed in 
late 1927, a couple of weeks after the October Revolution’s tenth anniversary. In the 
short accompanying text, IR indicates that  
 
[t]he ceremonial marches have died down, official speeches have died away, 
anniversary celebrations have faded, and in Soviet Russia normal life has 
returned, everyday life reigns again, that new life that was so praised by official 
speakers. And nowhere, it seems, in no field, have Bolshevik slogans and 
promises so cruelly diverged from reality as here.343  
 
                                                   
342 “Г. г. иностранцы, мы ничего от вас не скрываем: вот наши Фабрики и заводы.” In “Декоративное 
искусство в С.С.С.Р.” MAD, IR 1925-13(22), cover. 
343 “Отгремели церемотниальные марши, отзвучали официальные речи, отшумели юбилейные 
торжества, — и в советской России снова настали будни, снова царствует быт, тот новый быт, 






Given that the photographs are taken from a Soviet magazine, IR states, nobody can 
claim all of this was “fabricated by ‘malicious White Guardsmen’”344 – thus refuting 
Soviet allegations that émigrés spread lies. The pictures show children smoking and 
drinking, as well as a scene of domestic violence – or, at least, this is what the caption 
(most likely added by IR) suggests, as it is not entirely clear from the picture. As such, 
IR claims, the pictures show how “the new Soviet life is striking because of its 
darkness, poverty and vices.”345 This allows IR to conclude that instead of “building a 
new life”, as the Soviet slogan sounds, the Soviet system is in fact “etching all that is 
living from life”.346 
A topic which frequently returns in IR is Stalin’s first five-year plan, which was in 
force from 1928 until 1932. IR’s coverage, above all, emphasizes that the plan is 
nothing but an empty box bringing anything but wealth and prosperity to the people. 
This is especially the case in 1931, when the five-year plan is coming to an end and the 
results – or rather the lack thereof, in IR’s opinion – are becoming visible. In that year 
MAD, for example, devotes a cartoon to the five-year plan contrasting promises with 
reality (figure 308). The cartoon consists of two drawings. The first one covers the first 
year of the five-year plan and depicts Stalin in front of three Soviet citizens dressed in 
rags, asking them to “[b]e patient, comrades! In five years, you will no longer be 
wearing these pathetic rags.”347 The second drawing, then, covers the fifth year of the 
five-year plan and shows Stalin in front of those same citizens, now entirely naked, 
claiming, “[y]ou see, comrades: the Soviet government has fulfilled its promise.”348 If 
anything, MAD suggests, the five-year plan leaves the Soviet people penniless, even 
more than they already were. 
Furthermore, IR illustrates how the five-year plan, a showpiece of Soviet rule, is 
widely used in propaganda. In the accompanying text to a photocollage entitled 
“Behind the scenes of the five-year plan”, printed in late-1930, IR claims that “Soviet 
publications are full of enthusiastic articles and photographs illustrating the 
 
                                                   
большевистские лозунги и обещания так жестоко не разошлись с действительностью, как здесь.” In 
“Строим новую жишнь!’” IR 1927-50(135), p. 5. 
344 “[…] выдуманных ‘злостными белогвардейцами’”. Ibid. 
345 “[…] новый советский быт поражает именно своей темнотой, нищетой и пороками.” Ibid. 
346 “’Строим новую жизнь’ —таков лозунг. На самом же деле коммуиистический строй, вытравливая 
все живое из жизни […]” Ibid. 
347 “Потерпите, товарищи! Через пять лет вы не будете больше носить этих жалких лохмотьев.” In 
“Пятилетка”, by MAD. IR 1931-5(298), p. 5. 





achievements of the five-year plan and the progress of socialist construction.”349 
However, IR adds, “[i]n this avalanche of state ‘agitation’, an attentive observer 
sometimes manages to discover a few accidentally slipped in small things, which 
portray the true state of affairs more eloquently than all official reports put 
together.”350 IR is determined to let its readers see the truth with their own eyes. 
Hence, in the photo collage, IR has “collected several of these images, borrowed from 
Soviet sources.”351 According to IR, these pictures show “the other side of the coin”352, 
such as people living in barracks, people standing in line for twelve hours for some 
butter, and dirt roads (figure 309). In fact, according to IR “the only well-equipped 
building is that of the GPU in Lubyanka.”353 This is yet another indication by IR that 
Soviet authorities do not care about the people, only about themselves and their 
institutions – in this case, an institution infamous for terrorizing the Soviet people.  
The image of the tractor proves to be especially emblematic for IR in this matter. 
Even before the launch of the first the five-year plan, in mid-1926, IR indicates that 
there is the promise of the Soviet authorities of “supplying the countryside with 
tractors.”354 However, IR indicates, in reality  
 
it was all limited to a few tractors shown at agricultural exhibitions. Neither 
experienced servants nor the necessary materials for using tractors are 
available, and the village is still forced to be content with a plow.355  
 
A few issues later, IR repeats this idea, stating that  
 
                                                   
349 “Советские издания полны восторженными статьями и фотографиями, иллюстрирующими 
достижения пятилетки и прогресс социалистического строительства.” In “За кулисами пятилетки”. 
IR 1930-51(292), p. 5. 
350 “В этой лавине казенных «агиток» внимательному наблюдателю удается иногда открыть 
несколько случайно проскочивших мелочей, который рисуют истинное положения дела 
красноречивее, чем все казенные реляции, вместе взятыя.” Ibid. 
351 “[…] собрали несколько таких снимков, заимствованных из советских источников.” Ibid. 
352 “Оборотная сторона медали”. Ibid. 
353 “Единственное благоустроенное здание помещение ГПУ на Лубянка”. Ibid. 
354 “[…] о снабжении деревни тракторами”. In “Тракторы в Сов. России”. IR 1926-26(59), p. 10. 
355 “Однако на практике все ограничилось несколькими тракторами, показанными на сельско-
хозяйственных выставках. Ни опытной прислуги, ни необходимых материалов для использования 






[t]ractors for the village, about which so many Soviet newspapers write, for the 
most part, exist only on paper. The few tractors that came from abroad are 
inactive due to the lack of instructors and the necessary materials.356  
 
The accompanying photograph according to IR is a “characteristic image: a tractor is 
abandoned, and next to it they use a plow”357 (figure 310).  
Also during the five-year plan, tractors are the symbol of Soviet pretense and 
unfulfilled promises for IR. In 1930 IR prints a picture of a woman and a tractor (figure 
311 and claims that it is a Soviet propaganda picture “depicting an ‘achievement’ of 
the five-year plan: a collective farm laborer tinkering with a Soviet tractor.”358 
However, IR claims, this is a flagrant lie, as the inscription “John Deere” on the tractor 
proves that it is an American tractor, “produced outside of the five-year plan”359. As IR 
demonstrates, the Soviet authorities thus are “flaunting foreign tractors”360, hence the 
item’s title “In borrowed plumes”. In addition to these imported tractors, IR also prints 
a picture of a “[f]ake tractor, hastily produced by Soviet factories to show the ‘planned 
pace’” but which are “getting stuck in the fields all the time”361 (figure 312). As IR 
consistently highlights, the Soviet industry is not capable of meeting the planned 
milestones of the five-year plan. In 1931, there is still no amelioration in sight, IR 
claims:  
 
The mechanization of agricultural labor; factories producing one tractor every 
three minutes; huge collective farms – all this for display, for external 
 
                                                   
356 “Тракторы для деревни, о которых так много пишут советская газеты, по большей части, 
существуют лишь на бумаге. Те же немногие тракторы, которые прибыли из заграницы, находятся 
в бездействии, благодаря отсутствию инструкторов и необходимых материалов.” In “Горе – 
тракторы”. IR 1926-35(68), p. 19. 
357 “Наша фотография изображает характерную картинку: трактор стоит заброшенный, а рядом 
пашут плугом.” Ibid. 
358 “Эта советская агитка изображает ‘достижение пятилетки’: колхозная батрачка возится у 
советского трактора.” In “Ворона в павлиных перьях”. IR 1930-29(270), p. 6. 
359 “[…] выполнен вне пятилетки […]”. Ibid. 
360 “Щеголяют иностранными тракторами”. Ibid. 
361 “Бутафорские тракторы, наспех выпускаемые советскими заводами с целью показать ‘плановые 





consumption. In reality, there is inescapable poverty, wooden plows, bitter 
labor...362 
 
The accompanying picture illustrates this “bitter labor” of a farmer plowing in the old 
way – or, as IR would call it, “like our ancestors”363 (figure 313). Despite official 
bravado, not much has changed in Soviet agriculture, IR demonstrates. 
Additionally, on a regular basis IR exposes what it considers to be the lie about the 
Soviet proletariat and the good life they are living. A good example is a picture of two 
homeless men in the gutter, printed on a cover in late 1926 with the subtitle “happy 
proletariat” (schastlivaya proletariyat, figure 314). That same year, IR prints a picture 
of Soviet factory workers eating breakfast between the machines (figure 315). In the 
accompanying caption, IR emphasizes that the image of the Soviet proletariat 
construed by the Soviet authorities is but a façade shown to the rest of the world: 
 
If European workers, whom the Communists tell tales about the land of milk and 
honey in the USSR, could take a look at the life of the Russian workers, they 
would probably change their minds about prosperity in Soviet paradise.364 
 
Furthermore, in a 1929 news item on strikes in Moscow, IR highlights the ambiguous 
position of the Soviet worker, stating that 
 
[e]veryone knows the difficult conditions in which the Russian proletariat lives. 
He is flattered, they curry favor with him, he is even allowed to criticize, but all 
this is external, ostentatious. In essence, the living conditions of workers in 
 
                                                   
362 “Механизация аграрного труда; заводы, выпускающее по одному трактору каждые три минуты; 
огромные колхозы — все это для показа, внешнего потребления. В действительности же — 
неизбывная нищета, деревянные сохи, горькие труди...” In “В эпоху тракторизации”. IR 1931-
13(306), p. 4. 
363 “Как наши предки”. Ibid. 
364 “Если бы европейским рабочим, которым коммунисты рассказывают небылицы о кисельных 
берегах в С. С. С. Р., пришлось посмотреть на быт русских рабочих, они наверно резко изменили бы 





Russia, their food, their homes, their food, are as terrible as in no bourgeois 
country.365 
 
IR thus demonstrates that while the Soviet worker is the flagship of official Soviet 
discourse, at the same time he lives in dire circumstances. And when it comes to 
strikes, IR describes how “the vigilant eye of the GPU quickly and radically suppresses 
these attempts when it comes to official and state-owned factories and institutions.”366 
However, in the case of private corporations, IR adds, “the private worker may strike 
as much as he likes. He is not only allowed to do so, but even encouraged.” 367 
According to IR, in this way Soviet Russia thus is keeping up appearances and pretends 
to be a “proletarian” nation, while at the same time also achieving its goals of 
eliminating private enterprises. 
Another aspect of Soviet hypocrisy frequently denounced by IR is that of the 
authorities living in wealth. This is a common topic, especially in IR’s cartoons. It is 
clear that party officials – certainly those in foreign embassies – do not practice what 
they preach, as a cartoon by Pem on a 1926 cover indicates (figure 316). Echoing the 
French revolutionary saying “Paix aux chaumières, guerre aux palais!”368 [Peace to the 
huts, war to the palaces!], the Party declares war on wealth, but its highest ranks live 
in luxury, as the image of a lavish party at the Soviet embassy in Paris suggests. The 
discrepancy between official discourse and reality is even so big that it confuses 
foreign guests, as a cartoon by Belkin printed on the cover suggests (figure 317). At 
the sight of all the luxury at the Soviet embassy, the guests, who are invited for "a large 
proletarian celebration on the occasion of May 1st”369, start believing they are “not at 
the right address.”370 
Additionally, the People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs Georgy Chicherin is living 
comfortably during a holiday at the French Riviera, as a cartoon by Pem suggests 
 
                                                   
365 “Всем известны тяжелые условия, в которых живет российский пролетариат. Ему льстят, перед 
ним заискивают, ему позволяют даже критиковать, но все это носить внешний, показной характер. 
По существу же условия жизни рабочих в России, их пища, жилища, еда так ужасны, как ни в одной 
буржуазной стране.” In “Забастовки в Москве”. IR 1929-2(191), p. 15. 
366 “недремлющее око ГПУ быстро и в корне подавляет эти попытки, если речь идет о казенных и 
государственных заводах и учреждениях […]”. Ibid. 
367 “[…] зато у частника рабочий может бастовать сколько ему угодно.” Ibid. 
368 “Мир хижинам, война дворцам”. In “Бал в советском посолстве в Париже”, by Pem. IR 1926-5(38), 
cover. 
369 “По случаю 1-го мая в советском посольстве было организовано большое пролетарское 
празднество.” In “Прием у советского полпреда”, by Belkin. IR 1925-9(18), cover. 





(figure 318). While Chicherin enjoys a cigar and champagne, and has two servants at 
his service, a woman asks him if he lost much in the casino the night before, to which 
Chicherin responds, “it is not me who has lost, but my dear people. After all, I play at 
their expense.”371 According to Pem, Chicherin is not only living a lavish lifestyle, but 
is doing so at the expense of the poor Soviet people. 
In fact, as a cartoon by Belkin printed on a 1925 cover suggests, Soviet officials have 
become the new aristocracy of the USSR, dealing with people in an even more 
dishonest way than the prerevolutionary aristocracy they demonize (figure 319). The 
cartoon with the telling title “The new aristocracy in the USSR” shows a Soviet official 
in a house with a lavish interior and wearing a robe over a smoking jacket, demanding 
that his valet call the tailor since he “has to go to the meeting of the Kombedy in half 
an hour, and the prolet-suit has not yet been sent.”372 The fact that Kombedy stands 
for “komitet bednoty”, or “committee of the poor”, and that the man changes into his 
“proletarian suit” for the occasion, only amplifies the contrast between the wealthy 
party member and, hence, Soviet hypocrisy. 
Two years later, IR prints a picture reminiscent of Belkin’s cartoon depicting Soviet 
diplomats in Persia (figure 320). IR claims that in addition to the way that these 
diplomats still engage in secret diplomacy, despite “one of the slogans of ‘October’ 
being ‘Down with secret diplomacy’”373, “[e]ven in appearance they are no different 
from their most bourgeois colleagues: tailcoats, top hats and patent leather shoes have 
long been attributes of the workers' and peasants' representatives.”374 
In 1928, IR explicitly pinpoints and denounces the contrast between anti-bourgeois 
propaganda and the party members’ actual lifestyle. In an item entitled “Women in 
Soviet life”, IR prints two pictures of Soviet women (figure 321). The picture on the 
left depicts the wife of a shoemaker, soberly dressed and, together with her daughter, 
selling on the streets the shoes which her husband made. The picture on the right 
depicts Lunacharsky’s wife in Berlin, lavishly dressed according to the style of the 
moment. In the accompanying short text, IR cannot hide its strong indignation toward 
the inequality between both women and of the Soviet hypocrisy it testifies to: 
 
                                                   
371 “О, это не я проиграл, это мой дорогой народ. Я, ведь, играю за его счет...” In “Чичерин на Ривьере”, 
by Pem. IR 1927-21(106), cover. 
372 “Товарищ-лакей, позвоните портному: через полчаса на заседание Комбеда надо ехать, а 
пролеткостюм до сих пор еще не прислан!!!” In “Новая аристократия С.С.С.Р.”. IR 1925-21(30), cover. 
373 “Одним из лозунгов ‘октября’ было — ‘долой тайную дипломатию’.”. In “Советские дипломаты в 
Персии”. IR 1927-49(134), p. 6. 
374 “Даже внешностыо они ничем не отличаются от своих самых буржуазных коллег: фраки, 







One of the Bolsheviks' favorite demagogic tricks was always an indication of 
social inequality in a ‘bourgeois’ society, of the sophisticated luxury and 
pampering of some, along with the terrifying poverty of others ... But now, as the 
years have passed, the tenth anniversary has been celebrated and ... it is not so 
much the slogans that have changed significantly, as it is reality which has 
changed significantly...375  
 
According to IR, these two pictures illustrate the truth behind the communist slogans 
and “speak much more eloquently about what Soviet reality is now in the eleventh 
year of the ‘socialist construction’”376. By printing pictures like the one of 
Lunacharsky’s wife – and especially by juxtaposing it with pictures of common people 
– IR thus exposes the painful inequality and hypocrisy in contemporary Russia. 
Additionally, IR also emphasizes the authorities’ aristocratic tendencies by printing 
pictures of Bolsheviks preferring the Tsarist boxes in theatres. As “congresses of 
Soviets and plenary meetings of the Executive Committee usually take place at the 
Bolshoy Theater in Moscow”377, IR indicates in the accompanying picture how “Stalin 
and some of his ‘close associates’ always occupy the Tsarist box”378 (figure 322). 
Similarly, when welcoming the Afghan king Amanullah to Soviet Russia in 1928, the 
authorities organize a special horse race in his name and occupy, of course, the Tsarist 
box in the Moscow hippodrome (figure 323). Furthermore, IR claims in the text 
accompanying another picture of King Amanullah’s visit (figure 324) that  
 
 
                                                   
375 “Одним из излюбленнейших демагогических приемов у большевиков было всегда указание на 
социальное неравенство в ‘буржуазном’ обществе, на изощренную роскошь и изнеженность одних, 
рядом с ужасающей нищетой других... Но вот прошлие года, отпразднован десятилетний юбилей и... 
если не так существенно изменились большевистские лозунги, то как существенно изменилась 
действительность...” In “Женщиня в сов. быту”. IR 1928-13(150), p. 4-5. 
376 “[…] говорят о том, какая теперь советская действительность на одиннадцатом году 
‘социалистического строительства’.” Ibid. 
377 “Съезды советов и пленарныезаседания Исполнительного комитета происходят обычно в 
Большом Театре в Москве.” In “В цярской ложе”. IR 1930-1(242), p. 4. 





the Soviet protocol, which developed a program of royal pastimes for Amanullah, 
did not fail to include also sports entertainment, choosing for this the most 
aristocratic, so to speak ‘diplomatic’ sport, tennis.379  
 
Highlighting the “royal pastimes” organized for Amanullah, IR indicates that the Soviet 
authorities prove to be not so averse to aristocratic – or, as it is euphemized, 




                                                   
379 “Советский протокол, разработавший программу королевского времяпрепровождения для 
Амануллы, не преминул включить — нее и спортивные развлечения, выбрав для этого самый 
аристократический, так сказать ‘дипломатический’ вид спорта в теннис.” In “В городе и свете”. IR 
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Figure 310: “Tractors are sorrow”. IR 1926-35(68), p. 19. 
 
 






Figure 312: "The tractor is standing still!" IR 1930-48(289), p. 4. 
 
 





















































Figure 323: "In the tsarist box. Amanullah at the race of the 'Afghan' price in Moscow”. IR 1928-23(160), p. 9. 
 
 




5.1.5 The Soviet people are victims, too 
Although IR’s disapproval of Soviet life and morality often also includes the new ways 
of the Soviet people, the magazine frequently indicates or suggests that Soviet citizens 
are, above all, corrupted by the authorities, rather than intrinsically bad or evil. In fact, 
many of IR’s longer reports on contemporary Russia focus on everyday life and on how 
the average Russian citizen is affected negatively by Soviet governance. Hence, IR 
suggests that the Russian people, as they existed prior to the revolution, are not 
irretrievably lost; in their core they are still the same. IR indicates that it is crucial not 
to paint the people and their leaders with the same brush. This, arguably, is an 
important distinction for many émigrés, who hope to return to Russia once it is freed 
from Soviet rule. A country’s leaders may be removed but its people cannot and, 
therefore, at their core, the people cannot be malevolent. 
In January 1925, IR publishes three portraits (spread over five issues) of everyday 
life in the Soviet capital, offering a wide panorama on contemporary Soviet life. 
Interestingly, IR does not reprint these articles from a Soviet source, but, it claims, 
“with great technical difficulties, got the opportunity to establish contact with 
Moscow”380. The goal of those articles, IR indicates, is to “acquaint the readers of IR 
with contemporary life in the Red capital”381. As these articles allegedly were not 
printed in the Soviet press but were sent directly to IR, they show Soviet life without 
embellishments. Furthermore, they indicate how this life has clearly impacted – and 
even corrupted – average Russians, but did not change their core. 
The first article depicts Russian provinces, where “voluntary accomplices of the 
authorities” sing songs in order to “popularize the plans of the authorities”.382 These 
volunteers, however, are not very successful as their songs bore the locals. Instead, 
more popular are rayoshniki – often wandering artists who tell stories in rhymed 
prose. The article includes the story of such a rayoshnik, 
 
 
                                                   
380 “[…] с большими техническими трудностями, получила возможность установить связь с Москвой 
[…]”. In “В Москве”. IR 1925-3(12), p. 1. 
381 “[…] ознакомить читателей ‘Иллюстрированной России’ с современной жизнью красной 
столицы.” Ibid. 





a guy with a balalaika, in a white embroidered long shirt, striped blue trousers, 
bast shoes and a tall badeyka hat, this transformed ‘storyteller’, a singer of secret 
folk thoughts and bitter gloating about oneself.383 
 
Unlike songs by government volunteers, the rayoshnik’s tale is far from in line with 
official propaganda, as it includes many critical remarks about the Soviet system. It 
tells the story of how prerevolutionary life used to be hard and got even worse after 
the First World War. So people got mad, the tale continues; they started the Revolution 
and got rid of the Tsar. A new power came, but it soon turned out that the people are 
no better off than before, the rayoshnik concludes. For IR and its readers, this report 
undoubtedly is proof of two things: on the one hand, the Soviet authorities try to 
indoctrinate people with propaganda and agitation, but on the other hand, the 
countryside remains critical and shows resistance against Soviet rule. 
The second article in the series of three portrays a wedding in the communist style 
of a “communist-proselyte”384 and compares it with the continued celebrations a few 
days later in a completely different setting. At the communist wedding, there is a 
“guest of honor – a seasoned communist, […], a member of the party since 1917.”385 As 
the article emphasizes, “the atmosphere is depressed, funerary”386, and the 
conversation regularly falls silent:  
 
Themes are exhausted, the conversation does not stick. There are no disputed 
issues, and if there are, they are somewhere in the distance, in a hazy and boring 
abstraction.387  
 
Furthermore, there is a lot of official, propagandistic talk at the wedding. There are, 
for example, many “toasts to the communist leaders, together and each separately”388 
 
                                                   
383 “[…] дядя с балалайкой, в белой расшитой длинной рубахе, полосатых синих штанах, в лаптях и в 
высокой бадейке-шапке, этот трансформировавшийся ‘сказитель’, баян тайных народных дум и 
горького злорадства над самими собой...” Ibid. 
384 “Муж – коммунист-прозелит […]”. Ibid. 
385 “[…] почетному гостю — матерому коммунисту, […], состоящему в партии со 1917 года.” Ibid. 
386 “Настроение подавленное, погребальное.” Ibid. 
387 “Темы истощены, разговор не клеится. Спорных вопросов нет, а если и есть, то они где-то в 
отдалении, в туманной и скучноватой абстракции […]”. Ibid. 





and the attendees “wish the newlyweds ‘communist happiness’ and more ‘fighters to 
the vanguard of the world revolution’.”389 In turn, the groom, not knowing what to 
reply, “red and confused, mutters something incoherent and lengthy about the 
dictatorship of the proletariat, about the ‘priest's narcotics’ and how he now ‘hears 
with his eyes and ears in a new way, truly’."390 In this vein, the ‘party’ goes on for a 
while. A few days later, however, the wedding celebrations are continued in the old 
style. This time, the article indicates,  
 
[t]he situation is different: there is no ‘seasoned [guest]’ nor most of the previous 
guests. Loud laughter, animation. In the first place there is an old priest. Across 
from the young people sits the mother with a blissful, constantly smiling face.391  
 
As such, the article highlights the contrast between the new atheist soviet weddings 
and the old Orthodox, more traditional marriages. It is clear that the latter still appeals 
more to the Russian people, and that it comes more natural to them.  
Finally, the third portrait in the series, entitled “Pigeon granny”392, discusses the 
phenomenon of pigeons in Soviet squares. This once distinct trait of prerevolutionary 
Russia, the article claims, had disappeared during the revolution but has now 
returned. An old woman feeding the pigeons is asked to stop doing so by a passer-by, 
who claims she is “destroying national wellbeing”393 as people are starving while she 
wastes food on the birds. The old lady replies that pigeons too have to eat as “a pigeon 
is the bird of God. The Lord appeared in the form of a pigeon”394. However small and 
insignificant the image of pigeons may seem, it evokes a familiar sight for émigrés and 
probably even offers a reminder that not everything is irretrievably lost. Also the 
remark about God may offer the émigrés consolation: in its “form of a pigeon”, God is 
still present in Soviet Russia at a time when Soviet activities on the “atheist front” are 
increasing year by year. On the same note, this would also suggest that the Soviet 
 
                                                   
389 “Пожелали молодоженами ‘коммунистического счастья’ и побольше ‘бойцов в авангард мировой 
революции’.” Ibid. 
390 “[…] красная и путаясь, бормочет что то несвязно и долго о диктатуре пролетариата, о ‘поповском 
дурмане’ и о том, что он теперь ‘и глазами и ушами слышит по-новому, по настоящему’.” Ibid. 
391 “Обстановка иная: нет ‘матерого’ и большинства прежних гостей. Раскатистый хохот, оживление. 
На первом месте — старичок-священник. Против молодых — мать с блаженным, непрестанно 
улыбающимся, лицом.” Ibid, p. 6. 
392 “В Москве. Голубиная старуха.”. IR 1925-5(14), p. 12. 
393 “Губишь ты народное достояние”. Ibid. 





authorities have not entirely corrupted the Russian people, as the latter still holds on 
to important prerevolutionary values such as religion. This is a crucial distinction that 
possibly fills the émigré community with hope for the future. 
These three portraits by IR’s correspondent in Moscow thus show that the people 
themselves have hardly changed, and that it is above all a matter of bad influence from 
top-down. In fact, as the aspects discussed in the previous subchapters highlight, the 
Soviet people are above all the first and biggest victim of Soviet rule. Russians citizens 
are systematically lied to, have to endure many hardships, and face constant threat.  
The Soviet people’s suffering also emerges in IR’s cartoons. On the cover of a 1925 
issue, for example, IR prints the cartoon “The Soviet calendar”395, a cartoon similar to 
the one about the five-year plan, in which MAD highlights the strong divergence 
between promise and reality in Soviet Russia (figure 325). On May 1st, the Soviet 
authorities promise the people wealth and prosperity, as illustrated by a proud farmed 
and a worker in front of, respectively, a farm and a factory. On April 1st of the following 
year, the promise turns out to be an April Fool’s joke, and the farmer and worker are 
clearly disenchanted, dressed in rags and standing in front of ruins and fields covered 
in crosses marking graves. A few months later, on the eight anniversary of the 
Revolution, IR prints a new cartoon by MAD on its cover (figure 326). This cartoon 
depicts the “Arc de Triomphe of the Soviet authorities”: a gallows in front of a 
landscape in ruins. According to MAD, the “triumph” achieved in eight years of Soviet 
rule thus is the complete destruction of both the country and many human lives. 
Hence, in a 1927 cartoon MAD suggests that despite the great longing for Russia in 
émigré communities all over the world, “nowhere do they yearn for Russia as much as 
in the USSR”396 (figure 327). And in a cartoon by Pem on the cover of IR’s special 
October issue in 1927, an old lady who is asked why she claims to be sixty years old 
when her passport states seventy replies with the question whether “the last ten years 
can be truly considered life”397 (figure 328). 
 
The war against the Russian peasants 
In addition to the general hardships of contemporary Russia, IR demonstrates how the 
Bolsheviks are especially targeting the peasant population. A minor – yet highly 
 
                                                   
395 “Советский календарь”. IR 1925-7(16), cover. 
396 “[…] нигде не тоскуют по России так сильно, как в С. С. С. Р.” In “Тоска по России”. IR 1927-12(97), 
p. 3. 





significant – element in IR’s coverage of the countryside is the fact that it preserves 
prerevolutionary life. In July 1930, IR prints a picture of women dressed up for Sunday 
in the Ryazan region where the “old attire and clothing are still preserved”398 (figure 
329). Furthermore, IR shows that this preservation of Russian culture is especially the 
case during Russian Shrovetide, called Maslenitsa. In 1926, it posits that “[p]ancakes 
and the accordion are still indispensable attributes of the Maslenitsa in the Russian 
countryside. During the week of Maslenitsa, wandering accordion players, during 
their ‘tour’, meet the most cordial reception everywhere”399 (figure 330). This is 
reflected in the accompanying picture, showing a group of people outside in the snow, 
following two men who are playing the accordion. And in 1927 IR puts it even more 
explicitly by printing the picture of young people in a hut, playing the accordion and 
dancing, taken once more in the Ryazan region (figure 331): 
 
Despite all the attempts of the Soviet government to instill a completely new way 
of life in the Russian countryside, the peasantry, which is very far from 
communism in spirit, carefully preserves the customs and traditions of old 
times. In particular, all holidays eradicated from the Soviet calendar are 
celebrated as before.400 
 
IR thus presents the Russian countryside as the last beacon of prerevolutionary 
Russian life and traditions inside Russia – if not on average days throughout the year 
(as IR does not elaborate on that), than at least on Sundays and holidays. 
Linked to this, IR also – and more frequently – indicates how the countryside 
consistently shows resistance against Soviet rule. This was already indicated earlier 
in this chapter in the discussion of the article on the rayoshniki. By producing food and 
supplies, Russian peasants play a crucial role in everyday Soviet life and they seem to 
be very aware of this. Hence, IR claims in early 1926, “as the peasantry is more and 
more really making them [the authorities] feel their strength and their demands”401, 
 
                                                   
398 “[…] сохранились еще старые наряды и уборы […]”. In “Рязанские бабы”. IR 1930-30(271), p. 6. 
399 “Блины и ‘гармошка’ являются попрежнему непременными атрибутами масленицы в русской 
деревне. На масляной неделе, бродячие музыканты-гармонисты, во время своих ‘турнэ’ повсюду 
встречают самый радушный прием.” In “Масленица в русскойдеревне”. IR 1926-9(42), p. 2. 
400 “Несмотря на все попытки советской власти привить в русской деревне совершенно новый уклад 
жизни, крестьянство, по духу весьма далекое от коммунизма, бережно хранит обычаи и традиции 
старого времени”. In “В современной русской деревне”. IR 1927-14(99), p. 2. 
401 “[…] так как крестьянство все более и более реально дает ему чувствовать свою силу и свои 





the Soviet authorities have launched the campaign “Face toward the countryside” 
(Litsom k derevnye). However, IR highlights, “[c]ommunist propaganda in the 
countryside does not achieve its goal at all. True, the so-called village rallies are 
attended by peasants, but the decisions they make are often very far from the 
resolutions proposed by the ‘official’ speaker.”402 IR thus indicates that the authorities’ 
courting of the countryside does not affect the peasants – quite the contrary. In early 
1927, in an item entitled “The countryside awakens”, IR claims that  
 
[t]he peasantry in Soviet Russia are more and more imbued with the 
consciousness of its strength. […] At the Soviet top, they are anxiously watching 
this emancipation of the village but are powerless to fight it.403  
 
IR’s coverage thus shows the existence of a power struggle between the Soviet 
authorities and the Russian peasants.  
Throughout the years, this clash is depicted all the more explicitly in IR. This is 
especially the case with regards to the topic of grain procurement – a domain 
highlighting the strength of the peasants and the weaknesses of the Soviet system. In 
a 1928 article, tellingly entitled “Whom the Soviet authorities are afraid of”, IR 
discusses the situation: 
 
Grain, an invariable regulator of a country's economic life, is likely to play a 
decisive role in the development of relations between the Soviet government 
and the Russian peasant. Every year, the grain procurement company is a 
serious test for the Bolsheviks and is taking place in a more and more intense 
atmosphere. During this period, all the defects of the monopolized state 
industry, powerless to satisfy the needs of the population, all the viciousness of 
the Soviet apparatus and the communist system of ‘exchange bargaining’ of the 
city and the village are gathered and focused with all their might.404 
 
                                                   
402 “Коммунистическая пропаганда в деревне совершенно не достигает цели. Правда, так 
называемые сельские митинги посещаются крестьянами, но решения принимаемые ими часто 
весьма далеки от резолюций, предлагаемых ‘казенным’ оратором.” Ibid. 
403 “Крестьянство в сов. России все больше и больше проникается сознанием своей силы. […] На 
советских верхах с тревогой следят за этим раскрепощением деревни но бессильны бороться с ним.” 
In “Деревня пробуждается”. IR 1927-1(86), p. 18. 
404 “Хлеб, неизменный регулятор экономической жизни страны, повидимому, сыграет решающую 
роль и в развитии отношений советской власти с русским крестьянином. Каждый год 






In 1928, IR posits that “‘grain procurement’ takes place in a particularly alarming 
atmosphere, reminiscent of the year 1920 according to the Bolsheviks themselves. The 
peasants categorically refuse exchange grain for Soviet money and demand 
manufactory and machinery for their grain.”405 In addition to the “atheist front” and 
the “cultural front”, among others, IR indicates that the Soviet authorities are now also 
active on the “grain procurement front”, as official terminology calls it. And on this 
front, IR claims, “the Soviet power inevitably meets face to face with the peasantry and 
here it acutely feels all its powerlessness in front of it.”406 This is illustrated in the 
accompanying picture of grain procurement in a Cossack village (figure 332). The 
entire population, it seems, has gathered and according to IR, before handing over 
their grain, the farmers “organized a rally, made demands, and waited.”407 
To make matters worse, IR indicates in late 1930 that the procured grain is not used 
to feed the Soviet population, but is exported in order to sell at dumped prices. In an 
item entitled “While they export grain from Russia”, IR claims that the goal for 
dumping is twofold:  
 
firstly, the Soviet government acquires the foreign currency necessary for its 
further existence and propaganda, and secondly, frustration and confusion is 
introduced into the economy of the capitalist countries.”408  
 
However, IR continues, the true victim is the Soviet people: 
 
                                                   
атмосфере все более и более напряженной. В этот период, как в фокусе собираются и проявляются 
со всей силой все дефекты монополизированной государственной промышленности, бессильной 
удовлетворить нужды населения, вся порочность советского аппарата и коммунистической 
системы ‘менового торга’ города с деревней.” In “’Кого боится советская власть’”. IR 1928-10(147), p. 
5. 
405 “В этом году ‘хлебозаготовка’ проходит в особо тревожной обстановке, напоминающей по словам 
самих большевиков 20-й год. Крестьяне категорически отказываются отдавать хлеб за советские 
червонцы и требуют за свое зерно мануфактуру и машины.” Ibid. 
406 “Здесь, на этом ‘фронте’ соввласть неизбежно встречается лицом к лицу с крестьянством и здесь 
остро чувствует все свое бессилие перед ним.” In “На хлебозаготовительном фронте”. IR 1928-
26(163), p. 17. 
407 “[…] строили митинге, предъявили требования и ждут.” Ibid. 
408 “[…] во-первых, советское правительство приобретает иностранную валюту, необходимую ему 
для дальнейшего существования и пропаганды, а, во-вторых, вносится расстройство и смятение в 
экономическое хозяйство капиталистических стран.” In “В то время, как из России вывозят хлеб.” IR 






and the Russian people have to pay cruelly for this brigand policy of the 
Bolsheviks, who literally tear a piece out of their throats. The areas that were 
once the granary of not only Russia, but of the whole of Europe, are devastated 
and ruined. The peasants perish from starvation to the glory of the Third 
International and the world revolution. The photographs we present, better than 
any words, paint the horror of the crime committed against Russia.409 
 
IR thus once more emphasizes how the Soviet authorities are not concerned about the 
people, but only think about profit, their own goals, and their reputation. Even more 
so, IR repeatedly speaks about a “crime committed against Russia”. To expose the 
shameful truth and because images speak louder than words, IR illustrates this with 
two horrid pictures of emaciated starving peasants (figure 333). What is more, IR 
concludes that “[i]n a future indictment against the Bolsheviks, [the pictures] will play 
the role of material evidence of paramount importance.”410 IR is thus convinced that 
Soviet rule will ultimately collapse and that the authorities will be punished – 
something it is happy to contribute to by publishing such pictures. Nevertheless, IR 
frequently indicates that the Soviet authorities are completely devoid of any sense of 
guilt. Hence, in a 1928 cartoon entitled “Who is guilty?” (figure 334), MAD suggests 
that if Stalin were asked who is guilty of starving the population, he would most likely 
indicate that “[t]he old regime is to blame, which taught the peasants and workers to 
eat daily.”411 
The topic of dumping also returns twice to the cover of IR in March 1931. The first 
cover shows farmers stacking grain bags (figure 335). More telling, however, is the 
caption accompanying that picture. The caption once more highlights the Soviet 
authorities’ greed at the expense of its own people, stating that “[t]he Russian 
population is doomed to malnutrition and hunger, but grain is turning into the 
 
                                                   
409 ”[…] а эту разбойничью политику большевиков приходится жестоко расплачиваться русскому 
народу, у которого буквально вырывается кусок из горла. Местности, бывшие некогда житницей не 
только России, но и всей Европы, опустошены и разорены. Крестьяне гибнуть от голода во славу 
третьего интернационала и мировой революции. Приводимые нами фотографии, лучше всяких 
слов рисуют весь ужас совершаемого над Россией преступления.” Ibid. 
410 “В будущем обвинительном акте против большевиков они сыграют роль вещественных 
доказательств первостепенной важности.” Ibid. 
411 “Виноват старый режим, который приучил крестьян и рабочих ежедневно есть.” In “Кто 





currency necessary to support the existence of Soviet power.”412 On the cover of the 
next issue IR prints a picture of a starving woman, her two children (plus a baby in a 
crib, it seems) and a dog in a small hut, under the title “In the country that exports its 
own grain” (figure 336). In the same vein as the pictures of the emaciated peasants, 
for IR, this picture speaks volumes of the way in which the Soviet authorities neglect 
and even ruin its own people: 
 
This photograph, reproduced according to the Bolshevik original, speaks to both 
the heart and mind more than mountains of victorious reports on successes “on 
the grain procurement front”: this is the price at which the opportunity to 
support the five-year bluff in the face of Europe is bought...413 
 
For every dozen triumphant official Soviet statements, IR thus indicates, one 
photograph is enough to expose reality – which is exactly what IR systematically 
claims to do in its coverage of Soviet Russia.  
Additionally, another element of the peasants’ suffering is the creation of the 
kolkhoz (collective farm), or as IR calls it in early 1930, “yet another experiment by 
the Bolsheviks with unfortunate Russia”414. However, IR posits, “[b]y ruining 
individual farms and forcing peasants to enter collective farms, the communist 
government, in fact, is returning the village to the times of apostasy and quitrent.”415 
A year later, in June 1931, IR claims that, with the system of the kolkhoz, the Bolsheviks 
are in fact returning to the system of serfdom: 
 
The news coming from Russia with more and more evidence indicates that, in 
the country of soviets, serfdom was practically restored. Collective farms and 
state farms – a huge, purely commercial enterprise, which the Bolsheviks 
 
                                                   
412 “Русское население обрекается на недоедание и голод, но зато хлеб обращается в валюту, 
необходимую, чтобы поддержать существование советской власти.” In “Советский ‘дэмпинг’”. IR 
1931-11(304), cover. 
413 “Эта фотография воспроизводимая по большевистскому оригиналу, говорить и сердцу, и разуму 
больше, чем горы победных реляций об успехах ‘на хлебозаготовительном фронте’: вот какой ценой 
покупается возможность поддерживать блэфф пятилетки перед лицом Европы...” In “В стране, 
которая вывозит свой хлеб”. IR 1931-12(305), cover 
414 “Очередной эксперимент, проделываемый большевиками над несчастной Россией […]”. In 
“Советский оброк”. IR 1930-13(254), p. 2. 
415 “Разоряя отдельные хозяйства и вынуждая крестьян входить в колхозы, коммунистическая 





themselves call ‘grain factories’ – are essentially old latifundia, in which the 
communist elite became masters, instead of the former nobility, and no less 
strict ‘brigadiers’ replaced the former strict burgomasters. As for the ‘muzhiks’, 
they, as before, are attached to the ground.416 
 
Finally, the war against the Russian peasants is also fought in the courtroom, in 
trials against the “kulaks” – a term for rich farmers owning land – as figure 337 
illustrates. However, IR claims, the persecution of the kulaks is but a cover-up to 
eliminate any opposition in the countryside:  
 
Under the guise of the ‘struggle against the kulaks’, the Soviet government is 
pursuing a line of material ruin and physical destruction of all elements of the 
Russian peasantry that are disobedient to it.417 
 
What is more, IR claims it has “traced through the official press the ways in which any 
peasant can be filed under the notion of ‘kulak’”418. The accompanying pictures, 
showing some of the criteria for being a kulak, according to IR are an “excellent 
illustration of the Bolsheviks' shameless hypocrisy” (figure 338): 
 
The characteristic peasant faces are turning, as described by Soviet journalists, 
into ‘vicious kulak faces that harbor anger against the Soviet regime’... 
The cross on the door of the hut is a sign of ‘stubborn unwillingness to go 
toward the religious emancipation of the masses’ ... A carved balcony indicates a 
‘deviation toward the philistine way of life’, and an oak nobleman’s clock allows 
for its owner to be counted among the ‘most malicious kulak-wreckers’.. 
Meanwhile, these watches, which obviously ended up in the hut from a manor 
 
                                                   
416 “Приходящие из России известия все с большей и большей очевидностью указывают на то, что, 
в стране советов фактически в остановлено крепостное право. Колхозы и совхозы — громадный, 
чисто коммерческие предприятия, который сами большевики называют ‘зерновыми фабриками’, 
являются в сущности старыми латифундиями, в которых хозяевами, вместо прежнего дворянства, 
стала коммунистическая верхушка, а былых строгих бурмистров заменили не менее строгие 
‘бригадиры’. Что касается ‘мужиков’, то они, как и раньше, прикреплены к земле.” In “Возрожденное 
крепостное право”. IR 1931-24(317), p. 2. 
417 “Под видом ‘борьбы с кулачеством’, советская власть проводит линию материального разорения 
и физического уничтожения всех непокорных ей элементов русского крестьянства.” In “’Кулак’ в 
советском изображении”. IR 1930-23(264), p. 5. 





house, could seem to provide their current owner with a patent for 
‘revolutionism!’ 
The ‘signs’ mentioned above are enough for the tribunal to recognize those 
under investigation as ‘kulaks’ with all the ensuing consequences: the 
deprivation of civil rights, confiscation of property, etc.419 
 
Hence, IR highlights how the Bolsheviks turn to hypocrisy and acts of cowardice in the 
battle against the resistance of the countryside – just as they used fallacies to destroy 
the Red Gate in the battle against religion as discussed in 5.1.3.1. 
On numerous occasions, IR thus highlights how the Soviet people are, above all, 
victims of Soviet rule. And if the Soviet people showcases moral decay – as IR 
illustrates in its coverage on alcohol and criminality – it can be argued that this is 
because they have been corrupted and neglected by Soviet life. This is a crucial 
distinction, as it allows émigrés to believe that all hope for Russia is not lost, a crucial 
argument in the return narrative. Furthermore, for IR, the symbol of the Russian 
people as victims is the figure of the peasant, who has to endure many attacks from 
the Soviet authorities. This is highlighted even further by IR’s emphasis on how the 




                                                   
419 Характерные крестьянские лица превращаются, в описании советских журналистов, в ‘ехидные 
кулацкие рожи, затаившие злобу против советской власти’... 
Крест на дверях избы есть признаки ‘упорного нежелания идти навстречу религиозному 
раскрепощению масс’... Резной балкон свидетельствует об ‘уклоне в сторону мещанского быта’, а 
дубовые барские часы, позволяют зачислить их владельца в число ‘самых злостных кулаков-
вредителей’... Между тем, часы эти, шно попавшие в избу из господского дома, могли бы, казалось, 
предоставить их теперешнему владельцу патент на ‘революционность!’. 
Приведенных ‘признаков’ бывает достаточно, чтобы трибунал признали обвиняемых ‘кулаками’, со 
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Figure 329: "Ryazan women". IR 1930-30(271), p. 6. 
 
 






Figure 331: "In the contemporary Russian countryside". IR 1927-14(99), p. 2. 
 
 






































5.1.6 “From Soviet life” 
As mentioned in the introductory part in the description of IR, a significant portion of 
the magazine’s content is devoted to literature. Each issue generally starts with a short 
story and contains one or two other stories further on in the magazine. From mid-
1925, in its literary section IR starts including works by Soviet – in the geographical, 
but necessarily ideological sense – authors. Among them are a handful of renowned 
names such as Inber, Ilf and Petrov, and Zoshchenko, Katayev and Babel – the last 
three are considered poputchiki or “fellow travelers”, writers who did not oppose the 
Revolution, but were also not active revolutionaries. The majority of Soviet writers in 
IR, however, mainly produce middlebrow literature and are no longer widely read 
today, as is also the case for most émigré writers in IR. This subchapter will first 
outline IR’s stance on Soviet literature, based on statements it prints by Adamovich in 
the literary section Literaturnaya nedelya. Subsequently, this chapter will discuss how 
IR uses Soviet literature to contribute to the negative image of Soviet life painted in its 
news items and journalist portraits. 
 
5.1.6.1 To read or not to read Soviet literature 
Before looking into which Soviet stories IR prints and in which format, it is crucial to 
understand why IR prints these stories – or at least claims to do so – in the first place. 
The answer can be found in IR’s literary section Literaturnaya nedelya, where 
Adamovich discusses the question of whether it is appropriate for émigré readers to 
take interest in the literary production of contemporary Russia. Adamovich does so, 
he claims, on the occasion of a letter he has received. Just as in the women’s section, 
however, the letter is not printed in full, but is merely quoted. The author of the letter 
urges Adamovich not to report on Soviet books, and claims that he “does not read them 
out of principle”420. According to Adamovich, such a statement is “absurd”, as  
 
[t]o read does not mean to sympathize, to read means to be interested. If a 
Russian person is not interested in what is happening in Russia, so much the 
worse for him.421  
 
                                                   
420 “[…] принципально не читает.” IR 1931-21(314), p. 21. 
421 Письмо было, на мой взгляд, вздорным. Читать не значит — сочувствовать, читать значит — 






For Adamovich, it can be argued, émigrés thus not only are allowed to read Soviet 
literature, in fact they must do so, as they have a moral obligation, so to speak, to stay 
informed on life in contemporary Russia. Adamovich continues his reply, stating that 
“it is difficult to convince people who have such a ‘principled’ point of view, because 
they are in a state of passion and irritation – a state that is understandable and 
excusable, of course.”422 So although Adamovich understands where the reader’s 
opinion is coming from and even sympathizes with it, he believes it is normal and even 
necessary for émigré readers to take interest in Soviet literature as this equals taking 
an interest in Soviet Russia and Russia in general. 
In fact, reading Soviet literature is a means to bypass the inaccessibility of 
contemporary Russia for the émigré community, as Adamovich indicates on the 
occasion of Zinaida Richter’s 1930 work This is Moscow (Eto i yest Moskva): 
 
When you see in the newspapers announcements from various shipping 
companies about excursions to St. Petersburg and Moscow, when you hear that 
Zeppelin has visited Moscow, something like envy creeps into our 
unconsciousness. It would be nice for us to go there, even for a week or two, 
instead of going to some kind of ‘pension in a healthy area’, by the sea or in the 
mountains... It would be interesting to see what is done there, to see, to listen, 
talk, watch. But first it would be necessary to stock up on an invisibility hat, so 
that as soon as the ‘police’ comes with the question: 
- Your documents, citizen... 
So you immediately put it on. There is no invisibility hat in the world. From the 
Soviet point of view our documents are not quite in order, and we don’t want to 
put them in order. Therefore, the excursion has to be postponed. You have to 
walk around Moscow in your imagination. The book of Zinaida Richter “Also this 
is Moscow” can be very helpful for this imagination.423 
 
                                                   
422 “Но переубедить людей, стоящих на такой ‘принципальной’ точке зрения, трудно, ибо они 
находятся в состоянии запальчивости и раздражения — состоянии, понятном и простительном, 
разумеется.” Ibid. 
423 "Когда видишь в газетах объявления различных пароходных компаний об экскурсиях в 
Петербурга и Москву, когда слышишь, что Москву посетил ‘Цеппелин’, — что-то похожее на зависть 
закрадывается в сознание. Хорошо бы и нам съездить туда, хотя бы на недельку или две, вместо 
того чтобы отправляться в какой-нибудь ‘пансион в здоровой местности’, у моря или в горах... 
Интересно было бы взглянуть, что там делается, посмотреть, послушать, поговорить, понаблюдать. 
Но предварительно надо было бы запастись шапкой-невидимкой, чтобы как только подойдет 






The only way to visit Russia, Adamovich states, is in one’s imagination, and this is 
easier by reading books on contemporary Russia. The same goes for popular Soviet 
writer Panteleymon Romanov (mentioned in 5.1.3.3) – whose short stories are also 
published in IR’s literature section. According to Adamovich,  
 
[h]is novels so accurately and faithfully convey modern Russian philistine life 
that they resemble a conscientious newspaper ‘reportage’. No poetry, just the 
facts. No fantasy – just everyday life. The reader is not tired, not bored: the 
author tells him interesting, true stories from the life that everyone sees around 
him. And he tells them very clearly. 
For us, modern Moscow life is sometimes like exoticism. We have not seen 
her for a long time, and much has changed in her over recent years. Romanov’s 
books are all the more valuable to us, if only as a document. And, really, it does 
not take much effort to discern the old from the new, the present from the 
past.424 
 
Adamovich’s appreciation of Romanov’s works fits well with the idea expressed in IR’s 
articles on Soviet criminal cases (cf. 5.1.2), which consider the courtroom to be a 
mirror of society. In the same vein, Soviet literature is a mirror of Soviet society; it is 
a means for émigrés to still get a glimpse of an otherwise inaccessible Russia. 
According to Adamovich, reading Soviet literature can thus be truly valuable for 
émigrés, a conviction IR seems to share considering its frequent publication of Soviet 
short stories. 
 
                                                   
— Ваши документы, гражданин... 
- Так сразу и надеть ее. Шапок – невидимок нa свете нет. Документы наши с советской точки зрения 
не совсем в порядке, да мы и не желаем их в порядок приводить. Поэтому экскурсию приходится 
отложить. Гулять по Москве приходится в воображении. В помощь фантазии может очень 
пригодиться книжка Зин. Рихтер ‘Это и есть Москва’.”IR 1930-47(288), p. 22. 
424 “Его романы настолько точно и верно передают современную русскую обывательскую жизнь, — 
что напоминают добросовестный газетный "репортаж". Никакой поэзии, — одни только факты. 
Никакой фантазии — только быт. Читатель не утомляется, не скучает: автор рассказывает ему 
интересные, правдивые истории из той жизни, которую каждый видит вокруг себя. И рассказывает 
очень ясно. 
Для нас современная московская жизнь иногда похожа на экзотику. Давно уже мы ее не видели, и 
многое изменилось в ней за последние годы. Тем более ценны для нас книги Романова: хотя бы 
только в качестве документа. И, право, не много требуется усилий, чтобы разглядеть за новым – 






5.1.6.2 Framing Soviet life through literature  
In the period under Mironov, one fifth of all stories printed in IR (128 out of 627) are 
written by Soviet authors – again, at least in the geographical sense. Overall, these 
stories fit well with the negative image IR paints of Soviet Russia in its news items and 
journalist portraits. Revolving around a broad panorama of societal deficits – ranging 
from bureaucracy (“Telephonogram”) to homeless children (“Two friends”), 
alcoholism (“Hypnotist”) and the abolition of religion (“Poisoned joy”) – these Soviet 
stories show a highly dysfunctional society and indicate how moral decay reigns in 
postrevolutionary Russia.425 What is more – and this is in stark contrast to IR’s émigré 
stories – the Soviet stories are marked by an excessive use of bad language, as the 
dialogue is riddled with colloquial expressions and profanities, thus suggesting the 
low nature of the characters and of the society they live in. Furthermore, the vast 
majority of IR’s Soviet stories are accompanied by illustrations by Soviet or 
unspecified artists depicting significant scenes. Considering the fact that all specified 
artists are Soviet, it can be argued that IR has presumably copied the illustrations 
along with the story from their original source. Interestingly, half of those stories by 
Soviet authors appear with the subtitle “From Soviet life” (Iz sovetskogo byta from 
mid-1927 onward, and from 1930 on occasionally also as Iz sovetskoy zhizny). 
Although all these stories are fiction, the subtitle seems to indicate that they come 
straight out of real life. What is more, this subtitle suggests that the stories do not 
necessarily show only the bad side of Soviet life, but Soviet life tout court. This fits well 
with Adamovich’s claim that IR’s readers can get to know Soviet life through literature.  
It can, however, be argued that under this seemingly neutral subtitle, IR 
systematically prints stories that show a certain moral decay of Soviet society – at least 
from an émigré perspective. As these stories are written by Soviet authors and are 
originally published in the Soviet press – and, thus, were not censored – they must be 
acceptable from a Soviet perspective. Hence, these stories most likely allow for a 
double interpretation: a Soviet interpretation and an émigré one. As with the editorial 
introductions to many Soviet articles, it can be argued, by means of the subtitle “From 
Soviet life” IR frames these negative stories as the true face of Soviet life and influences 
its readers’ interpretation. From 1930, IR also accompanies a handful of stories in 
“From Soviet life” with a short editorial introduction (cf. infra), stating that the stories 
 
                                                   
425 “Телефонограмма”, by Leonid Sayansky. IR 1926-14(47), p. 6-8. “Два друга”, by Lidiya Seyfullina. IR 
1926-3(36), p. 1-4. “Гипнотизер”, by Viktor Ardov. IR 1928-21(158), p. 10-11. “Отравленная радость”, by 




allow readers to see the real life the Soviet authorities hide from the rest of the world. 
Therefore, those stories get a double framing by IR. 
A good example of a Soviet story that allows for double interpretation is “Scene and 
life”, written by Viktor Ardov and printed in IR in mid-1928. The story revolves around 
a theatre play that presents the communist class struggle: 
 
Throughout the play, the tireless and selfless revolutionary [heroin] fought with 
the bourgeois authorities, headed by a capitalist, bloodthirsty and predatory. 
The class struggle ceased only during the intermissions.426 
 
During the last intermissions, however, there is an announcement from the mestkom 
(the local committee) on the wage of the actors. The man playing the capitalist in the 
play discovers that he will get paid less than the woman playing the revolutionary, and 
he is furious. Before he can address the injustice, however, the last act begins. When 
the revolutionary says her line, “While a worker is starving, your minions get fierce 
salaries!”427, the actor playing the capitalist goes out of character and starts settling 
the wage discussion on stage. The audience does not seem to sense that there is 
anything wrong and enjoys the heated argument between the capitalist and the 
revolutionary. Finally, the director decides to intervene and gives the command to 
“release the revolution”428, sending a crowd of extras on stage. When the leader of the 
revolution shouts, “Now we will be able to distribute our income fairly, and there will 
no longer be the inequality that has reigned so far!”429, the capitalist cheers, breaking 
character completely. The revolutionary angrily leaves the stage and the curtain falls. 
The story is accompanied by illustrations by a certain “A. L.”, depicting the heads of 
the two main actors – the capitalist, with a top hat, and the revolutionary woman – 
shouting at each other, as well as the moment when the actors learn about the new 
wages (figure 339). 
Looking at this story from a Soviet context, it can be argued that the focus would be 
on the vanity and unprofessionalism of the actors, who are, to some extent, still 
considered members of the intelligentsia in Soviet Russia. One could even argue that 
 
                                                   
426 “В течение всей пьесы неутомимая и самоотверженная революционерка боролась с 
буржуазными властями, во главе которых стоял капиталист, кровожадный и хищный. Классовая 
борьба прекращалась только во время антрактов.” In “Сцена и жизнь”. IR 1928-26(163), p. 6. 
427 “В то время как рабочю голодают, ваши приспешники получают бешеные оклады!” Ibid. 
428 “Выпускайте революцию!” Ibid, p. 7. 
429 “Теперь мы сможеми по справедливости распределить наши доходы, и больше не будет уже 




the actor playing the capitalist in fact embodies the essence of capitalism, as he places 
his own interests above the interests of the collective and thus jeopardizes the whole 
production. Émigré readers, however, will most likely read this story as a testimony 
to Soviet hypocrisy: on stage there is a play revolving around the revolution and 
promoting equality, while off-stage the actors are personally experiencing inequality. 
As such, the stage could be considered a metaphor for official Soviet statements, while 
everything off-stage represents real life. 
Another story “From Soviet life”, printed a few issues later, that allows for a double 
interpretation is called “On love”. The story is written by Fanni Laskovaya, and 
illustrations are provided by artist Konstantin Rotov. As the title indicates, “On love” 
gives us a taste of love à la Soviet, in particular the love triangle between doctor-
botanic Timiryazev, his wife Anna, and her lover, the artist Losev. Remarkably for a 
story entitled “On love”, there is very little love to be found. The doctor’s reaction on 
learning of his wife’s affair, for example, is very rational. Stating that he does not 
“really believe in so-called love”, he addresses the situation “objectively, as a 
doctor”430: 
 
According to my observation, my wife Anna Sergeyevna is in a state of long-term 
affect; she is hysterical and her feelings are exaggerated, – fictitiously inflated; 
this is a kind of love psychosis. As for you [Losev], I allow myself to think that in 
our harsh time, in your years – after all, it seems you are over forty years old –, 
after reassessing all the values, so to speak, your love is no more than curiosity 
for a new woman.431 
 
The artist, of course, does not agree with the doctor’s statement and denounces how 
the doctor has “completely decomposed everything by zoology and thought it 
through.”432 Instead, he refers to literature where there are “dozens of examples of 
love at forty and over.”433 This, in turn, annoys the doctor, who claims that since 
 
                                                   
430 “Я вообще плохо верю в так называемую любовь, […] и буду рассуждать объективно, как врач 
[…]”. In “О любви”. IR 1928-28(165), p. 1. 
431 “По моему наблюдению, жена моя Анна Сергеевна находится в состоянии длительного аффекта, 
она истерична и чувства ее преувеличены, — выдуманно раздуты, — это своего рода любовный 
психоз. Что же касается вас, позволяю себе думать, что в наше суровое время, в ваши годы, ведь вам 
кажется сорок с лишком лет, после переоценки всех ценностей, так сказать, любовь ваша —
любопытство к новой женщине, не больше.” Ibid. 
432 “[…] совсем по зоологически разложили все и взвесили.” Ibid, p. 2. 





“[b]oth of us had the honor to count ourselves to the Russian intelligentsia – I dare to 
think, I respect literature no less than you.”434 The doctor ultimately invites the artist 
to come live with them, instead of Anna moving out – otherwise he might lose his spare 
room to “uncultivated people, with half a dozen children or a gramophone, who would 
hinder me from working, and I have a lot of work, and I think this is the most important 
thing in our life now.”435 The doctor, thus, is far from worried about losing his wife; 
the only thing on his mind is his work. Furthermore, it is clear that he considers 
himself elevated above the masses. The doctor then leaves for a lecture, while Anna 
and the artist go to her apartment. Adding an extra element of Soviet couleur locale, 
the story describes how on their way to the apartment, the two are scolded by an old 
woman they bump into, and a young boy steals their keys.  
Once in the apartment, what follows is an exposition of Anna’s and the artist’s 
overpowering feeling of lethargy. Feeling tired and uninspired, the artist recalls killing 
his wife ten years ago when he found out she was having an affair. The contrast 
between now and then could not be any bigger: back then, he was driven by animal 
rage, but now he is indifferent and numbed by years of great suffering:  
 
Too much has come over the years. War. Shell shock. The revolution. The death 
of almost everyone he loved and who loved him, poverty, a meaningless five-
year isolation from Moscow, from work; two months he was in prison as a 
hostage, he had typhus three times; in order for his mother not to starve to death, 
he did everything in the Crimea – he taught painting for a pound of bread a day, 
loaded watermelons in Yalta: together with the writer Myatyezhny and tailor 
Ryabchik, he sold trousers at the Yevpatoria Bazaar; was a taper at Wrangel in 
the Kin-Sadness tavern, and finally, having lost all ends and beginnings, he 
returned to Moscow, and then he had to live through the last thing – maybe the 
worst thing for him – he realized that fifteen years of work went down the drain, 
that it is not needed now and that to live is to start working from scratch.436 
 
                                                   
434 “Оба мы имели честь причислять себя к российской интеллигенции — смею думать, литературу 
я уважаю не меньше вас...” Ibid. 
435 “[…] некультурные люди, с полдюжиной ребят или граммофоном, будут мешать мне работать, а 
работа у меня большая, и, думаю, это сейчас самое важное в нашей жизни.” Ibid. 
436 “Слишком много надвинулось за эти годы. Война. Контузия. Революция. Смерть почти всех, кого 
он любил и кто любили его, нищета, бессмысленная пятилетняя оторванность от Москвы, от 
работы; два месяца он сидел в тюрьме заложником, болел тремя тифами; чтоб не умерла с голоду 
мать, занимался в Крыму всеми — учил живописи за фунт хлеба в день, грузил арбузы в Ялте: вместе 
с писателем Мятежными и портными Рябчиком торговал штанами на Евпаторшском базаре; был 






Anna, in turn, realizes “that he had long been extinguished, a dead man, and she did 
not love him, just as she did not love her learned husband, just as she had never loved 
anyone.”437 Additionally, Anna understands that she does not want to live with two 
men “like many do”, as it is “disgusting to her, like drinking from someone else's dirty 
glass.”438 When the artist ultimately leaves, Anna is in tears but not out of heartbreak: 
 
She felt sorry for herself, for the last shreds of greedy and tenacious youth, she 
cried from loneliness, uselessness, senselessness and emptiness of her female 
life, about cold, joyless love after two months already, invented out of boredom 
and tediousness.439 
 
Instead of love, this story shows a loveless marriage and an affair out of boredom. By 
labelling this story “From Soviet life”, it can be argued, IR suggests that all love in Soviet 
Russia is like this: either nonexistent or perverted.  
Again, this story allows for two different readings. From the Soviet perspective, the 
most important aspect, of course, is the intelligentsia milieu with which both the 
doctor and artist identify. As such, it can be argued, this allows the Soviet reader to 
label the characters’ negative traits as originating in their intelligentsia backgrounds, 
and, thus, not inherent to Soviet life. From an émigré point of view, however, two 
elements catch the eye. First of all, there is the perverted way in which the Soviet 
people deal with love. The doctor, for example, clearly values his work over his wife, 
and talks about their marriage in a scientific or business-like manner. His wife, in turn, 
has started an affair – not out of love but out of boredom. Also the artist does not really 
seem transported by love, but is marked by an overall sense of indifference. 
Additionally, the fact that he killed his former wife out of jealousy can be seen as 
indicative of the other end of the spectrum, of the extreme violence and overall moral 
decay ruling Soviet Russia. The second striking element in this story is the weariness 
 
                                                   
Москву, и тогда пришлось пережить последнее — может быть, самое для него страшное — понял, 
что 15 лет работы пошли насмарку, что не нужна она теперь и жить — это начинать работать 
сначала.” Ibid, p. 6. 
437 “И тут Анне показалось, что он давно погасил, мертвый человек и не любить она его, как не 
любить ученого мужа, как никого никогда не любила.” Ibid. 
438 “А жить просто как многие, с двумя — ей противно, как пить из чужого грязного стакана.” Ibid, p. 
7. 
439 “Ей было жалко себя, последних клочков жадной и цепкой молодости, плакала она от 
одиночества, ненужности, бессмыслия и пустоты женской своей жизни, о холодной, безрадостной 




that marks all the characters. They are all dulled by the harsh Soviet life. This arguably 
is an important element, as it allows room for the idea that the Soviet people are not 
bad by nature, but clearly affected and corrupted by the new Soviet life. 
A similar double reading can be perceived in Zoshchenko’s well-known story “Lady 
with the flowers”, printed in IR in late 1929 and accompanied by four illustrations by 
an unspecified artist. The story starts with a short prologue, in which Zoshchenko 
states the following: 
 
In a word, this story is about how one day, through an accident, it finally became 
clear that any mysticism, any idealism, a different unearthly love, and so on and 
so forth, is absolute nonsense and rubbish. And that in life only a real material 
approach is valid, and, unfortunately, nothing else.  
Maybe this will seem too sad to some backward intellectuals and 
academicians, maybe they will whine again through this, but when they will have 
whined, let them take a look at their past life and then they will see how much of 
it all they have put on themselves.440 
 
Hence, from the very outset, it can be argued, the story seems to target the 
intelligentsia and the bourgeois, claiming that the values they propagate ultimately 
turn out to be irrelevant. 
The story itself, then, is about the engineer Gorbatov, a man who, according to the 
narrator, is reactionary – perhaps even a member of the intelligentsia – and prefers a 
bourgeois lifestyle, focused on aesthetics, and far away from the – in his eyes – ugly, 
modern society: 
 
Indeed, it is true that he had nothing else from life and did not strive for 
anywhere. He did not carry a social burden. He did not do physical education. He 
did not write articles. And in general, I must say frankly, he avoided public life. 
 
                                                   
440 “Одним словом, этот рассказ насчет того, как од­нажды через несчастный случай окончательно 
выясни­лось, что всякая мистика, всякая идеалистика, разная неземная любовь и так далее и тому 
подобное есть форменная брехня и ерундистика. И что в жизни действителен только настоящий 
материальный подход, и ничего, к сожалению, больше. Может быть, это чересчур грустным 
покажется некоторым отсталым интеллигентам и академикам, может быть, они через это обратно 
поскулят, но, поскуливши, пущай окинут взором свою прошедшую жизнь и тогда увидят, сколько 





He did not keep up with modernity. He was, of course, about forty years old, 
and he lived completely in his past. In a word, he liked the past bourgeois life 
with its various pillows, consommés and so on. 
And in his real current life, he saw nothing but rudeness and turned his 
personality away from everything.441 
 
Also Gorbatov himself identifies with this bourgeois lifestyle and gladly considers 
himself a member of the intelligentsia: 
 
I, – he says, – am a deeply intelligent person; I, he says, can understand many 
mystical and abstract pictures of my childhood. And I, he says, cannot be satisfied 
with that crude reality, specialism, reduction, rent, and so on. I, he says, was 
brought up on many beautiful things and trinkets; I understand subtle love and 
do not see anything decent in a rough embrace, and so on and so forth. 
And so, by virtue of all this, he broke away from the masses and finally 
withdrew into his family life and into his love for the darling of his with the 
flowers.442 
 
The only joy for Gorbatov is his wife, the lady with the flowers, whom he loves 
passionately and “tells his various reactionary thoughts and views to.”443 One day, 
however, she drowns and her body cannot be found. Therefore, Gorbatov promises a 
fee to whoever finds her body so he can bury her and visit her grave: 
 
 
                                                   
441 “Действительно верно, он ничего другого от жизни не имел и никуда не стремился. Он 
общественной нагрузки не нес. Он физкультурой не занимался. Статей не писал. И вообще, надо 
откровенно сказать, он избегал общественной жизни. Он не попал в ногу с современностью. Ему 
было, конечно, лет сорок, и он весь был в своем прошлом. Ему, одним словом, нравилась прошлая 
буржуазная жизнь с ее разными подушечками, консоме и так далее. А в настоящей текущей жизни 
он ничего, кроме грубого, не видел и свою личность от всего отворачивал.” Ibid, p. 2. 
442 “Я, — говорит, — человек глубоко интеллигентный, мне, говорит, доступно понимание многих 
мистических и отвлеченных картин моего детства. И я, говорит, не могу удовлетвориться той 
грубой действительностью, спецеедством, сокращением, квартирной платой и так далее. Я, 
говорит, воспитан на многих красивых вещах и безделушках, понимаю тонкую любовь и не вижу 
ничего приличного в грубых объятиях и так далее и тому подобное. И вот, в силу всего этого, он 
оторвался от масс и окончательно замкнулся в свою семейную жизнь и в свою любовь к этой своей 
милочке с цветочками.” Ibid, p. 2. 





I loved her with a completely unearthly love, and he says, my only business now 
is to find her, venerate her ashes and bury her in a decent little grave and go to 
that grave every Saturday in order to spiritually communicate with her and have 
otherworldly conversations with her.444 
 
The weeks pass by and still no one has found his wife’s body, but Gorbatov keeps 
on hoping, while at the same time, the story indicates, “[t]he engineer’s grief also 
subsided a little.”445 When some fishermen finally find the body of a woman, they ask 
Gorbatov to identity her. This proves to be difficult as “time and water had done their 
dirty work.”446 The fishermen are impatient and insensitive to Gorbatov’s difficult 
task: 
 
Then one of the fishermen, not wanting, of course, to waste precious little time, 
says – well, and? Is it her? If it is not her, then, citizens, let us disperse, why stand 
in vain!447 
 
But also Gorbatov’s behavior, it can be argued, is completely unexpected. More 
importantly, he behaves far from respectful to a dead person, let alone the woman he 
proclaims to have loved so “unearthly”: 
 
Engineer Gorbatov bent a little lower, and then a full grimace of revulsion and 
disgust twitched his intellectual lips. With the toe of his boot, he turned the face 
of the drowned woman and looked at her again. Then he bowed his head and 
quietly whispered to himself: – Yes ... it is her! Disgust twitched his shoulders 
again. He turned back and walked quickly toward the boat.448 
 
                                                   
444 “Тем более я ее любил совершенно неземной любовью, и мне, говорит, только и дело сейчас, что 
найти ее, приложиться к ее праху и захоро­нить ее в приличной могилке и на ту могилку каждую 
субботу ходить, чтобы с ней духовно общаться и иметь с ней потусторонние разговоры.” Ibid, p. 6. 
445 “Так что горе инженера немножко тоже поутихло.” Ibid. 
446 “[…] время и вода сделали свое черное дело.” Ibid. 
447 “Тогда один из рыбаков, не желая, конечно, терять понапрасну драгоценное времечко, говорит 
— дескать, ну, как? Она? Если не она, так давайте, граждане, разойдемся, чего стоять понапрасну!” 
In “Дама с цветами”. Ibid. 
448 “Инженер Горбатов наклонился несколько ниже, и тут полная гримаса отвращения и 
брезгливости передернула его интеллигентские губы. Носком своего сапожка он перевернул лицо 






Instead of delicately approaching the woman, Gorbatov touches her face with his shoe, 
and instead of showing grief, his entire body displays a strong disgust. When he wants 
to leave, the fishermen cold-heartedly remind Gorbatov of the promised fee, so he pays 
them and gives them some more money so they can bury her there in the town. 
Gorbatov subsequently leaves the town – and, thus, does not visit his wife’s “little 
grave” every Sunday, as he had sworn before. What is more, Gorbatov is seen later in 
Petersburg, the story dryly mentions, accompanied by another woman. The story 
concludes with the cynical remark that 
 
[w]e will honor the memory of the drowned woman and the deep unearthly love 
for her on the part of the engineer by standing up and moving on to current 
affairs. Moreover, the time is not such as to linger for a long time on drowned 
civilians and bring under them all psychology, physiology and so on.449 
 
Again, a double reading is possible for this story. If we think back to the prologue of 
the story, we see a clear condemnation of the life and values of the intelligentsia who 
are only concerned with unearthly and, hence, unimportant things. However, when 
push comes to shove, the story suggests, the intelligentsia is confronted by the 
insufficiency of these values and is forced to realize that only “a real material approach 
is valid”. From the émigré perspective, then, what stands out is the horrible way in 
which Soviet people deal with both love and the dead. The fishermen are cold and 
indifferent when they find the body and only care about their fee. Gorbatov, then again, 
at the unsavory sight of his wife’s drowned body, immediately forgets all the love he 
had for her as well as his promise to venerate her. Furthermore, the story indicates 
that even a love as strong as that of Gorbatov’s can suddenly die and be just as easily 
replaced. For the émigré reader, this text thus undoubtedly is another example of the 
moral decay prominent in Soviet life. 
Another well-known Soviet story in IR is “A bright personality” by Soviet writing 
duo Ilya Ilf and Yevgeny Petrov, printed with the subtitle “Satirical story from Soviet 
life”. The humorous story is spread over ten issues in late 1928, and is accompanied 
 
                                                   
Да... это она! Снова брезгливость передернула его плечи. Он повернулся назад и быстро пошел к 
лодке.” Ibid, p. 8. 
449 “Память утонувшей и глубокую неземную любовь к ней со стороны инженера почтим вставанием 
и перейдем к текущим делам. Тем более время не такое, чтоб подолгу задерживаться на утонувших 





by illustrations by Soviet artists Konstantin Eliseyev, Boris Efimov, Mikhail 
Cheremnykh and Vasily Svarog. 
In “A bright personality”, Yegor Filyurin, an “absolutely unremarkable clerk of the 
services and utilities department of the Pishcheslav communal services”450 finds a 
piece of soap said to cure freckles, created by local inventor Babsky. However, when 
Filyurin washes with the soap, he becomes invisible. Despite still being invisible the 
next day, Filyurin goes to work as he is afraid of his bureaucratic superior Kain 
Dobroglasov. There, Filyurin’s peculiar appearance or rather non-appearance 
“cause[s] a quite understandable commotion.”451  
One of the people at Filyurin’s workplace, the assistant to his superior, Yevsey 
Ioannopolsky, is enthused by the vast possibilities of Filyurin’s invisible status and 
believes that this can mean many good things for the town Pishcheslav: 
 
According to Yevsey Lvovich, the Invisible man, taking advantage of his 
unlimited possibilities, has already engaged in highly useful social activities and, 
of course, will continue to do so. Being especially well acquainted with the 
structure of the institution, the invisible man will undoubtedly fight the 
perversions of the apparatus.452 
 
Ioannopolsky starts acting as Filyurin’s spokesperson and launches the rumor that the 
Invisible man is able to quietly appear in offices across town and observe the people. 
What is more, he claims that the Invisible man “does not respond on purpose to find 
out ‘who breathes what’”453, i.e. who is doing what or is up to what. The rumor 
immediately has its effect on the town:  
 
 
                                                   
450 “[…] ничем ровно не примечательный канцелярист отдела благоустройства Пищеславкого 
комхоза […]”. In “Светлая личность”. IR 1928-42(179), p. 15. 
451 “[…] вызвало вполне понятный переполох.” Ibid, IR 1928-44(181), p. 18. 
452 “По мнению Евсея Львовича, Прозрачный, пользуясь неограниченными своими возможностями, 
уже занялся высокополезной общественной деятельностью и, конечно, будет ее продолжать. 
Будучи особенно хорошо знакомым со структурой совучреждении, невидимый, несомненно будет 
бороться с извращениями аппарата.” Ibid, IR 1928-46(183), p. 16. 





In the course of the week, the city was transformed: in Pishcheslav no one dared 
any longer to steal, swear, or drink heavily. A feeling of criticism awoke in the 
citizens. The Invisible man had become the conscience of the city.454 
 
Filyurin’s invisibility puts things in order in Pishcheslav and solves many problems of 
corruption and dishonesty. And even after the soap has lost its effect and Filyurin is 
visible again, the epilogue indicates, Pishcheslav’s life does not go back to its old ways: 
 
During the period of Filyurin's transparency, the city lost the habit of swindlers 
and did not want to get used to them again.455 
 
Filyurin’s visits expose many shortcomings of Pishcheslav – and, by extension, of 
Soviet life – which are extensively described. First of all, the entire forth episode is 
devoted to the history of the city, “a terrible city”, with “well-known traits common to 
many of our cities”.456 Although the “our” in this citation is not specified, it is clear that 
that Pishcheslav mirrors Soviet cities. In fact, everything in the city is absurd or even 
downright ridiculous. Most buildings are comical, but the city’s most important 
building, the local club, tops the list: 
 
The club was built very solidly, soundly, and was distinguished by the beauty of 
all its four facades, unprecedented even in Pishcheslav. But there were no 
concerts, no lectures, no theatrical performances, no chess games, no club 
activities. The huge building, casting a shadow over a good half of Pishcheslav, 
was not visited by citizens at all. […] What happened? Why didn't a soul visit the 
club? […] 
When constructing the building, the builders made a mistake. We must 
reveal the whole truth. In the building there was only one, small, completely dark 
room with an area of seven square meters. The rest of the immeasurable area 
 
                                                   
454 “В течение недели город преобразился: в Пищеславе никто не смел больше воровать, 
сквернословить, пьянствовать. В гражданах проснулось чувство критики. Невидимый стал 
совестью города.” Ibid, IR 1928-46(183), p. 20. 
455 “За время прозрачности Филюрина город отвык от мошенников и не хотел снова к ним 
привыкать.” Ibid, IR 1928-50(187), p. 18. 
456 “Пищеслав был городом ужасным [...] знакомые черты, общие для многих наших городов. Ibid, IR 





was occupied by large and small columns of all orders – Doric, Ionic and 
Corinthian. 
Slate-colored colonnades crossed the building up and down, surrounded it 
from all sides with some amazing palisade. There were also only columns inside 
the building. […] The Pishcheslav residents, afraid of getting lost in the columns 
and not finding the room in which they could listen to the lecture, preferred to 
admire the outlandish club from the outside.457 
 
Furthermore, bureaucracy in Pishcheslav is inescapable. When Filyurin searches 
for a cure for his invisibility, he is sent from pillar to post and has to visit various 
committees and institutions where everything and everyone works very slowly. 
Additionally, corruption, nepotism and protectionism are rampant in Pishcheslav, 
ailments embodied especially by Filyurin’s superior Dobroglasov. The president of the 
local committee, then, is guilty of fraud, having “squandered thirty rubles of Moscow 
money” and intending to “replenish the embezzlement with membership fees 
collected from friends of the radio.”458 And Filyurin’s landlady is exemplary of loose 
Soviet morals, as she is pregnant but “divorced three years ago already, and she was 
still hesitant in choosing the father of the alleged child.”459 It is, thus, clear, that in 
Pishcheslav many things are going wrong and consequently, many citizens fear the 
watchful eye of the invisible man, so they start behaving better. 
For a Soviet reader, “A bright personality” is arguably a satirical story enlarging the 
shortcomings of the post-capitalist, but still NEP-capitalist, society with all its 
problems. For émigré readers, on the other hand, the story is exemplary once more of 
Soviet moral decay – for obvious reasons. And perhaps even more important than the 
 
                                                   
457 “Клуб был построен, очень прочно, добротно и отличался невиданной еще в Пищеславе красотой 
всех своих четырех фасадов. Но не было в нем ни концертов, ни лекций, ни театральных 
представлений, ни шахматных игр, ни кружковой работы. Огромное здание, бросавшее тень на 
добрую половину Пищеслава, совершенно не посещалось гражданами. [...] Что же случилось? 
Почему ни одна душа не посещала клуба? [...] При постройке здания строителями была допущена 
ошибка. Мы должны открыть всю правду. В здании былатолько однна, маленькая, совсем темная 
комнатка площадью в семь квадратньнх метров. Вся остальная неизмеримая площадь была занята 
большими и малыми колоннами всех ордеров — дорического, ионического и коринфского. 
Колоннады аспидного цвета пересекали здание вдоль и поперек, окружали его со всех сторон 
каким-то удивительным частоколом. Внутри здания тоже были только колонны. [...] Пищеславцы, 
боясь заблудиться в колоннах и не находя комнат, в которых можно было бы послушать лекцию, 
предпочитали любоваться диковинным клубом извне.” Ibid, IR 1928-44(181), p. 16- 17. 
458 “[…] растратил тридцать рублей московских денег, […] собирался восполнить членскими 
взносами, собранными с друзей радио.” Ibid, IR 1928-46(183), p. 16. 
459 “Она была разведена уже три года назад, а в выборе отца предполагаемого ребенка все еще 




many wrongdoings of the citizens of Pishcheslav, is the fact that they clearly lack any 
moral sense or conscience. Instead of acting out of remorse, the only reason the 
citizens change their behavior is out of fear of an invisible man who can expose their 
every misstep.  
In addition to the stories allowing for a double interpretation, there are also many 
stories in the “From Soviet life” series in which a double reading is less obvious, as the 
moral decay of Soviet Russia is explicitly and abundantly present. In many cases, the 
stories are about the hypocrisy and abuse of power of Soviet officials. An example of 
this is the story “A dog’s history” by Vasily Lebedev-Kumach about a couple that has 
lost their dog. One day, the husband, Blinov, reads an advertisement in an old 
newspaper from someone who has found their dog. The finder, however, has added a 
deadline for collecting the dog, which has already expired by then. At the behest of his 
wife and with great reluctance, Blinov calls the finder, but the woman on the telephone 
refuses to give the dog back. Blinov gets angry, threatens a lawsuit, and is ultimately 
allowed to come by and discuss the matter with her husband. The found dog is indeed 
Blinov’s, but the husband turns out to be Blinov’s superior. Feeling intimidated, Blinov 
ultimately gives in and states that the dog is not his. This scene is aptly portrayed in 
the accompanying illustration (by an unspecified artist), showing Blinov as a tiny man, 
apologizing to his superior and his superior’s wife, who are soaring high above Blinov 
(figure 340). The story ends with Blinov, who, standing outside his superior’s house 
and hearing his dog cry, feels like a traitor: 
 
A minute later, standing on the landing of the stairs, Blinov clenched his fists 
helplessly and blinked, as if in pain, listening to the plaintive and perplexed 
screech of the abandoned and betrayed Lady behind the door. 
- Oh my God! What a scoundrel I am! What a bastard I am! And what will be at 
home now ?!460 
 
In addition to the superior’s unjust behavior and show of force, what clearly stands 
out in this story is the overall vile nature and behavior of the characters. The 
interaction between husband and wife, between superior and employee, and even 
between two complete strangers (Blinov and the woman who found the dog) are all 
laced with insults and profanities. With the subtitle “From Soviet life” suggesting that 
 
                                                   
460 “Минуту спустя, стоя на площадке лестницы, Блинов бессильно сжимал кулаки и жмурился, как 
от боли, слушая за дверью жалобное и недоуменное повизгивание покинутой и преданной ими 
Леди. — Боже мой! Какой же я подлец! Какой же я мерзавец! И что теперь будет дома?!” In “Собачья 




this story is representative of everyday life and interactions in Soviet Russia, this story 
arguably leads IR’s readers to conclude that the Soviet people have no manners or 
decency. 
Another telling example of moral decay and abuse of power in Soviet Russia is the 
story “Little son” by Semyon Podyachev, illustrated by Konstantin Yeliseyev. In 
addition to the subtitle “From Soviet life”, the story is also preceded by an editorial 
introduction in which IR praises Podyachev as: 
 
an old peasant writer who always painted truthful and talented images of life in 
the Russian countryside. All the more interesting is his depiction of 
contemporary peasant life, of the new village intelligentsia, the new 
"aristocracy" ... "Little son" is one of such ugly characters of the new Russian 
reality.461 
 
In this case, IR thus goes a step further than the subtitle by explicitly stating that the 
author truthfully depicts Soviet life and that this story revolves around one of those 
reprehensible figures of new life in contemporary Russia. 
This ugly figure is the little son of the title, Vasily Drozd, who holds the function of 
volpolitprosvet – officer of political education in the volost. His father, the elderly 
peasant Terenty Drozd, who lives seven versts away, has come to visit his son at the 
former mansion where he now lives. The story explicitly states that the son lives as 
the new aristocracy, that he “has become a lord”, who “has departed from 
peasantry”462 and has staff to do his household work for him: 
 
He does not clean his own boots; he will not sweep the floor behind him; he will 
not heat the stove; he will not bring water; he is afraid of messing up the handle. 
A poor woman comes here, she does everything for him. She is some sort of 
servant of his, a valet, as the old count had.463 
 
                                                   
461 “С. Подъячев — старый писатель-крестьянин, дававший всегда правдивый и талантливые 
картины жизни русской деревни. Тем более интересно его изображение современного 
крестьянекого быта, новой деревенской интеллигенции, новой ‘аристократии’... ‘Сынок’—одна из 
таких уродливых фигур новой русской действительности.” In “Сынок”. IR 1928-22(159), p. 1. 
462 “Барин стал. […] Нет уж теперь он от крестьянства отбился, отошел.” Ibid, p. 1-2. 
463 “Он сам себе щиблет не почистить, полу за собой не подметет, печку не истопить, воды не 
принесет, боится ручки замарать. Ходить тут бабенка одна нищая, она и делает за него все. Вроде 






Furthermore, in addition to the hypocrisy of the son’s wealthy lifestyle, the story also 
portrays a lack of norms and values in the way he interacts with his father. The father 
comes asking for money, but the son explains he needs the money for new clothes and 
his housekeeper. He cannot do it himself as he is “not just anybody, not a janitor, not a 
worker.”464 Furthermore, the son tells his father that he is ashamed of him and does 
not want to be seen together: “You are dressed very dirtily and you cannot speak. It's 
embarrassing to me, indecent. […] Oh, your boots! I am ashamed to look. Your toes are 
visible.”465 He thus sends his father home emptyhanded, yet not without asking that 
his mother save him some sour cream and butter for his guests’ pancakes on 
Maslenitsa. Not only does the son turn a blind eye to his father’s poverty and refuse to 
meet his father’s needs, he explicitly states that he is ashamed of him and wants him 
gone as soon as possible. The illustration of the father’s departure clearly captures 
both the son’s disinterest and the father’s disappointment (figure 341). 
For IR’s readers, this story arguably testifies to two Soviet sins. On the one hand, 
there is the hypocrisy of party members who live in luxury – something which also 
recurs in many of IR’s other items on Soviet rule (cf. 5.1.4). On the other hand, there is 
the lack of morality of a son who leaves his poor father to his own devices, while 
wasting his money on trivial things. Hence, IR’s readers could conclude that in Soviet 
Russia, family no longer means anything.  
Strikingly enough, of all the stories in IR on Soviet life, only four are written by 
émigré authors. Although these stories are not subtitled “From Soviet life”, they 
portray the same image of corrupted Soviet life and society. Undoubtedly the most 
significant example is Vladimir Azov’s story “The Comrade Komyashin Tram depot”466, 
printed over two issues in 1929. Unlike Azov’s usual humorous work on émigré life in 
IR, this is a very bitter and cynical persiflage of Soviet life, portraying a society in 
absolute decay. The story is about Shura, a Komsomol girl working in a tram depot. 
One day, Shura is raped at work by a comrade, Molotov. Shura does not show any 
resistance as she considers it a normal situation. She only seems disappointed about 
the fact that it was not romantic, as the words Molotov spoke to her “were not the 
words that Shura read on the captions in the cinema and which are sung in non-Soviet 
songs. These were not kind words, but rather directives.”467 Shura turns out to be 
 
                                                   
464 “Я ведь не кто-нибудь, не дворник, не рабочий мужик.” Ibid. 
465 “Уж очень ты одет грязно и говорить не умеешь. Неловко мне, неприлично. […] Эк у тебя сапоги-
то! Глядеть стыдно. Пальцы видно.” Ibid. 
466 “Трампарк имени товарища Коняшина”. IR 1929-15(204)/16(205). 
467 “[…] это были не те слова, которые Шура читала на надписях в кино и которые поются в 




pregnant and asks Molotov for financial support. He, however, laughs at her, claiming 
that he cannot pay every woman who he gets pregnant, and gives her money for an 
abortion, which she ultimately decides to have.  
Although Shura’s storyline in itself is already indicative of the émigré view of Soviet 
moral decay, the entire story is filled with characters and smaller events which amplify 
the image of a society in decay even more. Shura’s mother, for example, is constantly 
drunk, and she does not know her father. When Shura addresses the depot’s 
supervisor about the rape, he blames Shura and all women that “get pregnant like 
cows.”468 And at the abortion commission, Shura talks to a woman who must work as 
a prostitute in order to survive. Furthermore, throughout the entire story there are 
scenes of violence, alcoholism, constant profanities etc. In addition to denouncing the 
moral decay of the Soviet people, Azov also mocks Soviet ideology, the pompous 
political messages nobody understands, juxtaposing them against the people’s petit-
bourgeois desires of good food and clothing, starting a family, the bureaucratism of 
the abortion commission, etc. The moral and societal deficits Azov evokes in his story 
correspond, thus, to a large extent to the life painted in the Soviet stories. 
It can be concluded that the Soviet stories – written by Soviets, and also, though 
rarely, by émigré authors – fit well with IR’s news items and journalist portraits on 
Soviet life. They all expose the same societal and institutional deficits, ranging from 
bureaucratism and power abuse, to alcoholism and besprizornost. But, more 
importantly still, the Soviet stories in IR all clearly highlight the same moral decay in 
Soviet Russia which IR so ardently exposes and denounces in its other items. By 
presenting Soviet literature in Literaturnaya nedelya as a mirror of society and by 
labelling some of the most negative stories as “From Soviet life”, it can be argued, IR 
thus perpetuates the negative image of Soviet Russia it conveys in the rest of its 
content. 
 
                                                   




Figures for 5.1.6 
 






Figure 340: Illustration from "A dog's history". IR 1928-17(154), p. 12. 
 
 




5.2 The West 
A significant part of IR’s content, after Soviet Russia and the émigré community, is 
devoted to the rest of the world, and to France and Paris in particular. Spread over 
short news items and photographs, but occasionally also in longer articles and 
specialized sections, IR keeps its readers up to date with all kinds of topical news of 
the (Western) world. The topics discussed are very diverse, ranging from everyday 
events, politics and culture to science and criminality. Furthermore, in addition to 
reporting on topical events, such as the visit of a king, a flood or a particular sports 
match, IR also prints longer journalist portraits discussing particular phenomena and 
developments in the West, such as, for instance, the evolution of beauty, or new trends 
in the world of entertainment.  
From time to time, IR explicitly voices its opinion on the Western events and 
phenomena treated. This is mainly the case in the journalist portraits, and especially 
in the editorial introductions accompanying them. Although IR generally reports with 
enthusiasm about many developments in the West, it can be argued that there often is 
an underlying sense of the guest countries and the West in general as different, as the 
Russian émigré community’s other. As such, it can be argued, IR’s content on the West 
not only has a general news value, it also is indicative of the magazine’s stance vis-à-
vis the non-Russian world.  
This idea of the West as the other develops along two main lines. First of all, when 
discussing events and tendencies in the rest of the world, IR mainly focuses on 
modernity and on the spirit of the times, this results in generally amusing and/or 
intriguing items. However, those items occasionally also include a moral undertone of 
the West as a society out of control. Second, but to a lesser extent, IR also indicates that 
the West does not always have Russia and the Russians’ interests at heart. On the on 
hand, there is the film industry which creates a distorted image of prerevolutionary 
Russia, (ab)using Russian culture and history as a means to generate profit. On the 
other hand, IR emphasizes the often indifferent attitude of the West with regards to 
what is going on in Russia and with the situation of the émigrés. Instead, IR claims, the 
West maintains close links with Soviet rule, not rarely with a commercial purpose. 
Hence, it can be argued that also in its articles on the (Western) world, IR’s distinct 






5.2.1 The Roaring Twenties 
In its coverage of the Western world, IR clearly captures the spirit of the Roaring 
Twenties, a dynamic era with change and quick progress in virtually every domain of 
life. Central to that type of content is a feeling of modernity and of unlimited 
possibilities through technological progress, complemented by a strong predilection 
for everything extraordinary, extravagant and mysterious. The items in IR discussing 
modernity at large can be best described as infotainment, as they report on new trends 
and phenomena in a generally lighthearted, entertaining way and include an 
abundance of often spectacular photographs. Nevertheless, although IR happily 
reports on its ‘crazy’ surroundings, it never truly identifies with these surroundings.  
First of all, whereas IR systematically uses the markers “we” (my) and “our” (nash) 
when discussing émigré art and culture, those words are absent in most – but not in 
all, as I will indicate shortly – items on the West. As such, it can be argued, IR presents 
itself and the émigré community as spectators of Western life, rather than actual 
participants. Furthermore, in many items, a clear moral subtext can be perceived, 
indicating a change in times and morals, and suggesting that the West has perhaps 
spun out of control. As such, it can be argued, IR keeps its distance and thus highlights 
the way the émigré community’s opinion straddles between assimilation and 
preservation of its own, Russian identity.  
A good example of IR’s coverage of Western modernity is the two-page article “We 
live in 1930”, printed in 1930 on the occasion of an enquiry published in an 
unspecified Parisian magazine. In this enquiry, the Parisian journal had asked its 
readers to define “what characterizes our era”469. Interestingly, to a large extent the 
Parisian readers’ reactions correspond to the way in which IR systematically captures 
the Zeitgeist of the 1920s and early 30s in its pages. The answers, IR posits,  
 
turned out to be very diverse – which proves how difficult it is to characterize 
with one concept or phrase the complex and troubled time we are experiencing. 
Some saw in it only a century of technology, others – the era of the decline of 
morals, others – the dawn of a new era of humanity...470  
 
 
                                                   
469 “[…] чем характеризуется наша эпоха.” In “Мы живем в 1930 году…” IR 1930-41(282), p. 16-17. 
470 “Ответы получились самые разнообразные — что доказывает, как трудно охарактеризовать 
одним понятием или фразой сложное и смутное время, нами переживаемое. Одни видели в нем 





To demonstrate this diversity, IR prints six photographs “illustrating various aspects 
of societal life”471 and provides a short explanation of their relevance (figure 342). The 
new giant building of the Chicago stock exchange, for instance, is a testimony to the 
fact that “our century is, above all, the age of technology”472. In contrast, the picture of 
a mayor bowing down to the Danish queen is according to IR something “from a 
different century”473. The contrast of the current times with the past can also be 
perceived in the picture of a couple wearing the “new ‘rational’ fashion”474 in London, 
i.e. “light and comfortable models of daily men’s and women’s wear”475 replacing the 
impractical clothing of before. A casualty of a crash in a motorcycle race is in IR’s words 
“a victim of progress”476, while a parachutist in full gear performing dangerous tricks 
is according to IR a modern interpretation of the Roman “bread and games”477. And 
finally, the picture of an African man listening to the radio symbolizes for IR “two poles 
of civilization”478. With these images and especially the captions, IR captures the 
diversity of the modern era, including not only the glory of technological progress, but 
also its downsides, and highlights the tension between the old and new world. This 
kaleidoscopic image of the current age is also representative for the way in which IR 
reports on modernity and the West in its pages.  
This subchapter will look into a number of frequently recurring topics in IR: 
technological progress and quintessential Zeitgeist topics, including the cultural life of 
the Roaring Twenties and criminality. 
 
5.2.1.1 An era of technological progress 
As a child of its time, IR pays a lot of attention to technological progress, and does so 
with a great sense of marvel and enthusiasm. A very tangible exponent of modern 
technology are the numerous skyscrapers emerging in big cities. This also translates 
to the pages of IR. In 1928, IR publishes “very curious data about the technique and 
 
                                                   
471 “[…] иллюстрирующих различные моменты общественной жизни.” Ibid. 
472 “[…] наш век, прежде всего — век техники.” Ibid, p. 17. 
473 “Из другого века”. Ibid. 
474 “[…] новую ‘рациональную’ моду […]”. Ibid. 
475 “[…] легкие, удобные модели ежедневного мужского и женского платья.” Ibid. 
476 “Жертва прогресса”. Ibid. 
477 “Хлеба и зрелищ”. Ibid, p. 17. 





the significance of these colossal debris”479, written by a German professor who 
travelled to the US to study skyscrapers. The article includes three pictures of the 
construction of the Columbia Presbyterian Hospital in New York, which was finished 
in only four months (figure 343). A year later, IR reports on the construction of the 
new “King of skyscrapers”480, the Chrysler building in New York (figure 344). IR clearly 
is amazed by the many records that are being broken with the construction and credits 
the rapid developments of modern technology, stating that  
 
[a] few years ago, the construction of a building of this height, with lifts serving 
it to the roof, would be technically impossible. But the successes of modern 
architecture and the application in construction of new materials have made 
such a tour de force feasible.481  
 
IR thus seems genuinely impressed by these technological feats.  
IR’s sense of wonder is perhaps even more prominently present in the articles on 
robots. In 1928, IR reports on the invention of the “televox”, a type of mechanical 
servant that can be operated via telephone, and, according to IR, a “director’s fantasy 
[which has been] turned into reality”482. The article includes a picture of a 
stereotypical humanoid robot (not the televox), as well as pictures of the inventor 
operating his “electrical human”483 (figure 345). Other types of robots, or “[a]rtificial 
humans and humanoid machines”484, are discussed in 1930, when IR gives an 
overview of new robots and their functions as displayed on exhibitions. The gist of this 
article is not so much informative, but rather entertaining; discussing the many 
“amusing robots”485 such as  
 
 
                                                   
479 “[…] весьма любопытные данные о технике и о значении этих колоссальных сооружений.” In 
“Небоскреб”. IR 1928-46(183), p. 15. 
480 “Король небоскребов”. IR 1929-25(214), p. 11. 
481 “Еще несколько лет назад постройка здания такой высоты, с подъемниками, обслуживающими 
его до самой крыши, была бы технически невозможна. Но успехи современной архитектуры и 
применения в строительстве новых материалов сделали такой тур де форс выполнимым.” Ibid. 
482 “[…] превратить эту режиссерскую фантазию в действительность […]”. “Электрический человек”. 
IR 1928-34(171), p. 21. 
483 “[…] электрического человека.” Ibid. 
484 “Искусственные люди и человекоподобные машины”. IR 1930-5(246), p. 15. 





a gracefully dressed dandy, tapping the knob of his cane on the glass of the 
window in which he is displayed, a pedicurist, cutting callus off the feet of a 
charming lady, a gentleman, solidly shaving in front of the mirror, an elephant 
handing you an advertising leaflet with the end of his trunk, a clown who holds 
a piece of soap on his nose in a state of unstable equilibrium, etc., etc.486  
 
IR thus shows that robot not necessarily have to be useful, they can also simply amuse 
and entertain people, an idea illustrated by the accompanying photographs of those 
robots (figure 346). 
Additionally, IR shows its readers that even in today’s era of technological progress, 
not all inventions turn out to be success stories. In the article “Unfulfilled dreams”, for 
instance, IR claims that patent offices are flooded with inventions which were “very 
attractive on paper and drawings, [but which] turned out to be impracticable in 
practice.”487 IR mentions a few of them and includes illustrations, such as a device to 
collect energy from the atmosphere, an “aero-bike” with wings, or “attempts to use 
solar heat for industrial purposes”488 (figure 347). The latter is of course an amusing 
example given today’s widespread use of solar panels. Significantly, IR’s tone in the 
article seems rather objective: instead of mocking these failed inventions, it can be 
argued, IR provides its readers with a nuanced image of modern technology, 
discussing its successes, as well as its failures. 
In addition to these unsuccessful inventions, a few issues later IR makes a list of 
“[i]nventions which humanity is waiting for”489, accompanied by humorous drawings 
(figure 348). In IR’s words, these are “small inventions that would eliminate a lot of 
nuisance and make our everyday life more tolerable”490, ranging from a magical bed 
that throws you out in the morning and a self-moving sidewalk, to musical cufflinks. 
IR thus proves to be completely on board with the world of technological progress, 
and even thinks out loud of its further possibilities – albeit with a humorous 
undertone. Furthermore, this article indicates that IR does not limit itself to serious, 
 
                                                   
486 “[…] изящно одетого франта, который постукивает набалдашником своей палки по стеклу 
витрины, в которой он, выставлен, педикюра, срезающего мозоль с ножки очаровательной дамочки, 
господина, солидно бреющегося перед зеркалом, слона, который подает вам на конце своего хобота 
печатный проспект-рекламу, клоуна, который держит на носу в состоянии неустойчивого 
равновесия кусок мыла, и т. д., и т. д.” Ibid. 
487 “[…] открытия, весьма привлекательные на бумаге и чертежах, оказывались неосуществимыми 
на практике.” In “Несбывшиеся мечтания”. IR 1930-17(258), p. 8. 
488 “[…] попытки использовать солнечное тепло в промышленных целях [….]” Ibid. 
489 “Изобретения, которых ждет человечество”. IR 1930-21(262), p. 12. 
490 “[…] маленьких изобретений, которые устранили бы много досадных неприятностей и сделали 




informative articles, but above all aims at entertaining its readers and make them 
laugh, wonder and fantasize about the future. This squares with IR’s overall 
mainstream character, and arguably is inspired by its aim to cater to a large and 
diverse readership. 
A more serious side of modern technology with a huge impact on modern life in IR 
is the progress in the domain of transportation and travel, aviation in particular – a 
topic the magazine passionately reports on. From 1926 onward, almost every other 
issue IR addresses the “victories” (pobedy as IR calls it) of modern aviation, and 
publishes pictures of and articles on new speed, distance and other records. In 
addition to the spectacular side of progress, reflected by the countless records, IR 
seems especially fascinated by its potential to impact and improve everyday life. In 
1925, for example, IR prints a picture of the first flight from Paris to Moscow on the 
cover (figure 349) and publishes an article on the event, labelling it “a very significant 
event not only in the history of aviation technology, but also in international life”491. In 
the article, IR leaves politics and its anti-Soviet sentiment aside and solely rejoices in 
the success of the endeavor. The reason for IR’s enthusiasm is the democratic aspect, 
as this flight is “not a separate experience, but the beginning of proper commercial air 
communication between Paris and the center of Russia”492.  
IR highlights the democratic potential of commercial aviation again mid-1930. Due 
to technological progress, IR indicates, man’s limitations to travel the world are 
diminishing: 
 
‘In our time there are no distances’ – this saying, which until recently had the 
character of some poetic exaggeration, gradually becomes an expression of 




                                                   
491 “[…] весьма крупным событием не только в истории авиационной техники, но и в международной 
жизни.” In “Перелет Париж-Москва”. IR 1925-2(11), p. 3. 
492 “[…] является не отдельным опытом, а началом правильного коммерческого воздушного 
сообщения между Парижем и центром России.” Ibid. 
493 “‘В наше время не существует расстояний’ – эта поговорка, еще недавно носившая характер 
некоторого поэтического преувеличения, постепенно становится выражением истины. Расстояния 
исчезают в том смыслe, что мы преодолеваем их со всей большей и большей легкостью.” In “Куда вы 





Arguably bearing in mind its mainstream readership, IR nuances this statement by 
admitting that travelling by airplane is in fact reserved “’for the first thirty thousand,’ 
as the Americans say, that is, for the lucky ones standing on the upper steps of the 
social ladder”494. However, IR continues, it does not have to stay an upper class 
privilege, given that “the incredible progress of technology gradually attracts the 
general public to the great victory of man over space.”495 As such, IR indicates that the 
future looks promising – at least in the technological field.  
Just as with the inventions mentioned earlier, the vast progress in transportation 
and aviation incites IR to think ahead of future possibilities, such as travelling to the 
moon, as discussed in the article “To the moon!”496. What is more, just as with the 
robots, in the article “We or our children?” on the “problem of interplanetary 
communication”497 IR indicates that these ideas are  
 
expressed and developed no longer by fiction writers, but by astronomers, 
physicists and engineers. […] The element of fantasy, which had recently painted 
it in the hazy colors of a tempting dream, was scattered, revealing a clear frame 
of a sober technical idea.498  
 
As the title of the article suggests, it is thus not a question if but when mankind will be 
able to travel space. IR, thus, above all seems intrigued by the seemingly unlimited 
possibilities of science and technology. 
Other articles on scientific progress in IR relate to medicine and discuss various 
ailments and diseases, as well as their newfound treatments. As IR mainly covers 
either strange and rare or typically contemporary diseases, its articles focus on 
respectively sensationalism and the idea of the modern era. Examples of rare 
disorders in IR are Buerger disease, a “mysterious disease”499 resulting in gangrene in 
 
                                                   
494 “[…] ‘для первых тридцати тысячи’, как говорят американцы, то-есть, для счастливцев, стоящих 
на верхних ступенях социальвой лестницы.” Ibid. 
495 “Однако, неимоверный просресс техники приобщает постепенно и широкую публику к великой 
победе человека над пространством.”. Ibid. 
496 “На луну!” IR 1931-11(304), p. 18-19. 
497 “Проблема межпланетного сообщения.” In “Мы или наши дети?” IR 1929-38(227), p. 11. 
498 “[…] высказываются и разрабатываются уже не фантастами-беллетристами, а астрономами, 
физиками и инженерами. Межпланетные перелеты сделались очередной технической темой. […] 
Элемент фантазии, еще недавно окрашивавший ее в туманные цвета заманчивой грезы, рассеялся, 
обнажив четкий остов трезвой технической идеи.” Ibid. 





both legs; and sleeping sickness, an insect-borne parasitic disease “scourging 
Africa”500. Amnesia, then again, is according to IR a typical “disease of modernity”501. 
Another segment of medicine in IR exuding modernity is surgery, whose “progress of 
knowledge and technology has taken such rapid steps over the past quarter 
century”502, and especially cosmetic surgery, where “[a] whole army of doctors, 
technicians, surgeons are at the service of those who want to smooth out the traces of 
impending old age on their faces”503. (Visibly) aging apparently is a common fear in 
the interwar period, as IR states that “[r]ejuvenation is one of the most modern, 
fashionable, so to speak, problems in medicine.”504 Hence, it is no surprise that the 
journal devotes another handful of articles to various medical treatments for 
rejuvenation, ranging from “subcutaneous injection of extract from the [sex] 
glands”505 or “transplanting monkey glands to a person”506, to even (self-)hypnosis 
during which the patient must “convince herself that she is young and beautiful”507. 
Interestingly, contrary to what one might expect, IR does not approach rejuvenation 
from a moral perspective, i.e. as a manifestation of vanity, but from a medical angle. As 
such, there is no moral subtext or condemnation perceivable in its coverage. Again, IR 
is above all in awe with the possibilities of medical progress. 
However, in addition to its praise of science and progress, IR occasionally reflects 
on the reverse side of the coin as well by publishing on the dangers of technology. A 
good example of this is the picture of the crashed motorcyclist shown earlier, one of 
the elements depicting what it means to live in the year 1930. Similarly, mid-1928 IR 
prints a short news item on racing driver Frank Lockhart who crashes and dies in an 
attempt to set a new speed record. IR accompanies the news with three photographs: 
one of Lockhart in his car before the race, one of his car flipping over, and one of what 
 
                                                   
500 “Бич Африки”. IR 1929-37(226), p. 11. 
501 “болезнь современности”. In “Кто я?”. IR 1929-35(224), p. 13. 
502 “[…] прогресс знания и техники пошел такими быстрыми шагами за последние четверть века 
[…]”. In “О прогрессе хирургии”. IR 1927-35(120), p. 16. 
503 “Целая армия врачей, техников, хирургов находится к услуам желающих изгладить на своем лице 
следы надвигающейся старости […]” In “На фабриках красоты”. IR 1930-35(276), p. 12. 
504 “Омоложение — одна из самых современных, модных, если можно так выразиться, в медицине 
проблем.” In “Будь молода и прекрасна!”. IR 1929-41(230), p. 11. 
505 “[…] подкожного вспрыскивания экстракта из желез […]”. In “Смерть, старость и молодость”. IR 
1925-16(25), p. 10. 
506 “[…] пересаживать обезьяньи железы человеку […]”. In “К вечной молодости!”. IR 1928-13(150), p. 
14. 
507 “[…] внушить себе, что она молода и прекрасна […]”. In “Будь молода и прекрасна!”. IR 1929-





is left of the car (figure 350). Except from the article’s title “Victim of speed”508, IR does 
not further elaborate on the dangers of racing. In a 1929 article with the significant 
title “Death at every corner”509, then again, IR claims that the further development in 
automobile technology poses a physical threat to the life of pedestrians on the street, 
as “over the past 6 years in the United States, more than 100,000 were killed during 
car accidents and up to 3,5 million were injured”510. Additionally, in its news items IR 
from time to time reports on crashed airplanes, and systematically uses the words 
“tragedy” (tragediya) and “tragic” (tragichesky). In these items, IR thus seems to 
expose above all the practical side-effect, so to speak, of technological progress. There 
is, however, one item in which IR seems to explicitly voice some criticism. This is a 
1928 news item on the occasion of two British pilots crashing in the span of one week, 
entitled “To the madness of the brave”511. By this title, IR seems to suggest that there 
is a point where the pursuit for progress and innovation, as well as for records, 
changes into madness – a point which should not be crossed. 
Finally, IR demonstrates that, in addition to the practical side-effects, there are also 
moral side-effects to progress. In the article “What else threatens humanity in a future 
war”512, IR paints a gloomy image of progress when discussing the dissemination of 
bioweapons in warfare. According to IR, “[p]ublic opinion around the world is 
certainly against these methods of war”513. However, as IR points out, this initially also 
was the case when firearms were invented, thanks to which “insignificant cowards 
gained the ability to hit from afar those brave and noble people who they do not have 
the courage to look directly in the eye."514 According to IR, it can be argued, the 
evolution of technology thus does not necessarily go hand in hand with morality – or 
at least displays a change in morality. From 1928 onwards, the topic of gas (and 
additionally also bombs) as a weapon in future wars frequently returns. Although IR 
in these items does not explicitly question the morality of such weapons, it does paint 
a very grim picture of the future and speculates on the devastating impact for 
mankind, as figures 351-354 illustrate. 
 
                                                   
508 “Жертва скорости”. IR 1928-22(159), p. 18. 
509 “Смерть на каждом шагу...” IR 1929-20(209), p. 11. 
510 “Всего же за последние 6 лет в Соединенных Штатах погибло во время этих автомобильных 
катастроф более 100.000 и до 3 1/2 миллионов было раненых.” Ibid. 
511 “Безумству храбрых". IR 1928-13(150), p. 17. 
512 “Что еще грозит человечеству в будущей войне”. IR 1927-20(105), p 16-17. 
513 “Общественное мнение всего мира конечно против этих методов войны […]”. Ibid, p. 17. 
514 “[…] ничтожные трусы приобрели возможность поражать издали тех храбрых и благородных 





Linked to the topic of (a)morality in technological progress, on one occasion IR also 
indicates that the constant evolution in the field of science provides an opportunity 
for crooks to take advantage of people’s naivety. Among IR’s articles on science, a few 
discuss new fields which border the realm of the supernatural and would today be 
considered pseudo-science – but are not labelled as such by IR – , such as spiritism and 
chiromancy. Given that these new fields are still very young and relatively unknown, 
IR posits, they are a perfect playground for people with bad intentions. In 1929, in an 
article on clairvoyance, IR states that – without “engaging in polemics with any of the 
militant camps, ready at any moment to draw their sword ‘for’ or ‘against’ 
clairvoyants”515 – it wants to warn its readers that “occultism, like any interesting and 
little studied phenomenon, will inevitably attract the attention of charlatans who seek 
to use its ambiguities to fool a gullible public.”516  
In sum, when it comes to science and technology, IR above all aims at keeping its 
readers up to date. This fully complies with IR’s character of a newsmagazine oriented 
on various topics from all over the world. Furthermore, bearing in mind its very 
diverse and, thus, non-specialized readership, IR ensures that its articles on science 
are not dry and tedious reports or highly specialized expositions. Instead, it prints 
animated texts with accompanying pictures an illustrations, which, above all, can be 
classified as “infotainment”. Finally, although awe and enthusiasm dominate IR’s 
coverage of science and technology, the magazine occasionally also adds a critical note 
on the potential dangers of progress, and even on the potentially amoral use of these 
developments. 
 
5.2.1.2 An era of extravagance, or a society on the loose? 
In addition to the idea of unlimited technological progress, what clearly emerges from 
IR’s coverage of the contemporary West is the fact that changing times also include 
changing mores. A lot of IR’s articles on the postrevolutionary world can be best 
labelled as Zeitgeist items, discussing anything that is over the top, extravagant and 
quintessentially modern. It can be argued that by frequently covering those topics and 
providing entertaining reads, IR to a certain extent goes along with this whirlwind of 
modernity. However, these Zeitgeist items never seem to display the same genuine 
 
                                                   
515 “[…] вступать в полемику с каким либо из воинственных лагерей, готовых в любой момент 
обнажить свой меч ‘за’ или ‘против’ ясновидящих.” In “За кулисами ясновидения”. IR 1929-22(211), 
p. 15. 
516 “[…] оккультизм, как и всякое интересное и мало изученное явление неизбежно привлекаеть к 
себе внимание шарлатанов, стремящихся использовать его неясности для одурачивании 




enthusiasm or awe with which IR covers technological progress. What is more, IR 
frequently adds a critical note, suggesting not only a change in mores, but often also 
entailing the idea of the West as a society on the loose. As such, IR highlights a certain 
moral gap between the West and the émigré community. 
A good example of the changing times is fashion. Whereas IR in its own fashion 
section Parizhskye mody mainly sticks to new trends in color, pattern of shape of 
clothing, in the few items on fashion outside of that section, IR’s focus is mainly on 
bizarre and extravagant trends. It should be no surprise that those trends generally 
originate in America – in IR’s coverage, it can be argued, the epitome of the 
unrestrained modernity. In 1928, for example, IR publishes a two-page article with 
accompanying pictures, “devoted to American fashionistas and their ways of 
decorating themselves, which, of course, like everything American, are quite both bold 
and extravagant”517, as IR indicates in the introduction. IR tellingly states to “leave the 
rest of [American women’s] qualities to our readers to judge.”518 The article discusses 
how “American fashion usually borrows from Paris. […] In cases where American 
fashion comes out with its own novelties, the latter are extremely original in 
nature.”519 The examples IR provides are garters and other accessories in ermine, 
earrings worn on the edge of the outer ear instead of on the lobe, bathing muffs to 
prevent the hands from sunburn, and tattoo-like adornments, such as the image of a 
bat on a woman’s back, or even a woman with a dinosaur drawn on her face (figure 
355). 
A year later, in 1929, IR again discusses American fashion and claims that rich 
Americans are not satisfied with wearing the same Parisian dresses as anyone else, 
and “always strive to bring something of their own into fashion.”520 The inventions of 
these so-called “American quirky women”521 include a necklace made out of oyster 
shells, adorning the hair with luminous living worms, or including other animals such 
as a snake as boa, or lion and leopard cubs as attribute, as the accompanying pictures 
illustrate (figure 356). The use of pets as attributes of fashion is also discussed in a 
 
                                                   
517 “Наш очерк посвящен амернканским модницам и их способам украшать себя, которые, 
разумеется, как все американское, достаточно, и смелы и экстравагантны.” In “Американские 
модницы”. IR 1928-10(147), p. 14. 
518 “Об остальных их качествах предоставляем судить нашим читателям.” Ibid. 
519 “Американская мода обычно пользуется позаимствовашями из Парижа. […] В тех случаях, когда 
американская мода выступает со своими собственными новинками, последние носят крайне 
оригинальный характер.” Ibid.  
520 “[…] они стремятся всегда внести в моду что-нибудь свое.” In “Моды... по американский”. IR 1929-
3(192), p. 15. 





separate article in 1930, again with accompanying pictures (figure 357). IR opens the 
article by stating that  
 
[t]he life and morals of the modern woman are determined by two conflicting 
desires. She strives to keep up with fashion, to follow its unwritten laws – in a 
word, to be like everyone else, and, at the same time, dreams of standing out, 
somehow from the crowd, creating an individuality for herself – in other words, 
not be like everyone else...522 
 
A new way of creating individuality thus lies within the choice of a pet, and, as IR 
claims, “the more exotic a fashionista's companion is, the more success awaits her in 
the cinema, on the beach in the Bois de Boulogne…”523. As the mention of the Bois de 
Boulogne indicates, such trends exist not only in America, but also closer to home in 
Paris. To illustrate this statement, IR prints several pictures of famous American 
actresses with their special pets, such as Gwen Lee with a jaguar, Raquel Torres with 
a turkey, and Marceline Day with a monkey dressed as a sailor. “Of course,” IR 
concludes, “all these extravagances are a product of a soon passing fashion, and 
crocodiles, tigers and turtles will not supplant the faithful four-legged companions of 
humans, dogs and cats.”524 Nevertheless, IR adds, even cats and dogs are “also subject 
to the whims of fashion in the known sense, for races appear and disappear, as if under 
the influence of an unwritten law”.525 While IR seems to report amusingly on the 
whims of American fashion, it can be argued that there is still a certain restraint 
perceivable, as IR seems to denounce the volatility of it all. 
In addition to fashion trends, IR broadly reports on the cultural life of the time. This 
is mainly the case for its direct surroundings, Paris – at the time unquestionably the 
cultural capital of the world – but also the rest of France and the west are occasionally 
 
                                                   
522 “Жизнь и нравы современной женщины определяются двумя противоречивыми желаниями. Она 
стремится не отставать от моды, следовать ее неписанным законам, — словом, быть, как все другие, 
и, в то же время, мечтает о том, что бы выделиться, как нибудь из толпы, создать себе 
индивидуальность, — другими словами, не быть, как все...” In “Женщина и ее спутники”. IR 1930-
40(281), p. 12. 
523 “И чем экзотичнее будете этот спутнике модницы, тем больший ее ожидает успех в кино, на 
пляже в Булонском лесу…” Ibid. 
524 “Конечно, все эти экстравагантности — продукты скоро преходящей моды, и не крокодилам, 
тиграм и черепахам вытеснить вeрных четвероногих спутников человека, собак и кошек.” Ibid. 
525 “[…] отвержены в извстном смысле капризами моды, ибо расы, то появляются, то исчезают, как 





discussed. These cultural articles truly capture the whirlwind era of the Roaring 
Twenties – or the Années folles in France – focusing on spectacle and extravagance.  
In 1929, IR prints a two-page article with pictures with the sensational title “A game 
with death”, discussing some of the most dangerous tricks recently performed (figure 
358). According to IR, “[t]he spectacle of danger, of risk has always enjoyed particular 
success with the crowd. Until now, the most combative circus acts are those in which 
the performer's life is at stake.”526 Given the everlasting fascination with risk and 
danger and thus a certain sense of habituation, IR indicates that over time these acts 
have become even more spectacular and dangerous than they already were. IR credits 
scientific progress for this:  
 
Feats of incredible strength and courage have been performed at all times and 
history has preserved some of them for us, which are still unsurpassed by 
anyone. It is possible, however, that these sensations have come down to us in a 
greatly exaggerated form. No one, of course, in our time will not take on faith 
everything that is told about the exploits of Hercules or Theseus. But if in ancient 
times some daredevils swam across the Hellespont, that is, the Bosporus, then 
in our time this will not surprise anyone, since now brave swimmers swim 
across the Channel. The Olympic medalists of ancient Greece, perhaps, would not 
have emerged victorious from the competitions that are held in our time. 
Science, which came to the aid of sports and gymnastics, greatly increased the 
capabilities of the modern athlete.527 
 
Technology and science thus are to a large part also responsible for the era’s 
increasing hunger for anything spectacular. Among the dangerous tricks discussed 
and depicted in the article are a man fighting an alligator with his bare hands, a cyclist 
 
                                                   
526 “Зрелище опасности, риска, — во все времена пользовалось особым успехом у толпы. До сих пор 
самыми боевыми цирковыми номерами являются те, в которых жизнь исполнителя поставлена на 
карту.” In “Игра со смертью”. IR 1929-44(233), p. 12. 
527 “Подвиги невероятной силы и отваги совершались во все времена и история сохранила нам 
некоторые из них, которые до сих пор непревзойдены никем. Возможно однако, что эти сенсации 
дошли до нас в сильно преувеличенном виде. Никто, конечно, в наше время не станет принимать на 
веру все то, что рассказывается о подвигах Геркулеса или Тезея. Но если в древности некоторые 
смельчаки переплывали Гелеспонт, т. е. Босфор, то в наше время это уже никого не удивит, так как 
теперь отважные пловцы переплывают Ламанш. Олимпийские призеры древней Греции 
также,пожалуй, не вышли бы победителями из состязаний, которые устраиваются в наше время. 






making a looping in a wheel in the sky, a shooter contouring his assistant’s body with 
arrows, and a fakir being buried alive for three hours – although this last act 
“according to some reports […] ended tragically and Tara-Bey [the fakir] was taken 
out of his grave dead.”528 Also here, IR thus draws attention to the reverse of the medal 
by demonstrating that modern entertainment can go very wrong. 
Perhaps the most emblematic entertainment of the era is the music hall, and also IR 
goes along with it entirely. According to journalist Yevgeny Znosko-Borovsky, the 
taste of the audience has changed significantly:  
 
Traditional, old-fashioned and soothing institutions, like state-owned opera and 
drama theaters, alas, are becoming more and more provincial, and the Grand 
Opera, for example, could not exist if it were not supported by patrons, and the 
French Comedy can make ends meet only thanks to the government subsidy and 
the meager salary of the actors.529 
 
Nevertheless, Znosko-Borovsky continues, the audience still has a taste for big shows, 
which he believes is “evidenced by the prosperity of the music halls, which are 
unusually luxurious in Paris.”530 The lavish evenings in music halls, where abundant 
variety shows include singers, dancers, acrobats, magicians and even trained exotic 
animals, are also a frequent topic in IR’s art section and other articles, generally 
written by Znosko-Borovsky. The journalist devotes multiple articles on the evenings 
he spends at these music halls, among which a lively account of a visit to the Moulin 
Rouge which can be best summarized as “[a] dream in reality!”531. Znosko-Borovsky 
describes how the whirlwind spectacle appealed to all his senses. When the show has 
finished, he indicates,  
 
                                                   
528 “По некоторым известиям […] закончился трагически и Тара-бей был извлечен из своей могилы 
мертвым.” Ibid, p. 13. 
529 “Среди огромного разнообразия существующих театров, весьма не трудно проследить 
перемещение интереса публики, эволюцпо ее вкусов. Традиционные, старомодные и 
успокоительные учреждения, в роде казенных оперных и драматических театров, увы, все больше 
и больше приобретают характер провинциальный, и Большая Опера, например, не могла бы 
существовать, если бы ее не поддерживали меценаты, а Французская Комедия сводить концы с 
концами, только благодаря правительственной субсидии и нищенскому окладу актеров.” In “Начало 
сезона”. IR 1927-49(134), p. 16. 
530 “[…] свидетельствует процветание мюзик-холлей, которые в Париже необыкновенно роскошны.” 
Ibid. 






the eyes are saturated with all the abundance of colors, all the splendor and spice 
of the sight. The ears are tired of motives that will not soon be gotten rid off. The 
body aches from the kinks of acrobats and dancers. But the soul that has gone 
through trials calms down, pacified.532  
 
This account thus testifies to the fact that the music hall is a total experience truly 
capturing the madness of the roaring twenties.  
In an article devoted to that other famous Parisian theatre, the Folies Bergère, 
Znosko-Borovsky provides perhaps the true explanation of the success of music halls: 
 
Our meager, stingy, dry life does not tolerate miracles and chases it out 
everywhere, even from its original kingdom, the theater. “The theater of 
Miracles”, it was like that in the past. Now we have already lost faith in the 
hackneyed tricks of the dusty operas and ballets, and in drama we are diligently 
entertained by the same life that surrounds us, just more victoriously and 
without any restraint. Almost solely in the music hall, one still finds a miracle 
refuge, and therefore we are drawn to it. 
It is here that the implausible reigns; it creates its own style, which has 
nothing to do with life and logic. Here we go on an ocean boat straight to the 
world of fairy tales. Where would they dare telling us again about Sleeping 
Beauty? And the music hall will dress it up so much that we admire it and enjoy 
the naive fiction like children.533 
 
 
                                                   
532 “Глаза пресыщены всеми изобилиями красок, всем блеском и пряностью зрелища. Уши устали от 
мотивов, которые не скоро отвяжутся. Тело болит от изломов акробатов и танцоров. Но душа, 
прошедшая сквозь испытания, затихает, умиренная.” Ibid, p. 17. 
533 “Наша скудная, скупая, сухая жизнь не терпит чудесного и гонит его отовсюду, даже из 
подлинного царства его, театра. ‘Театр чудес’, так было в прошлом. Сейчас — мы уже утратили веру 
в избитые трюки пропыленных опер и балетов, а в драме нас старательно развлекают тою же 
жизнью, что нас окружает, да только победнее и без всякого ее преображения. Едва ли не в одном 
мюзик-холле еще находить прибежище чудо, и потому мы так и влечемся к нему. 
Здесь именно царит неправдоподобное, здесь создается свой стиль, неимеющий ничего общего с 
жизнью и логикой. Здесь на океанском пароходе мы прямиком в езжаем в мир сказки. Где рискнули 
бы нам нынче рассказать снова про Спящую Красавицу? А мюзик-холль нам ее так приоденет, что 
мы любуемся ею и радуемся наивной небылице, как дети.” In “По парижским мюзик-холлям”. IR 





Music hall is above all an escape to a fantastic world; a refuge from the hardships of 
everyday life where there is no place for wonder. Although Znosko-Borovsky does not 
specify the “we” he refers to in his article, this quote seems to be especially applicable 
to the arduous life of the average émigré, who, it can be argued, seeks for distractions 
from his daily struggles – if not by attending the music halls himself, than at least by 
reading about it in IR. Remarkably, whereas nostalgia is generally considered the usual 
form of escapism in exile, Znosko-Borovsky – and in fact IR in general, with its frequent 
coverage of anything spectacular and/or bizarre – thus rather seeks refuge in 
entertainment emblematic for the era: the music hall. 
Of course, Znosko-Borovsky continues, the wonder of the music hall is but an 
illusion quickly shattered, as “[g]olden dreams are just soap bubbles, and Nausicaa 
loves to play with them as with a ball.”534 As Nausicaa is a character in Homer’s Odyssey 
who finds Odysseus shipwrecked when she is washing clothes in a river, this reference 
to Nausicaa and the Odyssey arguably is a metaphor for the émigré situation in which 
Odysseus represents the émigrés stranded in a foreign country, and Nausicaa – a 
ravishing young girl – the distraction of the music hall. Nevertheless, it can be argued, 
the music hall may temporarily bring solace to the émigrés, but it cannot replace the 
motherland whose call will ultimately sound. 
A frequently recurring aspect of the shows in the music halls are the incredible 
performances of fakirs. In 1928, IR prints a two-page article by a certain “K. Sh.” 
(perhaps journalist Konstantin Shumsky) on these “People without suffering”, as the 
title reads. What clearly emerges this article, is the fact that the predilection for fakirs 
is nothing but another fad in the world of Western entertainment:  
 
The fashion for those fasting for several weeks in a glass cage was replaced in 
Europe by a fascination with “fakirs” demonstrating their miracles on the stage. 
Theatrical entrepreneurs, having invented this kind of performances for the 
satiated European public, skillfully take advantage of the interest that the 
masses show for the ‘miraculous’ and sensational, and these performances are 
especially successful in the capitals of Europe.535 
 
                                                   
534 “Золотые мечты — это только мыльные пузыри, и ими любо играть в мяч его Навзикаям.” Ibid. 
535 “Мода на голодающих по несколько недель в стеклянной клетке сменилась в Европе увлечением 
‘факирами’, демонстрирующими свои чудеса на театральной сцене. Театральные антрепренеры, 
придумавшие этот род спектаклей для пресыщенной европейской публики, умело пользуют тот 
интерес, который проявляется у масс ко всему ‘чудесному’ и сенсационному, и эти представления 






What attracts the audience is the fakirs’ exotic appearance and mysterious and 
sensational tricks – such as “the painless piercing of the human body, swallowing of 
the most incredible things, staying for hours in a closed coffin”536, tricks depicted in 
the accompanying pictures. However, IR stresses in another article printed two years 
later, written by a certain “Zed”, that the fakirs’ tricks as well as their appearance are 
staged: 
 
By the word ‘fakir’ we Europeans understand magicians and prestidigitators 
performing in circuses and music halls with more or less mysterious tricks: 
being buried alive, threading needles through the muscles, lying on a board 
studded with nails, etc. In order to increase the impression of these – for the 
most part, very clever tricks, the ‘fakirs’ give themselves an oriental appearance, 
wear Hindu clothes and a turban, etc. However, when, from time to time, these 
sorcerers have to expose their true name […], it turns out that almost all of them 
were born not in Madras nor in Calcutta, but under the pale sky of Poland or 
eastern Prussia...537 
 
Fakirs in the Western world of entertainment, thus, are above all a carefully staged 
act, meant to sell tickets. Nevertheless, the article continues,  
 
real fakirs do exist – but only do they have nothing in common, except for the 
name, with the magicians who work in the West. In India, ‘fakir’ means a poor 
man. This name belongs to a huge monastic order counting over three million 
adherents. Some of the latter live in monasteries and are engaged in charity 
 
                                                   
536 “[…] безболезненное прокалывание человеческого тела, глотанье самых невероятных вещей, 
пребывание часами в закрытом гробу[…]” Ibid. 
537 “Под словом ‘факир' мы, европейцы, понимаем фокусников и престидижитаторов, выступающих 
в цирках и мюзик-холлях с более или менее загадочными трюками: попребение заживо, продевание 
игл сквозь мускулыщек, лежание на доске, утыканной гвоздями и т. д. С целью увеличить 
впечатление от этих — большей частью, весьма ловких фокусов, ‘факиры’ придают себе восточный 
вид, носят индусские одежду и чалму, и т. д. Однако, когда, время от времени, этим чародеям 
приходится разоблачить свое истинное имя [...], то оказывается, что почти все они родились не в 
Мадрасе и не в Калькутте, а под бледными небом Польши или восточной Пруссии...” In “Факиры – 





work, the study of sacred books and the propaganda of Buddhism: these fakirs 
are of no particular interest to the general reader.538 
 
To prove this point, the article prints a number of pictures of fakirs in India (figure 
359). This, arguably, is a reproach to the European audience who is not interested in 
the true, authentic form of the Eastern fakir, but only in its spectacular show version. 
It is not clear whether the author of the article is Western or an émigré. However, as 
IR generally indicates when an article is taken from the Western press but here does 
not do so, it is thus possible that Zed is an émigré. If this is the case, then it is 
remarkable that the author refers to himself and IR’s readers as “we Europeans”, and 
thus seems think of the émigré community as Western. As a result, then it can be 
argued that the author believes that the émigrés too get carried away in the West’s 
hunger for spectacle. In that case, the example of the fakirs in music halls thus is a good 
example of IR’s often ambiguous stance on Western entertainment and culture in 
general: although treating the subject mainly with curiosity and entertainment, a 
certain sense of skepticism is still present. Remarkably enough, this criticism thus 
possibly also includes the émigré community.  
 
5.2.1.3 Criminality 
IR’s taste for sensational news also is expressed in an increased focus on events in the 
criminal world. In its items on Western criminality, IR claims that these modern, post-
war times are not solely synonymous to unfettered progress, quite the contrary. In the 
editorial introduction to an article discussing different types of criminals as proposed 
by a German criminologist, IR states the following:  
 
The time of troubles that we are experiencing are characterized, among other 
things, by an unprecedented development of crimes of every kind. Human life 
devalued after the war, and all moral values created by people over the long 
 
                                                   
538 “Тем не менее, настоящие факиры существуют – но только они ничего общего, кроме названия, 
не имеют с подвизающимися на Западе фокусниками. В Индии 'факир' обозначает — бедняк. Это 
имя принадлежит огромному монашествующему ордену, насчитывающему свыше трех миллионов 
адептов. Часть последних живет по монастырями и занимается благотворительностью, изучением 
священных книги и пропагандой буддизма: эти факиры никакого особого интереса для широкого 





years of peaceful life were lost as a result of an unprecedented clash of 
peoples.539 
 
It is significant that IR refers to the post-war years as a “time of troubles”, as this period 
from the late 16th century to the early 17th century, marked by political, social and 
military crisis, arguably is known to the average Russian as the most turbulent period 
in Russian history before the 1917 revolution. In this present-day Time of Troubles, 
IR posits, the war has wiped out years of civilization and has left a moral void in the 
modern society, creating an ideal climate for criminality to flourish. This is in stark 
contrast with the strong sense of duty and morality in the émigré community IR 
highlights (cf. chapter 4), especially toward the community’s weakest members such 
as the children and war invalids. Hence, it can be argued, the reports on criminality in 
the West and Soviet Russia, combined with the virtual absence of émigré criminality, 
present a clear moral subtext, suggesting that the émigré community is a last beacon 
of high norms and values amidst moral decline. 
According to IR, it are mainly the big cities that are impacted by this time of troubles, 
as “[o]ne of the most terrible evils of the big city is the extremely increased crime. The 
modern criminal constantly improves his techniques and often uses the latest 
technology for his purposes.”540 A clear portrayal of metropolitan criminality is the 
article “Night raid” by émigré lawyer L. Vitalin (Lev Volkenshteyn). In the article 
Vitalin discusses the way in which the Parisian police “cleans” (chistit) the French 
capital by means of various raids, such as “raids for drug dealers, for prostitutes who 
have flooded an area forbidden to them, for devotees of perverted love, for a dark 
wandering people who usually supply human material to the capital's underworld, for 
unwanted foreigners...”541, all of them requiring “special knowledge, special tact, 
special tricks.”542 The pictures included take IR’s readers along with the Parisian police 
 
                                                   
539 “Смутное время, которое мы переживаем, характеризуется, между прочим, небывалым 
развитием преступлений всякого рода. Человеческая жизнь после войны подешевела, а все 
моральные ценности, созданные людьми за долгие годы мирной жизни, оказались растерянными в 
результате небывалого столкновения народов.” In “Враги общества”. IR 1931-7(300), p. 18. 
540 “Одно из самых ужасных зол современного большого города — это чрезвычайно возросшая 
преступность. Современный преступник непрестанно совершенствует свои приемы и часто 
употребляет для своих целей новейшую технику.” In “Секреты вора”. IR 1928-14(151), p. 12. 
541 “Бывают облавы за торговцами наркотиками, за проститутками, наводнившими запрещенный 
для них район, за жрецами извращенной любви, за темным бродячим людом обычно снабжающим 
человеческим материалом преступный мир столицы, за нежелательными иностранцами...” In 
“Ночная облава”. IR 1929-34(275), p. 10-11. 





on their work (figure 360). A year later, IR prints the two-part article “Paris at night” 
by French journalist Paul Bringuier. In the article, Bringuier describes how “[w]hen 
night descends over Paris, when, one after the other, the lights in its stately houses go 
out – a mysterious, alarming and suspicious life arises on the outskirts of the 
capital.”543 According to IR, the article “paints a vivid picture of the events that disturb 
the peaceful sleep of the capital almost every night.”544 Both episodes are accompanied 
by pictures illustrating the work of the Parisian police, including one on the cover of 
the issue, depicting a raid in the outskirts of Paris (figures 361-362).  
Although criminality can be considered a general metropolitan phenomenon, IR 
claims in article on “Bandits in Chicago” that the American city is in this respect hard 
to beat:  
 
It is not as a joke that they start calling Chicago the capital of bandits. Nowhere 
in the world of crime they are committed with such audacity, nowhere are the 
gangs of criminals so organized, nowhere are they so armed. Often legend 
surrounds gang leaders as a halo of heroism. All these phenomena deserve 
special study, in connection with the growth of a big city, the influence of 
cinematographic films and so on. In our essay, we give several stories about the 
exploits of these modern gangsters.545 
 
Interestingly, IR seems to blame popular culture as well for this rise in criminality. 
Criminality no longer is presented as purely evil, as there is an aspect of heroism and 
myth making involved, for example in films. As such, IR argues, also aspects of modern 
life such as urbanism and cinematography should be taken into account when fighting 
the rise of criminality. 
 
                                                   
543 “Когда над Парижем спускается ночь, когда гаснут, один за другим, огни в его стойких домах — 
на окраинах столицы возникает таинственная, тревожная и подозрительная жизнь.” In “Париж 
ночью”. IR 1930-32(273)/33(274), p. 6. 
544 “[…] рисует яркую картину событий, тревожащих почти еженощно мирный сон столицы. IR 1930-
32(273), cover. 
545 “Чикаго не в шутку начинают называть столицей бандитов. Нигде в мире преступления их не 
совершаются с такой дерзостью, нигде шайки преступников так не организованы, нигде они так не 
вооружены. Часто легенда окружает главарей-бандитов ореолом героизма. Все зто явления — 
заслуживаются особого изучения, в связи с ростом большого города, влиянием 
кинематографических, картин и проч. В нашем очерке мы приводим несколько рассказов о 





Paradoxically, a few years later IR itself contributes to this mythologization of 
criminality by devoting two articles to Al Capone in which he is called respectively a 
“Bandit-philanthropist”546, and the “King of bandits”547. The first article discusses how 
Al Capone has opened a free coffee house for Chicago’s unemployed, while the second 
one sheds light on Capone’s walk of life and his rise to the top of the underworld. 
Strikingly, this last article on Al Capone is subtitled “Overseas mores” (Zaokeanskiye 
nravy), and, thus, reveals IR’s perception and judgment of American society (figure 
363). By labelling an article on criminality as a demonstration of “Overseas mores”, IR 
seems to assimilate the population of Chicago or even of the entire United States with 
criminal activity. This sentiment is also reflected in another article on Chicago, entitled 
“City of bandits and contrasts”. Remarkably, despite this title, the article is almost fully 
devoted to a beach in the heart of Chicago and does not discuss its status as a criminal 
city. Only in the very last paragraph, IR throws in a side remark on the subject: 
 
True, revolver shots and the rattle of machine guns are sometimes heard here, 
because there are banks and all kinds of institutions that attract famous Chicago 
gangsters. But Chicagoans are accustomed to this and consider this banditry the 
same attraction in their hometown as the beach on the main street, as well as the 
fact that Chicago broke all records for the smuggling of whiskey and alcohol.548 
 
IR, thus, not only states that the inhabitants of Chicago are used to the criminality, they 
are even attracted to it as some kind of entertainment; another clear reference to IR’s 
perception of the “overseas mores”.  
In addition to discussing particular criminals and criminal events, IR also reports in 
more general terms on criminal trends and phenomena. Striking in these items is the 
fact that IR seems to express a sense of admiration and respect for the 
professionalization and progress in criminality, especially in petty crimes. Perhaps the 
most common types of crime in IR are theft and fraud. As IR indicates in a portrait on 
people specialized in wedding fraud, “[e]veryone specializes nowadays, even 
fraudsters. Now no ‘decent’ check forger can humiliate himself to the counterfeiter's 
 
                                                   
546 “Бандит-благотворитель”. IR 1931-9(302), p. 11. 
547 “Аль-Капоне, Король бандитов”. IR 1931-12(305), p. 9. 
548 “Правда, здесь иногда раздаются револьверные выстрелы и трескотня пулемета, ибо здесь 
помещаются банки и всякие учреждения, привлекающие к себе знаменитых чикагских бандитов. 
Но чикагцы уже к этому привыкли и считают этот бандитизм такой же достопримечательностью 
родного города, как пляж на главной улице, как и то, что Чикаго побил все рекорды по контрабанде 





craft, and an ‘honest’ blackmailer can never become a good ‘carambouilleur’.”549 IR 
emphasizes that frauds, but in fact criminals in general, have become extremely 
specialized and as a result, their techniques are very advanced. A special mention goes 
to the jewelry thieves, who, according to IR, are “perhaps the most dexterous and 
resourceful”550 as they are “forced to immensely refine themselves to deceive the 
vigilance and caution of merchants”551. Although IR mockingly calls them “artisans” 
(kustarya) who “work” (rabotayushchiye) in their preferred areas (quotation marks 
included), a sense of respect for their resourcefulness and craftmanship is still 
perceivable in the text.  
In the 1928 article “Secrets of a thief”, then again, IR shares the findings of a German 
police inspector who was able to disclose various tricks, the success of which is based 
on “the naivety and unpreparedness of the public”552. Similarly, a year later IR also 
shares the account of a German fraudster on what it takes to “successfully swindle 
people”553 – except “of course, the absence of what is commonly called morality”554. 
Despite this side remark on the lack of morality, it seems as if IR is rather fascinated 
than repelled by these types of petty crime. In fact, it does not condemn these 
criminals, but rather discusses their methods as if it were magic tricks. In this way, it 
can be argued, IR seems to connect with the Western Zeitgeist, rather than maintaining 
its moral distance. 
As IR indicates in a 1929 article on science in police investigations, over the years 
criminals no longer (solely) come from “the ignorant scum of society”555 but often are 
intelligent ‘professionals’ who have refined their techniques and make use of “all the 
‘last words’ of science and technology”556. Hence, the police’s struggle against 
criminality has “evolved from a struggle of force against force into a struggle of 
 
                                                   
549 “Все специализируется в наши дни, даже мошенники. Теперь никакой ‘порядочный’ 
подделыватель чеков не унизит себя до ремесла фальшивомонетчика, а ‘честный’ шантажист 
никогда не сможет стать хорошим ‘карамбуйером’." In “Брачные авантюристы”. IR 1931-24(317), p. 
10. 
550 “[…] едва ли не самыми ловкими и находчивыми […]”. In “Как обкрадывают ювелиров”. IR 1930-
11(252), p. 16. 
551 “[…] вынуждены безмерно изощряться, чтобы обмануть бдительность и осторожность 
торговцев.” Ibid. 
552 “[…] на наивности и неподготовленности публики”. In “Секреты вора”. IR 1928-14(151), p. 12. 
553 “[…] успешно надувать людей […]”. In “Искусство надувать людей”. IR 1929-14(203), p. 10. 
554 “[…] конечно, отсутствие того, что в общежитии принято называть моралью.”. Ibid. 
555 “[…] из невежественных подонков общества […]”. In “Наука на службе полиции”. IR 1929-27(216), 
p. 12. 





knowledge against knowledge and technology against technology.”557 The police thus 
have to step up their game, and IR shows how they do this in various articles. First of 
all, French policemen are highly trained, IR claims, as they must “complete a full course 
of science at school, which is truly a university for police officers”558. An important skill 
in the fight against crime, of course, is to get criminals to confess. This is not always 
easy, IR states, as  
 
[t]he times when this confession was pulled out by torture, fortunately, have 
passed irrevocably (except for the dungeons of the GPU, where torture is the 
only weapon of ‘investigation’). In the civilized world, the investigator and the 
suspect enter into martial arts on an equal footing. Their weapons are 
intelligence, quick wits and composure. Whoever turns out to be more cunning, 
and more resourceful, whose nerves can endure longer, will win in battle...559  
 
Apart from the clear condemnation of police practices in Soviet Russia – a remark 
which IR could have easily left out – between the lines of this quote there is once again 
a sense of respect for the criminal’s intellect and cunning perceptible. IR praises the 
criminals for their intelligence and seems to portray them as worthy opponents, 
rather than as pure scum. And as such, IR thus is more positive about criminals in the 
West, than it is about the police in Soviet Russia – although it can be argued that IR 
considers the latter to be heavy criminals as well. 
Finally, also severe crimes do well in IR, although they do not evoke the ‘respect’ of 
the petty crimes, but rather play on sensationalism and on a fascination for the 
macabre. Here too, the crimes reported on are very diverse, ranging from German 
robbers who stole tens of thousands of German marks and killed a handful of people 
in the act560, cocaine trafficking on the Côte d’Azur561, and women trafficking from 
 
                                                   
557 “[…] превратилась из борьбы силы против силы в борьбу знания против знания и техники против 
техники.” Ibid. 
558 “[…] пройти полный курс науки в школе, являющейся, поистине, университетом для 
полицейских.” In “Школа полицейских”. IR 1930-39(280), p. 5. 
559 “Времена, когда это сознание вырывалось пыткой, к счастью, прошли безвозвратно (если не 
считать застенков ГПУ, где пытка является единственным орудием ‘расследования’). В 
цивилизованном мире следователь и подозреваемый вступают в единоборство на правах равных. 
Оружие их — ум, сообразительность и хладнокровие. Кто окажется хитрее, и изворотливее, чьи 
нервы выдержат дольше, тот и победить в бою...” In “Как они сознаются”. IR 1931-17(310), p. 12. 
560 “Двое против пятьсот”. IR 1928-47(184), p. 12-13. 





France to Argentina562, to secret societies for criminals563, and serial killers such as the 
Vampire of Düsseldorf Peter Kürten564, or fraudster-turned-killer Georges Sarret who 
dissolved his victims’ bodies in sulfuric acid565. Although IR here reports on topical 
crimes, it is clear that it publishes those items also – or mainly – because of their 
sensational, stirring value. 
It can be concluded that in its coverage of modernity in the West, IR to a large extent 
goes along with the Zeitgeist and frequently discusses modernity in all its facets. IR 
does so in many articles, as well as longer portraits with accompanying pictures. At 
the same time, however, in small yet very significant remarks, IR seems to distance 
itself from modernity and the Western world, by suggesting that it has perhaps spun 
out of control – this is especially the case for America. 
 
5.2.2 Host country or hostile country? 
Throughout the years IR publishes quite a few items suggesting that the West does not 
always has the Russians’ best interests at heart – both of the émigrés and of those who 
have remained in Soviet Russia. There are two main lines in this discourse: the 
misrepresentation of Russian history and culture in films, and the indifference of the 
West to the situation in contemporary Russia and the suffering of the émigré 
community. 
 
5.2.2.1 Russia(ns) at the movies 
During the interwar period, film is an upcoming and rapidly developing art form. IR 
goes along with the trend and devotes two sections to the big screen. The short-lived 
Kino (Film, running from early- to mid-1927) generally publishes just photo stills from 
movie scenes with a caption. The longer running Mirovoy ekran (World screen, starts 
early 1929 and continues until after Mironov’s editorship), then again, discusses 
events and developments in the movie world in longer reports, occasionally 
accompanied by one or two pictures. Additionally, every now and then IR also prints 
stand-alone news items, photos, and advertisements devoted to Russia(ns) in movies 
which are not part of specialized film sections.  
 
                                                   
562 “Белые рабыни”. IR 1930-34(275), p. 16-17. 
563 “Тайные общества преступников”. IR 1930-14(255), p. 12. 
564 “Дюссельдорфский убийца-вампир”. IR 1929-51(240), p. 17. 




Although the majority of IR’s movie items (both in and out of the specialized 
sections) mainly discuss Western films, there is a special focus on émigré actors and 
directors, as well as on Russian topics in Western film. This patchwork of film news in 
IR provides an understanding of the magazine’s view on film (and how it is linked to 
Russia and the émigré community), in which two elements clearly stand out. First of 
all, there is the fact that – as opposed to painting, for example – there is not an actual 
émigré film milieu, but merely individual émigré actors contributing to Western film, 
whether or not on Russian topics. Second, IR speaks out on the misrepresentation of 
Russia and Russians in foreign film.  
In 1929, Mirovoy ekran prints an interview with émigré Roman Pines, head of the 
France film company “Solar Film”.566 Among other topics discussed, Pines briefly 
claims that there is no united Russian émigré film industry, just individuals working 
for Western companies. The absence of such an émigré industry is also visible in IR’s 
coverage, as it frequently, but solely, covers individual Russian actors and directors in 
Western film. In this coverage, IR emphasizes that the film industry is a tough world, 
especially for Russian émigrés. In 1929, in an item in Mirovoy ekran entitled “Statistics 
in cinema”, IR’s film journalist A. Morskoy states that “[f]or many Russians, working 
as an extra is their main source of income in emigration.”567 Although some émigrés 
try to pursue a full-fledged acting career, according to Morskoy  
 
this is a cruel self-deception, in most cases ending in loss of time and many grief. 
This work is very tedious and, for non-professionals, so rare that it cannot pay 
for the lost time.568  
 
Morskoy thus emphasizes the fact that although there are plenty of individual émigré 
actors, overall they do not weigh heavy on the Western film industry as they generally 
work as extras. I will come back to this shortly.  
What is more, it seems to be extra difficult for Russians to obtain big, leading roles 
in films. In 1929, IR publishes an interview with émigré actress Olga Baklanova in 
which she states that many Russian actors in the US get casted solely  
 
                                                   
566 IR 1929-14(203), p. 12. 
567 “Фигурация для многих русских является основным заработком в эмиграции.” In “Статисты в 
кинематографе”. IR 1929-01(199), p. 14. 
568 “Увы, это жестокий самообман, в большинстве случаев оканчивавшийся потерей времени и 
многими огорчениями. Работать эта очень утомительная и, для непрофессионалов, настолько 






because they are Russian. They supposedly have some special qualities that are 
not inherent to American actors, and therefore, they play roles that require these 
special qualities, not American actors.569  
 
This may seem like an advantage, but Baklanova adds that these special qualities – 
which are not specified in the interview – often also are a burden and “a very serious 
obstacle to a real career” as these actors “are rarely hired in movies on everyday 
American life, and those movies are the vast majority.”570 This interview thus suggests 
that Russian actors are not taken seriously, but are rather hired in order to provide a 
sense of couleur locale.  
An example of this can be found in a 1927 article with the intentionally misleading 
title “How I was a Chekist”571. In this article, journalist Ye. Rish describes his role of 
Chekist as an extra in the French film Princesse Masha (1927). The film “covers the 
time before the war, the war itself, kerenshchina and Bolshevism”.572 However, 
although based on Russian events, the film depicts these events from a Western angle, 
as the scenarist, the director and all leading actors are all French. The only Russians in 
the cast are the Cheka members, who are all played by Russian émigré officers and 
Kalmyks. They provide an interesting anecdote for IR’s readers:  
 
In the course of the actions, the ‘Chekists’ had to put their horses on the ground. 
The horses taken from the French stables were not accustomed to this intricacy. 
Then the head of the squad went to bet with the director that in half an hour all 
the horses would lay down just as meekly and quickly as Cossack horses. And he 
 
                                                   
569 “[…] потому что они русские. У них, мол, есть какие то особые качества, не присущие 
американским актерам, и потому на роли, требующие этих специальных качеств, занимают их, а не 
американских актеров.” In “Ольга Бакланова”. IR 1929-25(214), p. 15. 
570 “[…] и весьма серьезным препятствием на пути к настоящей карьере; их мало занимают в 
картинах из обычной американской жизни, а таких картин огромное большинство.” Ibid. 
571 “Как я был чекистом”. IR 1927-35(120), p. 12-13. 
572 “Сценарий охватывает время до войны, войну, керенщину и большевизм.” Ibid, p. 12. The term 






won the bet. Half an hour later, all the horses laid down exactly as the French 
director wanted.573 
 
However small and insignificant, this anecdote arguably is appreciated by many 
émigrés, as it not only reminds them of Cossack traditions, but, more importantly, also 
suggests the superiority of Russian horsemen, and hence highlights how Russian 
émigrés are able to distinguish themselves and their talent from their Western peers. 
There is but one émigré actor whose international success story is frequently 
covered in IR: Ivan Mozzhukhin. Before his career in exile, Mozzhukhin already was a 
popular actor in prerevolutionary Russia. IR closely follows his journey in the movie 
industry and, it can be argued, presents him as one of the symbols of Russian success 
abroad, just like Nikita Baliyev, as discussed in 2.2.3. In 1925, before IR launches its 
specialized movie sections, in the Teatr i iskusstvo section it briefly reports on an 
upcoming movie called Michel Strogoff (1926), based on the eponymous novel by Jules 
Verne. The title role is played by Mozzhukhin who, according to IR, “has long won wide 
popularity and warm sympathy from the public and is one of the best screen artists in 
France”.574 Two years later, in the section Kino IR indicates that Mozzhukhin has taken 
the leap to the American movie scene, where he “received the most enthusiastic 
reception [and] soon begins filming a new picture for the Universal company.”575 As 
“Americans found his surname extremely difficult to pronounce”, IR adds, “they 
‘rebaptized’ him ‘Moskin’."576 The short text is accompanied by three pictures of “the 
artist in three sensational films: above on the left – in ‘The Burning Fire’ [Feu Mathias 
Pascal, 1925], on the right in ‘Mikhail Strogov’ [Michel Strogoff], below in ‘Casanova’ 
[The Loves of Casanova, 1927]”577 (figure 364). 
 
                                                   
573 “По ходу действий ‘чекисты’ должны были положить на землю своих лошадей. Взятые из 
французских конюшен лошади к этой премудрости приучены не были. Тогда начальник отряда 
пошел на пари с режиссером, что через полчаса все лошади будут ложиться так же покорно и 
быстро, как казачьи. И он выиграл это пари. Через полчаса все лошади ложились совсем так, как 
того хотел французский режиссер.” Ibid, p. 13. 
574 “[…] давно завоевавшего себе широкую известность и горячие симпатии публики и являющегося 
одним из лучших артистов экрана во Франции.” IR 1925-16(7), p. 19 
575 “[…] встретивший в Америке самый восторженный прием, приступает вскоре к съемкам новой 
картины для кампании ‘Универсаль’.” In “Мозжухин умер, да здравствует Москин!” IR 1927-12(97), 
p. 9. 
576 “[…] американцы нашли его фамилию черезвычайно трудной для произношения и 
‘перекрестили’ его в ‘Москина’.” Ibid. 
577 “Наши фотографии изображают артиста в трех нашумевших фильмах: наверху слева — в 





A few issues later, in May 1927, IR prints Mozzhukhin’s two-part travelogue “My 
travel to America”, which is written at IR’s request. Mozzhukhin’s travelogue, it can be 
argued, is above all an interesting read as it is the account of an internationally 
successful Russian in the relatively new and highly popular medium of film. In this 
account, written in diary style, Mozzhukhin “shares his impressions with IR’s 
readers”578 – ranging from the long travel across the ocean, his first visits to movie 
theaters in New York and the splendid film studios in Hollywood, to his regret when 
learning that in Hollywood “they completely disregard what has been done and they 
are doing in European cinematography.”579 With this statement, Mozzhukhin seems to 
just express his disappointment rather than a moral condemnation of the American 
film milieu, and overall, his travelogue is not negative toward Hollywood. Additionally, 
in December of that year, IR prints a couple of pictures from Mozzhukhin’s first 
American film, Surrender (1927, figure 365). IR does not make any claims about the 
film itself nor on Mozzhukhin’s acting, but only informs its readers that the story is set 
“during the great war in one of the townships of Galicia; a romance develops between 
a Russian prince and a young girl from a Jewish patriarchal family.”580 
Mozzhukhin’s Hollywood career turns out to be short-lived: in April 1929 IR reports 
on his return to Europe. IR, however, claims that it is not Mozzhukhin, but Hollywood 
who is to blame for his failed American career. In the item “Rebels” in the section Kino, 
film journalist Morskoy denounces the entire American film industry and describes 
Mozzhukhin as one of those rebelling against this system: 
 
Not everyone is given the ability, in the name of a large fee and the greatest 
advertising in the world, to stay in Hollywood studios. To do this, you need to 
completely depersonalize yourself, forget about your human dignity, about your 
belonging to a certain nation, about your artistic tastes, traditions, searches. 
One of the clearest examples of the revolt against the slave tendencies of 
American film kings buying European talents is the return to Europe of our 
famous artist I. I. Mozzhukhin. He was indignant both as an artist and as a 
 
                                                   
578 “[…] поделиться с читателями ‘Иллюстрированной России’ своими новыми впечатлениями.” In 
“Моя поездка в Америку”. IR 1927-18 (103), p. 1. 
579 “К большому сожалению, здесь совершенно не считаются с тем, что сделано и что делается в 
европейской кинематографии.” Ibid, IR 1927-19(104), p. 8. 
580 “[…] происходит в годы великой войны в одном из местечек Галиции; — роман развивается 
между русскими князем и молодой девушкой из еврейской патриархальной семьи.” In “Мозжухин в 





Russian, firmly declared his unwillingness to blindly obey and play all the roles 
that are given to him, in any scenario that they show him.581 
 
In order to work in Hollywood, Morskoy indicates, actors have to completely abandon 
their identity, their values and even their dignity. Hence, according to Morskoy the 
American film scene is a modern form of slavery, artistically abusing European talent 
for its own profit. Significantly, here Mozzhukhin is not only referred to as a Russian, 
but also as a European, representing both Russian and European values as opposed to 
the immoral American film industry.  
Morskoy not only completely agrees with Mozzhukhin’s decision to return to 
Europe, he even praises him for doing so, stating that  
 
I. I. Mozzhukhin was one of the first. And this is his special merit. Recently, the 
famous Conrad Veidt just ‘could not stand it’ and fled from America. And now the 
great Max Reinhardt parted with it, without rolling a single meter of tape. […] 
Americans are convinced that Reinhardt acted like a savage. If there would be 
more people like Reinhardt and Mozzhukhin, savage Europeans – maybe the 
American dollar would understand what is still so alien and inaccessible to its 
full-fledged currency psyche.582 
 
Morskoy thus praises Mozzhukhin for not selling his soul to Hollywood and remaining 
true to himself and his (artistic) values. In doing so, Morskoy emphasizes, Mozzhukhin 
has set an example for other Europeans in Hollywood to show the same resistance. As 
such, it can be argued that Mozzhukhin is in IR not only portrayed as a symbol for 
 
                                                   
581 “Не всякому дано умение, во имя крупного гонорара и величайшей в мире рекламы, удержаться 
в холливудских студиях. Для этого нужно совершенно обезличиться, забыть о своем человеческом 
достоинстве, о своей принадлежности к какому-то народу, о своих артнстических вкусах, традициях, 
исканиях.  
Одним из ярких примеров бунта против рабовладельческих тенденций покупающих европейские 
таланты американских кино-королей, — является возвращение в Европу нашего известного 
артиста И. И. Мозжухина. Он возмутился и как артист и как русский человек, твердо заявил свое 
нежелание слепо подчиняться и играть все роли, какие ему дают, в любом сценарии, какой ему 
укажут.” In “Бунтари". IR 1929-15(204), p. 18. 
582 “И. И. Мозжухин был одним из первых. И в этом его особая заслуга. Недавно лишь ‘не выдержал’ 
и бежал из Америки знаменитый Конрад Вейдт. А сейчас расстался с нею, не скрутив ни одного 
метра пленки, великий Макс Рейнгардт. […] Американцы убеждены, что Рейнгардт поступил, как 
дикарь. Побольше бы таких, как Рейнгардт и Мозжухин, европейцев-дикарей, — может быть, 
американский доллар и понял бы то, что пока еще так чуждо и недоступно его полноценной 




Russians gaining international success, more importantly, he represents the émigré 
morality which IR so frequently propagates. Mozzhukhin’s confrontation with 
Hollywood thus is presented as a case of the good Russian (and in this case also 
European) versus the corrupted and corrupting America. 
Additionally, the American – or in this case Western in general – film scene is also 
under attack in IR for the misrepresentation of Russian life in film. Given that the film 
industry starts booming mainly after the revolution, there is no prerevolutionary film 
culture to be preserved – although there are of course the Russian acting taste and 
values Morskoy refers to in Mozzhukhin’s case. The image of prerevolutionary Russia 
in Western films on prerevolutionary Russian life or in film adaptations of Russian 
classical novels, then again, is closely watched over in IR’s film sections. Interestingly, 
this adds a new dimension to preserving prerevolutionary culture for the émigré 
community, as it should be protected not only from Soviet destruction for ideological 
reasons, but also from Western distortion out of ignorance and/or commercial 
interests. 
According to IR, there is an ongoing trend in Western cinema of films on 
prerevolutionary Russian life. This is, however, not met with pride or approval in IR, 
as many of these films appear to be full of stereotypical portrayals of Russians, Russia 
and Russian life. This is aptly tackled in a 1928 cartoon by MAD, entitled “French film 
from Russian life”583 (figure 366). Every Russian cliché capturing the Western 
imagination is present, from aristocracy and Cossacks to Russian realia such as the 
samovar, the troika and vodka. The only element which is firsthand known to the 
French public is yet again a sky-high cliché, although closer to reality than the émigrés 
would like: the Russian count-turned-taxi driver.  
In an item entitled “The Russian fashion”, Morskoy fulminates against this 
tendency. First of all, Morskoy indicates that the American public has “grown tired of 
looking at the monotonous variations of their own virtues.”584 However, instead of 
showing “the true face of America”585, Morskoy claims, the American movie industry 
prefers “a lie obvious to everyone over the shameful truth”586 and thus has turned to 
another “inexhaustible source of irresponsible inspiration: old Russia and its 
transitional revolutionary period.”587 Morskoy not only denounces the fabrications in 
these films on Russia, he also seems to condemn the “shameful truth” of American life 
 
                                                   
583 “Французский фильм из русской жизни”, by MAD. IR 1928-14(151), p. 3. 
584 “Устали смотреть на однообразные вариации собственных добродетелей.” In “Мода на ‘русское’”. 
IR 1929-5(194), p. 15. 
585 “[…] истинное лицо Америки […]” Ibid. 
586 “Пусть лучше всем очевидная ложь, чем позорящая правда.” Ibid. 
587 “[…] неисчерпаемый источник безответственного вдохновения: старую Россию и ее переходный 




and society. It is safe to say that Morskoy is anything but flattered by ‘Russian craze’ 
in Western film:  
 
Now, the movies on the ‘Russian’ obsession in America are pouring in, as if from 
a cornucopia. And one after another more shamelessly and more ignorantly 
depicts our manners, daily life, our culture and society. Every movie is a 
masterpiece of spreading lies; every production is an evil, crude mockery of our 
past. 
Americans, and with them also the entire European public, like these films: 
they have a lot of coloration, ‘exoticism’, a lot of new, popularly presented 
information about this strange country of ice, polar bears and grand dukes. The 
magnificent scenery, the names of the best directors, the play of first-class artists 
– all this still strengthens the interest in these productions.588 
 
As the films Morskoy refers to are not second-rate films, but large productions with 
renowned actors, they are not negligible. Morskoy blames the cinema houses of not 
only reducing Russia’s cherished prerevolutionary past to cheap entertainment, but 
also tainting Russia’s memory, as fabrications nor excessive use of couleur locale are 
spared in order to achieve commercial success. Significantly, whereas the tendency in 
émigré theatre to emphasize the gloominess of Russian prerevolutionary works is 
approved by IR (cf. 2.2.3), here similar coloration and exoticism is clearly condemned. 
It thus can be argued that IR only approves of enlarged (or even stereotypical) 
portrayal of the Russian identity when done by émigrés with the intent of reminding 
of prerevolutionary Russia, and strongly condemns when it is done by the West for 
financial gain. 
What makes this all the more painful, Morskoy continues, is the fact that also 
Russians are involved in the creation of these movies:  
 
 
                                                   
588 “Теперь картины ‘русского’ содержания в Америке сыпятся, как из рога изобилия. И одна другой 
беспардонее и невежественнее рисуют наши нравы, быт, нашу культуру и общественность. Что ни 
картина, то шедевр развесистой клюквы; что ни выпуск – то злое, грубое издевательство над нашим 
прошлым. 
Американцам, а за ними и всей европейской публике, эти фильмы нравятся: в них много колорита, 
‘экзотики’, много новых, популярно-изложенных, сведений, об этой странной стране льдов, белых 
медведей и великих князей. Великолепные декорации, имена лучших режиссеров, ига 





No one can stop this stream of dirt, pouring from America’s largest 
cinematographic studios on Russian barbarians. Raising our history, literature, 
civilization, – no one would dare, if only he could, for, – (and this is the most 
painful, the worst thing for us), – these movies are created not only with the 
participation of many Russian cinema lovers and artists, but also led by Russian 
observers. 
And what can one ask from hungry Russian refugees if L. L. Tolstoy himself, 
with the cheeky cynicism of a bon vivant who does not remember kinship nor 
fatherland, helps American directors cripple even the works of his great 
father...589 
 
Morskoy tellingly calls the Western films on Russian topics an endless stream of dirt, 
painting the image of Russians as barbarians. Interestingly, Morskoy points the finger 
at fellow émigrés for contributing to such productions. Nevertheless, at the same time 
he provides mitigating circumstances for the émigrés’ part in those films. For, Morskoy 
suggests, if even the son of Lev Nikolayevich Tolstoy would allow the artistic abuse of 
his father’s novels for financial gain, it is all the more understandable in the case of 
“hungry Russian refugees” who simply seek to survive. According to Morskoy, it is thus 
a matter of the émigrés’ reluctance to lose their income.  
Two issues later Morskoy addresses the topic again and adds the powerlessness of 
Russians in Hollywood, stating that “[u]nfortunately, their ability to influence the 
choice of ‘Russian’ scenarios, their development, is completely negligible.”590 
Furthermore, Morskoy again acknowledges the fact that  
 
it is hard to demand from them that they uphold the purity of Russian life, 
history, customs, – only to lose their income and end up in the category of 
 
                                                   
589 “Остановить этот поток грязи, льющийся из самых крупных кинематографических студий 
Америки на русских варваров, — некому. Поднять свой авторитетный голос на защиту нашей 
истории, литературы, цивилизации, — не решится никто, если бы и мог, ибо, – (и это самое больное, 
самое страшное для нас), – эти картины ставятся не только при участии многих русских 
кинематографических любителей и артистов, но и под руководством русских наблюдателей. 
А что можно требовать от голодных русских беженцев, если сам Л. Л. Толстой – с развязным 
цинизмом непомнящего родства и отечества бонвивана, помогает американским режиссерам 
калечит даже произведения своего великого отца.” Ibid. 
590 “К сожалению, их возможности влиять на выбор ‘русских’ сценариев, их разработку — 





hopelessly starving fellow countrymen – which is much easier in Hollywood 
than anywhere else.591  
 
Interestingly, whereas Morskoy, praising Mozzhukhin for not giving in to amoral 
Hollywood, can be considered an advocate of preserving the true image of Russia and 
the Russians in film, at the same time he takes up a pragmatic, understanding attitude 
vis-à-vis émigrés in the movie industry who cannot afford to do so. Instead, it can be 
argued, Morskoy deplores the circumstances, rather than blaming Russians in the film 
industry for their reluctancy to risk losing their jobs. This is thus an explicit case of 
choosing the well-being of the émigré community over preservationism of 
prerevolutionary Russia. 
But even if the émigrés would speak up, it remains to be seen whether a more 
truthful image of Russia would be to the liking of the American audience, IR claims. In 
1930, on the occasion of the Hollywood adaptation of Tolstoy’s The Living Corpse 
(Zhivoy trup, 1911) – renamed Redemption (1930) – IR interviews the lead actor John 
Gilbert. Gilbert indicates having  
 
some doubts that the American cinema audience understands and appreciates 
the versatility of the character of Fyodor Protasov. [...] The American theater 
public [...] knows the plays and complex dramatic images of Tolstoy, Gorky and 
Ibsen. But the American film public is raised on more primitive food. Give them 
either a holy, spotless hero, or a most notorious villain. They do not recognize 
complex psychological images.592 
 
 
                                                   
591 “Да и трудно требовать от них, чтобы они отстаивали чистоту русского быта, истории, нравов, — 
лишиться заработка и перейти в разряде безнадежно голодающих земляков — гораздо легче в 
Холлвивуде, чем где бы то ни было.” Ibid 
592 “[…] я несколько сомневаюсь, чтобы американская кино-публика поняла и оценила 
многогранность характера Феди Протасова. [...] Американская театральная публика — [...] — знает 
пьесы и сложные драматические образы Толстого, Горького и Ибсена. Но американская кино-
публика воспитана на более примитивной пище. Ей подай или святого, незапятнанного героя, или 
отъявленнейшего злодея. Сложных психологических образов она не признает.” “На съемке картины 





Luckily, IR claims, the director of this film Fred Niblo “feels Tolstoy” and “hard and 
persistently fights the fabrications of his assistants and of some of the actors who have 
never been to Russia and, clearly, have not read a single book about Russia.”593  
So even though – or perhaps just because – there is not a united émigré film scene 
and individual émigrés only have very little influence in Western film companies IR 
thus is alert to the representation and especially misrepresentation of 
prerevolutionary Russia and Russian culture in Western film, whether it is out of 
ignorance, or because of commercial interests. 
 
5.2.2.2 The enemy of my friend is my enemy? Western indifference on 
Soviet misdeeds 
To a lesser extent, but definitely no less significantly, IR’s coverage of the West 
includes a condemnation of the Western countries’ indifferent attitude vis-à-vis the 
situation in Soviet Russia. The most prominent manifestation of this sentiment in IR is 
found in late 1924 when the French government – preceded that year by, i.a. Austria, 
Italy and the UK – recognizes Soviet Russia. It goes without saying that IR is upset and 
outraged when learning this news: 
 
The recognition of the Bolsheviks as the legitimate government of Russia, no 
matter what motives may cause or explain this, is a regrettable fact for the 
Russian people; it reveals the indifference of the ‘recognizing’ powers to the 
misfortunes of the Russian people, to the existence in the great state of 
lawlessness and violence, elevated to a system. The powers negotiated their 
interests, their claims, but remained indifferent to our position.594 
 
 
                                                   
593 “Как чувствует Нибло Толстого. Как усердно и настойчиво борется с ‘клюквой’ своих помощников 
и некоторых из актеров, в России никогда не бывавших и ни одной книги о России, видимо, не 
читавших.” Ibid. 
594 “Признаниие большевиков законным правительством России, какими бы мотивами это ни 
вызывалось и ни объяснялось, для русских людей является фактом прискорбным; оно 
обнаруживает безучастие ‘признающих’ держав к несчастьям русского народа, к существованию в 
великом государстве бесправия и насилия, возведенных в систему. Державы оговорили свои 
интересы, свои притязания, но остались равнодушными к нашему положению.” In “Новое 





According to IR, the international recognition of Soviet Russia thus is emblematic for 
the indifference toward the suffering of the Russian people at large – both of the 
Russians who now live in exile, and of those who stayed in Russia. A directly visible 
and very painful consequence of this recognition, IR indicates, is the handover of the 
embassy: 
 
The symbol of Russia, the building of the embassy passes to the Bolsheviks; a 
Bolshevik flag foreign to Russia is being planted on a piece of exterritorial land; 
in the official correspondence, the name of Russia will be destroyed and the 
French troops will give military honors to those who in their time betrayed both 
Russia and France.595 
 
The Soviet betrayal of France arguably refers to the fact that shortly after the 
Revolution, Soviet Russia withdrew from the First World War. IR is distressed by the 
fact that official symbols such as the flag, the embassy building and military honors of 
the French troops will not only be taken away from (prerevolutionary) Russia, but will 
now also legitimize Soviet Russia abroad. Hence, whereas Russia up to then arguably 
still existed in a state of limbo, the international recognition of Soviet Russia in a way 
is a coup de grace.  
Furthermore, in the article IR clearly indicates that, morally, the French 
government is left with no choice but to protect Russian émigrés, for their situation 
now has become even more precarious then it was before. IR mentions a potential 
clash between the host countries ,who have recognized Bolshevik rule, and the 
émigrés who refuse to do so. As IR posits, the government of each host country can 
treat such a clash in various ways: 
 
It may see it as a resistance to its policies; may try to exert all kinds of pressure 
on the émigré community. Such pressure can be very real, since there is no one 
 
                                                   
595 “Символ России, здание посольства переходит к большевикам; на клочке экстериториальной 
земли водворяется чужой для России большевистский флаг; в оффициальной переписке имя России 
будет уничтожено и французские войска будут отдавать военные почести тем, кто в свое время 





else to guard us; the Soviet authorities, who will be considered representatives 
of Russia, will not only support France in such a policy, but also insist on it.596  
 
However, IR continues, “if such a policy of repression is theoretically possible and if it 
promises us very difficult moments, then it is not at all necessary and does not logically 
follow from recognition.”597 Instead, IR indicates,  
 
The government can show a completely different attitude toward us; it can 
recognize the naturalness and respectfulness of the émigré position and try to 
make the situation easier for the émigrés, to mitigate the consequences of their 
new orientation for them.598  
 
IR indicates that France has been showing hospitality to the Russian émigrés for years 
now and hopes “the change of the French in their attitude toward the Bolsheviks 
should not be reflected upon their guests.”599 Despite its indignation at the recognition, 
IR thus believes that it does not necessarily have to affect the émigrés. Instead, IR 
concludes that  
 
[t]he French government only has to figure out for itself what it wants; whether 
it wants to make the situation of the emigration worse after the recognition of 
the Bolsheviks, or wants to help the victims of the Russian misfortune.600 
 
 
                                                   
596 “Оно может усмотреть в ней сопротивление своей политике; может постараться произвести на 
эмиграции всякого рода давление. Такое давление может быть очень действительным, так как 
охранять нас более некому; советские власти, которых будут считать представителями России, не 
только будут поддерживать Франции в подобной политике, но и на ней настаивать.” Ibid. 
597 “Но, если такая политика репрессии теоретически возможна и, если она сулит нам очень трудные 
минуты, то она вовсе не необходима и логически из признаний отнюдь не вытекает.” Ibid. 
598 “Правительство может проявить к нам совершенно другое отношение; оно может признать 
естественность и уважительность эмигрантской позиции и постараться облегчить эмигрантам их 
положение, смягчать для них последствия своей новой ориентации.” Ibid. 
599 “[…] перемена французами своего отношения к большевикам не должна отражаться на их гостях 
[…]”. Ibid. 
600 “Французское правительство должно только выяснить себе чего оно хочет; хочет ли сделать 
положение эмиграции ухудшенным после признания большевиков, или хочет помочь жертвам 





IR indicates that the damage has been done and that the French government now has 
to choose whether they want to make the Russians suffer even more. According to IR, 
France can easily resist Bolshevik pressure when it comes to the émigrés’ position, “it 
is solely a matter of goodwill and the sincerity of this goodwill.”601 IR thus speaks loud 
and clear to the French authorities. By calling Soviet Russia a state of institutionalized 
violence and lawlessness and by referring to the émigrés as victims, it can be argued 
that IR morally leaves the French government no choice but to protect the Russian 
émigrés. 
After this item, for many years there is no direct occasion for IR to address Western 
indifference to the Russian situation. Nevertheless, the topic occasionally comes up in 
MAD’s cartoons. The 1926 cartoon “Horrors of the Revolution” (figure 367), for 
example, highlights the fact that the suffering of the Russian émigrés during the 
Revolution and Civil War does not really disturb the French. In the cartoon, a Russian 
émigré is describing his traumatic experiences to a Frenchman in a bar. The émigré 
invokes the most painful scenes, telling his interlocutor how “they broke into our 
houses and killed innocent people”602, that “[t]he Cheka shot thousands of men, 
women and children every day”603, that “[t]hey tortured and killed in the basements 
without mercy”604, and even that starving “[m]others ate their babies”605. Whereas the 
émigré appears more and more upset with every sentence (note his tears multiplying 
in each frame) the Frenchman, however, remains imperturbable when hearing these 
atrocities. It is only when learning the extraordinary high price of a pair of boots, that 
the Frenchman is visibly shocked and expresses his horror. Although this cartoon is of 
course an exaggeration, it suggests that the French cannot seem to relate to the émigré 
suffering. What is more, it can be seen as an indicator of French morality, as the 
Frenchman is more concerned about the price of a pair of boots, than about human 
lives. 
The fact that the French cannot relate to Russian suffering is also highlighted in a 
1928 cartoon entitled “Screen and life” by MAD (figure 368). The cartoon quotes a line 
from a newspaper, stating that  
 
 
                                                   
601 “[…] дело исключительно в доброй воле и в искренности этой доброй воли.” Ibid. 
602 “Ах, monieur, у нас врывались в дома и убивали невинных людей!” In “Ужасы революции”. IR 1926-
45(78), p. 3. 
603 “Чека расстреливала ежедневно тысячи мужчин, женщин и детей!” Ibid. 
604 “В подвалах пытали и убивали без жалости!” Ibid. 





[i]n one of the Parisian cinemas, there is a film about the life of Russian émigrés 
‘Nostalgie’ (Toska po rodine). Spectators overcrowding the cinema often cannot 
hold back tears...606  
 
This presumably is an actual quote from a newspaper, as the movie mentioned truly 
exists and is even advertised in IR (figure 369). According to MAD however, the 
Parisian spectators’ tears are crocodile’s tears, rather than an expression of actual 
compassion. In fact, the Parisians’ pity for the Russian émigrés seems to vanish as soon 
as they leave the cinema, for the very same Russian émigré that on screen evoked so 
many tears, is completely ignored when standing at the exit of the cinema. 
 MAD also suggests that the authorities of the host countries do not seem very eager 
either to help the Russian émigrés. Given the émigrés’ ‘stateless’ status since the 
recognition of Soviet Russia, they face many legal difficulties in obtaining legal 
documents to travel. In the cartoon” Why are they not giving émigrés visa?” (figure 
370), MAD depicts a representative of a local authority refusing to issue a visa to a 
Russian. The representative explains that they are “afraid of communist propaganda... 
[what if] you come to our country and suddenly you appear to be a Bolshevik...”607 
However, as soon as the Russian clarifies that he is not an émigré, but a Bolshevik with 
a Soviet passport, all problems seem to be resolved. This cartoon thus again suggests 
Western hypocrisy, albeit this time institutionalized.  
The cartoon “Europe and the Bolsheviks” (figure 371), then again, shows four 
situations which illustrate the ambiguous attitude of the European countries vis-à-vis 
Bolshevik rule, a mix between moral indignation and self-interest. First of all, the 
Western countries show indignation about the Bolsheviks plundering the churches, 
but at the same time, they are interested in buying the loot. Second, the League of 
Nations is initially alarmed when hearing gunshots as they believe the Bolsheviks are 
starting a war, but they calm down when they learn that it are just executions. The 
third situation, then again, highlights the hypocrisy of the Bolsheviks with regards to 
the West as well as their failure to mobilize their own people, as MAD suggests that it 
is “much easier to unite the bourgeoisie of all countries”608 than it is uniting the 
proletariat. And the last situation shows a European in a trade conference with a 
 
                                                   
606 “В одном из парижских кинематографов идет фильм из жизни русских эмигрантов ‘Nostalgiе’ 
(Тоска по родине). Зрители, переполняющие кинематограф, часто не могут сдержать слезы...” In 
“Экран и жизнь”. IR 1928-11(148), p. 3 
607 “Мы боимся коммунистической пропаганды... […] Вы приедете в нашу страну и вдруг окажетесь 
большевиком...” In “Почему эмигрантам не дают виз?” IR 1927-37(112), p. 3. 





Bolshevik. The only thing the European seems upset about is the fact that the 
Bolshevik “buys [his] boots from [the European’s] rivals.”609 If there is any sort of 
Western indignation about Soviet misdeeds, MAD suggests, it either does not last long, 
or it is evoked by the wrong things. These cartoons thus suggest that the self-interest 
of the Western countries clearly takes precedence over genuine moral objections. 
The reproach that the Western countries are mainly concerned about trade and 
profit also emerges from the cartoon 1927 “Foreign bourgeois and Russian 
Bolsheviks” (figure 372). If the Bolsheviks proclaim death to the bourgeoisie, MAD 
wittingly indicates, the Western bourgeoisie does not consider this a threat, but an 
opportunity to “offer them a huge batch of knives of the best quality, but only for 
cash!”610 
This reproach of Western trade with the Bolsheviks also emerges in IR’s news items 
with regards to Soviet oil concessions. Over the years IR reports on the fact that the 
Soviet authorities sell concessions to foreigners to exploit Russian oil fields, gold 
mines and others sources of riches. Although IR initially sticks to news facts and does 
not include any moral remarks when reporting on these concessions, in 1928 it 
vehemently reproaches the Western buyers of the oil concessions. On the cover of a 
July issue, IR posits that “Russian oil is in danger!”611. This claim is reinforced by a 
picture of an oil field with large, greedy-looking hands photoshopped into the picture 
(figure 373) – hands reminiscent of those in the article on the Bolsheviks selling 
artworks from the Hermitage which IR will publish in 1930, as discussed in 5.1.3.3. In 
fact, the entire situation is reminiscent of the artwork auction, as it revolves around 
the Bolsheviks selling goods which, according to IR, are not theirs to sell, and Western 
buyers who are not concerned about the rightful owner. 
The topic of the oil concessions is further discussed on the first two pages of the 
issue. In response to “rumors about the sale of Russian oil to foreigners”612, IR directly 
addresses its readers in a news item entitled “Yes or no?”. IR immediately expresses 
its strong indignation and disbelief about the situation: 
 
So what is this? The big clearance sale after a fire in a store? The complete 
liquidation of goods on the occasion of the owner's death? The sale by auction 
on the occasion of a family separation? The squandering of stock on the occasion 
 
                                                   
609 “[…] вы сапоги покупаете у наших конкуррентов!” Ibid. 
610 “Мы можем предложить вам огромную партию ножей самого лучшего качества, но только за 
наличный расчет!” In “Иностранные буржуи и русские большевики”. IR 1927-21(106), p. 3. 
611 “Русская нефть в опасности!” IR 1928-31(168), cover. 





of the transfer of a business into other hands? Or just seasonal sales of the 
inventory?613 
 
By means of these comparisons, IR emphasizes how gratuitous both Soviet Russia and 
the West deal with Russia’s riches, and highlights the amorality of the Western buyers 
who seek to benefit from the situation. No matter what you may call it, IR continues, 
“Russia awaits an irreparable blow.”614 IR emphasizes that by Russia it does not mean 
its Bolshevik government, but the Russian land, which will be the true victim of the 
foreign oil exploitation: 
 
Not the USSR, which is, but Russia, which was, is and will be, because the 
meaning of the deal concluded by the Bolsheviks with the oil kings is clear and 
simple: Alienation of the oil resources from Russia, which it needs like air. The 
return of Russian industry, Russian shipping line, Russian automotive industry 
and Russian aviation to foreign debt bondage.615 
 
IR, it can be argued, emphasizes here that Bolshevik rule is but transient and thus will 
not have to face the true, permanent impact of these concessions – unlike Russia, 
which was, is and will be. For, by selling Russian oil, IR indicates, Russia will be 
completely stripped in every aspect.  
IR identifies three parties in this scenario: the Bolsheviks, who “are ready to sell 
anything for ringing pieces of silver”616; the world oil companies, who “are ready to 
buy oil wherever there are sellers”617; and the émigré oil owners, the “legal owners of 
the crafts”618. And this is the part where it gets interesting. According to IR,  
 
 
                                                   
613 “Так что же это? Большая дешевая распродажа после случившегося в магазине пожара? Полная 
ликвидация товара по случаю смерти хозяина? Продажа с торгов по случаю семейного раздела? 
Разбазаривание стоков по случаю перехода дела в другие руки? Или просто сезонный сольд перед 
инвентарем?” Ibid. 
614 “[…] России готовится непоправимый удар.” Ibid. 
615 “Не СССР, который есть, а Росси, которая была, есть и будет, ибо смысл сделки, заключаемой 
большевиками с нефтяными королями, явный и простой: Отчуждение от России ее нефтяных 
богатств, необходимых ей, как воздух. Отдача русской промышленности, русского пароходства, 
русского автомобилизма и русской авиации в иностранную кабалу.” Ibid. 
616 “[…] они готовы продать за звонкие серебрянники что угодно.” Ibid. 
617 “[…] готовы покупать нефть везде, где имеются продавцы.” Ibid. 





[t]he oil kings are not interested in the moral side of the issue, but the legal side 
cannot but interest them. They want to protect themselves from possible 
processes involving problems and losses, and they want the deal they conclude 
with the Bolsheviks to remain strong and legal even in the event of a change of 
power in Russia. They want to have two contracts in the portfolio: with the actual 
owners of the mines and with their legal owners.619 
 
Unmoved by the ethics of ownership, IR remarks, the Western oil kings are solely 
concerned with preventing legal issues, and as such, they have to get approval from 
the émigré owners. Hence, this situation suddenly gives the émigré owners great 
power: 
 
Thus, paradoxically, it is this third group – a group of lawless refugees, 
expropriated and deprived of citizenship – that must decide whether the sale to 
Russia will take place or not, whether Russia will lose its oil fields or not. 
Not the actual owners, holding the revolver in their hands, not the oil kings, 
holding the dollar in their hands, but the legal owners, holding the Nansen 
passport in their hands, will say the final word: 
- "YES" – and they will secure Russian oil for foreigners for many years, maybe 
forever. 




                                                   
619 “Нефтяным королям не интересна моральная сторона вопроса, но юридическая сторона не может 
не интересовать их. Они хотят обеспечить себя от возможных процессов, сопряженных с проторями 
и убытками, и они хотят, чтобы сделка, которую они заключать с большевиками, осталась крепкой 
и законной и при перемене власти в России. Они хотят иметь в портфеле два договора: с 
фактическими владельцами првомыслов и с их законными собственниками.” Ibid. 
620 “Таким образом, как это ни парадоксально, именно эта третья группа — группа бесправных 
беженцев, экспропрированных и лишенных гражданства — должна решить, состоится ли 
распродажа России или не состоится, лишится ли Россия своих нефтяных промыслов или не 
лишится. 
Не фактические хозяева, держащие в своих руках наган, не нефтяные короли, держание в руках 
доллар, а законные собственники, держащие в своих руках нансеновский паспорт, скажут 
решающее слово: 
— ‘ДА’ — и закрепят за иностранцами русскую нефть на долгие годы, может быть навсегда. 





As a result, IR indicates, there is a lot of lobbying and “whispering” going on, but the 
decision has not yet been made. Therefore, IR urges its readers to do the right thing 
and decide in favor of Russia: 
 
If the lentil soup offered to you by the oil companies seduces you, if Russia is an 
empty phrase to you, say YES and put at least an end to this ominous whisper. 
But if you are Russian people and the future of Russia is not an empty 
phrase for you, say NO, and you will sign this death sentence to the Bolsheviks, 
who are already dying in the grip of an economic nemesis.621 
 
Deciding to sell the oil fields for IR equates with betraying Russia, its future and that 
of the Russian people – and this for ‘peanuts’, as the lentil soup suggests, a reference 
to the biblical figure Esau, son of Isaac, who sold his firstborn to his brother Jacob in 
exchange for a plate of lentil soup. Saying no, then again, is a decisive act in the battle 
against the Bolsheviks, as it will bring a heavy blow to their fable economy. IR 
concludes by stating that it is convinced that the émigré owners will say no, 
“[o]therwise, you are not Russian people, and Russia means zero to you.”622 But above 
all, IR wants them to put an end to the uncertainty as “[i]t is time! The predatory hands 
have already reached out to the oil rig.”623 For this one time that the émigré community 
is in a stronger position than the Bolsheviks, IR calls on the conscience of its readers 
and urges them to not be guided by individual gain. Instead, IR asks them to do the 
right thing and choose for the greater good, for the future of Russia. IR thus actively 
calls the entire community to display the strong émigré morality and values it so 
eagerly reports on.  
Two issues later, in a short editorial note IR claims that it “has received and 
continues to receive letters from its readers expressing gratitude for the so-called ‘oil 
 
                                                   
621 “Если чечевичная похлебка, предлагаемая вам нефтяными компаниями, соблазняет вас, если 
Россия для вас пустой звук, скажите ДА и положите, по крайней мере, конец этому зловещему 
шушуканью. 
Но если вы русские люди и будущее России для вас не пустой звук, скажите НЕТ, и вы подпишете 
этим смертный приговор большевикам, издыхающим уже и без того в тисках экономической 
Немезиды.” Ibid. 
622 “Иначе вы не русские люди, и Россия для вас ноль.” Ibid. 





issue’”.624 IR prints three of those letters which highlight the émigré community’s duty 
to protect Russia from the Bolsheviks and praise IR which, as “the only Russian 
magazine abroad, as a sentry guarding Russian interests, [was] obliged to give an 
alarm signal. You did it and this is your great merit."625 IR concludes the note by stating 
that it believes to represent the public opinion in this matter and that it did not doubt 
that its speech on Russian oil  
 
was the expression of the overwhelming majority, if not the entire 100% of the 
Russian emigration. All these letters prove to us that we were not mistaken, they 
cannot but evoke feelings of deep satisfaction in us.626 
 
IR, thus, is proud that, as it claims, almost the entire émigré community endorses its 
call and is willing to fight as a united front against the Bolsheviks’ greed and 
destructiveness. Although IR indicates that it “will return to this question at the right 
time”627, it never reports on the ultimate outcome of this case.  
That same issue, also MAD focuses on the oil topic. His cartoon entitled “Money does 
not smell?” shows three situations in which money clearly does smell (figure 374). 
“Money that smells like blood”628, for example, is money taken from dead bodies – who 
were, so it seems, executed minutes ago by the person taking the money. “Money that 
smells like incense”629, then again, is money (or in this case also valuables) taken from 
church lootings. And “[m]oney that smells like sweat”630, is money taken away from a 
poor, hardworking peasant. Hence, MAD asks under a drawing of wealthy bourgeois 
men, “[w]hy is money that smells like oil and the Bolsheviks considered money that 
 
                                                   
624 “[…] получила и продолжает получать от своих читателей письма с выражением благодарности 
за т. наз. "нефтяной номер" […]”. In “Русская нефть в опасности! Отклики читателей 
'Иллюстрированной России'”. IR 1928-33(170), p. 10. 
625 “Но Вы — единственный русский журнал за границей как часовой стоящий на страже русских 
интересов, обязаны были подать тревожный сигналь. Вы это сделали и в этом Ваша большая 
заслуга.” Ibid, p. 11. 
626 “[…] является выразительницей подавляющей части, если не всех 100% русской эмиграции. Все 
эти письма доказываются нам, что мы не ошиблись, не могут не вызвать в нас чувства глубокго 
удовлетворен.” Ibid. 
627 “В нужный момент к вопросу этому мы еще вернемся.” Ibid. 
628 “Деньги, который пахнут кровью.” In “Деньги не пахнут?” by MAD. IR 1928-31(168), p. 3. 
629 “Деньги, который пахнут ладаном.” Ibid. 





does not smell?”631 By comparing the oil money to the money gained from evident 
wrongdoings such as murder and looting, MAD suggests that even though the West 
did not directly harm Russia or its people, it does not mean they are less guilty to their 
suffering.  
Furthermore, MAD also reproaches the West for not intervening in Russia in times 
of evident misdeeds by the Soviet authorities. Similar to figure 371 discussed above in 
which the League of Nations fears that the Bolshevik’s gunshots are the start of a war, 
but calms down when learning that it are just executions, the cartoon “Alarm in the 
League of Nations”632 (figure 375) again indicates that the Western nations are only 
alarmed when they think the Bolsheviks are waging war – in this case with China – but 
immediately calm down when learning that it is just the Bolsheviks executing the 
Russian people.  
And even if the Western countries do stand negatively toward Soviet Russia, MAD 
highlights that they do not take the Soviet people into consideration; they tar the 
people and its leaders with the same brush. In the cartoon “Here and there” (figure 
376), MAD painfully highlights the perspective of the average Russian. MAD picks out 
four claims of Western leaders (neatly dressed and in comfortable environments) and 
juxtaposes these statements to their impact on the Russian population. So when 
Western leaders claim that “[t]he Soviet regime is gradually evolving. In a few more 
years, life there will take on more normal forms"633, MAD indicates that those changes 
will come too late for a Russian “sitting at the GPU and awaiting his execution every 
day.”634 When Western leaders claim that “[t]he entire population of Russia must rise 
as one person, and, going out into the streets with arms in hand, sweep away the 
power with hatred!"635, MAD wonders what a citizen in the USSR, living under the 
close supervision of the GPU, is thinking about this. When Western leaders proclaim 
to “let there be crop failures and hunger! They will eventually overthrow Soviet 
power”636, MAD shows how it is only the average Russian who is standing in line in the 
pouring rain to buy food with ration stamps. And finally, when Western leaders claim 
that “[o]nly war and defeat at the front will put an end to the power of the Kremlin 
 
                                                   
631 “Почему же деньги, пахнувщие нефтыо и большевиками, считаются деньгами, которые не 
пахнут?” Ibid. 
632 “Тревога в Лиге Наций”, by MAD. IR 1929-48(237), p. 3. 
633 "Советская власт постепенно эволюционирует. Пройдет еще несколько лет, и жизнь там примет 
более нормальные формы.” In “Здесь и там”. IR 1930-2(243), p. 3. 
634 “[…] сидящий в ГПУ и каждый день ожидаются расстрела?” Ibid. 
635 "Все население России должно подняться, как один человек, и, выйдя на улицу с оружием в руках, 
смести ненавистью власть!" Ibid. 





criminals"637, MAD shows that it is the average Russian who is “driven into the red 
trenches”638. MAD thus suggests that the Western leaders either are ignorant of the 
Soviet people’s reality, or indifferent to it. Finally, the neat appearance and 
comfortable surroundings of the Western leaders juxtaposed to the frayed clothes of 
the average Russian further amplifies the contrast of what is being said “here” and 
what is being experienced “there”. 
In its cartoons IR thus clearly condemns the Western indifference to anything that 
does not involve them – or better, their opportunism as they do nothing that does not 
benefit them. As such, MAD suggests that the Bolsheviks can commit any wrongdoings 
they please in their own country, as long as it does not affect other nations. 
At the end of 1929 – early 1930, however, there seems to be a change coming, as 
large rallies against Soviet rule are being organized in European capitals. In January 
1930, IR prints a picture on the cover of such a rally in Paris “against the Bolshevik 
atrocities”639 (figure 377). Above the picture showing both Russian and French 
political figures, as well as members of the French Union of Patriotic Youth, IR prints 
an excerpt of the resolution adopted at the rally: 
 
The meeting appeals to the governments of the powers that have recognized the 
bloody tyranny of Moscow, as it were, for the national government of Russia, 
with a request to hasten to break off relations with it in the name of helping to 
liberate the Russian people and together the whole world from the danger of 
communist infection.640 
 
This quote suggests the rapprochement of the Russian émigrés and the French host 
country in a shared attempt to bring a halt to the atrocities of Soviet rule. In that same 
issue, political and societal émigré figure Mikhail Fyodorov reports more elaborately 
on the Parisian rally. First of all, Fyodorov sketches the growing terror and oppression 
in Soviet Russia (as discussed in 5.1.5), indicating that  
 
 
                                                   
637 "Только война и поражение на фронте положат конец власти кремлёвских преступников!" Ibid. 
638 “[…] которого гонят в красные окопы?” Ibid. 
639 “Против большевистских зверств”. IR 1930-3(244), cover. 
640 “Собрание обращается к правительствам держав, признавших кровавую тиранию Москвы как бы 
за национальное, правительство России, с просьбой поспешить разорвать с ней сношения во имя 






the Soviet regime is increasingly losing its rationality and self-control. It decided 
to enter into an open struggle with the entire population, and especially with the 
peasantry, with all its characteristic mercilessness and cruelty, seeking to terrify 
the people with unprecedented bloody terror.641 
 
According to Fyodorov, the Western world is finally seeing the true face of Soviet 
Russia which the émigrés have been exposing and denouncing for years now: 
 
in the outside world the ugly animal face of the Soviet power is becoming clearer 
and clearer. The public conscience has now spoken everywhere. The inability to 
pass by the incredible atrocities perpetrated by the Soviet government in Russia, 
without responding to them, without condemning them, as it has been so far, is 
felt more and more clearly by everyone.642 
 
This has resulted in a number of large rallies, such as in Berlin and London, and on 
December 28 1929 also in Paris, “bringing together over 4,000 Frenchmen and 
Russians”. 
 
For the first time in France, in front of a huge audience representatives of the 
French legislative assembly spoke words of the terrible truth about the 
destruction of a huge country, disgracing the world and threatening it with a 
bloody communist regime, words that unconditionally condemned this regime 
and called on the governments that recognized it to stop artificial support for the 
rogue and alien to Russia authorities by her recognition. These words, full of 
sympathy for Russia, pointing to the saving role of Russia in the great war for 
France, deeply excited the Russian part of the huge audience and were greeted 
with such enthusiasm, with such general sympathy in the French audience that 
 
                                                   
641 “[…] советская власть все более теряет и рассудок, и самообладание. Она решилась вступить в 
открытую борьбу со всем населением и в особенности с крестьянством со всею свойственною ей 
беспощадностыо и жестокостью, стремясь небывалыми кровавыми террором навести на народ 
ужас.” In "Наш протест”. IR 1930-3(244), p. 2. 
642 “[…] во внешнем мире все яснее становится безобразный звериный лик советской власти. 
Общественная совесть всюду сейчас заговорила. Невозможность проходить мимо творимых 
советскою властью в России невероятных зверств, не откликаясь на них, не осуждая их, как это было 





there was no doubt about the tremendous shift in mentality and French public 
opinion.643 
 
According to Fyodorov, this meeting has opened the French public’s eyes for the 
drama that has been taking place in Russia all those years, but which they have thus 
far been indifferent to. What is more, he is convinced that there is a shift in the stance 
of France and the French public opinion vis-à-vis Soviet rule. He concludes his message 
on this hopeful note, indicating that “[t]he outside world began to see clearly and 
finally understand what was happening in Russia — this is the impression under 
which the Russian participants in the December 28 rally dispersed.”644 
This rapprochement between the Russian émigré community and France over their 
shared concerns against Soviet terror is manifested again a few months later with 
regards to the kidnapping of émigré general Aleksandr Kutepov. On March 31, there 
is a Franco-Russian protest rally, which IR shows in a picture on a cover mid-April 
(figure 378). The picture shows the large crowd present, as well as the charged 
atmosphere at the meeting In the picture’s caption, IR indicates that “[p]rominent 
French parliamentarians and politicians called for a break with the Soviet regime and 
demanded the arrest of the Parisian ambassador Dovgalevsky as a hostage until 
general Kutepov will be returned.”645 Further on in the issue, a certain K. P. reports on 
the rally, calling it an “an impressive manifestation of Franco-Russian friendship.”646 
The article prints the integral speech of deputy of Paris Jean Erlich, an avid anti-
 
                                                   
643 “Впервые во Франции из усти представителей французского законодательного собрания 
раздались пред громадной аудиторией слова страшной правды о разрушающем огромную страну, 
позорящем мир и угрожающем ему кровавом коммунистическом режиме, слова, безоговорочно 
осуждавшие этот режим и призывавшие правительства, его признавшие, прекратить 
искусственную поддержку разбойной и чуждой России власти ее признанием. Эти слова, полный 
симпатии к России, указывавшие на спасительную для Франции роль России в великой войне, 
глубоко взволновали русскую часть громадной аудитории и были встречены с таким восторгом, с 
таким всеобщим сочувствием и во французской аудитории, что не оставалось сомнений в 
громадном сдвиге в умонастроении и общественном мнении Франции.” Ibid. 
644 “Внешний мир начал прозревать и понимать, наконец, то, что происходит в России, — вот то 
впечатление, под которыми расходились русские участники митинга 28 декабря.” Ibid. 
645 “Виднейшие французские парламентарии и политически деятели призывали к разрыву с 
советской властью и требовали задержание парижского полпреда Довгалевского в качестве 
заложника до тех пор, пока не будет возвращен ген. Кутепов.” In “Полпреда в заложники!” IR 1930-
16(257), cover. 
646 “[…] внушительную манифестацию франко-русской дружбы.” In “Франция и Россия. Митинг 





Bolshevik. According to Erlich, there is no doubt that general Kutepov was kidnapped 
by the Bolsheviks: 
 
Gen. Kutepov, a warrior without fear of reproach, had no other enemies except 
the executioners of the Russian people – the Bolsheviks, whom he hated with all 
his soul, and with whom he fought mercilessly. Only they could be interested in 
capturing him, subjecting him to interrogation and torture, and then killing 
him.647 
 
Furthermore, Erlich emphasizes the amoral and savage nature of the Bolsheviks, 
indicating that “[t]he fundamentals of Christian mercy and forgiveness cannot be 
applied to the Bolsheviks, savages and criminals. An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth. 
This is how we must answer the Bolshevik hirelings” – a statement which, the article 
indicates, was met with “loud applause”648. Furthermore, Erlich pleads for a 
“diplomatic break at all costs, as a punishment for a heinous crime that has caused the 
indignation of all mankind.”649 He even indicates that that is still not enough as 
punishment, but  
 
[a]t the same time, it is necessary to prevent a new crime and stop the bloodbath, 
which has been devastating unfortunate Russia for more than 10 years. We must 
once and for all neutralize the gang of robbers that threatens the whole world. 
This requires an international agreement that will finally eliminate the 
Bolsheviks.650 
 
                                                   
647 “У ген. Кутепова, воина без страха упрека, не было других врагов, кроме палачей русского народа 
– большевиков, которых он ненавидел всей душой, и с которыми боролся беспощадно. Только они 
могли быть заинтересованы в том, чтобы захватить его, подвергнуть допросу с пытками и затем 
умертвить.” Ibid. 
648 “К большевикам, дикарям и преступникам нельзя применить основы христианского милосердия 
и всепрощения. Око за око, зуб за зуб. Так должны ответить мы большевицким наймитам (шумные 
апплодисменты).” Ibid. 
649 “дипломатического разрыва, как наказание за гнусное преступление, вызвавшее, негодование 
всего человечества.” Ibid. 
650 “Надо вместе с тем предупредить новие преступления и прекратить кровавую баню, которая вот 
уж больше чем 10 лет опустошает несчастную Россию. Надо раз навсегда обезвредить разбойничью 
шайку, которая угрожает всему миру. Для этого нужно международное соглашение, которое 






This fits well with the growing awareness of Soviet atrocities and the shift in mentality 
of the public opinion Fyodorov underlined a few months before. Erlich concludes his 
speech with a solemn vow to Russia and the Russian people that France “will not lay 
down our arms until we get General Kutepov back and until the great Russian people, 
having overthrown the yoke of the Red executioners, regains power and freedom."651 
Erlich’s speech is then met with “a thunderous ovation”, as well as the shouts “Long 
live Russia!" and “Long live France!”652, and the Russians present start signing the 
Marseillaise – hence the mention of Franco-Russian friendship stated at the beginning 
of the article. As both articles in IR suggest, it thus seems that from 1930 onwards, the 
Russian émigrés are no longer alone in their battle against Soviet rule and that a 
rupture between Soviet Russia and the Western countries is imminent. As for the case 
Kutepov, throughout 1930 IR prints many news items and journalist portraits on 
details of the kidnapping and new developments in the investigation, but during the 
period of Mironov’s editorship there is no definitive and conclusive news on what has 
happened to the general. 
However, the common front against the Bolsheviks does not seem to last long. In 
1931 writer and journalist Pyotr Ryss heavily fulminates against the nonintervention 
of the West. He does so in IR’s section Za nedelyu (During the week), in which he 
discusses topical events from the past week. Early 1931, news spreads that Soviet 
forced laborers are in fact nothing less than modern slaves. According to Ryss, this fact 
is publicly known, but the Western leaders do not seem to bother, as they profit from 
the slave labor themselves: 
 
Again, over the past week, the international ‘public opinion’ has been 
preoccupied with the issue of slave labor in Russia. Quite according to Ibsen: the 
‘public opinion’ knows very well that the groans of thousands of unfortunates 
tormented by the Bolsheviks in concentration camps have been turned into hard 
labor slaves. But the ‘public opinion’ is indifferent, as long as it is possible to buy 
 
                                                   
651 “Мы торжественно клянемся, что не сложим оружия, пока не получим обратно генерала Кутепова 
и пока великий русский народ, свергнув иго красных палачей, не обретет снова могущество и 
свободу.” Ibid. 






timber, fish, bread, canned food, pasta – everything that comes from unfortunate 
Russia for a pittance.653 
 
Ryss thus emphasizes the opportunism of the Western countries, who do not 
intervene in Russian as they can personally gain from the situation. When the topic is 
discussed in the British parliament, Ryss continues, politicians claim not to known 
anything and promise to investigate the situation. “As such,” Ryss states, the honest 
artisans of diplomacy contribute to the enslavement of the Russian people and the 
strengthening of the Bolsheviks.”654 And of course, also the Bolsheviks pretend not to 
know anything, but Ryss is not buying it: 
 
With a special feeling of indignation mixed with contempt, Russians read the 
questions and answers in the chambers of Europe. Behind dry questions and 
even more dry answers, we see our tortured country, brothers dying in captivity 
and slave labor, we hear tears and groans.655 
 
He questions the morality of the West, who turns a blind eye to this violation of human 
rights, only out of a commercial perspective: 
 
What is a commercial matter for hypocritical ‘public opinion’ is for us the blood 
of a dying people. ‘Trade calculation’ has replaced conscience, honor, and 
elementary humanity. And the ‘honest’ socialist Henderson, like the ‘fierce 
imperialist’ Mussolini, listens with a smile to conversations about slave labor, for 
 
                                                   
653 “Опять за последнюю неделю мировое ‘общественное мнение’ занято вопросом о рабском труде 
в России. Совсем по Ибсену: ‘общественное мнение’ отлично знает, что стоны тысяч несчастных, 
мучимых большевиками в концлагерях, превращены в каторжных рабов. Но ‘общественному 
мнению’ это безразлично, лишь бы можно за бесценок покупать лес, рыбы, хлеб, консервы, 
макароны, – все, что идет из нeсчастной России.” In “Интервенция... В пользу большевиков”. IR 1931-
5(298), p. 14. 
654 “Так честные ремесленники дипломатии спсобствуют закрепощению русского народа и 
усилению большевиков.” Ibid. 
655 “С особым чувством – негодования, смешанного с презрением, русские читают вопросы и ответы 
в палатах Европы. За сухими вопросами и еще более сухими ответами мы видим нашу измученную 





the most important thing for them is cheap goods. And how he achieves it – does 
it matter?656 
 
Furthermore, Ryss posits how for thirteen years now, Europe has “has actually 
interfered with Russian affairs. This ‘intervention’ boils down to helping the 
Bolsheviks with loans, buying goods, encouraging tyranny.”657 In addition to not 
helping the suffering Soviet people, Ryss emphasizes, the European countries thus 
even consolidate the Bolshevik tyranny by trading with them. Ryss concludes his 
opinion piece by condemning in unequivocal terms that Europe values financial gain 
more than the morals and principles it claims to esteem so highly, and that Europe as 
such is complicit to slave labor in Russia: 
 
[c]heap caviar and an almost free wood turn out to be much more convincing 
than the ‘sacred principles’ of Jean-Jacques Rousseau and the freedom-loving 
decrees of the Convention.  
The world has become a shameless, greedy merchant. It is important for 
the ‘public opinion’ to earn not 4, but 5, 10 percent on capital. And in order to 
get a few extra percents, the world huckster trades the life of the Russian people. 
Slave labor in Russia is one of the results of the industrialized conscience of 
Europe's ‘public opinion’.658 
 
In the same vein as IR’s 1924 protest against the recognition of Soviet Russia – or 
perhaps even stronger still – the West’s indifference regarding the harrowing 
situation in Soviet Russia thus is once more explicitly addressed in IR. As such, the 
 
                                                   
656 “То что для лицемерного ‘общественного мнения’ является коммерческим делом, для нас – кровь 
погибающего народа. "Торговая калькуляция" заменила собой совесть, честь, элементарную 
человечность. И ‘честный’ социалист Гендерсон, как и ‘свирепый империалист’ Муссолини с 
улыбкой слушают разговоры о рабском труде, ибо для них всего важнее – дешевый товар. А как он 
добивается, – не все-ли равно?” Ibid. 
657 “[…] фактически вмешивается в русские дела. Ее ‘интервенция’ сводится к тому, что она помогает 
большевикам кредитами, покупой товаров, поощрением тирании.” Ibid. 
658 “Дешевая икра и почти-даровой лес оказываются куда убедительнее "священных принципов" 
Жан-Жака Руссо и свободолюбивых декретов Конвента Мир стал бессовестным, алчным купцом. 
‘Общественному мнению’ важно заработать не 4, а 5, 10 процентов на капитал. И, чтобы получить 
несколько лишних процентов, мировой торгаш торгует жизнью русского народа. 
Рабский труд в России – один из результатов индустриализированной совести ‘общественного 




émigré community’s mutual battle with the host countries against Soviet rule seems 
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Figure 343: "Skyscraper". IR 1928-46(183), p. 15. 
 
 

































Figure 350: "Victim of speed". IR 1928-22(159), p. 18. 
 
 





Figure 352: "Ghost of the future wars". IR 1928-27(164), p. 21. 
 
 



























































Figure 364: “Mozzhukhin is dead, long live Moskin!” IR 1927-12(97), p. 9. 
 
 




















































































This dissertation has studied the popular émigré newsmagazine Illustrated Russia in 
order to verify whether mainstream, everyday émigré culture was preservationist and 
prerevolutionary oriented as is often claimed for its so-called high culture 
counterpart. There has been quite some research on high émigré culture showing an 
inclination toward prerevolutionary Russian themes and styles, but there has never 
been any similar research for the more middlebrow, mainstream, everyday culture of 
the Russian émigré community. The popular newsmagazine IR proved the ideal test 
case for this question. By analyzing IR, this dissertation has demonstrated that the 
study of middlebrow and everyday émigré culture as conveyed by popular periodicals 
such as IR can provide significant insight into Russian émigré culture during the 
interwar period as a whole. 
In order to answer the question of whether, and if so, how and to what extent, 
preservationism manifests itself in the daily life of the Russian interwar émigré 
community and its reflection in IR, a thorough close reading has been conducted with 
attention to the magazine’s entire contents, covering all genres and media, as well as 
themes and topics. The various types of content have been analyzed and placed within 
the magazine’s entire run (or at least, under Mironov’s editorship) and within the 
context of the Russian emigration as a whole. This has resulted in an answer to this 
research’s central question which can be best described as a “yes, but…”. 
First of all, this study has shown that there are diverging forms of preservationism 
present in IR. The first part of this dissertation has examined three of the most 
commonly studied forms of preservationism in émigré studies, which are also 
highlighted in Raeff’s seminal work: preserving, continuing and passing on. The 
second part looked into other forms of preservationism, and highlighted IR’s focus on 
norms and values as a key aspect of the émigré identity. 
Preservationism in its most common (and, arguably passive) form in émigré 
studies, i.e. preserving and commemorating an idealized image of prerevolutionary 
Russia by means of nostalgic musings is relatively scarce in IR. As the first chapter of 
this dissertation has shown, IR does commemorate particular elements of 
prerevolutionary Russia (mainly people and events) by creating the framework for a 
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historical and a cultural canon. However, IR does not do so consistently throughout 
the year, but almost solely on particular occasions, generally anniversaries. What is 
more, many of those items are grouped in special theme issues devoted to significant 
events for Russian history such as the First World War, the October Revolution or the 
execution of the Tsarist family, on the one hand, as well as to cultural icons such as 
Pushkin, Tolstoy and Chekhov, on the other. This chapter has argued that the function 
of those commemorative items is dual, depending on the target group: remembering 
the older generations, and schooling the younger ones. 
The second chapter has examined whether and how IR covers and/or promotes the 
continuation of prerevolutionary Russia. This chapter has looked into two aspects 
treated in IR: religion and Orthodoxy. It stood out that IR only rarely discusses these 
elements as such, but mainly looks at its significance for the émigré community and, 
more importantly, for its unity. With regards to religion, IR hardly discussed rites and 
traditions nor covered the Church as an institute. The only exception are IR’s theme 
issues on the occasion of Easter and Christmas in which certain customs related to 
these holidays were mentioned. Furthermore, these theme issues – just as the cultural 
and historical ones – showed an increased amount of prerevolutionary (related) 
content, such as art and illustrations. Instead, what did come to the fore more 
frequently in IR’s (overall limited) coverage of religion was the uniting function of 
Church and Orthodoxy as a place of mental unity and mutual support. Furthermore, 
by printing pictures of crowded churched on church holidays, IR emphasizes that 
Russian Orthodoxy is not dead. Similarly, in IR’s coverage of art in the émigré 
community, IR highlights that Russian art is not dead, but flourishes abroad. 
Significant here is that IR does not seem to care about the ‘Russianness’ of the works 
discussed, but mostly focuses on the (international) success of émigré artists and their 
works. By highlighting these success stories, IR unites its readers around the shared 
pride in Russian and émigré art. Furthermore, this chapter also looked into a number 
of cases in IR in which prerevolutionary Russia could have easily and much more 
prominently taken the fore, but turned out not to do so: fashion, cooking, and riddles 
and games. For those elements, IR resolutely choses to go embrace the influence of the 
Western host countries. 
The third and last chapter of part one has focused on preservationism in the form 
of passing on prerevolutionary Russia to the future generations, by examining IR’s 
children’s page. IR could have easily organized this section as an educative page 
devoted entirely to prerevolutionary Russia, by means of printing photographs, 
illustrations and stories about prerevolutionary Russia or by iconic Russian authors, 
and providing clarification about the people and topics discussed. This turns out not 
to be the case. Initially under Chorny the children’s page does contain some folkloric 
content and includes a few prerevolutionary realia which can serve as a conversation 
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starter between the children and their parents. The majority of the content under 
Chorny, however, are fun stories, sometimes comprising a moral element, or revolving 
around relatability when discussing the emigration. After Chorny, IR’s children’s page 
only publishes comic strips, taken from American newspapers, and the focus shifts 
completely to entertainment. It thus seems that the only thing in the children’s page 
which can be truly considered as preservationist in the children’s page is offering the 
émigré children the opportunity to engage with the Russian language in a fun way. 
The second part has looked at less conventional forms of preservationism in IR, 
forms which do not focus on creative culture, but are more embedded in immaterial, 
non-creative culture. This part has demonstrated that IR highly values morality and 
that this runs like a thread through its content. Whereas preserving material and 
creative culture only at certain occasions is present in IR, preservationism of Russian 
morality is virtually permanently present in IR and is conveyed in a much more active, 
even militant way. 
Chapter four focused on the émigré community. Especially interesting in IR 
appeared to be the women’s page, which frequently treats the topic of maintaining the 
Russian identity, both for the readers of the women’s page, as for their children. 
Significant here is that overall IR takes a pragmatic stance. IR, for example, does not 
consider it to be absolutely necessary that an émigré child goes to a Russian school, 
and even believes that it is undesirable for an émigré child to become a Russian 
fachidiot, so to speak, who does not know anything about his surroundings. Far more 
important is the fact that a child is raised with Russian values and that it develops a 
connection with Russia and the Russian language. Relatedly, in the women’s page (but 
also outside of it), IR frequently stresses the individual responsibility of the émigrés 
to seek connection with their Russian identity instead of relying on institutes. 
Additionally, what stands out in IR’s coverage of the émigré community is the 
enormous solidarity and mutual support, and the active role IR adopts in all this. IR 
regularly and in various ways covers the hard life in exile, and in doing so pays a lot of 
attention to the community’s weakest: the unemployed, the disabled, and (orphaned) 
children. IR frequently discusses charitable organizations and initiatives, and actively 
launches calls to its readers to contribute. In these calls, IR stresses the moral duty of 
every émigré to contribute to the community and take care of its weakest. In this way, 
IR takes up an active role as important agent in the web of émigré solidarity, and 
creates a sense of community around supporting one another. Furthermore, also 
elements of pride play an important role in IR’s approach to community building, such 
as the émigré art discussed in chapter two, as well as the election of Miss Russia 
indicate. Finally, chapter four has also examined IR’s pragmatic stance on the émigré 
balancing act between assimilating and remaining Russian, as well as the belief in 
returning home which remains to be strong throughout Mironov’s editorship. 
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The fifth and last chapter has demonstrated that a strong émigré morality is 
amplified even by means of IR’s coverage of the amorality of the émigré community’s 
others: Soviet Russia and the West. It thus can be concluded that triangulation did not 
only affect émigré literature, but has impacted émigré culture and identity as a whole. 
IR’s content testifies to the fact that the Russian interwar emigration did not solely 
position itself vis-à-vis prerevolutionary Russia, it also build its identity in dialogue 
with the (perceived) identities of Soviet Russia and the West. 
As the first part of the fifth chapter has demonstrated, the amorality of the other is 
the most explicitly present in IR’s coverage of Soviet Russia. IR does not miss an 
opportunity to showcase the harrowing consequences of Soviet rule on everyday life, 
and emphasizes that Soviet Russia is a community in clear moral decay. Significantly, 
it thus is not only the material culture of prerevolutionary Russia which should be 
safeguarded, also, and perhaps more importantly still, its immaterial moral culture is 
under threat in contemporary Russia, and, hence, must be preserved in exile. This 
dissertation has revealed a number of strategies which IR uses to highlight moral 
decay in Soviet Russia. First of all, it stood out that a number of Soviet elements which 
IR frequently condemns, are exactly those which IR presents as uniting traits in the 
émigré community: religion, children and art. Those elements function as 
communicating vessels in IR: the negative portrayal of these elements in Soviet Russia 
only amplifies the positive portrayal of the emigration and vice versa. Additionally, IR 
systematically emphasizes the Soviet authorities’ hypocrisy by repeating official 
Soviet statements and terminology and confronting them with photographs indicating 
the reality, or mocking this official speech in tis cartoons. In this way, IR strongly 
condemns the authorities lack of norms and values. Furthermore, from time to time IR 
differentiates between the corrupting authorities and the corrupted people and in 
doing so demonstrates that the people is not intrinsically bad. This is an important 
factor in the émigré return narrative, as it can be argued that the Soviet authorities 
can be removed, but the Soviet people remains, and hence, it must not be bad nature. 
Finally, this chapter has demonstrated that IR not only uses news items and 
photographs to offer a glimpse of contemporary Russia, it also prints Soviet literature 
with this aim. Here it is striking that the majority of stories by Soviet authors paint a 
harrowing picture of Soviet life and society and indicate moral decay – or at least from 
the émigré perspective, as there is often a double reading possible. However, by 
labelling many of those stories as “From Soviet life”, IR suggests that they are 
representative for Soviet life as a whole. In this way, together with the vast amount of 
other negative content, IR thus influences its readers’ image of Soviet Russia and 
creates a sense of émigré unity and community spirit around the shared disapproval 
of anything Soviet. 
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Finally, the second part of chapter five has examined the way in which IR looks at 
the West. This chapter has demonstrated that in addition to more general news items 
on topical events, IR’s coverage of the West displays two major lines. First of all, IR 
clearly captures the Roaring Twenties’ spirit of the times by frequently covering the 
enormous technological progress on the one hand, and the whirlwind of spectacle and 
sensation on the other. In this coverage it stands out that IR generally discusses these 
topics with a great sense of enthusiasm, but at the same time keeps a certain distance. 
What is more, on certain occasions IR even indicates that the West has spun out of 
control and that certain norms and values are being abandoned. In this way, IR, once 
more, positively highlights the émigré community’s strong sense of morality. 
Additionally, albeit to a lesser extent, IR at times clearly reproaches the West in 
general – and the host countries in particular – for acting out of self-interest, which 
not rarely comes at the expense of the émigré community and Russia. A significant 
manifestation of this according to IR are the Western films on Russian subjects, which 
are generally riddled with stereotypes and distort Russian history in order to raise the 
entertainment value, and, hence, the revenues. IR thus deems it necessary to watch 
over the representation of (prerevolutionary) Russia and the Russians in Western 
film. Interestingly, this is a form of preservationism in which prerevolutionary Russia 
should not be protected from the Bolsheviks, but from the West. Also on a political and 
economic level, IR believes that the West places its own interests above that of the 
émigrés. A clear example of this is IR’s strong disapproval of the recognition of Soviet 
Russia by France and other Western countries in 1924. Also manifestations of 
Western-Soviet cooperation, such as the art auctions or the oil concessions according 
to IR testify to the West’s indifference to Russian suffering for the sake of financial 
gain. Furthermore, these examples indicate that for IR Russian culture seems to 
surpass Pushkin and Repin or Orthodoxy, but also cover Russian richesses that are not 
necessarily typically Russian, such as resources or non-Russian art treasures gathered 
over the centuries. 
It can be concluded that IR indeed displays preservationism, but that there are 
varying forms, which not always manifest themselves at the same times or to the same 
extent. It is clear that the more conventional types of preservationism as 
demonstrated by Raeff and others in high culture are present in IR only to a very 
limited extent, and solely on particular occasions. It is important to note that this does 
not necessarily mean that IR does not value those manifestations of prerevolutionary 
Russia tout court, it rather indicates that the common émigré in his everyday life 
perhaps is preoccupied more with other aspects of the Russian identity. Instead, IR is 
much more and much actively concerned with preserving prerevolutionary Russia’s 
moral standards, something which is manifested most clearly in the unity and mutual 
support of the émigré community. 
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The study of IR and of popular and everyday émigré culture in general of course 
would benefit from further research, for which this dissertation can serve as a solid 
basis. First of all, it should be studied whether, and if so, how, IR evolves after 
Mironov’s editorship. But also more conceptual studies on émigré mentalities as 
reflected in IR, as well as network analysis would prove beneficial. Therefore, it is 
recommended to conduct archival research in order to better understand certain 
choices and tendencies in IR. Furthermore, in order to place IR within the broader 
socio-historical context of the Russian emigration, it would be useful to consider IR 
and its perception within a broader network of periodicals and determine how IR 
relates to its prerevolutionary predecessors, as well as to émigré and Western 
contemporary peers. In this light, a more in depth study of the individual authorship 
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